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BUSINESSLIKE CHARITY

(Editorial)

In no other country of the world is the cry of the neody and the unfort\mat«
heard as readily as in America. IThether these unfortunates are victimB of
an earthquake in Italy, or a famine in China, or a conflagration in YnJiOBi
their appeal to the open hearts and hands of the American people never is

in vain, while our people contributed enormous sums to^vard war charities
such as caring for the orphans of Belgium, the poor in the destroyed villages
of France, and the starving Armenians.

The American gives liberally but not wisely, often contributing to a charitabl
catise without knowing or wanting to know whether man, woman, or child la thm \

recipient. This is true especially of the gifts made on the too maaerous
j j

••tag days". Die average American's contribution to charity is the prico
which he pays for the privilege of devoting himself to his own affairs for
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some time, without being dlstxirbed. ' Seldom does his participation In
charitable projects, which Is evidence of loving sympathy and true
humanltarlanlam, become known. To alleviate suffering, to put an end to
misery, that is the duty of a commission, a society, a board, a ccxoalttee,

or some other organization which volunteers to take hold of the matter and
collects contributions. Ergo: - Send a check, or bring your cash, to the
organization.^ dat is the only obligation of a charitable-minded citizen.
As for the use of the money contributed and the nature of the charity,
that^ In the opinion of most contributors, is a matter to be decided by
the organization nAich solicits and receives the money. Only a few consider
it their business to find out whether or not, and how, the money is applied
to the alleged purpose. '

t

To most Americans philanthropy and charity are one and the same thing, al-
though thez*e is as much difference between the two as there is between the
bedm of a quack and the medicine of a conscientious physician. All
experience made heretofore confirms the fact that charity docs not decrease
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but rather increases , and cannot put and end to paxzperlsm. Just as an
organic disease cannot be cured by a plaster, so pauperism, v/hich is an
organic disease of the social body of humanity, cannot be cured by gifts
which provide alleviation of only the urgent need of the moment. There-
fore, genuine philanthropy, practiced on a vfide scale, must co-operate in
reconstructing jand reorganizing the economic and social conditions which
are conducive to the creation and continuation of poverty. Higher wages,
legal restriction of working hoxirs, better housing, cheaper foods, more
adequate protection of health*, better care for the sick, and encouragement
to thrift on the one hand and, on the other, prohibition of child labor
and legislation against employment of women for certain types of v/ork.

GSiorough education and occupational training upon graduation from school
constitute the chief part of a program for the purpose of removing
paxiperism.

*

As far as the individual needy family is concerned, it is self-evident
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that its physical requirements should be satisfied first. But in shaping
the future of the family two matters should be decisive, barring imusual
circumstances: The family must not be disrupted and the family must be
enabled to earn its ovm living. However, it is just in this respect that ^
many charitable organizations, both public as well as private, have erred. 5
In Illinois alone hundreds of families were broken up after they had become <=^

clients of charity because of sickness, unemployment, or drunkenness on the rj

part of the head of the family. In many instances the members of a family -o

were so placed that they were separated by entire states and only after o
m^any years v/ere they united again. Food, fuel, medical care, etc., were i^
often given in s^ch a way that the recipients' neighbors were witnesses of S
the charitable act, or in a manner or under conditions that left a thorn in
the heart of the aided. Llany dispensers of charity lack true himanitariani
and common sense. A few years ago a i)astor from a near-by city v/as robbed of
his money and watch :and chain during a short sojourn in Chicago. It was
late in the afternoon and, since he v/ished to ride on a certain train, he
asked for the loan of one dollar at the office of a prominent charitable
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organization. Ibe officer in charge, having satisfied himself in regard
to the validity of the pastor^s documents of identification, fiirnished the
dqllar, but only after the clergyman had surrendered his new black necktie
as security in accordance with the demand of this "charitable" man. Let
this instance stiffice to illustrate the "business spirit" which too often
frustrates the efforts of great charitable organizations. One could relate
a great number of similar cases. However, the conditions upon which they
shed a light are sufficiently well known to the public. It is all the more
a pity tbat the .public participates^ in the work of charity as a contributor
only. This is the sole explanation for the f^ict that many organizations
perform acts of charity in a mere businesslike manner without compassionate
inquiry into the peculiarities of individual cases. And yet the words of
the Bible, "ihough I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have
not charity, I am become as sounding brass,- or as a tinkling cymbal,"
should not be more closely observed in any other phase of human endeavor*
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Accordin/^ to the estlmate5^ '^f real-estate expert*^ there is a /=^reat lack of

homes in i\inerica at the present time. This lack does not appear uniform in all
loc6litles; it is prevalent chiefly in the cities. About 320,000 new homes will be
needed in the United *^.tates every year, accordin/c' to carefully compiled statistics.
Hardly any new homes were built last year. As a result about 700,000 new homes • ^
are necessary immediately, and blilldinr activity should increase preatly and rapidly 2
as soon as mild weather can be looked for.

It is true, there is ho superabundance of buildinp; material on hand at this time. ^
The materials which we had in stock were used for war purposes. But present sup- §
plies should be sufficient to meet the immediate demands, and additional supplies ^
will very likely be forthcoming in the near. future. The lack of workers,, too, can S
quickly be remedied. Among the soldiers who are returning to civil life there are cS

many mechanics who will rrladly avail themselves of the opportunity to earn (rood

wages, for wages are higher today than they were before the V7ar. Salaries are higher
than they ever were. Of course, the cost of living has also advanced, but we may
hope that the limit of the rise in prices has been reached, and that no further
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increase need be feared. In the coming spring and during the coming
summer there will be a general drop in prices, and next winter* s prices for
food and other necessities will be much lower, than those now prevailing. -

At all eyents, economic conditions will be stabilized, and we' will view the r

future with fewer misgivings. The young people who are returning from the War will ^^ I

be thinking of establishing homes for rearing families. Our citizens are accus- S|
tomed to live in their own homes if they possibly can, and have an innate dislike ^J
for renting living quarters, whether these be called **tenements,** or are known ^1
by the proud name, departments**.^ iforality and sanitation make the one-family ^
home preferable to duplex homes, which destroy all desire for individuality and
deprive human beings of air^ light, and rest. Much can be said against ^departments,**

and precious little for themJ^ Above all, we should encourage workers, thousands
of whom» for obvious reasons^ live in dirty barns in which a respectable farmer
would not house even his animals, to establish their own homes. IThey (the workers)
will be rewarded for their efforts by physically and morally clean children. ^^
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And it Is more economical to live ih one's own home than It is to
rent living quarters. Acquiring a home encourages thrift ,and is often the
foundation or subsequent wealths

To those who are without means, buildinr and loan associations, which are ^
established on the principle of reciprocity,* are a preat help in financing ^
a home. Many peot^le have acquired home? in this way. * This system could be C
greatly expanded with the aid of the Oovernment. Vxich would be f^ained, If 5d

builders of homes could borrow money at the low rates at which farmers may 2
obtain capital. The Federal Government is v.orkinfr on such a plan at the

present time. If the plan proves to be workable, the one-family house will
play a more important part in the life of our country than it does now, and
that would be a great blessing to our people.
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SOLDIERS* INSQRANCE

(Editorial)

AaoDg the Tarlous questions whloh the soldier who has been demobilized and
who has re--eAtered ciTil life will hare to answer, is the following: ^'Vhat

shall I do with ay war insuranee?** A deeision which the Bureau of War
Insurance published on last Saturday aakes it easy to answer this question.
According to this decision soldiers and sailors way (within fiye years)
exchange their gorremaent insurance for policies similar to those which are
issued by large priTate insurance cowpanies. The new policies will not be
issued until premium rates hsTe been published. Although the rates hsTe
not yet been established » they will be considerably lower than those charged
by priTate ccmpanies*

According to a statement made by Colonel Lindsay, superintendent of the
aforementioned Bureau, six kinds of policies will be arailable: regular

. n
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life ixuiuranee policies, twenty ^yeaj^ premium life insuzanee policies

,

tkUty ^7MU^ premium policies, twenty-year endowment policies , thirty-year
endowment policies, and policies maturing idien the insured is sixty-two years
old. All policies will contain the stipulation that in case the policyholder
is totiLLly disabled the gOTeznment will pay him a certain sum sTezy month,
and will not require further payment of premiums. This insurance is yIt^
tually an old«age pension and disability insurance, and the men who serred
in the az^y or nairy, and retain their goremment insurance, will hare the
best possible protection against poTerty.

•

From a rectot publication we learn that the War Risk Immcranoe Bureau has
written 49440,000 policies, the total Talue of which is |39,2329000,000,
an ayerage of |8,756 per policy. The importance of this business is evident
from a comparison with the business of priTate insurance companies, which
wrote only 127,000,000,000 of insurance in the United States. The largest
private contpany issued policies with a total value of only $316,000,000
last year, while the Federal Government issued policies with a total value T
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of #356 9000 9000 laat aonthy whan applloatlona wara alraady on tha daclina.
To data » tha Ooyamaant has allovad elfJLaa for paymant of faca raluo on
34,969 polieiaa, totaling |294,720,000.

It can ba raadily undaratood that our Goramaant can offar aora raaaonabla
rataa than prlTata oonpaniaa oan^ for tha lattar auat pay larga auaa of
iBonay to aolleitora and aganta for obtaining naw policyholdara • Further-
aora» it mat ba takan into account that tha rlak is daoraaaad aa tha nuobar
of inaurad la incraaaad* Finally na auat raaaabar that low prasiuaa attract
a great nuabar of young paopla, who ara battar riaka than aldarly paopla*
Tha AiMrican paopla would undoubtadly aara biUiona of dollara through
goramaant inauranca, which could ba i^>rofad in aoaa raapaata* Thua««.«an
idaal, which ia worth atriTing for, could ba attainad: parfact protaction
againat tha graataat caraa in lifa within tha aaana of arary indiTidual in
our country.

Attainasnt of thia goal would ba graatly facilitated if tha GoTarnaant would

:i.;5
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pamit paymant of praaluma in «aakly Inatallmanta. Uany polieias lapse
baeauaa the holder has failed to put aside the necessary BU)ney; the prerious
paynents are then declared forfeited. Therefore s<»i6 publications reconmend
that insurance st^ps be pasted into a book which is to be left in the
possession of the insured person, and that the aaount designated on the
stamp be deducted from the weekly wages of the insured by his ewployex%
^^ranslator^s note: The writer *s daaeription of the proposed method of
collecting weekly insurance payments is Tery rague^ In this respect the
Government could do much good. In this eoaneotion the fact should not be
orerlooked that the Goremment would come into possession of the rest sums
irtiich are flowing into the hands of prirate corporations. With this money
aTailable, the Gorexnment would be reliered of the necessity to borrow.
Therefore ereryone idio holds a goTemment insurance policy should keep
the policy in force, in his own interest as well as in the interest of
the nation.
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^SB HIGH COST OF U7ING7

The capitalists and the lords of Industry bare decreed that the closed circle
which is responsible for the continued high cost of liring oust be broken
by a decrease in food prices; that the producers of food, the American far-
mers, must make the first sacrifice* To begin decreasing living expenses by
lowering wages is out of the question because of the wide-spread dissatis-
faction and general unrest in labor circles. Again, industry does not want
to begin lowering the prices on its products as long as the cost of labor
remains at its present high lerel. So the farmer must be the goat* And
since farmers are not as well organized as are workers and employers, they
will be able to offer less organized opposition to a ^^reconstruction** such
as is described abore*

But it is Just from this viewpoint that we must consider the marketing of
ffluna produce today, because so many people in our country are simply demand-

%,
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I Gr ing a decrease in the cost of livinfa;. Indeed, various conditions

connected with the marketing of food, as well as with the development
of our social life, have given rise to much uneasiness in every part of the
United States. For instance, attention is called especially to the fact that
our Federal Food Administrators have obligated our country to place up to
sixty per cent of our available supply of butter at the disposal of England
and the other Allies in Europe at a relatively low price, whilQ we in Ameri-
ca must pay one half as much more per pound for this produce. Even if we
make allowance for possible political motives of a partisan nature, the fact
remains that many people from every walk of life, and from every corner of
our country y are making numerous and bitter complaints against our govern-
ment because it did not take more effective precautions against a general rise
in the cost of living during the war. Of course, in times such as the present,
any and every government would be made the object of such accusations by one
or the other party.

But one thing is certain, and that is this: It is absolutely imperative that
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we pay very close attention to the labor laovement and to the general
social imrest in their relation to thd cost of living. It is un-

deniably true that unemployment is increasing, and the American Federation
of Labor predicts bread lines by May, unless a forcible reduction in the cost
of living is made very soon.

Congress is being, urged from many quarters to bring an immediate decrease in
the price of the necessities of life, but Congress has obligated itself, by
solemn promise to the farmers, to keep the cost of living at the present level
by guaranteeing them relatively high minimum prices for their products. In
order to stimulate production of agricultural products. Congress has already
proposed an appropriation of 1250 million dollars; it intends to use this
money to force the retention of high prices through control of the market.
For the present it is concerned with the price of this year's winter wheat
and of pork. Grovernment authorities at V/ashington are giving their attention
to these two items and will make a report within the next day or two* Judg-
ing from conditions in general we believe that the Grovernment will make every
effort to keep its promise to the farmers by maintaining its high price

co\
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I & policies, especially sii^ce a very important year for politics is

close at hand*

No doubt, the officers of the Government are fully prepared to defend its
price regulating policy. 'i7ith that calm determination which has always
'characterized 7filson*s administration, they are beginning to carry out the

policy of forcible maintenance of high price levels. This is apparent from
the request for the necessary money and frcxn tho fact that the Crovernment

has published full information regarding the manner in vdiich it will carry
on its wheat business

^^ranslator * s note: Subsequent paragraphs of the article contain a comparison
of prices on various products and no expression of attitudej»y^
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UNDER OHE MICROSCOPB

(Editorial)

The disclosure of widespread dishonesty , incompetence » and extravagance
in the realm of war cheorities by a Tsderal district attorney of New York
has attracted much attention* The lessons which these unpleasant revela-
tions teach are applicable in no smaller degree to many branches of pri-
vate benevolence* In this field, too, vanity, credulous kindheartedness,
and poor management are often a hindrance to the attainment of satis-

factory results, and sometimes make success impossible* Owing to the
general lack of desirable pxihlic instituticms in the United States, many
branches of public welfeare have been left to private charities* Homes
for delinquent boys or girls, sanitariums for the cure of mental diseases
and alcoholism, homes for the aged, and like institutions are permitted

by public authorities and courts to operate as semiofficial agencies, and

X
X
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eire favored by them with special privileges* But these institutions are
not controlled by these authorities and courts , nor are they required to
give an accounting of their finances and their management*

Even the caz^ of orphans, a charitable activity which, above all others,
should be in the hands of conscientious people who are willing to make
any and every sacrifice, suffers from the same indifferent attitude* It

is Just in this field that organized private charity, acting as a deputy
of the public authorities, has been found wanting* llie loccd American
press has published lengthy reports on the case of a six-year->old girl
irtio was placed in the family of a farmer* Up to her tenth year she was
afforded opportunity to go to school—now and then* But during the fol-
lowing eleven years she was forced to do messenger service without i>ay*

The local Law Enforcement League took the matter to court, and a Jury
awarded the girl ;^,500 for her services*

The chairman of the League stated that twenty similar cases would soon be
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proaeeuted* Coaeeming tha eaaa mentloaad abora ha aald:

'^^^ OLD PR0U02j^

«We found that this girl and tire other ehildron of har family had bean
taken away from their parents by the authorities and tuxned orer to the
Illinois Aid Society upon adrice of the examiner^ The Society then placed
the children with six different foster parents in sereral states* The
father of these children was a drunkard » and that was considered sufficient
cause for disrupting the family* The mother^ bereft of her children, died

a year later—in the asylum for the insane at Dunning*

"It required months of intensiTs searching tc^find the children* The
father gave up drinking and found a home with one of his sons*

"Innumerable families here been torn apart throu^^ the co-operation of

several such *aid societies,* and nearly always on the adrice of so-
called inrestigators of the Jurenile court* We intend to learn the

« ;
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extant of this eourt^s authority* Wa shall aaeartaiA liiathar it has the
|

power to plimga so aany thoosanda of hunan beings into abject misery,
especially upon the adrice of incoopetent and negligent investigators •**

Daring this present period of widespread social tmrest it a^mLS ifflpera--

tire that the State dOTOte Its authority and resources to the protection
and defense of the physically or mentally weak, of helpless youth and
the indigent aged« Qie prolomged slaTcry of orphans was broo^t about
under the guise of hnmanitarianifli and is merely a «yaptcm of the hypocrisy
and self«-deception iriiich is so prcTalent in human society^ We hope that
none will wait until Tiolcmce brings about an awakeningl
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:i:-<:ri: TOUR GOVXBNIISNT INSDRANCS POLICIBSI

(Editorial)

Nearly all of the inaiqr thousands of yooag soldiers who are nov returning
home hare insured their lires with the gorernment on rery fairorable texns*
The majority of then are young; they are in their so-called best years

»

and, when they answered the call of their country , they had not yet estab-
lished their own homes » perhaps had not even given that natter any thoufi^t*

Still they subscribed for insurance—in most instances because thMLr su-
periors, or friends, or relatives, urged than to do so, since it was r^fm
possible that they Big^t not return from the war; and it was a source or .

oonseliitian for then to know that their loved ones would be caared for in
the event that they should meet death on the battlefield*

* •

*

Now that the war is over, sons of them may think that there is no necessity

*•>
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for keeping up their insurance* They core bale and hearty and give no
thou^t to death* They expect to support their dependent relatiyee by
working, consider insurance superfluous, and let their policies expire*

Warnings against such thoughtlessness cannot be too forcible* No one
knows how long he will lire* The next hour way be the last* Iran the
strongest, eren the seewingLy healthiest, way Tory suddenly and very
soon fall a prey to the grim reaper* Srery year thousands upon thousands
lose their lires by accidents against which they could not protect them-
selves* Eren th^ youth uho to-day boasts of his abundant strength may be
a helpless Tictiw of disease toworrow, and soon thereafter a corpse*
What comfort could lie not derlTe in his last hours from the knowledge
that his dependents would not suffer tnm want after his departure! The
sooner he begins to proride for his dependents the smaller the cost will
be** ••No private company would have assumed the risk which the gOTemment
assumed when it sold its insurance to the nation* s soldiers* Only the
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fact that the wealth of the entire nation serred as security enabled
Uncle Sam to sell his soldiers insurance on such farorable terms* Any-
one who drops his gOTemment insurance , thinking that he can obtain
insusraace , on similar terms at any time, is acting very foolishly* Pru-
dence dictates that erery owner of a goremment insurance policy pay his
premiums rery promptly, for tlias he earns the ^riyilege of converting
his war policy into a regular gOTemment policy without submitting to a
medical examination*

The GoTemment intends to issue yarious kinds of life-'insurance policies,

regular policies, annuity policies, twenty-year endooidnt policies, and
others* Present policyholders may choose any one of these, and in choos-
ing may avail themselres of the experience which the Goremment has had
in the insurance business* Ooremment insxirance is attractire for another

reason, namely, ^hat the Goremment operates at less cost than other in-

surance companies* Then again, the premiums paid for GoTemmant insurance

1 (
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are Invested for the benefit of the nation, while the private companies
let the enormous sxms which they accept from their clients flow into

Wall Street, whereby the power of the barons of finance is steadily in-
creased« Investigation affords ample proof that much of the money which
the worshippers of gold lose through speciilation in lower Manhattan's
temples of Mammon, or through extravagance and dissipation, comes from
the pockets of policyholders* It would be a severe blow to these pluto-
crats if government insurance should become a permanent public institution,
a legal obligation—and sooner or later it will* FOr this reason these
gentlemen are opposed to such an institution* They know that their income
from premium payments would cease, and the power which they have over the
people would wane* They did not earn the contents of their coffers* These
are filled chiefly with the savings of the common people, and the ^bears^
and **bulls** use these savings for their speculation on the market*
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TE2 "SOCIAL iCVIL" III CLICAGO

(iiditorial)

The convention of ministers complained recently about the alleged laxity of
the police and other nunicii>al officers in fighting the so-called social evil
and other vices that endangered the iiiorality of soldiers and sailors* They
announced that if the local authorities would not take care of the matter soon,
they would appeal to the Federal government for action*

In principle, of course, they are right* There are city ordinances, state laws,
acts of Congress, and Federal statutes which, if strictly complied with, would
make the continuance of the social evil in Chicago and elsewhere impossible*
But human beings will always seek to gratify the instincts and desires they are
heir to, in spite of all atteorpts at spiritualization* Theoretically, the
indignation of the Lord^s shepherds is absolutely justified* In some sections
of Chicago, conditions are really deplorable* But when it comes to putting
theory into practice, one encounters the same difficulties that all apostle

\
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of morality haye eneounterad ainea tha dawn of hiiman hlatory* The natural
Inatineta-—Juat becauaa they are natural functiona—wllly under all clroum-
ataneaa, prove atronger than all the lawa and ordinaneaa laid down by man*
It ia poaaible to corer up^ UDre or leaa, the outward aanifeatationa of
ice and ita concomitanta by inatituting atrict maasuraa, but the evil it-
aelf will never be ramoTed by laws or police rules* It will go on Jtxat the
aane, and, due to the fact that it evadea public control, will constitute a
greater peril to our civic life*

If vice ia really and truly to be eliminated, it will be necessary to approach
the natter from a different emgle euid to dig in the right apot in order to lift
out the root* But this can only be done when our social and economic conditions
have changed to such an extent that ever^^ individual will make enough to found
a family of hia own in the early yeara [ot imvllioo^^^ so tbat he can sui>exvi8e9

in a well-regulated and comfortable home, the moral development of hia growing
children and give them moral aaaiatanee when they go out into the world-^
asaiatanoe which they need during the years of their prime*

But even then, the evil could not be entirely eliminated* One would have to be
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satisfied to limit it to the possible ainlmun> Those moralizing gentlemen
^he lainlsters/^ ought to know that« The Bible says: **The spirit is willing,
but the flesh is weak*** And that still holds true today* The social evil
will remain, until each mature person is giren the opportunity to gratify the
demands of nature in a legitimate manner, sad as this admission may be for
humanity* You cannot put nature in fetters* WhereTer it is done, the results
are disastrous* Any reliable, doctor will agree to that*

By this statement we do not mean to condone the conditions existing in Chicago*
These are indeed to be deplored* However, in Tiew of the size of the city and
the extent of its tourist trade, they are nothing out of the ordihary* Those
who hare had the opportunity to obserre conditions prevailing in the large sea-
ports, would not agree that Chicago is any less **moral** than those ^eaportsT**
It is not fair to blame the municipal authorities for conditions as they are*
If responsibility has to be fixed, the inadequate control system should be blamed*
Only through strict medical supervision of prostitutes can the tragic con-
sequences of the social evil be curbed to a resonable extent and the spreading
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of certain contagious diseases be prevented* Police regulations will not do
any good* The police may as well help hungry people hy forbidding them to get
hungry*
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CHILD LABOR

(Idltorlal)

At the poraMiit tlaa, there is pending in Ck>ngree8 a bill dravn up and
prepared by BepreaentatiTe Usard Keating and Pvofesspr Thoaaa !•
Fiarkinaon of Golnribla TJniTeraity, the eagetaent of ahieh aoald be high-
ly desirable in the interest of ehild welfare* It proTides, as a war
neasure, that children under fourteen years of age shall not be allowed to
work in industry» that the woxk period for children between the ages of
fourteen and sixteen anst not eieeed eight hours a day in the factories ^

and it also prohibits the e^ployaent of children under sixteen years of
age in nines and stone quarries*

These proTisions are identical with those contained in a Federal child
welfare law which the Supreae Court recently has declared unconstitu-
tional# In order that the present bill shall not encounter a sinilar
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fate 9 It is being proposed' as a war easorei since Congress undoubtedly
has the power to enact such Beasures* Friends of child welfare hope
that the Federal goTemBsnt will support the aoactaent of such a bill,
inasBuch as nany young children hsTe returned to work since the Supreaie
Court rendered the aboTCHMntioned decision* They were either attracted
by high wages or had to go to work in order to neet the increased cost -

of liTing* In nany States , where no ag^ liait preTtils, school attendance
has dropped considerably*

In justification of the proposed bill it is said that it is not only
designed to protect ehildren from working at too early an age and for
excessiTely long hours» but also to preserte national health and vitali-
ty• Children who are deprired of the opportunity to acqiiire a school
education and to develop nomally will sens day aake inferior citizens,
nentally and physically*

The passage of the Keating bill will, for the tine being, stop the eo^loi-
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tatloii of ohildron* In the MMintiBe, tho fctloxial Child Labor Ck^aBittee^

in conjunction with tho Aasrican Fodaration of Labor, will attawpt to
draw up a Federal law which will aaet all the objections raised by the
Supraae Court* After the prerious law was inTalidated, opponents of such
legislation claiaed that child protection was a natter for the separate
States and should be left for them to handle* A few weeks later, an op-
portunity presented itself to test the validity of this claia« In the
Georgia legislature, a bill was saboaitted the prorisions of irtiich con-
foxaed substantially with those of the rejected Federal law« The bill
was ssTerely condeaned on all sides, and the comittee which was con-
sidering the neasure shdLTed it by a TOte of nine to one* This result,
as well as the fate of proTious attesvts, proTss that effectire child
protection can hardly be accomplished by the Tarious States, that the
enactaent of Federal laws is necessary* The new bill has been broue^t to
the attention of President Wilson and, according to reports, has net with
his conplete approval*
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(3ditori:.l)

Judicious citizens, no doubt, regret the unfavorable attitude displayed by
members of the City Council, v.hereby tho installation of water meters xvas

postponed. It appears quite natural that the cost of v-'ater supply should
be plausibly borne by the consumer, according to hin u.^e. It is the only
just distribution of the ernen.-e .rising- fron that source. Persons tax** l"^'! ?.P.ft. ?^

favorably disposed tovnrd the installation of the ;vater raeter i.ust have a V^^^

, veiy good reason. Hov/ever, it is not fair ti.at a citizen whose v;ater supply
need is considerably smaller t;.an hir, fellow-citizen* s must permanently
assume the pr.rtial burden for tho conrromer of I'.rre quantities of water.

Ivlany housekeepers, not extravagant in their use of writer, will probably benefit
by the water meter, since their v.-ater bills will be decidedly lower. Vftiosoever

t is opposed to the installation of v/ater meters arouses suspicion as to his
squandering: of water Chica^^oans contsume a j-reat deal i.iore water-
according to statistics—thsn any other city.
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Chicagoans may be much cleaner than other people if Judged by the con-
sumption of water, but even then the consuiaption by our communities is

still considered abnonaally large. Our excessive use of v ater points to
the probability that more water is being wasted by leaking pipes and
faucets of our water supply system rather than by the excessive use. Despite
the fact that garden sprinkling reaches its height in summer, and that some
people have nor scruples when operating sprinklers all day long, a system
which was also adopted by the Park administration* If every transgressor had
to Tpay for v;ater thus squandered, many such sinners v;ould give up their extra-

vagancy in the interest of their ov;n pocketbooks. Those who do not waste
water have nothing to \vorry about in regard to water meters, on the contrary,
they ought to insist upon installation of the same. It would be their only
assurance against excessive water bills, and furthermore, the \vater bill of
extravagant consumers would equal their use«
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CHILDREl^ AT V;ORK AND AT PLAY

(Editorial)

GERMAN

Authoritative learning to parents is issued repeatedly regarding the un«hole-«->

some practice of too heavy a task of seeking gainful employment on the part
of our growing youth. Never before was the warning so intensive as it is at
the present 9 because never before were children called upon to contribute
toward the family income. The practice of encouraging children to seek employ-
ment is a special feature of parents of this country. In most families, per-
suasion is not necessary, since the inborn instinct is already developed in a
boy when he is scarcely able to stand upon his feet.

He too, like the average person, has developed an appreciation for money. Then
came the long summer vacation which is putting a great strain on mothers in

general

f
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Employment" for those youngsters is preferable to loitering on streets—in
her opinion—possibly in bad company. And now, inspired by the War "to do
his bit**--a praisevjorthy attitude indeed—it has increased this tendency
still more.

However, no objection could be raised against this ambition iinder the present
circumstances, provided that other interests of this growing generation are
not entirely eliminated. Parents, educators, and communities as well, must
be on the alert, and prevent such eventualities. Vifork must not be hard,
neither must working hours be too long. It would, be well to bear in mind
that these are the years of growth and preparation for the youth's future
duties^ The battle for existence becomes more acute from one year to another.
Therefore, it stands to reason that only those who are in possession of robust
health, fortified by a reasonable quantity of knowledge will be able to emerge
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victoriously. Both must be acquired before maturity. Physical or mental
overwork may result in disaster Overwork and its bad consequences
seldom appear immediately, but when it does show up, the damage done is

sometimes. Irreparable*

Many parents are utterly devoid of understanding. Thus, for instance, many
a mother insists that her offspring keep busy all day long—which is the
height of nonsense. It is common knowledge that normal development requires
freedom of vdll and freedom of movement. Everyone knows from his own e^eri-
ence the difference of sentiment toward work n^en performed of one's own free
will and when performed under pressure. Adults very seldom dwell upon busi-
ness matters during hours of recreation. They feel the urge for a diversion
of thoughts in contrast to their task.

i
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How about children who have no occupation, but are inspired by their
elders* hunger for some liberal divertisenent suited to their strength?
Youngsters will probably use up their surplus enef^ in some forri of play,
vdiich is, after all, as beneficial as sleep, or as nourishing as food.

In recalling the past, one envisions the glorious time spent at play with
one's companions. It is, therefore, folly to begrudge the youngsters the most
natural desire—play. Youngsters deprived of childhood life develop into
serious, materialistic, yes, vety frequently into embittered, ill-tempered
persons, generally calling no one their friend. It cannot be perceived that
any mother wishes her children such a lot. If children must work, ample time
for play should be provided, even at the risk of a decreased family income.
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A PHCTLUT

:'>^

The "Deutsche ./acht,** a society organized for nutual benefit,
held a protest neetinc, at which tv.-o hundred persons acreed un-
animously upon the follov;inc:

^•The saciety for mutual benefit, The "^Deutsche ./acht" with its
four hundred nembers, had Joined the United Societies for local
Eone Rule in the endeavor to help other societies, an^ the citizens
of Chicago as ;vell, in the fight for the preservation of personal
liberty and "Home Rule." Free men, with free choice of par^ or
"religion, have united in fou^idin.*: this organization. The German
newspapers of the city have taken prominent part in the creation
of this society. They encased in unselfish agitation, reaching
the masses far better than any society could possibly do. They
urged individuals, whether or nottKey \7ere members of any or-
ganization, to fight for the preservation of personal liberty. They

L:.
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made an urgent plea to disregard party preferences and give support
to those candidates v:ho i;ere -defendants of these principleiC

Therefore v;e protest vigorously against the attempt to exclude the
representatives of those newspapers as active members of the

managing committee of the United Societies. Furthermore, vie protest
against any attempt of curtailing .personal liberty, or conviction
of their members, and thus disregard the principles for which the

organization stands. The future success of the United Societies
depends largely upon a non-partician policy of their officials.
Neither party nor religion must determine their course, but the

principles upon which the United Societies had been based, namely;

personal liberty and "Home Rule."

-.a

i

I
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til: illTUR'JL ccu?^:::: c-f it^itts

"In unity lies streneth," and "the price paid for liberty is constant
alertness." .iTien the liberal element of our ci^^izens had discovered
that liberty and the rifjht to hone rule v.ere Jeopardized, they realized
the truth which lies in these words, and hastened tQ strengthen their
fortification, culminating in the founding of the United Societies
for local home rule, .ui uixecutive Coianittee was then appointed,
into v;hose care the eioverninc': of these societies v;as entrusted. To.

watch and guard the interest this precious thinr called liberty vms
the principal duty of tliat •corjiittee.. . . Faith played a prominent
part in the organization of the United Societies. They placed faith
in the men ;vhom they elected as their representatives. These dele- •

gates, in t\irn, depend upon the faith of the ^ecutive Committee,
etc., all of whom are working to;vard one ultimate goal. The structure
of the United Societies rests upon the faith in each other.... Liberty

(
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waa well guarded under the watohfol eye of thla organization; it was
the supporting pillar of liberty loving people* •••

»

And it worked ezoellently, but not indefinitely* Vhile the organization
remained true to the principle upon lAioh it was founded, all was well,
and the Association becane powerful and influential beyond the limits
of its osn city* This resulted in the pronounced anti prohibition
attitude througjiout the State*

Howerer, the faith placed in certain mflmbers of the Association was
grossly misused* They hare now foxmed a minority grpiHIy it JCftttleft .of
their osn, and, therefore, are politicians Just the same* Spoil politics
and office huntings, now replaced the unselfish spirit of the local
liberal hone rule* While all this was undezmining the organization's
splendid reputation, it gare the prohibition adrocates a good chance to
gain considerable ground, although
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Tiotory is still far off* Tlie ^dxja^ lunre beaten the ^Hreta** in two
ballota. In the lover Honae of Leglalature in Springfield, yeaterdaj*

The auoeeaa of the Prohibitioniata is the direct reault of the de-
Tiation froB the principle of the Dhited Charitiea upon which it waa
built • The change of their political riew point is regarded aa a
breach of confidence! and jeopardizea the irtiole atructure of the or-
ganization* fdrthemore, if it continuea upon the path of ita preaent
political attitude, the abaolute collapae of thart atructure ia in-

eritable* Their opponenta, well acquainted with thia deplorable con«>

dition, draw added Tigor frcn thia inconaiatency, which ia largely
reapcnaible for the decrease in popularity of the Aaaociation* An
organization which pexnita ita wa^aaging force to becone inrolTed in
Party and faction politica, cannot expect to defend ita original atand
aucoeaafully, and hope to obtain a hearing by the oppoaition Farty«
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An organization v/hich perrdts its officials to become active in

faction politics, resultinc in a profitable compensation, must, as

a consequence, loose prestige and influence, not only with the or»-nos-

inc Party, but with the Parties of its ov.ti standard, as well. V/hen

an organization fails to fulfill its mission, a complete collapse is

unavoidable, and only a matter of time.

s--.

/
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Xmployers LiaMlity Act.

For the first time an American legislative body dared to introduce a law stipulating
Workers instxrance, whereby employers are held responsible for accidents to woricers

during working hours. This happened in the State of New York. What in this respect
has been planned in the State pt Illinois and the City of Chicago by the Liability
Committee Is nothing worthwhile. If a worker signs a certain form of a contract with
his employer, renouncing his right to sue him for damages in case of an accident, then
the employer is held liable to pay to such worker, or his heirs, a certain amount
stipulated by that law. The worker is certain of this indemnity; it must be paid to
him without further controTersy in accordance with contract, and it is not necessary
for him to carry on an expensiye lawsuit. All this is well as far as it goes, but it

is not going far enough. If, for any reason, the contract is not signed, everything
remains as before. When the worker and the employer both are willing to sign, such
a contract, no special law is necessary to enforce such a signature. When they are .

not willing to sign, either one or both of them, so they can not be forced to do so
inspite of the special law. Such a law: is useless basically.
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There should he no ^If in such cases* If the worker meets with an accident
during his working hours and it is not caused hy his own intentional misconduct, then
he. should he legally dntitled to the indemnity without any further "^ifs,*' Industry
an^ commerce must replace its wornout and damaged machinery, why should they not he
compelled to he responsihle for workers in their respective placesT Can such liab-
ility he placed upon the employerT Is such a procedure legitimate and constitutional?
This is the chief question, which will determine everything else. If this question
is once legally decided upon in the affirmative then it will he comparatively easy
to intro4tice reform measures. Our deplorahle, neglected euid, compared with
European countries, antiquated laws, for the protection o:^ workers must he changed;
their confttitutionality affirmed and everything else would he a matter of time.

But again and again, even until recently all such laws have heen declared
unconstitutional*
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AN OLD AGE PENSION AS IT SHOUID NOT BE.

Congressman Williani B«. V/ilson of Pennsylvania has offered to Congress a bill
for the introduction of an old age pensiont whioh is said to have been
examined and aooepted at the last annual oonvention at Toronto of the
itaaerioan Federation of Labor* Ihe title of the proposition is original

#

"Organization of an Army Corps" t whioh memns the Old Home Ouard of the United
States of America* Any individual of either sex at the age of 65 years t

is eligible* They must have lived in the States for 25 years and must have
been a oitisen for 15 years* Iheir property must not exoeed llfSOO, and
their yearly inoome |240* Applications must be made to the Secretary of
War and an annual compensation of |120 will be paid* No services are
required* The whole proposition sounds like a bad cmd silly Joke* It
may be Hr* Wilson's excusCf that Congress by act of the Constitution is not
empowered to grant any old age pensionst but may well organize Amy Corps of
any description*
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The question of old age pensions and the ^Ucing oare of tbe unfortunates
after a life's work is & question of tinSf and has to be solved sooner or

latert but the question is too important to be solved by politioal triokery*
it oannot be solved by evasion of the Constitution* If the latter stands
in the wayt the Merioan publio must find a way to amend the Cbnstitution»
A thorou^ investigation of the subjeot will have to be made* Publio
opinion will have be oonsulted; a discussion of all details of the Bill
will have to precede its acceptance* We are sure that the results will be
quite different from the present proposition offered by the Pennsylvcmia
congressman* . An old age pension should not be a dole* It is an insult to
those who have served an industrial life to be classed together with the
professional loafer*
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The American workman is entitled to a just reco^^nition of his work and to
be helped if he can't work any more# The self-respect of the individual has
to be recognised, and an old age pension should be on a similar footing
as in Germany. A difference should be made between the honest worker and
a lazy sponger, who lives all his life at the cost of his neighbors.
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GERMN7 AS TEAC^ZR (Editorial)

!i

• ^

\'. .

One of the greatest drairbacks of the democratic government system - very well,
the greatest and one that cannot he denied hy its most enthusiastic followers
and admirers - is this: that it is so very hard in the republic to carry out
pure economic reforms of national importance as soon as they signify a deviation
from the customary and the traditional* In absolute monarchies, reform is
ordered from above and the people must yield; it forms its judgement afterwards. J

In constitutional monarchies the government cannot act without the represent-
ative of the people, but also here its influence is strong enough to carry
out the reform before the great majority of the people know what it is all
about • In the pure democracy the people must first be instructed, the majority '^i

maftt become educated to the reform before any change can be undertaken*

America learned much from Europe and especially (Mrmany, and still has much to

learn. But in no field is this mo essentUil as in forest economy. This is for
I

us Oerman-Americans a particular tatlif#QHo||«

.-I

s.
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off=;nd!5:o patriots.

*

i

The young men v/ho have seen nx)re or xess active service in the war against
Spain are now accuied of parsimony and graft. Not less than 45,710 of these
heroes have applied for their pensions, although the entire army consisted only
of 274,714 officers and men, iriiilst a mere 15,000 were sent to Cuba* Such a
number of pension seekers is entirely out of proportion, when v/e take the to-
tal number of participants into consideration, the fallen, and the wounded.
In Santiago, Porto Rico an^Manila the Spaniards killed only 280, and injured
1,567 of our men. The number of those who were sent to the '•hereafter'* from
the camps of their native land, because of the incapacity of their own officials
and the inefficient care for the convalescent, yrho became perzxanent invalids,
is of course much greater* Nevertheless, there were not 45,000 who may be
enumerated in this classification. It is a certainty that at least 100,000
more applicants will follow; those, whose injuries may manifest themselves
later, as a direct result of the service. How many extra '•Pensioners'* will be
created at the taxpayers expense, as a result of the rampant rebellion in the
Philippines, which still requires occasional fighting, cannot be defin|t|ily
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ascertained.

In spite of all the n foresaid, the ronrortch against our recent heroes is entirely
unjustified. They are not less patriotic, or show greater mercenary tendencies
than the veterans of the Mexican and Civil ./ar. They ob"&ained land grants,

which often comprised the best soil 'ind asked for pensions i9.ter. The liber-
ators of Cuba have no such opportunities, so it is obvious that they intend
to have their nanies affixed unto the pension list. Their viewpoint, that the
country owes then as much as their predecessors, is a rightful attitude and
they consider it foolish to delay their demands for several decades. The
liexican \7ar was an act of acquisition, promoted for the sole purpose to add
new territory to the slave holding gentry. In the Civil \;ar many had to be
drafted, a natter of compulsion. But here we had volunteers fighting for
'liberty during prosperous times, so that they actually sacrificed their mater-
ial or financial welfare, accepting only the modest stipend which Uncle Sam
provided. That only a small minority actually saw combat, and that the war
of liberation by some metamorphosis became a lang grab tussle, is manifestly
not the fault of the Volunteers. Since their services were priceless, a monthly
allowance of $4»00 to vI'.jO.OO for the duration of their life, cannot be regarded
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as remunerfJ.tion; at best it constitutes a ]::ear';er and insufficient love token.

jTiat does it matter, if the prosperous American nation pays more for pensions,

than Geroany does for the combined army and navy? It has the satisfaction of

that profound assurance, that the public's confidence in the Republic's grati-

tude prompts hundreds of thousands to rally to the flag, when its president

appeals to the Volunteers. Let us not shake the serene and sacred American
Patriotism!
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There is no civilized country on the e-^rth which is inclined to keep
the letter of the lew so sacred than the United States; and norrhere is

•the for.Ti of greater iuport^.nce than in this country. Verdicts are
often reversed or invalidated, l:ecause of sor.e ^ra-auaticil errors,
which have no hearing 77hatever upon the case. It happens also
that laws are declared unconstitutional, which have demanded con-
sid'^rubl-^^ eff'^rts of the le^islcture to make them. A little word,
in itself without any import -nee, has "been added hy mistake, and
the statue is considered as "being unconstitutional. By the

interpretation! of law the oblrious meaning and intentions of the

law-makers are not taken into consideration "but the form or letter
only is decisive.

ie is inclined to think that sach a strict adh rence to the letter,
such idoltti^3 0^ ^^^ same, must eventually lead to perfectly equal,
almost to- monotonous le^al decisions, as far as the same law is
concerned, "but this is not the case. In spite of the worship of
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the latter, the same law is interpreted differently by the different
judgeis and Courts; and it happens quite frequently th-rt the same court

int'=»rprets the same law entirely diff:;rent at a different time or case.
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-.-s-r^**^^* ^'"^ i.«^ttucj. diseases of the present age is, \mquestionably, the
v|:|ij' fever of spebulation. If © single individjial imagines that he csn

'M

•'.^

^^i^.'}-

h^^-

%^1vA
:f---^i crii^e wealth "by magic, and change the (iu«t of the street mto ^sold, ho,^j<^" ;r^>^: i|^«

^1^; is considered insane and put into an asyliim; "but if such an idea gets.
%J^j^ into the heads of millions sinmltlBuieously, then it is considered as a
;^y^ joerlgAv of progressire.economic development. '

"

. ;;^^^'^m\34^^i^<^•'v:v^^^• ; ' -
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^i;:?^:;5^:(i^ Perhaps, in the United States is no stronger inclination toward wild
[f.ji*^0^y.^^cuL8ition^ than elsewhere, "but we are much more liable to go from one

ll'^Sfff extreme into another, blither we think the country Is lost beyond re-

^01:, demption, or we see a most glorious futinre ahead of it, A few years

» '> - •^» • i* •Jn.

I !t

i'^-^-

'- ' " 'if-

•"V. *

^2-^^^ a^ Bn inalgpiticaxit export of >old was sufficient to cattee a panic,
which cuimlnated into a rush i^on the Federal Treasury, 5»nd coarpelled

^1:^:.^.- other hand we can observe an unwarranted and blind confidence in under-

V-tl

^government to use extraordinfoy means to save their credit. ..jOn the ;
.^^'^ 5^;r^||^.

w

k. very shaky^'';s<C;,fi^r;'t'^^^^^
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Upon promises and attractive descriptions many, who are otherwise
careful and distrusting, risk their whole forttmes* In such cases, the
rent ability of the undertaking constitutes no measure of its actual
value.

We find the most outstanding cases of wild speculation at the stock
exchange* Stocks and bondSf which have earned no previous dividends,
are quoted way above their actual value, and are driven higlier daily,,.

These Insane 8i>eculatiwe activities not only hurt the participants,
but this extreme exaggeration and Inflation of values exerts a dis-
turbing influence upon the so-called legitimate business. Those
planning reasonable endeavors and investing their capital carefully,
meet with difficulties every iAiere*«.

As long as speculations at the stock-exchange promise larger gains
than laborious efforts, our existing resources will not be developed.
The Increase in wages, therefore, cannot keep pace with the rising
of prices for consumptive goods* The demand for labor is less by
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It is miderstood that a crash most come, "but it is questionable whether
it will end wild speculation. Every panic originates at the stock-ex-
change, spreads to the hanks, .-^nd fron there, upon all trade and commerce.
However, warnings are never heeded.
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THE ALLEGED ATTACKS UPON GERMAN CHDRCHES
III C AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
I F 2

I F 4 To the Publisher of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung;

An editorial under the caption **German-American churches and private
schools,** appeared in the issue of the 19th of this month in your v
paper* Its chief purpose was the criticism of two liberal gentlemen
from Chicago, irtio, according to a report from Springfield, were
opposed to free distribution of textbooks in our public schools*
However, the accusation is so erroneous that I, as one of the liberal-
minded gentlemen tinder attack, feel prompted to make a reply. The
real facts are: Several improvement bills of our public schools were
introduced in the Legislature when it convened • Among others was one
designed to permit the School Committee's free distribution of text-
books among pupils. The Turner District of Chicago, in conjunction
with the Alliance of German Societies, and the Federation of Labor,
regarded such legislation highly desirable, since similar laws have
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been in effect In twenty-four states of the Union. This system has
been in force In all big cities In the Sastem States , and has been
submitted for serious consideration here. Bowerer^ this happened
long before an opposition to this plan deyeloped. I, as chalxman of
the Alliance of German Associations , nhich represent two hundred
socletlee;. ?ras commissioned to go to Springfield, and in conjunction
with the representatives of the Chicago Turner District and the
Federation of Labor, agitated in favor of the bill, i^pearing before
the selieol board, I restricted my arguments to the esqpediency of such
law, as well as the right of the State to employ any suitable means
by which an iisproTenent in the public school system could be effected.
Furthermore, my argument was, that these measures must be adopted for
the sake of progress in our educational system, regardless of the
stand of independent societies* Since this opposition is based pri-
marily upon the argument that improremfnts of this ty^ would be unfair
to a great number of citizens whose conscience dictates them to send
their children to parochial schools , I hare raised my voice in defense

> I !
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of the State, iriilch in my opinion must not consider the opposition's
protests y since stagnation in the educational progress of our young-
sters B&xst not be tolerated. I also maintain , that the hazmonious
collaboration of our cosmopolitan public, is largely in response to our
public school system. Ur. Leopold Saltiel, iriio represented the Turner
Districts of Chicago 9 shared my idias in this question* Then too, tuo
liberally minded gentlsmen were accused in the same editorial of hav-
ing made insinuations against Catholics and Lutherans as well. This
statement lacks any foundation whatever• Qie fa6t is that Mr. Saltiel
and myself enqphatically stressed the assistance extended to them by
liberal societies, when the attempt had been made, contrary to exist-
ing laws, to Introduce in parochial schools certain regulatory measures.
^ also adTised that menibers of the societies thus atitacked, haye always
defended the right of parents In regard to educationii Mtttrw^eC tll^ir

children. It was indeed not our intention to eroke a stru|Ble for ciTil-
ization, moreorer, pure and noble motires only dictated our stand. It
is our belief that free distribution of textbooks by the board of edu-
cation.would proYe a blessing to the laborers, irtio as statistics show.
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^ave the largest families* It would also help the small taxpayer,
blessed with many children, get some compensation for the taxes he
pays* I win go still farther and say, that if the public was in-
Yited to decide upon this affair, prtvate schools would be included in
the supply of free textbooks. Straining the relationship between
open-minded Oermans and parochial conminities, is indeed remote from our
thoughts. Thus is explained why the origin of this spiteful attack is
cloaked by shadows not yet lifted. Why not appear unmasked? As a
resident of Chicago for the last thirty years, I hare been in constant
touch with German people and Oerman clubs, and irtioeyer knows me, knows
also of my deep-rooted interest in Oermanlsm and its customs* My
ideas haye nerer been natiTistic; morwTer, I assure you, I fterer will
be. Neither did Ifr. Saltiel make any statement which would warrant
natiTistic inclinations. As I am of the opinion that many Germans
would get a false impression of us, through the article referred to
in your paper, J chose thus to clarify the affair.

Jacob Ingenthron

For the Alliance of German Associations.
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Publisher's remark*

In eoxmeAtion with the article in question, it has been made clear
that if the tik) liberal minded gentlemen made the statements of irtiich

they were accused, the criticism would fit the crJUe« The report from
Springfield came to us Tia the America^ a newspaper issued in St« Louis

,

which enjoys the distinction and the reputation of discretion and moder-
ation* Our part was merely to protect these institutions against the
alleged unjust attacks* Howeyer, it pleases us beyond expression, that
the supposed attacks were groundless, according to Mr. Ingenthron*
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amilAN-AIIERICAN CHDRCHES AND PRIVATE
SCHOOLS

(Editorial)

The following is tha persistant report from Springfield: Two liberallj
ninded gentleoen lAo represent the liberal Geraan clubs of Chicago, were
siqnposed to defend these clubs* attitude against the Germn Catholic
Alliance of Illinois, irtiich is supposedly putting up a fight against free
distribution of textbooks and other simileur neasiires in public schools*
This is the Banner in irtiieli they proceeded:

These two gentleaen oyerindiilged in suspecting the Catholics ^ as well, as
the Lutherans 9 of the intention of crippling public eehodls in order to
perpetuate the existence of their own prirate schools , since competition
in regard to public schools is out of question* These gentlenen emphasized
the fact that public schools alone can successfully teach patriotism to
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I F 4 foreigners and that If they would have the authority parochial
III A schools would be suppressed altogether. The applause whieli

III C ; these gentlemen receiTed Bade it apparent that the majority of
the comittee shelved their attitude. Howeyer^ the mass protests

and petitions, signed by 50^000 Catholics , did not niss their obJectiTe,
since the session adjourned without any TOtes being cast.

If these two liberally minded gentlemen did actually denounce the German-
American churches and parochial schools before the Qiglish-American
Legislative Committee in Springfield/ in the manner related, they hai^e

indeed not transmitted the ideas of the majority of the people itham they
were supposed to represent. Eleven years ago, when the attempt was made
to make use of the Bennett--Edwards legislation in order to suppress the
German Protestant and the German Catholic parochial schools, .the figh$
in upholding these schools was led by Ifr. Heinrich Rabb, idio had the moral
support of the open-minded German people. The cause defended by these two
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III^A need not fear eompetition from our public schools; moreover

,

III C parochial schools are a source of infinite help to public schools

,

especially in Chicago* Many thousands of children of school age
would be denied the privilege of school attendance as the result of a scarcity
of public schools y if parochial schools would not come to their assistance
and absorb a certain percentage of school*age children* The assertion made
by these two gentlemen, in their nativistic jargon, that teaching patriotism
to immigrants or foreigners can be successfully acconiplished in public schools
only, is an infamous defamation.

In addition, German parochial and private schools, as well as German churches,
are sources extremely valuable in the preservation and perpetuation of the
German language and oustone • Information has reached us, that numerous ultra-
liberal Germans have made an effort to investigate these schools under attaek,
friiioh led them finally to pay tribute to these institutions* They have also
denounced the attempt of the Nativists to suspect and belittle these worthy
depositories of learning*
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A STRICT INVSSTIG^TIGN

County H60pital»
brought

Ur. BHLiibargy president of the County Board , announced yesterday that he has
decided to appoint a coHBlttee lAose task will be to Inrestlgate the alle^d
cruelties to lAlch' patients of that Institution are subjected* The Majority
of the BOibers of this c(mlttee of nine, will not be selected from aaong mmi

bers of the County Boards In order to arold any suspicion that politics gorems
the ImTostlgatlon. lfr« Bianberg*s Intention Is to Inrlte Tarlous ore^uU-zatlons
to assist him In the task of appointing msmbers for the committee* InTltatlons
for participation In the actual appointments will be sent to the following
organizations: the CcsBerclal Club, the Municipal Voters League, the Citizens
Association, the Clrlc Federation, the Chicago Medical Association, and others*

The County Board will be represented by three associates only; furthermore, to
ascertain absolute exclusion of politics, two of these members will rep^^a^t
the Democratic party and one the Republlccui*
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The accusations referred to are of course of a rather serious nature; there-
fore they must be thoroughly investigated. Whether or not there is any
foundation to these accusations, Mr. Hanberg is not in a position to tell.
TIevertheless , one thing is beyond any doubt *•, said he, ^namely, that some
persons become actually horror-stricken at the very thought of having to
seek medical care in the County Hospital.'* Now he v/ants to know the truth.

The accusation by the Mizpah Lodge No. 768, A. F. and A. M. , in regard to
their member Mr. H. W. Boulton, has received space in this newspaper already,
but the latest accuser of the County Hospital staff and their conduct is

James O'Neill, a male nxirse in the hospital in 1897. He said that patients
there are submitted to a most barbaric treatment by the inhumanity of which
he was prompted to give up his job after only five months. Poor unfortunates
in a state of delirium, as a result of high fever, are the ones mistreated the
most. Furthermore, any patient uttering the slightest complaint would be
promptly declared temporarily out of his mind and treatment is then meted out
accordingly, that is, a severe beating administered by an orderly until the

r/'*
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patient responded in the ezi>eoted manner. Although patients who face an
operation deserve the greatest Sfoaipathy, no less than eifl^t of then are
wheeled Into the operating room at one time, thus being forced to witness
the surgical procedure,- a drama developing before their very eyes while
waiting for their own turn to.come.
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; FREE DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL BOOKS

Three prominent organizations are in favor of free distribution of school books*

Representatives of the Alliance of German Clubs of Chicago and the executives of
the Chicago Federation of Labor attended a meeting yesterday, at which a protest
to be sent today in all probability to the deputies of the Chicago Legislature
was tcUcen under advisement*

The text of the protest reads a follows: We perceive with growing astonishment
the oppqsition of various German-Catholic as well as Lutheran communities and
societies against the pending legislation, according to which it would be within
the Jurisdiction of the School BOGu:*d to supply the pupils of public schools with
textbooks free of charge. However , the communities and societies referred to,
are giving the false Impression that the opposition toward this pending legisla-
tion is shared equally by all Geiman-Americans and also by people of other nation-

alities* Therefore, the Alliance of the German Societies of Chicago, in conjunc-

X

.
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tion with the Turner Association of Chicago, incliiding the local branches, and
the Chicago Federation of Labor, defend their stand in favor of the legislation
of free distribution of textbooks eunong pupils of public schools. Following are
facts and figures which Justify our stand:

1* In twenty-four of the forty-eight states comprising the United States of
America, textbooks are distributed free of charge whether or not this is in
compliance with the law«

Z. The system of free distribution of school books has been adopted by the
majority of our large cities throughout the states* The city of Philadelphia
has supplied its public schools with textbooks free of charge, since the year
1818, while a similar system has existed in the city of New York since time
immemorial*

3« The system of free distribution of textbooks in public schools has not
only found general approval, but it has also given evidence of great saving.

;
* V ? f o
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Mr* S« G. Gooley, superintendent of public schools of Chicago , who in the
capacity of agent for various book sellers has gathered valuable experience

,

revealed to us the othef day that the profit of those fixms which supply
schools operating under the free book distribution system is considerably
less than in the reverse case*

4« The present system permitting free distribution of school-books to chil-
dren of poor parents only^ from **funds reserved for the poor**, can not be
maintained indefinitely without harmful consequence. We are not in a position
to hire detectives for the investigation of individual cases applying for free
school«-books* The fact alone that thsse books bear the stcunp of the School
Board signifies the social inequality of the less fortunate child*

5« The school boards of the Eastern States have announced that in the

absence of any other plausible motive in the defense of the free text-
book distribution system, the reason stated in No. 4« is regarded as

quite sufficient* Futhermorei the textbooks should be distributed
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free of charge anong all pupils attending public schools on the first
day of each new school year* Due to numerous foimalities under the
present system^ poor children are not supplied with textbooks for weeks
and even months after the re-opening of the schools.

6. The Chicago Board of Sducation has at its disposal sufficient
Nfond-books*' to supply at least fifty per cent of the s tudents with
study material. This throws an illuminating light on the fact that the
expenditure on this program would be rather low if the law of unifoimity
is adopted.

7. Objections and arguments based on the possibility that books supplied
by the Board of Iducation may be a medium of spreading contagious diseases,
may safely be dismissed.

8« This much-discussed system will undoubtedly be hailed by tvery citizen
throughout tLa State of Illinois, since change of residence is not ta
infrequent occurrence, and thus, textbooks used in one school would not.

meet with the requirements of another under the present system. /^ I'pii

%
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9. Every campaign against free textbook distribution, is that much grist for
the mill of the publishers who denounce any legal measure of that kind in
defense of their interests*

Signed

The Alliance of German Societies
. Local of the Chicago Turn District

The Administration Council of the Chicago Federation of Labor.

\

V.
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THE GOOD TIIDTG OVSRDOIIE

The humanitarian foolishness in the County Jail is being carried too
far.

It would be Infinitely more appropriate for Sheriff Magerstadt to con-
centrate upon the discipline among those committed to his care rather
than to waste so much time planning amusements for these criminals.
Of course 9 prisoners must have some diversion and humane treatment is

one of the chief points that must be considered at all times. But
Mr. TShitman, the director of the prison, indulges in too much pity for
the evildoers: between twenty-five and thirty are accused of either
murder or homicide, between fifty and seventy-five of predatory attacks,
and about one ^hundred of robbery. The custom of serving the prisoners
roast on national and church holidays, and the privilege of attending
a speci€LL entertainment is a^ove any criticism. However, a concert
and a lecture every week is philanthropy carried to excess, furthermore/
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Mr. Whitmcui requested the County Board Comiaittee to provide the prison v/ith

a new piano. This request provoked a member of the committee, who then asked
whether the inmates of the jail might not be served best by installing a
bowling alley and a billiard room on each floor of the male section of the
prison, while pianos as v/ell as elegant and comfortable rocking chairs might
be furnished the women's division. Recreation centers for comfort during
sumier months and ice skating rinks for winter sports for the benefit of the
detained boys might also be installed in the corridors of the prison. To
make the picture complete we would recommend the installation of a gymnasium,
a concert hall, and a ballroom. Thus, these fine members of the haiian race

—

murderers, robbers, and burglars—could meet and dance with their equals,
namely, women shoplifters and 'lady'* kleptomaniacs. The ballroom could, of
course, be used for meeting purposes too. There they could indulge in free
denunciation of the sheriff if meals were not pleasing to their palates or
if the linens were not fine enough.

Before us lies the information that Mr. Whitman has decided to appoint X

M
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a committee of prisoners for every depairtment and for each floor who
win convey to him the wishes and preferences of prisoners in the *

matter of lectures and entertainment* Bat we will go one step further*
Our advice to lfr« Whitman is to propose to the County Council the use
and the equipment of a dozen rooms merely for committee activities*
Letters in which prisoners eig;)ress their gratitude for a favored
entertainment reach Ur. Whitman quite frequently* Since there is as
yet no provision made for other than prison stationery for the prisoners*
coomi^catlons I Ifr* Whitman had better take care of that too* Neither
must he forget that every prisoner shows some partiality in regard to
newspapers; therefore , it would behoove him to take care of that also*
And how about books from the public library?
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FEDDS .

(jlditorial)

Dioring the seventies, feuds were of comiaon occurrence even in a part .

Of OUT highly jJivilized Illinois, specifically, V/illiaiuson county, where
entire families were aliaost exterminated until the state and county
courts finally found courage and interfered, eventpally succeeded in
abolishing the evil.

In the South, such feuds still prevail, particularly in the mountainous
regions of Kentucky, ^Thitley county for instance. At Corbin, within
recent days, one of these affairs reached its climax. For years,
two families, Shotwell and V/hite, mortal enemies, displayed particular
ambition in assassinating each other and the former, in disparagement
of its significant name, emerged as the vanquished.

m.
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Remarkable, but perhaps not, is the fact that these sanguinax^ feuds
are mostly found in those regions of the south,where no '^non-English**
immigrant ever appears, and where the bonafide inhabitants are almost
invariably descendents of pure English stock.

Thus, this far reaching decadence is not attributable to a ^heterogeneous
foreign element,'* a conclusion which the English-American nativism so
persistently tries to apply in divers cases of depravity.

Other crimes and transgressions among the feudists are rare, with the
exception of their "moonshine** distilling operations, v/hich often lead
to a serious conflict with the government's revenue officers, and
occasionally the wild, roraantical tax dodgers face the federal court
in Louisville.

But, in so far as the state of Kentucky is concerned, nothing
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intrinsically definite has thus far been attempted to abate feuds.

The Republicans of Kentucky are even accused of favoring these
mountaineers, because most of them belong to that party. . • •

Attempts were even made to prove that these men of the mountain
fastness were responsible for Geobel's cieath. It came to naught.
These wild fallows are not clandestine murderers, they face their
enemies, gun.in hand, . . . ^o other German items appear, nor
racial comparisons. Details about Goebel are not available. Translator/
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IN DEFENCE OF PERSONAL LIBERTT
Llberal-Uinded Citizens Organize the Chicago Liberal League

It appears that the freedom-loTing elements of Chicago have finally been
taught something by the *n)rys.*' They realize the need of a strong organi-
zation, if they wish to defend themselves agalAst the stoim troops of their
enemies, who represent the abolition of personal freedom and decent pleasures.
And thus a number of broad^ninded men founded the Chicago Liberal League,
a bulwark to thwart the attacks of the Prohibitionists. This organization
endeavors to obtain an administration for our cosmopolitan Chicago, which
shall not abridge the rights of its inhabitants for the next two years.

Whoever wishes to indulge in penitence and chastise his body, may do so
to his heart's content, but if one has no such fearful sins on his con-
science, and feels convinced that the Almighty may best be honored by
enjoying earthly gifts on the dedicated day, t)ien he should also be
allowed to act \mrestrictedly according to his belief.

The founders of the League do not favor unbridled libertinage, nor do they
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I F 3 Intend to entice undesirable elements to Chicago, but they resent

any guardianship proceedings, and object to molestation If they
wish to enjoy themselves on Sunday amid beer, good music, a theatrical
performance^ or a social dance.

The Chicago Liberal Leaguers headquarters are in the Metropolitan Building,
Room 15, comer Randolph and LaSalle Street • The association is incorpor-
ated, the following names appearing: Edmond J. Stack, a lawyer living at
85 North 40th Avenue; Robert H. Cowdrey (possibly Cowdroy); Charles T*
Esslg, George Mlddendorf, Oscar F. Bayer, and Gustav Berkes, Edmond J.

Stack was elected president, and Robert H. Cowdrey, secretary.

The League intends to publish a weekly imper. The Liberal Advocate > and

will, of course, play an Important part in the impending Mayorallty cam-

paign, supporting only those candidates who give a definite guaranty that

their official actions will not be inimical to the personal rights and

conscience of the individual citizen. /
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THE EBSim ORDIKAMCE

I-

(Editorial)

Thr,ough the injudiciousness of the Democratic Uayor, and the im-»

pertinence of a suddenly reformed saloonkeeper, whose infamous booze
Joint imB p^Oftrly closed, combined with the Sunday fanatics,
Chicago* 8 liberal attitude about the Sunday liquor question becomes
an issue again. Be it known that the aforesaid pernicious, hypocritical,
**Refozmer** succeeded in obtaining the conviction of one of our foremost
hotel proprietors. A thirty dollar fine was assessed against the
Palmer Hoiise, because alcoholic drinks were sold there on Sunday.

In connection with this, the Democratic corporation counsel makes the
following surprising assertion: The opinion that it suffices to draw
the shades cuid to keep the doors of saloons closed on Sundays, is

hximbug. The law prohibits the scde of intoxicants under any circumstances
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on Siinday.

Obviously, the man knows nothing about our City ordinance as outlined
by our caption. It specifically permits tavern oivners to sell strong
drinks even on the seventh day, provided they refrain from opening
doors and do not raise the shades. He is unav/are of a precedent.
Several years ago in La Salle, a central Illinoisian town, the Dry
fanatics wanted to compel the Mayor to shut the bMr emporiums on the
Sabbath day and the court decided: "The Llayor cannot be forced to
accede to such requests." \

It is very essential at present that v;e call attention to the
chronological events involving the Hesing ordinance.

After the Chicago holocaust, the citizens built an independent, fireproof
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platform, allegorically speaking, and thie city candidates won by an over-
whelming majority, -tOid thus that excellent editor of the Chicago Trib\ine >

became o\ir Llayor. In due time, our prohibition advocates, male and female,
stormed his citadel to compel his acquiescence to the State Sunday closing
law, and insisted that he apply its dictates to the community.

After prolonged resistance, the liberally inclined Mayor became panic
stricken; the fanatics threatened to prosecute him for malfeasance, because
he deliberately ignored the State *s mandates. Forthwith, he issued orders
to i^6 police. The persecution of recalcitrant saloon keepers commenced,
and from snail beginnings developed a hair-raising tsrranny which showed no
respect even for the most honorable citizens; the cudgel and prison ruled.

And thus, in the summer of 1873, Chicago's Germans, combined with the non-
Teutonic element, v/ho resented such autocratic libertinage, followed the
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banner of that active, talented organizer, Anton Caspar Hesing,

In those years, the city, county, and other elections were held in
ITovember, all of them simultaneously. It was on Tuesday in ITovember

1873, xvhen the People V-: Party, a special political creation for this
contingency, unfurled its banner in behalf of Sunday liberty. The
Law and Order Organization upholding and featuring tyrannical, coercive
statutes, vjas the opponent at the voting booths, but the proponents of
fresdom obtained a tremendous plurality.

The new, broad minded city council thus enacted the ordinance which
peraits serving of spiritous drinks on the Day of Rest, if the saloon's
curtains are lowered and the doors are closed. Usa,^e, the vernaculism
of the people v/hich molds the language, associated this law with the
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mighty leader, who instigated it, and thus it was ^iven the appellation:
"The Hesing Ordinance." And henceffirth, all city administrations.
Democratic, as well as Republican, zealously obeyed its paragraphs.

The first Republican LHayor after its mor.entuous passage, Ivlonroe Heath,
soleiiinly promised to conduct his official acts in confonaance v/ith the
Hosing ordinance, and courageously fulfilled his pledge, although the
Drys, during the strike activities of 1877, vociferously demanded the
closing of taverns on Sunday,

•

Similarly, ana v;ith stinging sarcasm, Ilayor Carter H. Harrison Sr.,
rejected the demands of the Prbhibitionists and their female adherents
to ivhom hs quoted the law. The other l.Iayors also follov/ed the spirit
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GjR:-:m^ ( W.Fi. ^

of, the llesing ordinance.

In the year 1G91, the Drys made an atterp.pt during the City elections
in ripril to promote the candidacy of :^lmer ..'ashbnrn, the former police
chief under the ..^edill administration, v;ho enforced the dictatorial
edicts of the Dry element, and thereby they suffered a calanitious debacle,
v/hereas the liberal minded Republican,Hempstead *7ashburne, v/as elected.
The remainder of the votes were given to the equally liberal, but dis-
senting Democrats Cregier, and C. H. Harrison, Sr.

Fury and agitation continued in the prohibition camp, but their efforts
were devoid of any success until the aforesaid man from the padlocked
cabaret came to their rescue*
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DRYS HARD AT V/ORK LIKE MOLES UNDERMIITING THE
TAVERNKEEPERS

Defend Midnight Ordinance

It appears as if the Drys intend to await the outcome of the city
council *s deiibeirations and something definite may transpire tonight.
After that, the Prohibitionists will work with greater energy to
enforce recognition of the Sunday closing statute. Dry meetings
were held in various i>arts of the city yesterday, where the evil
was considered in all its phases and the saloons, of course, were
depicted as the **original source of every vice.** While the Drys
display a feverish activity, the friends of personal liberty seem
indifferent, and do not defend themselves against the fanatics*

Although the Hotel Owners Association resolved at its meeting last
Sundfi^y that they will continue the sale of intoxicants on the seventh
day, one noted, nevertheless, that the hotel bars of several hotels.
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such as the Sherman House, the Palmer House, Grand Pacific, and the
Leland House were positively closed. In other hotels, all bar room
doors, facing the street, remained locked.

Whether **reformer" Frank Hall lived up to his threat to engage fifteen
detectives to gather evidence about wide open saloons on the Sabbath
day could not be ascertained yesterday. No doubt, warrants will be
issued against all transgressors who were visited by his men*

At 10 A.M., the Committee of Twelve, v^ich was appointed at Brand's
hall, last Friday, will interview Mayor Harrison to again obtain his
cheap assurance that he, as City leader, is a friend of all respectable
saloons, but that he cannot do such to halt the Drys. The committee of
tavern owners consists of twelve gentlemen.

The American Anti-Saloon Association met at the First Methodist Episcopal
Church. . . .very few were present. . . .Rev. Parkhxirst spoke very earnestly.

WPI
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He met a man recently, near Lincoln Park, who distributed whiskey-
filled candy to schorl children. These little tidbits create a
craving for alcohol, and eventually make drunkards out of the tiny
tots. This fellow was employed by a seiloonkeeper

.

*

No one was present at the meeting to contradict the erudite Reverend's
fairy tale.

Poctor Taylor assured the assembly that Mayor Harrison will, of coxirse,

do all in his power to protect little boys and girls from the pernicious
saloon*

The German Tavernkeepers , as Reverend Parkhurst so kindly admitted,
are not the worst. He knows several who gave him the addresses of
saloonkeepers who make it a regular business to sell alcoholic drinks
to minors. Finally, a resolution was adopted. The city council was
requested not to revoke the midnight closing ordinance.
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MUSIC HALL RBSTRICTIOIB
Inspector Heidelmeyer Intends to Checkmate the Business of

Unaccompanied V/oiaen

The owners of various music halls In the North Side have been given a severe
blow by the edict of Inspector iJax Heidelmeyer. The new police ruling demands
a cessation of musical offerings, and ladles without escorts will not be tol-
erated. The order was enforced yesterday evening at 8 o'clock, the usual time
when music halls on Wells and Clark Streets are filled. The owners of the
places were Indignant and refused to comply when detectives V/ally and Sederberg
Informed them of the ruling. V/hen threatened with arrest, however, they acceded
but declared that they will protest to Mayor Harrison. All womien seated at
tables and drinking without the "protection** of an escort, were compelled to
brave the Inclement weather, and their chagrin was heightened by the additional
commands of the inspector, who had instructed the police to arrest all "single"
ladles who congregate at street corners.
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Inspector Heidelmeyer asserted that the beer gardens in Lakerievr, where

respectable citizens giather to enjoy music, will not be affected by the

order, but the tavern-keepers whose establishments have an imsavory
reputation, cannot expect mercy*

One music hall proprietor considered the affair as unimportant* Last year

similar efforts were on the Qalendar, but the Mayor issues new licenses,

regardless of such interferences*

. r
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A NECESSARY REFORM
:v.

rTl^e divorce problem reflects various colors, "bri^t and dark ones, accord-
Mng to the 'different l^nrs in the states of this iP^eat republic, which make
j: divorce either easy or dif:^lcult to obtain. In the state of North Caro-

t^y^illi^a l^he future looks very dark fo^ those who desire to divorce their

I marriage partner, because divorce is llle^jitiraate and divorce la*7S do not

^.i,^|^| exi"8t^<
^^

hand, the divorce laws of South 'Dakota and Okl^oma
:

^^'
^1 appear In the most promising and fancy rose colors for those tired of '- ;r'

ViTnatrimony and their Increase in population is, no doubt, p^-rtially due to

] these easy divorce laws. Between th^se extremes there are, as it were, ^
all shades and hues, fron'a murky gray in the state of Ke^ York to the

i brighter colore In the '^'estern Central states. ^^ ^

'if, ' ^'..•: •* .-M /— r

r!Phe state of ITew York recognises only adultery as a legitinate reason for
^divorce, but the guilty partner is forbidden to remarry. Some of the TTest

^
.^^f^Central statesj^ on the contrary, reco^i^e more than one-half dozen legi-

' ^ " "^vtimate reasdns for divorce. Just as the divorce laws in the states differ'I-
)•
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in spite of .this, the possil^le reasons are not yet exhr^usted, ^nd it may
hapoen that a lady, anxious to divorce her hiis'band for sn apparently rea-
sonable cause, can find no state in which her cause is recognized a? legal.

Jf we uphold the various divorce laws and recognize them as legal we should
try to attain pisrfection in this "because it is an infringement on the rigjits

bf woman to deny her the possibility of divorcing her hus*band for any rea-
son 0% her own anywhere in this grept republic. This reform is, of course, \

a matter for the Jiirists of our country, and one can truljr assert that they
are well aware of their task. Every new divorce law must be the result of
a new recognized cause and there is no limit to recommending new Bnd, differ-
ent causes for divorces.

^%

V •»'.

•,: 'ii.

' ^'i

»y}~

^^>
^^-

1 M^ .

^j

A certain judge in Missouri evidently discovered such a. deficiency in the
divorce laws and desired to call attention to it by granting a certain wo-
man a divorce decree, because her htkoband was a poor man, who had to work
for low wages suid could not support her in a wav that was satij^factor^f .tJpi

her ^ JAlthough the divorce Taws in Missouri do not recdgnize poverty as k
legal cause this judge granted her a decree, obviously assuming that a :"

change or correction of the state laws was necessary. ^By,jiiintentIon was ?

i'i

commendable, but the action of Judge Bland from the court of^appeals fru#-**
• •K"«A •.•--"

> : |i commenag
M<z^:. i^Osv' i.--U. ::^.-l"^f:7:,^^^:%^^: ^. '"^V •if a"' . ft *i.<k
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^Vr^J..^:^ 'Stated it a^l, "because he declared the divorce decree of the lower coiirts

l*x^

?. f^-' /J

Illegitimate, since no law in the state of Missoiiri recognizes povsrrty fts

^^^^-^'"'^"lik cause for divorce* This judge, apparently a dried-up book-worm, knows

V' Jtidthlng of the requirements of an 'c4)-to-date American' woman. Perhap§ ]fie

->f;ty i4i4 not have the courage to declare that the inability of a man ^o support -
.-•>- •t:i|

^ SW'Ws wife ts sufficient reason for divorce, since he simply stated that,
•rf -V •*|4|v Missouri has no such divorce laws^^TMs deficiency in the divorce laws -

^should "be rectified in order to make it possible to say to woman, desiring
divorces! , i

v|- v. f. ,• **<* - ^^?'.. -. . • -, • •> '•-.•.•, ...

i

^ '^^^"^^ "^®^^ yotir choice, ladies, and do as you please."
^\;v^ 'vuroax of the ridits of woman:. ^

t .^r^i^. " - *'if • )
" ^ + ", ^.^ * -

; ^. . ' ^
'.••-

. X ..

This wo\ild he the cli-

N>.

'S

'i V "f y «.

r.^-^ 4,

r

*-^ ._-
j\.

'
•: fl ' r
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tha SafaraiiAiui, prifiaatijic in Swltsarlaxidt Is broa^t acain bj eartaln iifwapaiiert

to ^lii^ i|ttaiitld& of tba pdblle* As wo ^all knov« a iRoforoadoa it tha paoiiia|a laat
d»alai^t ipnt diraetlx lata tha retards haaAt* in ragard to a law. racnlation or
aaar iiporiaaLt aattart irtxieh tha lajsialatnra rafaaad to paao andr prafarriac to#lat
tba paopla haifo tha last word a!bout it.

"

f.-iyA^.' ^'^i-*., t^v^y.^\,\ /»' ~ \ ' . _*5^ • ;- ^, . .
• .V ..._•: . •

.
• ... ...•'

. ^

Wa liara paUioiiad oar opinion a1)oat tha Rafarendtni yaara ago and still to-dajr

haliaTo tliat tha ij»ricaa TOtars in ganaral ara not ripo for tha Hafarandaa^ Wa
will ohanga 6qx staad^int onljt 1' m aaa, that tha Aasriean ^hliOt with at :

laast 90J(^ all TotarOt ia takiqg a aoro aotiira part in politioa» to safagaard
tha aalactiott of haaaat^'iMn for loading parta in pohlia offiooa^ As long m «pro
than half of. tho totora ara atigriidig aaajr from tha pollOt psrtieolarljr at thf^v^ ,

priaariaat tha rafarandqa would not raprasant tha paoplaVi irf^U, Imt t^^
daoision of looal politiatana with thair wotiag aaehinary;
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THB INCOUB-TAK

Rm S«aat« Is d«lib«ratliic at praaent aboat tha Introdoetlen of an Ineoaa-tax
lav* Ihlla this dabata 1« golac oa, soaa Aaarlean aavapapara, rapraaantlni; tha larga
oaay-latarasta aad eorporatloaa, ara att«dilns Tleloasly tba pvAlishad apaaeh
of Saaator lie Millln, who daclarad that durlac tha last 100 yaars tha hoik «f
tazaa haa haaa dwm from tha eonsoaars and prodoiears and affaetad largaly tha
poorar and nlddla elassas of tha paopla, whlla tha vaalthjr ax* not tazad sofflelantlj.

We are glad to sajr, that we glTe the opinion of all Oeraane and OemaoBfi-Aiierieane

regardleee of partj^llaest when we adTOcate herewith the sanction of a ^st ineoae*
tax* fhe Sjfipate ehoold Ignore the mentioned newepqpere* which are going eren so
far, to.iPiiCgeet, einpl/ not to pay the. proposed incoae tax, if adopted and acco»»
pliihed 1)7 law*

It le the wealth, lAleh has eo far enjoyed Bore the protection throoi^ lawe than
U^leee poverty* We are not preaching claee-»Justice and elas»*antagonisa* But we
do hellere that, accmOated wealth should contribate its larMr ehAPa a^ t^v^M^.

s^

ii
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tor this reason* wo hopo that the Income--

none of progress and for the Good of all*
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FRIENDLY IDUOIOTIONS TO OERUAN WORKERS •

p« A.. We serioxasly advise all the German workers of Chicago to abstain ftom

any participation in **Farades of the Unemployed** and to shun meetings on

streets and in public places •' The experience of the last few days had shown
how such "^demonstrations** nay lead to riots« And in connection therewith,
the English speaking press tries with might and main to blame the foreign
element.

Labor papers ihich have the interest of the workers at heart, also varn
against any legal transgressions and enqphasize the fact, that any ''proletarian
policy'* idiich advocates force, is insanity, because it is opposed by a
tremendous majority. The alleviation and abolition of the present evils can
only be attained through a friendly co«-operation between the various classes
and through a return of general confidence without idiich business cannot be
adequately revived*

Disruption of transportation, and violence, only serve to shatter our confi-
dence: which retards business and production, and thereby increases unemplojr^
msnt* Neither the administration nor indiidxiuals refuse to help the bona fide^
starvli^ workers, and measures to cope with the situation are now being
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considered.

The great majority of our German workers do not need this warning from us*

But the inexperienced and the excitable ones heed this counsel. They must not
forget, that by joining such demonstrations they only injure the cause of

labor and endanger themselyes* We remind the hot-heads and agitators -» and
this is to their own advantage - to remember the Illinois law wherel^ axxy agita^
tor is held responsiblB for any act of violence attributable to his doctrines

|

that according to the criminal law he is Just as guilty as the actual per-
petrator ^ even if he personally did not commit any overt act.

If, for example, a murder should be perpetrated as a result of his speeches,
he would be held as much responsible as the actual murderer* This law should
be taken into consideration and its tragic application in the past should be
kept in mind. Agitators beware

I
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A DISGR:\CS TO KUl;IAinTr

It cannot be denied that very eseential improvements have already
taken place in our penal and refoiro institutions, in our insane
asylxuas, and in our houses for the poor. Hov/ever, there is yet
much to be done before conditions in these institutions will be
such that the work "scandalous** v/ill no longer describe them.

Although it is not a pleasant task to criticize our own affairs, we
shall proceed to do so; and for this purpose v/e shall make use of
the report made by the Charity Organization of our state. This
report unfolds a very clear picture of the prevalent conditions in
the poor-houses, and, above all, in the County Jails of our state.
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All this leads anew to the conviction that as soon as a virtue, in

itself commendable, is carried to excess, it becomes a vice, and

its effects are the opposite of what v/as originally intended. This

excessive economizing in the respective institutions causes the

county and the state increasingly larger expenses, because our jails .

and poor-houses can be justly called criminal factories.

The conditions prevalent in these institutions, have not been a secret

for a long time, but the above mentioned report of the Charity Society

of the state has called attention to it again. The conditions at

Dunning, one of our county institutions, are well-known. Just

recently the report of the grand jury pointed out that the supply of

v;ater is insufficient, and that the sewerage system is faulty. TSie

' - W.P.A.
-^
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first evil v/ould increase the danger in case of fire, and the second
is a continuous threat to the health of the inmates. Undoubtedly,
the£3 serious conditions would have been ameliorated long ago if
the county officials had not been robbed of the necessary means by
unv/ise economy*

The report critizes especially the conditions in our Jails* These
institutions are, almost exclusively, far below v/hat they should be*

They are dirty, full of vermin of all kinds, and they lack sufficient
light, ventilation, as v/ell as suitable heating systems* The food
for the ininates is also very deficient* Therefore, the jails are

designated in the report as being a disgrace to humanity*

A.

^J
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In the jail of Pope County, the bedding of the prisoners lies on
the floor of the cells • There are no chairs, or any other furniture;
and the inmates must either stand or lie on the floor. During the
winter, they are forced to sesk protection against cold weather in these
cells, even in the day-time, because there is no provision made for a
heating system, and veiy little sunshine can enter the building.

In regard to the jail in Union County, this is stated: "The building
is like a vault for the dead; it is dark, damp, and its system of
ventilation and heating is defective. Common sense demands that these
scandalous conditions be remedied, even if there is no sympathy for
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•

the inmates of these institutions* The behaviour and morals of

the criminal elements crihnot be improved by keepfng them in such
institutions for shorter or longer periods of time; on the contraiy,
they will suffer greater injtlry, and become v/orse morally

•

The National Society for Prison Reform will hold its conference in
Chicago in the near future. It is riost advisable that the leetures
to be given by the Society, receive unusual attention and a hearty
response. It v;ill contribute materially to the amelioration of
the serious conditions that we have pointed out and described.
o*
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LYMCirillG IM ILLITXIS -^^.wUi^/j

yj-though civilization celebrates its nost glorious triunph in Chicago novj,

only 150 iniles away, at Decatur, in the state of Illinois, something hap-
pened, vjhich, to express it mildlj'-, is very deplorable. It is a stain and
disgrace for Illinois, the third state in the union^ because it puts Ill-
inois on the same level with the frontier states, v/here lynching is some-
tines hard to suppress due to the difficulties in obtaining justice, be-
cause courts of law are far a^/^y» But such unlav/ful action is a disgrace
for Decatur, v;hose citizens place themselves on a level v/ith vagabonds and

\ cattle thieves.

There may be cases where there is danger that the crininal escapes and the
crime remains unpunished, 7or this reason it may be not justifiable, but
excusable, if people take the law into their ovm hands. But such v/as not
the case in Decatur, The man under suspicion of having coLimitted the crime
was in the hancis of officials, Ee was a ne--;ro, without friends, reputation
and means., and it was impossible for him to escape. The law could have
taken its course v/ithout any obstruction,

''
< Besides, evidence a.o:ainst the Ivnched ne^ro was not convincing, althou.^h the
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charges were serious. Hot even the wonan v;ho had been attacked v/as called
to see if she could recognize the negro as h r attacker. Although he de-
nied definitely that he had committed the crime, his mere admission of
having been at the Dlace of the crime v/as sufficient evidence for the mob
to give their lust for murder free range. ITor did the citizens of Decatur
make any efforts to prevent the mob lynching the negro.

It is, indeed, commendable that /iltgeld has promised a reward of )200 for
the apprehension and conviction, of each one of those v/ho took part in the
lynching. Tlie law must rule in Illinois, and not the mob.
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A DEPLORABLE DECISION OF THE SDIOTME COUBT

The Supreme Court haS dellTered a decision which is indeed a very
regrettable one* The ocise in question haA reference to the liability
of a railroad company for an employee , who through the carelessness
of another worker was very badly injured •

A fireman of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad , received injuries through
the neglect of the engineer* In such cases the laws of Ohio provide
that an employee can sue for damages. Some other states have similar

laws 9 as, for iniitance, Indiana, Colorado, Georgia, and others, but,

until now, we do not have such a law in all states, nor have we a

federal liability act*

Since the defendant in this case is a Maryland corporation, a federal

court in Ohio proceeded with the lawsuit, aM advised the jury to decide

in favor of the plaintiff, if his injury was sustained by neglect or
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* .

carelessness of another employee, under whose supervision the injured
Has placed* This is the law tit Ohio, where the injury occurred*

Now, the Supreme Court steps in and declares that according to a decision
of fifty years ago, the co\irt is not obliged to follow a local interpre-
tation of the law if the case concerns a thing or property not permanently
located at any one place, as, for instance, real estate property, which
is pemanent* The Supreme Court stated also that this decision is based
upon national law, \iAich has not been amended* Judge Brewer, who read
the decision, continued: **This court adhered steadily to the opinion
that the relation of a railroad company to its enqployee is a matter of
federal and not of state laws, and if we investigate the nature of things,
we will arrive at the conclusion that this interpretation is right* The
huge business of transportation managed by the railroad companies of today
is indeed an interstate affair, irrespective of vAiat it may have been
formerly* Is it possible that a railroad company thmi is subject to dif-
ferent laws of the different states through which it passes , in regard to
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its rights, liabilitids I and duties toward their employees?«««« • The case
in question is subject to federal laws and this court is not required to
upheld the decisions of the coxixts of the statesj*

Fortunately, this is not an imanimous opinion of the Supreme Court*
Chief Justice Fuller and Judge Field deviated in their decisions* The
foxmer pointed out that this decision over emphasizes the non-liability
of the railroads; and the latter declared that the general law is simply
that which the individual judge at the time thinks it should he.^... He
also> considered as indefensible, the opinion that the firesooan subjected

himself voluntarily to the neglect of another by accepting this job# The

fireman is obliged to obey orders. What would happen if he were at liberty

to leave the train, whenever he thought that the orders of the engineer and

of the conductor were wrong?

It is deplorable that the majority of the judges agreed with Mr. Brewer,

and not with Mr. Field, because it furnishes a fresh impetus to the general
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opinion that the Supreme Court Is Inclined to be agsdnst labor, and In
faTor of monopolies and corporations. Althotigh the Supreme Court upholds
the power of the State otherwise, as, for Instance, the prohibition laws.

It nullifies the same, when railroad companies are the beneficiaries*

The railroad employee is entitled to the protection of his life and health
against the carelessness of his fellow-worker* y^

-:——:.*

If this decision of the Supreme Court cannot be repealed, then it becomes v. ipj
ImperatlTe that Congress make a law which holds the railroad companies \^^ i.

responsible for the neglect of their enqployees.**.* It is now clear that
^^^

the laws of the ^states are useless for the protection of railroad employees;
therefore, it is the sacred duty of Congress to make immediate provision
for their protection*
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The Biost disgasting aanlfestation of intolerance of reeent times in the ^
United States is the tenporary closing of the World* s Fair on Sundays* A ^
oonparatiTely snail minority of the nation, in most cases members of wealthy ^
families I had the audacity to demand the closing of the Fair on the only day, ^
on which the mass of the working people can visit the lorld*s Fair. Despic- ^^

ahle hypocrisy and fear of Xnglish-American clericalism moved Congress to
^^

meet these demands in violation of the clear precepts of the Constitution*

Another shocking exhibition of intolerance is the endeavor of the national-
istic movement to outlaw, or deprive of their rie^ts, the immigrants as
well as the naturalized citizens, and the first of all, the Catholics.

Honor and self-preservation require all immigrants, as well as all the
friends of liberty and equality to combat together this sinister element.
The histozy of the old know-nothingism is evidence that such movements do
not limit their attacks to one church only. Soon they will direct their
attacks against all the immigrants.
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Two German Methodist preachers at the recent conference of German
Kethodists, one of whom is a professor at a Methodist seminary, rec[uested

that Catholics should be outlawed, as well as Jews and atheists. Some
German Catholic periodicals likewise are assailing decent secular News-
papers and Jews.

Many German Methodists condemn the disgraceful conduct of the previously
mentioned Llethodist preachers. Likewise do many German Catholics criticize
the intolerance of some of the Catholic periodicals.

However, all these instigations to racial and religious hatred work hand
in hand with the persecution-mania of the nativists. How can anyone, who
denies eqiiality and liberty, claim these very things for himself?
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TITER ASH PRISON LABOR

The Republicans have their hands full* Their **enfant terrible,** Private
Joe, does place them in many a predicament, and that "Ifillionaire Dutchman,**
as the candidate and the state auditor call Altgeld, when they mention him
on divers occasionst is so awfully parti cxxlar. Wit'h his d German thor-
oughness he sticks his nose in everything, snoops around, and when he speaks,
he invariably has the proof of his arguments in his pants pocket.

That's how it was with the school question, which is now taboo as far as Tifer
is concerned* The dumb excuse that the Edwards law was, after all, only a
proposition worked out by the Chicago school board, made Tifer the goat -* the
Germans say *'lamb*' - and his ignorance or conniving, take your choice, had to
be admitted finally - and by himself.

Vow^comes the prison labor question - with no help in si^t. Altgeld fires
shot after shot and builds his speeches on the voluminous and voluble re-
ports of Caldwell, erstwhile private secretary to his excellency. Governor
O^esl^, methodically dated, December 15, 1891, and disly signed. This docu-

ment, properly executed by an eminent former Republican official, cannot
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even be jarred by the party spirits

•

To this must be added the official minutes of the legislature and the Gov-
ernor's message; and all of them function exclusively to provide canipaign

amunition for Alt geld, and such documentary evidence gives lucid proof that
Governor Fifer - the constitutional amendment notwithstanding, - since it

inhibits convict labor as a competition to free trade - did his utmost not
only to continue the nefarious practice but to develop it along augmented
lines, to the great distress of Chicago, ^ere so many diligent workers and
factory owners felt the blov/#

Ever since Altgeld brought the question into the limelight, the opposition
to this outlawed, oppressive system flared up anew with Chicago in the van-
guard. The coopers, shoemakers, saddlers, stone-masons, upholsterers, exnr

ployers and employees, are fully conversant with the penitentiary labor
proposition from bitter- experience. They are aware that it inexorably,
irrevocably and relentlessly squeezes an independent person to the wall, if

he endeavors to compete with prison products; they are recognizing Altgald's
heroic fight and remember that it originated in his writings, long before
he entertained any contemplations about the candidacy for Governor.
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Of interest to brickyards and ceramic ^J^orkers, nine-tenths of whom are Ger-
majis, might be the recent address of Governor Fifer to the legislature^
The Governor advocates the expansion of the system to include brick manu-
facturing; this, five years after the people of Illinois resorted to a refei^

- endum and broke the prison yoke labor threat with a 20,000 majority. In his
message he speaks of artensively planned brick-kilns, as if this system were
the centiiry^s greatest blessing and no legal inhibition existed* And then
Fifer has the temerity to assert that he has not done anything to uphold

f prison-made articles.

The message beaurs the date of January 8, 1891. -Te quote from the official
record of the Senate, page 16, and recommend that our Republican friends
submit this to the German brick manufacturers for thorough perusal and study.
Fifer says:

* . .

••The convicts who do not cone within the category of contract v/orkers, will be
employed on the buildings for mentally deficient criminals, on the farm, in

and around the house of the prison v/arden, in other parts of the institution,
and in the manufacture of bricks. I urgently appeal to you, to at least
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double the equipmerrt for the brick manufacturing department, as thereby at

least another contingent of 75 felons will be given profitable •^(for the
contractors, presumably)* employment. Much money and time has been spent
by the state for the development and expansion of this industry (!) and now,
aft^r the lapse of many years this prison industry has been developed to
such a high degree of perfection that the business (bricks r^de by prison
labor) has shown splendid result s.**

If Fifer can continue unabated in the exercise of his free will, then this
trade in bricks v/ill surely accrue to the benefit of our local brickyard
omiers and grow so immensely that a few more lucky contractors will be

millionaires.

\
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. JUDG3 ALTGELD T.UJCS ABOUT PRISON. LABOR.

Altgeld's speech, delivered at Joliet, last week, bristled with serious
criticism of the Republican party and particularl^r of Governor Fifer» In
that address especial stress was laid on the fact, that prisoners work at
starvation \?ages, enrich contractors and give competition to labor at the
behest of the present political powers. That he touched a sore spot is

shown by the published reply of the prison commissioners.

Yesterday evening, at Sterling, Judge Altgeld talked at a meeting where he
used the answers of the commissioners for a topic. Above all he called
attention to the astounding inaction of the commissioners who are silent and
thereby admit his serious accusations as being the truth. Te must therefore
assume that they cannot disprove them... That the prison administration
was converted into a political machine... working for Fifer's re-election,
that many officials neglected their duties to do campaign work - was ad-
mitted and sirffices as a basis for demanding a change in the administration.

That many industries suffer more from this prison competition now, than
they did six years ago, at the time the constitutional amendment was adopted

; l .

' • .'•>
;

' ' '

.
.

. .
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which prohibits the '•hiring of prison labor** - that also is conceded, and
proves either intentional malfeasance of office or incapacity. The '^iece
work - price plan*' according to v.iiich the coramissioners allegedly furnish
convicts to contractors, is a clear violation of the law - which likewise
has not been denied....

•*The mo-,t glaring; incidents,** continued the speaker, •'are the comr.iissioners*

constant attempts to interfere with and prevent all romedial legislation^
This, they also could not disprove-, although they claim the laws' could not
be passed because of the legislature's inactivity... they 'could not proceed
differently v/ithout incurring a loss for the state.'

•THien,*' continued Alt geld, "they should have made place for more capable
leaders. Senator Burke's bill, which '.-/as supported by Hajor licClaughry,

offered the solution of the prison labor problem by providing for the employ-

ment of capable, experienced men in the administration and it would have be-
come a law, like any similar provision, if the commissioners had not under-
mined it with their intrigues Nothing can excuse the commissioners who
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flaunt the law, - ignore the mandates of the state and public, by continuing
this system.

••The commissioners claim that in 1886 at the time the constitutional amend-
ment was passed, many contracts v/sre still in force which v/ould not expire
until 1890-91-92; thereby baq^uant us to believe, that there were only a
few criminals during the Fifer regime who were outside the jurisdiction of
these agreements; actually, the following were in force:

Contracts
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The comnissionera say that the contracts still in effect require the use of
prison shops until their expiration in 1894» Sufficient room to provide
working facilities for all the convicts was not available prior to the ter-
mination of the agreements. Altgeld replied thereto: **If there was room to
em]^loy 1,600 to 1,700 men tander the hiring system, tAen there must be enough
space to let half that number work now, without the contractor-patronage

•

The present 295 convicts who will labor until 1894, to benefit private indi-
viduals, cannot fill the entire prison*

••As a matter of truth, haven't all the fellows worked, even after the ter-
mination of that covenant? Couldn't they do it just as well for the state?
Or have the contractors a monopoly of all the shop-space, even if only a
small number is under contract rule? \?ith such excuses the commissioners
only prove that they cannot justify their transgressions in this manner.

••They assert, that the state does not possess enough machinery to employ the
criminals and that it takes considerable money to procure it, and in the
same breath they talk about Mr. Winterbotham's (spelt dTinterbottom, in a
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previous issue 9 Translator) 150 convicts ^o work in the cooperage, v/here the
machines are worth less than $10,000; nor do they disclaim that 100 inmates
produce 1,100 to 1,200 barrels per day.

••Furthermore, they remark, that three years ago, in 1889, the commissioners
approved a statute which provided the necessary equipment to manufacture ifcwine

with prison-labor; both houses, however, voted against it because of the
high cost of machinery and material. In order to employ the usual number of
convicts, an expenditure of nore than $1,500,000 would be necessary.

••Now,*^ said Judge Jlltgeld, '•Doesn't this sound as if .this report had been made
for the express purpose of scaring the legislature about the excessive ex-
pense?

ybj was just 'twine' put on the program? Wnj not any other subject, since this
proved so costly? If Ihr. Winterbotham can find employment for 150 men, with
an investment of $10,000 in machinery, ^y would it not be practical to find
divers vdcations, ^ere the total cost for mechanical items remains within a

^i
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$100,000 limit? There are many industrial establishments which have 1,500
men on the pay-roll, yet the entire value of plant, buildings, land and machin-
ery, etc., is less than $200,000.

*tt is very significant, that the commissioners only considered the maniifacture
of twine and, then, as an after thought added: It would of course require
$1,500,000« Evidently, it was enough to frighten the legislature.

?Phe commissioners deny that Mr, Wint erbotheim was given machinery which was
worth $25,000; its value is less than $10,000 and it belongs to the state.
This is contradicted by the findings of a prominent Republican, Mr. T;" John-
son of Chicago, a cooper, ^o, as a delegate of the Coopers^ Alliemce went
to Springfield to investigate matters, visited the penitentiary and inter-
viewed the Governor as well as the commissioners.

*n)uring the Coopers* Convention of June 9, 1892, at the Grand Pacific Hotel,
in the presence of barrel manufacturers from Michigan, Indieuia, Arkansas,
Vissoiiri, Tennessee and Illinois, Mr. Johnson gave his reports The state
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furnishes the entire equipment to the contractor which, according to my
appraisal is worth anywhere from $25,000 to $40,000, all necessary buildings,
so that the contractor need not pay insurance nor tcuces of any kind%*

%e Superintendent of the Cooperage department in the presence of Commission*^
er JoM^t told llr. Johnson that 100 men can produce 1,100 to 1,200 barrels
with these improved mEichines* The commi ssioners claim that the institution
has been self-supporting since 1886, because the convicts earn enough to pay
all expenses* Let us peruse this: In 1881 the legislature appropriated
$92,500 for the prison; $75,300 in 1883; $81,300 in 1885; $189,000 in 1887}
and in 1889, $119,000; then $140,500 in 1891. This does not look very much
like *8elf-sufficiency'.t- r

• • • • ^Commissioner Jones seems to be the leading spirit of the prison admin-
istration,*^ concluded l£r. Altgeld. '•It would therefore be very interesting
to expose his conduct prior to the present state regimens sway J When the
constitutional amendment was offered as a referendum to the people, the

Republican ballots showed the words 'For* and •Against*, so, if a voter did aot
vJU
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scratch one, then his ballot i»as discarded, as far as this question was
concerned*

•^Jones now also tried to induce the Democratic committee to word the ballots
in the same manner, in order to void the amendment*; But the Democrats
refused, and only printed the word 'For^ on the ballots; this brought about
its adoption (the amendment) by a majority of 19,000. Immediately before
the election, Jones influenced the Commissioners to close long-term deals,
and again, before the governor could sign the new law*

•Tfow, these contracts covered more convicts thanwre in prison at the timel
Thus Jones agreed to furnish more working ffeIons during the subsequent period
than were available, after he knew that the lav/ would pass. The governor^
it seems, does not control the commissioners, they dictate to him**^
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INSTRUCTIVB STATISTICS

Rfe-

The offioial birth registration of last year provides interesting information
regarding the nationalities of Chicago's population* The statistics are hardly
accurate If the general birthrate of the United States Is 3^2 births per year
of a population of 10«000t than Chicago with its l,^OtOOO people should have
45t030 birth registrations, but there are only 23t021«

Nevertheless the official birth registration proves conclusively that Chicago has
an overwhelming European populationt and that among all nationalities, the Germans
take first place> Of the 23*021 babies bom in I89I in Chicago* G^Sk^ of these

had a father, who was born In Germany* and 6*108 had a German-born mother*

Accordingly 28^ of all babies bom in Chicago in I89I had parents irtio were bom
in Germai^*

t •

Remarkable as well as gratifying is the fact that the number of births of Irish

parentage is only 1391* or G% of the total. The Scandinavian countries are listed

with 2673 births, or lliJg of the total* and Poland with 1446 births* or 6ije* This

is

.
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oonflrms again certain observations, namely that the Irish inmlgration to
Chicago has remarkably declined compared with former years* This Is grat-
ifying inasmuch wlb It finally and gradually will relieve the city of Irish
domination in public affairs* It is well to understand clearly that the
German element of the population of Chicago is the numerially dominant part
and could be the ruling element if it so desired* Of course, this would
require a more active participation in public affairst emd a more consistant
continuity in all matters which concern German-Americans* The German-Americans
could carry out their plans in the administration of the city« if they acted
unitedly* How about sticking together for an honest City Council t and an
honest local government?
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A DEFECT OF THE UNITED STATES

2

Preaid0nt Harrison pointed out in his reoent messagat in idiich he rafarrad to
the Nav Orlaan*s lynohing* that somathing must ba dona to ramadyt to a oartain
dagrae at least* the oomplete impotenoy of the United States to punish orimes
whioh are committed in this country against citizens of other countries*

The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations t presided oyer hy John Sherman and
assisted by eminent men such as the Republican Davis of Minnaaotat and the
Democrat Butler of South Carolina t reported the reoomandation of the followingt
*An offaiMe or a crime against a subject of a foreign power or a citizen of
an alien country* which is committed in one of the atates or a territory of the
Union and which vio].ates the granted rights of such a oitizant shall ba considered
an offanae or a crime against the Uhitad States* Such cases shall be proaeeuted
by a United States court* and the ariminals punished in aocordanoa with the
regulations of the federal penal code* !!•
- •••.'^:^ •

Of course, such a law does not positively warrant that such orimlnala will be

adeqimtely punished. The criminal courts of the United States are llkawlaa oourta
|

of JuMas. Who believes that a number of Jurors oould have been found in Loulslanaj
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Sicilians? But we will not disouss this oase any longer*
1

It must bo oonoaded, however » that in suoh cases a federal oourt ls~more likely
to punish the guilty than the criminal courts of the states* Besides not in

all Federal Courts would a Jury compare with a New Orleans group in th*ir attitude
towards the criminals*

Nevertheless t the bill of the Senate Comnittee on Foreign Relation is a patoh*
work only* It does not remedy the defect t namely t that the Federal Oovemment is
powerless according to its consitution to force a state or a city to protect a
citizen of another country in accordance with treaty agreements i nor can the
government compel such states or cities to give an account of their treaty viola-
tions*

As long as the Constitution contains this fault or defect concerning the protection of
citizens of other countries* even the eloquence of the dialectician Blaine is not

sufficient to cover up the disgraceful paradox* • It is a matter of fact that the
federal g;overnment only and exclusively represents the vrtiole territory of the

United States before ai^ foreign country* but on the other hand* the federal

government cannot force any of the states to meet their responsibility toward foreign

citizens* This situation is even more embarrassing to the United StateSf because
;

5

1
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of Its oonmendable demand of all foreign goyernments that th^ must adequately
protect the United States oltlzens ifho nay reside In their respectlye countries*

Adequate protection for the American citizens at home and abroad - this can be
read In the platforms of the American political parties * and It sounds magnif-
icent I But It would Indeed be more fitting if we added t and adquate protection

for citizens of other countries In the United States ^ and by the United States*

^>
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A BAD STSTEU FOR WORKERS

It is an honor to the industrial Cosinlssion of Congress that it appointed a
oomnittee to investigate the infamous system of sweat-shops* irtiloh have erept
into the olothing industry of many large Amerioan cities* This system consists
chiefly of an arrangement whereby the manufaoturers and wholesalers turn the work
oyer to a oontractorv irho hires and pays the workers and tries to make as aaoh
profit out of this as he possibly oan«

The investigation of late revealed that this system of exploitation prevails in

Chicago also, especially in coat factories, and other clothing lines*

Ur« Eoart a member of the committee, did not explain how the evil of sweat-shops
can be remedied by a national law; however, the investigation instigated by him
disclosed this serious evil, one that not only violates public health laws, but

is an insult to Justice and humanity*

Local authorities also have the power to eliminate sweat-shop conditions* Already
many unsanitary and liealtlwdestroying conditions in workshops have been abolished
in Chicago, thanks to an efficient and friendly inspection of factories* It is

?

'

-M
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indeed a surprise, therefore t that this local oommlssion has not taken any
steps against sweat-shops /ifhere ment woment girls t and children are crowded
together to work* and where unhealthy conditions prevail, and idiere quite frequently
the air is infected with contagious disease germs*

If our state laws and city ordinances had been enforced, such unsanitary conditions
in factories and work-shops could not exist, because these regulations require
that a certain minimum of air and working space must be proyided for eaoh worker;
also how much water must be available, etc«

. Apparantly the Health Comadssloners
of Chicago have paid no attention to these laws and regulations, at least as far
as these sweat-shops are concerned* Child-labor laws have likewise been neglected
and have not been enforced*

Sweat-shops are not an American system* The idea has been smuggled in from London
and other large EJiglish cities* It was introduced in Chicago only a few years

ago* However, according to statements made by workers cmd by the committee,

employers have conceded that the sweat-shop system spread rapidly here, and that

almost all manufacturers in the clothing line make use of contractors* The contrac-

tors, of course, reduce wages wherever they can*

A 1 aw^ O Cffi ivxtt^. •KK-ie nrin4:vaA-h mrifhMn «nuld imdoubtedlv be declared unconstitutional
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l>y the Supreme Court under the pretention that It Is a violation of the' ,^,

principles of liberty* Under the same pretense the Anti-Truck Law of ^ |

Pennsylvania and Illinois ivas deolared unoottstltutlonal* ^

Nevertheless t there are sufficient effective methods to remedy the sweat-shops
evil* It would also be a duty for Hkbor-uaions to flg^t emphatically* and in
orderly fashion t against this atrocious system and itgainst such working conditions*
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Our Clothing Industry*

lor xDany years^ the clothing factories have made their goods inside of the factory
doors* This status has heen given up hy some clothing factories, who now are giving
a part of their output to so called sweat-shops. The latter as a rule, are paying
very low wages to their workers who, very often, have to lahor in cpinparatively small
and hadly ventilated rooms.

Unfortunately the federal Government and individual States do not show any will-
ingness to interfere with the described, deplorable conditions.

Win several instances, the Supreme Courts, hy upholding the "Freedom of contracts,"
have given decisions in favor of these large clothing manufacturing autocrats*

But we do believe, that the Chicago Health Department, for huxaanitarian and
sanityiry reasons, should step in this, and clean out these sweatshops, which have
become a calamity*

Sr'. »
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IN lEE AISOU OF A CRDONAL

Social eeonomlstSt doctors , humanitarians ^ all men of true, unspoiled
science, declared themselves in faror of shortening working hours*
The social economist wants to give surplus labor a chance to work;
he intends to reach a* closer harmony between producer and consumer*
The doctor wants to improve the ever increasing physical and mental
d^eneration of the working class by creating a longer rest-period*
The humanitarian claims it is not right that with all the technical
advancement of our time, with steam ahd electricity pressed into service,
men still should be working like slaves or animals*

There exists only one person who, against the demands of the social
economists, the doctors, and humanitarians, declares that the achieve-
ment of the eight-hour working day would be a nonsense,-nay, would consti-
tute a crime * Who is this criminal? His name is Heznann Raster, and
he is the chief editor of the Illinois Staats Zeitung, a pdper which is

still being read by people who claim to be intelligent and )iumanitarian*
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T/e resolTa: vnioerer does not want to identify himself as a crixuinal^

should fight against this villainy*

We declare everybody publicly a criminal , who fights the eight-hour-day
movement in the same way as Raster did yesterday*
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AJ'/AT mm ILLUSIONS AND self-decsppion:
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The Chicago Arbelter Zeltung alwisQre considered It a special task of the
Socialistic Press, tp protect fighting workers from disappointments arising
from fedse propagandta, and to strongly vam them of all illusions in this
respect.

As the strongly suppressing reaction, under idilch the workers* movement, on
6dl lines, presently suffers, was made possible chiefly by those self-deceptions
and illusions, which are still lurking in the lines of otir comrades, we take
the opportunity to insert in this chapter some serious outspoken remeu^ks*

What we have mentioned in former articles , in regards to this matter ^ was
aimed against the practice of achieving advantages for the workers by meant^
of bluffing and intimidating the adversary*

A

We point to the harmful reaction of the ''bluff game" by which t'omam gamblers
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try to bluff anc docoivo, first rf all, t'le/iGrjlves,

t :i-.;- 'TOIt happonn too fre^U'^intl

:iuch; 7:]iilc, in reality, yow^'j little frii

::iost no lasting effect i:as readied

•

p rjuacle oursolves :,:e -lave accorolis.v.,^

111 'J-_ CLll'.

i-hat this defect actuall:: i:n boii.;; foun:' in all lines, of our social battlefront,
can be c:ltO';ni by nuierous facts. I?or Gerrian ':or]:ers, this standpoint can be con-
sidered as passed; but anr.nj; our ^nglisli spoa'cin-;: coyiraces tae riiajority still
does not r.alize tliat all "thsse ventures, at t! o b:5t, can cnl^^ result in sor.ie

advantaces for a fevr individuals; ami in r^eneral only l:^;ad tn. exposure of v'orlcors*

plans by a failure in business or, if prosperin.g;, tc~ a developnent of "ezcploiter-
concerns."

In t;:i3 field and not less in that :f '.ne-cided ^)olibical .aovenients, as v/ell as
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(Editorial)

State* 8 soYareign Flfar issued a proclamation lately requesting the children
in the schools and the young men and women in colliges, seminaries and
universities y to reserve April 22 for planting trees , shrtibs, and vines
with the aid of their teachers*

In connection with this appeal » the Illinois State Horticultural Society
publishes a drawn out eacplanation about the necessity and purpose of tree-*^

planting* This is the way it approaches the matter:

**This work will bear rich fruit to the living ones of to-day and provide
beautiful and happy homes for our posterity*

**In these homes there will live people who will ever hold in check the
hordes of socialists and anarchists that crowd our cities and so seriously
threaten the life of civil and religious institutions***
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We would be very grateful to the Illinois State Hortioultuxal society
for telling us what in the derlls name has the planting of trees , shrubs
and Tines to do with socialism and Anarchism*

Do these honorable gentlemen think that we shall multiply so rapidly
that the present forests of the state of Illinois will be insufficient
for the necessary amount of gallons?
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WHAT WILL BECOME OF OUR JOBLESS?

W.PJI.

For a number of years there has not been such an overflow of Jobseekers in

Chicago as now. About 2^ - 30»000 men are vainly seeking any kind of Job»
Did the oity or county authorities ever stop to think about this problem?
Of course they haVe - in the form of increasing the police force so as to
protect the pious money-bags from desperate workin^en*

Every slavedriver, small or big, hires a bodyguard Yriiich might be more expensive
for the single vampire, but is cheaper than doing something for the relief of
the masses* Besides this, one after another t homes of obscurantism are being
built, not for the purpose of feeding the hungry t but to hold out hopes for
another world* This is all that has been done on the part of the Bourge&isie
and should in their opinion, solve this urgent problem and secure peace and rest
within our social .life«

The increase of unemployment is a necessary result of private capitalistic na
of production and the steady development of technique*
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^^S&BOR JOID PATRIOnO FARAI^
We wonder if the generals and colonel of the Grcoid Army of the Republlc» who marched
so proudly through the streets last Decoration Day* knew of the death of the aboli- I

tionllstf John Glazebrookt who died after making the statement that all his spend- |

ing of timet money« etc*« to liberate the slaves in the south was in vain* i v#

What does It matter if the slave-drivers know that the conditions or the negroes |
"^

^
arew>r8e than beforot that thousands of lives were sacrificed in vain» and that
slavery is now taking a hold on the white race.

While thousands Join the money-bag parades* other thousands cast their glcuices to*
|

wards Waldhelmt ¥rtiere ment who sacrificed their lives for the liberation of the
^

slaves* are buried* . 1

The wreaths stat from near and fart for that historic grave, came from people whot
,

|

knew that the emancipation of slaves was not completed, and this showed the spirit - j

of Decoration Day among the working class of the United States. * I

At this moment in Washiiel^n there is a life and death fight being made by one of
j |
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thode veterans, who is Idolized by the American people.

'
f

General Phillip Sheridein was one of the leaders of the army, the adversary of the
rebel-leader, Lee, who was forced through Sheridan to capitulate to Grant.

Sheridan* s march of victory left a trail of blood and devastation, he knew nothing
of Garrison's noble achievements. He was a sergeant of the Prussian type, who
looked at the war game as his trade*

The world vrill not lose.emything by his death.
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/^ BDSINSSS or BEING A IffiWBBO^ [o '^^- ^;
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One of the saddest sights of social misery in the modern big oities manifests
itself in the presence of thousands of little newsboys irtio can be noticed Tdierever

there is some heavier traffic.

Anyone unused to city life will be surprised at the large number of these little
boys who represent the middleman between the press and public*

The products of thu capitalistic press would not yield such big profits » some
even could not exist without those little children ^o are forced to sacrifice
their youth and health while their more lucky contemporaries have a chance to
go to school and prepare for a better future as well as enjoy their life while
studying

•

The real nev/sboys are at the same time bootblacks encountering heavy competition
in this line - you can see four to five on every street corner in a business
distrlet*

Their esprit de corps and honesty is extremely high* The most dangerous aspect^ tit

the business of a newsboy is the climbing up and down of the cable oars while In

motion^ Accidents happen frequently and no time Is lost to bring these orphans to
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tha morgue or to the county hospital for study purposes. If he should survive

t

there is another cripple on the street trying the same business* Hundreds of

cripples are thus throim yearly on the streets*

Although no statistics are available it is certain that two-thirds of all news*

boys are morally going to the dogs and if they should not be lucky in securing

a job as an errand boy in some business Ity the age of fifteen or sixteen the

majority end either in the reform schools or jails

•

\
\
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Mil
.dlty

May 29, 1888«
ax ch:*'

Contributions to that stupldlly known as tha lottary Is not prohibitad by
law for fnrohasara bat la prohibitad for aallara of lottary tlakata^ tha
aala balng tha raal swlndla#

As va ara not swlndlars you oannot obtain axqr addrassas from us of swindla
aganoias« Try tha Garmui morning papara«
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NOTICE XDITOEIAL ON HEPHESSION 07 1884

QSSSUkS

r'

Critleism of the Chicago Times which declared that although the Depreeeion
is not ae serious as the panic of 1873» we find ourselyes in the midst of c:

an industrial and commercial crisis. The Times attributed the depression c^

to overproduction and speculation. The solution for the workingmen accord- §
ing to the latter lay in a return to the soil instead of "remaining in the ^
cities. The Arheiter Zeitung is Sarcastic.

"An excellant solutionl The industrial workingmen will leave the prodxic-
tion of their many years of labor to the big capitalistl Let the working-
men go as tramps and let themselves be exploited by the great landlords and
only in this way can the economic system be rioted.**
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A DISGRACEFUL ATTEMPT

A bill Is pending to be Introduced In the Illinois State Leglslatxire, which
due to Its character, should be rejected by the committee to irtilch the duty
of the first consideration of a bill Is assigned* The bill requests nothing
less, than the forcing of every society Issuing life Insurance to Its members
to comply with the law regulating those Tneurance Companies, which are In this
business not to benefit others, but for their own benefit.

• •

This Infamous bill requests namely, that societies maintaining a life Insurance
department deposit |100,000 each as a guarantee fund with the Treasurer of State
In Springfield. The motive Is obvious. The bill Is directed against organizations
which were founded for the purpose of providing death benefit for the beneficiary.
It Is plausible that these organizations are responsible for the decrease of the
Insiirance business done by regular Insurance Companies; but back of that are some
very good reasons.
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The life insurar.ce departnents of the organizations in question are raining in
popularity b ".cause of the :::reat saving ari^'an-; fron the fact that there are no
business offices to be Maintained, and no salaries to be paid to directors,
treasurers, secretaries and presidents, the cost of v/hich salaries, more -^ften

than not, exceeds the sun of several ^lundred thousand dollars annually. In
contrast to this, the rrork of tho secretary and the treasurer of a "lutual aid
or^^^anization is usually donated, and if one of these officers accepts a cora-

pensation, it is a snail cne indeed. Mutual t)enefit societies have no investuent
v/orries, for there is no surplus r.ioney for any investment. The only possible
loss they could suffer v;ould be through the dishonesty, of either of the officials
in charge; sucJi loss, hovjever, could never be of seriou^; consequences.

On the. other hand, many an insurance company announced its insolvencj'' as a
consequence of the dishonest manipulations of its officials. Of course, those
v;hose incomes depend on the prosperity of the Insurance Co:ipanies are alarnod

bi'' this condition.

\<^
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This applies especially to the presidents of insurance conpanies, 'hose re-
IBunerative positions pay in-inan:/ instances .,:50,000 annuall3^. But nutual
benefit societies c.c not operate for selfish reasons; fiirtheri.iore, they are
in no business relations v;it]i Boston and ITev; Yorh finis, anc. thus they do
not contribute to the dependence of the "fastern part of the country froi th6
Hast •

The argujiient is. that a fund is necesjary for the protection of life insurance
policyholders in case of an epidemic; but in such a case a snail reserve capital
'/jould be insufficient, anc' the result ';:ould be the disorganization of the societ3r.

It was stated that vlth the e:cce-)tion of the Tree .Masons* ressrve f^ond, o:

the aiiount is appro:ci:iately f200,000, no society './hich is including life in-
surance in its statutes could deposit the funds deroanded by that bill.

'..^lich

The ler^i slat ive body of Illinois ::ould indsod conlt a crime against the interer^ts

of -lany hundred thousands of citizens of thio state in passing the proposed bill^
-jid, be.-^.ides, it vrould beof benefii; to nono but the life insurance a-ent.
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•

THE DEATH EEfUO-TT

(Editorial)

-•

Executions are a necessary evil which cannot be abolished as long as m have
crime* But, while we have the death penalty, it does not necessarily follow
that we fflost continue the present methods* Although it is the duty of soci-
ety to get rid of the people who endanger our existence, there is no sensible
reason why executions should be conducted in such an ancient barbaric manner
as we witness it every Friday th2*oughout the country* Strangulation, parti-
cularly if the hangman is inexperienced, does not fit into our time* 7et,
this condition prevails throughout the United states* AAd public hangings, ^
especially, should not be permitted in this century* Executions shoiild be
performed unostentatiously* Only ^cperienced persons should be chosen, so

that the awful spectacles we witness in four out of ten hangings will not be
repeated*

re

CJ
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The Ohio legislature last year made a half-hearted attempt to remedy condi-
tions by relegating hangings to the penitentiary, where the warden would be
in charge of them. But the lawmakers of that State did not bring the matter
to a conclusion. Reconsidering the unsettled question when the legislature
/of Ohio/ convenes again would be of greater benefit to that State than
wasting time with party arguments*

The problem of substituting a more scientific method, and eliminating the
rope, is now being considered in the Sast.

Henry Bergh, originator of the humane societies, believed that no public ^
executions should be tolerated; he regarded them as cruel, demoralizing spec- Tf

tacles, more apt to induce crime than to prevent itt The guillotine, in his
opinion, would make an execution a still more tragic and detestable matter*
Bergh suggested using a fast-acting poison or gas which would kill a convicted
criminal in an unsensational manner. Hydrogen would be piped into an air-
tight chamber, and the convict would fall asleep and die. On the evening of
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the execution the convicted man would go to bed, entirely unaware of anything.
Gas would be turned on while he was sleeping and then he would not wake up
again. Death by chlorofomii as doctors have declared, would also be abso-
lutely painless. People who were on the brink of death through over pro-
longed inhalation of chloroform could not, upon awakening, rem^aber whether
they had endured pain.

While Mr. Bergh ezpresaad an aversion to execution by manual efforts, some
scientists showed no such scruples. Professor William Darling of New Tork
recommended piercing the neck to sever the spinal nerve, and Professor^
Draper, who had no objections to the guillotine, thought that executions
should be entrusted only to capable men. Electricity appeared a suitable
medium to both of the aforesaid erudite gentlemen, provided that satisfactory
results could be obtained. Mr. Benjamin not only expressed the belief that a
man could be killed easily by an electric shock, but even said that an electric
apparatus, about as large as a trunk, could readily be constructed, and that
this apparatus would develop enough power to kill more people than were ever

PC

o
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hanged in the United States. According to Benjamin* s statement, there was
an electric apparatus at the Stevens Institute in Hoboken capable of pro-
ducing sparks twenty-one inches long which could perforate glass plates of
three-inch thickness. Even greater effects could be obtained by an appara-
tus at the Polytechnical Institute in London. ^

Obviously, there exists no dearth of methods to reach the goal, if it should ^
ever be decided to replace our present barbairic custom with a more befitting ^
procedure. Death by the rope is on a par with the obsolete thumbscrews, ~^

Spanish boots, and other medieval instruments of torture. A system in keep- ^
ing with the spirit of modern times is highly desirable. It is only a ques- c

tion of which legislature will take the first step. ^
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THE UHSQCOBSSFUL SICET-flDUR lOVEMKNT

(Mitorlal)

TbB great •Utht-bour K)T«n0nt« for iriiich preparationa vera nside for aontha^
and upon uhloh the Sooiallats based auoh bopea^ semaa to haye fiasled out*
July 5tli wblb proolalflod aa the day of action* And now hardly any men atill
atiok to their reaolutiona* The furniture «o:iftera were to be the advance
giiaxd to atart the ball rolling; a few of them are atieking to their giina^

but it ia a loat cauae—like the affair in Baatatt during the German up-
riaing in 1849*

In miking thia ooqpariaon, let ua auggeat to thoae who were inTolved in the §
German movement thirty yeara ago^ that there ia no oocaaion now to ridioule ^
the men uhoae attempt baa failed in America; that it ia unfair to accuae the
workera here of baring abown bad Judgwnt^ becauae, in 1849 , during the riota
in Weatfalen» Dreaden» and Baden » men of cool Judgment realised the hopeleaaneaa
of the aituation from the Tory beginning* Eron today ^ after all theae yeara ^
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the maa nbo took aetlTO part are still proud ot their efforts; they are
proud of their enthusiasm for a cause irtiich nas dooned to fail« TTndoubted-
ly^ these Germans » in thinking of the past, will remember the blind fury they
had against all lAo favored a reorganization of Germany; but they eonsidered
the procedure a manton maste of life and property, and the names called at ^
that time, such as, "reactionaries, crooks, traitors," will not be forgotten* S
Tes, the Germans of *49 rushed heedlessly along, tried to support a venture ^
which could only be successful if hundreds of thousands of wozkeirs showed ^
solidarity; and the men in that movement exhausted their vocabulary of abuse, 3
hurled invectives at all irtio, at the outset, predicted failure because the Q
attempt was premature* And the men of *79 used the same words the Germans
did in *49, when failure was mentioned.

It does not require exceptional intelligence to make predictions* GoamDn
sense makes it evident, in so far as Chicago is concerned, that it is absurd
to increase, by twenty per cent, the manofacturing cost of an article in one
city, while elsewhes^ conditions remain unchanged, fhis would prevent our
factories fr<» competing with others*—and idiat would xhe workers g^in by that?
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If a nan Is out of noA^ It is innaterlal to him idiether a day's work is
eight or ten hours. All he thinks of is a Job!

7or the sake of argaaent, let us assume that the workers would have been
able to enforce an eie^t-hour day^ at four-fifths of their former pay* ^
HOuld they be satisfied in the long run? Wtould not the natural ambition ^
to earn more lake the workers disgruntled with the two hours of leisure p
which represent a loss of forty cents? Even America is not a land iriiere <^

laborers are willing to bear a loss in order to enjoy two hours of idleness » §
which provides time for mental improyement-«-reading socialist tracts!

Sverybody intends to earn as much as possible • Thousands of people came
to these cOiores with no material resoureem^"Strength and skill constituted
their sole possessions—yet many of these men acqiiired sissable fortunes*
But there is not one among them who amounted to anything by insisting on
an eight-hour work period*

It is highly probable that the eigtat-hour day will eventually be established

CO
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here-—long before soae of today's youngetera haye grey balr~and in apite
of tbe fact that agitating only serTod to make others lose aubatantial auns
in wigea* We haipe aade this assertion for years* But the eight-hour day
cannot be attained by rebellion* Erery sensible person knows that a diorter
nork period will be brought about only by changing econoaic conditions, and ^
then only in a gradual manner* The experience acquired during the last few S
weeks undoubtedly has prored to be a sobering influence upon those workers ^=x

lAo so enthusiastically faTored shorter working hours* ^
The workers hold one ace in proring the feasibility of an eigfat«hour workday o
under local conditions: As soon as the co-operatiTe furniture factory of the ^
Chicago furniture workers is in operation, the men can show lAether they are S
able successfully to conrpete with capitalistically contz^oUed factories whsre ^
the ten-hour day is in force*

If the claims of the Socialists are true, that the capitalists make inmiense

profits, and fatten on the sweat of labor, then the co-operatire factory will
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have ample opportxmity to prove or disprove them* No leeches can enrich
themselves on tbe workers when the new factory opens and^ barring some
calamity, the workers should earn more in ei^t hours than they did foimer-
ly in ten, since they share the profits* Of course—if there is a profit I ^
But it might turn out differently » and if it becomes necessary to sbare the ':S^

losses, the enthusiasm for the co-operative venture might diminish.
f̂

—

Regeordless of the result of the ezperiiusnt, it is worth trying* If it can -^

be sbown that the co-operative factory can function successfully on an ei^t- o
hour basis, then more will be accomplished to help the eigjit-hour movement Lo

than can be attained by any number of strikes and revolutions* §
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\IA!0^E3 ;JID TIPS

(::ditorial)

The eight-hour question has arisen in the city administration, and presents
a strange aspect.

The council, at its last session, decided that city v#ork, such as sev/er

construction, laying of water pipes, etc., shall be done on an eight-hour
basis, and that the daily wage shall be two dollars.

Goinitiissioner of Public ./orks Valler declared that he cannot follow the dic-
tates of the council, because, in an opinion given by the corporation counsel,
paying of the new and higher rate v;ould conaJititute a violation of Valler^s
official duties, or, at the very least, a waste of public raoney. All public
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improvements are made according to contract, and )1»75 is paid for ten hours*
7/ork; that v/ould be ^^1.40 Tor eight hours. To pay hiore—^;men the v/opkingmen
did not even ask for a raise—^would be equivalent to giving a tip of sixty :g
cents to ev3r\'' nian. The council has no ri^t, and Commissioner V/aller has 5
still less authority, to do that. ^=i»

If congress and the states are not empowered to impair the validity of con- -o

tracts, surely a city council can be no exception. o

The distinction which l/aller draws bet;veen wages and tips may perhaps be ex- r^l

plained by the council in callin,^ the v/orkers "officials", and their v/ages «>^

salaries. In that event, the council's right to raise official salaries can-
not be disputed.

But, in that event, official salaries v;ould be of little importance, so far
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as the eight-hour labor question is concerned. The noney which the aldermen
v/ould give to city workers, the sixty-cent tips, v/ould not come out of the
aldermanic pockets; the additional funds would come fro i the taxpayers, and
the taxpayers, regardless of their occasional braying, are good-natured
asses vmo .vill bear the heaviest loads. It is someivliat doubtful, however, ^
tliat any of the councilman would pay tv/o dollars for eight hours' v/ork, P
instead of yl»75 for ten hours, if these gentlemen v^ere to hire a laborer, 'T^

-iOt one of the aldemen would do that. They are very liberal v;ith other ?-

people's uoney, but if they v;ould have to defray the expense, that v;ould be
another story.

If tlie city council, in one ..ay or another, circumvents the opposition of
Commissioner Jailer, all city workers, in comparison to other laborers, will
be a preferred class.

It can happen, of course; v;e even have had a precedent in Nev/ York, where

c
c.
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Bill Tiveecl created a preferred class of v;orkars, city vvorhers, v;ho receive
a hi^-^er rate of pay, at the taxpayers* expense, of course. The tips these
wor-cers received in addition to their regular salairr v/ere a sort of reini-
bursenent for the dirty v;ork v/hich had to be .;erforr.ed for their political
party.

By the way >
'.7aller is a Denocrat, and his argUi.ient with the council is there-

fore a faiiily ro?/. The costs, vjhatever the outcome, will be paid by the
taxpayers

•

•

Cur Denocratic council nov; follov/s the example ^iven oy leveed, but that our cT

alderr:en—the .niajority of them—snould adopt such a resolution because of a ^^

belief in the eicht-hour principle, is something that not even the socialists t
vvill believe—they are not so foolish. c

c

.e
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and look upon capitalists as bitter enemies of the people, v/e can understand ^
the vie'ivpoint that no lasting peace is possible between the tv/o factions, ^
and that a truce is all that can be hoped for. In j^Iurope, due to the den- F-

sity of population, and the class consciousness ,;:iich has existed for <^

thousands of years, the lot of the factory worker has indeed becone hope- ^a

less, and labor sees no salvation, except in a complete destruction of the
oresent order.

CZ)

But, in .ijnerica, we iiave different conditions, particularly in the .Jest,

u'jnong any hundred employers in the upper incoiae bracket , one can hardly
find a man who did not start as a common laborer; and v/e have no unsur-
nountable barrier here between classes. Daily, one notes the transition
from worker to employer, and, oi* course, there are also occasional reversals.

The assertion that it v;as possible for a laborer to become wealthy, tv^enty

CO
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And, even in Chicago, the proletarians don*t seea to be so hard up, if the
workers are actuall:" considering organizing a co-operative furniture fac- .^
tory, vmere laborers v;ill provide the ca^^ital by buying from one to twenty ^
shares, at .^25 a share^ figuring on the basis of tv/entj'* shares to a laan, <:^

that repiresents ^500. ..o great fortune, to be sure, but even the smallest p
amount, s)25, is much more than a worliingrnan in Germany could afford for such ^
a puri)ose. llov/ Loany of Borsig^s employees, in Berlin, for instance, can save o
one hundred marks, not to mention two thousand marks, from their meager ^
wages of :A»25 to .i^S^OO per week—bare 1:^ enough to keep body and soul to- S
gether? Just hav much could Borsig's men save, so that they might organise ^
a co-operative factory?

Is it not actually sacrilegious for our /unerican ivorkers to regard them-
selves as proletarians, v;hen they enjoy more luxuries here, and earn .^.ore,

than most of the shop o^vners or bosses in Germany?
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Cur .iTrierican v/orkers are no proletarians, b^r any means, and tliey are not
undernourished v/age slaves; the:' are free citizens, and facts shav that, if
our laborers save only a little fron their v/ages, they are capitalists in
comparison to the :i2uropean proletarians, and yet our workers claira to be on
the sane lov/ social level. T7

o
03

Regardless of whether our v/orlrers admit it or not, their efforts to become
their ovm bosses deserve acclaim. ife shall always give hearty encouragement
to a scheme of this kind, where workers try to solve the social question ui

by emerging from the level of mere existence to that realm where men employ
themselves.

;i/hen the workers become their own bosses they vjill learn one fact: The be-
lief that the producer can name his own price is erroneous. The men will

find that production costs are not the basis of the selling price, but that

"1

i

I

I

t
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the demand for an article is the controlling factor. If a buyer cannot be

found, then any merchandise is worthless, regardless of efforts which may
have been expended in producing a perfect article. And, therefore, a co-
operative factory v;ill be able to pay wc^ges only in proportion to its in-
come* The worker's v;eekly pay envelope may therefore contain more or less
money than it did when he was v/orking for an employer. The amount may be
less, for instance, if competition /sl£/ decreases the price of the fin-
ished article. In the latter case—since tlie men are their oxvn employers

—

they must share a loss in salary, just as under more auspicious circumstances
they divide their profits. There is no capitalist to back the venture and
absorb occasional losses during si.ort, dull periods, in the hope that prices
will rise and wipe out the deficit. The workers, therefore, when applying
the co-operative principle, v/ill face a constantly fluctuating income; after
all, the men are their own emploj^'ers, and have no alternative but to adjust
their incomes to current circumstances.

If all the members of this co-operative enterprise fully understand this,
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and realize the risk involved, and are v;illing to share losses as well as

profits, their venture v;ill be successful—and we wish theiu all the luck

iji the i7orld.
:5co
CO
ro
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THE EICfflT-HOOR MO'VEMENT

(Editorial)

The eight-hour movement, started here last week by the furniture workers, «
prooeeds rather slowly. The principal stua)>ling block is tte wage question, S
and friction, for the present at least, has been avoided because tbs workers ^
are willing to work eight hours for §1.60 instead of ten hours for #2.00* F
But, no doubt, ninety-five per cent of the workers regard the eight-hour ^
day as a transition, and expect finally to earn as much money in eight o
hours as they foimerly earned in a ten-hour workday. Just as much money, Lo

that is the main thingi That the workers earn only $1.60 now instead of §
$2.00 does not arouse them to enthusiasm. The fast that the men work two ^
hours less, and therefore have two extra hours in which to spend money,
while earning forty cents less, does not appeal. The workers* wives ^ in
particular, will not be hi^ily elated. It requires considerable self-^denial.
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The workers may now consider two problems. The e2iQ)lo7ers may well day,
**We have enough orders on band to give you ten hours* work per day and ipaj

you $2*00, If you Insist on working only elg^t hours for $1«60, thdn it

will cause some inconvenience to us, because we must hire extra men and
increase our force by twenty-five per cent* We do not like to do this, be-
cause we prefer our experienced men to new workers* But, if you insist, then ^
we cen^ of course, divide a 1^200 payroll as readily among 125 people, so that p:

each receives $1«60, as divide the $200 by 100, so that every employee obtains >[7

$2.00 per day.« g^

-n

CD

tr*

Tbp other problem the workers face is tbe cry of agitators, who exclaim:
'^Stiek to it, boys; even if you get only |1»60 now, that doesn^t hurt much; ^
after the movement becomes general, the infamous well-fattened gents will
have to give you as much money for eight hours* work as they foimerly paid
for ten hours I**
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And those workers wbo really think--who do not readily accept the dicta of ^
the socialistic penny-collecting preachers—>rGalize that they are expected
to disregard the proverb , ''A bird in the hand is worth two in tbe bush**.

Only one thing is certain, and that is the present loss; the future gain
is entirely problematical. It is, of course, highly probable that business ^
in general will improve in the Fall, so that the furniture manufacturers can ^
pay twenty-five cents per hour. Figured on that basis, if the men work <^
eigiht hours, thsy still earn only $2.00 per day, which represents no financial p
gain whatever; whereas, if they continue to work for ten hours at twenty- ^
five cents per hour, that would represent a gain of fifty cents per day. g

•

If the workers ccmsider their present status as a step toward the settling f^
of the social question, then, most assuredly none of the **fat citizens** o"

will deny the working class that pleasure. It is one of those pleasant
self-deceptions which no one should deny.
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To recapitulate: Indications show that business will Improve and that, In
tdrn^ will create a demand for labor , and, consequently, higher wages. If
the workers then wish to work eight hours for $2*00, instead of ten hours
for $2.50, then no one can object. In either case, wciges will be regulated :$

by the price of the mcmufactured product. Competition among employers to ^
obtain help will automatically increase wages. ^

'

. i

—

llilhether an increase in the hourly rate proTldes more money, or whether a ^
decrease in hours without a reduction in salary can be obtained, makes no S2

difference; both amount to the same thing. L>
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Tbm famltorMAters* union pablidied an appeal yesterday mDxnine in the ^
Illlnole Staate-Zeltung^ requesting that all union neabers shall only ^
noxk eic^t hours in the future. The Illinots Staats-Zeitung sent seTsral ^
reporters to the leading furniture aanufaeturers to see to uhat extent the <^

union* s order was carried out^ how the aanufaeturers reacts and to ascertain S
the conditions under irtiich the ei£^t-hour day will be adopted. We append 2

^

the result of our inrestigation: ^
'

Sugg and Beiersdorff , whose factexy is located at 408 South Oaaal Street ^ has
eo^^lied with their wosfters* regiaest^ and the eie^t-hour day has been in
force there since Handay*

II«yer and Company t Ck>hn and Coaipanyt and other fims haTe also agreed to the
eic^t-hour day*

laturallyt there is a decrease in wages; wozkers earning formerly two dollars

en
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per day now receive only $1,60. -^

Vl£. Beiersdorff , speaking to oxir reporter, declared that he was willing to ^^^

establish an eight-hour shift at the old wage rate three years ago, if two- r-

thirds of the other western rnanufacturers would follow suit. Even at present, ^
his firm is willing to pay the ten-hour wage rate for eight hours of work, if §
other local inan\ifacturers , and those of Grand Rapids, Michigan, adopt that ^
scale also« S

Mr. Burke of Grand Rapids, Llichigan, furniture laanufacturer, saw Mr. Beiersdorff
yesterday, but no eight-hour workday was mentioned by Mr. Burke •s eiaployees.
The factories in Michi^in have attained prominence since the great Chicago fire,
and if they keep up the old wage scale, Chicago manufacturers must follow suit.
Most of Beiersdorff 's workers are sensible, and realize that the firm, acting
independently, cannot afford to pay a ten-hour wage for an eight-hour day,
because heavy losses would follow. He would like to see his men earn much
money, because, ultimately, that would increase his own profits.
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mumn goestionisd^ ]fr« B6i#r8dorff scdd tbat a fomiture MLxmf&ctarers* asso*-

elation has bean In azlstance slnee 1871 ^ bat tbat salary qiiestlona bad
nerar bean dlaeuaaed by tbat body since It aas founded ^ excepting to provide
protection against bad debtors^

Hie enployees of W» ¥• Strong* s factory« on West Bandolpb Street ^ strudc on
Monday for an ele^t-bour day^ but returned to work Tuesday wltbout baring
acco^pllsbed anything^ according to lir* Ihayer^ the

A« H« Andrews 9 of the flm of jftndrews and Coapany» ZH^ZIS Wabash Avenue

»

laughed heartily idian our reporter aiked him about the eli^t-hour aoTsnenb
and replied that his wan would work twenty hours a day. If he gave them a
chance, because their earnings would be proportionately greater* With the
exception of three or four mm, all do piece work, and earn good money* He
does not care iriiether the mm wish to work eight, seran, six, or ereii fewer,
hours per day; he would not lose by such an arrangement, but his men would
aoTwr think of such diort hours* In 1873 It was necessary to discharge a

CO
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fav agitators 9 and, ainee tbat tiaa, no substantial reduction has taken ^
place. In July, 1877, his Bsa would haire shouldered niskets to fire on ^
the strikers. If guns had been supplied for that purpose* After all, ^^
his «>rkers are veil off, and haTs been with the coiqpany for years* The ^
firm eaplqys about 125 asQ# ^
Baaberger, Bloone and Coagpaigr, 207-209 Wabash ATsnue, do not eaploy union ^
labor, and recelTsd no regjaest to let their men aoric only eitj^t houra per S
day* With tbe exception of the flnlahera, the men do piece woxk, and aaay cr

eren atay eyenlnga to earn extra aoney. Mr* BLoooe aald he did not care If
the Ben work only two or three houra a day

•

Delael and Brothera, 205 Lake Street, were notified by a workera* comnittee
on Monday aomlng, that the nen would only, work elgbt houra on Tfeieaday* The
fIzm Instructed the forewan to announce In the OTening, that all workera idio

are not willing to work ten houra, need not report for work* On Tueaday,
everybody cane to work, and the coqpany atlll woiSca ten houra per day*
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H. and M. Neuberger, 80-82 Randolph Street, are working eight hours per day, ^
with a proportionate wage reduction* lir. iJeuberger said he would like to ^
see his men earn twenty-five dollars a week, because then he iwould make more ^
money. The furniture workers want to establish the eight-hour system at C
present, even at a wage reduction, and in the Fall, when business is brisk, 5o.

they intend. to strike to obtain ten hours' pay for eight hours' work, £

Stotz and Woltz, 57-63 Illinois Street, started on an eight-hour schedule
today, with a proportionate wage reduction. The owner said that he would
like to let the men \7ork ten hours a day, but finds it necessary to oornplj

with the wishes of the workers. He called one of his employees, who declared
that the furniture workers hope to obtain their former ten-hour wage for an
eight-hour day in the Fall, if business shows signs of improvement. Beginning
today he will, of coirrse, earn only $1.60 instead of two dollars per day;
but he is perfectly satisfied.

CO
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The Illinois Furniture Company will work eight instead of ten hours per day
with a proportionate reduction in wages.

Iverbeck and Holts, manufacturers of beds, and other furniture, told our
reporter that all their piece workers are working only eight hours a day
at present, with a consequent thirty per cent reduction in output, and that
the firm would be quite satisfied if all manufacturers xiroxild have to face the
same issue; however, the management doubts that the men will be willing, in ^ ^
the long run, to decrease their wages. 5^

At Jacobson*s factory, where upholstered articles, furniture and picture frames
are manufactured, our reporter was informed that the piece workers tried the
eight-hour workday for two days, then reconsidered the matter, and are now
trying to work and earn as much as they can; in fact, they woiSc as long as the
shop is open. Mr. Jacobson said that good furniture workers are in demand,
and none need be idle. A strike will hardly be considered, since most of the

workers are piece workers, who know that they receive as much as they can be

Ca^
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paid.

A. VJ. Ovltt, Manufacturer of tables, located at Lake and Peoria Streets, has
had no experience with the elr^ht-hour day, but doubts that the eight-hoxir
system vrf.ll prevail for any lenrth of time in furnitui^ iTianufacturing

establlshiaents. furniture making is based on piece v/ork, and requires con-
siderable machinery, as the working period is diminished, the overhead ^
increases, since space for the necessary equipment costs the employer just
as much money, whether the worker works eight or ten hours, and, in all
fairness, a man v/orklng only eight hours a day cannot expect as high a rate
as the man who works ten hours.

Mr. Ovltt does not expect a strike, since the men knov; only too well that a
strike in city plants would induce manufacturers to move their plants into

country districts, and that nothing ivould be gained by that.

If the eight-hour day is to be established in furniture factorieis, all small
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ooncems will face bankrupt07| because they cazinot afford to ciirtall produc*-. ^
tlon, and, to his /prttt^s/ knowledge, there Is not a single furniture ^
manufacturer In the city who has space enou^ to hire additional men* '^

o

L
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3AII']T PAUL. • 3 PSttTT

(-Editorial)

The ruraors; which the communist leaders spread during recent months, predicting
a universal strike—a (^reat iiovemant v/hich might include anything, even a
counterpart to the French revolution—had a very practical purpose, and served
to advertise the picnic of the Fourth of July, an affair which lasted three
days. During that time, many a St. Paulas penny v/as collected, rhe name of
the communists local "pope" is Paul, and the pennies gathered from the
faithful are intended to provi'iie a comfortable living for "Pope Paul'\ If
a '.vag should say that the 3v/iss live mostly on strangers, then it may well
be said tliat the coiamunists thrive on dunces.

Opinions differ as to the amount of pennies realized from tho three-day
picnic, but none of the estimates is high. As a speculation, the affair

<'>
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seems to have been a fizzle. But then, every little helps, and anything is

better than nothing. Just like the declaration in Lumpacivagabundus: '*And

if everything is gone, then we start again!" The begging then starts all
over again—not by exhibiting one's clubfoot, but just by passing the hat;

you must remember the old Geiman proverb:

"V/ith hat in hand, '

You can travel througjiout the land."

Now that the nonsense has come to an end, and the revolution against existing
laws has been avoided, the next problem is to see what can be done for the

great mass of people who are not piece-workers—the common laborers. To
claim that certain factions are definitely opposed to the demands of labor
is just plain malice, but the assertion helps to collect many a penny. As
soon as most people are convinced that a shortening of the workday v/ould be

Ca>
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of benefit to everybody, necessary laws v;ill be passed :.itliOUt ifiuch ado

But not before!

To convince most of the people is not a simple problem, not as easy as bull-
dozing, of course; but reason is Tar niore effective in the long run, and is

the surest v;ay to reach the goal, ijulldozing is contrary to the prevailing
sentiment in the northern states—but attempts to inrluenco public opinion
by appealin^^ • to reason v/ill produce favorable reactions.

If the pennies, collected by tlie conmunists are used for propaganda purposes,
that is, to convert citizens to the communistic faith, then no one can
objoct.

But the labor leaders must remember that screaming, denouncing, lying, and
tireatening do not convince, and even the most pitient of listeners v:ill

S

is?
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eventually be aroused, und reply in the sane nanner.

rr^TvvM
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HARBISON'S 700LISHNESS

(Editorial)

Mayor Harrison has made up his mind to boost Chicago's real estate values
~a good beginning—and he wants to attain the goal by economizing » which
is also a laudable procedure.

But econooqr has its limitations* The man, for instance, who does not have
the roof of his house repaired because he wants to save money , and later finds
it necessary to call a plasterer to patch the ceiling because the rain has
daiHiged it 9 must realize that such econoBy is expensive as well as fPAlish.
Ihis would be on a par with the mayor's scheme whereby he saves expense in the
fire department and,by so doing, causes the insurance companies to raise their
rates*

i

The mayor is mistaken if he believes that lowering of taxes is all that is

necessary to increase property values* That mi^t be an inducement for
capitalists to invest money on a speculative basis, but one cannot see how the
city will benefit in general, or property owners in particular; in that case.

CO
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money would be diverted from those irtio cannot hold onto It, and i9ould be
hoarded by persons whose financial status enables them to keep their funds

. ^In Idleness

•

CO

Chicago's land values can reach a peznanently higher level only If the pop-
ulation of the city Is proportionate to the area* Chicago Is large enough
for twice the population we now have, and such an Incji^ease can be obtcdned
only If the IndustrlcLL Interests are given consideration^ High Insurance rates, S
however, are a millstone around the neck of Industry; they hinder Its progress, ^
and eventually will cause our factories to be moved elseidiere*

Fezhaps Hairrlson will realize the situation; If not, then he must leazn by
experience—and that will not benefit him In this Instance*
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TK^ SOCIALIST PICNIC AT GGD^'S GROVE

The socialist picnic ended yedterday afternoon amid pelting rain, accompanied
by ear-splitting thunder and, according to rumors, the affair was a; flnaiieial <:

failure. The representatives of the **starving millions" had to be content ^
with wearing their drenched Sunday clothes, which showed to great advantage -^

the sinewy bodies of the healthy, "famished" workers. Some may have caught r"

a cold from exposure, but more serious ailments can hardly be expected. The ^
great festival showed that the workers of Chicago are beginning to be sensible o
again and, in observing occurrences in general, one realizes that the socialist ^

festival at the Exposition building some time ago represented the highest
attainment of this strange group living in our republic.

If it had not been for the speeches, no one in that multitude would have sur-
mised that this pleasure-seeking crowd was the victim of exploitation, or of
merciless and greedy capitalism.
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There were about five thousand oeople at Ogden's grove yesterday, among them
the younger generation, vAiich enjoys dancing and is incapable of drawing *a

line between socialism and pleasure. The manap:ers of the festival, however,
believe that receipts were large enough to net a few hundred dollars; but that^
is by no means definite, because a ^reat many "dead beats'* gained admission. 3

As early as three o'clock, a general exodus became apparent, but the young r"

couples continued dancing until about five o*clock~the time heaven opened -p

its floodgates—and then everyone rushed home. o

V/hile about five thousand people came to the Dicnic, it is highly improbable i^^

that more than three thousand were Dresent at any given time, since many did ^^

not stay long. But the crowd seemed to enjoy itself in drinking beer, riding
merry-go-rounds, target shooting and playing dice. The ushers were satis-
fied with the conduct of the crowd, and found no occasion to lend a hand to
their blue-coated collegues /police/* Comrades McGuire, Grottkau, Johnson,
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and Davoust gave speeches.

Agitator Iv'cGuire

McGuire spoke in 3nff;lish. He einT)hasized that the nlcht-hour movement and §
communism had nothin?^ in common; that they v;ere independent of each other* ^
He said tliat any statement linking communism with socialism is scurrilous, F
and that there is a tremendous difference; any declaration to the contrary ^
is simply untrue. The socialists are accused of being ignorant (and all o
that is implied thereby), but the cause is to be found in the ruling class.
One demands culture of the socialists, but the means to acquire it are with-
held. Youth is compelled to work at too early an age. The factories of New
En:;land furnish a p.laring example of boys and rirls who eke out an existence
at a tender age. In ameliorating such conditions, a beginning is represented,
by the eight-hour movement, and the YK^rkers of Chicago were among the first
who have tried to break the bonds of subjugation.

K
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Comrade Grottkau

Comrade Grottkau next appeared, well supplied v/ith oratorical fireworks,
ana spoke as follows: 3

*»In former years, humility and abstinence were praised; today, we speak of ^
culture, humaneness and civilization. Both dogmas are false, and do not ^
comply with the interests of the people • The proof is evident since, in Ig

spite of the country's almost inexhaustible resources, and its sparse 2
population, v/e have millions of people suffering from starvation. An Asiatic ^
spirit rules America; a few people are worth millions of dollars, and millions
of other people endure the pangs of hunger. The liberty we have is the
liberty to exploit the people, the subjugation of the poor by the wealthy;
it is the kind of liberty that enables the rich class to monopolize it, and
to prevent the downtrodden from obtaining freedom; and that is an Asiatic
condition. He have here, in America, a few palaces, millions of miserable
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hovels, a few educated people, millions who are ignorant; many churches,
countless houses of ill-fame, idle shops, crowded jails and prisons, too
many institutions of learning and pawnshops, and so forth. ^\^

*»The orbits of the stars have been computed; the origin and development of :^

organic life has been ascertained; yet the working people are told the old .1^

story about the creation of the world in six days. Lies are proclaimed as f—

truth, and truth is denounced as a lie. Man's fight for existence is more r:^

ruthless th€in that of any fish in the briny deep. The human sharks and

octopuses are the real estate speculators, the railroad and trade monopolists,
the speculators on the stock exchange, the corn robbers and the bandits who

control the press, and so forth. 5^

"Socialism is the modem ;Vinkelried which will provide an entering wedge for

ftreedom* Long working hours prevent the people frojn acquiring knowledge, and

serve to undermine mind and body. In abolishing long hours, we wipe out the

c :>
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parasites who thrive on the work of others.

•The revolutionists of a hundred years ago forgot the followers of the

golden calf—and today millions of lives are sacrificed to insatiable greed. :^

Remember, all gods are subordinate to the golden calf , and, so long as laws 3
are administered by corrupt judges who enslave the people, socialism will ^
not be at peace with society. Out motto should be: 'Peace to the hovels, ^
and war to the palacesl» If every despondent man who commits suicide would ."^

first kill a millionnaire, then, within a year, we ;vould have no more suicides, o
and no millionnaires.**

Comrade Johnson

Comrade Johnson siDoke in the Swedish language, and to judge from the acclaim

given him, his speech must have been impressive.
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Comrade Davoust

This Frenchman and communist spoke in his native tongue, eulogizing the

heroes vidio, on October 6, 1789, marched to Versailles and gave the example
viiich was emulated by the Parisian communists on March 22, 1871* Vfliile ^
these long-departed benefactors of the people did not accomplish much, their :^

efforts proved of lasting value to future 'generations, and the Parisian ^
coinnunists of ei^t years ago accoflgpUfllied more. The speaker hoped that the -^

movement in America would continue*.,. :o

It was fortunate that all the speaker.-: had different audiences and spoke
in different languages, otherwise some strange contradictions would have
been presented. ;/hen it started to rain, the few remaining people sought
shelter in the hall and under sheds. Patriotic songs (and beer) marked the
end of the festival.

">
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TJi: FCURTI- 0? jui:.^

. Tbe Labor Fe^.tival

Tlie FoMr-':h of J"uly iran prxssod, then!: Keuvon! The v.'Oi.thor v.t.;S deli iitrnl and

cool; the thiuu-or nhov/er fron t]:e provioM.^ evonin,^ clothed n-.turo ':ith nev;

vordnre, and the city fo llov;o\ the eraiiplo; :7lndo:;3 dir.playod ::roen flci'^-s and, >

Of couroe, the .jioi-icun banner, all of it irovidi^;- a noct festive appearance

.LTid, v::iile the day v/as not entirely devoid of unfortimate incidents, the^e at

lea5:t only affected a f evj, and v;ero not of -ene?*al concern, ^
CO

']:iie ^:re''.t labor parade and picnic v:ere not i.ijirred h^^ -^ny diriturtvance •; thus g
it aho\:ed that the labor noveiient lost pronnd in general. *f

V.l^.ile the parade ir.iS impressive enoiu;}!, for a:i ordinar:^ affair, one lai/dit have

ocpected nuch bettar thin.'T,, considering t>>e hue and cry riade about it. As a
!
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dexDonstratioiiy the affair proved ineffectlTe.

Regardless of the mayor^s proclamation , shooting continued night and day, and
\

a large number of accidents resulted^
i

*£

The Labor Festival '^

Yesterday ne witnessed the long-e:q>ected event ^ the demonstration of Chicago *s ^
norkers in favor of the eight-hour day* The demonstration proved to be an \S.
extremely peaceful affair ^ which caused no disturbance idiatever^ except that • ^
traffic was occasionally interrupted* re

The participating organizations gathered at the Easnnarket^ as well as on
adjoining streets , at ten o* clock in the iiiDming» and an ezpectcmt throng
lined the streets along the route of march.

The parade started at about eleven o*clock* The men marched along Ealsted
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Street to Uadlson Street; from there to Dearborn Street, on Dearborn to
Randolph Street, then along Clark Street to Chicago Avenue » passed Wells
Street 9 to Divififlon Street and Clybourn Avenue to the Grove.

The Parade *

J. B« Behloradsky, Henry Stahl^ and Tim O^Eara functioned as festival ^
narshals; the three men rode horses and led the assembly* Then followed a >[J

large brass band with Hermann Presser as leader, and fifty men, menbers of ^
the committee in charge of the marching order • After that came the members E!

of the various singing societies^ some riding in vehicles » others afoot: ^>

The la Salle Liedertafel^ Freier Saengerbund, Liedertafel Vbrwaerts, Inter- !^

national » Socialist Male Chorus, and Rothmaenner Liederkranz. About 150
singers marched , while from fifty to seventy-five rode on three foliage-
covered wagons. Many a cheerful melody was heard.

ex
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The^ cane a satirical characterization of Toby's nilitia, in nniform, carr^r-

±nr "nurrlerous v/eapons", inclurlinf a paper cannon^ Cobbler Graf, the desi^cr
of the display, led the troop of six men.

Then cane an alle^-orio-Al float v/hich xrould not have been imderstandable, if

its inscription, in larre letters, had not e:rplaine:l its neanin':^: "Liberty,
jloualitir, j'raternity". .ibout sixty v/onen and ;-irls fron the labor ranks
follo-ved, narchin:' tv;o abreast, their appearance indicatinn a certain strong-
nindedness; nost of then v/ere riiddle-ared.

IText in order v/ere the Turners, about seventy-five z'Bn; anons then nembers
of the \uror:t Tiirnver'^^in, Von\^.erts Turnverein, and several Bohenian clubs.
Th.e ochleswir'-hlolstein Verein, v:ith about forty nerif follovred, carrying a

ba mer. Then came a lar(-:-e v;a*^*on, dravm by four horses, representing in an
unostentatious rianner, and v/ith considerable lack of hunor, the blev^sin::s of
the eirht-hour work day. The alle -orical display became understandable
chiefly by the inscription.

X7
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The flO!it of the carpenters' union cane next. Tlie banner of the union vjas

r.'iade of v/ood shavinr-.s. ..fter that cane a nan on horsebacl:, then the brass
band; the rrood carvers, v/ith about fifty men; the furniture nakers unions,
with about 250 nen; finishers, fifty vxQn\ upholsters, v;ith tlieir v/agon and
about fifty nen; the building: carpenters union, v/ith about ei'*ht3'^ nen; the
tailors' union, number one, vd.th about sixty -t^^n^ some of them carrying
illustrated sifms calling attention to the strike at 'Villou.Thby, Hill and
Company; the book printers, preceded by a vjacpn on which a press was mounted
vjhich printed the "^ight-Tiours' /imitator" ; the various divisions of the

typographers, about 250 nen; and the Gorman section, led by Ilr. Lyser v;ho

displayed a fearful TBansermannic appearance. r
r

A lone hunter in regular re.ralia, v;ith run and knife riade of vx)od, ended the

division of the printers.

Then follov/ed: I lakers of cold lace, about fifty nen; shoemakers, about 200 men,
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and blacksmiths, probably one hundred raen.

Sam Goldvmtor led the ciramnkers, about 200 nen; one of the nen carried his

babv, .

A v/aron, v/hich presented notliin^^ in particular, follovjed the cip^arriiakers; a

brass band heralded the approach of the sailors' union, v/hose officials

follov/ed in a lirht, open carria.'[?;e. The sailors presented a ppod, natty

aDnearance, and numlDered around 120 nen; the r.odcarriers, v/ith about one

hundred men, follor;ed.

:md, finally, follovred the various sections of the Soci^ilist party, headed

by a brass band, and f^ve an alleroric presentation of the slavery of the

printers employed by The Times , Chicago nev;spaper.

> - • •

A nimber of pictures neve carried by members of this section, shor/inc the

50O
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terrible results of capitalism's control over labor. The nilitin lav; (and
also the trainp lavj) v.tis not forgotten. Several rr^d flacs v/ere displayed by
this division of the parade, which nunbered about 500 iien*

The last contin:7ent consistei of about t*.;ent2^ nembers of the Socialist
2]ducation and Defence Society, without arns or uniforms, folloxved by about ^
f ifteen.v/afons and bufries containing people v;ho desired to be in the parade, 5
but viho belonged to no (particular) orfaniz-.tion, 'trx

' The pirade required about seventeen ninutes to pass a ;-iven point, and vjv,s only ^
one-fourth as lar^:e as last year's labor union parade of the Germans, v/hen they c^

cave their picnic at C:-don*s Grove. '^,.

/irrival at Ccdon's Grove

;ifter reaching the park, the inenbern broke their re^uiaental order, A lar^e
orov/d had ,^it}]ered prior to the arrival of the parade and, vath the constant
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additions filtering in, one mifht estiinate the nunher of people at 5000, by

the tine the ^rpeat ./estern Band played itr> first sGlection.

The coinmittee for the inaintain^^.nce of order and the police had little to do.

The people who came to the picnic v/ere a peaceful lot, and the crov/d v/as not sg

larf{;e enou^rli to present serious problems. liverybody listened to the imisic and, 3^

v/hen dance numbers v/ere presented, hundreds responded and {;^rated merrily.
•̂

Drinking;,' v;as moderate, and great jubilance \vas not manifest. ^

A clarion call at about 3 o'clock announced the speakers, and about one thou- t^

sand neople fathered near the musicians* platforra. 1:5
c^

Schilling.', the secretar-y of the committee of arrangements, introduced the

sneakers.
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IrsL Stsnart

Ira Stewart 9 of Boston^ an elderly gentlemen of docile mien^ gave tbB first
address in Snglish in behalf of the eight-hour day*

:S

The speaker regarded the eight-hour day as a natter of international JBonent. ^
He said: *Tourth of July and the eight-hour will henceforth be insepara- ^
ble*** The following resolution was adopted:

;

U
"Besolyed, That the Fourth of July is not a question of liberty or ^

slavery, but is an issue between poverty and wealth. £
"Besolved, That those persons who criticize us because we want a ten-hour ^

wage for eight hours of work, should consider that we now receive less noney ^
for ten hours* work than we received formerly for working eight hours, and

^
this condition nade possible the vast accumulation of wealth for the Tanderbilts,
Bothschilds, and other great capitalists.

*%esolved, that popular opinion, and law makers everyidiere, must unite
in furtherance of the eight-hour workday.

1

I
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^VJe appeal to all neivspaper writers friendly to the cause of labor,

and to the members of con»^ress. ... to recocnize the econoiiic necessity

of this proposal.... The eii3ht-hour day is of a much larger scope than

capitalism (and even labor) has recognized in the past...*"

Hr. otev/art also cave a list of senators who are opposed to labor. ...and said

that the eicht hour principle is the foundation of freedon. ..•

He v/as f^iven iirjiiense applause.

Then the Boheioian speaker, J. B. Behloradsk^^ , v;as introduced. Ke spoke about

the blessings of the ei::ht-hour day, and the •'''ictory of the Bohemians over

their enemies at the recent court trial* He said that the people know v;hat

to do to attain their rif^ts.

lifter the speeches, the people became interested in their Ir.nch. The picnic

.'^rounds v;ere still crov/ded at nidni^ht.

TO

re
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(SKim

Ilayor Harrison vjas present. IIg rode iiorsebac]:, and arrived at the be^inninc
of the festival. The rxiyor co'Xiented on the orderly behavior of the crov;d.

•Diirinr the evening, the coimrlttee sent a telerran to -'eorr-e Gunton, in Fall
River, expr^^ssin^* sympathy of Chicarp vTorhers for the textile strikers.

'Pile picnic v:ill continue today and tonorrov;. The results did not neet the
eCTectations of the organizers, but the occasion proved thxt the r/orlcers

-of Chicaf^o can enjoy thenselves uithout brealcin* the lav/#

:pd
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i
TBS 70DBIH OF JULT

(Iditorial)

The Republic of the United States is one hundred and three years old today.
In the first year of the nation* s existence, congress provided that the flag
of the United States should consist of thirteen alternating red and white ;^
stripes, and that the Union should be represented by thirteen white stars on r;

a blue field* On the present flag, only the thirteen stripes remind one of -o

the original thirteen states which foxned the Union; the blue field now contains o
thirty-nine stars instead of thirteen; and our eic^t territories glTS praaise of lo

dereloping iato additional states, so that sone of our readers will live to see §
forty-fire (sic) stars in the blue field of our banner

•

^
\

The flag, which at one tiae represented a snail republic of farmers and planters,
is today the aoablem of the mic^tiest and freest country on eaarth* Our Constitu-
tion enables anyone to improTO his position, and entire classes of the population
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are glTan tranaDdous laaway, as far as laws are concerned •

The worst place for the ired flag, emblenL of the social roTolutlon, Is therefore
^

next to The Star^pangled Banner » because the latter presents no obstacles

^

STon to the discussion of the most radical questions, and provides for a peace* ^
ful, gradual solution of all problaas ^ due process of law» %

The great majority of our local knights of the red flag seem to realize this, ^
because, regardless of the agitation of the several . leaders , the demonstration ^
for the eight-hour day will be a peaceful, lawful affair* Not only will any ^
tilt with the law be aTolded , but the arrangers of the parade even give
assurances that the demonstration In no way represents an 4.ntroductlon to a
general strike; the mass movement Is merely adopted to make Impzesslve the
Insistence of labor for shorter working hours

•

Reports received from other cities also show that the demonstrations scheduled
for the Fourth of July are only In furtherance of the eight-hour workday--

a

o
»
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prinelple of labor--and the parades on that day are no forerunners of genesrail

strikes or Tiolence*

Ccnnunlst newspapers in the Sast threatened a general uprising only a few days
ago, and predicted other fearful erents* But it appears that the labor unions
taking part in the danonstrations have the upper hand, and most members prefer
The Star-Spangled Banner to the red rag«

CO
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mS RIGHT TO CARRy ARMS .:
/

/
/

We aire glad to report that the Socialist soldier clubs have good sense, and
that they realize that a deliberate flaunting of the law and disobedience
to constituted authority are likely to bring about a clash which the Socialists^
cannot avoid, and, in such an encounter the results might be disastrous to ^
the Socialists themselves* <r:.

Instead of appearing tomorrow in full numbers and armed, the Socialists pre- ^
ferred to exclude all reporters, and yesterday selected ten men, under §
command of Socialist Lieutenant Bielefeldt, who marched from the Tumhalle \^
Torwaerts (Forward Turner Hall) unto the street to provide a test case, so ^
that the constitutionality of the militia law might be questioned* The militia ^
law, as will be remembered, prohibits the existence of armed, military
societies not connected with the state militia*

Lieutenant Callahan, of the Twelfth Street police station, waited at the
Tumhalle for the return of ten arfaied communists, or rather, agreed with
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Lleatanant Blelefeldt, leader of the ten men, that Bielefeldt should con-
sider himself under arrest, and appear at the Uadison Street police station
in the morning*

Bielefeldt, confoxming to the agreement, went to the police station in the
morning, saw Judge Walsh, and asked for a change of yenue, so that the case
was entered on Judge ]iorrisson*s court calendar for four o* clock in the
afternoon* Bielefeldt gave bond of one hundred dollars* The charge is vio-
lation of the militia law.

The program was that Bielefeldt should plead 0iilty, go to Jail and have the
case transferred to the criminal court, where Attorney Subens would ask for
a habeas corpus in order to bring the affair to a rapid conclusion*

But matters took a different turn; the city officials were not satisfied with
that arrangement* The arrest of only one person did not appear to be suffi-
cient to regard the incident as noncompliance with the law, and therefore the
whole affair was postponed until Monday, so that all participants might be
present*

I
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NO NEED TO [•un

(Xdltorlal)

TbLOBB persons nho liave neyer shuddered in Chicago will' have no occasion to
acquire goose-pimples on July Fourth. The bloody revolution, which was ^
announced in so aany incendiary speeches 1^ the cooommistSy will not take ^
place • The conmunist defence clubs will not appear; only the nineteen p
Boheodan riflenen, without weapons , will be in the parade* A place has been
given to the nineteen, who will march in the July Fourth parade in the cause ^
of the eight-hour day. But no education and defence club, no hunter*s club, will
march to the picnic grounds. The only aimed people will be the regular city
police who, according to the program, foxm a pax*t of the regular parade, and who
will be present in several divisions*

And so, no flaunting of the militia law, which became effective on July 1, will
be involved in the parade.

-a

CD
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The nlJMte«n Bohaimian sharpshooters would shov up more adyantageously If
Judge HoAlllster would lead ihem* Howerer, as the men will leare their guns
at homOi nothing ean be done as far as the law is at issue; they are sharp-
shooters by breret and, as such, cannot be excluded froni the parade*

A peaceful July Fourth for Chicago is due mostly to two causes* First of all, ^
sereral trade unions refused to participate in the dcmmistration on July Fourth^ ^:x

if any transgression of the law was to be conteivlated; and, second, the p
coBBunist leaders, whose brains show better derelopient than their mouths
realize that any rebellion, eren if successful at the start, could only result
in complete dissolution of the party*

-T3
I

r j

The Illinois militia law, which became effectire on July 1, and which forbids ci"

exercising and parading with arms, except with the pexmission of the gOTomor,
is by no means a new thing in the United States* Similar laws haTO been in force
for years in Massachusetts, FennsyIvania , New Tork, New Jersey, and (Connecticut,
and are enforced without opposition*
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Novy as far as the Chicago connmistio defonoa olubs are ooneemed, they have
dropped the plan^ advoeated by some "'rabble-rousers , ** to resort to defiance.
Also 9 the proposal to make a test case was given up; it had been decided that
the defence clubs should appear in full regalia in the parade » and thus proride
an opportunity to be arrested , during the parade or thereafter*

Steps hare already been taken to i^uestion the constitutionality of the militia p:
law« A snail dirision of the education and defence club narched cuoyd exercised r;

in order to be arrested and so proride a test case. 2f^

The natter will thus be adjudged by the courts in regular order , and nay eyen \^

reach the State Supreme Court, nho will decide whether the militia law is con- §
stitutional or not« So, eren the militia law giyes no cause to worry. ^

The only concession to *the fear-invoking element is provided in the appointment
of Dr« Urn IL. Schmidt as festival speaker at the picnic. He will speak in favor
of the eifi^t-hbur day; the speech is to be in Gexnan.
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Bat no one need worry about tho doctor; in selaeting the nan nho advocated revolt

against the militia law, and letting him appear as festival speaker on the very
day when the communists proclaim their obedience to the law. Just shows that the
ccmmittee which chose the doctor considers his address to be given on the Fourth
of July as a speech of sheer buncombe.

3>
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THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARJ,1S

(Editorial)

The assertions of the communists that no state has a constitutional right to
ban armed organizations, other than the state militia, cannot be well
sustained, when viewed in the light of the wording of the Constitution.
With respect to the second article in the amendments to the Constitution.
^A well-regulated militia is necessary to the security of a free State; the
right of the people to keep and bear arras, shall not be infringed.'^

This addition was proposed by the first congress to meet after the adoption
of our present Constitution, and was accepted \jy three-fourths of the states
then in existence.

The text plainly shows that it was desired to obtain a necessary, armed
militia; now, note well, a regulated militia to protect the state. And that
was the underlying motive of the proponents of the amendment—that in the

ho
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absence of a powerful national army, it becomes necessary to have a strong
militia for the security of the state.

Anybody in congress at that time w>uld have been regarded a fool if he had
asserted that armed organizations should be premitted to exist in opposition ^
to the state. And if anyone in that congress had claimed that that consti- F
tutional amendment permits irresjKjnsible military organizations to shoot ^
people at random, then such a persons mental status would have been questioned. g
An attempt to quote the Constitution for the purpose of justifying the existence ^
of armed organizations other than the militia, organizations holding military ot
parades and making threats against the present order, is crazy.

The right of the individual to carry arms for lawful purposes is not taken
away by the new militia law of Illinois, The law fully considers the dictates
of the Constitution and lives up to its spirit; therefore, it only makes it
unlawful for associations to exercise with arms and to carry weapons while

n
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parading.

•It is the sworn duty of the Governor of Illinois to uphold this lax^^, which
goes into effect on July 1, and we do not believe that any high tribunal will
regard this statute as unconstitutional.
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BIOHT HOURS

(Iditopial)

In its last session, the State legislature passed the following laws in the
interest of labor: a /law establishing a/^ bureau of labor statistics; a law
requiring subtraction from the funds of bankrupt tijyaa to cover all wage claims ^
prior to the payment of other bills; a law protecting wages up to fifty dollars ^
against garnishee proceedings; a mine law protecting miners against accidents p:

so far as possible; and several other bills affecting the welfcore of workers* ^
Several more bills would have been passed, if they had been practical* The ^
lawmakers certainly showed no trace of bourgeois inclinations so far as labor 2
laws were concerned. Only so imich is required by our representatives: the pro- oo

posals must show a measure of fairness and give evidence of being feasible. If C:;^

these qualities are lacking, the legislature proceeds with the other agenda* ^

A bill has been presented to limit a day*s work in all industries to eight
hours* Now what can the State assembly or the national Congress do with such
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a request? It 0€ui pass a law (the national Congress passed such a measure
years ago) that whenerer work is being performed for the Government, a day's
labor shall not exceed eight hours; but when this example is not emulated by
other employers, idiat can the GoTernment do about it? Shall compulsion be
used to prerent any laborers from working more than eight hours when the men
are willing to work longer? Shall employers be punished if they permit their
employees to work longer than eight hours because the workers desire to do so?
Shall a law specify that henceforth, after a giren day, the wages now paid for
ten hours* labor shall be paid to laborers who work only eight hours?

2

CD
In order to pass such a statute , the Government must also haye the authority
to regulate prices, but it has no such powers. Srren a person of very limited
intelligence knows that the sales price of a finished article depends upon the ^
amount paid for labor, because labor has produced part of the value of the pro-
duct; in fact, in many cases the cost of labor is the chief item.

Suppose that it requires seventy-five cents* worth of labor to convert two pounds

ro
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of cotton, worth twenty cents, Into a certain amount of cloth which the manu-
facturer sells for a dollar, thus glTlng a profit of flye cents. Under these
circumstances it Is obvious that the manufacturer cannot pay elghty-fire or
ninety cents for the labor without also raising the price of the product* He
could not exist if he were to sell his goods at the same price as formerly.
He would prefer to close his place to continuing under such conditions.

But let us be momentarily concerned only with ourselTes 6uid assume that foreign
competition need not be feared. What then is to be done if the industries in a

'^D

Of course, if all manufacturers throughout the land were compelled to pay aa
much for eight hours* work as they had formerly paid for ten hours* work, then ^
there would at least be a corresponding increase in the price of all goods manu- U
factured. The question arises then whether such a condition would not enable ^
foreign manufacturers to compete successfully with us, in which case our work- 2
ingmen would be left imamployed. So the latter would not benefit much, since
they would have an eight-hour day but no jobs.

o
cr
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city or a State cannot profitably sell their merchandise because labor costs
are a fourth or a fifth higher than they are in other cities? Fair words and
bulldozing do not help. If a manufacturer outside Chicago sells his products
for a dollar and makes a profit of five cents, while a manufacturer in the city
loses five or ten cents on the same merchandise, then the latter must quit, for
he cannot insist that the buyers throughout the country shall pay fl.15 instead
of a dollar.

HoweTer, the desire to work eight hours instead of ten is quite a different
proposition from being able to earn as much in eight hours as in ten hours*

Let it be remembered, howerer, that we do not object to the assertion that a ^
factory worker should earn Just as much in eight hours as in ten hours, regard- ^
less of whether he, as the world->reformers assure us, uses the extra two hours ^
for recreation or for mental or moral improTeraent. Ttie decrease in labor hours o
is a gain in itself as long as one regards labor as a task instead of a diver-

^

sion, and after all, no one ivorks longer than he has to. CD

cr
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If that can be attained without complete destruction of ifhe public welfare,
well and good! And If It cannot be realized without hairm, then one must be
satisfied with the thought that the goal will be reached In the same way In
which the European ten«hour law displaced the eleyen, twelve, and fourteen-
hour working periods of a generation ago; the transition was gradual. And
so the eight-hour working day will be Introduced here; it will come naturally,
slowly-through an Increased demand for goods which, in turn, will Justify
higher wages. This is the gist of the whole matter: labor in itself has no
standard Talue, regardless of the question whether the products of labor are
usable or not; in the final cmalysis the price for labor depends on the price
for irtiich goods can be sold, in other words, on the amount which customers are
willing to pay.

Iliis principle holds true whether workers are their own employers, working co-
operatitely, or whether they are employed by a boss, a despicable capitalist
who pays day wages.

c:
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THE NEW MILITIA LAW OF ILLINOIS

(Editorial)
I

The militia bill was passed by the State senate. A large majority favored the
bill* The vote was as follows: 31 for (17 Republicans and 14 Democrats) and
only 10 opposed it (4 Republicans, 5 Democrats, 1 Communist), and in the House
of Representatives no opposition was raised to the final passage of the bill.

When the first draft of the militia bill was presented to the legislature, it
was very doubtful that the measure would be accepted. Most of the representa- o
tives from the agricultural districts, Republicans as well as Democrats, were
opposed to the bill. But the threats of violence expressed in Communistic
papers and by speakers, the glorification of the Parisian atrocities during
the French Revolution, and the insulting remarks about members of the State
militia impressed the legislators of the rural districts. The representatives
of the farming communities gradually came to the realization that the State
needs a law for the maintenance of order, and that the existence of Communist

rd
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clubs whose members are armed and not affiliated mth the State militia, is a
condition vdiich cannot be tolerated any longer.

Then followed the foolish as well as impertinent conduct of Senator Artley
during the senate session when the issue was being considered, and as a result,
many more, who were originally opposed to the bill, voted for it.

Those Communists i/*io complain about the new law, or resent it, should blame
their leaders, whose tactless behavior and threatening attitude ^.resulted in the
passage of the bill.

The main features of the larj were published by us some time ago

The armed Communist clubs in Chicago have no choice. ... .they must either become
affiliated with the State militia—giving an oath of allegiance—or they must

Ca2
If the Communists had used a little reasoning, they would have iaiovjn that their <=>

procedure would produce this result. en
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disband.

It is said, the more intellicent Gomnunists are opposed to resistance, as ad-

vocated by a fovj "hot-heads" and intend to malce a test case of it by questioninc

the constitutionality of the lav; before the Supreme Court.

to
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^CUBTFUL TSrjRCR AGITATICl^

The fear of riots by the proletariat is immense. Dispatches from the ^:
foreign newspapers read as follows j "Chicago Communists are ready for act- ^
ion on July 4th 1879, the Authorities are teking precautions for safety.'* ^

All the capitalistic newspapers express their indignation over the proposed ^:

introduction of the 8 hour work day for American labor which is plajined for c^

the 4th cf July* Of oourse, the fact that the miners whose deplorable work-
ing conditions and small wages will give this mcvement their whole hearted
support is not to be question. The mere thought of a general strike, fills
one with horror* But, that even the rough element, has to a certain extent
a right to an education which, by virtue cf the long working hours and star-
vation wages, is denied to them, is the reason which compels labor to take
such a step* Some time ago the 111* Staatz Zeitung began its investigation
and the Westliche Post followed in their foot steps by saying, ••An eight hour
working day has been decided upon by the leaders of the working organization*
It is not a bad plan but, who will pay,the same wages for eight working, as

formally for ten? No matter how this question will be solved if the price of
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living necessities should rise; vrhat will the worker have gained by that?

As to the question who will pay, we answer work pays fo r itself. With the
shorter working hours, the wages should not lessen but, to the contrary
should increase, for the number of the unemployed will decrease. With the
exception of a few capitalists, nobody would suffer any disadvantage, as a
result of the shorter working day«
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THE EIGHT-HOUR LAV/

(Editorial)

\Vhile the Democratic Representatives in ;7ashington are anxiously waiting for
President Hayes to prohibit soldiers from bein^ near polling places, the Demo-
crats have nevertheless found the time to eliminate one of the main demands of
the Socialists. By a vote of 105 to 52, the House passed a resolution to pro-
ceed v/ith the agenda and to table the eiglit-hour law enforceiaent clause, A
motion to reconsider was denied, and so the matter is finished.

This is not very encouraging for those Socialists who believed that many of
their demands would pass with Democratic help. The Socialists will now find
out that the Democrats are alv/ays willing to obtain votes from any source, but
are not inclined to give any favors in return.

Aside from this lesson, the Socialists will now find that they are desirable to

the Democrats only as unpaid helpers, but not as associates. This congressional

"XJ
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decision merely expresses the attitude on our economy which has been held by
the average person during the last five or six years. The people are convinced
that during depressions, when tens of thousands are out of work, it would be
impossible, as well as foolish, to prevent ambitious persons from earning a
livelihood when an opportunity presents itself. What honest worker who must
support a wife or child will refuse to work—if he can only obtain employment
by working ten hours a day? Will he refuse because the eight-hour principle
is involved? And particularly in the spring of the year, when thousands of
urban workers—such as painters, decorators, etc.—gladly work tv/elve and four-
teen hours a day because jobs for them are available only in certain seasons.

The idea of placing all laborers and all trades into one class by a legal de-
cree which specifies the number of working hours is foolish, and every honest
worker who believes in an honest day's work shares that opinion.

The more capable and independent workers will not be governed by specified
working hours. If an able worker can earn as much in four hours as he needs

Or
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to support his family and if he does not care to save anything, then he simply
works less than eight hours; if he has the endurance and the ambition, he will
work longer than eight hours, but regardless of the actual amount of time in- :g

volved, such a v/orker v/ill try to earn all he can during his actual work period. 5

To fix the number of hours a man may work is only feasible when the work to p
be performed is not influenced very much by individual capacity, as when a man ^
attends a machine—hence, factory work and other strictly mechanical wotk. But c^

mankind does not consist entirely of factory workersi Of course, the Manchester
*^

school of economy, on the basis of an analysis of modern industrialism, has re-
garded humanity during the last several decades as a mass of factory owners
and factory workers, of capitalists and proletarians; and out of this conception.
Socialism developed in Europe, Socialism intended to regulate all human activi-
ties on a factory basis; among other things, it called for a definite work
period (eight hours in America, ten hours in Gtermany and Switzerland), which
was regarded as •a legal right," a ^'humanitarian issue," and so forth. But in
America, w^ere almost. two thirds of the population live on farms v;hich are not

c :
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amenable to factory methods, and v/here the remaining one third of the inhabi-
tants are guided entirely by money-making considerations, any limitation of
hours has proved a failure

•

Of course, not all the attempts to introduce an eight-hour law were rejected.
Everything is tried in America, because a trial is believed to be preferable to

a mere theory. And, therefore, we have eight-hour laws also. But their prac-
tical application is limited to a fev/ cases, as when a controversy arises over
the collection of unpaid salaries; in that event the courts recognize eif^t
hours as a v/ork day. But the actual hours of v/ork and the v;age rate prevailing
in a given establishment are left entirely to the employer and employee. Our
lav/s have never insisted that an employer shall pay just as much for eight hours
of work as for ten hours. And the House has followed this principle in the pre-
sent case, and has declined to enact an enforcement clause for the eieJit-hour
law.

One cannot deny, hoivever, that with the introduction of steam pov/er and other
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great natural forces nov/ serving humanity, all strenuous human labor will be
lessened eventually, and more time will become available for leisure. The ^
tendency to utilize power as much as possible led to the point where ten hours 5
was regarded as a day's work in America—at a time when people in Europe still ^^
worked ten and fourteen hours out of every twenty-four—and it is not improbable r-

that the work period v/ill be further shortened. But this result cannot be ob- -^3

tained by law; it must come of its own accord. Furthermore, the limited work o
period will only be applicable v/here the nature of the v/ork permits, such as "J,

in factory production and in certain trades. In other lines, particularly in S
agricultural, professional, and artistic endeavors, all such restrictions will ^^'^

be* of no value whatsoever.
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. BATHHOUSES ,

(iilditorial)

Mayor Harrison promised to be the best mayor Chicago ever had. If he is
serious, he must consider the iust demands of the people, whether they live
in palaces or hovels. Our fellow citizens viio cannot afford bathing
facilities in their o/m homes, now demand the ri€?;ht to perform their
ablutions in the lake. For the sake of propriety as well as morality, and
in order that elerant ladies who misht be looking from their homes near the
shore may not be offended by the sight of naked men and youngsters, the people
noiv demand that bathhouses be erected which may be used free of charge.

The former City Council denied an appropriation for constructing bathhouses,
because a Socialist favored the measure. Several aldermen informed the writer
that the overv^jhelminr; defeat of the bill was solely because Stauber sponsored
it but that n«ed not prevent the mayor from buildin.^ bathhouses on our beaches.
During the years 1873 and 1874, the City Council set aside two thousand dollars
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a year, hence a total of four thousand dollars, for bathliouses.

Tax collections dufin-r these same years were feathered with difficulty; the
poor landowners paid, but the wealthy resorted to litigation, and obtained
a revocation of the total tax levy. Noxv, tax levies have been upheld on
the strength of a recent lav/, and a steady flow of iioney enters the city
coffers.

i-layor Harrison need only declare that four thousand dollars of the 'tax money ^
received for the years 1873 and 1874 shall be used to construct bathhouses, ^
and no lav/ can prevent hin from doin^- this. After all, he v/ould only act in

^'

conformance to public sentiment. '
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DEBATES ON TRAMPS

(Editorial)

Christian Meyer, Socialist of Chicago, offered a bill in the Illinois legisla- ^
tare to repeal the present law which sanctions arrest and jail imprisonment ^^^

not only of known loafers, but of all unfortunates found sleeping in sheds or F
under the bare sky. Ranney (Republican of //oodford County) made a motion to re-^
Ject the bill. §

, ' •

CO
Meyer opened the debate* He said, in substance, that he did not consider it a S
crime to be poor and unemployed; that the present vagrancy law regarded the ^
unfortunate unemployed class as a criminal element, and that therefore, in his
opinion, the existing statute should be abolished.

Crooker (Republican, La Salle County)... .considered the existing law a neces-
sity,....
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Tirusdell (Democrat, Lee County) favoired Meyer* s bill and declared: "No legis- sg

lature has a right to impose a jail sentence upon a poor man, merely because S
he is poor. If a person is destitute and cannot afford a bed, then he must -^^

sleep unsheltered, on the bare ground, with heaven serving as a blcmket, and r;

we should not accuse such a one of having thereby committed a crime.'* -o

o
The first speaker's contention was upheld by Carl Birhardt (Socialist of i^

Chicago), who proclaimed that the present law was an infamy. ^

^^l^ranslator* s note: The omitted paragraphs contain views of various representa*
tives, non-Germans, from Illinois countieSj»/

• • •
•
'Ventworth (Chicago Democrat) moved to refer the matter to the Committee on

Legal Affairs. His motion was defeated, and Ranney*s motion to reject Meyer's
bill was carried by a large majority.

cr
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J%iQ editor's comiaent now follows27

It seems that a bill eliminating some of the objectionable features of the
present law will probably be passed; only the repeal of the entire law was
strenuously objected to by the majority of the House.

|\3
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TEIE THREE-VIUACS; CITr

Again an attempt is being made—this time by the city authorities—to abolish
the loathsome and expensive division of Chicago into three towns. There is
probably no other city which is in this ludicrous position, a clover leaf of
village rulership within a city administration; with separate officials and
individual charters. How often has London *s division, due to its medieval
character, been ridiculed! It is the greatest city on earth, yet it is only
a loosely woven alliance of independent city and village communities inter-
spersed with parishes, so that urban unity is represented only by a few adminis*
trative bodies appointed by the government. Chicago, on a smaller scale, gives
us a counterpart, a patchwork of three independent towns not unlike the
accumulating additions to century-old castles, where succeeding generations
showed their handiwork. The medlevallstlc creations having no value, nor pur-
pose, serve only as historical evidence—tradition. Aside from that the plan
of this city is fraught with countless inconveniences

•

CO

en
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One might believe that the outmoded town constitution of Chicago could be
abolished readily, effortlessly. Indeed not! There is the opposition: First,
there is that army of ambitious political climbers who see in a successful town
election the first rung in the ladder of future 'achievements in statecraft;
then, there are the independent councils, nurtured under town government, who ^
protest out of self-interest; and, finally, there is that great multitude of
•'honest Taxpayers'* who think that the township officials whom they know as
neighbors, relatives, friends, and as candidates for re-election, will give
them lower assessments on taxable possessions. To them it rrould be cheaper to
preserve the status quo than to rely on a sensibly created city administration
which would encompass all the separate localities. The opposition created by o

^
these various motives proved insurmountable when attempts were made to eliminate 54

these antiquated political divisions. V/hether this reform can be achieved now
is problematicfiJ..

^

The enmity of those groups which profit by the present disorder, or which hope
to derive some monetary gain therefrom, is not the sole obstacle in the way of

CaI
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the proposed innovation, A nore formidable hurdle is probably presented by
the creusy tax system of the State, which provides that tax rates for the city
shall depend upon the lesser units in the State's structure, namely, the so-
called towns. As the State needs but little capital*—which can readily be
raised from a small tax based upon an exceedingly lo\7 valuation of taxable
property—there develops among the town and county assessors a strong rivalry
in promoting low valuations.

All the unlimited injustices resulting from such competitive efforts toward
tax reductions were to be corrected, supposedly, by the Board of Equalization,
a State department; but prolonged and sad experience throughout the years has
demonstrated that—quite contrary to intentions—the Board has encouraged rather
than alleviated the evil. The agricultural areas of the counties have benefited
from this "equalization** at the expense of the populous cities, which have been
burdened with disproportionate, unjust tax rates. Ifius, it becomes quite under-
standable that the cities, confronted with the problem of self-defense, are only
too willing to close an eye whenever town officials resort to deliberate

en
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undervaluation. An orderly, sensible, and approximately just property valua-
tion by a combined city administration (in conformity to precedents in our city)

would net much more for the State than the methods used by the town officials.
However, if taxes were raised in this manner, Chicago v/ould be in a worse predica-^
ment than before, which is not pleasant to contemplate. 3>

:?o

Consequently, injustice and stupidity work in each other's behalf, and reinforce
each other. A clean slate can be obtained only by the abolition of direct State
taxes, as we stated before in these columns. This would also eliminate the 2
assessments by State departments, which are nothing but one great swindle, a ^
fraud hatched up by the State and the State departments. By the elimination of :^

the JKiTBOt^ State tax the cities would be enabled to base their tax system on ^
rational, healti^ principles, and the controversy over the continuance of our
crazy trinity /the division of Chicago into three towns7 would be groundless.

The abolition of the direct State teoc would also enable us to come to some under-
standing in regard to city cmd county distinctions. The present relationship is
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not only ludicrous but Is the source of far-reaching foolishness and wickedness.

No better proof of this can be cited than the present County and City Hall
Building, that twin structure now In process of erection. Kraewlnkel , which
Indulged In similar Idiotic manifestations, has for centuries been regarded as
a synonym for bureaucratic Ignorance.

-a

Just consider the fact that Chicago's population and taxpayers represent five -tj

sixths of Cook County. The five sixths of the County's population build one o
half of the building with bluish-grey sandstone, which, erfter prolonged, damp Lo

weather will acquire the tint of a Slovalslan mouse trap peddler^s felt trousers S
after he has worn them twenty years, while the six sixths of the citizens ^
^ntire County/ build the other half of the structure with a yellowish-white
limestone, to which time will impart the hue of a half-seasoned meerschaum pipe.
Even after a century—if no conflagration destroys the building~lt will remain
as a monument to local stupidity; a mute witness testlfjring to^ future genera-
tions about the emtiquate^, complicated order of our J^vesentl local government*
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To eliminate the vrretched arguments between the County and (Jhicago, in other
wo37ds, between the five sixths and the six sixths, we have but one solution:
The separation of Chicago into a special county so that the city administration
is also the county administi^tion (in so far as the State is concerned) i It ^
was done in New York /plt£l^ likewise in St. Louis; sooner or later Chicago ^
must follow.

D2»

If necessary, parts of the towns of Lake View, Jefferson, Lake, and Hyde Park, ^
which are already closely connected with the city by parks and are virtually g
a^burbs, could be incorporated into the new county, just as New York acquired
several towns of V/estchester County. Chicago's area would then be considerably
larger than the principality of Liechtenstein and at least ten times as large D
as the principality of Monaco. In so far as our inhabitants are concerned,
Chicago would be twice as populous as the Duchy of Brunswick.

Instead of being a three-village town in constant turmoil with the State cmd the
County, It would acquire its rightful heritage and title, to which its commerce

j

its transportation, and its social status entitle it—a cosmopolitan city.
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MORTGAGES

(Editorial)

The bill of Senator Bash, who intends to infuse at least a slightly humane s?
spirit into the mortgage laws of Illinois—as far as the debtor is concerned— 3^

has aroused a storm of indignation fran our leeches, the Shylocks and their "^
legal representatives. However, others assert that what }fjr. Bash Intends to ^
accomplish is nothing more than part and parcel of the past procedures of other ^
states, especially of Massachusetts. 2

The mortgage law of Massachusetts is based upon the assumption that the mortgagor
^"J

who accepts a mortgage as security does so with his eyes open, and that he is
^^

as fuljLy informed concerning the actual value of the property as the person who

seeks the loan. If, subsequently, a considerable devaluation takes place, which

is beyond the control of either, then, considering the circtimstances, one party

of the contract shall not sustain the entire loss, but both shall share it. In
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other words, the mortgagor shall be satisfied with getting the property with-
out eatactlng additional demands from the mortgagee, who already has lost his
entire Investment as far as the mortgage is concerned.

But as long as it is customary for the debtor to sign a mortgage as well as a
bond, the courts cannot very well deny the right to a legal action to collect '5

in accordance with the bond; but, if the creditor takes such action, the >
mortgagee then has the right to redeem his mortgage-lapsed property. In other ^
words, the creditor cannot obtain a clear title to the property. <r

That is the law in Massachusetts, and is the Identical procedure Mr. Bash £
desires to introduce in Illinois. No doubt the stipulations are sensible and
just-, at least in all cases where the mortgage represents a part of the unpaid

pxirchase price. Different opinions might prevail where the creditor had

advanced money on an ordinary note and accepted a mortgage as additional

security, with no intention of obtaining possession of the property. In that

case the creditor can have no objection if the property is returned to the
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debtor after the latter has paid the debt. In such a case the creditor Is Inter-
ested only In the money he has lent, and not in the property Itself.

As an example, let us suppose that, during a real-estate boom, A converts 3

several acres of what was potato land into ''suburban lots** and sells them to 3

B for $10,000, taking $5,000 In cash, the balance as a mortgage. Now, If the 'p

real-estate 'soap-bubble*' bursts before the mortgage becomes due, so that the ^
acres are worth only $2,000, then It is eminently proper that the creditor z^

should consider repossession of the land as payment in full, without exacting
an additional three or four thousand dollars from the debtor, who already has
lost every cent he has paid.

During recent years hundreds of such cases were recorded. In every instance
the debtor had to face bankruptcy, and no Portia appeared to prevent forfei-
ture of the coveted *'i>ound of flesh''. Also, within recent years a multitude
of not overly prosperous people have suffered under mortgage laws which were
enacted for the sole benefit of creditors.

. »
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One still remembers the incident of the Bavarian Settlement; in fact, the mamory
is most vivid. A well-known real-estate agent sold building lots to a niimber

of German v/orkingmen, and finally—after cheating them by selling at excessive
prices—he not only reacquired the property ^ith the buildings erected thereon
during the interim) but also mercilessly collected the unpaid balances from the
unfortunate debtors.

Such atrocities were, and are, absolutely legal according to our present mortgage
laws, and just as lawful as Shylock^s demand for a pound of flesh. Bash's bill

does not go as far as it should in eliminating the present evil. Nevertheless,

the measure is vjorthy of recognition, and is a step in the right direction. p
o
o>

As long as Vlr* Bash is considering the subject, he might as well try to do even

more by adopting still another clause of the Massachusetts law, the clause deal-

ing with taxation of money represented by mortgages. One of the vilest and most

despicable provisions of our State tax system stipulates that the mortgagee must

pay the tax on the creditor's property. If I have property valued at ^^10,000,

ho
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and I owe $5,000 in a mortgage, then I actually only own one half of it, the
creditor possessing the balance. Nevertheless, I must pay taxes on the entire
$10,000—the creditor's $5,000 as well as my share. Of course, according to
law, the creditor should pay an additional tax on the mortgage, since the latter
constitutes personal property, but he ignores that. Of every f'jlOOjOOO invested
in mortgages, less than $1,000 is registered as personal property, ^en though
every mortgage-holder should pay his full taxes, it v/ould not ameliorate the
plight of the debtor; the State alone would benefit through such double taxation.

5D

In Massachusetts, the lav/ provides that the debtor may deduct from his morfega^e

payment the amount of the tax on the creditor's share in the property, unless ' ^\
the contracting parties definitely have made an agreement to the contrary *

J;-:

This is the only feasible way by which investors in mortgages can be made to
pay a tax on their property, and the adoption of such a law would be highly
desirable in Illinois.

Our laws on mortgages are survivals of a period when the VJest lacked capital,
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and when any capitalist who provided money, even at outrageously usurious
rates, was regarded as a public benefactor. Any timid suggestion calculated
to curb the selfish Interests of capitalists met v.lth the rejoinder, '^For God»s
sake, don't drive away capital—it is badly needed here; after all, our State
Is of only recent orlglnl'* But that time is past, and the basic design which ^
our legislature has Impressed upon our tax laws must be eradicated, so that no ^"^

one can ever say again: •The debtor in Illinois has no rights which the ^
creditor must respect. •

<I^

£
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A FAIR SOH

(Blitorlal)

TSim Iatw>-Ootan

>

in defending thm retroaetire pcosiooi payB^ntSy «acpr688e8 the
proper attitude* Instead of resortlqg to Logan* s stentorian hurrahs for the
Nation* s defenders, to ahom we are eternally Indebted for the faot that the
limitless poekets of people ean nerer harbor enou^ ooney for adequate tips
to our soldiers, this paper appeals to the Impeounlous elrlllans and asks:
''Is not tventy-flTe or fifty allllon dollars a nlee s«? Vcmld It not In^-

fuse life Into our Aantles, If suoh a sum were to suddenly olreulate In ^
small trade channels? Would not all businesses prepper when sereral hundred
thousand pensioners spend so and so many millions of dollars? After all,
these reterans will not keep the money whleh oame as an unespeeted windfall;
sooner or later the stsi will be used to aoqiulre more or less useful flurtlcles;

this would bring money Into elrculatlon and rerlTO trade. In short, more

CO
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woni&y bMones aTmllablt^ and tinea willl>a bettar.**

Wallt autfh blaat oandldnaaa In juatlfyiag tte raid on tha Tiraaaury la prafar-*

abla to Logan^a azolaMitioaa. Hoa aa hara no a«iitlaaatal irtiining about a
*dabt of gratltada* or tba Mu^ and honor of tha Nation toaaxd ita dafaadara,
tha ^^iloldara of libarty*; instaad tha aobar opinion praralla* Tha Dhltad
Stataa haa aonaj, lota of it, or at laast good oradlt; baalnaaa^ hoaaTor,
la in tha doldmas and to improTa it va mat staar a fair dozan millions in-
to trada ouxranta. Thia night ba aooonpliahad by a aar, with Maxloo for
Inatanea; bat aa auah a war is not in tha offing at tha moment » otharasana
anat ba dariaad to pat mora nonay into oiroolation. Ibr thia purpose, tha ^
rattan aalndla about ^'gratituda* » the Nation* s debt to ita Tataranay la oi

juat aa aaltabla aa any other* Tha main problas, ragardieas of pretext,
about glTlng money to tha people ao that eoin will roll about, still rmnins*
This will ba aeoomplishad with the penaion law, and it is beneficial; the
end juatlfles the meana«

Ca>
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Gon8id«r«d In this eyxilcal manner, the pension law, in the nain, is only a
form of **state help** (as the Socialists desire it) for the iqproT«ment of
eoonomie conditions • Ihat the paper dullards tried to attain in an amk- ^
ward mannex^^since they OTerlooked the fact that the mere printing of addi- ^
tional money would not proTide the essential circulation—will now be ac- <=i

compliahed hy more capable means, for twenty-fire, fifty, or more millions p
of dollars are to be distributed gratuitously to indiTiduals. Hell and its ^
cohorts would hsTe to conspire against us, if money so larishly scattered g
would fail to achiere its purpose!

Terily, nothing derogatory can be said about such logical reasoning. The
sTerage man to uhom the good Lord suddaAly giTCs a few hundred or a thousand
dollars will be inclined to ^^svumder** them promptly* Another question is:

What will he do uhen the money is gone? In nine cases out of ten the recip-
ient finds Hiat suddenly aeqjaired, unearned money will prore a curse rather
than a blessing. Such windfall en money increases tremendously the yearning
for luxury and inTsrsely, and in an equal iwasure, destroys latent ambitions

Ca3
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for honest eodoaTor as voll as ths tandonej to oonserve ona*s possessions*
An azuqpla of this on a giemtic scale is provided by Germany^s earsed
**billions of blessings^* ^&anslator*s note: This is a direct reference
to the five billion francs » the indemnity #iich Itance paid to GenMoiyy !^
snbsegiieiit to the nraaoo-OexMA lar of 1870-71^ lb a lesser degree me ^
also obserred hov^ during martime, thousands of people obtained mealth ef- ^
fortlessly and dissipated it« <Z

Sie enactment of the retroactive pensicxi lam mill produce similar results* £
k nice simi mill reach the people, but at mhat price: At the cost of amaken- ^
iag ttiat macronosia, the morbid greed for further fortunate gains and addi- £^

tional pillaging of the National Treasury on the strength of nem miserable
pretexts; in short , at the expense of a repeated » thoroughly confusing
differentiation betmean rightful earnings and swindle » as mell as nem myal-
gic conTulsions of the Country^ s economic life and national credit*

And that is too hi£^ a price to psy, merely tov giring a "nice sum of money"

to the people*

en
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CITY FINANCES

(Editorial)

As gratifying as our city finances appear, when considering the comptroller's
report given to the city council yesterday evening, we see, nevertheless, ^
serious problems involved when we scrutinize the facts more thoroughly. In ^
giving intrinsical cogitation to some matters, one is confronted with ominous p
doubts about the advisability of accumulating public money at the office of the ^
city treasurer. There is for instance, #82,276 in the city treasury belonging 3
to the school f\md-—more than sxifficient to build three schools. Yet, thousands ^
of school children are trying in vain to gain admittance in public schools; thou-^
sands others must spend hours in unsanitary, inadequate, rented buildings which ^
serve as auxiliary institutions of learning.

The Department of Public Works has a cash balance of $107,315.40 available; yet,
the approaches to most bridges are in dire need of repair, and the unpaved streets
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are just about unpassable, quite aside f2x>ni the despicable fact that the city-

laborers are paid in script, whereby they lose at least eight per cent* The
city treasurer probably drew interest on the money with which the officials ^
bought up the script—money which in all fairness should have been used to 5
pay the workers. .^

Of the appropriations for drainage canals, §63,476.92 is still unused, although ^
we have streets where drainage ditches are a necessity* Promises were made g
three years ago to alleviate conditions; yet, property owners still v;ait hope- ^"

lessly to see this work performed, and look with apprehension toward the time g
when children will die with scarlet fever and diphtheria. J5j

The taxpayers do not donate money to see an imposing balance in the treasury
at the end of the year, but they expect public improvements to be made in
conformance with appropriations, and that public servants be properly reimbursed
for their labor. Hoarded wealth in the city treasury does not benefit the
municipality; on the contrary, if the proceeds derived from taxation are not
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kept in constant circulation, the total tax burden may become even greater.
V/ith this circulation it v/ill not be so unbearable as when the accumulated funds
at the city treasury retard the normal flovr of money.

CO
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THE RAID ON THE TREASDRT

(Sdltorial)

In so far as the responsibility for the payment of retroactive pensions Is

ooncemed both political parties are at fault , for while the Senate boasts
of a Hepubllcan majority, the House of HapresentatlTCS has a greater number
of Democratic yotes. However the Hepubllceuis are chiefly to blame because
the President whom they counted into office willingly signed the bill which
enabled his party to perpetrate the treacherous act* o

CO

Of course the defenders of the measure assert that it would have been useless §
for the President—the pitiable wretch-«-to Invoke the power of his veto, be- ^
cause it would have been overruled in both Houses. But this is not necessarily
truel Had Hayes possessed the fearlessness of Grant and exposed the planned
raid in unequivocal and energetic terms, his veto would not have been ignored.

^u
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In the meantime popular opinion had begun to change and to shoir opposition to
the '^grab**. Consequently the majority of the members of Congress would have
been glad to use the President's veto as a lever to extricate themselTes from
the ensuing responsibility for the swiiidle—which is on the same lerel cus the ^
infamous **grab law^ over which the virtuous supporters of Hayes's twaddle made ^
such a fearful clamor during the last Senatorial election* ^
Recently the Westliche Post (Western Post) has been busy heaving brickbats at ^
the ^'grabbers'*. Henceforth the Westliche Post may have its babbling Hayes g
as leader of the ''grabbers*'. After all, the raid which he made possible by
signing tbe pension law will exceed by fifty or one hundred million dollars
the amount looted from the treasury in 1873. D={

itVhy, one might ask, are these former "Rebel Democrats*' so willing to make such
liberal grants and to vote for such munificent appropriations to be used as

"tips" for erstwhile "Defenders of the Nation"? The reason is so obvious that

Ca3
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a blind man could see It: **One hand washes the other**.

In other words » If the Democrats help their former enemies of the North to

extract generous funds from the Mint now, the ex-rebels will expect similar
complaisance when Southern representatives demand millions of dollars for thiir
constituents—In the name of war Indemnity.

The barrel Is on tap and now everyone may draw to his heart's content.

In their endeavor to make themselves as popular as possible Republicans and ^
Democrats will resort to liberality at the expense of the Treasury, which,
ultimately, means the taxpayers.

**Upon sin follows the evil that you fear,
Just as peeling onions laakes you shed a tear. ^

en
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Thus ''spake** the Capuelnlan monk In **Wallenateln* s Lager** • Thus after the
retroaotlTe pension payments are begun, the recognition of Southern *^var

claims** will follow In quick order* **In quick order** means at the next Con-
gressional session, when^ it is likely that Hayes will take as little recourse
to his veto as he did during the present Congress.

Thus our national finances face the pleasant prospect of being relegated into
abysmal insecurity. That national financial security is available is indicated
by the new **grafa law, the enforcement of which points to the existence of a
much larger sum than the surplus of our regular Income provides. But it appears
that there will be no trace of such a favorable difference vdien, in accojrdance D^!

with existing laws, one per cent of the National debt is eJJLocated to the sink-
ing fund.

To obtain the money required, only two courses can be pursued. A greater in-

come must be provided either by the addition of new taxes or by a loan. Congress
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will hardly favor the former; the only altemiatlTe is the loan.

Borrowing can be made an honest procedure by either of two means: the unpojH
ular interest-bearing bonds, or the compulsory non-interest-accumolating loan<

in other words, *%tore paper money1**

Naturally, the very Democrats who yoted for the '*grab*' can also vote for the
latter method and thus the future Congressional decisions will be in favor of
more (paper) money, and our Crovemment^s financial condition will have again
been piloted into a s?ramp«

CO
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THE SOLDIERS' PENSION LAW

(Editorial)

President Hayes has been found wanting, as might have been expected, considering
his weak character* He did not veto the bill which was i)assed under the rotten
pretext of **Justice for the Nation's defenders,** but the purpose of which is the
looting of the Treasury* Instead of returning the document unsigned to Congress,
he affixed his signature—and thus the bill becomes a law*

The moral cowardice involved in the President's action becomes quite apparent
when compared to the intrepid courage of ex-President Grant, who twice vetoed
the measure and thus protected the Treasury and National credit from Congressional
depredations*

Even if Grant had practiced nepotism to a higher degree than the virtuous civil
service reformer Hayes, still the decided difference in Grant's conduct in respect
to the "bounty equalization" (sic) would have far outweighed Hayes' lamentable

en
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acquiescence In the proposed plundering plan.

Instead of preyentlng this raid on the Treasury by a decisive veto Mr. Hayes
apparently prefers to let Congress shoulder the responsibility. He knows that
there is no money available to make the law effective: the twenty-nine million
dollars appropriated for the fund apply only to the regular pensions provided in ^
former sessions. If Congress intends to have this law enforced, then a new ^
appropriation should be authorized. If the money thus advanced in accordance ^
with our existing financial statutes exceeds pur revenues, then it is the <^

problem of Congress to raise sufficient capital and yet mainta;Ln a balanced ^g
budget by increasing taxes or devising new leties. 2

Congress will probably look askance at this attitude. To be regarded as
benevolent and liberal to the ^country* s defenders,** and then to hold the Adminis
tration accountable for any deficit resulting from such generosity, woulcl be
a pleasing prospect for our lawmakers. But to assume responsibility for the
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destruction of the **Democratlc reputation for economy^ so laboriously built
up in the last two years, or to incur the public indignation which would
result from an increased tax load—for which the elation of the pensioners
would be no substitute--is another matter* Therefore it is quite possible
that, in view of the approaching end of the Congressional session, the essential ^
appropriation will not be acted upon* >Jid thus the Democratic members of the ^
next Congress will be obliged to eat the sour apples which will create bad r=

prospects for the Democratic party in 1880* It is not unlikely that the crafty <^

members of Hayes* Cabinet who advised the President to adopt the bill based ^
their calculations on the logic of dyed-in-the-wool ward politicians instead E:

of on the principles worthy of honest statesmen* ^;

One of the amusing incidents of the debate on the subject J^enslonsJ is the
following proposal (as it appeared in the Cincinnati Enquirer): That Congress
add an amendment to the bill whereby all payments \mder this law should be made
in silver dollars* This would be a new attempt to^ compel the restoration of
that "much-abused and timid child^~the »»dollar of our fathers"*

en
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Suppose that a inan viho was discharged from the army In perfect health fifteen
years ago now suffers from a liver complaint or gout--the origin of li^ich some
obliging physician ascribes to the ordeals of the war« If such a '^veteran'*

were given fifteen or sixteen himdred dollars as a retroactive pension he would ^
accept it, even if it were a burdensome, one-hundred-pound ingot of solid silver. ^
After all, beggars must not be choosers* And it is Just as likely that this un- ^
expected windfall of silver which is to be received by the postwar'^wounded'* <U
will go into circulation, and will be squandered like the bundles of greenbacks ^
which were paid the army in 1865 • V/hether such measures will make silver money El
more popular or less is an open question* The experience of the past Indicates L^

the latter*

It is difficult to find a single businessman who would not prefer the most
soiled teuHlollar bill to ten silver dollars which any sub-treasury is willing
to give him in exchange for it*

In view of all this, opponents of the coinage of silver mBy come together in

ISC
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an open alliance on this proposal irtiich, would in effect, circulate twenty to
thirty million silver dollars throu'gh small trade channels. This would create

difficulty for all those holding heavy, clumsy cart?dieel dollars. It would

seriously affect the gentry who, a year ago, screamed themselves hoarse in the

quest of silver, because they had hoped to cheat their creditors out of fifteen

per cent with the aid of silver dollars.

Co
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HAS1B MAKES 1U^3SS

(Sdltorlal)
I - 1

Seoretaxy of the Treasury Sherman oomrerted the Natiooal debt from six pereent ^ \

bonds Into a four pereent issue , vhieh has pxtnred an exceedingly suocessfol ^
aoooaplishaent—perhaps eren too successful* Horn we hare the **coiBiBon folk** p 1

ufao hare lost all confidence in banks, and the rich snobs who are too cowardly C
j

and selfish to invest their aoney in cooHercial enterprises which would bene- ^ i

fit the people » confidently spending their money to acquire four percent Oor- ^ j

emment bonds. It is expected that by the end of January subscriptions will ^ |

haye been taken for one hundred million dollars worth of the four percent C:;

United States bonds* If the six percent issue is thus coiqpletely conrerted
into four percent bonds^ l^^'wlll represent an annual interest reduction of
two million dollars 9 a success which mi^t easily make any finance minister
conceited*

But what of the source of this one hundred million dollars and what of its

Oi
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oonsaquenea? This wealth is derlYed from oar own country » but a large por-
tion » if not the entire amount ^ Hlgrates to foreign shores » since the with-
drawn six percent bonds which are to be redeemed with the proceeds of the four
percent bonds are mostly owned by luropeans* According to the lowest estimate
inTolTing the six percent United States bonds of 1867, there are forty million
/SoUbtb/ in Europe 9 while the hi^^est estimate doubles this figure. The
Europeans will not be inclined to accept the four percent bonds in lieu of the
redeoMd bonds and will demand payment in gold*

Thus we would have no alternative but to send quantities of gold abroad* The
precious metal would be supplied from the hoard which Mr. Sheman has so
laboriously collected to support and equalize our paper money with bullion*

But what will ^Appoii when our gold pile decreases to such an extent that it
fails to represent sufficient security for the paper money?

At present we esq^rience no particular demand for the yellow metal; ereqrone
belieres that he can exchange paper money for coin at any time, but insistence
upon gold would manifest itself instantly if doubt of the Treasury's ability

O
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to redeem paper should arise* OUP anxiety to convert our six percent bond^
into a four percent issue might easily bring about such a crisis; such a
predicament would result from a hurried withdrawal of American gold by
Europeans

•

^
It is apparent that Mr. Sherman should heed the proverb: Haste makes waste* ^
Commerce between the United States and Europe has been favorable to this coun- ^g
try for many years* The United States export is much greater than its import, £
and the surplus accruing therefrom did yeoman •s work in paying old debts. co

But one must not expect too much of this surplus. After all, it is not so large
that all of the six percent Government bonds which are in Europe can be redeemed,

^

and the saving of interest obtained through the debt conversion does not represent
such a great profit that it can fully compensate for the damage done when we are
again confronted with a sudden exportation of gold.

To repay obligations is commendable, but even good deeds can be overdone

—
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OP as a sarcastic philosopher once said: '^Orerzealous virtue is Tlcel"

07 going slovlj we maj also attaix^ the
secoritj.

sane goal--and with much greater

Go
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;T RA.TBS IN J^UBBICA'tt:XN>c

^4 by
I Dr. Otto Guenther

Can the four per cent Interest rate on the rapidly absorbed United States ^
GoTexnnent bonds be regarded as a definite, future interest rate or an in- 3
dlcation of money value in this country? That Is, can it be regarded as ^:=i

an approxiaate measure, since national credit is usually safer than that p
of indiTiduals or corporations? Does this prompt buying of GoTemment bonds '^
represent economic inactiYity or reveal that the populace does not dare in- c
Test capital, its liquid funds, in private enterprises? Or, since we are con-
fronted with our economic welfare, and since, perhaps, we have such a surplus
amount of money, do we seek only a tenrporary outlet for our capital by buying
four per cent bonds? Have we reached the point in our economic development
where the land now enjoys a less fluctuating interest rate? Obviously, these
are important economic questions , and the solution thereto must be of profound
interest to the people. But these problems cannot be ansv/ered definitely by
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a aere yes or no, since opposite opinions prevail among the agricultural and
commercial interests. Therefore, the appended lines can be regarded only as a
contribution to this economic wrangle*

The history of economic conditions provides only a weak foundation whereby one
might adjudge the current interest rate as an indication of a commercial nation* s
well-being. Interest data involving the Bank of England is interesting, though
not reliable, in settling the question. One has seen within the last twenty
years the greatest discrepancies in the interest rates of the Bank of Bsigland.

The Peel Acts which regulate interest on funds, and the influence of the mighty
London money clique, always exerted a paramount effect upon English interest
rates. ^^Franslator* s note: Sir Bobert Feel, first Lord of the Treasury, abol- f^

ished the deficit in English revenues. In 1844 the Bank Charter Act, although ^
thrice suspended at a desperate crisis, has ever since regulated the currency of

Englandj>7 In England's economic history we find high as well as low interest

rates during good times, and the same is true of poor years. During the crisis

in 1857 the Bank of England changed its interest rate nine times: from 1858 to

cx>
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1862» thirty-eight times; from 1863 to 1866 » fifty-seven times; from 1867 to 1871,
thirty-tno times; from 1872 to 1874, fifty-one tiiaes; and, from 1875 to 1876,
seyenteen times.

The older school of economy held that ground rent was the g^uge of our general ^
welfare, and that, therefore, it controlled the healthy interest rate of a na- ^
tion« The newer science discarded this theory, claiming that the interest rate <^

at which a country may borrow money is a truer index of a nation's financial ^
status. The credit of a goyemment depends upon its solvency and, inversely, 2
the revenue of a government—^wlth which it pays its creditors—is based upon ^
the prosperity of the people* If the latter are well situated, so that commerce ^
flouxj^hes and industzy hums, then the resultant increase of revenue from taxes
and duties enriches the national treasuxy which, in turn, provides greater security
for the govexnments* indebtedness. The interest rate, then, at which a government
can float a loem is significant insofar as the financial situation is concerned,
and the dividend, therefore , may be regarded as a rather reliable economic indica-
tor. Actually, we enjoy cheap money, even though commercial rates only
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approxioate the national rate*

The belief is Justified that the laany jnillions of people, who seek the four per
cent issue, prove that the present money situation is not sufficiently clarified/
and that a great lack of confidence makes Government bonds preferable to risking ^
one*s surplus capital in other enterprises. Eowever, this surplus capital which ^
one has been able to accumulate and which was added to this country's wealth ^
through a favorable trade balance, does not show such definite pxreference for the ^
four per cent IT* S. bonds that one might assert he finds no favorable opportunities^
in other business channels here. Probably millions of XT. S. bonds are subscribed o
to daily, but a large number are absorbed by the banks; which fact must be ascrib- l^^

ed to their financial condition as well as to speculation. In selling the bonds,
the banks not only receive a commission from the Treasury, but also obtain three
month* 8 interest.

The public, however, does not invest its money exclusively in Government bonds

•

Aa proof one need but cite that the American public buys a considerable amount of

i
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American paper which heretofoire was absorbed only by.foreign countries. One could
cite also that the Chleetgo and Bock Island Ballroad which foxmerly paid eight per
cent on Its bonds, can today sell slz-per cent becoming Issues, or that the Chicago

»

Burlington and Qulncy Railroad paid only seven per cent to obtain capital Instead
of eight per cent as formerly, and Its bonds bear only six per cent.

We note that Interest rates In the West*--which were always higher than those In
the East—are also--decreasing, so that mortgage rates on western lands dropped
to seven per cent In many Instances; heretofore, loans on these lands were quoted
at ten per cent. This shows that capital feels sufficiently encouraged to seek
Investments beyond the four per cent Government bonds*

Our economic position In Itself Is favorable, and aside from the trade balance,
our Industrial activity Is no less propitious cmd promising; this becomes evident
In the Iron Industry. The recent report of the secretaxy of the American Iron and
Steel Company of Fhlladelphla gave a long, detailed, statistical account of Indus-
trial conditions In 1878, and In closing made the following remarks: **Last year
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proved more profitable to the American iron industry than the two preceding years.
There was a greater demand for iron and steel products, and prices remained at a
fair level. Tbrelgn competition diminished and, therefore, one of our industrial
breaiches faces good prospects for the ensuing year.** The iron Industry usually
giyes a true picture of our manufacturing outlook as a nhole.

The sale of the four per cent U. S. bonds, regardless of an occasionally applied
artificial stimulus, demonstrates^ that our economic condition improved, that we
are satisfied with less interest, and that the nation has reached the phase where
one can work with more stable int^erest rates, whereeus fluctuating rates often %'}

overthrow long-time commercial computations or, at best, make them difficult, ^t
is not a matter of suspicion which induces the i)eople to invest capital in four
per cent bonds; it is attributable to the fact that there is surplus mon^ for
which, thus fear, we have not found adequate investment opi>ortunities. (Zditor*s
comment: We need hardly remind our readers that we have a different, less opti-
mistic view than our collaborator. Whether his or our opinions will more nearly
coincide with actuality, the future must show; but we sincerely hope our

o
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oorrespondent will be right.) SicpenslYe sioney ^translator's note: Money at a high
Interest rate^ always proved a millstone in so .far as economic revivals were con-
cemed. Howevery it seems that we have passed the period of high-priced capitcQ.* s

We have reached the point in our economic develoiment where one may have cheap ^

aoney and a more stabilized interest rate, euid in that we can perceive only an ^
auspicious omen for our future. ^
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STATE T;\XATION

(Editorial)

On the first page there Is given a detailed account of Grovemor Gallon •s

proclamation to the legislature, translator's note: This document was ^
written In English and translated into Geiman by the Illinois Staata- ^
Zeltung , and as It Is available In the English-language papers, it Is -^

omitted herejj7 ' f^

;Ve derive some satisfaction In mentioning that the proposition first offered o
by the Illinois Staats-Zeltung , and later (somewhat hesitatingly) by one or \^

another English paper, has now been adopted and announced as the Gk)Vomor*s S
policy: the abolition of all direct taxes, and the substitution of Indirect ^
levies (e.g. license tcuces, trade taxes, etc.)* We have given our reasons
^or advocating Indirect taxe^^ o^ prior occasions in this column (editorial
column), and we need not resort to repetition. It Is sufficient to say that
the procurement of state revenues through indirect means is the only orderly
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method whereby one may abolish universal cheating, which is a by-product of
direct taxation.

This will also spell finis to the insolent plundering of cities by the Equali-
zation Board. As long as the Board exists, and this tax system /direct/^ pre-
vails, which makes it apparent that the Board's creation is essential to jus- ^
tice (whereas it is actually. the tool of despicable injustice), just so long 2
will taxation in Illinois be based on perjury, fraud and swindle. After all, ^
the State needs only very little money, so that every tax assessor may consider rj

himself a public benefactor ;vhen he assesses all taxable property at as ludi- 2^

crously a low figure as possible, thereby undermining the credit of the State, o
•

The State constitution provides, once and for all, that no community within the §
State shall go into debt beyond one twentieth (five per cent) of the value of *"

all its taxable property. If such property then is assessed at one fourth or
ohe fifth tof its actual value, then it means that a community's credit is limit-
ed to one hundreth of its true taxable v/ealth. In this manner the present
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monstrous tax system of the State leads to artificial bankruptcy.

To realize the abolition of this tax system is one of Govomor Cullon^s aims.
iiVhether the State legislature i^ill comprehend the matter shall not be com-
mented upon. Not much can be expected from that source.

2^
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''THOU LOVELY FORESTl'*

'

(Editorial) 5

English newspapers give us the following estimates: '»Ve use annually 100,000
'J

cords of wood—Just for the wooden pegs in shoes; for matches, 300,000 cubic |

feet <2344 cords) of the best pinewood; for lasts and boot trees, 500,000
cords of birch, beech, and maple; and just as much for tool handles. To bake ;

bricks, 2,000,000 cords of wood are needed every year, in other words, a
forest of 50,000 acres. Our present telegraph poles represent 800,000 trees
and the yearly maintenance exacts another 300,000. For railroad ties we re-
quire yearly the stripping of a thirty-year-old forest, an area of 75,000
acres, and to fence all railroads would involve a cost of !^45 ,000,000 and an
additional $15,000,000 for replacements.

These few items show how we strip our forests; there are others: crates,

boxes, baskets, etc., which represented, in 1874, an outlay of aroimd §12,000,000;
and the wood sold for agricultural implements, wagons, etc., amounted to

$100,000,000.
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These figures may be greatly exaggerated—in fact unbelievably so—but they
furnish food for thought. ^nJho destroyed thee, lovely forest?** Our future
generations will ask that question after being confronted 1^ the wanton destruc- |

tion practiced by the present inhabitants. V/e have follovred a sacrilegious, I

ruthless process of devastation, even though we have eyes and ears to perceive ^
how bitterly Europe and Asia fared, after felling their trees. The most fer- 5 \

tile districts of the Old World were converted into deserts—consider Syria ^^
and *"nie Promised Land". In Southern France the cutting of forests on hill- P
sides invoked a constant, losing fight with the elements; water, formerly ab- ^ \

sorbed by vegetation, now rushes unchecked into valleys, bringing destruction g I

in its wake and covering rich fields with sand and silt.

All those examples are nonexistent, as far as Americans are concerned. VOiat

do they care about the future? Apres Lui Le Deluge (sic). Let the sons and
grandchildren replemt what has been so deliberately destroyed; and, in the
interim, the present generation continues to regard the forests as an enemy
which cannot be exterminated quickly enough. Even the most impressive warn-
ings are insufficient to induce them to desist and consider the approaching
calamity.

CO
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Sept, 7, 1875.

THE ROBBING FARMERS

(Editorial)

It appears that the insolent exploitation of Chicago and Cook County throiigh ^
the gentlemanly so-called fazm *^Board of Equalissation^ is to be repeated ^
again this year. In the past year these "robbing faimers" increased the f-

valuation of Cook County property by ninety-eight per cent, virttjally doubling ^
the tax in this locality to lighten the bxirden of other districts. This year, o
so it is asserted, the Board will not be quite so severe, but it will be bad ^
enough. Real-estate yalues in Cook Coiinty will be increased seventy per cent, g
City and village building sites are to be assessed sixty-five per cent higher; o^

likewise all personal property. In this manner the total taxable property in
Cook Cotuaty will be given an increased veiluation of $120,000,000.

IVhile the County represents only one seventh of the Stat^^s total population,

it will have to pay three tenths, nearly one third, of the State's taxes.
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Is there axQr redress against such an atrocity? Unfortunately notl The
**robblng farmers** represent the loajorlty in Illinois, and plurality Is legal,
which means: the power to control • Might precedes rlg^t In a republic as
well as In a monarchy* Tea, perhaps we ought to be grateful that the farmers
outside of Cook County do not shift the entire tax load upon those unfortunate
counties which happen to have populous cities* The farmers can do that-^thelr
Totes permit lt» Knighthood In Prussia, only a few decades ago, enjoyed
Immunity from taxation at the citizens* expense* Why, then, should the farmers
In our '•Free Countly** be prevented from achieving what the aristocracy did In
a benighted autocracy: the privilege to let the common citizenry pay it all? ^
The latter have at least one satisfaction which was denied to the people c/i

abroad: the right to assail their exploiters with the truth* We may growl
and complain, but pay we must: that is one of the things included in our
freedom and civic rights*

CO
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NATIONAL CITIZBI6 AND STATE CITIZENS

(Bditorial)

If the ClTll Rights Bill fares no better in the Supreme Coiart of the United
States than it did in the Federal District Court of Tennessee, then th^lSorts:-^

third Ckmgress tlffent lauoh time and effort uselessly. According to an opinion
rendered by H» H« Buions, Federal Judge of the aforementioned District, and
issued in the forum of instructions to a grand Jury, the proposed law is only
a worthless ''scrap of paper"*

Judge Bmnons argues thus:

CO

**The Federal GoTemment has no authority to punish any offenses saTe those com-
mitted against federal statutes* It has nothing to do with crimes against life
and property, or against the welfare of citizens* ^hr^nslator's note: The state<

ment that the Federal Gk)Yemment **has nothing to do with crimes against the
welfare of citizens** is erroneous^J^ The indiTidual state above has Jurisdiction
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over such transgressions; only the individual state can define and punish them*
For instance, admission to saloons, theaters, etc*, is a matter which only the
states, emd not the Federal authorities, regulate hy law. The National Govern-
ment can define and protect only the national rights of citizens; and these ^
rights are not numerous. Among these rights are the privilege of traveling from ^
one state to another. The National Government also devises and executes laws f
relative to the protection of United States citizens while in foreign countries C
or at sea. However, the Federal Government has not even the right to hold .^
elections, that function being entirely within the province of the states; nor S
has the Federal Government the right of granting any citizens admission to any
state institutions. Thus, by abolishing slavery, the Federal Government merely
placed the former slaves on the same level with the Negroes who live in th^ ^
states where slavery never existed. In such states Negroes were prohibited by
laws and legal opinions from exercising the right to vote, and nobody thought
of demanding or exi)ectlng redress from the Federal authorities. The courts in
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these states have also oonfirmed the right of ovoiers of theaters and ships to
refuse Negroes admission to their playhouses and boats*

**MbVt If the 7ederal OoTernment had no authority to Interfere vith this exercise
of the sovereignty of states In favor of those Negroes ^ho never were slaves,
It cannot have acquired such authority with reference to the former slaves merely
by abolishing slavery • The Federal Government nay protect the national rights
of emancipated slaves, but has nothing to do with their state rl^ts»*

In proof of his argument. Judge Smicons cites two very liportant decisions ran*
dered by the Sujireme Oourt of the United States on matters of race* The one
was made In connection with a conqplalnt made by the butchers of New Orleans
against a law which forced them to have their slaughtering done by large slaugh-
tering firms • Ihe other decision was rendered when a lady appealed to the Supreme
Court for admission to the bar» In both cases the Supreme Court decided that
It had no Jurisdiction^ since neither the right idilch the butchers of New Orleans

I
claimed g nor the authority to admit anyone to the bar of a state, were national
•rights. And yet, in the case of the butchers of New Orleans, the right of a
dtisen to follow an occupation, and to protect his property against a state
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law iriiieh placed it in Jeopardy, was at issue. Judge Emmons could have also
cited the decision of the Supreme Court, granting the individual states the
right to seize private property on which the Federal Govejrniient levies taxes

»

such as liquors, or to prohibit the sale of such property, or to destroy it.

Judge Emmons concludes that the Civil Rights Bill is null and void because the
Federal Government had no constitutional authority to enact it«

In connection with this matter His Honor makes some remarks which prove that his ^
interpretation of the law is not based on malice or ill will toward Negroes. He C:f

deplores the fact that the Negroes of the South were exposed to the abuse and
'^

persecution of their masters, and that there were no laws to punish the despicable I

scoundrels who mu3rdered or drove away defensless and peaceful blacks. And he l

adds in a bitter tone that since Congress wanted to apply dubious means to pro-
|

tect Negroes, it would have done better to have protected their lives and their
J

property instead of their "'right** to view the bare legs of can-can ballerinas. 1

He says: J
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•tj oazmot vara up to the right of Negroes to see the swinish indecent exposures

of the bodies of ballet dancers who eridently are the chief attractions offered
by the stage today* Had I answered that the Federal GoYernment has a right to ^
protect the citizens of a state, I would have chosen more important and aore in- ^^
dispensable rights as objects for the protection of the Federal GoTernment* We p
dislike and dlsapprore of making a farce of ^e use of Federal power; and we ^
regret that this power cannot be applied to f!he protection of the life, homes, ^
and properties of those peaceful and faithful workers who labor quietly and r^

honestly for their wItos and children and haTe no desire to haye social inter-
course with those people who frequent our theaters for the purpose of satisfying
their craving for sensical indeceny.**

In general, Judge Emmons* opinions agree with those of Senator Carpenter, who also
stated that the CItII Rights Bill is a violation of the constitutional authority
of the Federal Government. Since several complaints have been made in lower
courts on the basis of that contention, it will not be long before the Supreme

x:?
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Court vlll haye an opportunity to render a decision on the loatter. If its ^
deelslon agrees with that of Judge fimaonsi the race question will be just ^
i&ere it was prior to the enactment of the CiYil Bights Bill* Only when the 1f
prejudice of the whites has been rejnoved, and the Negroes have progressed ^
socially and mentally, will the two races live together peacefully. A civil ^
rights law cannot affect the issue one way or the other

•

S
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OTHER. .. .PROPOSALS BT ALIGELD.

....Itt re^urd to prison labor, he advocates that convicts should be attached to
small izidustries, so that no coorpetition with free labor may arise...*

(Translator's note)

Recalling his pre-election promieest '^Conyict--contract labor is imconstitutional^*^
it eeeme utterly incomprehensible to disregard one of his oajor promises iqpon

iriiich he rode into office*

h i
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A PIECE OF CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

That officials shall not be appointed out of consideration for the
interests of the party 9 is the highest doctrine and principal of the
CiTll Senrice Reform •Thereforoi the Uessrs* Trumbull, Seburg and
others have been very indigncmt when they were accused of having demanded
offices for friends or relatires for political reasons* Mr* Schurz,
especicdly has vigorously denied that h^ was responsible for the appoint*
ment of his brother-in-law Jus sen as Tax Collector*

We knew indeed that the initiative for the appointment of Jussen did
not come from him^^ Only later were we inf oroied that he had written a
recommendation* Schurz confirmed that, but intimated that the recom-
mendation had consisted 6t only a few words* Since then the original of
this indorsement has come into our hands* This it is what Shurz,
April 12f l869» vrote on a letter of Uessrs* Judd and Aalomon in
which the appointment of Jussen was recommended to the Presidents

*-.'
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"Tally &adorsiag the aboT#, I beg leave to add that I aB» from ny ovn
ebeervatioat very well aequainted with the eondition of things in
OhieagOf and it is ny deliberate opinion that the interests of the
party require a proper reoognition of the Geraaa element there*
I hare so frequently been eailled upon to aid the Republicans of Chicago
in their struggle, that their wants and necessities are well known to
me* Very respeetfuUyt C« Schurs***
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^LITICAL MATTBRS/

Xhe commission, which was charged last spring with working out practical
propositions for a reform of the Ciyil Service (and to which Mayor Uedill
helOQgs) has submitted to the President the results of its labor in the form
of a set of thirteen rules* The President immediately adopted the Committee's
proposals and has sent them to Congress so that they shall be put into the
form of a law which will be binding also for future Presidents* • . • Ihe former
United States Attorney*Oeneral Akerman, has giren his opinion that the free
choice of officials by the President may not be restricted as it would be
contrary to the Constitution*

However, one may suppose that, like the present President, also his successors

»

will voluntarily adopt the rules, because through them they are freed from a
heavy burden* No President can possibly find it a pleasure to be beseeched
by tens of thousands of hux^ry office-seekers for thousands of offices, and,
after finally having made his choice without personally knowing the qualifi-
cations of the candidate, to then be held responsible for all their sins and
stt^idities* It will be a positive deliverance for the President, when the

number of aspirants for subordinate administrative office is restricted to
thiMe examined candidates for each*
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A reform like this is all that men like Oeorge VL. Curtis, Joseph Uedillt !•

niiott thixik at the present time possible* These men have just as nfuch

good will and clear insight as Carl Scfaors^ and probablj considerably more common
sense» If they believe that, given the prevailing social conditions and
beliefs, a further approximation of lurqpean officialdom (than that contained
in their proposals) is xiot possible, then we are not brazen enough to imagine
we could shake their conviction by rhetorical flo\irishes and high sounding
declamations* Qeorge U« Ourtis, in particular, is a man of fully as high^
or rather of higher mental endowment and considerably more extensive knowledge
than Carl Scfaurs* If we have to choose between well*thought-*out propositions
by Ur« Curtis and declamations proving little but the irritated state of his
nerves, by lir« Scfaurs, we certainly will prefer the former.

?or the rest, it is true of this reform as of all others, that the proof of
the pie is in the eating* If the proposed system shows good results, then
public opinion «• and that of course is the main concern - will put an end to
the custom of giving offices as reward for political service* Without such
support of public opinion it cannot be effected*. ••
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from various newspapers criticizing Schxirz, without a word of comment
(except occasionally underscoring disparagements). It is not clear

if the Staats Zeitung Extends its fued with the No. 1 German-
American of the time to his brother-in-law, or if possibly Jussen,
attracted this antagonism to the celebrated husband of llis sister.)

T^
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I G ^LITIGAL MATTEIB/

Carl Schorz is going to discuss current political questions tonight, in the
German language 9 in Farwell Hall* One knows that he opposes the reelection
of Grant* Eoweyer, since the curious "Liberal" morement in Missouri that
had the effect of making the Democrat Frank B« Blair, Mr* Schurz* colleague
in Washington, there has been hope in Democratic circles that Schurz in order
to fight Grant would completely bolt the Bepublican Party and then would be
forced^ by the political law of gravitation, to enter the Democratic Party*
Tor this hope Schurz has given but little cause - not more than the Senators
Sumner and Trumbull* He vigorously opposed the immature and fantastic pro-
posals of the President for the acquisition of San Domingo, as we andmany
good Bepublicans also did* He has advocated a reform of the civil service^
Just as we and very many good Republicans also advocate it* He has not fought
the debasing sale of arms to Prance as energetically a^ all German Bepublican
(and Democratic) papers did* He has voted with various other Republicans

*against the so-called Klu Elux Bill, and perhaps he wotild have voted with
many other Republicans for a high tariff if one had been proposed* All that
still does not make him a Democrat* It does not even prove that if Grant
should again become the Republican nominee (which is still far from certain)
he would not support his election*

O
o;
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That Schurz thooight it possible last year to split the Bepubllcan PcLrty by
a union of a i>art of It with those Democrats who would honestly accept the
results of the war, of that there caji be no question* The Republican Party
In 1855^ had been formed In quite analogous fashion - namely, by a merger
of a large part of the Whig Party and the llbercd elements of the Democratic
Party* But last year three essentlsd factors were missing: First, the Re-
publican Party In 1870, was not so hopelessly demoralized, as the Whig Party
was, by the election of Franklin Pierce* Secondly, the Democratic Party did
not contain In 1870, so many "liberal" elements that could be used In forming
a new party* Thirdly, and most Important of all, the program evolved In 1870,
In Ulssourl did not by any means so appecd to the moral feeling and the Imagi-
nation of the people a^ that designed after the Nebraska Bill* For the slm«
pie Idea of freeing half a continent from the curse of slavery, millions can
become enthusiastic without having first to study economics* But that the
Union shall tax only the Import of sugar, coffee, or spices, but not of
hardward, cloth, or cotton - that - one may preach ever so persistently, and
zealously, without az'ouslng the slightest enthusiasm* And the same Is true
of the proposal to return the passive franchise to the few rebel leaders to

whom the Constitution denies It*
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• •••Trom his connection with the Westllche Post one may conclude that
Scfaarz will x^t try to prevent the closing of the split in the Republican
Party 9 and if this is so, than the Democrats who hope that Schurz, by his
speech today» will win them recmlts, will find themselves disappointed.
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(XDITOBIAL REPRIHT 07 A LQITG EXPORT
IK THX n« T. TBIBOn COHCXRNIVO
lOBCONSTRaCTIOH CONKTIOHS I> SOUTH
CAROLIHA)

The report of the TrlTmne correspondent appears to be truthful* four years ago
irtien the question of Hegro franchise was current we pointed to the grare danger
(unlike those Toeiferous "Radicals" nho oieanirtiile hare changed into "Liberals"
and idio beliered in the supernatural effect of the franchise) ^ * the grare
danger of suddenly giring the rif^t to vote to a class of people reared in
ignorance, barbarism and slarery*** •Nothing that has happened since, has
changed our conriction that thanks to the fear of Johnson's reactionaxy
tendencies, and due to the Democratic outcry. Reconstruction was enacted
prematurely and has done a grave moral injustice*

• • •Neither the masters, used to arbitrary rule, nor the slaves, unaccustomed
to bear any responsibility, could have that understanding of civil equality
that in a people must have become second nature*»#««lhat the South really needed
would have been the contintiance of direct federal military administration,
thougih restricted to the protection of life and property. •• •Nothing like that
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«a8 doxi6t and now things have to run their course* And if they run badly
you nay thank Andrew Johnson for it«

(Footnote of translator) The hypocrisy of this piece, and the tineasy Republican
conscience that it tries to conceal rather clumsily, are really amazing.
{Tr. Dr» Peter Olden)
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ID 1 a ^
I D 1 b i^HB ABOLITION OF THE INCOME Ti^

Bditorial aboat the abolition of the income tax* Editor applaade XT, S. Senate
for haTing roted 26.25 for the aboiltion* Beatonet Rich people able to
evade it (Offieiale and enplogrees hare to pa7 it). Only 275*000 people paid
the tax In 1870* Obrioaslj, Yery many people with incomes over $1000 eraded it«

Zneome tax has a depressing and demolishing influence, penalises the spirit
of enterprise and industttal success. Its abolition will be of adTantage
not only for those who had to pay lt» Imt has the whole of the population/
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SEAMSTRESSES STRIYS FOR IlICHEASE

IN PHAGES

(Editorial)

If cmy class of worker^ deserves sympathy and support in its endeavors to
obtain an increase in wages, it is the seamstresses* In an earlier article,
we described the sad plight of the women and girls who work in the gaiment
factories in New York. We emphasized the fact that it would be much to the
advcmtage of these feminine wage earners if they would acquire positions as
maids and housekeepers, w)io are eilways greatly in demand. The house, and
not the factory is the proper sphere of a woman's activity* We also called
attention to the fact tha€ many native-bom seamstresses cannot obtain g
housework because they know nothing about running a hone* D^

It must also be taken into account that the great demand by the Army for
uniforms, tents, etc., has made female labor in garment and tent factories
indispensable, and that soldiers' wives who have no children are forced to

CO
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do sewing In order to support themselTes, And It is the duty of society to
see to It that these women, who are doing work necessary for the welfare of
the country 9 receiTe wages that will enable them to live at least like human
beings.

Many of them cannot make a living , not even the girls and women who work in
factories operated by contractors idio are' partly under government supervision* ^
Ihen^ for instance , some philanthropists of Philadelphia investigated the con- ^
ditions parevailing among the female eiqployes in the arsenal of that city, they ^
reported the following: Z

Women and girls who hold cards permitting them to work in the arsenal get $2*16 2
for making eight pain of infantry pants , or twenty-seven cents a pair, and ^
th^ get four dollars for making eight pairs of cavalry pants* However» one CS

woman or girl cannot make eight pairs of either kind of pants in a week*
^

Ihe pay for other work is much less* A woman reported that her pay for making
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a pair of military pants was decreased from ten to four cents; for making
a cayalxy coat, from i^l.25 to ninety cents; and for making a tent , from
twenty-flye to sixteen cents. She said It was a good day*s work to make
three tents » and that It was required of her to sew forty-six buttons on each
tent 9 and to make forty-*slx buttonholes and twenty loopholes, all for sixteen
cents*

Another woman told the Investigators that she was einployed at making shirts,
that she received 12^ cents a shirt, and had to work diligently from early
morning to ten o'clock at night In order to earn four dollars a week* Another
said that she received seventy-five cents fdr making a dozen hats , and that
her average weekly wage for working from seven o'clock In the mDmlng until
eleven o'clock at night was five dollars. Another woman stated that she was
more than fifty years old, that her son was In the amiy, cuid that she was
obliged to work for the support of herself and one child, that she worked at
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the arsenal and reeeired t2*16 for making ele^t pairs of pants and |2«40
for Baking sixteen shirts*

m

Hearly all the wonen and girls oomplained that they were treated rou^^ly
and oonteoptaously by all except a fev of the officers of the arsenal*
And corraption is found eren in such institutions* At least, one of the
eoplcqres claiaed that there is better-paid woxk aTailable, but that the
clerks take this work hoae and haTC it done by their mothers , or sisters,
or wires, or fiancees, who eaxn as much as fourteen dollars a week* One of
the clerks protrides his mother and two sisters with this better-paid work,
and a third sister is aq^iloyed at the arsenal at six dollars a week* And
the most rsTOlting thing about this sad affair is that these poor wretches are _
forced to work under such rsTolting conditions in a goremment-controlled ^
institution, and must suffer under the greed and selfishness of officers who oi

should set a good exuq^le for others in respect to the wages they pay and
their conduct toward their employes*

-30
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The Philadelphia investigators intended to bring the matter to the
attention of Congress and to demand that the guilty be punished and that
a more humane policy be followed hereafter*

CO
CD
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THE ANTX^^-SLATBIQr HKBTDIG. IN THE HALL
Of THE :'4:iL'lli

The election of llr. Joaohim Esrsten as president, and ICr. Leonhardt
LaBd>erts as seoietaxy, oompleted tlie organization of the meeting. Dr.
SchBidt» the first speaker, offered nuch interesting infoxnation con-
cexning the Missouri canq^ign, with which he is faniliar from personal
obsexration. He also spoke on the noble deeds of General Lyon and the
shameful treatment which he receiyed at the hands of the Goyemment*
Later we shall comment on Dr. Schmidt *s reyelations concerning Lyons
and the Administration. Sf* i

at

ICr* Heiarich Greenbaum was the second speaker. This champion of *'Doug-

las Democracy* proyed that constitutional guarantees for slayexy are no . i^ |

longer the issue in the present Ibr, and that total abolition of slayexy ^
is now the bone of contention. Ur. Greenbaum offered logical reasons >

for his new political yiew and, since he dared to renounce the ylewpoint
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to vhleh he had heretofore adhered, and proceeded to defend the platfom
of human rights, he was loudly applauded*

#

The third speaker, Ur. Wilhelm Bapp, cited erents iriiich occured in the
border slaye states to pxore that slarexy is the fundafflental cause of
the lar and that permanent harmony and peace cannot be restored until
slavery has been abolished. He protested Against President Lincoln* s

jsutilation of n^mont^s emancipation proclamation, but said that although
this act was extremely objectionable he nerertheless urged everybody to
support the Chief Xxecutive in the fight against slayery.

Ur. Wentmorth, the fourth man to address the assembly, made use of his in-
herent sense of humor and his bxllliant gift of satire to defend the Path-
finder and his proclamation. In the course of his address Mr. Wentworth
also referred to the bank issue, and of course numerous sharp blows were
dealt to wildcat banks. "Long John** declared that he would soon arrange
a meeting to discuss the bank situation.
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He was followed on the speeikeirs* platform by Ijir. Theodor Hielscher, who
severely criticized the Administration for Its many mllltaiy emd politi-
cal blunders.

The following resolutions were proposed by Mr, ^ilhelm ftapp and were
unanimously adopted:

1) newiiwrii, That we are convinced that the slavery existing In the Southern
States of the Union is the cause of the present war, and that peace and
the Union cannot be restored unless this infamous Institution is complete- Sr!.

ly abolished.

2) "^^solved, That we heartily approve of General Fremont's proclamation
of August 30, for we believe slavery will receive the death blow if the
provisions of that proclamation are strictly enforced.

3) Resolved, That we deeply regret and disapprove of President Lincoln's

.PO
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TOitilation of Fremont's proclamation, since the act of the Chief Erecutive
tends to encoiurage irebellion and slavery.

4) Resolved, That we support the administration in its battle against the
Rebels as much as we can, but we request that the war be proaecatedL^ with
more vigor and less consideration.

5) Resolved, That we ask our representatives in Congress to enaet Fremont's
proclamation and to make it applicable to all Rebels.

Joachim Kersten, President,
Leonhardt Lamberts, Secretaty.
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i\DDRESS BT ALBXAiraSR STIilPHEB ON THE NSW
G0SP3L OF SLAV3?Y

I

r . . .

(Editorial)

The address which the Vice-President of the Confederate states of .voierica 5
(tliat is, the Cotton States) made in Savannah might open the eyes of our <r^

Democratic fellow citizens, for it reveals the infamous fraud which the r-

leaders of the Democratic part^'- have practiced for many years. These lead-
ers^did not tire of accusing the Republicans of depriving slaveholders of
their constitutional rights, (or of entirely invalidating these rights) and
have continually maintained that the South, therefore, had good reason to S
suspjct eLJiy Republican administration; that its act in leavin^^ the Union //as trl

justified to some extent; and that threat concessions, even changes in the
Constitution of the United States, would be necessar:^^ to raaove this suspicion.

However, one need only read the address of Stephens, or tlie Montgomery

CO
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Gonatitution . to soe that xvliat is v/anted is not merely a natter of {^ranting

great concessions, but of surrendering the fundamental principles upon v/hich

the Constitution of the United States is founded, Jveryv/here in the South i

it is argued that .the ^^conflicf^ batween slaver^' and free labor cannot be set- ^
tied; that, therefore, a return of the Cotton States to tlie Union is iiapossi- ^
ble; and that the Ilorth nust either recognize the Confederate States and pei^it "{^

thoii to f;o their ;vay in peace, or accept the new "Grospel of Slavery" v/hich is <Z.

contained in the Ilont 'oraery Constitution and v/as explained v;ith riuch po:ap and ^
show by Ilr. Stephens, "/herein lies the fundamental difference betv;een the 2
ideas v/hich are now prevalent in the South and those ;i«iich are eiabodied in ^
the Constitution of the United States? £3

Let us hear l.lr, Stephens on the subject, lie says concerning Thorias Jefferson
and the other franers of the Constitution of the United States: '*The leading
thought which he and laost statesmen had, at the time when the old Constitu-
tion v/as written, ;vas that the enslavement of natives of /ifrica is contrary
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to the laws of nature; that it is v;rong in principle, and from a social,
moral, and political standpoint. It was an evil with which they could not
cope very well, but the general opinion of that generation was that the ,^
institution would vanish in one way or another, under the ^'rovemnent of ^
Divine Providence. "These ideas ware fundamentally v/rong. Thay v;ere based ^^
on the assumption tliat races are equal. That ;vas an error; it v/as a founda- fH

tion of sand; and when the storm came, and the winds blew, the government ^
founded on it crumbled." '

. g
Thus we see where the difficulties of the slaveholders lay. It vjas not the
victory of the Republican party and the subsequent apprehension v/hich drove S
the South from.the Union, but the insufficient guarantees offered by the old
Constitution, in which the very word "slavery" has been carefully omitted,
v/hile "the stone v^ich the builders rejected, tha same is become the head
of the comer" in the Montfyomery Constitution; "

Stepbens :Clmract0riz08 this new commr^tane as follows: n
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"Our GcTOmmont is founded on the very opposite idea; its foundation is laid,

and its cornerstone rests, on the creat truth that the negro is not the equal
of the white man; that the natural and moral condition of the negro is slavery,
subordination to a higher race."

Though the proof adduced for the correctness this moral precept, v/hich does
not permit the negro to eat the bread which he has produced in the "sweat of p
his brow" is very weak indeed, yet it is not the first time in histor^^ that ^^

selfish man has applied sophisms to justifj^ very great injustices, i'md the 3
South apparently is doing Just that now. These new apostles of slavery are ^-

just as obsessed by their ideas as were the Anabaptists of Muenster in the
year 1525, or the virtue-terrorists of the French National Convention (1792-95)
during' the French Revolution. They think that they are right and that the
North is wrong. They consider themselves discoverers of new moral and eco-
nomic truths, and look upon Northerners as narrow- linded fanatics.

Time alone can cure this evil delusion of the South; it v;ould merely tend to
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increase the delusion if one attempted to apply violent measures • The Union
is reaping the fruit of neglecting the education of both Southerners and
Northerners, If the education of the people of the North had been more gen-
eral and broader, the Democratic party would have been overthrown before the r^

delusion of the South had grown as strong as it is now, and at a time when ^
there y;as hope of healing the breach which had been created v/i thin the Union. ^
Of course, the sly leaders are taking advantage of the ignorance of the mass C
of the poor whites to justify everj'- manner of dubious act, from the l^mching g
of an alleged "abolitionist" or a rai^e in price on all coods manufactured 2
in the North (due of course to a tax imposed on such goods), to the attack co

upon United States forts and the conquest of naiv territory in the 3outhv/eat E:5

for slavery.

.Ve shall not deplore the disadvantages and the confusion of the present
situation, whether the Union is reconstructed or not. No doubt it v;ill be,

if only this one c^eat truth is recognized and observed in practice: Our

CJ1
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modem civilization must choose between a better, a more thorough education
of the people and anarchy, whether it be in permanent form, as it is in
South ilraerican republics, or a periodically moderated despotism, as it pre-
vailed in ancient Home and Greece

•
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A PROSCRIPTION LIST

(Editorial)

An airtlcle from a newsx>aper published In Hannibal, Missouri was sent to
\is, and from it we Infer that mob rule Is gaining ground In regions near
the boundaries of the free states. TSie article contains nothing less than
a ^llst of Republicans, Black Republicans, and Abolitionists^. It is

evidently a proscription list, which Is preceded by the following"
Introduction:

^o

^'Following Is a list of the names or the men of this city and county who ^
voted for Abraham Lincoln In the last presidential election. V/e have S
divided them Into three classes, according to the Information which we <^

were able to obtain concerning them. All those whose names are marked
by an asterisk we believe to be respectable, law-abiding citizens who
would not be gtillty of an act unworthy of a gentleman or a llberty-lovlng
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citizen* Those whose names are marked with a double-bar cross are, in
our opinion, still a step away from the abolitionists, while those whose
names are marked with a single-bar cross are most certainly full-fledged
abolitionists. The persons whose names bear no mark are not known to \is.^

This infamous item lists the names of about two hundred men. Here are a ^
few: J. V/. Teichmann, J. IJ. Fritz, Albert Eisle. ^/Tpa^^l^*^^'^ note: The ^
names of thirty-six other persons are given. V/ith three exceptions they are fi:

all Germans. Among them are seven merchants, an alderman, and a doctor//^ ^ '^^

Mr. W. C. Doane is listed with the remark: ''This man says that a Negro would 5§

be justified in killing his master in order to gain freedom. He left the 5—

city this morning." CD
i>0

Citizens of this Republic are thus denounced to the mob because they dared
to exercise their constitutional rights. It is high time that the friends
of liberty and the Constitution unite and pi^event the despotism of slave-
holders from making further headvmy. Will any German Democratic newspaper
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be so shameless as to defend mob rule, and v/rite about violations of the
Constitution by the North, after beinc reliably informed of actions like
the foregoing committed by the defenders of slavery?
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CBAMSBS IN THE CITIES CHARTER

(Editorial)

We have already published a survey of the proposed changes in the charter
of Chicago which have been made by certain interests • We cannot but wish
that this agitation were more general in character, and that the bills g
which we published in outline, could be printed in full and submitted to
the public, so that public opinion, the deciding judge, could have ^
opportimity for expression.

-u
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In the final analysis the people of Chicago are the ones who are most
interested in the nature of the changes, and no alterations should be
made without their express consent. Such a procedure would make it clear
that the changes were undertaken for the benefit of the whole city, rather
than only in the interest of certain individuals.
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CHAMGES IN !IHE CITT^S CHARTER
^^.

. .

(Editorial)

We have already published a survey of the proposed changes In the charter
of Chicago irtilch have been made by certain Interests • We cannot but wish
that this agitation were more general In character^ and that the bills
which,we published In outline, could be printed In full and submitted to
the public » so that public opinion, the deciding Judge, could have
opportunity for expression.

In the final analysis the people of Chicago are the ones who are most
Interested In the nature of the changes, and no alterations should be
made without their express consent* Such a procedure would make It clear
that the changes were undertaken for the benefit of the whole city, rather
than only In the interest of certain Individuals.
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OVBRFRODQCTION OF lAHS

(Uitorlal)

Raeantly aatheMitleally gifted officials of the GoTerzmient figured that Con- f
greee paeeed 976 lave during the last session • Some people , especially certain
speciallets in the Tarious administratiTe departments of the Federal OoTerment^ -^

and tiie members of the respectire Congressional compdttees, hare a more or less T^
"fague knowledge of some of these laws. The many millions of Americans , howerer^ ^
who are directly affected by these Congressional acts, do not know them, nor ^;

haTe they the least intention of learning to know them; nor are they at all ^
troubled about their lack of knowledge in this respect* They know from ez«>

perience that these laws will be forgotten after some time and will find a
quiet resting place in the well-bound volumnes that ornament the libraries of
greedy lawyers and Judges*

Since the UTerage American is endowed with an innate and carefully nursed
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aptitude for consistently and thoroughly disregarding laws, this senseless
overproduction of legislation will do comparatively little damage. The root
of the evil lies in this fact that each senator and each representative en-
deavors to have as many laws as possible enacted. About 13,000 bills were v

introduced during the last session. Even the diligent statisticians of the J;
respective departments^annot/ establish the exact number. \ .^^

, i

Then too, the legislative methods used here are much different from those *o

followed in other countries. The German civil code, for instance, is but a >

very modest volum but it was accepted by the Reichstag, at the turn of the
century, only after years of careful preliminary work had been done by first-
class jurists. Until lately this code served as a foundation for all civil
legislation of Germany. A similar procedure was followed in other civilized
countries—with like results. American legislation, on the other hand, is
usually bungled. In nearly every session Congress passes one or more amend-
ments, adding provisions to some laws and eliminating allegedly objectionable
features from others and thus creating contradictions or loopholes. *

tx:
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Daniel W« MeConiack, ehaiman of the Departnent of Imigratlon, made the fol«-

loving etartling 8tat«Mnt a few days ago: *^nder the present law any judge
oan prevent the deportation of a foreign crlBlnal. Howerer^ eren the President
oannot prerent the deportation of an alien idio is not a criiilnal.*' No noxsal
person oan see any sense in that, yet it is the law. And this is by no laeans

the only ezasple of grotesque nonsense to be found in Aaeriean legislation.
Our country has accepted a constitutional amendment that is supposed to stop
the abuse of alcoholic liquor, and Congress has proTlded the necessary laeans

of enforcing this law, by enacting the Yolstead Act. The result was that
people uho formerly drank harmless beer were drlTcn to drink moonshine, and
that our entire liquor industry was delirered lock, stock, and barrel to pro- lo

fesslonal criminals. New York passed the SulllTan Law, iriilch prohibits the ^
possession of guns. The result was that law-abiding citizens gare up their
arms, while criminals kept theirs, placing the latter at a double adTantage.
Again, lotteries are Illegal in all states, and most conmanities try to sup-
press them. Yet only a few months ago the GoTernor of our State found it
necessary to reto a bill uhich prorided fbr legalization of gambling. Howeyer,
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ererybody In our country knows rery nell that bets are placed on races and that
nearly erery other font of gambling is rampant. And in Chicago almost erery
tarem, playhouse, and eren many drugstores operate some kind of game of chance,
Americans hare a peculiar ability to enact legislation that accomplishes the
opposite of lAiat it is intended to accomplish.

o
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STAHE RIGHTS VERSUS NATIONAL RIGHTS

(Editorial)

Assumption of Jurisdiction not only over interstate commerce but also oyer intran-
state business by the Federal Government, was one of the chief reasons idiy the
Supreme Court of the United States declared the NRA to be unconstitutional*.
That is an age-old object of contention. Again and again the Federal Government
has attempted to encroach upon the rights of individual states, and at times has
succeeded in doing so with impunity, for where there is no accuser, there can be
no Judge* In some cases Individual states derived certain benefits from these in-
fringements and, of course, entered no protest against the respective laws or
measures of the Federal Government* Thus it was inevitable that the sharply
defined boundary between the rights of individual states and the rights of the
Federal Government gradually vanished*

T!he Federal Constitution expressly provides that all rights not accorded the

-X?
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Federal GoTernment In the Constitution itself are reserred for the states.
Formerly the Democratic party was the champion of state rights. It seems
the Democrats had acquired a lease on the protection of state prerogatives
and they waged bitter war on the Republicans, who were less zealous in de- ^

fending state rights, whenerer the G.O.F. threatened to usurp state authority. ^

Now the Democrats are in power in nearly erery state of the Union, but one p
seldom hecors that they protest against usurpation of state rights by the C
Federal Government.

ĈD

Of course, their present attitude emanates from the fact that the Federal ^
Government is so liberal in its appropriation of money for unemployment and 2::^

direct relief. Bvery state is trying to gain and keep the good will of the
Federal Government in order to obtain as much relief money as possible. They
carefully avoid kicking over the traces or opposing Washington's measures,
but swallow everything that comes from there, even though the ^all-powerful**
clerks of the Government treat the representatives of the sovereign states
with contempt. And so it must have created no little astonishment in

Cr»
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Washington lAien the Supreme Court decided that the Federal Govemment has no
right to interfere with the internal affairs of the states; for our national
authorities were accustomed to treat state rights as a ^negligible quantity**. :^

However, the Constitution still guarantees these rights to states, and al- S
though the latter may have grown too weak to defend their privileges against ^
the President, the Supreme Court can, and does, offer the necessary protection* r;

Meanirtiile, there are always two sides to a story. The rights of states are o
guaranteed by the Constitution. There can be no doubt about that. However, Lo

the question may be in order: Does the Jealous preservation of state rights §
serve the best interests of the country, or would it be advantageous to re-
strict these rights? Naturally, any restriction of state rights would in-
volve a complete change in our present political system. In place of a
federation of states the United States would constitute a uniform, centrally
organized state, and the present states would be merely provinces within that
state* Since there is a general world-wide movement to centralize the govern-
mental powers of large areas, we may benefit if we Join the movement. Great

cr
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distances sei)arated the various state capitals in our country when most of
the individual states were formed. Many days* travel was- required to get
f^om New York to Chicago, and many weeks to get f^om Washington to California.
Modem transportation has brought the various parts of America much closer to ^
one another* It takes only four days to travel from New York to San Francisco ^
by railroad, and less than a day by airpletne. Similar improvement has been ^
made in our postal system. ISiere is overnight service from any point to any <Z

point. While we had but a few miles of good highway during the first decades ^
of our country, and traveling was generally done at a great risk of life and &
limb, there is now a great network of excellent roads from the Atlantic to ^
the Pacific. In the meantime the telephone, telegraph, wireless telegraph,
and the radio were invented; in reality distances between states have dis-
appeared and the boundaries dividing the various states do not actually exist
for modern means of transportation and communication.

Under these circumstances it may be well to consider whether the territorial
division of our country into states, the resulting selfish attitude of each

fV5
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state, and the formation of individual interests, do not hamper the free

development of eonmeree, industry, and transportation, and hinder existing

business enterprises which serve the general welfare of our people. Sooner

or later o\ir nation will have to consider this matter seriously and decide
irtiich course it wishes to follow. As we pointed out, however, this decision
lies with the people, and not with the Government at Washington. The people
are the pillars and guardians of the Constittition, not the Federal Government.
Moreover, the Federal Government is the servant of the people, and it should ^
not forget this. CD

Co
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FDBLIC qphhqn

(laitoxMal)

For some time many of our newspapers have been emphasizing the fact that next ^
year we will hare to TOte on the question: Shall our Constitution be pre- ^
served, or shall the New Deal continue to rule?

r̂
r
«

Before it was decided that this question should be voted upon, the slogan ^
«Save the Constitution** was used in a campaign and emphasized to the same c

extent. It was said that the New Deal could lead only to a change of the
^

Constitution, and that the voters would have to prevent this, even though ^

the Supreme Court of the United States had done its duty* c

It is said that the press of the countxy reflects public opinion. That is
alleged! Here and there, however, this jmblic opinion is published by
other means, at least at lashlngton—when the money necessary to pay for it
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lias beeii pxoTided. Meanwhile a great number of Totera may bave gradually
learned what this public opinion reciLly is, and what is bidden in back of
it.

Not long ago many "^conveyors** of public opinion felt that they were threat*
ened by the N«R*A. The freedom of the press was in danger. They used
erery means they could think of to explain to their readers what the result
would be if the liberty of the press were restricted, if the press were
muzzled* It should be understood that the warnings always emanated from
the Ooremment; the newspapers did not stir. Th^ considered the ^'attacks**

upon the press to be an IneTitable result of political actirity.

Then came the death of the N.R.A. The conTeyors of public opinion had lost
their sounding board; howerer, the fight had to go on! A careless remark
of the President offered a new bone of contention--the Constitution. Srery-
body may Toice his disappointment after years of worry and labor--but not
the President.

•X)
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One thing that aeems to be Texy peculiar is the fact that despite the ef-
forts of the Tehicles of public opinion to undexmine the work of the Presi-
dent » they neTer questioned his constitutional authority to declare the
moratorium by which the country was saved from financial chaos* At that
time nobody stizred, nobody appealed to the Supreme Court. On the contrary

,

the President was praised for his prompt action and his effective measures
to ward off bankruptcy. And the people who would have suffesred the greatest
losses, had the financial structxire of the nation collapsed, were loudest
and most profuse in their praise. However, when these same people were
asked to assume additional financial responsibilities in order to fight the
depression«*-wel).,friend, that is *a bird of an altogether different color**

•

Stonr tliflgr remember that we have a constitution! Now they peruse it dili-
gently, seeking a way to evade the provisions of the N.R.A. and to remove
the man idio would deprive them of their *'most sacred possessions **•

That is the whole thing in a nutshell. Svexything else is merely willful
misrepresentation. There is no adequate expression for what has been
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printed about ^'endangerixig*' the Constitution. At least not yet, but some
day ve shall have one, and it will not reflect creditably upon the con-
eyors of public opinion. One could fight them with their own weapons,
but it would not be honorable.

-T3
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ODR couyTiTirriON

(fldltotrlal)

All elTllized natiosis llTa ondar soib^ form of a eozi8titution» In soiu cases
the constitution is written; in others the will of the ruler who issues s
ordeam to his subjects is equivalent to a constitution. We in Aserica have ^
a written constitution, and it is one of the oldest existing doeuaients of ^
its kind* It was adopted 146 years aao, so it dates back to the period of F
the ozearty as a prominent aan recently expressed it* It is evident that ^
iiany fundamental changes have occurred in our political, econonic, and o
social life since the days of miashington, liadison, Hamilton, Marshall,

*^

etc* And so it may be that our Constitution, which was drafted to meet
the demands of a small nation^ is no longer adequate to meet the needs of "^

our large country, and must be changed* .

President Boose?elt apparently had this in view when, in his chagrin at the

COo
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naUifioatlon of the N.R.A. hj the Supnaa Court , he spoke of a change In
the Constitation« It is certain that the document can be changed » but
only if the people desire it« Neither the president nor Congress, nor
the Snprene Court has the authority to alter it« That authori^ is Tested
in the people* And luhingtoa had better keep that fact in Blind. If the
present administration is convinced that oar Constitution has outliTed its
usefulness 9 that it needs a rerision, or that it should be supplanted by a
nev one, there is only one way of effecting a change or a substitution*—
by appealing directly to the people. They adopted the Constitution, and
they MlOTkB haTe the right and the power to alter it, or to adopt another
in its stead*

Some adrisors of the administration haTe giTen Tent to their anger at the
decision of the Supreme Court on the N.R.A* in another way* Th^ upbraided
the high tribunal and demanded that Congress deprive it of the right to
declare acts of Congress unconstitutional* This attack was uncalled for

CD
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and Tery oareless^ for it disclosed tliat certain adYisors in the White
Hpase have Tery little respect for the Cionstitation* It is true that the
Constitution does not state that the Sapreme Court has such authority; on the
other handy there is nothing in the Constitution that could possibly be in-> ^
terpreted to aean that Congress has any power idiatsoerer oyer the Supreiae ^
Court. IforeoTer^ it expressly states that the goremment consists of three f^

branches—legislatiTOy executiTe, and Judicial* These three branches are Z^
subject to the provisions of the Constitution* That is. Congress has no ;g

ri£^t to enact laws that are contrary to the Constitution; the president S
has no authority to sign such laws; likweise^the Supreme Court may make no ^
decisions that are contrary to the Constitution* Thus, if a citizen appeals
to the Supreme Court for redress from a Judicial decision, it is the duty of
the Supreme Court to adjudicate the matter*

No one can dispute this fact* The authority of the Supreme Court, as outlined
aboTe, has never been questioned during the one hundred and fifty years that

our Constitution has been in force, anl if anybody expresses doubt regarding
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tbe pcfirer of the Saprme Court todayvwall, he*8 rather late« In any
event 9 neither Congress nor the president has the right or the authority
to curtail the ftootions of the hig^ tribunal* It has been proposed to
giTe Congress or the president the power to renoTe those menbers of the ^
Supreme Court from office who render unfaTorable decisions. That, too, ^
could be done only by aiMnding the Constitution; it would constitute an 'f
intended unbalancing of the three branches of goTemmant. then Judges lose <Z
their independence » justice must disintegrate. The American Constitution ^
is so well worded and balanced that each of the three branches of govern- B
meat is controlled and kept within its bounds by the others ^ and no branch ^
can assume greater powers than the others haTe» The attempt to make the ^
members of the Suprmae Court subservient to the will of the president or of
Congress is, in effect , an attempt to overthrow the ^Constitution. The
attempt is not made by the use of permissible , legal means* Anyone irtio

recommends sudh a procedure ^ certainly does not have the backing of the
majority of the American people*
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iOI ASEIFICIAL ISSDS
(Bditorial)

Qixoue^ a casual remark aade at a eonferanee with representatiTss of the
press. President Rooseyelt provided the Bepablicans with a oanqpaign issue*
E^ tfe* doing, he helped tham out of a great dileniDa* ISie opponents of the
President sharply attacked his financial and economic policy* They re-
proached him for not keeping his promise to reduce the costs of administration
and to "balance the budget • They also upbraided him soTsrely beeause, under
his administration,the national debt has be«i considerably increased. Bat
they do not say a single word about what he used the money for* The fact that m*
this money was used for the relief of the uneoqployed, or to provide them with
nork, is passed over in silence*

There are good reasons for this. Oie fiepublicans do not know, themselves, how
they could have avoided spending billions of dollars without starring out the
unemployed* They also know that they would have little luck in a cantpaign

with such arguments* If they should demand that relief to the unemployed and

rv>
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the pxoTision for aaergamey works should stop , they would naturally estrange
the ailUons of Toters who are now receiving relief or were aflQdoyed on emergency
projects, and this, of course is not their intention. !Shat is why they stick
their heads into the sand, criticise the goveinment ssTerely for its huge %
expenditures, and pretend that they have no idea what the money was spent for« ^
Thus the argument constitutes a highly dubious canrpaign issue* This is idiy ^
they welcomed one of the President's utteaTances, during a conference with S
representatives of the press, which implied, that the Constitution is no longer ^
suitable to today* s conditions • It is conceivable that Boosevelt should have q
made the renark following the decision over the N R A, which all but threw ^
all the measures of the New Deal on the Junk heap. But whether he is actually
deteznined to use his influence in the direction of changing the Constitution

\

is still very doubtful* Until now, however, he has given no hint of an intention
of this sort.

Tet it seems that the Republicans do not like to wait. They are ready to

le^d a crusade for the defense of the Constitution, even though it is not
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threatened at all, and while they are at it they inalce it appear that changing
the Constitution would be a heinous orlme* They are forgetting oonrpletely
that the Constitution has been changed before^ that Constitutions of all
countries are changed occasionally , and thus adapted to altered conditions.
Thitil.nowy there have been twenty-one amendaents to the Constitution* The
first ten are called the Bill of Bights » and contain those principles which
really belong in the Constitution proper, and which , to a certedja extent con-
stitute the basis of the countxy*s entire political life* The other eloTeUj co

howeyer^ are real changes • Some of them fill out gaps, but are innovations
of far-reaching effect • Over all these amendments , sharp debates were conducted/
but eyen the most ardent epponents of these amendments did not call their
adYOcates criminals, monsters , traitors, or enemies of the fatherland*

«

The manner in which this issue is submitted to the public is a conscious dis-
tortion of facts* First of all, the Constitution is nothing holy or sublime^
iriiich may not be touched under any circumstances* There is a pioTfsidn. in the
Constitution itself which expressly offers a method for the introduction of
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ohanges^ a method that has often been resorted to« UDxeoTer, the motlYBB %
of those people idio strlre for constitutional changes are not obJactionable • ^
It Is therefore hardly to be expected that the Bepubllcans will haye any p
luck with an artificial issue that has been falsely represented* It aeema ^
that they want to continue their old policy of opportunisnu Ihey do not S
dare criticise the reed xaistakes and blunders of the BDOserelt administration^ ^-

because they are afraid of losing votes^ o
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FAISIPICATION 07 HiaTORT
I

(Editorial)

In the June 8 edition of the Saturday Brening Post there is an extremely
remarkable article* It is the first article of a series and it is printed ^
in the front of the maeazine. The oorer page points to it expressly* There >
it isaySy **The caases of the bank panic of Uarch 4, 1933 , by ViUiam Starr ^
IQrers and inciter E. Neirton*** On reading this, one soon notices that some- U
thing does not jibe* One is reminded that Uardh 4, 1933 is the day on S
ivhich President Rooserelt nas inaugorated* One also knows that, in the S
preceding weeks ^ more and more banks were closedf as the govemments of ^
the states declared bank holidays* One is reminded that the country was 1:3

threatened Iqr a complete financial collapse at the time BoosoTelt took
^

office 9 and that he, through his energetic Jkiterference , prevented that
collapse*
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Then Roosevelt , wltboat a moment's hesitation^ declared a national bank
holiday* Althouc^ tills was a heroic step, it was a beneficial one« At
once confidence was restored; many encoaraging statements were published
and, when the national holiday was oYer, it tuned out that It was without
untoward consequences* These are facts that are generally known and vdiich

were, until now, denied by no one. The writers of that article in the
Saturday Srening Post haye taken it upon themselves to turn these facts _
upside down, and to prove the opposite. >=

The Republicans have apparently become clearly aware that all their argu- S
meats against Fbesident Roosevelt and his policies would bounce back on S
them because of the ftict that the economic collapse began in autumn of 1929,
during a Republican administration, that their party was still almost three
and a half years at the helm without doing anything effective to coijMMit

the depression* Conqpared with this undeniable fact/ all arguments against
the New Deal must appear nonsensical and invalid* It goes without saying

CO
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that everyone will bave^ against these arguments, the foUonlng plausible
answer: ''If you know how the depression is to be combated effectively, why
did 3rou not do it irtien you were still at the helm?** Nothing that will stand
the test could be voiced against this objection*

William Starr Uyers and Walter H« Newton now try to prove that not Hoover
but Roosevelt is to blame for the depression. They gave their article the
veneer of a strictly scientific and unbiased presentation* They even have
the audacity to maintain: "It is the purpose of these articles to investigate
why the autumn of 1932 upswing, which had Just started, cane to a standstill. ^
Eere we do not want to discuss the question of whether the policy of the
Hoover administration or that of the Roosevelt administration was solidly
reliable or not* All we want to discuss are the reasons for the sudden
interruption of the upswing*** In spite of this hypocritical assurance, the
article is a piece of pure propaganda; it is nothing but a totally mendacious
agitation for purposes of propaganda*

*b

o
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It seeoLs^ in the first place » to be appropriate to place the constitution
under the magnifying glass • Mr* Myers is a professor who designates him-
self in **Nho*s Who** as a Republican and who^ among other things, wrote a
history of the Republican party; therefore, he is a dyed-in-the-wool partisan
Ulialter H* Newton was President Hooker's secretary* Tbat*s enough* In the
article it is contended that, during the summer and autumn of 1932 the whole
world showed an economic upswing, including the United States* But when the
election was oyer, in Norember 1932, the tipswing came to a close, and the
country was cast into a grave bank crisis* It is generally known that bank
insolvencies began after the great crash on the exchange in the autumn of
1929 and that, from that period on, many thousands of banks all over the
country were forced to close their doors* Anyone who maintains that the ^
bank crisis begem after Roosevelt was elected says an untruth intentionally* u»

Zust as little could the contention be proved that conditions took an upswing
in the autumn of 1932* Starr and Newton contend that financial and coimerclal
business were so ftif^tened by RoosevelVe inflationary intentions that they

Ca>
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lost all oonfidexiee, and so the econoolo situation grew worse, until at
last tbe bank crisis was the results For this oontention, they bring
nunerous proof* They cite Roosevelt aod other Denocratic politicians

,

they bring alleged fragments from papers and periodicals , all of which may ^
be summed up to mean that the Democrats had decided to talce to inflationary S
measures, and that this was the reason why the country became disquieted and ^
alaxned* ^
It is needless to go into detail about these comments* Starr and Newton o
simply dug up all possible utterances made by Journalists and politicians oo

that fitted into their scheme, in an effort to construe a belated alibi for §
the Hoover administration. They could have easily dug up Just as many utte- ^
ranees of an opposing nature. The complete inconsistency of their contention

Ibecomes clear from the fact that now, years after the alleged inflationary
measures took effect, and in accordance with the unanimous JudgDL€Qt of
bankers and financial experts, there is no inflation at all^ One could
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further point to Uie fact that hank failures stopped completely since
Roosevelt took office , and that now the public has again full faith in
its financial institutions*

\

The article in the Saturday Evening Post, as concerns content, makeup
and illustrations 9 has been prepcu^ed with astounding refinement. What
is, however, even more astounding is the boundless nerve (or rather im-

pudence) with which the writers turn generally known facts upside down-
facts that have never been questioned before*
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THE SDFREME COURT

(Editorial)

The far-reaching decision made by the Supreme Court with respect to the NBA
has eToked llyely discussions about the rights and prerogatiyes of that court
of Justice* Some people contend that the Supreme Court no longer fits in with ^
our timesy and that its powers are too gi^eat, since it is possible for the ^
nine members of that court to oi^pose the desires and wishes of the entire na- r^

tion* !Ehis is essentially coirect^ but this power is anchored in the Constitu- -^

tion, and it may be taken from the Court only by an amendment to the Constitution* g
Ifhethsr this is desirable is rather doubtful* ^-

^41

Vhen the people are whipped by skillful and unscrupulous agitators, the majority
is likely to form decisions that may later turn out ^-o be dangerous* The Supreme
Court constitutes a rami^art against such decisions, and history teaches us that
SQOh a rampeort is needed* Under certain circumstances ^ it may haye an implea-
aant effect, but it imi>arts a steadiness and uniformity to our political life

CJt
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as a nhole^ and that is of inestimable value*

Others declare that the Court should have not only Judicial but also advisory
functions—that it should be its duty to inform the administration and Congress
as to itiether certain bills pending are or are not contrary to the Constitution^
This idea occurred to many before, almost a century and a half ago» Such a
proposal was submitted to the Constitutional Conyention of 1787 , but it was
not accepted*

o
ro

James liBidison^ whom history describes as father of the Constitution, went even
further* He suggested that the Supreme Court , as well as the President , be ^^
empowered to veto laws passed by Congress* Should the President or the Supreme ^
Court Teto a bill , then Congress should have the right to pass it over the veto
by a two-thirds majority rote* In case the President and the Supreme Court
should both yeto a bill, then a three-fourths majority vote would hare been re-
quired to enact it into law«
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Three states Toted in favor of aoeeptlng this resolution, ei^t against it;
with that its fate was sealed* Randolph, one of the most prominent of the
delegates to the Convention, proposed the creation of a revising committee,
to consist of the Presidtat and some of the meobers of the Supreme Court,
lAich should decide as to the constitutionality of an act before it became a
law* This resolution met with no favor on the part of the delegates* The
majority of the Convention was of the opinion that the Supreme Court whould
by no means be dragged into the politics of the day, and there is no doubt
but that this attitude was correct* o

The weakness of the procedure' now in force is that the Supreme Court does not .^
decide directly whether or not a law is const itutional* It waits until an ?>'

"

actual case is submitted to it* When, soxoeone has been convicted of having
violated a law, he may appeal to a higher court, and so on throu^ still
higher courts up to the Supreme Court* This pit)cedure is, of course, too 9VAel^-
some, and for this reason it is likely to encoimter such phenomena as in-*

validation of the National Recovery Act, which has been in force for two years*
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THE COMING THANKSGIVING

(Editorial) ?.

Next Thursday the American people will celebirate Thanksgivicg in the traditional p
manner. Thanksgiving will be observed this year, as in preceeding years, with ^^

mixed emotions. In good years, when every Americcm family has a ttirkey or goose ^
in the pot, all are glad to give thanks, even though the thanks are expressed
by excessive indulgence in food and drink. Thankfulness is generally expressed
by families in huge family feasts; and on this day, everyone, large ox small, ^
considers it his duty to make strong demands on his stomach. Apparently it is
for this purpose that schools suspend classes, not only on Thanksgiving Day, but
also on the following Friday, since experience has taught that a large part of
the pupils have to remain at home after the holiday because of their upset
stomachs. In public institutions, too, places of public welfare as well as
prisons-*if the latter can be numbered among the former---it is customary to dis-
tribute holiday food on that day. The average American is convinced that

Ca9
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his share of Thanksgiying turkey and the accompanying pranberry sauce has been
guaranteed him in the Bill of Rights of the Federal Constitution.

Upon the fat years have now followed the lean ones, in which the Thanksgiving
turkey has taken the shape of a skinny chicken; and in some families its annual
resurrection has been abandoned in every shape and form. Along with the turkey
eyery disposition for being thankful has disappeared. One .has become conditioned
in good times 9 cmd believe he owes thanks only when the contents of the horn of
plenty of our American prosperity are spread over our holiday table. Today , when
in many homes scarcity has become the kitchen chef» one has to adjust himself
to whatever there is, whether he likes it or not; but one also assumes that he
has the right to wear a long face and to dispense with thanks.

When the first Thanksgiving festival was celebrated in America, the newly arrived
settlers of this country did not have it so easy, either. Bard times were behind
them, but they were thankful that they had been able to pull through* To be sure,

they had turkeys, for at that time these fowl were running wild in large numbers
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in the forests of New England, ready to be prepared for the flying i>an« Today
turkeys are more rare, they can no longer be brought down behind the house with ^
an old shooting iron* Instead, we have today a great joany thjLngs that render ^
our existence more humane and more pleasant , things of which ^he pilgrims of <r.

1621 coula not have dreamed in the Plymouth of old. Let us bear in mind that p
the progress our entire way of living has made during the two hundred years, the ^
physical and spiritual joys which we accept today with an air of confidence, o
were quite tinattainable for them who sat at the first Thanksgiving table* The
very same ones who today voice their dissatisfaction because they lack many
things they consider indispensable would sc€u:*cely want to change places with the ^
Pilgrims; they would look upon their lives as unbearable if they were suddenly
transported back across two hundred years of history. They would wish they
could return to our present times as soon as possible, preferring them to the
^'good, old** times in spite of all the wants and privations*

Of course it is deplorable that the present-day economic set up has deprived

many human beings of their means for subsistence, that many, notwithstanding €dl

1
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other cares, have to suffer want on the day of Thanksgiving. We are sorry to

say that the individual can do nothing about it, as the conditions have pi*oven

to be beyond our control* A comparison, however, vrith other countries shows

that Americans, even those who are very poor, are still better situated than
many a non-American, thanks to a sense of community welfare that prevails among
otir people* They have, at least, the knowledge that there is a desire to help
him in his need and that there is a sincere hope that the endeavor which arises
from this desire will be crowned with success. O

CO
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TH3 PARiiWT COTOTrEr OF THS UNIT3D STATSS

(Editorial)

Next Wednesday the United States celebrates the anniversary of the Declara-
tion of Independence. On this day, all Americans, whichever party they belong
to, or whichever nationality they come from, will be mindful of their unity.
One may, through all the 364 days of the year, have, on his tongue, dissatis-
faction with this or that national development, with this or that Congressional
resolution, with the political aims and methods of the parties or of the

President, and one may let his dissatisfaction escape through his lips, but

on this day all are as one in the pride of belonging to this nation which
evolved from small beginnings to a great power commanding universal respect

today

•

CO
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Owing to a mlsinterpireted tradition, the world is used to referring to the
iUaerican people as to an Anglo-Saxon nation. The American people is only in
part, and not in its greatest part, composed of /jiglo-Saxons • Foreign countries
are misled by the fact that English is the language of the country, and by the
further fact that a sizeable number of American family names mark their bearers
as Anglo-Saxons. That English is the language of the country results from the
ci3?cumstance that the thirteen English colonies, situated on the Atlantic
coast, were originally owned by the English crown at the time the States
emancipated themselves from Europe. Had they, at the time, been under the
sovereignty of Holland, France, or Spain, it is likely that the language of
the country would have become Dutch, French, or Spanish. Even in those early
days, the colonies were not exclusively inhabited by Anglo-Saxons. Many ^
Dutchmen, Germans, Frenchmen, and Scandinavians lived among them, and all g
these nationalities played a part in the War of the Revolution. No one <^

should be deceived by the preponderant number of Anglo-Saxon nsimesj

c:-
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A considerable part of those who immigrated from Surope dropped thair old
names, because they v;ere difficult to pronounce by others, by either
anglicizing them or exchanging them for English ones* This is a quite
natural procedure, encountered in all countries having a large LTimigrat ion.

As the immigrants became absorbed in their work and in their business, and
since it became necessary to utilize all one's energy to make a living for
oneself and family, and since they pretty soon came in touch with American
politics (which tended to make their Americanization complete), there was
scarcely any time left to maintain contact with their old homeland which,
because of great distance, became increasingly difficult. Their eyes were
fastened upon the new homeland in which they took root, where thsir chil-
dren wea^e bom, where their own and their children's future lay. So it

came that after two or three generations there often remained but a hazy ^
reminiscence of the family's land of origin, and even that finally vanished. cr

This was hastened by marital unions with other nationalities. Think of the

CO
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ease ot a German idio came to Anerlea and here married an Irish girl« Their
son in turn, later married a girl of French Canadian descent* What nation-
ality is the pxt>dttct of this marriage supposed to belong to? To the Geman?
Scarcelyl The ties mhich bind him to Qexmany through his grandfather are
indeed weak in the face of the fact that his grandmother was Irish, and his
mother of Trench descent* He regards himself neither as German, Irish, nor
Trench but merely as an American whose original German family name, if it >
was not suited to the Xnglish tongue, had probably been Americanized be-
yond recognition, unless his grandfather had left him a name that sounded
more like Irish or Xnglish*

This **melting pot" process, which for years went on in the United States,
the future will be able to alter but Tory little* What has entered the
melting pot of the American Union comes out ag^in, perhaps after a hundred
years, in the shape of a grandctfiild or great-grandchild who is Just another
American without the least vestige of origin* Whether the cradle of his

"T3

"T3
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people once stood in EJngland, Ireland, Ganaany, Russia, Italy, Spain, or
elsewhere will eventually make no difference. Certain traits of his
character may be manifest which will bear witness to the origin of his

family. Since, on the other hand, the third or fourth generation of an
immigrant rarely keeps its national purity, his entire character v/ill have
undergone corresponding changes. At any rate the grandchild or' great-grand-
child of an immigrant is a pure American, even if his original name had
undergone no change in the meantime.

It is therefore absurd to speak of America as an Anglo-Saxon nation. In
our days, there are just as few Anglo-Saxons as there are Scandinavians,
Germans, or Frenchmen. The people were no longer exclusively Anglo-Saxon
at the time independence was declared. For among the signers of the
Declaration there were sixteen of non-British origin, and eight whose
cradle had stood in a foreign country. The ^'parent country** of the United
States was not IlSigland alone, but Europe in general. It is well to bear
that in mind fro^ time to time.

O
r.o
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LOBBIES

(Blitarial)

Pr«8id#nt Booserelt has started a erusade against lobbyists • He is so in*
censed by their aetiTity that he threatens to recoanend that Congress pcuss a
law providing Jail tenss for lobbyists* lobbies hare always been considered
to be an eril; sereral Presidents hare fought theniy and President Wllgen:once
threatened . to hare all lobbyists arrested* HoweTer, €LL1 efforts to do away
with lobbies haTc been in ^ain* Therefore » there appears to be some Justifica-
tion for the suspicicm that there are good reasons for the existence of this
institution*

•

There are two kinds of lobbies, and they differ according to their nature* The
one tries to influence legislation, the other serres as a sort of nediator be-
tween authorities* Both kinds deserye the reputation of being unscrupulous in
choosing their neans and of frequently corrupting politics* Despite this fact.

-T3
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on« eannot deny that ihmf hare a rlgUt to exist* In Congress and in state
legislatures » one can find representatires of large basiness groups who haTe
the duty of obserring the plans of the respeetire legLslatire bodies*

Since it is custOBary in our country to Banufacture laws in idiolesale nuBbers, ^
one or the other of these business or professional groups is always threatened
with ham by scae law« Ihe whole nation is constantly in a condition of self-
defense, as soon as Ctongress conrenes; the sane is true of state legislatures*
And the lobbies do not always do their work ftroa behind the scenes* They often
openly take a stand on bills, and frequently express their opinions in public o
hearings uhich are held by Tarious conaittees* iL

.* n:>

Although this kind of lobby doew not always tread the paths of Tirtue and Justioev^
one cannot deny that it has a right to exist* It is a necessary eril, created
by American Bethods of legiilation.

The other lobbies consist of people who play the role of mediators between

t;
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various authorities* They hare connections , and they demand large fees for
their services* It is not difficult to explain why people who have business
with federal authorities prefer not to deal with them directly*

No doubt 9 the iispression prevails in our whole country that one cannot achieve
anything in' Washington , unless one has connections* If one has not, then one
is oondeimed to dance attendisLnce on subalterns, is sent from Pontius to
Pilate (sic) 9 and Achieves nothing* Decades ago, Mark IWain wrote a bittjsr

satire on the bureaucracy prevailing in Washington—the story of the ''Great

Beef Contract*** Meanwhile, conditions have grown much worse, for since TWain*s
time the number of bureaucrats at the capitol has greatly increased*

CO

Thus it appears that the lobbies can best be fought by making them superfluous* ^
If the authorities would willingly meet citizens, give them the opportunity to
state their business clearly and briefly, nobody would tblnk of trying to reach
and influence them through professional mediators, who, of course, will not
act unless they are well paid* In the final analysis, the methods and practices
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of our national offieiala ara reaponsibla tor the azistanca of lobbiaa* Bran
Jail taxna will not ba affactira against them.
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ONE HDNIRED AND FIPT? IXABS AGO

(Editorial)

A e«ntury and a half have gone by since the treaty was signed in Paris idiioh

narked the end of the American ReYolution, officially recognizing the sur--

render of Comwallis at Torlctown which had taken place two years before.
The wearHoae negotiations, which had lasted for months and had been conducted
by Benjamin Franklin , J6hn Adams ^ and John Jay on behalf of the American
oolonistSj came to a suocessfnl close. The colonies received certain fixed
boundaries and became at last free and independent*

VincenneSy in the State of Indiana, was destined to memorize /the anniversary^
of7 this event in a special manner, whereas in the other parts of the country
it remained without very much notice and in most cases went by without leav-
ing any trace in the memory of the people. A new bridge across the Wabasll

River near Tincennes marks the spot at which George Rogers Clark with his hand
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Of half-starved Yolunteers traTersed the river* The foundation stone of the
new bridge preserves docuaentary evidence of the exploits of this brave lead<

er of the Revolution in the valley of the great Mississippi*

It was on September 3, 1783, that the treaty was signed, actually marking F^

the birthday of that half of the Middle West which lies east of the Mississippi .^^
Ibe treaty of Paris brought the entire Northwest Territory of those days under ^
the Stars and Stripes* Later, preliminary arrangements were completed for the H
states of Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio, and they were ^
included in the North American Federation of States*

That the heads of the States of Illinois and Indiana lent by their personal
participation an official aspect to the memorial festival of Vincennes will
bring nothing but honor to the two States which they represent*

A hundred and fifty years are in the history of mankind only a small space of
time* Yet it seems that we of today live in an age that rushes on so fast

N3
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or is 80 jouoh wrapped up ixi itself that we reoember only superficially
historic STents of such monua»ntal importance as the signing of the Treaty
of Paris*

There are certain elements which are eager to keep the American people in
the dark with respect to their own history and would like to make them for-*

get the hardships and the oppressions which cost their ancestors much
wealth and blood. It should therefore be the aim of our so-called patriotic
organizations to take care that the American people shall always be cog-
nizant of the struggles of their forefathers who prepared the ground for ch

their liberties to come. Besides, to call attention repeatedly to their
patriotism and their sacrifices for the independence of the Union is the
more propter because there are many dangers that threaten us still and are
essentially worse than what had to be OTercome by the contemporaries of
the American Revolution.

They are worse because they threaten not so much ^rom without as from within.

rv3
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This threat oomes from eleaents that are the more dangerous because they
operate under the cover of patriotism* They know so well how to camouflage
their real aims that the principles laid down by our forefathers in the
Constitution of the country are pushed into the background without any op-
position. In this manner these principles become like dead letters , deprived
of their dignity by wanton mischief

•
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^.^L1l•l^ OF THE FHB3S THE FOUNDATION OF TEE NATION

KreedOBL of speeoh 1b the saored rle^t of eyery citizen^ and fireedom of the
press is the foundation of OTery healthy gOTermnent* ^niomas Jefferson^ in
a letter to Washington^ said no govenmient should object to censors^ meaning,
Of course, public criticism of the administration* He also added that
freedom of the press could be looked upon as the best censor• Jefferson,
the eminent Jurist from Virginia, who drafted the document of American
Independence, was also the champion who advocated freedom of the press
in America* He alone was responsible that no censorship was imposed upon
the press of this Nation*

Nerertheless, the press and the public must unite in watching and defending
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this great privilege of oars, lest we should be deprlTed of tliat Jewel,

the freedom of speech* It may be recalled that the Supreme Couxrt was
called upon last Tune to pronounce a yerdlct about a law in Minnesota,
which for two long years has muzzled the press of that State*««««The
press of the Nation became immediately aware of the fact that the law of
muzzling the press would not be confined to the State of Minnesota, more-
oyer, the freedom of the press was Jeopardized generally• The newspaper
syndicate of ilmerica united in the fight against suppressiom of fx^e speech,
and emerged Tictoriously* Ihe outstanding point in this legal battle was
the fact that five members of the Supreme Court assented, while four dis-
sented to the retention of freedom of the press* This indicated sufficiently
that we have to unite our efforts against a possible recurrence of an

i

attempt to subdue the press in future, as we did in the past* To intro-
duce similar laws as was the case in Minnesota would be a simple procedure
in any State of the IMion, in lAiich unscrupulous politicians wish to si-
lence their critics by the method of suppression of the press* What if in
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another Instanee the majority menhera of the Supreme Court would render
a declaion irtiloh would approve and uphold the muzzling of the press?

Therefore t It would be needless to enrphaslze the importance of keeping
the interest in the freedom of the press alive*

The Committee for Freedom of the Press of the Jefferson Itemorial Foundation,
irtiich has acquired the hoc^ of the former President , now a national shrine

,

has proposed to dedicate one room of this sanctuary to the FreeAom of the
Press* Hi^ dignitaries from every State of the USoion will participate
at the dedication ceremonies which will be held on October 20 of this year*
The press of the Nation will, of course, be represented in its entirety*
Thus, the occasion will present itself for an explanation of the siguif-
icance of that day, which may be observed annually henceforth*

In order to prevent misinterpretations, it is well to emphasize here that
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this Is not a ease of propaganda for newspapers , but rather indicatlTe
of the ric^t of the Aaerioan people to defend a heritage for which their
forefathers hare shed their bloody and which the present generation must
uphold* The Meriean people can righteously consider themselyes a free
people^ only then if they persist in defending and upholding this precious
heritage 9 the freedom of speech* Itreedcm of the press, a principle upon
which this Niation was founded, should be closely guarded at all times,
*and if attacked, must be fought for, and regained at any price*
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Abendpost , Oct« 26^ 1927*

Prominent German-American Historian and Journalist Arrives Here

Dr« Frledrieh ?• Sehrager declared to the representatlT
press that he considers British propaganda as dangerous
and supports the attacks made by Uayor Thompson against
as a ^.pfttriotiCy heroic, and necessary deed«

.-II

Dr« Sehrager, lAo was summoned by the mayor to appear as a witness in the
proceedings against the former president of the school administration,
William MoAndrew, is the editor-in-chief of the magazine The ProgresslTe^
jOMaished byx the Steuben Club. He is a well known historifl£n, whose writings
*^e Gezmans in the making of America, ** **Our Debt to France,** and numerous
paaiaileta on historical subjects, hare found a Imege reading public in the
United States*

^ -^, fiij
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Dr« So}lTager arrived heie this morning on the *"rirentieth Century** from
New Torky and will remain in Chicago until the end of this week* Dr.
Schrager received the representatives of the Chicago press in the re«-

ception rooms of the National Historical Society in the Bankers building.
Soon a heated debate ensued concerning the definition of British pro-
paganda.

Dr. Schrager indorses the views of Washington that the United States
should be on friendly terms with all the other nations , but should show
no preference to any in particular^

**Once already the Constitution of the United States has been violated
on account of British propaganda,** he declared. **It states in the
Constitution that America shall take up aims against another country
only in defense of its own soil;** Therefore, it is quite possible
that Xnglish propaganda will once more influence the American people
in favor of Sngland.

,
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Dr« Sohrager said **ttaat he distrasts especially the plea in favor of an
^'English speaking tmiony** which is prompted by the English***

Upon the question whether he condemns all foreign political propaganda
in the United States » Dx. Schrager replied^ ^'that at the present time,
only England and France tire indulging in it«** *i; cultural propaganda

,

as it is 9 .for instance , pursued by Geimany can only benefit a couxitry.**

The press then asked for his opinion on the Imxaing of pro-British
books* He declaimed ** such procedure to be stupid and absurd***

He added, howerer, that libraries should also secure books which de-
fend opposite Tiewpoints to counteract this British propaganda*

\ .
-- • •

Dr* Schraf^er, the son ^ a German-^baerican was bom in Hamburg, Gexnany,
and brought up in Anierioa* In the next few days he will, together, with
the foxnar Chief Justice Frederick Bausman, support the Mayor in his

.

campaign against King George*

.-^

WM
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Sonntagpost (Sunday Sdltlon of Abendpoat) , June 8, 1924.

DEUOCRilC? AND THE PABTT SYSTSU

(Editorial)

One often heara the remark that the old political partiea haye outliTed
their uaefolneaa. Thia aaaertion reveals a lack of understanding of the
nature of a party. A paarty as such cannot outlive its usefulness, because
it is pviaarily a theoretical creation, giren iaportance and significance
l^ its afliid>ers* One should rather say that the menibers of a party no
longer follow its principles, that they adsuse the organization to further
certain aims which do not cbincide with its true purposes, thus giring
rise to contradictions. This is not the party* s fault; these contradic-
tions Bust be attributed to its members.

:

' ^
• ".

Democracy means goremment Iqr the people, and without parties such a form
of .goTemment is inconeeiTable . It is impossible for a citizen to be
politically active unless he is affiliated with an organization which
reflects his riews. Such an organization we call a political party^

X
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The will of the masses is expressed by the majority party which controls
the eoTenonenty and logically enough, the minority party always forms the
opposition.

In keeping with the spirit of democracy , the entire population must parti-
cipate in the nation* s political life through the medium of the different
parties. If large groups of people take no interest in politics » then
the goremment will not be a democracy in the true sense of the word.
The United States is now faced by this problem {pt political lethareg^.
During the last presidential electioui there was an exceptional popular
response; yet one-half of the qualified voters; both men and women, did
not go to the polls.

At that election President Harding received far more votes than asy candi-
date in our history. But if a third candidate had appeared who could have
obtained the support of this inactive element, then he, and not Harding,
would have been in office. This consideration makes perfectly clear the
extent to which our indifference has grown. It has therefore often been

».
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auggeated that citizena be conipelled to TOte, legal penaltiea to be meted
out to thoee who are delinquent in their civic duties. But auch a pro-
posal would actually be tantaniDunt to a declaration of national insolrency
with respect to our democracy.

What then would be gained by forming new parties? Of coturse, it is a fact
that thid progressive Republicans are nearer to the progressiTe Democrats
than, they are to their conseryatiye colleagues, and the same is true for
the progressiTe and conservative Democrats. But wotO-d a regrouping of
the parties mitigate the evil of nonparticipation in voting? Would it
be more advantageous for the people if we had Conservatives and Progress-
ives instead of Republicans and Democrats?

Probably not; after all^ the public has had the opportunity to select con-
servative or progressive candidates ever since priiaaries were instituted.
But the people have failed to take advantage of this opportunity. The
primary elections are often decided by five percent of the vbtersy and
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this fact makes a farce of our denoeratlc form of goTenuaent. Nor do
reforms aehleye their purpose. True democratic rule is possible oiily when
the entire populace is politically minded.

It is easy to understand why the critical observer has concluded that the
parties hare deyiated from their original principles. Tet it would be un-
just, for ezanple, to conqpare the Republican party of today with its
counterpart of Lincoln* s time. We were then liTing in a heroic am, and
consequently the political organization also took on that aspect /ot
heroiao^* But the study of history brings to light an inexorable fact,
namsGLyi that the brief heroic episodes in the history of a people are
followed by an era of mediocrity. This is an inflexible rule which
brooks no exceptions, and men must bow to it.

Sren in our times parties haye their uses. We cannot eliminate them since 1

they are Indispensable • But they can only fulfill their mission when all ^

the people represented by the party are politically actiTe« The leaders
do not guide the party; it is the people who are supreme. The rulers can
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be dethroned if the majority does not tolerate them. These are rather
self-erident facts. Neyertheless it is occasionally necessary to re-
state them.
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THE GBRUUfS 07 1848.

Bern The German Revolution of That
Tlae Affected American Greenhorns •

Folloiving the first lecture in the Lincoln Club^ on the theme "Seriousness and
Cheerfulness of the GermEU!i«*Ameriean Past*, Dr» H« H. liaurer spoke yesterday
ereniag in the same locality, about the Germans of *48 and their Influence upon
the unrest in America in the year 1849 till «the outbreak of the CiTil wan The
theme was not so simple and would have furnished sufficient material Sor ssTeral
evenings , therefore the lecture appeared somewaht crowded; nevertheless it was
perfectly dear*

The speaker pointed out, that Just as the French Revolution of 1793 prepared the
German of 1848, in the same way has the German Revolution influenced the American
unrest, and in the end led to the Civil Weir* Stirred by a tremendous idealism^
about 700,000 Germans immigrated to America, all of whom felt inwardly, that they
more or less had the call to bring liberty to the world, and who believed, that
they also could upset every thing that was old in America and could create new
conditions*
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But those ""Greenhorns** found when landing in New York, very few like minded people •

They.thouc^ it was suffioenb^ lAen they stood on street corners or in the saloonsy
to asike enthusiastie and thundering speeches about liberty and eqxiality. Instead;
they eowlA obserre that those beloiiging to their race were indifferent towards
their iteils and ideas^ preferred to drink their glass of beer in peace and to
OAjoy their lives* And so it case that the letters of the new imndgrants of that
tine shich were sent to Gensany could not report sueeess but only the amusing ways
of the Americans* *^At that time there was shown in New York In Bamum*s circus,
a mermaid,^ said Dr« Ifaurer to name an example, '*and this mermiLid attracted likewise
ether objects, more interest of the immigrants than the carrying out of their higjh

ideals***

In spite of that, a few Germans succeeded in bringing their TiiNrs before the members
of their race, and the unrest of the years before the CiTil lar were, according to
the speaker, nothing else than the consequences of the bacillers of the rcTolution,
iiM.ch were brought over \sj the German immigrants of that time*
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For this reason the Gerflaxie were ignored by other Aiaarloans* They oould not
understand theai) used theia^ eren at that time only as welcooe **Toting aniflstls*^

but oonsidered thea as seditious persons and rioters, espeoially lAen it was
ruHoredy that the Oeraans wanted to unite under Karl Sohurs, and fern a new
party in the goremiient* That in rectlity the Geriaans were only inspired by
hi|^ ideals, was not understood by the oolder thinking Anglo-Saxons* With a
few eharaoteristie exawples of those tines, eleotions which were always oonneoted
with riots, and which the speaker considers as small oaen of a roTolutioaary nood
in the country, Dr« liaurer closed his lecture, which was received with great
applause by the audience*

;/i :,
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CO-OPERATORS .\RE CO-RDLSRS

(Editorial)

•'Democracy'* means "rule by the people'*. In a representative democracy, suchi

as exists in the United States, ths people are the source of all power; but
this powBr is exercised by representatives of the people, ^us the rule of .

the people and their general political activity is limited to electing their
representatives; only in special cases, and through the initiative and^ refer-
endum, do the people exercise direct rule. Thus, only those citizens who
participate in the elections have part in the rule. Only those who cast their
vote not only in regular elections, but also in primary elections, use the
full pomr to which they are entitled under our democratic form of govern-
ment. And that is the duty of every loyal citizen of our democratic republici
For a democracy can succeed only to the extent to which its citizens exercise
their authority. The smaller the number is of those^ who vote in the primary
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elections y the easier it is for groups ^ factions'^ and organizations which are
formed to gain special, selfish objectives, to effect the nomination of their
representative. ^ Thus the deinger is greater that, in the regular election,
men will be chosen who will be guided less by the welfare of the people and
more by the desires of the group or faction which was Instrumental in nomi-
nating and electing them; in short, there is danger that rule by the people
will be supplanted by rule by faction* The more general the participation of
citizens in all elections is, the stronger and more successful the democracy*

These are old truths, and to hear them repeated may be very monotonous to
some, and cause remarks of disapproval. That makes no difference* These
truths cannot be stated too often; for the participation of our citizens in
elections, especially in the primaries, is generally very unsatisfactory* As
a^ule hardly 75 per c^t of the electorate votes, at some primaries only
50 per cent, /aid since a great number among these 75 or 50 per cent are in-
fluenced and led by special factions, it is very fortunate that our country
fares as well as it does.

V.
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The citizens who are not org^uiized and have no special interests at heart, have
not the influence and power to which they are entitled. Our country, state,
and city are not completely ruled by the people. The people know this or, at
least, surmise it. It is strongly felt by certain of oqr citizens, who con-
sider themselves threatened and haMoied, and deprived of the representation to
which their number and their commercial or social status entitle them. They
have a strong desire that this matter be remedied, that something be done to
effect a better representation.

The only question is, how? People answer: "Through organization, through
union." But the people who make this recommendation forget that when people
organize or unite, thsy are under suspicion of pursuing selfish interests,
interests that are contrary to, or, at least, not conducive to the welfare of
the community, and thus give cause to, or, excuse for, opposition and perse-
cution. Today everybody knov;s, or should know, that any society which is

•\ Ui

in. oi
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organized for the purpose of gaining or exercisipg political influence, would
only engender or intensify hatred and enmity, and thus would have just the op-
posite of the desired effect. iSverybody must understand that it is not only
considered to be disloyal to organize such societies, but it really is dis-
lojral to do so. Therefore it is entirely out of order. Nor are such organi-
zations necessary to assure these people the share of authority to which they
have a right.

Nothing is necessary save a conscientious pai*ticipation in all elections, if
possible, by one hundred per cent of the voters, in the primaries as well as
in the regular elections. Let there be "loyal'* voting, according to every-
body's best knowledge, according to conscience. And as a preliminary condition,
let everyone registerl Nothing else is necessary, .md nothing else can effect
the desired change, the influence, the representation in the government of the
people.

mk
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The greater the number of people of certain classes that register, the more
consideration will be accorded their Just demands; for they who seek public
office will be especially concerned about obtaining their votes. •••

Our primary laws and our primary system are worthless; they are about as poor
as they could be. But that fact does not relieve the citizen of the duty to
vote in the primaries-«-that is, if he wishes to exercise his rights as a cit-
izen. Nobody should object to being ccilled a Democrat or a Republlccoi for
two years, even though it is not pleasant. In this way one can have a say in
the selection of at least one candidate. In the regular election one ccui vote
for whomsoever one wishes—for Republicans, for instance, even if one voted
for a Democrat in the primary, in case the Democratic primary did not result
as one desired. The main thing is to register and vote, vote in the primeoy,
as well as in the regular election.

Tomorrow, Tuesday, February 4, is the only registration day for the primary

m
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election to be held February 25, and for the regular election to be held
April 1, and these are very important elections. Ko one who fails to reg-
ister can vote or have anything to say in our democracy, or claim any con-
sideration.

^-
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TIE OLD to::fool::hv-

(Zditorial) •

^;^is editorial gives the German view on the Lonroe Doctrine in so far as the 2
Chicago German editor is concerned, and undoubtedly his viev; expresses the ^
CJerman sentiment more or less. Trans^ r^

The U-3oat question, the Geiman declaration that all aimed merchantmen are o
auxiliary cruisers in fact, and as such may be sunk forthwith, is recognized co

by our Administration in Vfashington, and creates another difficiilty for the §
British. This endangers England unless she takes adequate defensive measures. ^"

An attempt must be made to divert the attention from the Anglo-^^erican con-
troversy. Tlie public must be impre^si^vely hoodv;inked by portraying the colossal
German danger in gaudy colors. And for that puipose, vje fetch the lionroe

Doctrine, proclaiming to the population that extraordinary plans have been pro-
mulgated by Germany in wanton disregard of the luOnroe principles. This conniving
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of the Empire consists in obtaining land, a sort of foothold in the various
republics of the Western hemisphere* The horrible proof, all the evidence,
is now carefully guarded by the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs • Then
further assurance will be given, that the s&id Committee prevents publica-
tions at present to preclude improper effects upon public opinion; the
Senators seek secrecy since it is essential. There is the Nicaraguan agree-
ment, which was to be investigated in an open session, but a preponderous
majority opposed it; likewise, the proposed Columbian and Haitian understand-

ing is to be tried behind sound-proof walls. And then we give a detailed
account of all the transgressions against the Monroe document, which Germany
is supposed to have so deliberately ignored*

The five cardinal sins are: Germany stands accused (1) of having intended
to' obtain a sphere of influence in Nicaragua through the purchase of an
interoceanic canal route and by the acquisition of grants for a coaling
statioh; (2) of having tried to buy land in the Republic of Colombia by
securing a franchise for a transcontinental artificial waterway and the
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purchase of plantations, as well as a harbor for a fleet near Cartagenas;
(3) of having attained a profound influence in Paraguay through her reor-
ganization of the army of that republic and her intention to do the same
in Chile; (4) of having found an entering wedge in Haiti by controlling
the customs collect ionS and the building of a fleet station at Mole St. ^
Nicholas; and (5) of having come into control of St. Thomas Island, or ^
approximately so, through a lease, a manipulation with Denmark, which pro- F
vldes an exceedingly valuable base of strategic importance. The war caused ^^

Germany to give up her intentions and tendencies temporarily, but she will g
prosecute the matter with renewed vigor as soon as peace permits. j—

Co

If it is so then it is so, everything including the supposition that Germany Jj{

will resxime her schemes after the v/ar. Yet America can offer little objec-
tion. America will have no legal grounds to interfere with the devious
agreements of the Southern republics and Germany, nor may the United States

dictate to Paraguay and Chile "Thou shalt not have German officers to instruct

thy military forces, •• or insist that the Republic of Colombia desist from
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fulfilling its covenant with Geiroany, thereby effectually precluding the
future canal-building program and the fleet anchorage; likewise, it cannot
compel Denmark to revoke its lease relationship with Germany*

This right is not applicable under the Monroe Doctrine nor is the adage 2
•'America for Americans" suitable. Be it then, that other European countries, '^
England, France, etc., which possess territories in Central and South America, ^
relinquish their holdings or be kicked out, particularly Englandl After that ^
is accomplished and all our American republics unite in concerted action, that o
no European power shall have property, claims upon this continent, then only i^

would the United States be justified in protesting against Germany, and if S
that eventuality were realized, then the Empire will gladly refrain from its ^
aspirations here, and feel mighty satisfied with the bargain. Nothing that J

Germany contemplates is contrary to the Monroe stipuljation as it was originally

drafted; not as Roosevelt expounded it, foisting a strange, impossible concep-
tion upon it which, as we are all well aware of, consists in our being morally
bound to protect England's, the Motherland's American hoardings against any
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encroachment* It appears unthinkable that this monstrous obligation should
be upheld even after the war has joined the forces of oblivion*

If England is not expelled from America, then it will be considered good and
expedient to break its monopoly after the conflict, and the friendly conces- ^
sions to Germany may then proceed unimpaired* S

That dawns upon the pro-Britishers in Washington. Decidedly they are aware ^
that the Rooseveltian Monroe Doctrine, which is calculated to uphold English -o

predominance, does not interest our South American neighbors* This, precisely,

o

is the motive that prompts the secret session in Washington* To withhold an co

outbreak of popular resentment against Germanism is "piffle. •* The closed ^
chambers wherein the South American contracts are being perused, is the cus- *^

tomary standard system of intimidating us with the old tomfoolery*

The basic thought of the Monroe Doctrine is after all America for Americans*
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The first step to achieye its realization would be to throw out England,
stafting in South and Centl^al America, then finishing the goal in Canada.
Aft6r this attainment throw Germany out, if she shows inclinations to gobble
up American soil.

CO
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nilaois Staats Zeitttng. Oct. 12, 1915*

PRISmENr WILSON^HODLD ALSO TAKE COUMSiEL

AOAINSr ENaLAND FOR VIOLATED DI6NITT.

J"3
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86 onei Imows batter than does the present President of the United Statee^ tliai

the fomi of goyemment of idiioh he ie the administrative head^ is far from
No c^e has been more eloquent than he in deolariag the adrisabilltyl^^^ ^43

! -i !y^.'-

ST-

of e^eriflg it in a number of iiqportant^ indeed essential^ features^ fit eoe t^ ^^^4

jMirtiaulart President Wilson mis aceustomedt long before the Prosideiity ^00/^'^--^^--

^t

i 1

V^

hli mxf to heap condmeflation upon the systen shich he is now adndnisteris^^
namely 9 irresponsibility to the jfsople* *Ve talk of a popular goYeranentt ^

:ve hare nerer tried a popular geTemnent, ^ President Wilson iriien ;% j;i^fi^|i|rj ^:-^:
•^'

used to tell usf and he would point to the faot^ that a Congress lileeted la^n
MoTeniber of one year, ordinarily met for the first time in Deoeober^ -^irteen I

months later« ^

.
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But lAiarfe' aipeeiiULly impreesM President Wilson^ the student of gdtei^uaent , is
the f^ot that the Chief Sxaeutive ^f the tinion is during his term of offioe^

!

responaible to no ene«^ la tl^^ whole range of goTemmental qrstem there ia td
be found no suoh functionary sa the American President • Neither a fulir nor ^

si
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the~ fldnlster of a ruler and yat both* Tielding the praatiga of a aoveraign
without anjoying the tranaeandent prarogatives of aoYarelgnlty. At tha same
time axarciaing tha authority of a Priae Illniater without being reatrainad by
responsibility to representatives of the people^

President Tilson, whose ambition for the Presidency was awakened by reading i

ij {
reports of the jBritish Parliament ^ has always applauded the idea that the

H ] sPraaidaat^a Cabinet should be made responsible to Congress^ like the British.]

I
Ifimisfkry« Ha baa aAt^ however^ propoaed such a step since becoming President*
Indaadf tha plan would be difficult to graft upon tha American system^ Th#

|

Cabinet might resign if an Administration msasure ware defeated in Congress
but in what position would that leave tha President

t

The fact of tha matter is that we are muddling along under a govemmant system
that was exceedingly ill thought out^ and we have simply to make tha beat of
it through the exercise of such genius as we fondly persuade ouraalwaa ve

f paaaa<a» and such common sense as we are actually masters of* Ihat is practi-^

eally important 9 however^ ia tha fact not that the people are forbidden to
criticise the Praaident, but that they are powerless to restrain him*

' ^-..fP"
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•

For iBstaneOf vfaile the Prasidant may not technically declare war, nothing la
p^ more certain than that he can actually bring about war« He can aseuiDe poai^f

^4 \
tions, he can issue state papers, he can pursue, during: aosths of critical
grarity, a course of conduct towards foreign goyemments of which the country
Bay not approve and of lAiich it may be kept in ignorance*

r \
^--^ /: . • -is:. • -

1^1 This has been the ease during the last twelve montlui* The conduct of the
foreign relations of the United States has been carried on Toff President Yoed*-

row Wilson aeting practieally aleae* . It is a testdLnony to the high character ^

of the President, but it is no credit to the intelligence of the country, that
this has been endured, especially, is it a testimony to the incozqpleteness and
inefficiency of bur constitutional processes* In a truly democratic country
every act of the Department of Foreign Affairs would be WptLlenged by the
opi>08iton party* Thus the administrative head of the nation should have had
this r benefit of advice and criticism, and the country should in a large meas«»

'

ure, have been preserved from the danger of secret international intrigue? or '

ill-advised inf\emational sympathies* It is, of course, necessary that diplo-
oatic affairs should be carried on by individuals especially charged with the
duty* It is not necessary that they should be handed over to the unassisted

. . i-
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wl0d«M9 or the vaehockad kiapidlty, of one man*

.^4::-
;\,| kf

A,. /• .- ,.,J^. .-—«. »^V
•""'••7.

.'--^'i c.^-'-.v* ''- .'-'
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"'

la wiso aiunigh to dirMt^ of his o«n vill and vlthout rafaronaa ia ili^i

<

<,r

i

ia(|#i!yt»natngy wisdom, or ^MMiroo of the peoplo, the foreign relatioae of^ft^-tM ^

-

Miib lito the Oifdted Stctes. .. .iOlS v.^ ipff.%

P3[^«iidant^ 1^ Yilaon is a nan of ozeopftlonal talont, and high oharaafear, \mb
Yilsan is not aboTO human errors* Wii^oB will not die with hi% ha ^^ aoiiberad among the mortals* IfDraorer, with all hia ability and ohan^

tHiara are oartain quite speeial limitationa which sit ipon Praaideig| f^w^^^
m0m^t tiXm^nm to handle alone a crisis such as wa are pasaing through* $$i

'>^Ak

t ..

V ' t

H

4

-.-.-.-'^
1

Ba ianot an authority on international lawj nor could he pretend to akij parti*
cuXar kaewladge of international ralations^ historieflil or aoaitej^wraaaous t saTs
sttdi aa may hare oome ta hia while in office. He ia not a rfcudent of the map.
He ia not a traToled man* Ha has nsTor written, nor spoken, so far as can be j
renembered on the political affairs of other nations*

.* \
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Kxe«pt as t« one nation, only.

t

vi>}

President Vilson^s one passion is Snglish politioal history* Ths lives of
Snglish politioal worthies have been his life long atody* His ideatls of pol«»j

itleal organisation and oonduet are dranm fjrom Sngland# He has a keen love
for Snglish literature • Vhenerer he has had a ohanee^ he has spent a moation
in England » whose soenery he delights ia^ enshrining as it does all the liter-
ary and hisrtorieal associations ihioh furbish and adorn his mind^ and iriiose t

people he sinoerely adalres* Thia^ of course ^ is natural and laudable in one i

lAdie mother was bom in Bsgland and all four of idiose grandparents were Bri«»
'

tish subjects*
>t .

•.-<.

On the other handy President Wilson noTer has been in Oenai&y* He has no
knowledge of the Gernaa language* He ia unfamiliar with the literature of Gc^r*

oaigri he has not drank at its fountains of philosophy} he has not heard its
songs nor likened to its storied! The erents and figures of German history are
for him dim shadows in the paHtomine of timoa

.
• .1 •

• *-*f- •, . - .,.• •..••••.«-'•.. ,V •.

'
1 :

Not that there is anything in the least reprehenaible in this^ but it e^lains
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a good daalf and it randara it all tha mora naceaaary that^ in praaancaXff a
eontrovarqr l>atwaan BngpLiah and Canaan idaaa, Praaidant Wilaon ahould taka

,

paina to aaoura from othara tha knovladga^ ihich ha doaa not hifflaalf poaaaaa^
It ia tha noat aarioua criticiam upon Praaidant Vilaon^ that ha haa narar whejga

M diapoaition to aurround himaalf with high claaa wen. Thia aai tha baat
^foundad of tha chargaa againat hiia ahan aaa haad of Frincaton Uhiraraity. 1

iHia Cabinat ia a cabinat of nobodias. Aa a gathering of political eurioaitiaa
>i|ijBigbt ba notabloy a council of national diraotion it ia contasqptibla* Tharaf
ia not a aingla nan idiom tha country* a Judgmant called to his aaat* Thara ia
n0t, in it a aingla man aha apart from hia offica^ aould ba liatanad to with |^iy

apaaial raapact in a gfbharing #f a doaan average man of affairs, cuiyahare* I

Horaorar, two of tha cabinet* a te^ membera were bom aubjacta of tha King of I

Xngland* Lacking ooiapetent permanent adTiaars, did the Praaidant seek extras
ordinary advice in a great amargency? In tha presence of criail, the like of *

which haa faced few Priaidents, baa he aummonad thr grMAaat and beat of the 4

nation to counailT Haa ha dona iribat Lincoln did when ^^^ clauda of 1862 grew
black? Vhat haa the Premier of Britain been doing? Jfould prudence not dictate
to axqr hand of :& nmiita^^ at auch a time, the gathering about' him of rapraaent*
a^irea of the wisdom of tha people? Rit no| for daya after the Luaitania ;

:>^^
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•

y^
he irajs^not accustomed to advise and did not knov vhere to turn for it«

^.r

,^
>^'^ortune has ntm opened to President Wilson a rare opportunity « A. kind provi-

dence has saved the country from the immediate catastrophe which his dangerous

:
policy has invited. A respite has coms to the German crisis* With a magnan-*

; imity which few expected from it, the German government has taken toward the

I

President's expectations a position of high generosity and friendliness* It
i accedes to them freely and fully* At the same time^ without stipulation, it

suggests that the United States make to England representations parallel to
; those to which it has acceded*

The suggestion is Just* It throws upon the United States Government a duty
which should be immsdiately set about in the most generous measure of good
faith.

••*

\ The president now has another opportunity to at last take counsel of the wis->

dom of the people, that wisdom he has so often eloquently apostrophised, but
with which he has done so little to acquaint himself* If he will consult it
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he will learn that it demands the vindication against England also of our
violated dignity, the assertion nam against England of the right of Anarican
citizens to sail the seae with lawful cargoes, a right i^ich for a year has
been trampled upon by the British Government, not as an impulsive war measure,
but with calculation and persistency, viciously and contemptuoiisly*

^^*.

v>^

i \
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<v, '
; BEKAH'8 SUCCISSIS

Williaii Jennings Bryan made a epeeeh last Triday In Brooklyn in iriilch he
l>oa8ted that the preeent admlnletration had done more for the world's peace
than all the former ones« Perhaps he helieres this nonsense himself* He may
have contracted peace negotiations with Switserland, Alhania* Loxemhorg and
almost with Denmark, hat we always have had a good understanding with these
nations* even without peace contracts« We would rery mach like to know what
Ur. Bryan thinks of the possibility of a way with SwitzerlandT

Bryan makes no mention of the hungling of the American Consulate senrice, nor
ahout the dismissal of the capable officials of the Government and the appointment
of hungry Job hunters and incapable politicians*

In the Bryan system efficiency does not count and the loot system has been
introduced* He preaches peaLce but acts according to the principle: "To the
ictor belong the spoils"*

)

t
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OUR UmEST DISGRACE.
-i-'^iM'-^

.r.l -'» - .•

«> . - Mv:

Tli« South AnerieaB diplomatic poaco conforonoo irtiioh undortook to iron out thoir
dlfforoncos^ has found no haso for action, and the dvodaciMr diplomats arc forokd
to raoogniio that Ruorta is prepared to giro the United States eyery satisfaction
desired, but as a counter deiBand he sants rsoognition for his goTornnent^ _^
laugh* BEiierta poesesses political logic which is sadly missing in our goTemne^*
Tne Alpha and Omega of our goTomment^s demands mis from the beginning the^uncdh-^

d|itional retirement of H\ierta« Nov that our national honor his been fully outraged
after Americans haye been killed in var and by the hittids of assassins, after our
flag has been trodden into the mud and our coili||p|^eral has been dragged to Hj

Jailf and nov that our land and sea forces haii^en mobilized, and nov that th4
American people, in one voice, are crying for var comes Ur* Buerta and promises
satisfaction^ but only in case America humbles itself and recognises him as the
head of the llexioaa Republic* Huerta has a right to insist upon recognition.
He has been, regardless of Ihshington, already recognised. He has been recog*iJ
nised by our entering into diplomatic negotiations with him* What slse but recf|(**

nition can such a report mean, as that the goremment in Ikshlngton as well as
Buerta *^s government has been requested to sst forth their claims after which th
claims of Huerta will be laid before Presidsnt Wilson, and ths latter*s demEuidsl

will be submitted to HuertaT Ifeamriiile a conference between Villa, idio has flit*ted

^ -• i
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't4

with r#8iilt8 to iriiieh vi ean
1 appearances haye buried the

5*«-

'>:;!:

w|Lth 1109 and Gwrrahsa iMio has negotiated
not re«ain indifferent* The two generals
battler ast and hare resolved to aet energefSiidly against Huerta. But it is aji
question whether this asans opposition against Huerta only* Carransa, in a i|

Mssage to Wilson^ tms denanded the evaeimtion of Mexican soil* President Vilj
sdn h|to refused* Garraasa sight consider this a dsclaration of ipr, and turn \|

against the United States^ for. whom he has nsTor shKiwn much Ioto^ and whofli he
hiKtes the JKre, because li&shiagton has prohibited the export of Anns to Hexiee

[ r aaew* The Qtaited States has imde liexieo its eneiiqr regardless of the pilot at
its helm* . -

i

»
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ON-^AIIERICAN SPIRIT.
(Editorial)

...i-.

M

¥ha fIgfat is still raging concemlng the obsenrance or the dropping of tUe
;Bay*PaUncefate treaty^ but It can be accepted with certainly, that It wllll

end as the President » who Identified himself with the treaty, deslres#T
ewen if the^Tlctory should not be complete* This fight Is Interesting
because it hastens tJis process of decomposition of the Oemoeratle pfltrtyi

The theorizes iriiich came to light are also Interesting. The leader of thei

Oiuiocrati^ majority, Congressman Underwood, of Alabama, In the course of jthaf

debate made the assertion that the President's request (that the stipulation
of toll<*ej^emption of Imerlcan coast vessels should be counterisanded) oon*^

tradicts the American spirit • A pfomlnent philosopher, who naturally wasj ,

not bom In Alabama, though it would be hard for respectable people to make
a Qdptake but easy to admit the mistake and to try to make amends for it*
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th^ llabaaBW Congrossnan hold the opposite Tlew* He thinks It Is manly and
iaerlcan to persist In upholding a mistake^ It Is possible that It was ^

unwise to enter Into the Hay-Pauncefote treaty and that It would much bett#r
serre the American Interests to grant prlTlleges to* the American coastwise
shippings through the Ptoama Canal«

Hobody doubts also the good rights of the United States to act In regard to
the iise of the Panama CSanaly which was built with American money » anyway It

aeei fit In order to protect the Interests of the country* It would haye
eyen been their duty to protect these Interests and not to place the Panama
Cimal at the disposal of all nations* The mlstcJce was made* The Hay-
Pauneefote treaty has been perfeetedf and the nation must swallow the
bitter pill* If Mr* Underwood asserts that it Is un-American to cling to that
treaty^ wOf as Americans and meuy protest against such an Interpretation of
national duty* ^

3

^.\
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GERMAN

i-,l*j v..

doufltry is at libertyt to detach itself from its international obli-^

gationSf which it entered in making that treaty* and to appear before
-the ^itemationai Tribunal as a treaty breaker • In that cassy this country
net be prepared to be treated in international intercourse accordingly*

;

He natter what objections could be raised against the Wilson government,

^

it represents 9 in this question, the American spirit with greater dignity
and emphasis than those, **nirrah patriots'* who are ready to sell the respect
of the world for a dish of lentil*

n

-„t
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The Latest Fhase of <mr Mezlean Politics
(Editorial)

»

Oorernor Colquitt of Texas gave the Ifexican question a decisiyely new tum»
And the finness of the Texan is not only of importance from the standpoint
of our foreign policy* The action of the Texas Governor brings the autonomy
of the single states into a very serious conflict with the prerogatire of
the Tederal Ooyernment* A Texan was murdered in Mexieo and because the
GoTernsent in this case^ as in every other case» pursued the policy of
irresolutiont the Texans took matters in their own hand, went to Hexico,
eztaoaed the corpse, brou^t it over to Texan soil and established the fact
that their countryman had been murdered* In Washington weeping and gnashing
of teeth broke out, but still there was no action* And now something has *

happened, idiich not onljhas taken Washington, but the world also, by surprise*

Colquitt, the Governor of a State of this Union, has declared, that he does
not care a straw for the Union and the Washington representatives^ and that
he would solve the Mexican entanglement on his own responsibility* ^ chalienge
any power, even that in Washington, to prevent me from protecting Texas
citizens", declared the energetic Governor at a meeting, where the participants

y
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wer« beside themselTes with entfaaelasm* "The Democratic Pavty", he added»

"fie dronlc with power» and the Congreeemen and Senators hare become cowardst

throoi^ office hunting^ who are afraid to represent the case of the State
of Texas**

Whether Oovemor Colquitt Is rl^t or wrong with his accusations should be
left undecided. It being of secondary Importance to the madn question. The
main q^estlon Is of a more serious nature than would appear at first si^t* It
InTolves the belief that the autonomous States do not want to see the autononor
restricted to their Inner affairs* And this, when steadily applied, must lead
to complications the conseqaence^f which cannot be foretold*

The Texan Statesman's attitude cannot be unconditionally condemned* Somebody
must I In the long run, take the "part of those Amsrlcans nhose life cmd
property are endangered In Mexico. An.d if our GoTemment possesses a dismal
courage that looks indifferently at the nliXLfgiter of Americans in the
nel^bor republic she should hare to bear the responsibility seen in history
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^ere single states. In an act of self defense, placed themselves In
opposition, and thr<nfi^ such an act sowed seeds of discord and secession^
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PERSOK&L LIBZBST

To be an Imerican is not indicative of onels race or religion* It simply \

means to have a living fedth in American ideals and principles, Tihich is a part
of the American citizenship*

.if:.

American ideals include very much, hut one of the most important is the freedom
of the individual* The Puritans came here to worship God according to the
dictates of their conscience* The Ihglish Catholic came here and established
Maryland for, the same purpose* German Revolutionaries came to find politieal
liberty, for isfcich they fou^t in vain in their Old Country* The Irish came
to escape feudalism* The Italians came to seek and to cultivate liberty,• irtii'dh

guarantees better results for individual efforts* The Bohemians came to seek
larger opportunities for their energies* The same is true of the Bussiansjf
the Boles, the Lithtianians, and others* Ibey left the Old Country to escape
the^^;<npIire8sions of the ruling classes*

1 these, in a certain sense, were Americans, before they arrived here, because
of their adherence to American ideals* To this they added political or national
citlaienship, by becoming hatxiralised American citizens* " 1-5
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The Xnglish who came from isolated farms, were accustomed to living alone with
their families, and they introduced this system in the United States* But the
continental Europeans lived in villageSf aroiind which their farmland was located
Social life was a necessity f^r them* The desires, tendencies and habits
which he developed by reason of his social activites, he "brought to America
and to participate in social activities, is necessary for his well-being*
The various clubs and societies have been organized to create opportunities
for social gatherings* ••

In all these things there is nothing which is un-American* A man, who is
considered as one of the most typical Americans, none less than Theodore
Roosevelt, has declared that "intemperance is mostly the result of isolated
farm life, and is characteristic of farm helps and subordinates* ** Again he
said: "The clearly recognizable satisfaction in many farm districts is in
itself true evidence of social incompetence and degeneration*" The movement,
which he initiated, to open up the vast stretches of land in the West for
farming purposes is planning the settlement in villages, for the definite
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purpose of cultivating social life and activities.
«

In such a speech in 1907, Mr» Roosevelt, then President of the United States,
made this statement: "We have gained things which the Puritans did not have«.,«
We have recaptured a joy of living, \rtiich was lost, but which is an excellent
thing to possess and to cultivate for any nation*"

I
'

.. .

•

However, at the present time there is developing a tendency to make an end to

this innocent and beneficial part of life* This tendency hides behind an attack
upon a part only of our social life, the use of fitlcoholic drinks* But the
attempt to enforce prohibition is only a part of the general ambition, namely
the suppression of all social life with the exception of that part only, which
is customary among the posterity of the Snglish Puritans* •••" Prohibition is
in direct opposition to personal liberty* But back of prohibition is the
enslavement of all social and religious life* Prohibition has been inaugurated,
and is being supported by the intolerant faction of our population, tibich calls
itself typical American, but which is in reedity, in regaled to its ideals and

im
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principles, entirely iin-American. Prohibition is the foreinnner of a movement
'^against everything foreign, with the exception of Protestant principles of
English origin. The spirit hack of prohibition is the spirit of ignorance,
racial prejudice and religious intolerance.
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In ffiiar elTlllMd eoontrjr the pr«t» !• recognised at a power and elMt riiete
• ••It is SB uadealable fact that the press In this country of

ssl>ilitlis, tLttXlBlted li'bertjr andUoxiXliidlted SMsns, eridences a;

M^ progresttt aftr«tiire and cotirage*'^ tul does not fall to asserl Imt rb
r dlilly and Wests of hfi? superior wlsdoa and rlrtue orer all the preeseeB /

^ef ether eon]itries«««Ho«eTert to the keen dhserrer It seese that all tlmie >

j^haraeterlstlcs and Tlrtoes find a partial expression only^
*

fhole paces are sacrificed dally to sport neve. • .liunder cases, scanddLstl
saicldest dlTorce caseet rohherlee, prise awards for doc^t cats* stc* fill the
pacse of the prees. Vo labor or szpease le spared to report with alaoet paltt-

ful exactitode the aany details of a crlne or dlrorce* fhe acre sensational .

the hotter* la this reeptct the greatnees of the press Is Halted Indeed* And
when It coaes to certain essentlale, the great power of the ptess can not ermi
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^^lilit^ietft^ t^ for iMtaneo alaott tllmt, rospoctinc the Pai^Aaeriean
t^Qfls|l^9S mm bolac hold at Bnonot Alroo« Hardly a word Is said about tho ro-
^i^tttiont tho dilosatos of Chllo and Brasll doslro to iatrodacs« to aako tho
^oMMaroo Dootrlno anthorltatlTo for all Jjasrlean ropiibllcs. Vo sacrlfico would
^i^ too groat for such a happjr solutiout hut tho press is silont about thoso
ladass*
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Abendpost, Feb, 26, 1901,

VJAS LINCOLN OF G^CTMN EESCFNT?

Mr. L. P. Hennighausen produced several pieces of evidence at the Society of
German History to support the assertion that Abraham Lincoln was of German
descent • He thereby differs v/ith the English and American Historians, who
take it for granted that Lincoln was the descendant of T.fordecai Lincoln, a
member of a well-to-do family from New England v/ho is supposed to have settled
in New Jersey during the first half of the 18th century. Besides, Lincoln is
the name of an old town and of an earldom in England, and also quite a popular
family name. It is therefore taken for granted by the Anglo-Americans, that
'President Lincoln was one of their descendants.

en

However, there are many proofs existing that Lincoln's ancestors had the German
name 'Linkhorn'' , ynd that his progenitors came from a German settlement in
Virginia. President Lincoln himself knew only that his ancestors were Quakers,
who lived in Berks County,* Pennsylvania, and from there moved to Rockingham
County, Virginia. He also knew that his grandfather, Abraham, in 1780, purchased
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a farm of 400 acres, located about twenty miles from Louisville, Kentucky,
for ^ich he paid 160 pounds of colonial money.

In this particular document, the "land vrarrent** uses the form "Linkhorn*' very 2
plainly and definitely. This docur.ent, attes'ted by v/itnesses, is still avail- '^
able. r^

This Abraham Linkhorn and his wife were killed by Indians in 1786. A son by o
the name of Thomas survived, who had to labor hard during his childhood, and os

received no fomal schooling. Later Thoiaas moved to Indiana, where his son, S
Abraham, was bom. Thomas Linkhorn changed his name to "Lincoln**. Very fre-
quently Germans changed their names into similar-sound inf^ T^nglish names in
those days.

If Anglo-American historians maintain that the name "Linkhorn'^ on that specific
document is due to a mistake, then it must be remembered that such could hardly
be the case, because it is not probable that an original English name like

cn
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^•Lincoln^ could be changed by mistake to the German name ^Linkhorn**,

Besides, it is not difficult to trace the Linkhorn's. They lived in Berks
County, Pennyslvania, the most predominantly German county of that state,
where, the German language is still in .popular use, although it is mixed
with some English expressions. It is also an established fact that a strong ^
German settl«nent moved from Berks County, Pennsylvania, to Virginia during 3
the first half of the 18th century. As early as 1750 Geiman missionaries ^
preached to German congregations. Many of these members moved later to ^
Kentucky and Temiessee. Most of these were c^uakers, Fennonites, and Dunkards,
who considered the use of weapons unchristian.

ro
en

Abraham Linkhom was a Quaker. He could read and write, and certainly knew
his family name. It must be assumed that he himself spelled his name to that
county clerk who issued that land certificate. If a mistake had been made I

the witnesses would have called his attention to it, inasmuch as it was an
important document.

i

1
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Mr. Hennighausen also points out that during President Lincoln's life no rela-
tive from his father's side ever came forward and announced himself. After
his death a reputable English family claimed him as a member. If this claim ^
was true, the traditional pride in an old '^iiglish lineage would have prevailed »
in Lincoln's family also. But as already mentioned, Lincoln knew no more '^;

about his ancestors than that his grandfather Abraham purchased a farm in >C^

Kentu<5kyf"*-that he called himself 'Linkhorn*' , and that he was a Quaker. This Ig

seems to be sufficient evidence that he was the descendant of a Geiroan-American

2

family whose ancestors had come from the Rhine or southern Germany, where thqy ^
were persecuted on account of their faith. C3

<jn

The Anglo-American, perhaps will never admit that Lincoln is of German descent,
but so many reasons and pieces of evidence seem to prove this point that it
can be reasonably accepted as a fact, of which all German-Americans certainly
can be proud.
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IllinoiB Stamta-Zeltung^ Jan# 29, 1901.

A MT OF aLORT FOR CBIGAG0*S GERMANITT

(Xditorlal)

l!ha twaaty-XLintli day of January 1854 » daaerres to ba racallad to our iiiiJid«

It haa baan of far-raaching algnifloanoa to our Rapubllc« Chloago^a Gamana^
focrty-aarau yaara ago, faahlonad our national hlatory*

Unitad Stataa Sanator Douglas hmSi submittad bia omlnioua Sinsaa-Nabraska bill,
tbiaraby oircuBrantlng tba Iflaaouri Cooproiilaa vblob out-^lawad alarary nortb of
tha tbirty-alztb dagraa« Stranuoua objaotlona^ in aany quartars of tba liortb

aanifaatad tbaaaalTaa long bafora tba bill paaaad both Houaaa and vaa giran
praaidantial aanotion by Piarca, on May 31, 1854»

Indignation raacbad ita oliaax on January 23 » 1854, irtian a ponarful vara of
raaantfflant aurgad tbrough tba maating of tba Oiioago Oarmana who had haadad
tha oall^of Schnaidar and Hillgaartnar, fonaar laadara of tha Staat8-Zaitung#
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This memorable event happened at lamer* s Hall, on Clark Street, South of
Randolph Street.

Incendiary resolutions were passed^ denouncing the growth of slayery vAdch
Douglas* bill fostered, and telegrams were sent to Chicago *s representatiye
In Congress 9 John Itetworth, (Long John), requesting him to Tote against
the measure. He answered iinmediatedly, promising to voice his objections,
and, although elected by the Democrats, he kept his word.

Besides Schneider and Hillgaertner, the latter having passed to the Great
Beyond three years ago, Franz A. Hoffiaann, Lieut-Governor of a later period
and Fritz Bauaaxm» architect, were there; both, including Schneider, are still
living. The late Fj^itz Frillmann was also among them.

As the great fire of 1871 destroyed our old editions of the Staats-2teit\mg

.

we were not able to give any details about their report. If any participant,
living in Chicago or elsei^ere, will kindly supply us with facts, then we
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%

shall also be indebted to him.

Most of the Germans in the United States and of Illinois voted the Democratic
ticket during the presidential election in 1852, because the Vhig Party lacked
appeal* And so Senator Douglas* apprehensions were by no means allayed fdien

he was confronted with the news that the Staats»Zeitung and other German papers
of Illinois were incensed by his Nebraska-Kansas bill, after having previously
supported him. He hurried to Chicago, visited the editorial offices of the
Staats-Zeitung in an attempt to obtain a conciliatory attitude, applying his
great rhetorical talent to convince George Schneider and thus induce him to
quiet the opposition. He was not successful. The meeting was held. Douglas,
however, stuck to his bill, submitted it to the Senate, and thereby aroused
intense antagonism among certain members of the newspaper, fraternity.

Eduard Schlaeger, now living in Berlin, published The Geiman^'Angrican. a
weekly paper at that time, and the previously mentioned Kritz Baumann, who
is still with us in Chicago, organized a German protest meeting, lAiere Douglas
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,

Jan. 29, 1901«

GERMAN

Has burned in effigy* This spectacle vvas zealously repeated in many
northern localities*

However, the great gathering of Germans on January 29, 1854, represents
the first Intense manifestation of an irate public's opinion about the
Kansaa«4TebrasIca bill, idilch, incidentally, has been the primary cause
In glTlng Impetus to the founding of the Republican party in its original
purity.

Feeling fully Justified the Germans demanded that the new party dogmas should
not only express its opposition to •spreading areas of slayery, but insisted
upon restraint of our nativism lAiioh attains its despicable climax in the
Know-Nothing party.

Many American polltlcans were favorably Inclined towards the new party, but
objected to this provision to preclude animosity among those northern elements
of the Ehow-Nothlng contingents, who favored the restriction of slavery. In
as far as Illinois was concerned, the eventful Twenty-second day of February
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GSUIAN

1856 9 heeds recording* On that date^ a number of lUlnoieikn Journalists
and friends 9 all relentless enemies of expanding slavery, held a convention
In Decatur to give birth to a new political party* George Schneider offered
a definite resolution against natlvlam vdilch met with considerable objection*
At this Juncture, Lincoln (Abraham Lincoln) came to the defence* He belonged
to the liberal wing of the Whig party, but when the organization collapsed he
did not flock to the Oxow-Nothlngs , In common with many of Its adherents, but
worked steadfastly towards a new. Just organization* Animated by this attitude,
he exclaimed to the assembly in Decatiu::

"Gentlemen! }£r. Schneider* s resolution is nothing new* It is contained in the
Declaration of Independence* And you cannot form a new party based on principle
of persecution and prescriptive lawst**

Lincoln was not only victorious in Decatur, but proved his argument convincingly
at the State convention, and National convention of the same year* I

/

/

/
/
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To recapitulate: "'The great majority of Chicago's Germans were the pioneers
in the creation of the Liberty party! ** A German minority , howerer, stuck to
Douglas 9 partibularly when the latter showed his abhorrence to the brutal
slaye raiders ^^ who invaded Kansas, and President Buchanan's contentptible

conniTing* Bpuglas fought these transgressions in his accustomed manner,
and at the outbreak of the slave holder's rebellion, upheld the Ibiion, even
unto his last hour# And these motives then prompted the German Democrats,
in common with German Republicans, to fight for the tenets ' of the Unions
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We magr add* casually^ that these appended recollections are by no means
coatplete, that many extra details are available

•

The passenger list of the famous "Uay flower^ shows the names of several

»

who proved themselves to be very obnoxious and dangerous members of the new
community • The career of one terminated on the gallows* Into this
classification belongs John Billington and the members of his family* ^

Before the Pilgrim fathers landed, a little episode occurred, a sort of
ominous premonition of Billington' s future* One of Billington* s youngsters
fotuid great delight in discharging a blunderbuss(old fashioned muscle
loaded rifle)while in close proximity to an open power keg; the ship might
have been blown into atoms* The old man saw to it, that the incident should
indelibly impress itself in their memoryI He was the first obstreperous
and pernicious tough of the settlement and soon after the landing, it
became expedient to hobble his feet*«*and neck with irons* At the outset,
he refused obedience to Captain Staadish, but he soon developed into a
"regular" eneiQr of society; he fought everyone, and in the year 1630 he
was hungt i>^ retaliation for the murder of a Mr* John Hewcome,-*~after
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I J Die Abendpost , March 8, 1899 &ERMAM
I

Bdltoria: False Prophets

During the first year's office tenure. President Grant suggested the

annexation of Santo Domingo, and he knetr more about it, than do our present
Imperialists in regard to the Philippines* And, irrespective of this
knowledge, he erred in his Judgement* It is worth while to peruse these
former statements as it shows the true value of the assertions we hear today ••

and interesting, to note the arguments, which furnished the foundation for

the annexation plans at that time*

Grant's written message to Congress: "Santo Domingo is a small power; it

has less than 120,000 inhabitants, yet it is one of the richest regions under
the sun, a territory where ten million could liv^n plenty* The people of
Santo Domingo are incapable of supporting themselves under present conditions,
and it must seek foreign assistance* They are desirous of sharing the
protection of our free institutions, progress, liberal laws and civilization*
Shotild we deny it to them? According to information which I consider reliable,
it is said that a luropean power is prepared to pay Two million dollars for
the possession of Samana Bay, if we should decline it* ^at rightc have we
(after such a relinquishment) to prevent a foreign nation from acquiring
such a valuable prizeT"
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Undoubtedly, Grant wrote in accordance with his belief • Now, nearly three
decades haye elapsed and every word proved to be a fallacy* The people of
Sioito Somineo have been neither anxious nor willing to be axinezed; it required
no foreign support; no foreign nation clamored for the precious prise or
offered a single cent« If, in spite of all the predictions, the weak people
of Domingo with their limited culture, maintained their independence and
self-sufficiency, then what will prevent the Cubans, the i)opulation of Porto
Rico, the Filipinos, from acting similarly and govern according to their own
discretionT

T he emipty, inane assumption, that we must reach for it, otherwise others will
grab it, deserves no more serious consideration today than it required formerly*
And Yllliaih llcKinley is not a prophet, nor the descendant of one^ He belongs
in the same category as Ulysses 8« Grant*

/
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Abendpost , July 28, 1898.
'

PROHIEITIOK AI^'D THE PURITANS.

The gloomy fanatical prohibitionist is trying again and again to portray the
enjoyment of a glass of beer or wine as something "un-American;" as a strange
habit for which the "Dutch" are responsible in particular* But history ex-
poses their lies in this respect, as well as many of their assertions in
regard to facts and conditions. The old Puritans were indeed no prohibi-
tionists! They were a very stubborn people in every way. They considered '

water as an unsanitary and ineffective beverage. This can be proven by hun-
dreds of records of their time. (Jovernor Bradford, for instance, complained
bitterly, in 1629, that there was no beer or wine and he had to drink water.
During the same year the Puritans asked for preachers, and likewise for vine-
dressers, wheat, barley, rye, and roots of hops. Ixxgland complied with their
wi&hes. and the next ship contained forty-five tons of beer, two barrels of
malaga, twenty gallons of brandy, and six tons of water for drinking and cook-
ing purposes.

A Eeverend Higginson boasted in one of his letters to the old country: "My
stomach could not stand anything but strong drinks, but the climate in New
England is so hearty that I am now able to drink some New England water, and
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I do it once in a while*" Wood wrote as follows: "It is generally believed
that there is no better water in the whole world than that in New England,
but I do not risk taking it instead of good wine, as some do. Those that
drink it are just as healthy as those who drink beer*" This man of ffod evi-
dently thinks that the use of water is questionable. The colonists seemed to
have well succeeded with the roots of hops they had imported from England,
because one quart of beer was sold for one penny.

Judge Sewell lists the following beverages as being maniifactured in New Eng-
land: Ale, beer, mead, metheglin, cider, wine, rum, punch, brandy, etc.
Everybody drank cider, which was made in abiindance, but the chief beverage at
those times was rum. They exported corn, meat, and lumber to the West Indian
Islands and traded it for raw sugar and syrup, which were quickly changed
into rum. This drink was very strong* It was called "killdevil*"

The Priritans drank strong drinks at every opportunity. The harvest hauids as
well as the tradesmen demanded their rum* At every wedding and every funeral
they would drink very freely. Even at the ordinations of preachers there was
plenty of brandy, rum, wine, and beer . consumed. At one of these festivals
sixty-eight were assembled and only six of them drank tea*
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At the dedication of a church in Medfield, Massachusetts, the following q\ian-

tities were consumed: Pour barrels of beer, forty-two gallons of West Indian
rum, thirty gallons of New England rum, sixty pounds of sxogar and four-htindred

and sixty-five lemons

•

5<

A variety of drinks were offered free with every meaX at taverns, etc., and |

there were alcoholic beverages in every family* It was a serious offense ^

against custom and hospitality to let a visitor leave the house without
offering him a drink. They certainly knew nothing about prohibition; nor
have the foreigners introduced strong drinks in the United States*
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Illinois Staats ^ Z»ltung March 28, 1892*

The assertion of the Boston Herald that Sohurx Is a better writer of Aaierlcan

history than all Amerloan authors can only have referenoe to his contemporaries

#

because Schurz will not think himself above the great Averican historians

t

Prescott and Ifotley* However* there is this difference! the Amerlcan-»bom
historians. wrote foreign history, but Americans adopted citizen Is writing
American history* i

i
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^HE DEIiANDS ON RICH UNCLE SAM ARE ENDLES^ r-^

The state of Pennsylvania asks for $3,000,000.00 becausei during the g»
Civil War it was inadequately protected and consequently ravished by the*^
rebel armies. ^^

Should its demands be granted, then naturally all the other states who
remained loyal to the Union, but found their territory invaded, will,
will appear and report.

JMtrioan patriotism is something trjily wonderful, it starts ©Jid stops
with the money bag.
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AMERICAN LAmiiUCERS.

The American Parliaunent, known to us as a SDecial derivation of the English
variety, toh&ffans down hill, so rapidly, that it must eventually require re-
placement unless we assume that the people merely elect their lawmakers for the
purpose, th^t the latter "batter their skulls and "break each others* necks,
there is little to report that is of intrinsic value at the -oresent time. We
have a Congress and U2 legislatures. All these corr)orate "bodies formulate,
in exceptional cases, only a half dozen laws yearly, which are of proven pu'blic

"benefit. Most of their time is frittered away "by ludicrous r)arty fights or
"by injuring the common welfare. It is an undisrnita'ble axiom, that the inha'bi- 1

tants of each state "breathe with relief and the entire nation is -oleased,

when Congress adjourns*

Can the decadence of an institution, once hailed as the triumph of the DeoDle J
over lordly-rulers, he shown any t)lainerT Since "both major parties are ahout '\

equally "balanced, none has a deciding majority, etc. One would naturally
ass^ime that this eliminates tyranny. Who concocts such logic does not know
the greatest reou'blic and wisest r)or)ulation on earth. With us, the a'bove
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quoted conditions, absolutely nsTolize congressional law-making activities.

Perha.T)s the self-adulating Americans will themselves niiestion eventually
whether the present system is adequate.

oj
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Chlcagoer Arbplter Zeltung ^ Feb. 13, 1889

•

LAST NIGHT PROMNENT '^MOKEY BAGS^
CT^EBRATED TFT3 EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAT OF ABRAHAM! LINCOLN

TEC IvIARTYHT^D PR^IDENT

At the celebration of the eightieth birthday celebration, Mayor Roche presided,
I.'r. Kasson, from Iowa, was toastmaster, and a v/onderful speech, extollin{? the
services of Lincoln to his country,

v;hat were Lincoln •& greatest achi ev anients? Common opinion attributes to him,
although erroneously from the historical point of view, the abolition of black
slavery as one of the most important. For this he was revered by the people.

If, therefore, Lincoln is celebrated on account of his supposed act of abolish-
ing slavery, how can prominent plutocrats commemorate Lincoln^ s birthday so

pompously? How can they pay homage to such a man when their ovm business con-

cerns are established on a wage of slavery ten times worse than black slavery
has ever been? How can they honor their worso enemy? The hypocrisy of the
plutocrats accounts for this situation.

CO

en
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Chlcagoer Arbeiter Zeltung, Feb. 13, 1889,

GEH!!MT

liVhat a sad morality our present one is I f>reat men of the past are honored,
and monuments are erected to their memory, while the living heroes, the
fighters for humanity, are put in Jail.

Ca9
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Illinois Staats-Zeltung , Sept. S8, 1881.

A LABOKSR

^ (Editorial)

In one of the countless speeches delivered after Garfield's death one finds
this terse comment, which summarizes the practical application of his life
principle:

^e was not too proud to work.'* '

'
i

This is a lesson which should be heeded by hundreds of thousands of our
American-bom loafer^; but it is also suitable for several hundred specimens
of the imported German variety who instead of viorking prefer to 'get along** by
arousing labor and teaching the doctrine of the new worker's gospelf collect-
ing a few dimes here and there and thus making a fair if not an honest living.

-J
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Illinois Staats-Zeltung . Sept. 28, 1881.

Garfield's life proves that in spite of all the clamor about '•capitalism"

in America success still depends on honest, ceaseless labor, the kind which
is mixed with a good measure of ambition and enables us to start on a rung
/of the ladde^ far below an apprentice's and still come out on top. With
what disdain would not some socialistic tailor or shoemaker have looked at the
barefoot youngster, thirty-five years ago, muleteer of a canal barge, who work-
ed for starvation wages—two dollars a week! translator's note: That's good
money; the mules received less—which proves that the more you work, the less
you eamjj7 He, a laborer? The socialists have pride. They .would never recoghize ^^

an unkempt farmer's boy, mule skinner, or worker on a canal barge as a laborer;
only men who have learned a trade are entitled to such an appelation. ^
Grantedl Garfield was one of these workers, far below the social standard of
our Boclalist tailors, shoemakers, and carpenters who want to make the world
a better place to live in. But he did not intend to stick to that job for-
ever, consider it his life's work, kick about it or complain about the cruel
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world which provided nothixig better, vent his fury on the '^despicable

capitalists**, and finally seek solace In drink and In ranting about
business conditions In" general, which had condemned him to such an ex-
istence. No—that was not Garfield* s way. He worked instead, took what
Jobs he could find, and was diligent and reliable even in the lowliest caus-
ing. And the less he earned, the less he drank to arouse his passions against
the '^damnable possessing class**. ^^Eranslator* s note: I don*t see how he could
have got drunk on two dollars a week. The editor is InconsistentjJ^ He saved
enough for an education. And instead of wasting time and going around with a
chip on his shoulder he worked hard to earn money, and this enabled him to
acquire knowledge and to rise in life. From mule driver on a canal to country
schoolteacher—-then college—a man of letters—that was his accomplishment!
When the financial question arose in the late sixties and became of extreme
Importance, he resolved to study it. He found that many of the most import-
ant works 2pn finance/^ were written in French; so he decided to leam the
language, and because of his incomparable diligence he succeeded in reading
these scientific works in the original language and in understanding them.
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and he could even converse In French. In a similar way he mastered Oerman,
in which he became just as proficient as in Latin and Greek, which he ha^
previously studied. It is not saying too much if we declare that the poor
farmer's son, who was bom in a log cabin, the mule driver, far excelled in
knowledge any of his colleagues in Congress.

And he was indebted to no one. Since earlj^- childhood he had looked upon
honest labor, tasks faithfully performed, as the only means to progress;
and his entire life bore evidence of staunch adherence to this principle and
proved that he was right. He bore no envy toward those who happened to have
'^more'* of the v,/orld»s goods than he had. \Vhat he was, what he intended to
be, he wanted to achieve through his own efforts, and he never thought of
appealing to the state or to any one else to protect him against the "damned
capitalists'*. Whether he used his hands or his head, it was always his own
v/ork which shaped his destiny. And so through his own efforts he reached
the highest office and the greatest honor which a free people can bestow.
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Thus we find that Garfield's life is a glorification of honest labor and
conscientious endeavor, far different from the lives of rancous-voiced toughs
who wish to turn workers into ferocious beasts. Garfield was a worker—the
personfication of an ideal. And this laborer's death was mourned by a hundred
million people, including emperors, kings, sultan, and pope. The world's
history will remember him, and his name will endure for centuries, /translator's
note: But the financial question which the editor so casually interjected is

still a red-hot issuej/
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DUST TO rUST

(Editorial)

The American people have buried their President and in the last rites they
honored him as probably no mortal man has been honored heretofore* Dust
became dust again, but the great spirit which once animated the body will
continue to live in the memDry of generations to come. The people whose
best characteristics he embodied will think of him as i>art of the nation's
history. A splendid man has gone to seek eternal rest, but he continues
to live in the minds of millions and will become a guiding star, so we
ardently hope, for thousands of young, ambitious men whose goal is achieve- ^
ment and honest endeavor* The example of such a life is bound to bear fruit.

o
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Garfield's life gives us proof that even in times like these, in a land
where crass materialism rules, and the chase after the Almighty Dollar
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principally interests us~becausd of the luxuries which it provides

—

we can nevertheless achieve "^iimaeasurably greater cmd more lasting success**

by devoting ourselves to science cmd to unselfish labor for the common weal;
and his life also demonstrates that our reward will be far greater than any
results vAiich can possibly be obtained by any insane haste to acquire possess-
ions* IVhat are the proud robber barons of our railroads, our oil kings and
our mine owners, who toy with millions as children do with an abacus, com* *^

pared to the everlasting glory of tho martyr-leader of this nation! Garfield
was a poor man, according to American conceptions, but they buried him with
regal splendor* How many Vanderbilts, Gtoulds, Scotts, and Miackays would it
require to measure up to a Garfield? And how many men of this wealthy category
could be murdered without arousing a hundred-thousandth part of the sympathy
which a land of fifty million people feel for Garfield! ^

A sorrow more intense than any sympathy which ever was accorded to a crowned
head grips an entire nation and reveals to us the deep-rooted sentiments of

CO
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the American people---a profound consolation for all sarcastic aspersions
^n Americans]^ made in the past. In view of the prolonged tension and un-
certainty throughout the eleven weeks during which the President lingered
it would have been natural to expect that the people would eventually be-
c(Me apathetic* But the opposite happened. It was wonderful to behold ^
this sudden unity throughout the country—^how national mourning obliterated ^
class distinction, irrespective of the social standing, vocations, national f
origin, party affiliation, or creed of the various factions. Even before -Z

official requests could be issued, millions of houses were decorated with ^
symbols of mourning. At the railroad tracks thousands and thousands of 2
people gathered to see the train which bore the last remains of the great ^
leader, and flowers were strewn in profusion along the right of way. There
was no community, no district, club, or lodge which did not express its
sorrow. By unanimous consent on the day of the funeral work was suspended;
the event was observed as the Germans abroad mourn the death of the founder
of the Christian religion. Wherever processions were held—and this custom
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does not appeal to everybody—tens of thousands of people came and regarded
it as their duty to express their sentiments by their presence.

Other lands even, such as England, France, Belgium, Spain, and Austria, did
much to enhance the isqpressiveness of the occasion by sending notes of con-
dolence. Probably at no time has the death of the highest official of a
republic evoked such general sympathy in Europe as has been observed in this
Instance.

Lincoln was assasslnateTl at a time vAien the passions which had been aroused
by our civil war (especially in England and Canada) had not yet entirely sub-
sided. Ifeny were still friendly to the Confederacy, and the death of the 2^

President of the Northern States did not strike a re3ponsive chord. When
GSarfield^s death occured, these views had disappeared—even in the Southern
States. And this made it possible for the queen of that very England the
ruling class of which had looked with scu^donic satisfaction on the dis-
integration of the United States twenty years before to telegraph a message

O
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of consolation to Garfield* s widow, send flowers, and order mourning for the
British court • The kings of Belgium and of Spain followed this example, al-
though their subjects are by no means so closely related to us as the English
people and the German. After news of these notes of regret had filtered into
Germany, Emperor Wilhelm and Prince Bismarck also decided to send letters, ^
which will be presented in V/ashington by Mr* von Schloezer, according to a ^
cablegram received from London, today* The letters may be expected to arrive ^.

about two weeks after the funeral* p

Better late than never, but in this case only if the date shows that the o
letters were written prior to the time when American newspapers published ^
the telegrams which had been received from London, Brussels, and Madrid* S
translator's note: Why didn't he simply say: 'T^ypical German bureaucratic ^
procrastination?** or 'Red tape"?/^ **!* ^^ better to leave the skeleton in
the closet than to try to explain its presence***

All that could be done to prove the people's regard for the assassinated
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President has been done* The nation returns to its accustomed normal life^

in accordance with the laws of nature* Even individual men cannot forever

remain beside the graves of their beloved. But men will regard this final

resting place as sacred and often return to it to abide in silent reverence*

In this manner the place, the bit of earth, where they buried the great

leader yesterday will become a national shrine, lilce the graves of Washington

and Lincoln*
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GARFISLD^S GRAYS

(Editorial)

Today occurs the interment of a man who has suffered long and uncomplainingly.
He will be lowered into the grave which he had selected while in the prime of
life. Time and time again he had gone from Mentor to Cleveland to visit Lake-
view Cemetery and had declared:

•TIere I want to be bviriedl ^ S
Garfield's grave near Lake 2rie will be held in the same esteem by future ^
generations aa the grave on the Potomac which holds the remains of Washington,
or the vault in the Sangamon Valley where Lincoln's body rests. The grave of
Garfield is much nearer to his birthplace than the tomb of Washington is to
his ^psitiVQ place/^y which is on the Botomac quite a distance away from Mount
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Yemon. ^^Franslator* s note: Washington was bom at Bridges Creek, near
Fredericksburg, in Westmoreland County, Virginia; the distcoice from his
birthplace to his grave is nearly seventy miles along the river^ The
hovel where Garfield was bom was only a few miles away fr(M the present
site of Cleveland. His mother, a woman of intelligence, was a farmer and
very poor. Amid such surroundings he spent his childhood; yet his funeral
exceeded the homage given to emperors and kings in death. His demise has
brought sorrow to a great nation of fifty million people whose leader he
became principally through his own efforts and because he deserved it, and
today all civilized countries on earth honor the man and express their
reverence. Standing before Washington's grave, we are inspired with awe
as we remeimber the character of the great soldier and patriotic citizen,
^speciall^ his sense of duty; in the presence of the mortal remains of
Gcurfield or Lincoln one is swayed by the same emotions as if one were
viewing the crypt of a long-departed father or brother. Both these men
became thus endeared to us not only through their efforts in the cause of
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liberty, their deeds in behalf of the .country, and their martyrdom, whidh in

Qarfield's case was a long-lingering decline with excruciating pain for eighty

days, but because the character of these heroic Americans also appeal to us.

The one showed homely humor which often asserted itself on the most tragic

occasions. The other led an ideal, exemplary family life; his speeches, his

expressions of sentiment when important matters of state were at stake, proved

classic gems of rhetoric, and such qualifications have brought their reward.

3
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THE DAT OF MOOHNING
Memozrial Procession for President Garfield

—

Innaense Participation of the Grennans

The procession scheduled for today in honor of Garfield, whose life was so

abruptly ended by an assassin, will show in what esteem the city held the

President... .translator's note: Non-German items condensed or 6mittedjj/

The procession, which will be commanded by General Forsythe, is to be

arranged in the following order on Michigan Avenue, beginning at Monroe

Street and forming southward:
»

1) Militia and Veterans* Organizations

2) Freemasons and Knights Templar ^
3

)

Odd Fellows

4) Knights of Phythias

5) The Mayor of Chicago, city, county, and Government

officials, fire department, police, and letter carriers

3>
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6) Clubs 9 lodges, and so forth
I

The head of the first division will be formed at Monroe Street, the second
division at Taekson, the third at Van Buren, the fourth at Congress Street,
the fifth at Hubbard Court, the sixth at Peck Court, Start: promptly at
two o'clock. Route: Ilonroe Street to Wabash Avenue, to Lake Street
All division comanders must report to General Forsythe, Honore Building,
Room 15, 10 A.M., Monday, for detailed instructions. The various divisions
should be at their locations at 1:30.

-T3

The German Division
ô

The final preparations for the participation of German clubs and lodges ^
were made yesterday afternoon at Quincy Number Nine. A number of clubs ^
have reported since we published the list. According to a conservative
estimate the sixth or Geriaan division will have at least 10,000 men. No

Qjn
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specific details about the style of cloths to be worn v/ere given; it de-
pends a good deal on separate orders and on lodges who use their regular
insignia. Marshal Foray will wear a white rosette for identification* It
is probable that a number of Gdrman clubs will participate which are not
yet mentioned in the order• They will form a special brigade of their
own* • The following order has been issued by Marshal Pomy:

Headquarters Order Number Three

The sixth or German division will be arranged as follows:

First brigade, assistant marshal, Peter Hand: 1) Deutscher Kriegerverein
(German Vetei*ans* Club); 2) Schuetzenverein (Riflemen * s Club ] ; 3) Chicago ^
Tumgemeinde (Chicago Gjrmnastic Association); 4) Tumverein Vorwaerts (Forward cr

Gymnastic Club); 5) Aurora Tumverein (Aurora Gymnastic Club); 6) Scandinavian
and Bohemian gymnastic Oluba.

-a
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Second brigade, assistant marshcd, ]£nill Hoechster: 1) Orpheus Club;

2) Germanla Zviaennerchor; 3) Sennefelder Llederkranz (Sennefeld Singing
Society); 4) Llederkranz Slntracht (Concord Singing Society); 5) Fre^e
Saengerbund (Free Singers* Alliance); 6) Lledertafel Vorwaerts (Forward
Song Club); 7) Teutonla Maennerchor; 8) Wlathsvereln (Tavemkeepers*
Association); 9) Schwaben Vereln (Swablan Society); 10) Plattdeutscher
Vereln (Low German Society); 11) Thuerlnger Vereln (Therrlnglan Club);

12J Gambrlnus Unterstubtzungsvereln (Gambrlnus Aid Society); 13) Badlscher t=L

Tereln (Badenslcm Club) ; 14) Hessen-Darmstaedter Vereln (Hesse-Darmstadt r'

Society); 15) Balrlscher Vereln (Bavarian Club); 16) Saxonla (Saxony Club). ^
o

Third brigade, assistant marshal, Henry Schmehl: 1) German Freemasons;
s^

2) Hermannssoehne (Sons of Hermann); 3) Druid Lodges; 4) Order of the ^
Harugarls; 5) Order of Odd Fellows. ^

Fourth brigade, assistant marshal, Julius Wolff: 1) Verelnlgte Arbelter
A.O.U.W. (United Wbrkers A.O.U.V/. ); 2) Knights of Phythlas; 3) Order of
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B^nai B'rith /jemiah/; 4) Order of Foresters; 5) Order of Rothmaenner

(Red Hen). f

The first brigade will be stationed north on Itorket Street, the second

brigade south on Market Street*

Headquarter Order Number Four 5

The following gentlemen are appointed assiatant marshals: Christian Jensen, p
Anton Bpenert, Joseph Miehle, Joachim Kater, and Gustav Zinke. The assist- ::^

ant marshals are requested to appear at twelve o» clock sharp at the head- g
quarters in Wasmannsdorf and Heinemann^s bank on Randolph Street. These ^
gentlemen should be attired as follows: soft black hat, dark suit, mourning ^
scarf and band, white rosette, and black gloves, /signej^ H. Pomy, Marshal 5^

of the German Division.
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In Memoriam

The Germania Llaennerchor adopted the following resolution at its meeting
yesterday:

'•Since our esteemed President James A* Garfield was mortally wounded by
an assassin at a time when our leader was still in the prime of life and ^
in the midst of his work in behcdf of our great nation and died after a 5
long period of suffering, the Geiman Maennerchor hereby expresses its ^
profound sympathy to the bereaved members of his family and also regrets r^

in common with the people throughout the Icmd the loss which affects us
all.'^

The Aurora Tumv»ein, in an extraordinary session on September 25, passed
the following resolution:

O
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**1lharea8» the attaclc on the life of the President of the United States on
July 2 of the current year has culminated in his untimely death, and

^HRiereaSy we bore the highest regard for James A» Garfield » a man nho unaided
reached the supreme office and the greatest honors lAich our Republic could
bestow^ a man irtio was a grateful son, an exemplary man in his domestic circle,
whose hopes and ambitions were Justified by his conduct during his brief and ^
abruptly texminated tenure of office; be it therefore ^

''ResolTed, that we do hereby express our syBq;)athy to the deceased President's f=

family, that we regard as a national ccJLamity the clandestine attack of irtiich ^
our leader became a victim, emd that we condemn the perpetrator of the crime o
and feel the greatest repugnance toi^ard him; and be it further ^
**ResolTed, that these resolutions shall be recorded in our minutes, and that ^
a copy thereof shall be published in the Illinois Staats*2ieitung ; and be it
further

^'Resolyed, that a copy of these resolutions shall be sent to the family of

ii&esident7 Garfield."
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The Thuerlnger Vereln expressed Its sentiments In the following resolution,
adopted yesterday evening:

**Since the Almighty has decreed that by an ecu^ly death our beloved and highly
esteeiaed President, James A. Garfield, should be removed from us, and since
we consider that his untimely departure is a calamity to the nation, the
significance of which is felt throughout the civilized world, wherever his ^
ability as an individual and his position as the highest official of the
TTnited States of America are known; be it therefore

3>

o
"T3

^Resolved, that the Thuerlnger Vereln does hereby express its profound sympathy ^
to the widow and the orphans of the deceased and to his aged mother; coid be it
further

**Resolved, that Monday, September £6, the day of interment, shall be regarded as
a day of mourning, and that on that day we will not perform any labor•^

'
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The representatives of Harugari Lodges Helvetia, Columbia, Beckmann,
V/ilhelm Tell, Freie Brueder (Free Brethren), Schiller, Vereinigung
(Alliance), Robert Blum, Geimania, Eintracht (Concord), Humboldt, Gk^ethe,

Concordia, Hoffnung (Hope), and La Salle met yesterday at 55 North Clark
Street* The Great Bard, N. H. Reisenweber, presided* The appended re-
solutions were adopted:

•'Whereas, our President, James A, Garfield, has been murdered, a man of
irreproachable character and exemplary conduct, who always promoted the
welfare of the citizens of this great Republic, irrespective of their
national origin; be it therefore

'•Resolved, that we profoundly regret this misfortune and extend our heart-
felt sympathy to his grief-stricken family; and be it further

•Resolved, that we will express our sorrow by draping in black the charters
of all the lodges of this Order in Chicago for the duration of one month;

CO
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and be it further

^'Resolved, that we will publish these resolutions in the Illinois Staats^

Zeitung and in the organ of our order, Deutsche Siche (German Oak); and

be it further ^

•^Resolved, that all the local lodges of the Order shall participate in the ^
funeral ceremony. •• r-

Lake Park 2

After the procession a memorial service ivill be held at Lake Park (in the

open). Former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Hawley, a persoxial

friend of the deceased, will be the principal speaker. The /jmited/ chorus

of German singers has chosen to present a dirge written for this occasion

by Mr. Dietz, to which Mr. Schmoll has composed the music.
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At Central Husic Hall ^

The Young Mens' Republican Club..,.^o German name^

To Cleveland

Shortly before six o'clock yesterday evening a large number of city officials
left for Clevelcuid to go to the President's funeral, among them* •••Conrad
Seipp.^ ••^^Translator's note: Brewer and city or county treasurer at the
tim^. County Commissioners ]i:nder, Fiarren, Knopf, Miller, Hheinwald, Senne*«^«

GO
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TH3 GffiMT PR0C3SSI0N

Jn yesterday* s account of the associations eind orders which formed the
great procession ^o observe Garfield* s burial daj^ last Monday we in-
advertently omitted the following German organizations: Schwabenverein
/swabian ClubT^, Independent Order of B*nai B*rith (2CX) members), Free
Sons of Israel (Pride of Chicago Lodge 41, Nelson Morris 46, Foster 50^
and Alaska 42), and finally the following lodges of the Order of Red Men:
Chicago 18, Tecumseh 109, Calumet 110, Matamoros 189, North Chicago 205,
Hermann 210, La Salle 213, and Einigkeit ^nit^ 214# The Schuetzenverein
/Riflemen's Associatio^, the Concordia Maennerchor, and the Sennefelder
Liederkranz (Sennefeld Song Circle) were also omitted in our report*
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TB3 ABTEREFPBCT

(Sditorial)

^'After the tragedy the satire**—or , as in Shakespeare, In the midst of the
drama one finds the farce. Garfield* s mortal remains have not yet reached
their final resting place, and we already perceive dissension about the
corpse—an dbhunMlit 6acperi«no% but it nevertheless has its comic side.
The doctors of divinity as well as the exponents of medicine suffered ship-
wreck with their knowledge. The former sought to provide proof of the
efficacy of prayer during the protracted illness of the departed President
and came to grief with their wisdom because regeuc^less of their wholesale
prayers, Guiteau*s bullet did its deadly work. But religious mania is ever
unruffled, prepared for anything, and like the falling cat, always lands on ^
its feet. Whoever wants to prove the power of prayer follows the tried
system of gambling:
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Taeads I win, tails you lose***

If the desired results materialize, then It Is due to the prayers; and If
the opposite happens, then one applies the declaration:

**God In his unfathomable wisdom decided otherwise, and what He decrees Is j^

best; not mine, but his will be donel** That Is very nice; only one does ^
not understand then why the good Lord was bothered with prayers In the first ^
place* Since He knows what Is best for man, regardless of man*s wishes, why r^'

are we so urgent with our unwarranted and senseless presumptions? If His ^
decisions are not only Inscrutable and wise but also Irrevocable, why then o
do we make the childish, nay. Insolent attempt to change them? If the Judg- o^

ment of the Omniscient Is Inexorable, then every one Just makes a fool of 3
himself by resorting to praying and singing In order to revise the judicial ^
opinion* Whatever happens may be called fate, the necessity Imposed by
nature, or predestination, cmd any resort to prayer or efforts to avert

>.
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the unavoidable must appear as ridiculous as IjIts* Partington's attempt
to sweep back the sea with her broom*

But vidiile the preachers with their belief in the miraculous power of
prayer are hard pressed, our medicine men find themselves in worse plight*
They have made Jackasses of themselves , by their own admission* For eleven ^
long weeks they treated the unfortunate President on the assumption that the ^
deadly bullet had been deflected downward from the eleventh rib and lodged ^
on top of the pelvic bone; indeed, with their elsctric bullet-searching ^
machine they discovered that the bullet was located exactly a few inches ^
above the pubic bone* At the post-mortem examination they found that the S
bullet had not been deflected downward by a rib but had penetrated to the ^
spine, grazed and partly splintered a vertebra, and then continued diagon-
ally until it iiad permanently lodged a few inches below the heart* The
injury to the spinal bone had caused suppuration and finally rupture of a
blood vessel and death* According to this esqplanation the bullet was twelve

cr
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or fourteen Inchee away from the place where a half a dozen medical sages
had claimed to have located It! And the wound which had been treated for
weeks and regarded as the path of the bullet was therefore only a blind
cyst!

And though the doctors admit their stupidity In this Instance, In diagnosing
an abeess with its purulent matter as the path of a bullet, they claim im--

fflunlty against any reproach on the pretext that the wound would have been
deadly anyhow, and the sicK man could not have lived even if they, the
doctors, had been wiser. But now appear General Swalm and Dr. Boynton and
make the fearful accusation that the post-morten statement is fraudulent:

CO

**The bullet never reached the vertebra nor splintered it, and it caused no ^
rupture of a blood vessel; It pierced the peritoneum and then reached the cxi

abdominal cavity, remaining there with no injurious effects* As far as the

bujLlet was concerned, the wounded man might have fully recovered; death was
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caused solely by wrong treatment of the cyst, which caused blood poisoning*'^

These grave accusations will doubtless lead to a bitter newspaper controversy
in which the physicians will not only be regarded as dunces but for good measure
will be denounced for giving perjured testimony* Such arguments will never be
fully decided, for the dissension among doctors is just as hopeless as the
divergent ideas of the clergy; they are very similar to the controversy raging
between the rabbi and ^ther Jose at the Aula in Toledo.

But the public will come to the conclusion that a diagnosis of what takes place
within the body is mere guesswork, even when the most capable doctors are in-
volved; that the hi^ily eulogized '^science'* is a miserable thing in many in-
stances; and that in cases like the foregoing both the doctors of divinity and
the doctors of medicine are on a par and can be put in .the same pot* Both
faith and science fought ridiculously and futilely against the inexorable laws
of nature, faith with its prayers and science with its pumps for extracting

CO
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pus, slop-soup, and whiskey clysters.

Could Garfield have been saved by medical aid? The question is useless*
The misfortune has happened; he is dead, and not the tears of millions nor
the prayers of the pious nor the subsequent erudite explanations of doctors
can reviye him* He was not the first man to die with the aid of so and so
many doctors, nor will he oe the last* In one instance, however, the departed
is more fortunate than his surviTors~**he is forever removed from the unpleas-
ant arguments and the cantankerous conduct which constitute the greater part
of mankind *s intellectual life^!
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CHICAGO MOURNS, GARFIELD DEAD

•^translator's note: On the day of President Garfield's death and on the day
following eyery column of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung was heavily bordered in
blapk. A few editorials expressing the same opinions which previously had been
uttered have not been translated. Only German items are given^

Resolutions
CU

The Chicago 'Rimgemeinde gymnastic Association/^ passed the following resolutions ^
at yesterday's session:

^'^Aniereas, the tragic announcement has been made that President James A. Garfield
has finally succumbed; and

^'/Ihereas, James A* Garfield was the man who at the helm of the Republic did dur- 1

ing the short period in which he held office best conform by his administration
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to oiir conceptioi! of a democratic form of goveroment ; be it therefore

**R68olV6cl, that we regard the death of the President as a misfortune for the
nation, and that we feel profound sympathy for his bereaved family; and be it
further

**ReBolved, that we hope that the new President, Chester A« Arthur, will con-
tinue the policies pursued by his exemplary predecessor, who, unfortunately
has been called to the world beyond before his time, and that the nation will
be blessed by enduring peace and prosperity*^

The Hermannssoehne ^ons of HermaniT^, who are holding their fifteenth national
convention at this time, honored the deceased President by adopting the follow-
ing resolution.

**What every one expected, though all hoped that it might be avoided, has hap-
pened after all. Resident Garfield is not among us any more. Removed tram

ro
cr
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his sphere of activity by an assassin's hand, his is mourned by the people of
the United States, vdio remember the President's great qualifications and render
their last respects to the leader who so fully deserves them. Through his own
efforts, energy, and perseverance he rose from modest circumstances to the
highest office in the Republic, euid it would not be an exaggeration to declare,
that through his death the nation has lost not only a good citizen and a genuine
patriot but also a most capable and faithful official, in short, one of its most
intellectual and most eminent statesmen, i^e feel deeply the loss incurred by ^
the nation in his decease and as citizens of the Republic, as men of German
descent, and as members of the order of Hermannssoehne now holding their fif-
teenth convention in Chicago, we hereby express our profound grief and sympathy
to the bereaved family of the President.

•^Ve also hereby decree that the lodges and great lodges of our Order shall drape
their charters for thirty days with black cloth as a symbol of our sorrow.

"Furthermore, be it resolved that these resolutions are adopted by the convention

l\>
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now in session, and that they shall.be published in English and German newspapers.-^

In making these declarations we are motivated by our profound sympathy for the 5
President's grief-stricken family and by our regard for the liberal institutions '^

of our adopted country.'' C
Notice o

Various non-German items omitted^ The Hermannssoehne have decided not to give j^
the dance at the close of their convention. ^
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OHB PRESIDENT AND 1HE HAXZON

(Editorial

)

There is no hope for President Gcurfleld; death is Ineyitable according to
the physicians and may occur before the readers see these lines. It is a
tragic occurence which will arouse the imagination even of future genera-
tions! Just as we at present stand aghast before the calamity which has
stricken the nation. The sentiments which prerailed fifty-six days ago,
when the assassin fired the fatal shot, will hardly memifest themselves
with the same intensity at this time because during this long period the
President's condition has fluctuated constantly, and so the conviction has
grown that death would ensue. The difference in the people's reaction on
July 2 and today is comparable to the difference between losing a loved one
suddenly throu^ a heart attack and losing him after a lingering illness,
such as consuBiption* In the latter case one experiences profound grief in-
stead of sudden shock. Only eig^t weeks ago syiapathy for the injured man
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was still mingled with fury against the assassin. Since that time the
latter has been cdmost completely forgotten » and attention has centered on
the President's condition, as he has gradually grown weaker, and on the
stupidity of his doctors* And so the Inconsolable grief finally manifests
Itself which grips parents at the death of a beloved child, a strain which
Is relieved only when they finally exclaim:

•*Ehy will be done!**

But regardless of how deeply the people will be moved by Garfield's death,
and how well Justified their grief will be. It would be fallacious to assume
that his departure will affect the economic condition of the country* Such
apprehensions show little knowledge of the basic principles which control
our nation* If a President of the United States dies, even If he were the
best one the nation had ever had, then It would not have the same effect as
when a European ruler passes away* Should the successor—and even that does not
happen abroad—make far-reaching changes In the personnel and the policy

3
CO
ro
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JSt ttkm (kmrxamnt^^ than only tha dlaBlaaad offlolala auffav» wharaaa tha
country aa a vhola la not a»ara of any particular dianga» Ivarythlng pro*
caada in a quiat and ordarly aannar aa bafcra* Ifan if Arthur baconaa tha
Tictim of an aaaaaain, and tha Sanata aalacta a Danocrat to fill tha vacancy
/la tha Tica-praaidant*a offica7» tha ralationa of tha national adminiatration
with induatzy and with our national aconony will not ba noticeably (ttiangad* ^
Iran a Danocratic Praaidant, not to santion Arthur » would not touch our $
financial adminiatration iaa baquaathad to ua by Shaman and Oeurfiald* Anyway ^ ^
Windcn^ who waa OToreautloua^ called for tha Inmadiata radaBq;>tlon of tha flYO- p
par^ant bonda which do not aatura until October 1^ to pracluda tha poaaibility %
of hia auccaaaor^a being tanpted to try a financial policy ahich mii^t prore ^
diaaatroua* ^

The aucceaaful aore to /SbUkta legal authoritg/ ^ conTert the 8 and ft«per»cent ^
OorenuMnt bonda into a Si>»per-cent iaaue at the Oovenmant^a diacretion will be
recognised aa the outatanding achieranant of Preaident Oarfiald^a aix wmtha
/la ottiom^^ hia triTial errora, auch aa giring joba to new officialai will
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b« eioiqplotely obliterated* IViture political derelopments depend on Congress,
regardless of whether Arthur or Garfield is President, and the HeoBhership
of that body will not be changed by Garfield*s deaths

Xeonomic conditions, either good or bad, will derelop irrespective of irtio

occupies the Vhite House* Vhether the gamblers on the New Tork Stock Scehange %
or the speculators in aeat and grain in Chicago will bring about another ^
depression, or ereii a crash—these questions will renain quite independent ^
of the President's life or death* Industry, the real productiTe actiTi^ >^

in the Tbited States, is in a healthy condition, in spite of the failure S
of the wheat crop* The nation is in better condition than it has been for S
years, and the foundation for our present status is not a direct result of ^
politics; a change in our leaders has even less influence* But since the
death of the President cannot Ispair the welfare of the nation^ the syapathy
and sorrow eaq;>ressed by the people is not based on selfish motlTes* The
8ti9t OTor his tragic end is geouine*

k.
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THE PRBSIDIfIT*S DOCTORS

(Bditorial)

The statements of the Ftesident^s dootors, though exceedingly noncommittal

»

leaTe no doubt that they also hare given up hope, and that blood poisoning is ^
now slovly but surely doing its insidious work# Although the doctors strongly S
denounce the opinion of laymen, many people are convinced , neyertheless, that ^
the man who so heroically comrports himself is now nearing his end, rather in oon- rj

sequence of the treatment /of his woundT^ than of the actual injury* The pre- ^
Tailing attitude is that hundreds of persons who are alive and healthy today o
were at ona time as seriously injured as Garfield and by the same kind of Ij

wound, and they did not have half the care ^hlch the President has receiTedT** §
It is therefore reasonable to assume that if Garfield had been treated like
a ccnmon soldier, in riew of the President's stroog constitution, he would be
well* But the hesitancy and aTsrsion to creating pain by resorting to a
necessary Incision in the first few weeks proves disastrous now*

cr»
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Even laymen may form reliable conclusions by reading and comparing the bulle-
tins issued by the doctors within the last fifty days, and in so doing they
have become aware that during the first days after the injury the doctors
appeared to be fully in the dark as far as the most essential facts were con-
cerned* The path of the bullet could not be traced according to their
reports, irtiich means that they did not wish to probe the wound for fear of
increasing the pain. This resulted in the most contradictory surmisals* Once
it was said that the bullet had pierced the liver and was in the epigastric
region near the navel; then it was asserted that it was six inches lower, and
that it had been found to the right in the pubic region. Then came the sudden
declaration that the bullet had never reached the liver but had broken the
twelfth rib, had been deflected downwara, and must be somewhere near the
thighbone* This continued for weeks, and in the meantime nothing was done about
the infection in this channel, in the childish hope that all the virulent
matter would be obliging and drain out of the small aperture* Only when the
patient was near death, twenty-one days after the injury, were Doctors Hamilton
and Agnew ccilled, and they did what should have been done one or two weeks
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bieffore* Ihqr aade an incision to drain tlia large abscess which had fomed
because of the Ignorance and the Irresolution of the first doctors who had
treated the Injury, and If this had been done earlier^ the patient could
hare been saTed«

That CTen this incision was not deep enough was admitted by the doctors In
last weekM bulletin* It became apparent then that the Infection was not 3j^

to 4 inches long^ as the doctors haA surmised, but that it had attained a
length of 12 inches* On ^Tuly 23, when the first incision was made, the pene-
tration may not have been so deep, but since then matter has accumulated, has
not been sufficiently well drained, and has infected the surrounding area#
If the caTlty had been folly exposed at the very beginning by making a proper
incision—an operation which does not tax the skill even of a slightly
experienced surgeon nowadays—then the carity would not now hare to be drained
with a tubCj^ and the infected part might haTe been cleansed and dried with
chasrpic* ^^^7anslator*s note: Charpic, a French word—linen fiber which in
those days took the place of absorbent cotton or wound dressine;^/ This was
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the good old-fashioned treatment, and we know from experience that It was
correct, since It worked. What a recommendation for the doctors, that after
announcing for three weeks the healthy expulsion of pus, they now discover,
by mere chance, that the Infection has penetrated el^t Inches deeper! And
the facts are shown by their own bulletins; one of them announces the
startling discovery made after removing some hardened matter that the channel
can be traced eight Inches deeper than before! This discovery that for more
than six weeks pus had been allowed to accumulate In the Interior appecurs to
those who are familiar with Infections as the patient *s doom.

But the ^physicians In charge** continued undismayed to Issue half a dozen
bulletins dally, signed with their names of course, irtiereln they emphasized
the untruth that the patient was **constantly Improving** • If this had con-
tinued for a few more weeks, and death finally had made an end to It all, then
these doctors would have assured us that the President was perfectly healthy—
when he dled«

CO
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Howerer^ one cannot reproach the doctors for trjiag to bolster up the hope
of the people as well as that of the injured oan; but It Is so plainly eri-
dent that these learned men actually believed the nonsense lAiich they pro«
claimedl A doctor under certain conditons should mislead the relatiTes as
well as the sick person in order to build up the patient *s confidence » since
the psychological effect is benefleial to the healing process* HowsTer, a
doctor should not deeeiTe himself » and though not all the six physicians
deluded themselres in this case^ three or four did^ and Bliss in particular*
In order especially to expose the latter, an Snglish paper made the sarcastic

**If A equals B, then B equals A; therefore, if ignorance is bliss, then Bliss L»

is ignorance* ** §
Another point in the treatment, or rather mistreatment, of the patient is much
commented uponi the constant weakening of his system through insufficient food
and the impairment of his digestion through a too liberal use of opiates* It
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is said, but we are not ixrone to give a Tordict in this matter , that a flesh
wound durifig the first stages does not giro such a shock to the body that
all nourishing food must be withheld* The Tines said:

**The patient wanted nourishing food but receiyed slop iastead*^

We maj bank on this, that as soon as Garfield dies with the aid of his six
doctors 9 the newspapers will vie with one another in proclaiming what we say
here* All that we have written will be repeated countless times but more
drastically 9 and also by physicians* The danger most to be dreaded arising
from this controrersy will be the possibility that the cur Gkiiteau may be
saTsd thereby* Sren if there are ^tate^ supreme court decisions available
which do not recognize it as an extenuating circumstance if ah assaulted person ^
does not die directly after the injury, these verdicts are not unanimously ::^

regarded as applicable to the District of Columbia, and there will be no
lack of ^'lawyers*' who will eagerly try to prove the opposite if money may be
gained therelqrf or if it may build up their reputations* Let us hope that

o
CO
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Gulteau will not be defended by each men»

O
*
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/

ARTHUR AND DAVIS
. ^

(Editorial) ^
President Oarfield is near death. Any hour now may bring the news of his ^
demise. An entire nation awaits with bated breath the last moment-»the end 2
of his long and heroic fight for life. The number of those still expressing ^
hope is very much reduced. Secretary of State Blaine is not among them.

IS3

We must therefore come to the realization of the fact that Arthur will be
President of the United States within a few days, a possibility which probably
did not occur to any one at the Republican convention which nominated him
for Vice-president to appease Conklin, the vanquished enemy.

But if Arthur ascends to the presidency, who will be Vice-president? Ac-
cording to the Constitution the President pro tem of the Senate is next in
succession, and then the Speaker of the House of Representatives. But at



If Arthur immediately called a special session , then the Democrats in the
Senate would have a majority before the successors of Conklin cmd Piatt were
admitted. Perhaps the Democrats would not use this opportunity but would
await the arrival of Messrs* Lapham emd Miller* But if Mahone of Virginia
sides with the Republicans as before, and Davies of Illinois still sticks
to the Democrats, then there will be a tie, and no one will be elected by the
Senate*

/The election of a President of the Senate could be accofl|pli8hed7 only if
Mahone should side with the Democrats, or if Davies should re-enter the
Republican fold* The former is hardly to be expected, considering the bitter
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present we have neither one nor the other* The Senate, because of the pe- ^
culiar proportionment of the two political parties, has not yet settled the ^
question^ and so the President of the Senate has not been elected; and the <^

House of Representatives has not been in session and therefore could not S
have elected a Speaker* 2
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election campaign which was waged in Virginia; the latter is more feasible ^
and in fact is highly probable, for our rotund Davis never was a true, ^
dyed-in-the-wool Democrat • Only a few months ago he emphasized his inde- ^
pendence and bragged about it. He represents a Republican State—at least <^
the preponderant majority of this State is Republican—and he will be honest 5
enough to consider that the majority of the people of the nation voted last 2
fall for the continuation of a Republican administration. ^
But suppose that he should be led into temptation and should be offered the
honor of presiding over^ the Senate—could he resist? Of course he could be
elected to that post /by the Democrats/ only if some Republican, or Mahone,
voted for him, and besides, Davies would also cast a vote for himself; but
it may be made clear to him that it can be done!

The question whether a Democrat or a Republican is elected as the successor
of Arthur is of tremendous importance» and is literally a question of life
and death for Arthur himself• One must consider that a Democrat may be

of
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elected President of the Senate, and that then only one life would inter- 5
vene between a groveling political party which has been iinsuccessful for "^

twenty years and the bountiful trough of the national administration. Would ^
not such a life hang by a hair? Are there no people of Guiteau's caliber go

in the Democratic party? After the nation's leadership has twice been o
changed by assassinations, why could it not happen a third time? Never L>

before could a political party gain so much by resorting to murder as now. ro

When Lincoln was killed, no one surmised that Johnson would become a traitor
to the party which had elected him, and in this instance a Republican of
somewhat different stripe would take the place of Garfield. But a Democrat
next in line to succeed a Republican President—that would appear to be
almost a death-warrant for the latter. As we said before, fellows like
Guiteau can undoubtedly be found in the Democratic party as well as among
the Republicans.

It indicates a sad state of affairs and is gruesome indeed that one should
be led to such observations, but it is understandable* After two Presidents

en
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have become the victims of assassins, It would be ridiculous to Ignore the 5^

possibility of another murder • And If no one else should consider this "^

phase of the situation. It certainly must be obvious to Mr* Arthur. rj

He certainly is not to be envied in his new official position, not even by o
the poorest man in the country. ^
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guit:I:MJ»3 d;?i:3J

(Editorial)

Unfortunately v;3 cannot dolude ourselves any longer. Garfield^s condition

is not inprovinc. Tha ST^ark of life \v. feeble. If he has encusli resistance

to fir:ht infection, then he nay live, but this is improbable. To build up

resistance, it v/ould :-ave be^n necessary above all for hin to ta:3 food in

a norinal r.ianner and to digest it pro^Derly. That is the bad feature. Giving

food by injection is a poor substitute for nature :ind almost as o.iinous as

the prescrir^ticn for nuc>, 7;hich doctors generally use as a last resort,

ivhen there is no nore hope. It nay be all ri'rht for the doctor to shov/

optrnisn up to bhe very last, and to rerjard even a slir;itly favorable

s:^pto:a as hiclily encouracinc:, but to the unbiased observer .vho has had

sone slight experijnce v/ith infection, it appears to bo hoping: against hope.

o

r«o
*^
or*

Suppose that these apprehensions naterialize, and that Garfield dies, then
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the next thin^;; vrould 03 the punishnsnt or auitaau. If the pooplo through-

out the land could talie the Lr.; into thoir ovm h:;nds, act as jury, or resort

to l:.T.chin'j, then th^ question would be settled quickl7. The bestial creature

v/ould. dandle on a rope before 'he could sa:r a prater. ::ut unfortunately the

natter c^jinot be settled so quickly.

If it is at all possible to find jurors, tv;elvo i.-pioranuses v;ho have heard 5
nothing: about the affair, thjn all the technicalities and sch'anes lziio\m to pz

our disreputable law^rer v/ill be employed to save the crininal fron the ^allov/s. fj

The defense -.vill ti^^ to prove tv:o points: first that Guiteau is insane, in o
other v/orus, that he v;as irresponsible at the time 7;hen ho oonnitted the oo

deed. If that ar::anent cannot be sustained, then it v;ill be shovni that S
Garfield did not die of the injury, the bullet, but of v/ronc treatnent

i^iven b"'-" the nhysician.

tr*
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V/ith respect to the second point, v/o^l-is, ovan aontlis, riay elapse b^foro
tliO futile ar.3in3nt is settlDd, J::vjrts ?Jia la^^.an vill be lUGstionsd,

.V^onG thj lattar, paople -.vill appear in court ;ho h-xva boon v/oundod as

seriously as Cn'irfield aiC. have :.nna::ed to sui^vive bec'iuso tluy hc.d only
one doctor ir.stead of Iialf a dosen, sir.ce these injured persons v/ere just

plain -eople or ordinary soldiers and not presidents. V/e also are inclined

to believe that in the case of the President's injur;'- too r-icmy cooks spoiled
the broth, and t'lat if he had been a co'-iion .'n:an, ho .;culd have "33^11 -/ell by

this tL'ie instead of beinG* at the point of deith. Jjid this vi3v; will probably
be shared b"- thousands of ^:3onl3. TOo

2ut even if v/d assurie that this fact cculd b3 established, then v/e still have g
this to consider, Atts.ipted rrarder is not niti:;;ated hy the possibility thc\t c3^

the victiri nin^it have boon saved. Cn this point, v:e have definite suprene
court decisions handed dov/n in "ari.'-land, and they apply to the District of
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ColiLTibia. In those vardicts it v;as ariphasizad th it any ona v;lio mortally
injured anothar must bo ra,::arded as a murderer if the act ./as premeditated,
even if the victim died much later, and if the T)OS3ibilit^^ existed that
better medical treatnant mi^^it have saved the '/ounded person's life.

Thus one might sa7, "This disposeth of "r, C-uiteau" /Translator's note:
"noted sentence is printed in :nclish7, .1-i"t as j/parT7i3chur2 read the
m:inifeato to Jacob Tueller, in Cleveland, so.vatiae in ..a7, 1875, and de- ^
clared: "This disposeth of ::r* llayes", :ioi7ever, this die-position of !^

layes did not prevent his disposer from accer.tin* later a T)lace in ^.^ •

Hayes's cabinet and helpinc to Tind nice betths for all the rascals 7;ho p
had helped to count the nan into the ..^lite ITouse.

The friends of the conniving Leo /Translator's note: This refers to Leo ^
nartmann, a European diplomat involved in Russian affairsT* shov/ us, never-
theless, that the end justifias the leans. "^he motive of Guiteau v/as to
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nak3 Arthur presidont, ate, and the assassin undoubtedl:-' oxpocted that if
^'OTohur obtained th3 presidency, thon th3 latter, as a matter of '-ratitude,

vjould -nrotect Guiteau from an*^^ punishnent. /oil, in /lonarchies it has
happened occasionall^r that an aspirrmt to thj crovri ;ho has reached his

soal throa^h tho act of an assassin, has treated the latter leniently. But
in this case matters are li.rely to end differently. If ^irthur should becone $
president throu^Ii C^arfield's death, then self-preservation ;;ould nalce it ^
imperative for the nev/ executive and his associates to have Guiteau han23d; '^

for if the beast lived, then the crime and the condoners of it could never C"
efface the t^uilt involving -.rthur and the "Stalwarts^. There vjould not be ^
enough v;ater in the ocean to cleanse the.:. Whatever one aa^' think about 2
the motives, those ur^on v;ho..i Guiteau relies for hjlp v;ould necessarily be cjo

the first to deliver him to the g^11ov/s, if that is :.t all possible under
our lamentable and despicable le^^al system. If th^y fail in that, they vill

alv/uvs be branded as the murderers of Garfield.

cr
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THE MDRDERER.

(Editorial)

That infamous scoundrel, Guiteau, seems to be well aware of the fact that ^
Garfield's death also means departure by way of the gallows for the assassin. P=

In spite of his volubility he has the instinct of self-preservation; in other ^
words 9 he fears death. But how can he save his despicable life? Simple pi

enough: he feigns insanity. He knows that hundreds, if not thousands, of €

murderers, men as well as women, have cheated the gallows by the simple ex-
pedient of pleading insanity.

CO

cr

If Garfield were a common person whose life or death did not affect the world
particularly, and if Guiteau had money enough, then it would be a simple matter
to obtain the shrewdest lawyers to prove him irrationed. In cases in which it
has been impossible to prove actual insanity these unscrupulous legal luminaries,

distorters of the law, have succeeded in showing temporally insanity which af-
fected their client at the moment and then subsided. Guiteau is not an animal;
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he is a pious man. He has attended revival meetings and has revealed him-
self as an ardent, vociferous Christian; he is a member of Christian organi-
zations. He would be the kind of fellow who could arouse the morbid sympathies
of all the half demented, half hypocritical Protestant brethren and sisters and
thus be fully exonerated. But as we said before, only if his victim had been
an ordinary mortal. Since this is not the case, Guiteau^s prospects take on
a serious aspect, and he is sensible enough to realize that if Garfield dies,
then nothing can prevent his being executed. His only hope, therefore, was
to feign insanity, even if it involved another murder, and so he attempted
to kill the turnkey.

^V3

But this will not help much. Guiteau gave ample proof that he was not insane
at the time vdien he shot the President, and therefore it is impossible to hood-
wink the people now. But if insistence is to be placed on insanity, well and
good; then he was crazy, in the same manner as a dog is which is afflicted
with hydrophobia. Dogs are killed under such circumstances so that they may
not endanger people. By his last attempt at murder Guiteau merely showed that
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his type of insanity cannot be guarded against by imprisoning the man. If 5
his execution, therefore, would have no value as an example of proper retri- "^

bution and would not serve as a deterrent then it would still be necessary to r*
render harmless a beast of such murderous tendencies. In case the President ^j
dies, and the murderer does not pay the penalty, that will be tantamount to o
making the entire nation guilty. Such a disgrace must be prevented at all l^
costs. If the regular course of the law (and often, unfortunately, its pro- S

. cedure is the most irregular that can be imagined) does not suffice, then lynch- ^
ing may even be resorted to. Against the sound reasoning of the masses and their
ruthless force the miserable technicalities of disreputable lawyers are powerless.
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(Editorial)

As we are writing, very alarming reports about President Garfield* s condition
are being published; one of the sheets, anxious to make a few extra pennies,
even announces that the president is dying. Up to the present this statement
is false, but a turn for the worse is possible before press time. It may be
that the excessive number of doctors may well cause Garfield's death, since
none of these surgeons has dared to do the proper thing at the proper time,
so that Garfield's tombstone might well bear the inscription:

'Died with the aid of Dr. Bliss, Barnard, .Voodward, etc.

How would so tragic a result affect political conditions? The people would be
profoundly affected, although not to the same degree as if the President had
died on July 2 ^he date of the assassinatiooT^ because in the last six weeks
most people have become aware that death may ensue. Nevertheless all the

o
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emotions aroused after the first news was received on July 2 would manifest
themselves anew; grief, fury, and dismay would vent themselves a thousandfold.
All the newspapers would print eulogies, and as in all cases of such a nature,
the characteristics of the departed would be distorted because not only the
statements of the daily papers but also the chroniclers who write for more
enduring publications would give more glowing accounts than in the case of a
man who had died after the completion of his official term, when everything
that he did would have been colored by party hatred* And of course great
sympathy would be expressed for the President's bereaved family, fully con-
sistent with the American people's kindness of heart. ^
However, the effect of the President's death upon oxir economic life would be cp

only of short duration. Fortunately the fate of the country does not depend
upon the life or the death of an Individual, not even of that of the highest
official. Undoubtedly during the first few days the gamblers on the stock
exchange would try to exploit the disaster, and the stocks and bonds of large
corporations might, fluctuate, but only for a few days. Afterwards matters
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would continue in the usual manner.

The most important effects of Garfield* s death would be in the field of party
politics. How Arthur would act as President, that is a problem concerning
which many opinions prevail. Would he show more tact and common sense than
heretofore, as many people now assert, or would he follow the precedent set
by Andrew Johnson? Would Arthur consider himself Garfield's ^olitical^
successor and the administrator of his policies, or would the new President
surprise the world by his ungratefullness toward his former master, Conkling,
as Prince Felix Schwarzenburg comported himself in his sudden anti-Russian
attitude in Europe? Would the new President keep the present cabinet in the
main, or would he fulfill the intentions of Guiteau ^Garfield's assassij^, in
other words, make Conkling the ruling spirit and thus become a Stalwart of the
Stalwarts? These are questions which no one can answer at this time, perhaps
not even Arthur himself*

CD
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But even if the answer were ever so unsatisfactory, a country which could endure
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a lyier and an Andrew Johnson without permanent Injury might even get along 3:

with Arthur. After all, what does It matter If several hundred government "^

jobs are given to one group of Republicans or to another contingent of-- "^^

Republicans? Has not even Garfield ousted a number of highly capable Repub- J

.

lican officials and replaced them with others of lesser quality? Whether :.

Peter or Paul Is postmaster or tax collector who need worry, so long as ;

neither one pilfers? Illinois, in particular, would not experience any con-
siderable change In political matters if Guiteau's bullet changed the leader- ;

ship in Washington, since Garfield already has given political jobs to that
section of the Republicans which fought him most at the convention, the clique
to which Guiteau, the murderer professes to belong, or wants to be regarded as
belonging.

But the fact that a crazy person, a murderer, can make a change in the highest
public office will undoubtedly provide food for thought and will make all parties

more prudent, so that in the future no opponent of a President will be made Vice-

president, for that is equlvelent to putting a premium on murder. Just as
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Guiteau tried to change the fortunes of the Stalwarts by using a revolver, so
some one else may do the same thing under similar circumstances in the future.
Then our form of government would be a counterpart of the Russian monarchy,
concerning which the Marquis Cuestine wrote:

**It is heredit€Lry despotism, mitigated by clandestine assassinations!^

Finally, if Garfield dies, what will become of Guiteau? i/iJill he be executed
like a common murderer on the gallows? The friends of Leo Hartmann will \m-
doubtedly protest vigorously:

•Is not Guiteau a man of honor, just like the Russian?

IP-

-.-5

•But aside from this, it will be difficult to obtain a conviction because ac-
cording to the laws of the District of Columbia no one may serve as juror who
has read anything about the case or has already formed an opinion. But where,
throughout the whole land, not to mention Washington, can one find twelve men
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who have not read anything of Gulteau*s despicable deed or formed an opinion
about It? It is said that where there is no plaintiff, there is no judge.

Here the opposite might be stated: when there is no juror, there cannot be
a plaintiff

I

v.- -

4 ^
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ni3 ATTITUDE TO.ARD T.ADdiS H; rLvLdRICA

(ii;ditorial)

./ith the approach of good times v^e hear again the old complaint that it is

very difficult to find ^jaerican workers who know a trade. The Scientific
American states that if any one inserts an advertisement in an American
newspaper and asks for an office boy or a delivery boy, he is sure to get
hundreds of applications; but if one wishes to hire an experienced man who
knows his trade, then only two or three apply. Other papers also have
considered the problem and have tried to find an explanation; none den^'-

the condition which confronts us, and they reluctantly admit that Americans
shcfii little inclination to learn trades. Ilov^ever, nearly everybody is
willing to become a clerk, because clerks merely sit, stand, or walk, and
that is dee.ied the only sensible way to get a start in life; :riuch preferable,
regardless of the ridiculously lov; wages, to performing useful, productive
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labor which requires physical as well as mental exertion. And so our
American youth is willing to eke out an existence behind a counter,

.'fliy? Have not the last six years shown what a helpless lot these youngsters 5
are? Thousands, tens of thousands of them have been doomed to utter failure, '^
—have been forced to become tramps,' But experience is not heeded, and every r^

yday one becomes aware of an ever increasing antipathy to work; fewer and -d

fewer Americans show an inclination to Isarn a trade, that is, anything else o
than some such pursuit as bookkeeping, Lo

A father who has six sons has tried to give an explanation in a letter to
one of our Chicago papers. It appears to hLii that the -nrimary cause is the
foolish ambition to become a prominent office sheik*

These stylishly dressed fellov;s .vould consider it a disgrace if their dainty

ho
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hands were to show calluses or other traces of useful labor. And of course

,

when you work, your hands will show it. These young men are aware *that

the girls wh(M they associate with would be horrified if their male friends
worked with hammer, file, plane, or saw instead of a golden pen or at most a
yard-stick. Loafers of this kind on the fringe of society are simply hopeless.

''But," he continues, "there are also thousands of parents who are indifferent
to society, people who want their sons to become proficient in some trade,
and here, too, little is accomplished, .vhy? Because they are Americans.
Our factories with few exceptions are owned by foreigners, and the men, the
workers, are mostly immigrants who make life unbearable for any American
apprentice. I have been successful," continues the writer, "in inducing
tv/o of my sons to learn a trade. I have also tried to persuade my other
children to do so. As a result of my endeavors, one son wanted to be a
carpenter, but the Bohemian workers made life so unpleasant for him that
I could not let him continue. This is only one instance; I could enumerate

CO
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many others, A factory owner promised me definitely to hire one of my sons
so that be could learn a trade but later told me that it v/as impossible to ^
give the lad a chance because the factory workers objected to teaching the :S

trade to an American." C
TJ

Does this condition prevail elsewhere? ./e believe that the problem is o
serious. Many labor unions object to apprentices on general principles, Lo

not merely to Americans, ^i^uite often strikes have been threatened when !^

employers have hired more apprentices than the men cared to have, or even
when any helpers at all v/ere employed.

Of course one might ask the Americans: .Vhy are so jnany industries owned
by foreigners? They were not here in the beginning. During the first
sixty years of the Repuolic the foreign element was not so numerous as to
crowd out the American workers. /Jhy did not Americans take control of the

cr
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various trades at the time when factory production was still in its infancy?

The ansv/er apparently must be: In the main, the Americans showed as little _
inclination for learning a trade in those times as today. Americans were ;^

either farmers or merchants, and since the latter vocation v/as more respected
"^

and was considered much more dignified, all farmers* sons who cared not for g
the soil showed an inclination to become loafers. Among the sparse popula- ^-

tion adventure and the prospect of gain with the comparatively little effort ^
proved much greater attractions than the modest but secure income derived
from working at some trade. A fortune suddenly acquired without too much
effort is a goal which can be attained only by business transactions, and
so Americans showed no interest in trades and the plodding connected
therewith. Even when machinery increased production, and trades became
industries, the interest of Americans was concentrated on the business

end. The American planned and managed the enterprise and sold the mei^han*
dise vifholesale, and the immigrants, Germans, :?rench, Bohemians, 3v;ias, or
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Scandinavians, did the work.
^

These conditions existed in the beginning and will probably continue for
some time,—at least for the next ten years.

As bQttto times approach, thore will also be a proportionate increase in
opportunities of a speculative nature, and then the American chase for the
almighty dollar will come into full swing again,—and that means good-bye
to all good resolutions and to learning trades which provide a reliable
livelihoodj

Only after our population increases to such an extent that speculation is

virtually eliminated—^when a modest but regular income appears to be the
most desirable—^will Americans show an interest in learning trades.

GO
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2
Conditions in crowded Suropean countries are the main contributing factor ^
why most of our trades in America are controlled by foreign workers; natural F
inclination or an acquired liking for certain pursuits has had little to do ^
with this phase of our labor problem. o

CO
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•

THE RiaHT TO BEAR ABMS

A hearing was held yesterday, before the circuit Judges, in the habeas
corpus proceedings involving Lieutenant Frank Bielefeld of the Lehr- und
Wehrrerein (a communist organi2sation), lAiereby the constitutionality of the
militia law was to be tested • Only Judge Moran was absent* Judge Barnum pre- z^

sided# :>-

It was agreed that Bielefeld's violation of the militia law was to be admitted C
as a legal fact, so that the legality of the law could be questioned • Crawford, r^

of the law department, gave the opening speech, wherein he referred to the SI
rights of the state in general, and he mentioned facts from French history to
prove his point* He said, in permitting the association to become an incorpo-
rated body, the state did not relinquish i^s own rights....

Harry Rubens, Bielefeld* s chief defense counsel, was the next speaker* He
asserted that the militia law is a very peculiar statute. Nothing like it

C3
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exists anywhere in the country » except in Massachusetts. ••••The people car-
ried aims before the founding of the Republic; this privilege is our heritage
In England, an attempt was made to disarm the people by resorting to hunting
laws ••••The right to carry arms is a political right. The founders of the
Republic organized it^..^

The judges postponed their decision.
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE G2RI.IAN PIG HUNT

(Editorial)

But ydien the greatest victories I enjoy
I miss the best part, and how it does annoy. ^
Can it be? Is it the sweet youthful caress ^
Of my former lamentable foolishness? '^

At times it is very pleasant to conteinplate "our bygone foolishness" of ^g
which Heine speaks and to do a little retrospection regarding the nonsense S
which is practiced by other young companions. The latter opportunity is 5^5

now provided to the men of 1848 by the more recent socialistic gentry of
•73, who now organize. on American soil "ire and indignation meetings"
about Germany •s "sow hunt", and who demand that the United States protest
against Bismarck's tyranny in the name of liberty, equality, humanity, and
other delectable "itys and isms ^ic/".

en
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How that naist appeal to you forty-elghters who almost thirty years ago
(three decenliams says the typical GermEUi newspaper writer, who cannot bring,

to his pen the simple German '^ten years**—even if he croaks) reveled about
a similar nonsensical aslnlnity: The intervention of the great i^merlcan
Republic In European affairs* '

'

Our present red *73ers are more modest, or to express it more bluntly, they
do not appear quite as silly as certain crazy red *48ers did in the *50*8«

While the contingent of *48 during its convention in Vlheeling even voiced
demands that iVmerlca should annex the United States of Europe (which refer-
red only to Germany of course), the parties of *7^ are already satisfied,
if the United States government formally protests about the German aboil-- ^
tion of human rights* Or, to use the more fluent expression with which
Berlin public speakers are converscmt^ **If••••9** that, after all^ is not a
monstrous demand, not even from the standpoint of American popular rhetoric
which values words (oaths and threats) more cheaply than blackberries were
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valued at Falstaff *s time in England • But even this little request ?rill

not be aohieved* Their entire satisfaction will be—like that of the men
of *48~that they can thoroughly. •••themselves to their heart's content;
**that they have stung the crook abroad most forcibly**; and, that they live
in a land where no minion of the law, no state's attorn^ barkens to their
words whenever they express their disdain *^gainst the emperor or Bismark
(a mutual disgust) or the burgeois in general , which provides six to twelve
months at Floetzensee or banishment to Perleberg* A protest by the United
States government ought to appease them, and if the members of '73 have one
fourth of the average intelligence, then th^ should be fully contented if
the nation makes such presentations to Germany* More they (the men of '73)

cannot achieve •

In so far as the American-bo3ni citizens are concerned (and xve have about
forty million of them) , the mo st that can be expected from that source ?rill

be a compassionate smile ^ which, translated into Goethe's language may be
expressed as follows:

C^_5

CI
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They bring no peril,
We are at peace-—and content.
But other aspects
The future years will present.

Even If the mask 5
Acts absurdly at moments, ci^

It produces wine p
At last, after It ferments

•

I^

That, then, as we said before, Is the best reception they lOBiy expect. A
less beiMfIclal attitude Is expressed In dozens of our leading American news-
papers • These publications consider the socialist protestors not only as
harmless "nuts'*, but as a public nuisance which, somehow, must be tolerated
since we have both freedom of the press an^ speech. Still, It would have
been better If these socialists had stayed at home*

o
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If there is anything that proves particxilarly obnoxious to an American, then
it is the imputation that his interference in foreign affairs is required.
The Yankee is no cosmopolitan prattler, and does not care to be one« He is

strictly nationalistic in sentiment', br to quote the iiords which
Ludwig -I^ichrodt ascribes to his Luxenburger : '^I am a thorough Luzemburger,
iwas born that wa3r"« To form an opinion, be it intelligent or silly, about
other nations and peoples is the Americanos incontestable prerogative, and
he vents his views, even if insxifficient inTormation causes him to make
lamentable blunders occasionally. But to involve himself in the affairs of
others or to assume a theatrical pose—like a Frenchman resorting to en«^

phonious phrases, in lieu of deeds, for some conculcated party in Surope—

-

than an American will never do» He does not consider it his business to
proclaim to the world the happy tidings of our republican form of govern-
ment or to pester other nations about it; he is satisfied to let the exEOft-

pie speak for itself* In that respect the American partakes of the nature
of Goldsmith's country preacher of V/akefield, irtio uafte the homely declara-
tion: ^I always believed that a good man, who marries and raises a large
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number of children, is more useful than the bachelor who babbles only
about the increase in population***

The American demonstrates how the wealthiest coxxntry Icnown in hj.stk>X7^ and a
still greater govemment, ean exist and prosper on a foundation of unre-* ^
stricted personal liberty, and he expects that other people will imitate ^^
that pattern if they like it—or else leave it alone* But, to help other ^
nations to reach that lofty goal never enters an Americanos mind, because ^-^

he believes every nation adopts that form of government which the majority ^
prefers* He believes that no administration can endure , even if control-
ling a hundred thousand bayonets | when the majority really objects; and,
that it is no AmeriC€ai*s business to help a power-seeking, oppressed
minority which was suppressed by a majority* The Amsricans, therefore,
have no intentions whatsoever of helping the socialists abroad, except to
grant them a refuge in the United States when conditions become intolerable
in Surope* The United States offers no asylum in Swiss style—^where the
duration of protection depends upon the good will of the Government—^but.

CO
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•

a lasting shelter which evexy axrrlval nay claim here as his unalienable
right I a sanctuary which provides an eJjnost unlimited amount of liberal
laws which are more than those socialisiB would ever expect in Germany
even in their wildest dreams, and iiAiich undoubtedly are more than these
socialists would grant to their adversaries were they themselves in power*
The United States la an American and not a nebulous world republic, and ber-

ceuse it is, it can only offer refuge to the Gemans of *73, Just as it

did a quarter century ago for the men of *48« And this is enough* -o

o
In regard to the desired "intervention", it would amount only to "cheap ^
words"* Moreover, the fact that the German "sow hunt" is relentlessly crit- S
icized and condemmed in America can readily be read by the German auto- wi

crats, but they do not care* ^Qiey would also greet a protest by the
United States with derision, telling \xs to put our own house in order*
Therefore, it is best to forget the protest*
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/political M-ATT^il^

We can almost "believe tfcit the white mxirderers in the South and Hayes
are combined in one band to explain to t^e public in the North very clearly
and distinctly how different General Grant was from the watersoup, Hayes:
Under Grant's government, those infajnous scoundrels never would have dared,
to kick him in the face, as is done no^v by the Administration and tribunal
author' ties of South Carolina and also, by the red-shirted murder bands in
Louisiana* He would have foimd the courage to keep those fellows down and
bring them to reason, even if he had to call out an army of volunteers for that
purpose!

But under Hayes, we compalin to heav(»ml There they whine, speaking with
kindness, praying and begging, but not striking, when striking shoiild

be a sacred official duty. The result naturally cannot be anything else,
but more insolence from our Southerners. • • The \inion decreed laws, which
guaranteed to every citizen of the United States in every single state,
the right of free assembly and of voting. These laws are disregarded by
the former slave-squired with a sneering lau h, and President Hayes is
very sorry, but does not seem to be disturbed in his comfortable negligence!
77e cannot be surprised therefore if eiq^ryone, who will not throw away the gain
of the bloody four years' Civil War, deeply from his chest utters a groan!
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CAUL SCHUBZ

The event, which the Republican Party press so loudly advertised, and which the
leaders so longingly looked forward to, is over* Carl Schurs made his speech
in favor of the Republican Party before at least three thousand people. How far
the hopes have materialized which were attached to it, and whether the speaker
succeeded with his arguments in convincing one or many or none of the ntamerous
Tilden men who were present, cannot yet be said*

Ur* Prussing, Jr« introduced Hr« Scfaurz shortly after eight, and Mr* Schurz
began: - "My fellow countrymenl I did not come here to eulogize the Republican
Party, nor to praise it as an embodiment of all wisdom and virtue, nor to tell
you that, if she wins, the kingdom of heaven and, if she is conquered, the end
of the world would be here**.* The evils from whidh our country suffers are the
prevailing corruption and the bad financistl policies* I hardly think it is
necessary to explaix]/!at length to an intelligent German audience why the return
to the gold standard is necessary* I request you simply to glance at today's
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conditions* The times are had, commerce and industry do not pay and hundreds of
thousands have fallen into indigency*

What is the reason for this? If you read the platform of the Democrats, and
listen to the Democratic speakers, you mi^t think that the Republican adminis-
tration alone is. to blame* It is an old story - when something goes wrong - and
where the damage caused by hailstones or grasshoppers » the governing party would
still be held responsible for it* If you look around, you will notice that the
whole world is in the same predi cament * • • *

•

Now there is no country in the world, the recuperative power of which is as great
as that of America, and one would therefore think that we could overcome this
industrial crisis quicker than Europe* How does it happen that it lasts so long
this time? One of the reasons is the lack of confidence due to the instability
of our money* Capital is notoriously timid, and when the capital value is subject
to fluctuations then it is least inclined to take risks* There are probably some
oldsters among us, who have lived throu^ the crises of 1837 and 1857» Recovery
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did not come then until all the inferior paper money was swept out of commerce*

Let us look into the Democratic platform* It starts with the accusation that
the Repuhllcan Party^ in the eleven years since the war^ has not yet introduced
payment in hard money* In that^ it is ri^tl

I hare been among the first to criticise the Bepuhliean Party for it* What
rl^t has the Democratic Party to coniplainT Vhat has it contribated?

In 1868, the Democratic Party made every attempt to Jeopardise the credit of
this country* In every election nhere this question came upt it was the
rag money representative* • • •

What is the true essence of a plsi%form7 It consists in saying little with Mg
words* I find here the same beautiful phrases as in every platform, for the
past twenty years* Those beautiful phrases and promises appear to me like
highly estimable old acquaintances in white neckties and elegant clothes but
with suspiciously red noses**

•
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At least we may ask- for stronger proofs. Those we are asked to see in the

demand for the revocation of the resumption promise. The latter, as you know.

Is a promise to resume cash payments on January 1, 1879« I voted for this
measure in the Senate, because it was the first promise, which Congress made in
this respect, but I criticized it at the same time because it appeared to me to

be Insufficient •

The recall of the resumption promise has always been the war-cry of the inflation-
ists. I recently received a telegram from London, stating, - "If a recall of the
resumption promise becomes a fact all United States papers in foreign countries
will be under terrible pressure, and it will become almost impossible to dispose
of bonds on European markets at favorable prices at all**.

The English bankers, who always have been known as competent financiers, and
whose Judgement is surely trustworthy, realize that the recall of the resumption
law woTild be a victory for the inflationists*

•••••On the one hand, in the case of a Democratic victory, we would have a soft
money majority in Congress, and a pafttpofUtrimKlt of resumption ad Calendaa &ra.eca.g .
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On the other hand^ in case of a victory for the Republicans some sins of omission
will have to he atoned for* The main thing is that the majority in Congress
will he in favor of hard money

•

The German-American, like the American, has adways foxight for the honor of the
nation* Shall he now surrender the fruits of this fight to the routed enemy?
The Tilden-Repiublicans may do that, hut the Hayes-Independents will not; this
hand shall wither before it throws into the ballot-box a vote, nhich would
harm the sacred purposes of this country."

The financial question, however, is not the only reform we want* Corruption
reigns everywhere and must be extirpated* It reigns in both Houses of Congress,
in the Executive, in the Legislatxires* If I may boast of one merit, it is that
I was one of the first to attsu^k it

Grant had no idea what his duties as President were* He regarded every office
as his personal property, with which he might punish his eoMniea and reward his
friends* And his friends were, as you well know, not always (^f the best kind*
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Shren undejr Orant's completely unprincipled administration the corruption
could not have attained such immense proportions, if there would have existed
a "better civil service*..

•

What is now to be done? Of course^ we first have to rout the thieves* Not only
must the thieves be driven out but the spoils system must be abolished •̂ • •

I care nothing for platforms, but value more the word of a single, honest man*
By no means do I deny Mr* Tilden due credit for breaking the New York Canal
Ring* Tilden surely will drive the corrupt employees from their offices, but
also the good ones* On the other hand I am equally convinced that Hayes will
drive out the dishonest officials, and will leave the good ones in office*

When Z now raise my voice for this man, I do so not because he was my favorite
candidate* Ify favorite candidate was Bristow****
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li it not oar tatk» to eiplain the deyelopBent and achieTeaents of tha^
Baffobllean Party; Inxt oai> ni^t 'bo aontioiied* The Soathora Slaya^liolders lai

l|wl« in company with tholr coaftdoratos la the Vorth started ttai most
miprraated of all oItII ware kaowa la hletorj^* Ite oorpoee wae to deetro^
ttki» great work« vfalch eroeaed the straggle for ladepeadeace of the Coloalee
eKaiaet great Brltlaa, deetrojlag the Ualoat through which the TTalted States,
ortgiaally a snail coaHoaltj had hecoae a great coBBsadla^respeet Beim!b&ie#

fhejr tried to raia the aaioa heeaase they eoald aot coatrol it aajr lea|Bpr#

The BepahlleaaeParty had to accept the challaage aad carrlod it Ticterloap]^
throQi^ at the sacrifice of wealth aad life* Aad at Idst, after acre thaa
foar years of fightiag, the Tictory was acconplished, there were ao ailitary
eoarts iastitated to wrede rereage, ao prlsoas were filled with political
prisdaers aad ao heats left their harbors la oar coaatry with deportatioas.
The Eepahlicaa party had a difficolt task to accovpllsht the aaioa had to
he recoaetracted aad eafe guarded agaiast the repetitloa of rlolei^i^ttadcs
pa its cOafimed ezisteace* Ahrahaaa Liacola^s greatest aad imortal deed,
the llheratloa of foar aillloa slares had to he preserred. The Eepahllcaa
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party covraseoasly aarehed forward on the path entered hj its great leader

»

and goaranteed the freedom of the fomer elaTes hy constitutional and lawful
.protect!onihat as oar Ties Presidential candidate Willlaa Wheeler correctly
saysi *fhe aission of the Hepdblican Party cannot he considered as cospleted,
as long as the American citisen cannot enjoy without discriaination hecaase^
of the color of his skin, shether in the cane Mtrshes of Louisiana or on
the hanks of the 8t« Lawrence Eirer his ciric^ political and pdblic ri^ts* "

1
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Illinois Staats-Zeitung , Dec. 13, 1875

THE V/AR OF CULTURE

(Editorial)

If--and there appears to be no doubt—it was President Grant's intention to
make the so-called fight for cultiire a burning question of American i)arty

politics, then one may declare with positive conviction that his attempt
was a dismal failure.

lYhat he said in a very choppy, almost schoolboyish manner about the segre-
gation of church and state—the restriction of religion as well as irreligion
in public affairs—left the nation indifferent. It incited neither intense
opposition nor enthusiastic approval.

The proposal to add an amendment to the Constitution to insure against
a hierarchic control of schools meets with approval in all newspapers regard-
less of party affiliation, but none deal with the matter as if it were urgent
or the peril imminent.
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Mr. Blaine's amendment will probably not arouse opposition, and,
if it does, the objections are not likely to develop into a religious con-
troversy; the proposal will be restricted instead to matters of form involving
constitutional law.

As far as this question is concerned, an open split between the two politictil
parties will nbt materialize.

The two other proposals of the President—taxation of church property and the
restriction of the voting privilege to those persons who are literate--prompt
one to believe that Mr. Grant knows little more about the dictates of the
Constitution than those German newspaper writers who asked him recently to
settle a dispute over the election of an Episcoi)al bishop in New York by
taking recotirse to the official presidential powers, obviously in the manner
of Ludwig of Bavaria

•

We heartily approve of the taxing of church property (even if it is worth
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only three hundred million rather than one billion dollars), but any
child should know that this is a matter with which the Mational Government has
nothing to do. Taxation of real estate is under the jurisdiction of the states
alone. The Uovernment and the President have as little to do with it as with the
management of the waterworks or the construction of a city hall for Chicago.
According to the Constitution of the United States there is no connecting link
which would permit the extension of national authority to tax affairs such as
this* What Mr. Grant says can, at most, be regarded as advice to the political
factions to include the taxation of churches in their state programs* but such
suggestions are out of place in the Government's annual report.

The same applies to restrictions in the election laws. No question involving
the American Constitution has been settled more definitely within the last decade
than this: The granting or revocation of voting rights is exercised by the separate
states; it is not a government function.

The Nation made no attempt to influence this voting right in any manner, except
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by its stipxilation that, if any state abolishes the voting privilege
of its inhabitants on the groiinds of race, color, or former position (slavery),
that state's representation in Congress will be reduced in direct proportion
to the number of disfranchised voters. This is the only power vested in the
Government with respect to the ballot.

The right of the individual states to deny citizens access to the voting
booths--if they are illiterate—is already in existence, and the Government
lacks authority to interfere.

Thus Mr. Grant's proposals, presumably, will be just as ineffective as the
crazy financial schemes of his predecessor, Johnson.

If movements which correspond to the afore-mentioned suggestions should develop
in the various states, they will not be founded on this year's message of
President Grant; his annual message will have been forgotten by that time.
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JySS. HISPi\NO-AI^SRICAlK AM) THc; MGLO-AlCRICAldT'

Editorial T)r?.ises hi^rhly a r)roclajnation of a Saa Domingo T)atriot against annexation
iDy the U, S. ( The re-orinted TDrorlamation showers n'biise on President Qr.^nt.)

"The Yankee" a^)^ear8, p.nd ,instly so, to the nei.^h'h'^ring Stianish-AmeriCc'^n nations
as a "bnitrl, arrogrnt r^rif" greedy conqueror. Justly, \ve sfiy, "because Texas and
California furnish T)roof of the inr'^bility of the An,p:lo-Americr-n'^ to resr^ect the
equal right of the Hispano-American individuality* The Americans lipve treated
the Mexican greasers who stayed in those f5t?^tps '.'^ith conteTnr)t and as forei^ers with-
out rights (in the land o"^ their birthl)

What advrnta^e have they enjoyed of this "rond^-rfi^l material orofress?" The
annexation of San Domin.^o wo^rd advncp the IT. S. a lon,^ vrry on the ro^d of

brutal conq^^est and dishonest dpaling^ that ro?d on ^ich it is tme, Holland ^.nd.

England traveled to snort-lived mif^ht and -orosiDerity, hut th?t mrde their sudden
fall from the height ap-oer^r only all the more humiliating.
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AN UI^UTHORIZSD AND TREASONABLE STATEM3NT BY THE PRESIDENT

(Editorial)

The President of the United States has no more to do with amending the Consti-
tution of the United States than any common citizen* The Constitution itself
specifies the only two ways in which it can be legally altered* Either Con-
gress, by a two-thirds majority of all the members of both HoaseSy can propose
an amendment y or the legislatures of two thirds of all the States can rec[uest

Congress to call a convention for the purpose of having the convention propose
an cuaendment* In both cases ^ the proposal in question is submitted to the
State legislatures or to State conventions especially cedled for the purpose,
and if three fourths of the legislatures or State conventions ratify the amend-
ment , it is to be considered a part of the Constitutions* Not even the Presi-
dent's signature is necesscury to give such an act validity.

In view of these constitutional provisions, it is indeed absiird and ridicislous

en
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for the President to Infozm Congress , sis he did yesterday, that although his
Secretary, Mr* Stewart, had sent notarized copies of the proposals to amend
the Constitution to each of the Governors of the various States, still no
one should Infer from this fact that he, Andrew Johnson, acting President
since the death of Abraham Lincoln, sanctions the amendments* It Is absurd
and ridiculous for this official to tell a co-ordinate branch of the Government
which alone has authority to act In such matters that Its procedure is unconstl-*

tutlonal; and It Is absurd and ridiculous for Johnson constantly to repeat the

old hash about the **eleven States which were not represented at one tlme**« en

Congress needs neither the advice nor the instruction of President Johnson, nor
does the Constitution enjoin upon him to act in such capacity* Thus his message
was unauthorized*

However, It was not only unauthorized; it was also treasonable* It was an indirect
attempt to Incite the Rebel States of the South and their allies in the North,

^ the Copperheads, to resistance against these amendments, to hold out a prospect

GO
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of help and support from the executive branch of the Government, and thus to
cause dissatisfaction and strife between that part of the people who side with
the President and the part that sides with Congress. Viewed from this stand-
point, the message of the President Is a transgression of his official authority
and a violation of his official duties, and Congress ought to call him to
account for his misdeeds*
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I'-R-iUD C0n.'ITT3D TimCUGII SCLDURS* VcTi

vxJrC.ixxI^

In regards to the fraud which v/as perpetrated tiirough the votes of Illinois
Regiments in the attempt to force acceptance of the Egyptian Constitution
upon the people of that state, the \:Uiiicy Tribune says:

"The Cormissioners v/hose duty it is to receive the ballots cast by the
members of the Illinois L^eginsnts on the new Constitution are already at
work, according to the Herald , .jnong the foui* thousand ballots which they
received, only sixty v/ere against adoption, since most of the soldiers as-
sume that the proposed docanent is a der^ocratic regulation. In this way the
proportion of numerical strength betv/een Democrats and I^epublicans in the
Army will also be established. The .Trmy ;;ill furnish at least forty to ^
fifty thousand votes for accepta'nce of the new Constitution,"

./hat ingenousness, indeed, liven we who are residents of the state of Illi-
nois cannot form an opinion of the document at this time, for we have no
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ofxicial copy of it, and wliat the nev/spapers print about it is by no means
reliable, .jid tlie soldiers in caiap are in a less lilcelv position; they have
not even seen the nev;spapers, and they are voting on God only knov;s what kind
of representations, or iai3rei}re3entations -vhich will be amply supplied by
the host of Democratic barkee.;ers v/ho exchanged their saloon aprons for
soldiers' uniforms. And that is supposed to be an election! The three Goni-
nissioners could just as v/ell have voted for the v/hole Army during the first
session oi* the Coxistitutional Convention, and before that body had started
its v/orl:.

rhe lists 01* dead and v/ounded show that there are .r^any soldiers who hail
from other states in the Illinois RegLT.ents; tney hail from ilissouri,
.Wisconsin, Indiana, etc. xlo objection to their voting will be raised,
although none of ther. have the sli^test inGer;:^st in the matter and are
entirely indifferent to the issue.

r-"^
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Ill D
III G ANNUAL R3P0RT OF TEffi PRESIDEOT OF TK2 GER?.L^^ SOCIETY OF CHICAGO
I G ^
IV The German Society of Chicago observes its eighth anniversary today. ^

Although many opportunities to support community charities were F=

presented during the past year, and the Germans in this city responded nobly <^

to them all, the Teutons have displayed a laudable willingness to contribute S
tovrards the maintenance and blessed activity of the Society. o

It is true that the work of the organization is carried on through an agent,
still I am sure that nobody will object if I, an officer, make a report on, and
voice my opinion about the merits of the Society, especially its accomplishments
of the past year* Among the many thousands of German residents of Chicago, there
are undoubtedly hundreds who are unable to solve even the simplest problems of
everyday life, and are therefore dependent upon the advice and guidance of an
honest and intelligent person; then again, there are hundreds of others who need
material assistance because they are unemployed, or because sickness or old age
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GERMAN

prevents them from working and earning a living. And all of them are.

directed to Mr. Schlund, the agent of the German Society of Chicago,
and he will be gratefully remembered by many thousands of unfortunates
for displaying a genuine German character—a kind, sympathetic dis-

position, and a willingness to aid in any way he can.

Just a year ago we received reports that treasonable and atrocious deeds were
being committed in South Carolina. On April 15, 1861, the President of this,
our beloved adopted country, issued a call for seventy-five thousand volunteers
to defend and vindicate the majesty of the lav/ and the people. The patriotic
zeal of the German men of this country was exceeded by that of no other nation-
ality, and they immediately took up cuens. They did not hesitate to leave their
homes, their wives, children, or parents, to fight for liberty on the bloody
battlefields, and, if necessary, to die in its cause. The many German citizens
who stayed at home and continued to follow their daily occupation, and for whose
safety the soldiers rushed to arms, soon recognized it to be their duty to care

C.-r
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III D
III G for the dependents of the soldiers. A meeting was held at Bryan's
I G Hall where a citizen's committee on safety was appointed; quite a
IV large sum of money was raised by subscription and entrusted to this

committee for the purpose of administering to the needs of the
families of soldiers by the contribution of certain sums for their weekly sup-
port.

03
Tlie nativists' spirit of knownothingism, which is becoming more evident as the
V/ar goes on, was dominant in the meeting to the extent that they failed to elect o>

a single German to the citizens' committee, despite the fact that many married
Germans who joined Captain Mihalotzy's company or enlisted for services with
other contingents were the first soldiers to leave the city for the battlefields.

As president of the German Society of Chicago, I considered it my duty to see

that the dependents of German soldltVi were not neglected when weekly allotments

were distributed. Upon the instigation of the German Society of Chicago a mass
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Ill D
III G meetin^^ was held, and several men adduced proof that the citizens*
I G committee vras prejudiced against Gerinan v/omen and had neglected them
IV most shamefully.

The meeting unanimously adopted resolutions expressing indignation at such treat-
ment, had the resolutions published in German and English newspapers, and firmly
demanded that a German be added to the committee. John V/. Eschenburg v/as suggest-
ed as a suitable person, and thougli it was very humiliating to the gentlemen of
the citizens* committee, I^. Eschenburg v/as appointed a member of the comidttee
and given the status of full membership.

Later the Union Defense Committee v/as organized and the Germans were represented
in that body by Mr. Georg Schneider, and then, when IJr. Schneider left for
Europe, by I.ir. Caspar Butz. All the while the agent of the German Society of
Chicago v/as obliged to provide for the wives and children of German soldiers and
has rendered invaluable services to these brave citizens. The agent's detailed

c
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Ill D
III G . Receipts
I G
IV Dues $86, 66

Proceeds from annual ball $319

,

85

Total $406.41
f

Salary' (Mr. Schlund) $300.00

Mrs. Fischer* s fare to CJenuany \ 27.00

Coal and cartage . •••••• 27.00

Miscellaneous (food, small loans, etc.) . ^ 17.01

Total
... $371.01

rx3

Disbursements ^
cr»
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Ill D
III G In addition, quite a sum was collected by the Chicago Arbeiterverein
I Gr for the families of soldiers, Follov/ing is a detailed account of ^
IV sources: :!=•

Chicago Arbeiterverein ••••. $205.00 ^

Mr. C. Butz, lecture . . • ^ • • • . . . 28.50 2

Riverside Rifle Company 42.62 ^
Soldier's ball •....,.••..... 111.45

Total • ^87.57

Statement of Assets:

Invested in Chicago Municipal Bonds §500.00
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Ill D
III a Balance of previous investment # 11.29
I G
IV Balance at Greenbaum Bank 50.00

Balance in treasury 79>29

Total ^35.56 (sic)

Heretofore the management of the German House provided office room for our 2
organization gratis, thus saving us an expenditure which was above our financial ^
ability. For a long time a rumor prevailed that the management of the Grerman

House intended to deprive us of this facility. In our semi-annual meeting I

broached the matter, and the chairman and several members of the b6ard of
management of the German Houi^e assured us that there was no truth to the rumor.
To my great surprise our agent recently informed me that he had been ordered to
vacate the premises because they had been rented* I also received a notice from
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Ill D
III G the manageraent of the Gerrdan House and asked for time to put the
I G matter before the Society in today* s general meeting.
IV

Gentlemen, I do not intend to attempt to influence your opinion on
this affair, however I doubt very much that your idea is different from mine* ;3

I invested two hundred dollars in the establishment of the German House, and ^
for that reason I have paid no attention to the way it has been operated, be- ^
cause I never thought that there was the remotest possibility that the institu- 2
tion would ever be used for speculative purposes, or that the German Society of ^
Chicago would be ejected from it for the sake of a little rent. lij

Thus v/e shall be obliged to give the management of the German House a little
more attention.

I also wish to remark that the German Society of Chicago is faithfully aided in
its work by loyal doctors and druggists who have made many sacrifices in the

CJf
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III D
III G interest of charity, I do not wish to mention any names. The gentle-
I G men referred to no doubt consider themselves amply rewarded by the
IV satisfaction of having lightened the burden of many an unfortunate,

and by the loiowledge that they have the respect and gratitude of the
Society. I also v;ish to express the gratitude of our organization to those who
have donated clothing, shoes, meat, flour, fuel, and other foods.

Before relinquishing my office I wish to express my hope that the members of the
German Society of Chicago will continue to demonstrate their zeal in the cause
of humanity and charity and leave no doubt that they intend to do everything they
possibly can to insure the permanency of the organization. J3

Respectfully,

Heinrich Greenbaum, President of German Society of Chicago.

GO
CD
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Ill D
III G Thereupon the agent of the German Society of Chicago submitted the

I G following report:
17

Report of the Agent of the German Society of (Chicago
Î—

Since the German Society appointed me as its agent a year ago, I deem it my -^
duty to make the following annual report: o

CO

Immigration decreased during the V/ar, but not as much as v/as generally expected. 1:3

Among the immigrants who arrived in Chicago via the various railroads, about ^
twenty per cent remained here, the others going to other points in Illinois, or
to V/isconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Iowa, or Nebraska. Before they left the old
country many of these immigrants had planned to settle in Missouri, where there
are a great many Germans, but because of the unrest created by the Viav in the
state which was their original destination, they remained in Illinois. Let us
hope that through the events now transpiring in Llissouri immigrants will receive
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Ill D
III G

. Secured passage by depositing baggage as security for. . . • 58
I a
IV Secured lodging for 11

Recormiended to county eigent ^ ... • 6

Secured admission to County Hospital for ..•.. 3

Secured adraission to poor house for •••• 6 Ŝ̂
Referred to county agent for funeral expenses 7

Attended to correspondence for ....... 559

Corresponded officially with . ....... 520

Attended to financial natters for 153

Co
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Ill D '

III G Collected debts for 3
I G
IV Provided food for 488

Provided wood for • • • 60

Provided coal for •...••• 56

Provided medical aid and medicines for 42

Provided clothing and shoes 17 !^

Located relatives and friends for • . . . • 184

Located and reclaimed lost baggage for 88

Loans against security to •••••••• 9

o
«

CO
ro
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'

III D
III G Gift of money to indigent 2
I G
IV Kept from straying 37

Total 3396 (sic)

Aid to fanilies of Illinois Volunteers:

Cash distributed to .... ^ ^ I57

Coal (ten tons) delivered to 36

Delivered wood (2|- cords) to 6

Secured shoes for
^ 4

Secured meat (176 pounds) for , 15

M

CO
CD
ro—
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Ill D
III G Secured bread (270 loaves) for • 72
I G
17 Secured beans (2^ bushels) for 24

Secured brooms (5) for •••••••• 4 i^
o
CD
ro

Secured tea (4 pounds) for 2 co

Secured coffee (3j pounds) for •...• 4

Secured butter {4^ pounds) for •••••• • 5

•Secured meat (6| pounds) for •••••••• •• 6

Secured ham (Z^ pounds) for • •• 4

Secured sugar (2 pounds) for •••• 6
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Secured medicine for • • • • • • 14
*

Though the Society had but little material at its disposal, the
undersigned has the satisfaction of having helped a great number of

unfortunates and indigents in their hour of great need.

II D 10
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Ill D
III G- The report of the treasurer showed a receipt of ;i^86.66 in dues. The
I Gr receipts and disbursements are included in the president's report.
17 All reports were unanimously adopted.

The agent then submitted a notice to vacate v/hich was delivered to him by ^
Constable Kaufraann on behalf of the management of the German House. p
Following is a transcript of the notice: g

o

TO

J
'-i
''--T

To Mr. Fidel Schlund: You are hereby notified that the management of the German r?:

House demands that you immediately relinquish and yield possession of the space
granted you by above named organization, said space being located in the city
of Chicago, county of Cook, in the building called the German House, and known
as the building next to the southeast corner of North Vfells and Indiana Streets.

Mr. H. A. Kaufmann is hereby authorized to take possession of the space referred
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Ill D
III G to In the name of the German House.
I G
IV Given under the signature of the president and the secretary of the

German House on this twelfth day of April, 1862.

E. Schlaeger, President,
H. Eschenburg, Secretary.

1. That the members of the German Society of Chicago are willing to pay the
management of the German House an adequate rent for the space heretofore
occupied, if the management of the German House can reconcile it with humani-
tarian principles to demand money from a benevolent organization merely to
enrich the stockholders of the German House

;

2. That we appeal from the act of the management of the German House to the

Ca>

On recommendation of Caspar Butz it was resolved: C^
tn
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Ill D
III G stockholders of the German House and to their better nature, and that
I G we instruct the agent of the German Society of Chicago not to comply
17 with the demand that he vacate the property;

3# That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the management of the German
House, and that they be published in the German press together with the annual
report.

An amendment that his place be taken by Mr. Conrad Diehl, a justice of the peace,
was offered by Mr. Brentano, heretofore the secretary of the Society, to the
proposal that all members of the board of directors serve another year. This
amendment v:as accepted, and a vote of thanks was accorded all members of the
board for past services,

t.

On recommendation of the treasurer Mr. Haarbleicher and Caspar Butz were appointed
to revise the books of the treasurer. Since many quarterly dues are in arrears

CO

en
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III D
III G and it may be difficult to collect the full suras at one time it was
I Cx left to the board of directors to decide whether the dues are to be ^
IV collected or payment is to be dispensed with, ^

Adjournment followed. vCJ

S I

Chicago, April 13, 1862. 2

Verified by.

Heinrich Greenbaum, President,
L. Brentano, Secretary.

Co
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III F
IV HOLD LIEETIKG IN BEHALF OF SIGEL

Effort to Secure Estate for Him ^
The Chicago Arbeiteryerein held a meeting last evening for the purpose of ^,
starting a national movement to acknowledge /General Fran^Sigel's deeds r^

in behalf of the Union, The meeting v/as very well attended. Mr. Heinrich Z^

Greenbaum was elected chairman and IJr. Schulz secretary. ^
Dr. Ernst Schmidt then made a long speech in which he explained that if g
German-Americans wish to offer -an adequate expression for Sigel's unselfish tr

devotion and endeavors, then a sword of honor will be insufficient, and that
they will have to "provide an independent and carefree existence for Sigel
by way of national subscription.

Mr. V/ilhelm Rapp, lir. Eduard Schlaeger, and I\(lr. Theodor Kieschler also spoke
and voiced their approval of the recommendations made by Dr. Schmidt.
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IV The following resolutions, formulated by Dr. Schmidt, were adopted
by enthusiastic acclaim _^ranslator's note: The resolutions have

been clipped from the issue, so we shall be satisfied with the above.7
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MONTHLY REPORT OF THE AGENT OF THE
GERMilN SOCIETY OF CHICAGO

Report for February and March, 1862
by

F. ochlund, Agent

February

Employment secured for 92
Passes secured for. ••...
Shelter secured for
Located friends or relatives for ,., 6
Located baggage for , 9
Claim entered for loss of baggage ,

Mis-sent articles located for
Claims for damage entered for dispossessed Unionists.
Financial advice given .30

March

68

X
1
4
7

1
3
4
5

—

7

C^'
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II D 8 i

II D 7 February March p
II D 3 r
III G Kedical aid and medicines secxired for. 5 4 :s

I L Provided fuel and food for 13 21 £
Found living quarters for*. ••••••• •• 5 2 c-

?;rote letters for 68 50 tj^;

Loaned noney to 5 3
^''^

Total 199 (sic) 169 (sic)

There is a great lack of farm laborers and I was not able to supply even one
half of the requests although the enqployers offered thirteen or fourteen dollars
per month, or one hundred and fifty dollars per year, and in spite of the fact
that young men are unable to secure employment in the city. And the supply of
domestic help is not nearly adequate to meet the demand.

Agajji experience proves that the Geiroan public cannot.be too careful in

granting the power of attorney, ia giving authority to collect inheritance,

in purchasing transatlantic or transcontinental passage, etc. I have often
been convinced that our countrymen have reliable relatives or friends in
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II D 8
II D 7 which were purchased in America, they have no more value than^ cuid

II D 3 cure granted no preference over, any other kind of demand • TOxaa,

III G people of dubious character, and people who are not financially
I L responsible, can carry on this type of business In this country*

Banks In Oexmany, however, can not be licensed to operate unless
they have furnished a sufficient guarantee In mon^ and unless the sum
guaranteed has been registered* Thus the purchaser of a Gexman bill of ex«-

change Is protected not only by adequate security, but also by an exchange
court which has the authority to give a bill of exchange preference over
any other claim, and woe unto the dishonest bcmker!

We have no such protection here; the avowed honesty of the banker Is our only
guarantee, and If he unexpectedly closes his doors, all the bills of exchange
etc* which he has Issued, and all the deposits which he has accepted may be
considered lost* Therefore Germans should only do business with those
bankers whose moral Integrity cannot be questioned, and who may be relied
upon to assume no greater financial responsibility than they are able to meet*

c^
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opinions and complaints will receive no notice; whereas they will
receive attention and exert much good influence in the state as well
as in their community, if they live near one another^

r

Illinois Staats-Zeitung , Apr. 2, 1862.
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II D 7 seller is legally obligated to defray the cost of such service.
II D 3 It is not STifficient to have a warranty and deed; one must have a :

III G legal title. It is also necessary that all debts on the property ^'

I L in question be liquidated, and that such liquidation be attested {

to by the issuing of a quitclaim deed, before payment for the ^

property is made and ere the pertinent documents have been recorded. Recording
should take place immediately after this procedure. One should not be too
hasty about buying land, and should give due consideration to the effect of f

climatic conditions upon health before consummating the transaction. Grood

soil and good water are prime requisites. It often costs more that the land
itself is actxaally v/orth to bring wooded or shrubbed land under cultivation,
and it is easier to break rolling prairie soil.

The farmer sho\ild make but very moderate use of credit; it is better to have
twenty acres of unincumbered land than three h\indred acres that are mortgaged
for three hundred dollars, for to have debts is like having a rope around

one's neck. Failure of harvest, sickness in the family, loss of horses or

r

!
•
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II D 8
II D 7 cattle are all sufficient to put the property in the hands of the

II D 3 sheriff, for there are still scoundrels who know how to make the

III position of unfortunates untenable by raising the interest to twenty-
I L five dollars per one hundred dollars and by other diabolical neans^

On the other hand, the farmer who is not harrassed and hampered by
debt can make a good living, can look forward to a rich harvest, can improve
upon his property, and even lay aside a s\2m for a rainy day, or for the days
when he can work no more*

There is one rule which may be considered a norm for every farmer--poor soil
is not ungrateful, but they who occupy it will never grow wealthy; but good,
rich soil makes work easy and yields riches in good harvests• Whenever ^
possible a prospective purchaser should select a farm which is correctly
proportioned with reference to meadows, woods, and Icmd under cultivation;
for one element is as necessary as the other, and if one is entirely lacking,
the ffium cannot be operated at a profit • An eighty acre farm should contain
forty acres of land under cultivation, fifteen acres of meadow, and twenty-five
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II D 8

II D 7 acres of wooded pasture. It could be operated without /nany hands,

II D 3 excepting during harvest time.

III G
I L If one finds and buys a farm which has no wooded plot, it will be

necessary to purchase a grove of two to five acres, in the vicinity, •

in order to have trees for fuel and lumber, otherwise it will be necessary
to continually pay cash for this material, or to make debts; and let everybody
bevjare of either, if he v/ants to be successful.

A wise buyer will also give much attention to suitable places for erecting a

house and other necessary buildincs. Dry places on high parts of the farm

should be chosen for the house and barns, so that the water can drain off
and man and beast are amply protected against dampness. If the drainage is

good it is possible to put a good cellar under the buildings, and a dry
cellar is of very great value to a farmer.

*

As a protection against rain and cold it would be advisable to put few

-3
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CONCERNING THE RIFLES OF THE HOME GUARD

To the Editor of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung: After an article appeared in
your newspaper stating that the rifles which the Home Guard received from
Springfield are poorly constructed and dangerous, and since I take an active %
interest in the safety of the public as well as in the safety of the Home , ^
Guard, I requested the Mayor of this City to investigate the weapons. p

From his report on this matter I conclude that the guns are of good quality ^
and are in good condition. They are similar to the rifles which are used in 2
the regular infantry of the German Army, and if all the soldiers of the United ^
States Army are equipped with arms as good as the ones which were recently ^
received from Springfield, they are well armed indeed.

Fellow Citizens! V/e appeal to you and ask that you organize military companies
not just to play soldier, but to be prepared in case of necessity. Our vol-
unteer army is on the battlefield, and although news of victory comes from
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every part of the country, we are no better prepared to meet an emergency in
Chicago now than we were in Iclarch, 1861. Let everyone who would contribute
his might to the great cause of liberty sign a list of volunteers.

Lists may be found at the following places: Mr. Hxihn, corner V/ells and Illinois ?
Streets; Mr. Loeckel, German House; Krieger and Brinckmeyer, German House; ^
Schartz^s Saloon, North Clark Street; Brandt's Saloon, North Clark Street; F. ^
Schlund, 146 Indiana Street; Pfeiffer»s Saloon, Madison Street; ^

As soon as the necessary number of men have volunteered, a meeting will be held
to make further arrangements for organization.

By order of the Committee,

CO

—

i
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F. Schlund,
Secretary pro tempore
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MCCLELLAl^ DISMISSSD—FREMONT RBINSTaTEDJ

(Editorial) ^
The President is proceeding on his course of firm detenoination. It is p
evident from the dispatches which have been appearing in our telegram ^
column that by January 27 he had taken supreme command over all fighting S
forces on land and sea. By publishing his order of January 27, and placing
it at the head of the orders trtiich he issued March 8 and March 11, he makes
a grave accusation against McClellan. As our readers may see from the order
of January 27, the President ordered the Commander of the Potomac Army and
the Armies of the West to be ready to advance February 22, and made General
McClellan responsible for the execution of this order. The order of March 8
is an odd commentary on the first order, for in the second order the President
commands McClellan to immediately prepare the PotonHC Army for field
operations, and concludes: "This order is to be executed promptly, so that

CO
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the beginninc of the operations of the Potomac Anny is not delayed any
longer." Having received this curt coinmand, General McClellan was finally
persuaded to leave his comfortable headquarters at V/ashington, and to

establish an office in the midst of the Potomac Array. To shov/ that he was
indeed in earnest and would tolerate no further disobedience, President
Lincoln issued a statement on March 11 to the effect that General McClellan
had been relieved of the command over the other departments, and that
henceforth his authority would be restricted to the Army of the Potomac.

So McClellan is General of the Army of the Potomac for the time being, or,
to use the polite language of the President, "until further notice"^ That
means that the General must now advance and defeat the enemy, or his
curtailed command will be taken from him. Me hope that McClellan who is not
devoid of ability and military knowledge, will, as General of the Array of
the Potomac, make amends for the grievous sins of omission which he committed
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as General of the United States Army.

3y a single stroke of the pen the President's order of Uarch 11 puts an
end to the department ii^ich the notorious Hunter, by his infaiaous

machinations, stole from Fremont, and also to the departraent of General
Buell; it unites these departments with the Mississippi Department, with
General Hfi^lleck in command "until further notice".

The order of March 11 very expressly provides also that all the territory
west of the Potomac and east of the Mississippi shall constitute a special
department, and that Fremont shall be in command of it. So Fremont's
Department comprises a part of Virginia and Tennessee, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, iilabama, etc.—in short, that part of the theatre
of war on which the decisive battle will be fought.

Thus the Pathfinder triumphs over all his enemies, and the dirty Blair

cr
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clique, headed by the tippler Frank, and by Montsomery who "wrote so many
letters," and, last but not least, by Hunter, who is a master at retreating,
may now shiver in their shoes. This Presidential order involves a veritable
revolution in the operation of the war. Henceforth he and his able Secretary
of State will be in supreme command of all fighting forces on land and at
sea, and nov/ there are but three departments: the Potomac Department, the
Mississippi Department, and the Fremont Department, and the instructions of
the Commander of the latter Department are: "Let us have action!"

The better parts of the Republican and the Democratic party share in Freiaont*s

triuiuph; we refer to those Republicans and Democrats, ?/hD, like the Germans
of Chica£p, loyally stood by Fremont when the Gtovernment and the sc\im of the
parties had conspired to annihilate him.

Fremont's political and military genius and his honesty are pledges that he
will use the great power InTested in him by the President, who is fully equal
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to the situation, to restore the unity and freedom of the Republic. Again
we hear:

Eurrah! Hurrahl from hill and valley,
Hurrah! from prairie wide and freel
/iround our glorious Chieftain rally,
For Union and for Liberty!
Let him irtio first her wilds exploring.
Her virgin beauty gave to fame.
Now save her from the curse and shame
V/hich slavery o'er her soil is pouring.
Our standard-bearer then the brave
Pathfinder be!
Free Speech, Free Press, Free Soil, Free Men,
Fremont and Victoi^iri

.
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GYMNASTIC EXHIBITION AND TABLEAU AT KINZIE HALL

Monday evening a gymnastic exhibition was given at the Ttimhalle for the
benefit of the refugees from Missouri and the nvounded soldiers at Fort
Donaldson. We have seen many demonstrations of gymnastic skill in America,
but we nust confess that the accomplishments of the local Turner are sur-
passed by those of no other Turngemeinde in our country, not even by those
of the famous New York organization. The exercises performed on the
horizontal bars, parallel bars, and trapeze, and especially the wei^t and
jumping exhibitions, were most excellent. Turners like Heinrich Malzacher,
Emll Giese, Julius Giese, August Ries, Louis Rosenberg, and Robert Lott have
no equals in the United States. If these men had competed at the various
national exhibitions, the local Turngemeinde would be famous in every part
of the nation.

The plastic section which is tutored by Turner August Weidling deserves
special commendation* The marble groups which we were privileged to see
are among the best of their kind in America* •••
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II B 3
I G Viewing the exhibition as a whole, we have only one adverse criticism

to make, and that is that the program was much too long, requiring
four hours—from eight to twelve o'clock—for its execution. Two hours would
have been sufficient. The Great Western Band which accompanied the i)erformers

contributed much to the success of the exhibition.

Owing to inclement weather, the attendance left much to be desired. Consider-
ing the noble purpose and the excellence of the performance, the committee
had a right to expect a much larger turnout. We hear that the Tumgemeind
contemplates giving similar perfoimances from time to time; and we are con-
vinced that in the future the public will show a greater appreciation for this
kind of entertainment. Certainly none of those who were present on Monday
evening will be absent from future exhibitions*
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MAJOR GENEHAL FRANZ SIGSL!

(Editorial)

Since the Tuesday afternoon dispatches did not confirm the news that Franz
Sigel had been appointed Major General, we sent the following telegram to
onr Congressman, Isaac N, Arnold:

''We published your dispatch about the appointment of Franz Sigel as Major
General in an extra edition. The dispatches of the Journal do not confirm
the report. Please advise us.**

In answer to the above we received the following telegram from Ifc. Arnold:

''Sigel was appointed Major General and the Senate confirmed the appointment."

And yesterday we received the following letter which Mr. Arnold wrote on
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Monday:

•»! have just sent you a telegiram stating that your favorite, heroic
Franz Sigel, is now Major General Sigel. No appointment could give me more
pleasure than this one« Sigel certainly deserved it as recognition of his
services. Our Germans have also merited this recognition of their patriotic
and noble devotion to the cause of the Union. I congratulate youl

^'Isaac N. Arnold."

So Sigel is really a Major General; however it required many a hard struggle
to obtain this well earned distinction for him. His deeds and those of his
fellow Americans of German descent were his best and most effective inter-

cessors. On the other hand, powerful and influential persons rose up
against him.

i
**Yourstruly, co

c/»
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The nativists, especially the military nativists, seem to have actually
conspired against him to prevent his appointment. No ways and means
were too low nor too infamous for their purposes', and even a few days

before his promotion they circulated unfavorable reports about him in Govern-
ment circles at Washington. V/e cite this one for example: In order to
deprive him of his good reputation as a European General, they spread the
rumor that the General Sigel vAio led the Bavarian Revolutionary Army is not
the Sigel who is now in i^merica, but an uncle of the latter. This is but one
of many false riimors which were disseminated. And the tactlesi^ness of some
of Sigel 's friends, who published confidential private conversations cmd
private letters of the RIajor General, in which he frankly voiced his opinion
of his superiors, even the President, played into the hands of his enemies.

^

3
e

These obstacles never would have been removed by resolutions of German mass
meetings or through the efforts of German deputations. There was only one
way to fight these enemies successfully, only one way to enforce Sigel 's

claims to promotion: by having liberal minded and fair minded congressmen
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I F 3 exert their influence upon the President.
I C

The entire course of the Sigel matter shows that the procedure fol-
lowed by the Illinois Staats-Zeitung was the only correct one. Representatives
I,!T. Arnold, Washbume, and juovejoy of Illinois, and itepresentative Ashley of ^
Ohio very willingly complied with our request that they intercede with the Presi-<^
dent in Sigel*s behalf, llr. Arnold was in constant correspondence with us in 5
order to obtain the necessary information to refute the charges which were made p
against Sigel in .Vashington, These Representatives deserve the eternal gratitude Sg

of all German-iimericans. The President, too, has earned our thanks for not per- 5
mitting himself to be misled by nativistic misrepresentations, and for being just
to the Germans and to their heroic champion.

iind since it was so difficult to v/in this triumph of 3igel, it must be con-
sidered a greaT. and enduring triumph of Germanism over Nativism. It will
create a very favorable impression in Germany; and the iiomestead ACt and
the repeal of the Llassachussetts i^mendment will prove to the Germans in
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the old countiry that the great principle of equality which was
embodied in the Chicago Platforra on demand of the Germans of this
city, is a living and vitalizing principle, and that it will be

strengthened and expanded by the present War, no matter vftiether hostilities
continue for a long time, or whether they are terminated in a short while.

03
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17 A lETTER FROM FRITZ ANNEKE
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Camp Murphy 9 Indiana,
Febmiary 20, 1862.

To the Editor of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung ; A news item which appeared in
yesterday •s issue of your newspaper forces me to write about myself in the <rx

press, although I do not like to do so. The item referred to reads: **Colonel 'r"

Fritz Anneke and the artillery corps which he trained well at Indianapolis "^^

will now leave for the battlefield. » If this were correct, I would have no o
reason to bring my name before the public. Unfortunately, however, the state-

*"

ment is only partially correct, and it occurs to me that I owe it to myself, _
nor friends, ny acquaintances, and perhaps to the German citizens of the United ^
States to make an explanation in regard to the true status of affairs. Uy
^'artillery corps, •» as you call it—it is actually ten batteries of six guns
each—has gone to the battlefield; I, however, am detained here. And now I

CO
CD
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shall proceed to explain this fact.

Nobody could have had a greater desire to participate in this War against the
Rebels, than I. It so happened that I was in Switzerlsind when hostilities
began, and did not have the necessary financial means to come to the United
States immediately. Several attempts to obtain these means from our ambassadors
in Europe were in rain. During the first part of September a good friend
finally i)er8uaded Professor Einkel to advance the money to me from the German
"^Revolution Loan**. Without hesitating a moment I left my family at Zurich and
hastened to the United States with the sole intention of fighting for the cause
of freedom in our beloved adopted country. On landing in New York I was in-
formed that the Governor of Wisconsin had appointed me commander of an
artillery regiment which was to be organized. I hastened to Wisconsin without
stopping to visit friends and relatives whom I had not seen in years. The
Governor of Wisconsin sent me to Washington to confer with the Secretary of War
about equipment for my regiment, and after spending three weeks there I
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I G
17 accomplished nothing save that I obtained an order to the Grovemor

of V/isconsin to send my regiment to Louisville, Kentucky. This order
was not carried out, hotrever, because GrOvemor Randall declared that he would
not permit any troops to leave his state until they had been fully clothed and
paid; and there could be no thought of complying with this demand* The number ^
of my men increased to eleven hundred; but week after week passed without any ^
better prospect of leading my regiment to the battlefield« Much time elapsed p
before the necessary uniforms were provided , and there was no thought of equii>-—

^

ping us with cannon, horses, etc. Meanwhile, I received letters and telegrams ^
which had been circling the country for weeks, requesting that I assume the '-

eoimand over the artillery forces of the state of Indiana* After a lengthy ^
correspondence in regard to the matter, I finally decided to accept the offer
because what I had heretofore heard about military preparations in Indiana led
me to believe that I would be able to enter active service and see action more
quickly throu^ the authorities of that state than through those of Wisconsin.
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Upon joy arrival in Indianapolis I found that the Grovemor^s original
plan to organize the artillery of this state was altered, inasmuch as

I did not receive consnand of all the artillery forces, but only the four
which have been sent to Kentucky and eight others, still to be orgsuiized, which
have been designated as the*5econd Artillery Segiment**. Since I could not
begin carrying out plans to establish the eight batteries, I went to Kentucky,
with the permission of the Governor, to inspect the four batteries sent there
from Indiana, and to give them the instructions and additional training I knew
they needed* General Buell, the commanding officer of the eunoy corps told me
that he could not allow me to exercise any authority whatsoever over the
batteries which were attached to his anqy corps, becauBe I had not yet been
enrolled in the service of the United States, and that I could not be enrolled
until vy regiment had twelve complete batteries.

o
CO
•
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So I was obliged to return to Indianapolis without having attained my object,
and confine qy activity to olrganization* I encountered many difficulties*
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17 Aside from, the fact that recruiting proceeded very slowly, since the

state had already sent five per cent of its elligible men to the
battlefields, I found it hard to acquire, the necessary artillery equipment,
nhich, as you undoubtedly know, is very conqposite* In order to remove these ^
difficulties, which I had foreseen, I selected the capitol city of the state S
as a place to establish a training camp, where I intended to concentrate the ^
batteries and give them a thorough practical military education. Grovexnor rj

Morton promised repeatedly that no battery should be sent to the battlefield ^
unless I had declared the unit ready for service. A four-week thorough train- J
ing might have been sufficient to enable the men to render the most necessary
services. However, I was not given sufficient time nor opportunity to give
them even that much training. The batteries were ordered to the front Just
when they were prepared to receive and benefit by thorough instruction. There
was no reason to send them to Kentucky, and evidently it was done merely to

remove them from my supervision. After they had been idle in Camp Louisville

for several weeks, they were sent to Cairo. Eight days thereafter three more

*3
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batteries were ordered to Louisville—in such haste that one might
have thought that the entire Rebel Army was approaching Louisville.

Two of these batteries had neither horses nor cannon; and today, after two
weeks I they are still idle at camp. The authorities, it is said, intend to
equip them with twenty-four-pounders. The third battery is still in camp near
Jeffersonville , on this side of the Ohio. Late one evening, two weeks ago, I
received orders to send the last battery which I had in caoip to Cairo
imaediately. This contingent left the next morning. It had only forty horses,
instead of one hundred and ten, because a few weeks before orders had come
from Washington that no more horses be bought here, /and I had received no
answer to my letters and telegrams requesting the horses necessary for my regi-
ment. Today the Commander of the battery stationed at Cairo informed me that

he cannot get any horses there, but must procure them from Indiana.

While all batteries, excepting two which I have Just begun to train, have been
taken from me before they were sufficiently instructed and drilled; while ten
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IV batteries of my regiment (about fifteen hundred men) are with the army

on the battlefield; I am forced to remain here in camp. They are forc-
ing me to remain here, although I have asked repeatedly to be sent to the front
with my batteries, although I have received promise over promise that my request ^
would be granted, although there is a great lack of experienced artillery ^
officers, altiiou^ there is not one single experienced artillMlBMUiIriaUklia 3
batteries comprising my regiment, although all officers, lieutenants, and men ]j

of my regiment, about seven-eights of ¥diich consist of native Americans, request ^
that I instruct and lead them, €aid have voiced their complete confidence in me. o
Governor Morton has assured me that nobody, not excluding myself, takes a -^

greater interest in the adjustment of my personal position than he; on this ^
he has given me his word of honor. A week ago he informed me that the ^
Assistant Secretary of War, Colonel Scott, had promised him that my case should
be taken care of immediately. I am awaiting the fulfillment of this promise
daily. So far I have had no further news. I cannot understand what reason
there can be for treating me thus. It is a strange procedure, indeed. First
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It was said that I would have to have twelve batteries In order to be
eligible for service In the United States Amy* Now there is a rumor

that the Var Ulnlstry or the High Comnand of the Aray does not want to have
any staff—officers In artillery regiments—^whlch consists of volunteers*

You will admit that the treatment which I have received Is enough to make any-

body Impatient. I have told Governor Morton that I promised the soldiers of
my regiment that I would lead them In battle as a colonel, or, If that were
not possible, as a gunner, and that I was convinced that they would accept my
advice or execute my orders.

Fritz Azmeke.
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TEE REBEL CAPTIVES IN CAMP DOUGLAS
Chicago Endangered by Their Presence

(Editorial)

There are already four thousand Rebel captives at Camp Douglas, and this
number is to be increased to seven thousand, according to reports. Such
is the present state of affairs. The English nev/spapers have broached the
question of what is to be done with these captives? Some would have tham
returned to the South; others would have them exchanged for Union captives

,

even though frcHn twenty to fifty Rebel captives might have to be sent back
for each Union captive; still others woxild like to see them distributed
among the counties of the Northern States, making the Federal Goveroment
responsible for their care and support, and requiring that the National
Authorities x^y the respective states a certain sum for the keisp of these
unfortunate Confederate soldiers. If the season were advanced by a few
weeks, we would recommend what we proposed last summer, namely that the
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Rebel prisoners be distributed among the farmers, in order to replace the
farm workers who have left to defend the country against these accursed
slave holders.

There can be no doubt that It will be necessary to build large forts In the
Interior, and that the Illinois-Michigan Canal will have to be enlarged to
connect the Great Lakes with the Mississippi River, and thus with the Gulf
of Mexico • A large nimiber of workers will be required to do this work, and
the more workers that can be eiQ)loyed on these projects, the sooner these
very Important enterprises can be finished*

Tberefore, we recommend that the seven thousand prisoners with whom Chicago
is to be blessed be used for the immediate construction of fortifications
along the Canadian border, and for the contemplated enlargement of the
Illlnols-Ulchlgan Canal.

''Idleness is the root of all evil,'* and seven thousand Re Del prisoners
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confined In a space the size of Camp Douglas cannot but demonstirate the
truth of this proverb, and therein lies a great danger for the city of
Chicago, and for the lives and property of its citizens.

The barracks of Camp Douglas consist merely of four rows of v/ooden buildings
which stirround a four cornered plot for reviewing and exercising. Ihese
barracks and the wooden fences, which do not even enclose the camp from all
sides, cannot prevent seven thousand captives from escaping any time they g
wish, even thotigh a garrison of several thousand men were kept at the camp
at all times to watch the prisoners. If these prisoners should make
independent attenqpts to gain their liberty, they could be frustrated—a c?i

double or triple line of pickets could be maintained and the sentries
ordered to shoot every fxigitive who did not halt immediately on command;
but concerted action by all the prisoners could not be prevented, even if

several thousand sentries were employed and if the prisoners had no weapons.

If the entire number of Rebels made a v/ell planned mass attack upon the

-a
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'fortifications,'' only a few hxindred conld be shot to death or wounded,
while most of the prisoners wou3.d escape and conld then attack the city^

Then again, if one remembers that it would be very easy to set fire to the
barracks which are Joined one to the other (and it would be impossible to
extinguish the fire), how could anyone prevent these hordes from scattering
and taking French leave?

Should the Rebels once be free to attack the city, which is protected by
only sixty policemen, everybody can pict\ire to himself what grave danger
would threaten the lives and property of the citizens.

However, it would not even be necessary that all prisoners break out at

the same time. Let us assume that only one hundred escaped* One hundred
hostile people (no doubt the boldest of them would leave first) without
money, without any means of subsistence, dependent \ipon robbery and

c
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pltmderlng, let loose upon a city protected by only sixty policemen--what
a menace to the community they would bet

In addition, seven thousand Rebel prisoners would also endanger the health
of the city. It would be necessary to keep them in the barracks where they
would find it impossible to move about very much. Ibis close confinement
in small, \mventilated rooms filled with foul oders emanating from the hay "^

and from the perspiring men, could not help but cause sickness, and, what ^^
is more, conta£:ious disease. All meastires to prevent the latter v/ould be
futile, and thus the disease would quickly spread.

It is not our intention to scare o\ir citizens, but we do call attention
to the danger in order that they may give serious thought to the feasibility
of organizing home guards and arming the citizens in general, for the purpose
of protecting the city and its inhabitants.

r
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THE THIRTSENTH CAVALRY REGIMEMT

The Thirteenth Cavalry Regiment broke camp yesterday morning at 11 A.I!, and
left for St. Louis. The officers of the Regiment are Colonel J. W. Bell,

Lieutenant Colonel Theobald Hartmann, and Kajor Lothar Lippert. ^^ames of
other officers were omitted in translation^

Colonel Bell was born in Tennessee about forty-seven years ago. Ee was for-
merly a lawyer, and later became a clerk in the 7/ar Department. He was au-
thorized to form a regiment under the condition that he unite with Lieutenant
Colonel Hartmann. cr

The latter is weJl known and greatly respected by the German citizens of Chicago.
Mr. Theobald Hartmann was a member of the Bavarian Light Cavalry which fought
at Zweibruecken during the Palatine Movement to establish a German constitutional
government which should not be headed by a monarch, and he and his company which
elected him to be its leader went over to the army of the people. During the
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TT
siege of Rastadt he was among the besieged, and after the capitulation

of this fort he spent a number of years as a prisoner in the casemate of
Rastadt. :E

Major Lothar Lippert was a Bavarian officer and is a well educated soldier. p
As soon as the Rebellion broke out he rushed to aims and organized a company. ^
But his efforts to be assigned to a regiment, /yiere fruitles87 end, after ^
spending three months in idleness at Camp Yates, near Springfield, where the o
soldiers passed the time making swords of wood* in order to haye at least u>

something in their hand when they served as sentries, he became disgusted §
with the doings of Yates and Hoffmann (Translator's note: Yates was Governor ^
of Illinois, and Hoffmann was Lieutenant Governor) and returned home. He
was willing to Join the Regiment of Hecker, but the same intriguers who were
responsible for the removal of Enobelsdorf and Hecker would not permit men
like Lippert and Thielemann to hold positions as army officers. Later, when
Knobelsdorf organized the Northwestern Rifle Company, he immediately secured
the services of Lippert, and we know from Mr. Knobelsdorf that he did not
willingly consent to the procedure whereby Lippert was removed from the Rifle
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Company* Dr« Wagner, Regimental Plxysician, was with Heclcer's Regiment
imtil a short time ago; he refused to remain after Hecker and his Regiment
were so shamefully treated as a result of the machinations of inf€uaous con-
spirators. The Hecker Boys will miss him very much, and Hartnann*s Boys
are to be congratulated upon securing his services. In the list of officers
are many German names, among them that of Ernst Riedel, the Jovial Cottage
Grove Avenue saloonkeeper, who formerly was an officer in the Washington
Cavalry. First Lieutenant R. G. Dyhrenfurth, son of the president of the
Commercial School is also an officer in the Regiment. The foimer was a mem-
ber of Schambeck*s Cavalry and has endured all the hardships of the Virginia
Campaign. Adjutant Werther hails from Posen and was an officer in the
Prussian army.

We have no doubt that all of the Geiman officers of this Regiment will prove
to be able cmd faithful soldiers and will contribute their part towards mak-
ing the German name famous. We hope to hear of their deeds very soon.
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Lii:coiJi, scinnz, atid ttis frszdoh of tme PjKss

Fixjm a report published in the Anzeiged Pes V/estens we note that Carl Schurz
voluntarily went to the President with a copy of that issue of a previously ^
mentioned newspaper which contained General Halleck's letter to the publica- ^
tion, and earnestly protested against this violation of the freedom of the ^
press. Upon Mr. Schurz's protest, a tele/^ram was sent to General Halleck U
(according to some, by the President himself, according to others, by Secretary ^
of V.'ar Stanton) advising him to refrain from making such attacks on the press 2
in the future. Bravol '^
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CONCERT FOR GERI.IAIT TOIIOITISTS 7-710 VHSRE DRIYEII OUT OF ?.!ISSOURI

The Freie Saengerbund (Liberty Chorus) has the honor of being the first organi-
zation to act in behalf of our countrymen who were driven out of Missouri, Last
Thursday' s issue of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung brought the news that four Ger-
man families who are true to the Union had arrived in Chicago after hatring been
expelled from Missouri, and hardly had we requested the local Grerman societies
to devise ways and means of providing for these unfortunate people—martjrrs to

the cause of liberty and the Union—when the Saengerbund took steps to arrange
for a concert, the proceads tf which were to be devoted to the support of these
refugees from Missouri.

Hans Balatka, director of music, all members of the Light Guard Band, and the
orchestra of McVickers Theatre, immediately offered to help the Saengerbund;
the Board of Management of the German House furnished the hall gratis, the Ger-
man newspapers donated the necessary advertising space, the German brewers and
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I G and wine merchants sent beer and wine, and Crerman f^rocers contributed
coffee, sugar, and milk.

The brewers mentioned were Lill and Diversey, John Huck, Schott and Metz, Busch
and Brand, Ludwick and Martin, Seip and Lehmann, lAieller Brothers, and Siebert
and Schmidt. V/ine merchants who contributed were: Baer, Koeffler, Suess, and
Kronfuss. Grocers named were: Arnold Breuer and the Kirchhoff Brothers.
Milkman: Schaub.

v;hile I^s. Puetz, Mrs. Adolf lAieller, and Miss Therese Diehl served coffee and
refreshments, the well-known host, his brother, the former mayor of Guttenberg, ^
Mr. Georg Diehl, and Mr. John Mayer were kept busy at the bar.

Although there was very little time to make and carry out arrangements, and
though the weather invited outdoor activity, the Hall was filled to capacity
by the elite of our German citizens. It was a great satisfaction for those
present to note that the first call to aid oppressed citizens was answered both
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I G by those who were willing to give of their art and their talents, and
by those who had their pocketbooks wide open.

Illinois Staats-Zeitung, Feb. 18, 1862.

The success was unexpected under prevailing conditions. A total of '*>119.54
was given to the families who were driven out of Missouri.

It is reported that other organizations are now making arrangements to outdo
the Saengerbund. We say: Full steam ahead! pao

*
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IV 1HS RIGHTS OF I1J.:IGHA1IT3 AT 1H3 COIBTIIVTIOl'AL C0!r'/3ITI0K

(Editorial)

During the last campaign we insisted that the Germans be represented in the Con^
stitutional Convention of the State of Illinois; we emphasized that our need s

for recognition was the only reason for our recommendation for a suitable candi- 3

date to be present at the meetinp at Kin^rnbury Hall, and we stated that we were "p

not in the least interested in conferring a well-paying county office to a mere ^
political job chaser. It was our intention to protect our rights to vote, for a ::

change in the Constitution might involve a restriction or an expansion of this ^
right. And we note from the official report on the proceedings of the Conven-
tion (January 29) that our German delegate, Vx. John Henry IJuehlke, made the f-

following proposal, which was adopted:

Resolved, That the Committee on Elections and Franchise consider the feasibility
of granting the right to vote to all foreign-born residents of this state vrtio

volunteered to serve in the army or navy during the present Rebellion and who

1
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IV have been honorably discharged, or who will serve in the armed forces of
the Union c'uring this V/ar and receive an honorable dismissal, if such persons
are not disqualified for any reason save that they are not citizens of the
United States.

From the very beginning of the campaign we did not hesitate to give L!r. Muehlke
our full support; and as far as we have been able to follow his activity to
date, we do not doubt that not only the Germans of Chicago, but also of the
whole state will look upon their choice v;ith great satisfaction.

3>
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SIGSL'S RBSIfflfi^ON

(Editorial)

The St. Louis correspondent of the New York Tribune writes:

^'Fourteen days ago I wrote about the underhand and infamous way in which

General Sigel was treated. The scandalous system has had the desired result:

General Sigel has resigned.

It seems that the authorities want to keep his resignation secret. On Thursday

sTening a local citizen wished to telegraph the news to a friend in Cincinnati,

but the message was not forwarded by the telegraph company. The gentleman

tried again on Friday, but the GoTernment censor peremptorily refused to

accept the message, on order of the military authorities, though he admitted

that the message was true.
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In bygone days we haye hal similar experiences, and by and by we will be
aocustomed to them. It vrlll be remembered that Immediately after Fremont's
dismissal and return to this city, the Government censor suppressed all news
concerning the matter. When the Pathfinder arrived here and was welcomed,
more like a Tlctor than a dismissed general, the Inexorable censor deemed It
unwise to publish the facts through the press.

We are losing General Slgel because he refused to be banished to a i>ost iriilch

he could not honorably accept. The General Is neither arrogant nor conceited;
on the contrary, there Is not another general In this department who Is as
modest and as unassuming as General Slgel; but when the recognition which he
obvioosly deserves Is withheld, when the troops that enlisted for the especial
purpose of serving under his command are taken from him and assigned to others,
and irtien he Is placed under officers who have much less experience than he
has (not to speak of ability), no one can blame him for feeling offended.

Slgel Is not especially popular with some of the officers of the regular
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army. They find pleasure in belittling him, and the words and expressions

which they use when speaking about him should not proceed from the mouths of
gentlemen.

His chief fault and the cause for their prejudices toward him lie in the fact
that he is not a native American, that he has won enviable reputation since
the outbreak of the War, and that he was not educated at West Point. It would ^
be unjust to the officers of our regular army if we did not mention that many Z^
of them (perhaps the majority) gladly acknowledge the eminence of General Sigel ;g
and do not begrudge him his reputation among the people. No doubt General 2
Halleck is too good a soldier and too Just to deny the meritorious work of ^
Sigel. (Our readers know right well that the opposite is true.)

It would be superfluous to mention that the masses have full confidence in

General Sigel; for his glorious deeds are the subject of conversation through-
out the length and breadth of the land. The loyal Germans in Missouri rushed
to arms immediately after the fall of Fort Sumter, idiile the native citizens

Cjrt
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spent much time dlscusslog **armed neutrality** and kindred foolish subjects.
It Is only Just to say that the Stars and Stripes would not be waving over one
square foot of Missouri *s soil, had It not been for the Germans. The Germans
trust Slgel and look upon him as their representatlye.

The Rebels have often tried to make Slgel *s masterful retreat appear ridiculous;
but anyone who accompanied the Army on Its march through Missouri, under the
leadership of Generals Fremont and Lyon, knows f^om statements of the Rebels
themselyes that they (the Rebels) feared no general of our Army more than they
did General Slgel* In the year 1849 he conmanded the Revolutionary Army In
Germany, and anyone lAio wished to know of his reputation need only ask the
people who fought at that time, no matter whether they served under General
Slgel or under his opponents, the Prussians.

It Is reported that If his resignation Is accepted General Slgel Intends to
return to his former position as Instructor In mathematics. It Is Imperative
that such a calamity be avoided; he must be persuaded to change his mind.

o
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If he Is forced to resign, time will tell i*io Is responsible for his

resignation, and the guilty will have much to answer for.
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MASS IZ^TlNGr AT NOI^llI l^\IuZJT HALL

Last evening, one of Chicago's largest and most enthusiastic gatherings of
GeiBian-Amari can citizens assembled in North Ivlarket Hall, and the spacious
room was crowded to overflowing, .-i. 0. Hesing called the meeting to order;
John H* Muehlke was elected chairman, and 3duard Seckel v/as elected secretary.
Caspar Butz was the first speaker, and after making a stirring address, he
moved that a committee of five be appointed b7 the chair to draft resolutions.
The chairman appointed C. Butz, H. iischenburg, H. H. Bruns, Joseph Brosch, and
L. Lamperts as members of the committee. This committee retired and later,
through the chairman, C. Butz, it reported the follaving resolutions which
were adopted amid thunderous applause.

J
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'In view of the great crisis in our national affairs, when the fate of the
Republic trembles in the balance, a mass meeting composed chiefly of German-

American citizens was held at North Market Hall in Chicago, and adopted the
following resolutions:
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1) ••That, while disclaiming every intention to resuscitate old and obsolete
issues, and pledging to the Government of our choice our undivided support in
the prosecution of the war against the black monster of secession, nevertheless,
we, as free citizens of this Republic, claim our rights to voice our sentiments
and opinions in regard to the carrying on of the war and the measures of this
administration.

I.

2) ••That, as every day it becomes more evident that this war is a struggle
for life and death between two principles hostile to each other since the day
of creation, we warn and remind the Government that the triumph of liberty can
be final and lasting only if slavery is abolished.

3). ••That, in the Administration's measures for the suppression of the insur-
rection we have thus far seen nothing but indecision and vacillation, a desire
to shirk the true issues of the contest and to decline a responsibility which
the rulers of our great nation are expected to assume.

"•J
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4) "'That, in the recent proolamation of General Tremontp which unfor-
tunately, was Autllated by order of the X^esldent, we saw a harbinger of
better days, and the surest means of bringing this war to a speedy close.

5) "That, when, as if it were planned to add insult to injury, the idol of
the Western Army, the man who created order in chaos. General John C. Fremont,
was remoTed from his command Just as he was about to reap the fruit of his
efforts, we were loathe to belieye the incredible news, and had to bow our
heads in silence before a procedure so unj^aralleled in history and so detri-
mental to the best interests of our coiintry.

6} **That, after having carefully sifted the accusations made against General
liremont, we have found nothing but an ex parte statement of his enemies, not
supported by the truth, derold in many instances of even the semblance of
truth, containing many long refuted charges, and bearing in every word the
stamp of the accusers malignity.

:>

.
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7) *»That, in oar opinion, even if the charges against General Fremont

had been proved by unquestionable evidence, the Government mi^t have found
means of correcting them other than by the removal of the leader who never
was heard in self-defense, and whose only crime, in the opinion of the'
people, is that he obstructs the ambitions of other men.

8) 'TThat, since it has removed General Fremont, we have lost all confidence
in the Administration, and that the people .;ill hold our authorities respon-
sible for the evil consequences resulting from their acts, and particularly
from this most injudicious and unjust measure.

-T3

o
9) 'That, while thus expressing our grievances, we solemnly declare our un-
alterable devotion to our adopted country and to the glorious flag of free- o
dom under the I'olds of which we found a new home. The citizens by adoption
have already shown their zeal for the cause of liberty; but for liberty only,
not for the schemes and compromises of designing politicians are they ready
to fight to the. bittar end, and for this, in the language of our forefathers,
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they •pledge their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor*.

Illinois Staats-Zeitung , Nov. 11, 1861.

10) 'Tlhat, we assure General Fremont of our unchanging love and admiration,
and of our most sincere thanks for an approbation of the immortal services
be rendered to the cause of science and the cause of his country, for the

great energy and the self-sacrificing patriotism with which he created the
Army of the V/est, for the great humcm principles of his proclamation of
emancipation, for the vigor and rapidity v/ith which he, in spite of all the
obstacles thro;vn in his way by the authorities at /feshington, marched from
St. Louis to Springfield, and cleared the state from the hordes of Rebels,
and for the self-denyinf? and truly republican civic spirit in which he received
the blow aimed at him by the President."

I.lr. Lamperts offered a resolution censuring the Chicago Tribune for its stand
on the Fremont controversy, but on motion of LIr. N. Eisendrath the motion was
tabled; the reason offered for the rejecture being that it would be beneath the
dignity of those assembled to pay any attention to such a smfiill matter as the

c:>
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above-named paper, after having declared their views on such important and

momentous muttv^rs.

It was moved to send a copy of the resolutions to President Lincoln through
our representative in Congress, Honorable I. N. Arnold, but since a number of
speakers remarked that Mr. Arnold was not a warm friend of General Hunter, it ^
was considered unwise to request the services of IJr. Arnold in this matter.

^Vhile the committee on resolutions was out, Sheriff Hesing, V/illiam Rapp, and
T. Hielscher made truly eloquent speeches, and the meeting adjourned amid loud
cheers for John C. Fremont, the next president of the United States.
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GEIMAN CITIZENS, ATTETTD THE lUiSS TTEETHIGI

(Editorial)

It is hardly necessary to remind our readers that it is very desirable that
today's German demonstration for Fremont be as imposing as possible. V/ithout ^
the help of the Germans Mr. Lincoln would not be sitting in the VJhite House 5
now; had it not been for the votes of the Germans Mr. Lincoln would never have>^
entered the V/hite House as President; and had it not been for the German sol- P
diers he would have fled his palatial abode long ago. Thus the Germans have ^
every right to express themselves freely concerning Mr. Lincoln's political §
or martial edicts.

As good citizens of this country we cannot, and shall not, rebel against the
President's decree which relieved Fremont of his command; but it is our right
and duty to publicly express our sincere regret at the Administration's treat-
ment of Mr. Fremont, a champion of the Union and of liberty, and an upright
and unprejudiced friend of the Germans. It is also our right and our duty to
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protest publicly against the half measures of the Administration and the

indecision which characterizes the steps the aovnrnment has taken against the

Rebels. V/e need not permit ourselves to be diverted from exercising our rights
by the croaking of a servile and corruptible Oovernment press which condemns
us as disloyal citizens because we protest the ruinous policy of the Administra-
tion. V/e criticize the Administration because it offers too little resistance
against the»Hebels, not because it opposes them too forcefully. But who is

truly loyal: he who seeks to instill in the President the courage and energy
Qecessary to subdue the Rebels, or he who servilely supports the President's
policy, which is very detrimental to the cause of the Union, merely to obtain ^
political patronage? Any honest German, be he Republican or Democrat, can
easily answer this question. Therefore, all ye Germans, attend the Fremont
meetingl
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THE RSSOLOnONS OF THE UNION MEETING

(Editorial)

Sren tliough the union meeting held at Bx7an*s Hall has been productive of
no good lAatever, every freedcm-lovlng German Is honor-bound to subscribe
to the resolutions irtilch were passed. These resolutions contain the principles
that General John Fjranont laid down In his proclamation. They have caused pro-
slavery people much pain, and the Democratic committee has publicly denounced
them and declared that no Democrat Is obligated to support candidates irtio do
not openly disavow these resolutions.

These pro-slavers are led by W. C. Goudy, a candidate for the constitutional
convention, and he did everything he possibly could to prevent the adoption
of these resolutions. What liberal-minded German will vote for a pro-slavery
man idiile our soldiers are shedding their blood and dying on the battlefields
to overthrow the accursed slave barons? Not one.

o
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Tberefore, we call upon all citizens of German descent to vote for
Jobann Helnrlch Maehlke and Elliott Anthony!
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ARCHBISHOP HUGHES ON ABOLITION

(Editorial)

We have read the long article published by Archbishop Hughes in his organ.
The Metropolitan Record , as a protest against Mr. 3rownson, whose comments on
abolition appeared in the coliimns of yesterday's issue of this paper, and we
shall now give the essentials of Archbishop Hughes' article, ^nd add our comments.

In the opening paragraph the Archbishop makes the mistake of confounding with
the old abolition the ever-increasing desire of a great nart of our nation for
the abolition of slavery. He perceives those who demand that the x^resent cri-
sis be utilized to do awav with slavery as merely a "handful of old fanatical
abolitionists" who regard the Constitution of the United States as a "pact with
hell" and advocate that the Constitution be discarded and that slavery be abol-
ished. He does not take into accoTint that many thousands ivho previous to the
outbreak of the Slaveholders Rebellion were against abolition and in favor of
conscientiously sustaining constitutional guarantees to slavery, now, since the
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slaveholders are trampling upon the Constitution^ demand that slavery be
abolished, partly for military reasons emd partly for political reasons; for
a repetition of the Slaveholders Rebellion can be avoided only by the aboli-
tion of slavery* He does not realize that the aspect has been entirely chang-
ed by the Rebellion, that the slaveholders themselves have transferred the
issue from the legal forum to the battlefield, and have abandoned it to the
deadly thrusts of military laws*

Had the Archbishop thought of what we have Just stated, he would probably have
refrained from making uncouth gibes against abolitionists, whom he accuses of
letting others do their (the abolitionist's) fighting, and whom he advises to ^
form a brigade consisting of abolitionists and to Join it when it goes to the
front* Now it is true that there are not many abolitionists of the old school
among our aimed forces—because there are not many of that clan who are still
livlx^* But in our eoanj there are thousands who earnestly desire that slavery
be terminated by this War, anl they have shown at Carthage, at Centerville, at
Springfield, and at Hatteras that they know how to fight*
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The Archbishop attempts to refute Broimson^s statement (which the South
itself confijsis) that slavery is the fundamental cause of the Rebellion, by
adranoing the following monstrous sophistries:

Slavery existed since the Declaration of Independence, and before; if slavery ^
could ever have become the cause of a civil war between the people, between .^
the states, or between the inhabiteoits of the Colonies, the civil war would p
have begun eighty or a hundred and seventy years ago* Thus it follows that ^
slavery cannot be the cause of this War.** o

•

What logicl We cotild Just as well conclude: Patrick began drinking fusel oil ^
in his early childhood; if fusel oil would have caused Pat's delirium tremens, ^
he would have developed the disease in his childhood. Hence fusel oil cannot
be the cause of the delirium tremens from which he is now suffering. The leam«-
ed Archbishop should have known that American slavery did not come into promin-
ence until after Whitney's invention of the cotton gin, that it gradually devel-
oped into a national economic power and thereby became a commanding political
factor, and that it was not until it had attained this growth that it dared to
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take up the battle for political supremacy with the free states*

He admits that Christianity, and especially Catholicism, is opposed to slavery
on principle; but he says that where African slavery once existed, or where
the present slaTiholder is not responsible for the enslayement of his slaves,
the Cfaorch would do no more than demand that the slaveholders maintain a
benevolent and patexnal attitude toward their slaves, and that the slaves be
loyal to their masters—until Divine Providence sees fit to change this social
system*

Well—it is our opinion that now is the time Divine Providence saw fit to ef-
fect this change* Or is the Archbishop waiting for signs and miracles? Ac- Zn
cording to our belief, the fact that these two social systems, free labor and
slavexy, have taken up axms against one Guoother and are presently to be engag-
ed in a battle of life and death is sufficient evidence that the hour has come*
In the course of his article the Archbishop makes the superfluous admission
that ^'the United States Government has the right to take the slaves from the
slaveholders if military pressure demands it, but under no other conditions***
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There Is much truth In the next paragraph of the Archbishop* s article. He
criticizes the old abolitionists for having hastily demanded that slavery be
abolished without giving any attention to the problem of what should be done
with the emancipated Negroes? However » the Archbishop does not tell us who
is to blame for this neglect.

One certainly cannot blame fanatical ideeuLlsts and enthusiasts » because they
were the rirst ones to concern themselves with the problem of putting an end
to slavery. They were entirely engrossed with the principle itself, and gave
no thought to the manner or means of applying It. Had practical Mericans
taken up the problem of abolishing slavery, we would have known long ago how
the emancipated Negro could be cared for.

Well do we know that not idealism, but practical statesmanship can solve the
slave question. But it cannot be solved by continually advising people to

keep their hands off the matter and await divine intervention, as the Arch-
bishop suggests. And no one can contribute to the solution of the problem by
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repeating this admonition at this time when Providence has given the signals
to act-^the beating of the drum, the call of the trumpet, and the roar of the
cannon.

No~it is the sacred duty of Just men who exercise a powerful moral influence
upon a part of the people, as Archbishop Hughes does, to request that the peo-
ple abolish slavery, and thus they will arouse the American people to solve
the great problem.

As soon as this problem is fully and honestly discussed, suitable proposals for
its solution will be forthcoming, and the National Legislature will then be
able to select the best ones.

Co

en
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A HKLGBTI TDICE TOR THB SDIPRBSSION 07 SLAVSRf
^•rloa*8 Most ProBlnent Catholic Writer AdTocatas the

Abolition of SlaTary

(Bdltorlal)

Iho among our people has not heard of Oredtes Brownson, the genial editor of
wQiBarterly Berlev,** the most laqportant organ of the Cathollo Chnroh In Aaerlca?
Until a short time ago Mr. Brownson was aTsrse to abolition. HotfeTer, sereral
months ago, he. declared himself In faror of the principle of restricting
slaretry, and In the latest Issue of his Journal he advocates the outright
abolition of slaTsry.

He adTances the folloirlng reasons for his neir stand on the Issue:

*^ltherto I hare opposed abolition because of my love for the Constltutlbn;
for I believe that more stress should be placed on the preservation of •
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peace In Anerlca and the wliole world , and on the safety of the Union
with Its Constitution, than on the abolition of slarexy in the Southern States.
But now I an conyinced that sl^rery must be abolished in order to suppress
the rebellion; Indeed, we lanst abolish slarery to defend the Union, our
liberty, and our form of goYernment!

"We have but one alternative,** declares Ilr. Brownson, **and this is especially
true of our laboring class: either we must subdue the rebels, or the rebels
will subdue free laborers. Slther we must annihilate the Southern Confederacy,
or it will force its rule upon the free states and reduce their laborers
to serfdom. In that case freedom in non-slave states would be restricted to
a pririleged class, but our working classes would be deprired of their liberty S
and would be placed on the same level with the plantation slaves of the South. ^
Then, instead of a Christian Republic founded on human ri^ts as our fathers
intended, we would have a heathen government founded on slavery, which Is

directly opposed to Christianity.**

CO
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Mr. Brownson warns against talcing this ./ar too lightly. "\Vlio is not for
us in this crisis is against us," he says, ''and must be treated as an enemy.
The very existence of the nation is at stake. Since no me^s are being spared
to destroy it, in accordance with the law of self-preservation we have the
right to use any means necessary to preserve it. This *Var cannot be carried on
successfully as long as we treat the Southern Rebels as friends and allow them ^
all advantages, instead of harming thsm as much as possible. The liebels are -^

using all their power to subject us; therefore v;e must employ all our strength r—

and resources to subdue them. X

'^Z

•'The slave population of the South is a natural means of overthrowing the
South. The three million slaves of the South are a component part of the
people of the United States; they owe our Government loyalty, but they are c^

also entitled to the protection of the Federal Government.

••The Government of the United States has the right not only to arm the v^ites
in ;/est Virginia and iilast Tennessee, but also to make friends and allies of
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the slaTOSy to equip tham with guns and swords , and to pat them in the
armed forees of the country. It is of no consequence that these people
hare heretofore been slares in the respectiTs states according to law and
custom; for the laws and customs of these states have been iuTalidated
througih the act of rebellion. All laws for the defense of the life and prop-
erty of the Rebels hare been repealed by the rebellion; the rebellion has
deprlTed the Rebels of the right to liTe and to possess property. If that
were not a fact, the Goremmaot of the UnilA States would hare no right to
suppress the rebellion by force, of arms, or to confiscate the property of the
Rebels.

**If the slaves are not considered as property, they are citizens of the United
States 9 they owe the Federal Government loyalty, they aie duty-bound to serve
the Gorernment, and, like all other loyal citizens, they are entitled to
the protection of the United States.

*'If the United States was ever constrained to regard the Negroes of the

I "

•"•-1
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South as slaves, that obligation was teiiainated by the rebellion and the
Govemmeno must now accord the Negroes the rights and consideration due all
fr^e men, thereby removing the cause for the rebellion, slavery.

**And if the slaves of the I^bel states are to be looked upon as chattel, the
Government has the right to confiscate them Jxist as it may confiscate the
rice, cotton, or other property of the Rebels. This right is based on the
Confiscation Act which was adopted by Congress August 4.

"The argument that the suppression of slavery would estrange West Virginia
And East Tennessee from the Union, and make enemies of Ivaaryland, Kentucljy,

and Missouri is aoiything but tenable; for it was jtist this eternal con-
sideration for the South that misled the Government into following the
detrimental policy of taking half measures. Fear is the most ignorant
counselor, and a government which is reluctant to follow the best policy,
fearing that friends who object to the procedure might be estranged, is lost.

The boundary between friend euid enemy must be well defined. In a crisis

-^>
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like the present one, lukewarm friends and they who are our friends
only when we make concessions in behalf of their interests or give v/ay to
their prejudices, are worse than open enemies. Shall the l^'orthern States
sacrifice their lives and property merely to satisfy the pretensions of the ^
slaveholders in L'aryland, Kentucky, and Missouri? That would be unjust and ^

•unreasonable. The slaveholders of Lr^ryland, Kentucky, and Llissouri are as "^

deeply obligated to sacrifice their slave property for the welfare of the vC
Union as the ilorthern States are to sacrifice themselves and their possessions ^
to quell the Rebels. Besides, loyal slaveholders could be reimbursed for 2
any losses which they might suffer through granting their slaves freedom." ^

As we note from Tuesday* s issue of the New York Herald , which was delivered
to us last evening. Archbishop Hughes felt duty-bound to offer a strong pro-
test against this masterful article of Ivlr. Brownson. V/e shall comment on this
Drotest tomorrow.

2J<
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LET SACii CITIZEI->: 3JJVE HIS COURTRT

(iSditorial)

iji English language publication Justly complains that in many districts con«

gressmen and senators spend the time v/hen Congpress is adjourned attending
to their private affairs, and that they fail to show the slightest interest
in the cause which is dear to the heart of every patriot. '

It is apparent that this conduct deserves a sharp reprimand. On account of
his position, every lenber of Congress who possesses ability and a sense of
patriotism can do much in his district to further the good cause; further-
.Tiore the people who elected him have a rig^t to expect that he will be con-
cerned about the interests of the public and the welfare of the nation.
Pretty or forceful speeches made in Congress are praiseworthy, and th^y

T5
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merit the gratitude of the country; but the duties of a representative of
the people do not end therewith; he must also seek to successfully use his
ability and influence outside the confines of Congress; and it is his special
duty to use every means to furnish his constituents with aid. This is es-
pecially true during a crisis, at a time when all that our country stands
for and everything that we esteem highly, is at stake.

Recruiting must continue, since the Gk)vemment needs many more troops, and ^-z

many more subscriptions must be obtained to make the national loan a success. -J

There is, generally speaking, much v/ork to be done, and the ability of sena- .-^^

tors and representatives to organize and lead can be very useful; we hope
that the people's representatives v/ill not continue to neglect their duties.
V.'e refer especially to the Kentucky congressiaen, about whom the newspapers
of that state complain bitterly. Let them follow the e:::.ample of their col-
leagues who have entered the army or organized regiments, and who have
promoted the good cause of the Union by word and deed. When a ship is in

-N
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great danger the captain issues the command: '*A11 hands on deck!*' This com-
mand has been heard also on the good ship 'IJnion," and everyone who does not
wish to be looked upon as a coward, or v/ho wishei^ to avoid being branded a
traitor to his country had better do everything in his power to keep the good
ship ''Union'* afloat I

• J
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GBBRMAN RIFLE COMPANY

Headquarters of German Rifle Company,
August 17, 1861.

Dear Fellow Citizens: Today we* are opening a recruiting station to organize

an Infantry company of riflemen lAlch will be taken Into active service

Immsdlately. We are depending not only on our comrades of the Reserve Rifle

Company, many of whom would rather march against the enemy than serve In the

ranks of Home Guards, to report to us, but also on all other patriotic

cltlzenswho are able to bear arms and who wish to attach themselves to a ^
good rifle company.

Co

CT.

Further Information may be liad at the recruiting station located In

Newberry's block on North Wells Street.

H« Eschenburg,
A. Borcherdt,

A. Block.
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(Editor's note: Mr. H. Eschenburg has been captain of the North Side Home

Guards. He has his company well organized and has given them an excellent

military training. He is a person in ?4iom everyone who wishes to go to

war for the Union may have the utmost confidence. We do not doubt in the

least that this new company will be an excellent one. Ho! then, all you idio

have hesitated before, our country needs defenders I

)
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OUR IWTkL i'Q):im SHOUI.D B'jl IKCR^LUIiD

(Editorial)

Both Houses of Comrress are nov; about to adopt the bill "for temporary increase
of our marine*'. The bill authorizes the G-overnment to purchase more ships for
the purpose of suppressinr piracy and enforcin:^ the blockade duria^ the du-
ration of hostilities.

O
It is certainly time our naval forces v;ere strengthened; for the ships that
w^nov; have are doinr^ shore duty, .-ilthou/^h inanj ships have been recalled from
forei-'in stations, and many that have been rottinr: a;vay in our shipyards dur-
inp; the rer^ime of Toucev—the half secessionist nredecessor of !.Ir. Jard— S
have been rendered serviceable, yet we have not sufficient boats either to <^

prevent the escarp of Rebel shir>s from blockaded loorts, or to hinder them from
enterinr^ these ports with cargoes of contraband, to say nothing of capturing
Southern pirates. However, it is of utmost importance that the blockaded
harbors be ''hermetically sealed," not only because of the harm which vjould
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thus accrue to the Rebels, but also because a blockade is valid, according-
to international la/;, only when it is enforced to such an extent that no

enemy ship can elude it* And, at present. Southern pirates even risk cominp;

into the vicinity of Long Island, to molest American ships when they enter
or leave the Port of Neiv York; at least i^eff York newspapers claim that one
afternoon last week a Southern privateer was seen off the heip^ts of ^uo^^ue.

It has been verified that the corsair **Jefferson Davis" advanced as far as
the shoals of Nantucket, on the coast of Connecticut, and within three days
took booty valued at 1^225, 000, Our readers no doubt recall the other acts of
bravery committed by the crew of this freebooter, and also the feats of the
privateer '^3umber'\ Thus, Rebel shir)S have captured at least thirty Northern
ships.

IiJatters have already taken such a turn that no exporter of the ilorth will
entrust p-oods consigned to the V/est Indies or South Anerica to ships flying
the Stars and Stripes, for fear of these fev; shabby Southern freebooters;
consequently our commerce with those countries has virtually closed.
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Europe, too is quite reluctant to ship freight on our merchantmen, fearing
that they may be captured by some Rebel ship. Indeed, iSuropean distnist of
American shipping is so great and wide spread that nov/ many empty freighters
from that country come to New York to take on American freight. American
shippers would use American ships were it not for the activity of Southern
corsairs. At present there are at least one hundred and twenty foreign ships
which arrived at New York without cargo and which are being loaded with
freight consigned to foreign ports. They fly the flags of England, iPrance,

Spain, Portiigal, Italy, Austria, Prussia, Hamburg, Bremen, Oldenburg, Sweden,
etc.

Not only is our shipping industry threatened with complete destruction, but our
flag is also threatened with dishonor; it would, indeed, be a great dishonor
for our flaf^ if the world's greatest commercial nation, whose shipping tonnage
far exceeds even that of England, could not protect its flag against the attacks

of a few privateers vjho are armed only with a few rusty cannon.

r '
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If our naval authorities r^roceed quietly the troublesome activity of Southern
freebooters will soon cease; for in New York alone enough boats can be bought
in a single day to drive the Rebel ships from the waters and support our
blockade fleet adequately, so as to render its activity effective. There
are approximately forty larr:e steamers and five hundred American sailing
vessels in riew York. Some of these boats are well manned, but all are idle,
and their owners would gladly lease or sell them to the Government. ;/e hope
that the selection is placed in the hands of competent men, so that no
swindle or scandal can occur.

c
c

In conclusion we v/ould point out that the experiences of the past few weeks t

prove that we need many more v/ar ships to protect our ever-growing com-
mercial fleet.

c.r»
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THE POLICY TO BE FOLLO'/ED BX" THE
PimtlOTS OF EAST TSNNSSSEE

(Editorial)

Elsewhere in this issue of the newspaper the reader will find information
concerning the resolutions of the great Union Convention which the brave
patriots of Bast Tennessee recently held at Greenville* This Convention

»

composed of staunch patriots from nc fewer than thirty counties, was in
session for three days. The proceedings were marked by harmony and the
spirit of sacrifice. The declaration, made by the Convention and published
in this newspaper, is characterized by great simplicity as well as an elo-
quent enumeration of the maziy crimes which the Secessionists and their ring
leaders have committed against loyal citizens of the slave states. And what
a contrast between this catalogue of heinous deeds and the description of the
many benefits which the people of Tennessee also received at the hands of the

4
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Union, and which the loyal Tennesseans gratefully acknowledgel

But do the resolutions contained in the declaration offer the correct solu-
tion of the problem confzx^nting those citizens of the slave states who re-
mained true to the Republic? As indicated by the resolutions, the people of
Sast Tennessee want to sever their part of the state from the rest of Tennessee
and establish themselves as a separate state* As we know, the patriots of West
Virginia were the originators of the idea; at first they, too, intended to ^
effect a complete separation from their state and to found another state • This s
plan would be effective if a complete and permanent separation between the North
and the South were brought about, and a Southern confederation were permanently
established; in that case it would be laudable only if those portions of the ^
southern states which are favorably disposed toward the Union should leave the
Kebels and join the Union. However, since there can be no doubt that the Federal
Government will prevent a permanent separation between the North and the South,
and will disperse the Southern Confederation, the matter assumes an entirely
ifferent aspect. The question is whether or not it would be more practical.

v_^

CO
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if, under these circumstances, the loyal parts of the slave states remained
with their respective states? We answer in the affirmative; for we believe
that the whole of the slave states can be cleansed, purified, and emancipated
by these loyal, true citizens, as soon as the disloyal i)arties in those states -^

have been subdued by the strong arm of the Federal Government. Indeed, we are r^

convinced that their co-operation will be indispensible in the cleansing pro- -n.

cess* Then, too. West Virginia and East Tennessee are to be looked upon as r-

wedges which free labor has driven into the heart of slavery; for example, not X-
even one tenth of the inhabitants of East Tennessee are slaves, while in the g
secession counties of Weat Tennessee, in the neighborhood of Memphis, the ;'.

slaves are just as nixmerous as the whites* So if there are any serious inten- -S.;

tions of abolishing slavery in the whole state of Tennessee, East Tennessee, .^~

which favors and furthers the cause of free labor, must not under any circum-
stances, be separated from West Tennessee, which is •slavocratic^. Similar con-
ditions prevail in most of the border states, especially in Virginia. It was
for just this reason that the patriots of West Virginia abandoned their plan of
establishing a separate state as soon as they saw that the United States*
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Groyenuoent would not permit a disruption of the Union. They are now endeavor-

ing to elect an administration which is loyal to the Republic in order to

eliminate the influence of the disloyal elements within its borders* Let us

hope that the forceful message of the President will induce the patriots of
East Tennessee to take similar measures*

In this connection we would like to call attention to the example of Switzer-
land. No ccoiton was more loyal to the Swiss Republic than was Luzerne. And
yet at one time Luzerne was a haven and stron^old of separatists. However

,

the canton was cleansed and purified by its loyal patriots who defeated the
separatists at Gislikon and Meyers Kappel,. . .

.
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HESOLOTIONS OF THE SEWiiBD CLUB

The following resolutions were passed in a meeting held by the Seward Club,

February 23, 186l: ^
Whereas, An amendment to the present charter of the city of Chicago was j^
adopted by the Illinois State Legislature at Springfield, abolishing the

J-
Board of Sewers, Streets, and Water, and replacing it with a Board of Public <-

Works consisting of three commissioners %*ho are to be elected by the voters *-

of Chicago next spring; therefore be it -

Resolved, That we, as Oerman-Republican citizens of the North Side, consider

it necessary that a citizen of German descent be elected to this Board to

represent the interest of Germans and to protect the rights and the welfare

of the working class; further

That we will exert our influence only in behalf of a man who possesses the

necessary qualifications and ability; ftirther

I
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That we appeal to all Oerman-Republican clubs of the city to co-operate with

us in our endeavors to gain our objective when the next municipal election

is held.

^» ^

i

c^-i
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SEVSKTIi ''lABD SHT.VARD CLUB

The follov/ing resolutions were unaniinously adopted in a meeting v/hich

the Seventh Y/ard Club and the Seward Club held Saturday evening,
February 16, 1861.

••/hereas. Several Chicago meat packers and grain merchants are doing every-
thing they possibly can during the current v/eek to support the compromisers
in the Senate and the House of. Representatives, by stating that nineteen
twentieths of the Republicans of Chicar-o are in favor of compromise; there-
fore be it

Resolved, ITiat v;e consider honesty to be a prime virtue in business as v/ell

as in politics, and that we deem it a great injustice that those gentlemen
v/ant to barter free territories to slavery, and that they approve of such
bartering because nov; they probably are not able to buy as much pork and
flo\ir as they were wont; further
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That those ii^entlemen are ruilty of an infamous lie when they claim that
they represent nineteen tv/entieths of the l^epublican party of Chicago; for
in the Seventh Uard alone there are more than tvrelve hundred Germans who
are affiliated v;ith the HeDublican loarty, and thus far v/e have not heard ^
of a single one among them who approves of such an ignominious compromise >
as the Kellogg Compromise; further '^

That we are firmly resolved to abide by the Chicago platform and to oppose ^
any and every compromise which cedes even an inch of free territory to 2
slavery, and v;ill hand over those of our representatives v/ho barter free ca>

territories to slavery to the scorn and contempt of the present and future lij

generations.

The gentlemen speak of a dictatorship v/hich the Tribune is trying to
exercise over them, but to which they v/ill not submit. And they v/ax

angry, very angry, indeed. Poor Tribune
, you had better tremble—for

didn't you adhere to and defend the principles of the Republican Party?

CJ1
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Eavever, the gentleneti refeired to apparently do not knov; that the Rebels
have insulted our flag and stolen our forts, our ships, our money, and our ^
v/eapons—that they have heaped shame upon our flag and humiliated it in the n

sight of the v/orld; these acts seem to be of no consequence to these men ^
whose sole honor and distinction seems to consist of making money. The fZ

Southerners have long had the privilege of making and ridiculing the North, ^
of tarring and feathering the opponents of slavery, and as a reward for o
such acts v;e are to donate the free territories to them; for they are .*^

our dear, dear brothers of the South! Do you not notice a trace of dictator- ^
ship in their conduct? Therefore, be it further ^
Resolved, Tliat v:e declare the proposed compromise of Ilr. Kellogg treason to
the Republican party and openly comdemn it.

In conclusion v/e xTould say that these resolutions will be published in the

English language and German language nev/spapers, and a copy will be sent

to each of our congressmen. -Ve ask all German Republican clubs of Chicago

I
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to voice their opinions on this matter

•

II. Ilett, President; C. Scheef, Secretary; Sev/ard Club
Philipp V/etzel, President; H. Kaeseburc, Secretary; Seventh V/ard Club

1
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LINCOLN'S AK^lINISTffilTION

The charactor of Lincoln's administration is sufficiently presaged by the
brief but concise addresses which he made in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, etc.
He will do his sacred duty, and he v/ill do his whole duty, toward the
Constitution as v/ell as toward the Republican party. ^

«

The Springfield Journal , which is undoubtedly familiar v/ith Lincoln's aims, 5
confims this. This publication xvrites: :^

b

^"He v/ould be guilty of neglecting our duty, if we did not urge the Republicans -

to abide by the principles upon ^vhich they elected I.lr. Lincoln president. Ue ^

know that he v/ill be true to them until the last. \Ie can be just, and vtq cem
be generous, but v/e cannot surrender the highest and most sacred principle
that ever inspired men in a political or military battle. I.j:'. Lincoln is

on his v.«y to V:ashington, and in a few days, if he lives that long, his
ideas, policies, and purposes will be made knoivn to the v/orld. They v/ill
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be admired and supported by all good men in this country and in other
coTintries. Mis heart embraces the entire country; he v;ill speak and act
in behalf of this nation, ^md, if necessary, he v/ill lay dov/n his life for
it. ITo friend of hvimanity, of liberty, of the Constitution, of the Union,
and of the high ideals of this country need have the slightest doubt that
Abraham Lincoln ;7ill firmly support them. He believes that. the Republican
cause is just, and he will not desert it. Some party leaders may succumb
to the storm of treason and be sx'/ept av;ay, but that vTill not happen in the
case of -the brave, loyal, truth-loving President v/hom we have elected. He
may be broken by the pov/er of slavery or by the treason of friends, but he
V7ill not submit to them.

t.x>

^?

'T.:r. Lincoln believes that the people of the united States can alter or
abolish their present form of government if they wish to do so. He will
place no obstacle in their way. If the people desire to change the

Constitution, he v/ill not try to hinder them. But as long as the
Constitution remains what it is—the highest law of the country—he
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v/ill look upon it as such, eind v/ill faithfully execute the laws which
have been enacted in accordance to this law, as he has sworn to do. He
can do no less, and he is not the least inclined to do less. Eis oath, to
perfoiTO the duties prescribed by the Constitution, is recorded in heaven.
He will perform these duties, come what may. He v/ill insist that all forts,
arsenals, postoffices, mints, and other national property now being illegally ^
withheld, be returned to its rightful owner, except in those cases where the i^
United States* right to possession has been transferred elsewhere, in consti- ff

tutional manner. This is a duty imposed upon him by the Constitution, and *^

everyone who loves our Government, regardless of his party affiliations or 5
the section of the country in which he lives, will support I.lr. Lincoln and ^
assist him in doing his duty.

^\'Ie have appealed to the Republicans to abide by their principles. Since
v/e love our coomtry, the only free Coventry in the ?/hole world, we could do

no less. Vie have demanded that these principles shall not be surrendered,
not for the attainment of party purposes nor to humiliate political enemies;
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for we believe that everything which free men In this country and In every
other coxmtry esteem very highly depends on the triumph of these principles.

"V7e do not Imagine that freedom can keep the upper hand In this country
without a battle, but we are iready and vrf.lllng to fight. I7e have never r^;

despaired of the life of the Republic, and we do not despair now. Men S
who are Influenced by the madness v/hlch Is now prevalent may injure the
most sacred cause of our time, and states may leave the Union v/hlch the
majority of their Inhabitants love, but reason will ret\im, and misguided
states and people v/111 retxim to their duties. Through this seeming
impenetrable darkness our faith perceives the glorious sun of the futuire.

V.'e believe that Abraham Lincoln vrlll do his full duty to his country and
the cause which he advocates, no matter how difficult that task may be,

and that in 1864 he will leave a united, prosperous, and happy coimtry
to his successor in office."
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REFOR!: IN HAIIDLING OF TAX MCJL5Y i

i

(Editorial)
j

•

1

The current Auditor* s report contains complaints of a very grave nature about |

the Treasurer of Cook County. These charges point to the necessity of revising S
the laws which govern the delivery of money collected by county treasurers. ^
From page seventy-seven of the Auditor's report we note that although they 3
have collected it the treasurers of forty-two counties have not yet turned over ^T

$521,093 in tax money. And the Treasurer of Cook County is among them; he is :g

$225,102 in arrears. 2

According to a telegraphic report published in the Chicago Democrat , the au- 5

thorltles at Springfield received money from the Treasurer of Cook County
during the latter part of December; in other words, part of the tax money of
1860 was used to cover a part of the deficit of 1859.
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It is important that the people of Cook County know whether or not their
Treasurer has covered the above deficit of $225,102, which had not reached the
State Auditor December 1, 1860, as required by law.

We do not claim that there will be a similar deficit on December 1, 1861, but
it cannot be denied that the County Treasurer directs a personal interest tT:

against delaying the collection of taxes, while half the taxpayers are inter- :^

ested in delaying collection. The state, as is indicated in this instance, p:
does not receive the money within a specified time anyway. The collections, rj

the property of the people, remain in the possession of the County Treasurer ^
for months. He deposits the money in banks and draws interest. 2

•

The taxes for the year 1859 need not have been collected in the spring of 1860, 1
since the money was not sent to the State Treasurer until the latter part of
December

.

Now we can understand why the County Treasurer objected to postponing the
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collection of the taxes for 1860 (due this year). As far as he is concerned,
it is not only a matter of keeping the money in his possession and for his
personal gain, but also of using the taxes of 1860 to cover the deficit caused
by not delivering the tax money collected for the year 1859. .The fact that so
many county treasurers are guilty of the same neglect of duty does not excuse
the Treasurer of Cook County; most assuredly it does not excuse the enormous
deficit of December 1, 1860.

In his report the State Auditor declared that changes in the law are necessary
to prevent treasurers from using tax collections of later years to cover the
deficits of previous years, and he recommends that county authorities refuse
to peimit treasurers to collect current teuces unless they show satisfactory
evidence that they have delivered previous collections. Jp^QLvently ^ however,
further steps must be taken. The County Supervisors have often audited the
books of our County Treasurer and always reported them in good order. A law
is necessary which makes it impossible for the county treasurer to use the
money of the people for usurious purposes; a bill, making it mandatory that
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tax money be forwarded to the state at least once a month, is before the

Legislature, and we urge that it be adopted immediately. This bill is in

the interest of the people as well as the collectors, v*io will thus be

freed from temptation.

err

\
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IIT3THUCTICTI3 •.0 ILLIITCI3 KLI^ail^S

(Editorial)

The follov.'ing resolutions v/ere passed by t2ie Illinois Lerisliiture in the •

session v;hich vre,s held on Friday nirht:

'liereas, The people of the state of Illinois desire no change in our

Federal Constitution, but several of our sister stcites have declared that

an aiTiendment is necessary; and

Viliereas, The Fifth Article of the Constitution of the United States contains

provisions rnakinc it possible to change that instruraent, cither throuch

action by Con-:ress or by a convention; and
>

v/hereas, a desire has been expressed in various parts of the United States

to hold a convention for the puri^ose of proposing amendments to the Constitu-

tion; therefore be it

"n
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Resolved by the General Assembly, That if any of the other states v/hich

believe they have reason to complain appeal to Congress to call a con-
vention in accordance v/ith the manner prescribed by the Constitution of
the United States for the purpose of proposing amendments to the Constitu- :^
tion of the United States, that the Le^^islature of the state of Illinois ^
v/ill assent, and hereby does assent; further

r

That until the people of the United States decree othenvise, the i^'ederal ^^
Union must be preserved in its present state, and that the present Constitu- c:^

tion and lav;s must be executed as they are, and to this end all the resources ;.,

of the state of Illinois are pledged to the Federal Gtovernment of the United ro

States, in conformity with the Constitution and the laws of the United ^
States.

All the Democrats of the House voted against the last resolution, in line
with the resolutions of the last Democratic convention, which was ready
to surrender every Democratic principle (even those of the Northern
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Democrats) rather than use all legal means, includinc military force to

enforce the lav/s of the United States in the South as v/ell as in the

rlorth.

J
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TIE coiiZLR:i:as o? statj: cc?.2:i3siGiaRs at ^y-iS^incGTCN

(Jditorial)

In another column v;e are publishing the resolutions by v/hich the Illinois
Legislature has limited the authority of the Commissioners invited by Vir-
ginia to attend a conference at .Washington to deliberate on a peaceful
settlement of the present difficult ies. Similar resolutions v;ere passed
by the legislatures of Ohio, Indiana, and Nev; York. They all declare
that by sending delegates to the Conference they do not obligate themselves
to negotiate on the basis suggested in the invitation; they also accord the
delegates only conditional authority, reserving their approval and the
right to give the delegates further instructions before they may indorse
any action of the Conference, The Indiana resolutions expressly provide
tliat no action of the Conference shall be binding on the state of Indiana
unless nineteen states are represented, and that the Conference must recess

Co
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until all states have had opportunity to take action on the invitation.

The granting of only conditional power and the reservations referred to
clearly indicate that the Republican legislatures v/ere very reluctcmt to
take the degrading step of acceding to the wish of a state like Virginia,
which declares with remarkable calmness and insolence that the Crittenden
Compromise is a good basis on which the controversy may be settled.

In our last issue we described the dangers connected with sending a depu-
tation to an 'extra-constitutional convention. iSven the information that ^.

Illinois sent only Republican delegates, and Ohio all Republican delegates oi

with the exception of one, cannot allay our anxiety*

There are only two possibilities. One is that this Conference will adopt
a sort of Crittenden Compromise and insist that Congress embody it into the

CO
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Constitution, which would require that two thirds of our oongressmen and
three fourths of the state legislatures favor the procedure.

In this case, demoralization, not only of the Republican Party, but also 3>

of the whole country, would be the inevitable result. That would be too ^
high a price to pay for freedom. A compromise of this sort would buy the £J
right to continue the Government, and would rob the Government of its ^
internal stability as well as of the honor and dignity it has in the sight 2
of the world in general. And what would be gained thereby? ive would have co

several very unreliable boundary-slave states in the Union, and their loy- Ci

alty v.ould endure only as long as they were satisfied with the concessions
^^

granted in the compromise. If the Government of the Union can be maintained
only under penuission of a threatening minority and by submitting to the
demands of that minority, the Union is not worth preserving.

The other alternative (and we hope they choose it) is that the Vashington
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Conference will not accept a comiJromise. And what will be the result? Re-
jection of Virginia's ultimatum will become a means whereby the Virginia
DisunionistSy ^ise, Floyd Hunter, etc., will incite the masses in Virginia
and throughout the South to seize all forts and make an attack upon i7ash-

ington. The plan of Floyd, Cobb, and others—to take possession of the
Federal Government and to proclaim from tUa steps of the capital a South-
em Government to be the de facto government—^v/as revealed vdien Major
Anderson took Fort Sumter and the traitors resigned from Buchanan's cabi-
net; but the plan v/as not cast aside. At present Governor .Vise is quiet,
but he will spring forth suddenly, like a tiger when it rushes upon its S
prey; for even small communities in iiast Virginia have invested thousands ^
of dollars in weapons and munitions. In the meantime, Washington only has
about six or seven hundred soldiers under General Scott to defend itself.

The Cincinnati Press gives the following description of the danger arising
from the situtaion:

CO
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"The Coinniissioners from the free states will be harassed in the convention
on February 4; sessions will be held in the shadow of a revolution which may
break out at any moment in the boundary states and spread throughout the :s

entire South. Deliberations will go on amid fear and panic. The delegates S
come at the call of Virginia, and strictly speaking, the invitation makes ^
attendance conditional upon accession to certain dclmands. rj

"If the delegates from the free states submit to the conditions, then it will o
be d emanded that their legislatures immediately adknowledge that these con- to

ditions are amendments to the Constitution, under the pretext that immediate §
action is necessary to save the Union. If they refuse, the northern Demo- ^
crats will call constitutional conventions v/hich vvill approve of the amend-
ments, whether the legislatures consent or not*, -according to their calculations,
the secession panic will leave the people no time to consider what the con-
cessions granted really imply; they expect to force the concessions under
some well-sounding name, like Missouri Comproaise.
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'^he better infoimed among the Secessionists do not intend to subdue the
northern delegates; they will make the demands of the South as humiliating
as possible, in order to prevent their acceptance; and their plan to scare the
northeners into taking any course to preserve the Union will be so arranged
that everything will occur before February 13, when Congress meets to count
the presidential votes and to proclaim the result of the election.

o

CT

^As soon as the Commissioners refuse to accede to the requested conditions,
telegrams will be sent to the entire South, Informing the people that the
North has refused to make any compromise, and therefore is to blame for the g
inevitable conflict, the purpose of which is to crush the South, The people ^
of the South will be told that the only means of saving the South, the Con-
stitution, and the Union, will lie in the immediate secession of all the slave
states, after which they must take possession of the Capitol and the Govern-
ment, and denounce as rebels the inhabitants of all the free states. And
though the movement may not be begun by force, since General Scott has made
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preparations to meet these ^entualities, still, as soon as the Northern
delegates refuse to accept the required conditions, the boundary states will
recall their delegates from Congress and leare that body without the quorum
necessary to do business and proclaim the election of Lincoln.

*7reparations to this end have already been made; so many fighting forces
have been assembled in Virginia , Maryland, and their neighboring states, that
any resistance by the few troops of General Scott v/ould merely involve the
useless destruction of life and property. That is the program which our
Illinois Legislature is helping carry out, and i/ihich is disguised as * con-
servatism which changes partisans into patriots, and meets the patriotic
Unionists of the South in the patriotic spirit of reconciliation! In the
drama of secession this •conservatism* plays the same role that Yancy's
secret societies played in the cotton states, and later in Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Virginia, €uid Maryland. They plunged the cotton states into a
revolution, and now the northeim states are being used to plunge the

-T3
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boundary-slave states into a revolution."

V/e wish that we and the Cincinnati Press v^e3?e in error, but we cannot con-
ceal our fear that even the Republicans are not aware of the grave danger
v/hich may suddenly strike our country unless measures other than holding
peace conferences with semi-rebels are taken to defend Washington.

o
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FOR TH2 GERMAI^REPUBLICAN PRS3S
OF THE UNITED STATES

(Editorial)

^ith reference to yesterday* s article entitled ''The Duty of the German-Repub-
lican Press During the Present Crisis," we are submitting a few resolutions
vdiich may be sent to the congressmen of the respective states. Of course,
every editorial staff may add to, or detract from, these resolutions, but
all are asked not to alter or remove the last one; we must include it, because
this resolution is absolutely necessary if we are not to leave our Republican
representatives in the dark regarding the attitude of the German Republicans.

•«e trust that the whole German press is in essential agreement with the spirit
of the resolutions submitted, and, since no time may be lost, ve request that
these resolutions be signed by the editors and immediately forwarded to the
representatives of their respective states, who are at V/ashington. »Ve also
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believe that the German press should follow the example vahich we set yesterday,
and do everything possible to prevent the free states from sending delegates
to the conference of the boundary states, which is to be held on February 4.

At present we can see no greater danger than that found in leading the North
to think that there is any hope of avoiding the crisis; rather it should be
brought home to the North that the danger is very great, indeed, that the very
existence of the nation is at stake. Only in this way can the North be
persuaded to take adequate steps toward saving our institutions.

Resolutions of the German-Republican Press
on the Present National Crisis

^ereas^ The Union and its existence are not a matter of bargain, but of law,
and

.Vhereas, Affairs have taken such a shape as to render any concessions on the
Republican side incompatible with honor and self-respect; therefore be it
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Resolved 9 That we condemn all efforts made in or out of Congress, to condone
or to dodge the real issue by any compromises or concessions, that issue
being simply, whether these United States and their Government . are a shadowy
phantom or a living and active reality; further

That the only safe way through the present crisis is the path of the sworn
duty of United States citizens, to sustain the Federal Government, the
Constitution, and the laws by all means, and by every sacrifice; further

That we are fully convinced that a Republican representative in Congress will
never again be supported by the votes of true Republicans, if he, by his vote
or action, sacrifices to slavery any territory of the United States of
America, or violates any of the cardinal principles of the Republican faith
as expressed by the Chicago platform.

r
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•

THE H2G.';iTR.vTI0N LY,/

(iiditorial)

^^^

r'A bill to ascertain the qualifications of voters and prevent fraudulent

voting is before the Illinois Lecislature and will undoubtedly be passed

after some minor changes have been riade. £2

-\5

CO

The iiain provisions of the bill are that every voter must be registered e^

or that his rif^Jit to vote must be certified at the polls by tv;o voters who

are registered. The lists of voters will be prepared by the assessors vdio

estimate the value of property for the purpose of taxation. The:?- v;ill

deliver the lists to the clerks of the to\yns or cities, and the clerks v/ill

arrance the names in alpiiabetical order. Registration boards will be es-

tablished and meet each year, on the first Llonday in November, to complete

the lists. The sessions of the boards will be public and v/ill be held two

weeks before each special election, as before each municipal election.
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.11though the provisions of the bill are very strict, they will in no v/ay

hinder the free exercise of the rirht to vote.

Ilov/ovor, one oP the provisions in Section tv/enty-oi^-ht does not appear to
be suitable to the purpose. It provides that a person roa^'' not vote in a ^

. precinct unless he has lived in it for sixty days prior to the election* 5
Heretofore only ten days* residence was required, and no specified length of ^cl

residence was required in county elections. The matter would be of no p
iniportance, were it not for the fact that at the time ii.imediately preceding ^
the November elections a great many people move from the suburbs into the §
city, or from one precinct to another, and according to the proposed law, ^
they would be deprived of their vote* Only sixty da;fs residence in the city g
should be required, but not sixty days residence in the precinct in which the cJi

voter wishes to cast his ballot. The other provisions of the bill are
sufficient to prevent fraudulent voting.
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•

TEIE NATIONALEN'S KtJOWLEDOE OF HISTORT

(Editorial)

Anyone nho wishes to ascertain how well the Nationalen t a Grennan Democratic
publication, is edited, may read the following bold but, unfortunately , untrue ^
statement which appeared in the Saturday issue: ''The Missouri Compromise was ^
not mentioned in the bill which provided that the people themselves should have ^
the power to decide the slavery question,** O

-o
TO

The Nebraska-Kansas Bill is the one referred to. Now compare the above state- 2
ment with Section 14 of the bill: ''All laws of the United States which are not
applicable locally shall be in force in the Territory of Nebraska, with the ex-
ception of Sections, which preceded the admission of Missouri into the Union,
and which was passed March 6, ISSO," It is generally known that this act was
the Missouri Compromise,

One need not wonder at the short memory of the Nationalen , considering that

CO
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Douglas 9 too, now suffers from the malady. For, six years ago this ^statesman**

claimed that the Missouri Compromise was unconstitutional, that it would lead
to the formation of geographical and sectional factions, that he had discovered
a '^higher principle,^ according to which the slavery question could be finally
settled, that the sovereignty of the people is, in fact, '^Supreme Court** S
sovereignty. For six years he has been telling the nation that this **new prin- ^
ciple** is the pride of his life, and that he would devote his whole life to ^
its enforcement against the two existing '^extremes'*; but now he chews his words <Z
again, swallows his ''great principle** as a magiciem swallows his **fire,** and -;:{]

recommends the restoration of the scone Missouri Compromise which for six years
he has denounced as an unconstitutional and inadequate measure. Under no cir^
cumstcmces should such a proposal have come from Douglas, but since it does,
it merely proves that his cowardice is Just as great as the inconsistency which
has marked his entire career.

s- .
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.UI0TH3R STS? FCRI/.'IRD

(Editorial) ^

In Germany, under the rule of the National Socialists, the movement for f
the emancipation of v;omen has suffered a certain setback because C
Adolf Hitler happens to be of the opinion that women could be of better ^
use to the German nation by staying at home than by striving for equality S
v;ith men; but in America v/omen^s struggle for equal chances v;ith men has '^

suffered no interruption. On the contrary, the fori'/ard march of the C3
feminists has just recently reached another milestone, a goal v/orthy of
the struggle. In keeping with a new state law, a local judge recently
granted divorces to tv/o ladies v;ho had become tired of their husbands
for one reason or another; but at the same time he imposed upon them
the burden of paying alimony to their former spouses. Nobody has more
reason to rejoice over this decision than the feminists, because novr,

for the first time in the history of divorce, ivomen have received

CJ1
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treatment on an equal basis v;ith men. Until nov;, v/ith hardly an exception,
the husbands have been required to li^:hten the burden of everyday existence
for the better halves of the matrimonial merry-co-round, either for the
rest of their lives or at least until the ladies could hook new victims to
spare them the necessity of earning a living—^which would keep them avjay

from bridge parties.

The tendency of /jnerican judges to make the male partners of bankrupt
marriages support their ex-v/ives has created one of the most vicious rackets
knoxvn in America: The notorious chase after a permanent "meal ticket," to
guarantee the female racketeers not only a life of luxury and amusement
during their marriage, but also a future free from financial .;orries after
the divorce, v;hich v/ould natiirally take place sooner or later, v/ith the
hapless male victim paying through the nose. The ladies, viho strive for
equality in all phases of life, must have been disturbed no end by this
partiality shov.n by the courts. All the more will they rejoice over this
new lav/, by v/hich the privilege v/hich the men formerly enjoyed, of

CD
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supporting their ex-partners in matrimony, can nov/ also be claimed by
divorced v;ives. And that a judge has been found to put this newly coined
riv^ht of v.-onen to a practical application should be a further reason for
rejoicing in milady's bovidoir. The men v;ill bear the vrithdrav/al of this
old extra Drivilege, v/hich had been theirs for so long, v/ith quiet dignity.
Perhaps they could even find it in their hearts to tender their congratula-
tions to the ladies for this latest achievement.

lilven thouf-h this r-oal unquestionably marks another milestone on the v/ay to
complete e^ualit ' v;ith men, it is obvious that the final objective is still
far avmy. T'uch work has yet to be done before women become victorious on
the entire front. Among other things, they have not yet been able to push
through a liv; :.aking jury duty compulsory for v/omen as for men. Such lav/s

have not been enacted in all states, or, at any rate, are not strictly
enforced. '7omen should insist on equal treatment v/ith men in regard to
this issue also. ;jid v;hy shouldn't they have the pleasure of sitting in
smoke-filled jury rooms, hearing and even participating in endless debates

03
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on the c^ilt or innocence of poor sinners caiight by the long arm of
justice? That ivould indeed be a v/elcone diversion fron the hiimdrurri ;^

routine of daily existence. ^'

A colleague from an 2nclish nev/spaper even sugcests that an old jilnclish r^ ;

lav/ be amended to the effect that the better half nay co to v/ork on her tj
\

husbind v/ith a stick "not thicker than a thumb '^ Ken deserve this kind o
l

of treatment frequently, God knov;s. Furthermore, a lady living south of Lo

the Ilason-Dixon Line should be accorded the privilege, by virtue of the S
traditional univritten lav/, to send a home-breaker rival into a better v/orld ^
by means of poison, daceer, or pistol, after which she may forever assume
the pose of a heroine

—

viho knevr hovv to guard her husband's virtue. In
exchange for that, it x/ould only be fair to give a man the right to sue

a '.:oman for breach of promise or to av/ard him balm for his v/ovmded heart,
as the case may be. In the past this right v/as claimed by the ladies only.
?;omen*s sense of fairness v/ill certainly favor this justifiable demand*

If vie pursue this course, the time of a blissful and contented state of
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complete equality betv/een men and v/omen v/ill come, and life ;7ill soon be

as it v/as in the legendary cs^rden of Eden,

TO

cry
r ^
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LET US HOPE FOR THS BEST

(Editorial)

(MC^UN

General suffrage for woman Is limainent* Since the Peace Conference has
granted women the right to representation in its subcommittees and in the ^
various coruoittees and councils which are to be organized under the League Z^

of Nations, since the young Gezman Republic has given women voting privi- '.^

leges and repr3sentation, and since the British Parliament has enacted a
law which awards women full political equality with men—in view of these
facts we cannot think of anything which could hinder women in Merica from
attaining the same political equality which men enjoy.

,

It is only a matter of a short time before all American women will have the
rie^t to vote and will be eligible for election to any office. Universal
suffrage, about which a more or less strenuous battle has been waged for

C'J
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fifty years, is an absolute certainty beoause of the war* It will be an ex-
periment. Just as every other innovation is an experiment. As an experiment
it is Just as significant and Just as important as the idea of a democratic
form of government, of which it is but a logical extension. However, univer-
sal suffrage must not be regarded merely as a phase of political development,
but the proclamation of it must also be looked upon as the beginning of a
new social order. It is certain that universal suffrage will soon have a
profound influence upon our moral, intellectual, and spiritual life.

In what way? That is the question. We of the old school have always held
that political activity would decrease the attraction of, and harm, the woman
whom we loved and adored; that it is not right cuod is very unwise to expect
her to do work which even many men find tedious and irksome, and to involve
her in activity which may harm her morally. We fear especially for the peace
and order of the home and for the children if women should receive the right
to vote, and exercise that right—and that must happen if evil political re-
sults are to be avoided.

I -

C.
'
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Pertiaps It will be necessary for us to revise our education, or at least re-
consider our former verdict. And this imniediate necessity , like many mental
adjustments which will have to be made in the field of politics and economics
after the conclusion of peace , will be a result of the V/ar* For the War has r^

made great demands on women* The Har not only required the greatest conceiv- ^
able sacrifices of woman , but also drew her from the quiet of her home, from ^
her kitchen, and from her children, into commercial and industrial life with ^
greater force than economic necessity had drawn her previously. The abnoxmally ?^

hi^ cost of living which resulted from the i/^ar has forced waman to enter into
the econcHnic battle and to take greater interest in all public issues* The
War has imposed upon women duties Y^ch are just as strenuous as, if not more ^

strenuous than, those which men perform, and with these duties equal respon-
sibilities*

Duties confer rights* Resx)onsibility engenders a sense of responsibility*
In many women, who gave the matter no previous thought, equal responsibility

>
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has awakened and strengthened a desiire for equal rights ^ for the ri^t of
self-determination ; and all woman have a valid claim to these prerogatives*
All women must i>ossess these ri^ts if the political experiment is to be suc-
oessful^ and all women must exercise these ri^ts if well-*founded hoi)es for
a favorable outcome are to be realized.

As for other aspects of the problem we, like the rest of society , which
quietly accepted the conditions which of necessity led to the rivalry be*
tween women and men, can only hope for the best. And this '^besf may prove
to be as good as, or even better than, anything the most confident and hope-
ful suffragettes ever dared speak of. In the final battle in the political
life of nations conservative idealism and negative materialism will be ene-
mies. And women are naturally conservative and ^'sentimental'*-—and as a rule
the good, the great, the ideal , maintains itself in flood and stoxm. ;^rans-
later* s note: This paragraph has been literally translated. It lacks clar-
ity^

o
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CHILDISH AND TACTI^SS
Hungarian Suffragette Attacks German-American Women

A Mrs* Rosa Schwinuner from Hungary ^ who claims to represent the sxiffragettes
yTeminlsts, equal suffrage advocatesT^ of seventeen nations, has been holding
lectures here for some tine, asking the women of iUaerica to put an immediate
end to the World War« The lady seems to think, according to her arguments,

that this can be done if all the neutral powers, headed by the United States
and the American women, would send representatives to Europe, to ask the bel*
ligerents to conclude an armistice and then to deliberate **what should be done
next in order to bring about peace*** In this childish vein the lady spoke ^
da/ before yesterday at the Unabhaengiger Deutsch-Amerikanischer Frauenklub
/Independent Gexnan American Women's Club/ which had invited a large number
of German-American women to attend the meeting*

CO
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The ladies patiently listened to the vague explanations or the speaker, al-
though an anti-German undertone was clearlj'- discernible. Then lJrs# Schv/immer
began to censor the Gernian-.timerican women for contributing to the prolongation
of the y/ar by favoring victory for the German arms. Her contention was that
German-American women should folloiv the example set by the British suffragettes,
who protested England's entrance into the war. At this point a woman in the F=

audience could restrain herself no longer. She interrupted the oratory of lors. ^
Schwimmer by asking her Just what the German-American women wore supposed to ^
do for the establishment of peace, as long as the United States persisted in 2
exporting war material. Mrs. 3chwiramer did not reply to that, but continued ^
with her tirade.

Judging by the remarks that were heard at the end of the lecture it was
evident that the woman who had taken the liberty of interrupting MrsSchwimmer
had voiced the sentiment of the majority of the listeners. Yesterday the
same woman told an Abendpost reporter of the Incident:
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^I realized that, as an invited guest of the Club, I had committed a breech
of etiquette^ and I quietly submitted when the chainnan called me to order;
hoverert I would do the same thing again today# Regardless of the fact that

Mrs* Sehwimmer*s address was replete with beautiful phrases and did not present
one single workable plan as to how the women should go about stopping the
bloody conflict, and regardless of the fact that her arguments had a somewhat
antl*German tinge, a direct assault against the German-American women seemed
to me too absurd and to fantastic to let it pass quietly* If Mrs. Schwimmer
thinks that the methods she proposed can succeed, I^d be the last person in
the world to rob her of tills belief, which I do not share, but if she allows
herself to be so indiscreet as to utter tactless and absolutely unjustified
accusations against the German-American women, she must expect to meet with
opposition* If llrs* Schwimmer holds up the British suffragettes as shining
examples after whom we should pattern ourselves, she should also remember

^

if she is logical, what success thej have had with their anti-war crusade--
precisely none* But Mrs* Schwimmer does not mention that at all,

>^
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and no SMisible person would believe that one or one hundred protests by
Geman-Amerlcan wonen or all the women of America, for that matter, would
hare any other result • If Mrs. Sehwiimter^s allegation that she is also
speaking on behalf of the German suffragettes is true, we certainly feel
sorry fer them«^
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X Bl
/

The Illlnole Staate^Zeltting has made it its task to procure the opinions of women

on the Suffra^ MoTement and to pu'blish them Im Its vspmr. Our reporter had
occasion to intenriew yesterday the following ladles:-

Mrs* B* Banmann» 5320 Indiana Avenue: i^In the next generation, America will be a
Republic of women and I cannot see why it should not be that way« That women are
suited for ^reigning has been proved by more than one, and many a man became great
and famous only throu^ his wife* The men owe their preeminence only to their
greater bodily strength^ and the less this becomes a deciding factor the more they
will be pushed to the background* Therefore, it will be a natural movement that
they retire from the Oovemment* In the fi^t for existence, man will be forced •

to work harder^^nd harder to feed his wife and children* His entire activity will
concentrate more on the physical and woman will be found at the University and at
the Lecture Hall, for education will be turned over to women by that time* Thus
will be executed by itself what I have prophesied for the n^xt generation and about
which we now smile* As I said before, the dominion of man is only a remnant of
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l>arl>arisa* The farther back we go, the more easy man has m€ide it for himself at

the cost of his wife« With very few exceptions, women were up to this day only

slaves, degraded toys of man* That this must be changed is clear to everyone,

and it has already changed, but not enotigh*"

•Abe Pfaeltzer, 5017 Grand Boulevard expresses the following opinion: "In my
opinion it would have been more sad if the women had not received the privilege of
voting* The question whether we should vote is solved* In this short period
the women have proved sufficiently that their talents are Just as great as those
of men* Women-suffrage is yet still in its infancy and on account of this I do
not believe it wise that they should apply for public offices* Women Suffrage
brings material into the house for entertainment between man and children* We
talk about things at home now about which we never spoke before* Women are also
better able to manage their household after they hear the opinions of all the
able, wise women*"

A hi^ly educated, vexy prominent German housewife and mother, who does not want
her name to be mentioned, expressed herself as follows: "t feel sorry for the
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woman of todayl Whence did we come? We go backward, slowly but surely • The way
of the woman led astray with the hour viien Dunne signed the suffrage bill. The
woman loses everything she had gednad* The married life goes backward;
obligations do not exist any more and this they call higher civilization! Marriage
must be childless for the wife cannot be mother any more, and when children
arrive in spite of this they become neglected and our public institutions receive
new ixuBates* Then comes the expense question* "The eye of the Lord feeds the
horsesl" But how will it look iriien the wife is never at home, if she must leave
everything go or leave everything in charge of servants? The result will be
disunion, and quarreling with her husband* He goes to the saloon etc* There
is no more home, the marriage ends in divorce* When I see a woman stand at the
platform and hear her babble her nonsense my mind comes to a standstill* Either
she is no woman or she is a liar* A man is a bom idler* If the woman is now
doing everything that he has ukmz B done he will not get excited about it* He
will sit down and smoke his pipe* But the woman will get closer and closer to
the rank to which the Indian woman belonged, and I do not need to be a prophet
to prophesy that in fifty years there will be not more Americans than we now
have Indians, for they will die out*
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What good is a discussion here or an explanationT It is an attempt to swim

against the current; and for telling the truth people have already been hanged*

If I am told, *the woman is the equal of the man,* I say "Ho, emphatically No**.

The woman is of an entirely different construction than the man. It is the

destiny of the woman to create the home and the woman is for the home what the
s\in is for the Spring* The man's destination is to go out, to produce, to

create, to dispute, to fi^t« There is something in a woman which can he
called intuition and this the man does not possess* In this the man should
subordinate himself to the woman* This intuition refers to education perhegps

school etc and here the Judgement of a woman is more dependable than that of
a man* But when it comes to politics, it is not any more intuition, but
opinion*"

Urs* George Vosbrick, member of the School Board and President of the Democratic
Women's League declares: "I believe in the ri^'t of voting for women* I

believe that the woman after she received the ri^t to vote must possess the
ri^t completely* I absolutely do not agree with the women who want to obtain
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the offices held by mexit because women are new in politics and therefore

without experience* I am convinced that the woman entitled to vote will

accomplish many good reforms in the home, in the school and in labor conditions*

Because the woman is the best housekeeper she will also bring to order the

political household* The man should be gpLad for the assistance of the woman,

beccKuse the man has no eye for details and Just those details play a great part

in attaining perfection*"
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Abendpost > Uar, 16, 1908.

THS GSRMAN AUERICM WOMrlN SOCIETY.

The German Aioerican <7oman Society held last night its third foundation festival at
the Schoenhofen Hall. Mrs. Elisa Kramer^ the president of the young society, made
a speech and described the preservation of German literature, German music and
artSy also German customs and German character as the main objects of the D. A. D.

#1f*9 which has now 240 members.
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fhe •o-e«lltd iufflraglttt bare one thlag in cqhboii with their spiritual relations,
the prehiMtlettlstjj^^ naaeljr, ererjr tlae their deMAds eoae to a inAllc rote, they
ItUittlJr assert Tldl|r7, hefore the rotes are counted* Afterwards It heeoaes
knewlciha't the shouls of rictorj were preiaturot and Instead of winning they
"sefi'eMd a ^total defeat* Howerer, thegr get orer It Ui^tlVt they enjoy the
lateidLMtlon of rletory, celebrate the iane, #ith ice cream and leoonade, aad
nice ipeeebes, and , lo and heboid, the next tine they do it orer again.

ClM. great triwqph of the prohlMtlon idea in Canada stLbseq:aently turned oat
tJ>;ie"a real defeat, fhe ease is true In regard to wosan suffrage at the

. election In 8. Sakato* Its alleged ricto^y was heralded >y the lAole world, hut
la reality it turned out to he a serious defeat.

-J X-. A

.>

we 32000 TOters, who e^cpressed their oplnite in regard to woaan^s suffrage,
de&y 1^1000 roted in faror of it, and ISOOO reted against it. fhe ajdrlty
agnaet the constitutional aaendaent of wmen suffrage aaeuats to ti008{ hut

^ J^'^^ in reality t^ saiorl^ Is censidersMLy larger. The orerpowering aajority of
"^ "^r tlu>se.H^^ not consider it wortbwhile to express

f-',, v-,^
..'•<: •>:»••*•;
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their ttandpolnt regardia^ this flatter at the election, are xmdoubtedly against
woaan eoffrage* In Tiew of the untiring efforts of the disciples of woman
suffrage to get all citisens to TOte« the neglect to do so mst be considered ^

as a silent protest. This fact shoold soIts the prohlen for^ S. Dakato for a
long tiae to coae, hat this is not trae* The people have not the tiae* nor do
they desire to put their thoab upon the suffragettes of hoth sexes continnallj*
The latter will agitate again, and daia a great ictor7 at the next Section.

*...'*• » »

Thoy will get entfaased about their nice idirases and mtnal adjsiration, since
there is no other porpose in eridence*

v.. .'I
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Th* fatnelpatlcm of Wosen.
/

Tarlons •ffortt^ to offer the rl|^t to roto to tho wommn in this coantry^ hare 'boon

ooToral tlBOo with aoro or loos satlofaetorj rooolto*

flM piOBOoro aad oarlj oottloro haTO glToa to the wommt wmaj prlrllogooy tihleh otlllt
toiloy aro uood on aon as a elfA^ ooclalljr and logally* Thooo laherltod prlTilofoa
haTO ciirmi to woaoa a aalf^eoaoelOM propomioraBOOt #ileh th^ dodbtlooo would looo^
if (iTon tha riflit to Toto aow or lator* Ohrioaolyt tho woaoa (paoidor thoir
position aafar wador the wiago of those priTileces than imder the political proteetiott
of TOti^S ril^tS.

Politieallyt wer wosea are aaeh aore ignoraat and iacoapetaat than great mnbers of
ea« As a fact* Totias weaea would crsatly iaerease tho ranks of easilj led and
doped TOterst iriM hate plsgred the (sae of crooked politicisas with suhseqaeat
dieaatroas effeete oa oar eoaaoaitjr^life.

first of all the woaen shoold stwdj politics profooadljr and then deaaai thai
to TOte, withoat beiac preesed V selfish politieiaas or Iscislatnre itself.
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A strois acitatioa !• acain at wosk. to force the hand of oar Sanato and Congreaa
^bfiiparda. tho aeeaptanco of woiian mffisppu fhia agitation la carried out
partleularly Iqr a aaall gronp of woMnot ;^tellectQ^ and male nniyeral tj^rof^-

aaaoni, vho are atlrrlnc np thr preaa iiad the pdbllc with tmreaeonahle arguenta
(m thle aqCbJeet. fhagr claim for inatancOt that womn ^1 throng agea off-. ^

bowoi hiiitor/t hare %eeii alaToa of Ben# V^nHhersorOt thagr aajTf woken hare hefn
ao aeeaatOBOd to their inferior poaitlon in life* that now it la a hard tadc ?

to point oat a hotter deatisqir for her*
v^-, '»/ T-«7'

I ' ^.'
»>

«> ••>

fheae orertealoaa agltatora iqpparently hate to ad^lt» that the najority of
oar woven are actoally oi^repared for the far-reaching reaponaihility of Totin^E*

Oar wosent like a lot of oar sent viat ahow flrat of^all oach more intereati

jMfii^iAa ^mr commanitTwaffaira and atate pro'blemaV iefore thqr know^anjrthing- ^

kb^ittt eonetitational rij^ta and datiea, which la the fandamemtal knowledge, of
a aelf-conaeioaa Toter, man or women* ;/ V .
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WMMn And loeial Pro1»l«at

. «i ..• >-

Thmrm nlwajrs has "bssn In this eoontrj a •troac aoTaaent, rapportad bj ntUMrous
wi|Ma ori^lsationti and rsdclass polltlelaas, to gira woaan still aora ri(^ts ajeid

pirlVilfc^a^ silleh gradoallj would crowd out tho load of son In tho. political flald,

V «aA huslnass* ••

Aecoirding to tho standpoint of soss Aasrlcan wonan of ^ Intolloctnally high standlngt
naiiura Imllt aan strongor and largor than woaion« thoroforo, thaj clalrn^ nan should
eoneontrato aoro on phgrslcal work and laawa tho thinking to tho'phjslcall/ woakor

r«

" ••: *<.

/Ct

: 'i-%'^.

As a faett this eonntrjr dpos not noad anjr particular aneouragoaoiit , to ralsa woiMn
on a still hli^or spcial lorol. foasn wora scarea In Aaorloa at tha ^oglnniiviJiM^
coloidsation and soon >acaiM tha pats of tho first sottlaaants^ v^^^^ /^^ countrj
grow tq^ with tha ^walcqpSMnt of agrleulturat eqaporeo and Indnstrjr, tha A»erle|n woMn
want along with Ineraasod prlrllogos, which conhlnod ¥s 'lanlnlsa^ art >acoalng t

a daiigOTt not alono to Moif hut also to tho poaeo and safsty of ono social llfo*
Wo h#llawa, that wonan ragardlass of rli^tSt holong In tho houiohold and kitchant
lAara thajr Baad also a lot of thlaklngi t^

m~k\.'-il-i:^ >*.- 4> W. «'!»• u.r
i.
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HONOR THE tVOMEN!

•^Nothing succeeds like success^ can be appropriately applted to
the Women's Congress which v/as concluded yesterday, and which
was a success in every respect. It was aimed to portray, in a
large frame, an entire picture of the various endeavors of
women, and to brins together the nost eminent jnd outstanding
representatives of women's mover;:ents from every part of the
world. • The congress succeeded in this aim. It v/as planned by
v/omen, managed by v;omen and carried ,on to its final success by
women. The v/hole affair furnished the irrefutable evidence
that women are capable of planning and a:JCecuting great things.

i
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V/hatever may be our attitude tov/ard the desire of women for
political equality with men, we can not deny then the recog-
nition thit they devote themselves fully and willingly to the
task they have undertaken, and that their activities in many
fields of endeavor are a blessing and a benefit to humanity.
Again, it must be admitted that the lectures and addresses given
at the Congress \vere evidences of e:q)ert knowledge and high
learning, equal in ovary respect to similar public utterances
and speeches by men. '

It cannot be derogatory to their general recognition, if women
often eicpand their activities into certain realms, although
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they should not do so, accordinr, to the opinions of riany.

this respect they only Imitate men*
In

Unquestionably the hearts of the old pioneers of universal
suffrage, such as 3. B. Anthony, C. Stanton, L. Hov/e, etc., would
beat faster, if they could see the e gi,^antic meetings — look
back upon a half century of strugglec, and behold what has been
achieved already. They shall not be envied in their triuiiphs,

on the contrary, they, as well as all v;omen who have contributed
to the success of this Congress deserve credit for this achieve-
ment. Congratulations for their success i:\ also extended to them
by those 7;ho do not agree v/ith all of their aims and cannot cooperate

in all of their endeavors.
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Illinola Staats * Zaltung Pab. 11, 1892*

AN APPEAL TO GERUAN AND G£IUdAN-AU£RICAN TIDUEN

All readers of the Staats ^ Zeltung who are interested in higher eduoation for
women and who desire to contribute something towards its promotion t are requested
to Join the recently organized association* This organization is a branoh of
the "Universal German Teachers Association" under the leadership of one of the
most prominent women in Germany t Ifiss H« LangOf Berlin* It is trying to shape
public opinion in Germany in favor of higher education for women t to erect colleges
for girls, and to secure permission from the government to permit women to attend
the universities*

The members of the American secticm of the Universal Association of German Teachers
hope to be in a position to assist German women morally as well as financially
and to Berve the best interests of their German*Amerioan sisters* Hundreds
of American women have a?deep desire to attend Germany fa graat universities but
only the victory of the women in Germany will make it i>ossible«

To Join the American section of this association involves no further respon-
sibility than the payment of annual fee of seventy-five cents* Every woman
teacher may become a regular member t and every wcnnan interested in higher eduoation
for hmt> AAY nm\/ hAAnma a finaoial member* Reaulremants are alike for both*
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Die AT)»ndpoet, Febraaxy 19th, 1890»( Hot in Chicago)

Xdltorlal On Equal Suffrage*

In Lathrop, Uo* , the ''ladies" are rebelling and considered it eminently proper
to xid the locality of saloons on their own accord and initiative. One of the^

taTem proprietors, irtiose supplies, were emptied on the street, whose furniture
has heen demolished and even home hroken into, took recourse to the County
Court to Issue warrants against the moh-leaders* As a result, the sheriff
fared forth* prepared to arrest 16 ladies and 3 ministers, which were present
during this deplorable moh^demonstration and functioned virtually as the
leaders. Insinuations were made to the offidali^tthat he would meet with
resistance. How we must wait and surmise, irtiether the sheriff intends to pro-
tect the sanctity of the law with force, ot if it reaches extremes, irtiether tM
Oovemor of Ulssourl will supply the militia Just as readily and gladly against
the rioters in petticoats, in the identical manner as is customarily done, on
the least prorocation, idien striking workers are concerned* Law is "law** and
people who wantonly disregard our statutes, should surely not he given morm
lenient treatment, than man, who have heen driven ^ "desperation" to disregard
law and order. Women and girls who find it so diverting i^ demolish a Canteen-
keepers property, as did the "Jovial" students who occasionally hroke street
lanterns and, for good measure thrashed the ni^twatchman* ought to he at least
"cooled off*" After such a display of toughness, they cannot demand exemption
on aeeount of sex.
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I B 3 C WOUAN'S VOCATION,

^ Johanna Greie, •

In the hands of the woman rests^ for the bigger part, the task of raising
the future generation^ and of making this generation understand true human
virtues*

Then vAiy is it that we^ women are kept eternally in a condition of bondage^
irtien in our hands rest the good and evil of future generations? Why should
the only class that produces mankind ^ be stripped of its human rights?

.

\

Th«8e are questions that come up involuntarily when one realizes how numerous
are the enemies of a reasonable emancipation of women*

The progressive class-conscious workers especially should realize the neces-*

sity of giving more consideration than has been done s$ far to womankind as
educat^ors and formers of the future generation*

How can a mother be in a position to teach her children reasonable understanding
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of our world and life when her own mind is crammed with antiquated screwy-

ideas and prejudices*

If a woman wants to give her children a good education aimed at a practical
life, she must be in a position where she herself is able to judge happenings
and events in practical life, and she must be acquainted and well versed with
those* She can and will only then be able to teach her children rational
thinking and acting, after she has learned them first herself*

Mothers must be given entirely different positions in society if the educa*
tion of children is to be a real solid one in conformity with actual conditions*
There must not be any rules of exception for women, or the degeneracy of coming
generations will infallibly be the result *

It is indeed unspeakably sad to have to admit that our children must combat
always anew the errors flind mistakes produced by the same faulty education as we
had in youth, in order to reach a clear, rational view and that this fight is
going on under much more disgusting and pressing conditions now*

Is it not far more our holiest duty to help and try to make this battle easier

'J
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for our children? Should we not direct our undivided attention to the
acquisition of consciousness of genuine human dignity on the part of our
children, to vhich acquisition every single human being as a part of the uni-
verse has the same ri^t«

If we want to reach this goal we have first to bring to life this conscious**
ness* The interest of all women must be aroused for present day questions and
demands of imminent importance to all workers*

This understanding will come just as it did with men*

The mother, being acknowledged to have the greatest influence in most cases on
the mental development of her children, will then be in a position to form hex^

children into real human beings nho will become lo3ral, spirited followers of
the suppressed and enslaved proletariat*

Is not this aim*worth iriiile -* to throw away old ideas of rights and laws,
opinions and habits?

Is it not high time to help women in their efforts to become emancipated, by
advice and deeds, instead of working aga.inst them, and to use head and hand for
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energetic co-^operation in order to realise the demands of a rational enanci'

pation of women which is in harmony with the principles of justice ai\(d humanf

Just cast a glance at presenb day married life» I will not go into details
with regard to the married life of the upper ten thousand , as I presume that the
way those marriages are contracted and the growing demoralization in marital
fashions are well known ta everybody*

The same stands for marriages within the so-called bourgoise or middle class*

There is no concern idiether the future bride is physically well or whether her
character guarantees a happy married life in the future* No^ the first ques-
tion iss Is there money in her family ^ and how much?

Tou will hardly find more than three or four marriages in a hundred that are
found to be at least a bit bearable* There cannot be any talk of happiness^ as
found in a union based on free mutual harmony and love in which the two indi«»

iduals supplement each other*

And married life within the working class? Seldom, very seldom do we meet
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a couple of human beings who are of equal mentality and feeling*

I Defective education and the steady grinding fight for existence, for daily '

breadf hinder the formation of a harmonious , really happy life*

When the earnings of the husband are not sufficient to procure the barest
necessities and wife and children must go to work for support of the family *

then what is life of such a married lifeT

It is now easily understandable that as a consequence of these pressing wor-
ries for existence disharmony and dissatisfaction appeflur*

And how does all this affect the minds of the children who a re witnesses of
unpleasant scenes, resulting from this disharmony?

•

Or let^s assume that the earnings of the husband are sufficient to enable him *

to live a halfway decent and care-free life* The wife, then, is in a position
to give herself fully to the education of the children and to make a comfortable
home for her hiasband*
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Bict he ±8 also Interested in liberal progressive ideas* He goes occasional
to meetix^s and tries to discuss afterwards with his wife what he heard and
saw* But she shows no understanding, no interest in such serious questions
and perhaps even differs with her husband and agrees with the opinions of re
actionary tendencies, as, by the way, most females do.

The husband stands firm in his conviction, the wife the same in hers; one word
leads to another and the matrimonial disrupture is accomplished.

ff

The wife begins to hate the causes, the meetix^s, organizations, etc., out of
which come these ideas and discussions which in her opinion estrange her hus*
band from children and herself.

What a different picture is presented to our eyes when husband and wife are
mutually interested and have understanding between themselves.

A little patience and indulgence on the part of the mBtn, and graciousness and
reasonable diseemment on the part of the woman, and it cannot be othexnrise

than that the woman will grow to respect, honor and love her husbetnd*s con-
victions.
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She will become interested in the ideas of our present time and will under*
stand them, and will perhaps become a fearless fighter for truth and right*

The many on the other hand^ will now be able to have discussions with his
wife of a more serious nature ^ which will gain in interest as the mutual ex-*

change of ideas and opinions furnishes the necessary stimulus.

He will feel more comfortable in his home from then on^ the spare time left
him after the day^s work will become a time of real recreation because he
knows that his wife is of the same feeling and thinking as he

•

The wife must be the best friend , the most loyal comrade to her husband*

Then this marriage will show a mental harmony which is necessary for happiness*

The wife will, furthermore, in correct judgement of the situation, raise her
children to be energetic brave men. I

No sneaks, flatterers and egoists, excelling in servility, slavery and bigotry,
will grow up, but an absolutely true, proud and brave generation will bloom
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forthwith!

Mothers, t^ke interest in all those serious questions concerning the good and
evil of mankind. Learn to realize that you have to make use of your energies
in the interest of humanity.

Do not be afraid of obf5tacles and interceptions in your way but fight your
way bravely through trash of silly prejudices of past days.

Demand your ha^r^n rights and fight for them. Your slogan shall be:

'•It is for the future of our children,** and you, men, do not remain any
longer in inactivity and stubbornness in regard to woman's emancipation, but
try to have your wives and daughters spend a few hours for the advancement
of a just and rational woraEin's emancipation.

You should be proud when your wife learns to think instead of remaining
thoughtless all her life and unacquainted with high idealistic aims of humanity

It is not the purpose to set women against men but to but to bring them to
the point of a realization that is necessary for the whole nation.
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Don't let us forget that all v/e are doing should be done in the interest of
suppressed and suffering mankind.

Therefore w 3 demand liberation of our women from those unworthy chains with
which custom and laws have bound them.

Let U8 help to raise i^omen to what they were predestined! **rhe educator and
true mother of her children, the loyal companion and respected comrade of
her hueband •*•
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INEQUALin OF TOMAN.

Urs. Raw8on*8 cosqplaint that she did not receive justice in our courts furnishes
us with something about which ve should think.

To the average mind this complaint seems incredible » but to the keen observer of
human nature it is perfectly clear that women are not on. cui equal basis with men
in any relationship pertaining to life* Women possess an Aitirely different
range of thoughts and emotions. They look at the world and at human affairs from
a vastly different viewpoint, irrespective of wbtit they themselves and men may
say to the contrary* Bome very excellent men are trying to bring about the
equality of both sexes , but it is this very difference which prevents the achieve--
ment of that ideal condition of human society*

Hen and woman can not meet on an equal plane discussing matters , except in very
rare cases and under exceptional conditions* Ifen and woman can not be friends
in the sense that women are with women and men with men* The difference of sex
will always be present and a different solution will be presented to every prob-
lem* Women will always o3aim a certain consideration, and perhaps rightfully so,
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teeauaa of their sex* This consideration will have the tendency to work out to
their advantage or their disadvantage^ but nsYer in perfect equality* In some
cases they gain more ^ and in other eases they loee more than they deserve*

Toasn arouse either unusual sympathy before our courts^ or unusual diversion*
The result in both cases is injustice* But this is humem nature^ and idiat can be
done to overeome it? The women are treated either with extreme mildness or
unusual severity* And this will continue until men and women are made of diff-*

erent stuff*
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slnoe in several oountrles, men are also not subjeoted* Besides for a m)man
it is as great a sacrifice to sand her husband, sweetheart, son, or brother
to v«ar irtiile she remains at home in constant fear for the life of her loved one*

Not only has the woman the right to participate in public matters but she also
hii& a pressint; interest in it. And if this right has not been aoknowl edged by
the legislature of most countries then it is for the reason that so far men have
made laws in their own interest and to the disadvantage of women*

There would have never been such important laws about divorce and subsistence for
children born out of wedlock or about adultery on the part of women in contrast
to men, if women had participated in legislation*

The reason that women as yet do not have much interest in public affairs, prefering
gossip and newspapers to economic and political questions, lies in the fact that they
had no right to participate in these questions* If they possessed the right they
would soon learn how to make use of it to the fullest extent* But it is disgraceful
and humiliating that women should declare it not proper to show any Interest in
politics, that this is against feminism, that men will look after those matterSf
eto«

V/e feel SOrrv for a fil&Vfi wVin HrkAA nr^-h ^aa1 V^4e ^U«.4»« V««4. »^^m^^ ^JJ.^.^«t:-
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who boasts about his o^iains. And to this nupiber of unfortunate
a large number of our women.

GEmiAN

ones belong <y ^^
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ELECTION RIGHTS FOR WOifflN

The Federal Senate has voted against the bill, which was to entitle
every women reaching the age of maturity to cast her vote. Among the

minority (23 men) in favor of the bill was the new Senator of Illinois,
Mr. Chas B. Parwell..* Women anxious to participate in political activities
may be numerous, but they were doubtlessly gifted with a good mouthpiece,
which explains of course, why "Statesmen" like these are in favor of
women in politics. These Statesmen have to resort even to such tactics,
in order to strengthen their position. According to Cady-Stanton, Susan
Anthony and others, the principal reason for introducing women into
politics is, that women would have an ennobling and moralizing influence
upon politics. This is one of the silly phrases for which people, who
preferably let others think for them,would fall, without questioning
the other side of it*

It is quite surprising that an English-American paper(The Local Daily News)
has the courage to point out the reverse when it says: "The women who have
a beneficent influence on social life, are not the same women who demand the
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right to vote**. Very much is said about the charitable and noble influence
of good women, while it is entirely overlooked what the influence of the
low and indecent woman can be* What would be the result, if women of
Chicago would obtain the vote? Would the virtuous and noble, highly
educated women, or the morally low, heartless, and uncudtured woman make
use of this privilege?

1

We hear so much about liquor taverns at times of elections; but the
influence of occupants of houses of ill-fame is still worse* The franchise
would never be exercised by the decent women, who never yearned for it,

but by 7000-8000 indecent, immoral and uneducated women. What if these
women, like those 8000 mentioned in Chicago, 10,000 in Philadelphia and
16,000 in New York, altogether about 130,000 throughout the United States
would take part in elections? Of their influence would have to be
reckoned with in amlnating candidates? The election turmoil which is
now carried from tavern to tavern would then be carried from one house of
ill-fame to the other* The election day would furnish us with scenes of
indecency never seen before. The decent and modest woman would not
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venture to rub elbows with this element and therefore would abstain
from voting* ••the shame and disgrace brought on the coxintry by the women
suffrage, would be fatal to the country.**

It rarely happens, that an English*American newspaper goes as far as taking
a stand against the "ladies" and. telling them frankly the truths We fully
agree with the attitude of the news, for every word this article contains,
breathes p\ire truths* • No matter what changes the 20th century may bring,
general suffrage for women at least will not become constitutional during the
19th century

•
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A MBIT ASSOCIATION

About thirty ladles and gentlemen attended a meeting at 13 South Halsted
Street yesterday erenlng to found the Working Woman's Industrial Protective ^
Union. Mrs* Anna Schrook opened the meeting In a lengthy, well-prepared ^
address, nhereln she stressed the suffering and the low wages lAilch are the ^
lot of women, and that only an organization can mitigate the eyll« P

no
Mrs. F« B. Kingsbury said that a similar association exists In California, g
and Is very successful.

Mrs. Mills remarked that an alliance with labor unions and co-operative
enterprises would bring quicker results.

The chairman declared that the most Important matters at present were the
election of officers and the membership drive. Any worklngwoman can become
a member by paying twenty-five cents, and dues for the year amount to only

f t>
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one dollar* The income of the association is to be used to pay hall rent and
other expenses* If the organization is successful, several rooms will be
rented and furnished to shelter women and children in need. Perhaps even a
school may be added later* An employment bureau is also to be orgsuiized as
soon as possible. It is the object of the association to help all women earn
better wages.

At the end of Mrs. achrock*s speech, a gentleman arose and nominated Mrs.
Anna Schrock as president of the new association. The gentleman proved to ^
be Attorney Marcus Monroe Brown, whom Arabella McLaughlin tried to shoot some ^
time ago...#

Mrs. Schrock was elected president; Mrs. Kingsbury, vice-president; Mrs.

Bamum, treasurer. Mrs. Mills, secretary; but Mrs. Mills declined , because
she did not share Mrs. Schrock* s views. Then the **protector of poor widows,^
M. M« Brown, was nominated secretary by the president. In the interim.

ii

"O
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rumors spread concezning Brown* s character, and his election did not arouse
enthuslasB by any means, but he considered It proper to give a speech. In
idilch he declared that the success of the organization was assured*

One of the ladles present suggested that the members attend the meetings of 1
the Working Women's Union ^^inother organization lAilch are held every two
weekB at Uhllch*s Hall, where labor questions, and women's problems In labor
matters In particular, are discussed*

-T3

O
The president did not like that remark at all* She said that she had her
own Ideas on how to ameliorate the conditions confronting women, and that ^
she had a high goal In mind. She felt grieved when thinking of the thousands
of poor girls leading a life of shame, and idio could be saved by such an
organization as the present one. She has had to endure persecutions because
of her views, but expressed determination to continue her efforts* Whoever
was not willing to help her, should not be affiliated with the organization*
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After that, about a half-dozen names were entered on the membership 11st,
1 and an equal number of quarters collected, idiereupon the assembly adjourned

until next Monday evening

•
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WOMAN LABOR

Among the remedies for all ailments of human society, which In the socialist
apothecary's shop, occupy as prominent a place as Splr» Frumentl, Splr« Vln. Gall,
or Spir« Juxilp* In the average American Drug Store, Is the aholltlon of woman
labor In the factories* This demand comes, as a matter of fact, Immediately
after the el^t hour working day«

How much reason for this exists In America, we are not ahle to determine. But,
If conditions as we have them "before our eyes In the West, prevail over the
whole country, then the employment of married women In factories Is so

extremely rare that It hardly plays an appreclahle role« It always has been
America's fame and pride that here the married women, even of the poorest
laboring class, devotes herself exclusively to her household and Is not forced,
as In Xngland, Germany and Austria, throu^ work in field or factories, to
prejudice her duties as wife and mother*

But different from the case of the married women, is that of the girlSf Of them
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thousands and thousands stampede the factories, naturally those where the

work is easy» But if it is this girl labor, which the socialistic world
physicians sire trying to abolish, they will have to fi^t it out above all
with the girls, themselves* Because they have no inclination to regard them-
selves as "miserable white slaves," or as female proletarians, needing
deliverance*

As housemalde they cotild have a much more healthful 9nd much more profitable
occupation, but they reject this with disdain* Hence, while since the great
crash, all other wages went down in proportion to the slowing up of the economic
process, the wages of housemaids not only remained at their former level, but
in many cases still continued to rise*

Among all people in this country who earn their livelihood throu^ work, nobody
is 80 "independent", so much the master, yes, quite often the tyrant of his
employers, as is the housemaid.

If the socialists with their passion against industrial m^mMflUBSbQT could

y t I
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Induce those himdred thousands of girls who prefer "factory slavery" to

housework, to acknowledge the "true female profession," that means by assistance
in the household, to perfect themselves in their art, they would "be doing a
great favor to hundreds of thousands of "employers" (housewives)

•

But, if "by any chance, they should declare domestic service as degrading,
and then stillwould insist on abolishing woman factory labor, then the effect
of all their endeavors (whatever their intention) would be nothing else but
the promotion of prostitution.

i'^
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AGAINST W(KAN*S SDFBB/KaS

(Editorial)

?or several years adTocates of noman^s suffrage have claimed that the
Fourteenth Ajnendment to the Constitution of the United States is to be
interpreted to mean that a woman who is a citizen of the United States
and of a state has the ri^t to vote in the state in which she lives, even ^
if the constitution and the laws of that state specifically grant the right
to vote only to men* While it is. true that ordinary common sense can find ^
nothing in the Constitution to Justify such a conclusion, this illogical
conclusion has been a sacred doctrine to the advocates of w(xnan*s suffrage
ever since Victoria Wbodhull and several other loquacious ladies told the
Judicial Committee of the House of Representatives that woman* s suffrage is

«*an integral part of our Constitutional rights**

•

(3
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At that tlmoy Ben Battler, one of the membeors of the judicial Conmiltteey

claimed that this Interpretation was correct • Of course, he. too Is a
suffragist, but he proved time and again that he was merely making fun of his
feminine political associates, by carefully avoiding the defense of that
v^coxistitutional doctrine** before a court* However, Susan Anthony believed
in it 80 firmly that she exposed herself to fine and imprisonment by attempt-
ing to gain her *'right** to vote by force

•

Some adherents to the ^^Constitutional doctrine** have presented their claim
to franchise ri^ts at nearly every major election that was held during the
past few years* One case has been appealed from the Supreme Court of Missouri
to the Supreme Court of the United States* The United States Supreme Court
has Just rendered a decision on the issue* It has decided that the Con-
stitution of the United States confers the right to vote upon no one, that
voting is a matter left to the states, anl that the Constitution of the
United States contains no provisions which could possibly Justify the con-

no
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elusion tbat tbe state Toting laws are null and Told, because tbey re-
strict the right to vote to en*

nius the endesTors of the suffragettes have coae to nau^t again* That
is as it should be« We hope that they are satisfied and that they will make
no further efforts to **eleTate" wonan to a sphere into irtiich she was not
placed by nature, and where she is not *'at hoae***
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^SCB mwBANCBismsm: of wken/"

Report of a session of the Coiintjr Association for the enfranchisement of women*

The Staats Zeitung always strikes a humorous note in reT)orting the activities
of the would-he women voters*

yfc..
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(Editorial)

The pilgrLiiage of four thousand fanners to the Nation's Capital v;as perhaps
the most stupid thing the Democrats have done in this campaign. That this
pilgrimage is part of the campaign is obvious. The sole purpose v;as to defend
the Administration against attacks on its agricultural policy, and show the
country that there are far::iers who are satisfied. '^Vhether this purpose was
attained is Questionable for the demonstration has already produced all kinds
of aftereffects v;hich are not v/orking out to the advantage of the Adainistra-
tion.

In the first place, the President's speech lias be^n sharply criticized.
L!r. Hocsevelt maintained that the Adininistration lias not caused the purpose-
less destruction of food. This assertion is both true and false. The context

;
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shows very clearly what the President meant to convey. He declared that it
was high time for the Administration to repeat at every opportunity that it
had not purposelessly destroyed food in any form, ^ditor^s note: President
Roosevelt actually used the word '^vastefully'» not '^purposelessly"^ He then
laid great emphasis on the fact that the price of farm produce was so low at
the beginning of his administration that it did not pay to bring the farm
produce to market , while today the feunaer*s products bring him a very neat
profit*

If this price advance is really due to the policy pursued by the Administration,
the President is of course Justified in maintaining that articles of food have
never been purposelessly destroyed* This assumption is, however, somewhat
hazardous. Those who have followed the price fluctuations of agricultural—-^

produce within recent yeeors are well aware that the increase in prices is due
to the crop failures and not to the administration's policy of reducing pro--

duotion* Moreover in view of the facts it can probably be said that the des-
truction of five million pigs, the plowing under of grain and cotton^ and
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other similar measures, have caused the farmers considerable losses, for if
the farmers had not destroyed these products they might now be able to sell
them at very good prices.

When President Roosevelt recomiaended tbe farm policy to congress, lie declared
that it was purely an experiment which could be given up immediately if it

cri proved a failure. He added that if the plan proved unsuccessful he would be

§ the first to inform congress of the fact* That sounds good, but means lit-
^ tie, for idiather an experiment proves a success or failure depends entirely
o on how one looks at it* If one takes the point of view that the policies of
A- the Administration are responsible for the increase in prices of farm products,
3 the experiment was a success. If one believes, however, that the increase
^ in prices is due to ths crop failures, the plan was a failure.

^ The human element also is involved. It is not easy for a man in public life
to admit that an imi)ortant section of his program has been a complete failure.
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For a president who is seeking re-election it is even more difficult » for
he knows that the opposition will make full use of this information, and no
man can be expected to provide his opponents with effective weapons in this
way* One might perhaps maintain that an open admission of failure would be
the best tactic*

^ In view, however, of the tone adopted by the President's opponents in the press
^ and in Congress, such an admission would probably be a mistake* Their at-

tacks have long been so venomous, false, and malicious that an honest and
objective discussion has been impossible* For a long tiind the President has
ignored this mudslinging, or has shrugged it off with an ironical reiiiark« The
constant attacks have gradually got on his ner7es, however* He went so far
as to call the opponents of the Administration liars, a thing he should not
have done* This appellation fits many of them but there are undoubtedly many
among his critics who are honest and well meaning people who certainly have
not deserved to be called liars*

CO
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The President's opponents can chalk up one Tictory, at any rate. This is
confined entirely to the realms of psychology, but is nevertheless important
and momentous. They have succeeded in shaking the President's candor and
self confidence and in arousing his irritation. This must be deeply regret-
ted, for it would be only human for the President to defend his measures the
more zealously in the future even if they are complete failures, such as the
AAA and the NRA, for example.
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THE GOTESSiSSNT RESETTLEMSHT FLAN

(Editorial)

Among the plans to reconstruct economic life which President Rooseyelt intends
to put into effect in the immediate future, the resettlement projects deserve
special attention* Farmers from barren farms are going to be settled on fertile
land; also, there seams to be an intention to resettle elsewhere those farmers
who have givto up their faxms because of bad times or the burden of debts • It
is to be done at government expense; unemployed persons are going to be placed
in a position to become independent on lands to be allotted them. Fundamentally,
all these plans most be approyed. The objection that these resettlements are
bound to increase the agricultural surplus, and thus render even more insecure
the income of farmers, is not valid* Persons who are going to be resettled are
not supposed to increase the am.ount of products on the market, but are rather to
support their own families with the produce of their soil*
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!Ehls is quite possible (in parts of the coimtry wlieire the soil has not yet been
cxiltiTated) if the goTemment fertilizes the land, builds houses, baxns and stables
and puts the necessary oattle and equipiaent at the disposal of the settlers

•

One of the main things, however, which on occasions of previous settlements has ^
often been overlooked, is the careful sifting of the persons who apply. There p
will undoubtedly be many who will apply because the idea of coming into possession ^^

of a small faim, free and without effort, is alluring beyond measure. One may ^
assume as self-evident that all who apply are in need. As to this, no mistake ^
must be made. Persons able to help themselves have no right to claim government o
aid. However, the selection of applicants has only Just begun and is far from ^
being closed. Strict care is necessaxj; in order to settle only such persons who
are actually able to cultivate the land in an orderly fashion, and who have a real
interest in getting the utmost in produce for themselves, ilnyone who has never
worked on a farm should not be settled; it is risky, for he understands nothing

j

of agriculture, and he may therefore not be expected to be successful. Former j

fazners or taxm hands will constitute the best material and, where families with j

children are involved, the outlook for success is even brighter. At the present
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time, the nximber of hands available to do the work plays a great part in
agriculture.

5>
It is not yet definitely known what requirements are to be made by the govern-
ment from the settlers. It would be a mistake not to demand certain things
from them as compensation. With most people, a gift. is by no means regarded
as valuable ^s the thing earned through work. It is not likely that the set-
tlers will be asked ever to repay to the government the expenses and costs of
resettlement. It must, however, be expected that, in the course of years,
they could surrender at least a small portion of the produce of their land, 5
so as not to feel that they are permanent receivers of a dole. They should
get the conviction that they have attained something by their own efforts, and
have become rooted in the soil. They should not regard their resettlement as
a i)assing episode in their lives, but be proud oi' their holdings, which they
can some day bequeath to their heirs. The whole work of resettlement would fall

short of its purpose if the settlements should last only a few years, or until
things are better and the settlers could abandon their farms again.
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The main strength of every people ii^ lodged in its settled farmers. Cur
American farmers have, until recent years, made frequent use of their freedom ^
of movement. Ask some old farmers where they have been living in the course ^
of their lives, and, v/ith some pride, they will tell you how many farms they ^
have owned, one after the other, and then sold again. Formerly, the trend ^
was generally toward the West, but today the direction is not so precise; but ^g

changes—many of them—are still being made. Many farmers look for another 2
farm after they have cultivated one farm for some time, no matter whether they ^.
are successful or not. Those who are not successful hope for better luck !;:i

elsewhere; the one who has laid aside a little fortune wants still more, and
looks for a larger farm. Thus, they have no permanent home, take no roots in
the soil, and show little interest in the modem progress of agriculture. The
farmer who remains on his land is much more valuable to our economic life and
to the state. It is to be hoped that the Federal Gtovemment, in carrying out
its resettlement plans will pay close attention to this point.
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AGRICDLTaRE AND INDUSTRY

(Editorial)

Oscar Johnston, a cotton planter from Mississippi with a prominent position
In the A. A. A. , is an advocate for equality of agriculture with industry,
to be achieved by the Government. He contends that ever since the Civil War ^
the Government has been largely influenced by the industrial East to the ^
detriment of agriculture. This contention is to some extent justified, ^
although as a matter of ftict the Federal Government has spent more money for -"j

the advancement of agriculture theui to aid industry. However industry has
received its share in an indirect way, namely, by way of high tariffs which
has enabled it to keep foreign competition at a distance from the American
market and so to make exorbitant profits.

Originally the policy of a protective tariff was fully Justified, because
only by this means was it possible to develop and build up American industry.

J
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In the course of time, however, this policy completely degenerated. Now
Johnston demands a radical revolution in agricultural politics. As an initial
step, the Government should not extend further credit to the farmers, for
through this credit it becomes easier for them to get farther and farther
into debt. He further takes exception to the fact that one department of the
Government restricts production, viiile at the same time euiother opens new
stretches of land to production. He finally demands that on making new
business treaties the exportation of agricultural products should be taken
into consideration. ~-7

C»T

It is remarkable that the latter demand was made only a few days ago by the
national chamber of commerce. This policy has also been followed by the ci
Government for some time, but the settlement of trade treaties is progressing
so slowly that their effects are not felt as yet. That the other two demands
are right and should be carried out has been repeatedly pointed out here and
emphaticcULly stressed. T6 give his demands more emphasis Johnson wants to
unite the poinilation of the South and the Middle 7/est into a sort of
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agricxiltural block, as their interests are essentially the same.

This Idea Is not new. Only a few weeks ago Governor Olson of Minnesota sug-
gested the formation of an agricultural block of the North West. This siig-

gestlon may not have been formal, but It was actual. Therefore Johnston's
suggestions and demands seem to some extent superfluous, and yet It Is remark-
able that the man from the South has stepped out before the public with his
plans • These plans are not radical; th^ do not express Ideas of a faim
agitator but of a practical farmer who also happens to occupy a Government
X>osltlon.

The Government has strayed Into a blind alley with Its agricultural policy. Ij

The ftomers will have to learn that no group of producers Is ever benefitted *:3

for long by a policy of gift giving and by artificial restrictions of pro-
duction. The sooner the Government makes up Its mind to reconstruct Its

farm policy from the bottom up, the better.

5U
CD
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FAHI'.ERS» WEEK

(Editorial)

Farmers' i^Teek at the 7/orld's Fair brought not onl:^ the farmers to Chicago
but also the politicians, who proclaim the saving of agriculture as their aim.
Two of the latter, Senator Elmer Thomas of Oaklahoma and Chester C, Davis of
the A. A. A., made use of Farmers' IVeek to submit their saving plans to the
country. Thomas is generally looked upon as the leader of the inflationist
group. He, however, emphatically denies that he or his associates aim at
unlimited inflation. Rather it is his contention that they want nothing but
to lower the price of gold to the status it had in 1926. They have chosen
1926 because, in their opinion, most of the present debts were contracted at

a time when the value of gold was approximately that of 1926. It can also
be said that the prices for agricultural products should be raised to the level
of the year 1926. Thomas wants to achieve this end by having the President, J

by executive order, raise the price of gold an additional eighteen per cent.

CO
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FARIvIERS' WEEK

(Editorial)
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the A. A. A. , made use of Fanners' lYeek to submit their saving plans to the
country. Thomas is generally looked upon as the leader of the inflationist
group. He, however, emphatically denies that he or his associates aim at .

unlimited inflation. Rather it is his contention that they want nothing but
to lower the price of gold to the status it had in 1926. They have chosen
1926 because, in their opinion, most of the present debts were contracted at

a time when the value of gold was approximately that of 1926. It can also
be said that the prices for agricultural products should be raised to the level
of the year 1926. Thomas wants to achieve this end by having the President,

by executive order, raise the price of gold an additional eighteen per cent.
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This would automatically decrease the gold content of the dollar by eighteen
per cent»

One nay, contrary to this argument, contend that the Government sometime ago ^
reduced by forty per cent the gold content of the dollar, without increasing 2
prices to any noticeable degree. The prices of agricultural products began ^in

to soar when, because of the drought, these products became scarcer. Senator p
Thomas maintains that price formation depends entirely upon the exchange value ^
of money. This view point is a false one. §

CjO

Every Chicagoan knows that all rents have been reduced by fifty per cent dur- g
ing the last five years. There were two reasons for this. First, so much o^

had been built during the preceding years that the supply exceeded the demand.
Second, tenants have had to cut their expenses because of the depression.
These two deciding factors cannot be undone by inflationary measures and, as
a matter of fact, the decrease of the gold content of the dollar did not re-
sult in a rise of rents.
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Prices of agricultural products, in the same manner, are not determined solely
by the exchange value of money. The latter depends largely upon the ability
of the domestic and foreign markets to absorb these products, as well as upon
nature, which sometimes lavishes abundant crops upon the fanner and at other re-

times bestows poor crops. ^
All these factors are omitted in Thomas' views, and his arguments are thus of rj

no practical value. The contentions of Mr. Davis, who attempts to defend the -o

artificial reduction of agricultural products, make no claim to serious consid- o
eration in the face of the poor crops expected this year. ^
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CHANG75D INTO A DESERT

(Editorial)

The Federal Groreniment has a special department which deals with the transfor-
nation of arid lands into fertile soil. When the great drought invaded the
Dakotas, Montana » Wyoming, and parts of other states, and when the loose sub-
soil began to move away and dust storms prevailed throughout the country,
Washington knew then that forceful intervention on the part of the Government
in behalf of the affected areas had become imperative* A representative of o
the Department was sent to these areas to ascertain how things were and what
the outlook was for the future*

This representative has now returned from his tour of inspection* His findings
are, in effect, that the areas most affected by the drought, which comprise,
mainly, large districts of the Dakotas, Wyoming, and Montana, had been trans-
formed into a desert unsuitable for any human settlement* He is of the opinion

that the Government should resettle the entire population of those areas into
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districts in which thegr would have at least a semblance of a chance to earn
their living in agricultural pursuits. The representatiye further maintains
that the land on which these people now live will never beccxne arable again.
This ground is dried out through and through; not a jingle blade of green can
be seen on it and nothing will grow on it in the future.

The inhabitants I however, are of a different opinion. Th^ believe that the
soil may be reclaimed and become fertile again. Which is the right viewpoint,
is, of course, not to be decided at the writer's desk. The farmers who for
many years have cultivated their produce there, have had practical experience
which cannot be overlooked by anybody. On the other hand, the representative
of the Federal Grovemment has the advantage of scientific research on his
side, together with a knowledge of certain facts which these farmers do not
have. They do not seem to know that not only have their fields dried out;
but numerous sources of water, even subterranean currents, have become dried
up, perhaps for a long time, perhaps forever. Nor do they seem to know that
the one-sided lack of diversification in their crops has taken from their
fields all resistance to the elements; that their lands have become a pawn
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for the winds to play with; and, that it is but a question of a relatively-

short time until sand dunes begin to foim, as is usually nature* s way with
deserts.

The farmerd have no confidence in the findings of the commissioner nor do
they believe that the desert formation is, in part, their own fatilt; they
distrust his superior insight. They do not want to go away biit prefer to
stay and carry on the hard and almost hopeless struggle with the sun and the
wind instead of being resettled in other districts* The opinion that generally
prevails is that the American farmer is less attached to his soil than the ^
European* When one sees how frequently farmers sell their land and settle in

other places a few hundred miles farther away, this opinion naturally appears

to be well founded. The stubborn persistence of the farmers, impoverished by

dry and dusty soil which affords no hope of ever producing even what they ac-

tually need to live on, and which will never be of any use to them, shows the

American farmer from quite a different angle. It will be hard work, therefore,

to persuade him to settle in other areas, much harder than they seem to think

in Washington.

-I
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It is strange to notice with what persistence a man may adhere to the soil
into which he has put his labors, even when it no longer repays his efforts

,

and provides for him but insufficiently or else permits the elements to
threaten destruction to him and his home. For thousands of years the Italian SE

peasants who settled on the slopes of Vesuvius or Etna have been in constant S
danger of being buried by the next eruption of the volcano. This danger has, ^
in the course of history , become a reality many times. Yet they would not £J
abandon the soil which meant so much to them. The survivors of the catas- *t3

trophies rebuilt their villages soon afterwards, close by or even on top of o
the hardened lava masses. The City of Messina, soon after its destruction by co

the elements, rose like Phoenix from its ashes. This tendency of theirs to ^
cling to^ the soil which they had tilled by the sweat of their brows. has not ^
bean observed, until now, among immigrants to American lands. Do we see in
it the development of a new and more intimate relation between the American
farmer and the soil? Does it signify that his love for the soil has become
deep rooted and made him a part of it?
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UNWELCOME AID

(Editorial)

The distress of the American fanner, which was greatly aggravated this
stunmer by the drought and insect plague, is so well known that it is not
disputed by anyone who is at all acquainted with existing conditions.

It is Just as indisputable that the Federal Administration has. In the cur-
rent year, done everything in its power to alleviate the suffering of the
rural population* It has already spent many millions for this purpose, and
more millions will follow. Those farmers ^rtio suffered from the dreadful
drought have received generous assistance, and they will continue to receive
it. Henry A, V/allace, Secretary of Agriculture, declared only recently that
the Agricultural Administration will buy from four to seven million cows from
such farmers as would otherwise lose their cattle because of the drought; and
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the same holds true for the other livestock which could not survive the win-
ter for lack of fodder and water. These measures of assistance are fully
appreciated by the farmers in general, even if, among the more radical farm
organizations, eocpressions of discontent can be heard at what has been done
for agriculture* Stilly the criticism does not seem entirely unjustified.
If we consider, that, of the $130,000,000 which should have been paid last
January to the farmers who limited their cultivated land and reduced their
livestock in accordance with the wishes of the Agricultural Administration,
only about $14,000,000 has been paid so far, we must admit that there are
good grounds for dissatisfaction. Therefore, one cannot take it amiss if it

is asked how long it will be before the total amount appropriated for this
purpose is paid out.

The Government's plan for enabling hard-pressed small famers to move into
better areas met with unexpectedly sharp criticism and even direct opposition.
From South Dakota comes the report that the farmers there whom this measure
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was especially Intended to assist , are fighting with all their might against
having to abandon their farms and move to other states. The governor of
this state has therefore found It necessary to devise ways and means for
creating new settlements for the distressed farmers within the borders of
the state. At the same time, he Intends to ask the Federal Agricultural
Administration to support this plan, because all other resettlement plans
meet with Insurmountable resistance.

Taken as a whole, this resistance Is not surprising. The farmer clings, with
every fibre of his being, to the soil which has been a home to him and his
family, even If It has supported them only meagerly. Ttie Agricultural
Administration will do well If It takes Into consideration the farmer's
attachment to the soil, with which he has Inseparable ties; and does not
Insist upon the carrying out of plans for relief which are not desired, even
If they are well meant.

m:::.
I
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A aiDICAL Law

(Editorial)

President Roosevelt has signed the Frazier-Lemke bill and has thereby made
it a law. This law is the more significant because it is the only law of
the New Deal which can be considered radical; it means a complete departuire

from the American ti*adition. It provides for a reduction in, or suspension
of, agricultural debts. It is noteworthy that both authors, Senator Lynn J.

Frazier and Congressman William Lemke, hail from North Dakota, and were
formerly closely connected with the Farmers Non-Partisan League. The law
is the product of a radical agrarian policy which has many followers in the
Northwest, and especially in North Dakota. It provides that every farmer
who has one or more mortgages on his farm may negotiate with the holders of
the mortgages for the purpose of securing a reduction of the indebtedness.
If the two parties reach no agreement, the farmer may appeal to the proper
federal court. This court must appraise the farm; then, on the basis of

•</
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this appraisal, it decides what amoiint the farmer must i)ay his
creditors • The paying off of the mortgage may be divided by the court
into 55everal years and meanwhile the farmer has to pay interest of only
one per cent on the debt.

If the creditors refuse to accept this arrangement, the court has the right
to postpone the settlement of the matter for five years. Meanwhile the
farmer remains on the farm as a sort of tenant, and must pay to the owner
of the mortgage an amo\mt set by the court as rent. The law provides,
therefore, for expropriation in the true sense of the word. The mortgage
holder's property is partly expropriated by a court decision. In this
situation the debtor has all the advantages, the creditor all the dis-
advantages.

The law goes much further than the Home Owners* Loan Act of 1933. This law,
which was enacted in the interest of the small city home owner ^ provides,
also, for the reduction of the mortgage or its interest. But it presupposes
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1 H
that the owner of the mortgage has agreed to the arrangement. It

tries to help both the home owner and the possessor of the mortgage. Under
the Frazier-Lemke Act, the mortgage holder can be compelled to accept the
reduction of the mortgage or the temporary reduction of the interest to
one per cent.

Naturally, the law should serve as a means for the reduction of the debts on
agricultural property. The total amount of agricultural mortgage debts is
estimated at twelve and one-half billion dollars. This is an immense sum,
but it is considerably less than the total amo\int of city mortgages. This
one-sided favoring of the fanner over city people seems questionable. But
the law is based on the idea that the farmer is a poor, hunted person,
driven from house and home by the mortgage holder, a well-filled capitalist
beast. This idea is fantastic nonsense.

It is quite possible that the owner of a farm mortgage is worse off than /o^

the debtor. J.'any of these farm mortgages are in the hands of large [;; l^'.P.jJ
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insurance companies, and if their existence should be endangered by

the new law, hundreds of thousands of policy holders would lose their money

Naturally, the lav/ has a safety valve, v/hich consists in the right of the

court to have the actual value of the f«=irm appraised. This stipulation

works in the interest of both parties, in that of the debtor as well as

that of the creditor.

Nevertheless, the new law means a forcible and one-sided interference in

private financial transactions. Up to the present, the protection of

private property has been considered one of the fundamental duties of the

State. In this case, the State not only breaks with this princir^le, but

it takes the initiative in the attack upon private property. It does not

seem possible that the Supreme Court will consider the law constitutional.
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THZ FLKSBCr TO THE BIG CITT

(Editorial)

One of the aims of the new Geznan govexnment is to esl^ablish a closer relation-
ship between man and the soil on which he works, and to which he owes his
existence* One may call this a fantastic idea; one may scoff at it as being
xomantic~the fact remains that essentially, it is a truly hximan and healthy
sentiment* These efforts are not limited to Geznany alone, but are taking
place in a more or less different form in other countries as well. But in ^^
Gexnany, legislation has already been enacted on this question*

It is undoubtedly true that man tends to deteriorate in a large city and be- ^
comes estranged from a more natural way of living* It has been pointed out <>i

repeatedly that voluntary birth control, which Theodore Roosevelt in his
drastic manner once called race suicide, is a product of city life* The con-
sequences are much more profound than are superficially evident* In the first
place, the ratio between older and yoimger people is constantly changing
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in favor of the former, and that is neither a natural nor a pleasant prospect.

Quite recently President Roosevelt, in one of his speeches, asked the youth of
this country to return to the farns; but probably his appeal, too, will fall
on deaf ears as have all the others that have previously been voiced. \fh.y do
people give up life in the country and go to the bi^ oity? It cannot be the so- ^
called agricultural depression. In spite of the constant complaints of the 5
fariaers, they are still much better off than most factory v/orkers and office ..-^

eiaployees. P

At least the fanaer has a roof over his head, nor does he have to v/orry about g
his daily bread. If things are difficult for liim, it nerely means that he ^
lacks those things v/hich are generally considered luxuries. Jith the over- ^
whelming majority of the city population, the struggle for shelter ana food Cn

hardly ever ceases. In former years, the city dv/eller could find amusements
€md diversions much more easily and cheaply than the farmer; but the automobile,-

the movie, and the radio have changed all that. The farmer in an out-of-the-way
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backnoods region can listen to a symphony concert or to dance music, broad-
cast over the radio, just as the city dweller does, and the best movies can
be seen in a little country tovm for less money than in Nev; York or Chicago.

These inventions have brou^t the farmer in close contact v/ith the rest of -o

the world, and the advantages the city dweller used to have, are gone. In com- .-^

parison with life in a large city, with its air full of snoke and gasoline fumes, p
its crowded apartments, its worried aad hectic way of livin^j, country life seems ^
to be the ideal life. Then what is it that attracts people to the cities in g
ever increasing numbers? That question is hard to answer. Perhaps we are justi-
fied in assuming that people nowadays have lost their appreciation of a calm,
peaceful, and well-regulated existence. They want excitement and sensation, t?l

and a teeming metropolis can provide that far better than a farm or a little
country town.
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INCORRIGIBLE

(Editorial)

The oomittee on agricxilture of the House of Representatives again has in r^

mixid a bill for the salvation of agriculture* At present public negotia- ^^^

tions are being conducted before the committee. Host people coming before ^
the committee are so-called farm politicians. Among them was one from Chi- [^
cago by the name of C. B. Gregory, editor of a magazine , Prairie Farmer .

What this gentleman had cooked up for the salvation of agriculture is quite
remarkable.

o

Mr. Gregory had figured out that farmers could be saved from impending peril,
but not until the prices are legally established for wheat at 93.7 cents per
bushel; for hogs, $7.67 per hundred pounds; for tobacco, 11 cents; and for
cotton, 13.7 per pound. Our farmer friend had everything figured out down to
the last detail. He intends to increase the price of hogs by imposing one-half
cent in taxes on each pound of pork. To our regret, he fails to tell us how it

CO
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would profit the farmer if the Federal Government is to receive a tribute of

one-half cent for every pound of pork.

The man has still another plan. He proposes that the land on which maize is
grown should be reduced by 15 per cent. Every farmer who voluntarily with- ^
draws his land from the production of maize should receive a remuneration of ^
four dollars per year per acre. TIo Secretary of Agriculture should, in addi- o.
tion, be authorized to buy up large quantities of pork. At first it seems f—

puzzling to some extent, for what vould the Secretary of Agriculture want to do ^
with all that pork? But the farmers* friend from Chicago knows the answer. He o
is going to sell the meat in such a manner that it v/ould not enter into competi- ^
tion with other pork produced in the country. —̂

J

en

This provision is in itself apt to make the piToposcds appear senseless. Time
and €igain attempts have been made to influence prices of agricultural products
by legislative measures, and time and again this procedure turned out to be
absolutely aimless and costly in the extreme. It is not possible to withdraw
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a part of production from the market by buying it up. As long as it is

bought but not destroyed it remains a factor in the foimation of prices.
'ifhether it is sold in the domestic or foreign market, it is always going
to have a bearing on prices. This again proved without peradventure how
fatuous an experiment it is on the part of the farming authorities to -^

stabilize the price of vjheat. ^^

The establishment of prices depends upon natural factors. If it is not [J

influenced artificially, then after a period of abnormal rising and falling :.^

of prices there alv/ays follows a period of balanced prices. That is how it 2
alv/ays was and how it is going to be in the future. History shows as clearly : ^

as light that wars have been the strongest factor in the favor of high food '^

prices, and in postwar times, prices relaxed again. The present period is ^
nothing but a reaction to the period of abnormally high prices that prevailed
during the war. This time there will likewise be a balancing, if bureaucracy
does not again interfere disturbingly with its unholy attempts at setting
artificial prices.
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Congressman William L. Nelson from Missouri has a plan for saving agriculture
which is more definite, better, and cheaper. First, he v/ants the law which
authorizes agricultural authorities to speculate in agricultural produce to be
revoked. He further asks for a tariff revision which v/ould make it possible
for American farmers to export their products to other countries* As a further
remedy, he recommends the reduction of interest rates on agricultural mortgages
and the renewal of these mortgages for more extended periods.

Nelson is in favor of abolishing all subsidies; he demands the reduction of all
public expenditures, and along v/ith it a reduction of taxes and a policy of
"limited inflation aiming at the stabilization of an honest dollar**. This
suggestion has been made a few times in the last years, but it is extremely
hazardous. For the time being it may be advantageous to the farmer, but for
that part of the population which must buy fana products, especially the poorer
classes of the population, it would have catastrophic effects. The best sug-
gestion made by Congressman Nelson is the last one. This is its wording: **Let

the farmer alone!" If the committee agrees to carry out this idea and to reduce

3
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taxes, it v;ould render the fairaers and the entire national economy an invalu-
able service.

13P
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

(Editorial)

In an article dealing with the outlook for agriculture and industry, the ^
Alexander Hamilton Institute points to the close relationship between the two.

^

In a graphic presentation of the agricultural and industrial production in >^
the period from 1919 to 1932, it is shown that the two lines are nearly par- p
allel« Whenever the value of industrial production rose above that of agri- ^
cultural production, the price levels of the two types of products soon became ^
parallel again*

According to estimates made by the Department of Agriculture, farmers* incomes
this year amounted to $5, 340,000, 000« This demonstrates a considerable reces-
sion as compared with last year, when the total was $6, 955, 000,000 • In 1930
the income from agriculture was $9, 506, 000, and in 1929 it was $Ll,950,000t
Accordingly, the income of the farmers has been consistently and almost
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xiniformly receding in the last four years* The recession amounted to 56.2
per cent.

This recession, of course, is not to be understood as a decrease in the
quantity of production, but rather as a reduction in prices* The market
yalue of industrial production was lowered 60*3 per cent between 1929 to
1931, and so it coincides almost exactly with the downward trend of Eigricul- ^
tural production* The fall in prices, however, amounted to only 25*1 per p
cent, whereas quantity production went down 47 per cent* This evidence also t^
demonstrates the clear parallelism between the groups. One may make the out- g
right statement that industry had to bring its prices to an approximate level ^
and its production to a real level in relation^ to the value of agricultural
production*

CO
CD
IS*

en

There are a number of signs indicating that for agricultural products, the
period of sinking prices has now come to an end* Since last June the prices
of agricultural products have been rising slowly* This increase in prices
was neither general nor uniform; in a way, it was rather impeded by a number
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of drawbacks* But the general tendency with regard to prices of agricultural
products indicated a rise* There is a belief among experts that this tendency
will continue next year, and the increase in income from agricultural products
is estimated at 10 per cent*

The index of values of industrial products stands , for the first time since

the beginning of the depression, below that of agricultural production* From
this, one may conclude with sufficient certainty that increases in value of
the former will be greater next year than those of the latter* For there is ^
no reason to assume that the process of levelling is not being reached* But ^~

one must not Jump to the conclusion that the quantity of production will be c^>

much above that of the current year* It is quite possible that the increase £^
in value to be expected with certainty will be realized by higher prices ex-
clusively*

At any rate, the data and evaluations , based as they are on reliable sources,
make it clear once more that an improved situation in agriculture inevitably

-t3
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precedes a general improvement in the economic situation* The experts have
figured that next year the value of industrial products will be approximate-
ly 20 per cent higher than that of this year* This is by no means a satis-
factory increase, as production will still lag behind that of 1931* People
have become accustomed to the idea that a speedy return to prosperity is not^
to be expected* They must find satisfaction in the slow rise, for which ^
there are now favorable indications* 3

."»
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THE CANADIAN MIGRATION PROBLEM

(Sditorial)

During the last tern years, at least 100,000 young American faimers emigrated
to Western Canada. Tbe majority were from Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota, and
other agricultural states of that section in the United States. Within the
last decade, it is said, about one million have settled in the Dominion.

These numbers are destined to arouse seme apprehension among our agricultural
population. Such a quantum represents a serious economic loss, particularly
to the agricultural regions. This emigration cannot be readily counter-balanced
by a large immigration from JSurope, which at present is likely to he curtailed
or suspended entirely as a result of nearsightedness and restrictive laws.

•

It is very detrimental to us because this contingent represents our young
Amarican-bom farmers; hence, men who have learned their C€dling under the

{ n m. Pj
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natchful guidance of their experienced, successful fathers; and in availing
thefliselyes of the exceedingly liberal inducement provided by the Canadian
homestead laws, they become the most desirable influx to Canada. But to
us, they are irretrievably lost, since the English statues require them to
swear allegiance to King George V of England before they may acquire any
land*

Of course, several thousand young farmers returned within the last few weeks.
They fled, fearing the ominous specter of general military servitude, which
is a recently inaugurated English product. They were not inclined to market
their staunch and healthy osseous frames for re-inforcements of the King.
Their English assimilation was still superficial, regardless of oaths of /o"^ ,^\

expatriation and subservience to George V, and they preferred prudence to '-'PJ^ %]
valor. \;y

But what benefit is derived by the few who return when compared to the hundreds
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of thousands reoainlng and becoming bona fide Canadian citizens? Can the
European imnilgration give us a fully satisfactory substitute for this
valuable young people obsorbed by Canada? The German and Scandinavian
farmers, always our most desirable element, will find such favorable
conditions in their own country, after the war, that they won*t have any
inclination for migration towards our distant American "^^est to make our
wilderness amenable to culture; at best a very laborious task.

Aside from that, our West has lost its attraction. All valuable agricultural
land is in private possession. Homesteads of 160 acres for one family, free
as of yore, are not available any more.

Of course there are large areas in the V/est which are offered for settlement;
260 million acres of government land. Thus four fifths of the State of Nevada,
two thirds of Utah, half of Wyoming, one fifth to one third of Oregon, Idaho,
Itontana, Colorado, California, and New Mexico may be had. But no one only
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slightly familiar with the local topography and agriculture, cares for it«

Although Uncle Sam claims that about half of it (130 million acres) is
suitable farming land, nobody places much reliance on this assertion* Arid
land, stony and sandy; tufts of grass occasionally, which serve as meager
pasturage for cattle, and sheep; it is not tempting*.

Several land bills were recently submitted to Congress. One provides for a
unit of 640 acres for grazing land homesteads. That much would suffice to
support a family, but the cattle rangers of these parts, who enjoy free and
unrestricted use of wide stretches of government land, do not cherish the
prospect of seeing this vast territory cut up into fenced farms. They declare,
quite brazenly, that not even forty head of cattle can be maintained on 640
acres; it requires more than 1,280 acres. But as these gentlemen have '^special

interests,** it does not behoove us to accept their verdict at face value.
Nevertheless, these districts are infamous due to the sanguinary feuds between
cattle raisers and sheep herders; surely not very desirable from the settler *s

A.'

\^
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stazidpoint, irtien Canada is so near, lAere the best idieat land can be had for
the asking, and other practical inducements are given to the homesteader;
benefits irtiich are unobtainable elseirtiere.

Uncle Sam vho would like to keep his young farmers on his own soil, finds
this a serious problem* Canada has an adrantage fdxich he cannot equal,
regardless of any number of homestead laws. Neighbor Canada entices with
her wheat fields, and is simply superior. After the war, the Canadian
adTantages will be more apparent than oyer, and emigration from the united
States will take on a rery noticeable increase.

What shall our Nation do about it? Look on with equanimity how our best
blood is drained from us for erexmore, or pass a law against emigration
to Canada? Hardly.

There is a solution exceedingly, yea, frightfully simple: annexation of
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Canada by the United States* Under an English George » - the third to be {j: [yp.^ c

specific, - England had to relinquish part of her American holdings «• Why \S

not finish the work idiich started so successfully 140 years ago? Let it
be completed under George V, so that the rest of this colonial territory
may be ceded to the United States, which is, after all, **the nearest,^
historically and geographically• It will not create a very Raucous
dispute* Just now the world map is being subjected to considerable **changes,**

tnd if we revise our Northern boundry just a little, it would not amount

to much more than a ^'moping up,** Would the Canadians object very much? Only

recently they assured us of their friendship based on "racial solidarity and

honogeneousness • ** Now let them be serious and express their sentiments through

action.

^t is easily accomplishable now« Uncle Sam need not issue two proclamations

to obtain 500,000 tried and eiperienced soldiers, who would revel in making

the command a reality. Ere long the problem must be solved; why not now,

when the operation would be short and almost painless? Just a little couragel
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WAi?NIHG FOR 0V3R-ZBAL0US SETTLERS

After the opening for settlement of a large part of Oklahoma several
years ago, a ventiare which was exceptionally successful, preparations are
now being made to make additional tracts available, lands which the red-
skins relinquished.

A well-meaning German farmer of Union County, Oklahoma, gives sensible
advice to prospective homesteaders.

"I consider it imperative to give timely advice to friends and to those
who contemplate settling in this region. The journey should not be made
until the prospective farmer has made his selection and is prepared to
take possession of his acres. Thus far, many ambitious settlers arrived
here without sufficient funds to live on. Such people find themselves
in a deplorable position, because there is no opportunity at present to
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earn money. The territory is v/ell populated, but during the winter the ^
farmers are not very busy; aside from this, even with the best of intentions, g
strcmgers find it impossible to obtain jobs. 3^

'•I believe it is my duty to inform ray compatriots that this conglomerate
of impecunious people who arrived here in quest of homesteads, must suffer
considerable hardships and even want ere they realize their expectations.
Itoay sleep in wagons, or even under the bare sky, as they have no means
to find a better shelter. ..lonths will pass before the designated sections
are available for entry. Of course, the aforesaid does not apply to those
who have enough money to tide them over.

•^In connection with the above, I might mention that, according to the latest
information, the opening date has been postponed. Originally, it was
scheduled for laay, but unforseen circumstemces intervened and it had to
be postponed for severcil months. Until the officials have allocated new

im.
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lands to the Indians, farms to which they are legally entitled, it v/ill

be impossible to open the district to the '.Vhite settlers. The deals with
the Indians proceed slowly, exceptionally so, due to rampant contagious
diseases, i«diich broke out lately. It is daid that the President may
delay the opening proclamation until the Fall.

"Furthermore, the pioneers do not receive this land gratuitously. It is

a payment of $200 for
mile wide. Transl^/

must be made to Uncle Sam.

acquired imder the Homestead laws; upon proving up^

every Quarter Section ^60 acres; h mile long and §

"However, title to the land can be obtained within 14 months, if a person
is able to make the $200 payment tb the Land Office at the end of that
period, and provided that he lived on it and cultivated the ground according
to the legal requirements."
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THE KATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 6ERMAN-A12ERICAN
POULTRY FARMING

Tha latlonal F^uaielar*s Association la holding a poultry axlbltlon at Daarbom
and 16th Straets* It was there^ that the recently organized National Associa-
tion' of GerMin-Amerloan Poultry Fsnaers met for the first time last night, to
appoint officers for the organisation* The membership is rapidly Increasing,
harlng one hundred members already* lfr« Andreas Simon, editor of. the agrl*
cultural suppleaient of the Illinois Staats - Zeltung , delivered the opening
address*
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I F 3
STATE TAXES

(Editorial)

Again the Illinois General Assembly has proved that, when money matters are
ooncemed, the difference between country and city, farmer and urbanite, Is

sore pronounced than the difference between political parties. About eight
years ago, Illinois had a so-called Board of Equalization which was estab-
lished for the sole purpose of plundering the larger cities, above all ^
Chicago, for the benefit of our noble fcurmers. The Board has done its work
with criminal impudence* It not only doubled the tax levied upon Chicago,
after the taxes had been Increased by twenty-four per cent, and then even
by ninety-eight per cent, but, at the same time, it deducted more than a
million acres from the taxable property of farmers, thus committing a two-
fold swindle. In this year's session of the Illinois General Assembly the
first attack was made against this band of robbers (the Board), but without
the desired result. As soon as the matter was introduced all party differences

CO
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I F 3
ceased; Republican, Desiocratlc, and Independent farmers, or rather ^

representatiyes from rural communities, cast aside all party differences and ^.
united to protect the **sacred rights'* of the farmers to rob and pillage the ^.
^^contemptible** cities. And so the proposal to abolish the Board of Equali- P
zation isas rejected by a great oiajority, giving the **loyal,'* '*honest,** and
•*good** tiller of the soil, who so often is represented as a living proof
that the American people are thoroughly moral, further opportunity to let
evil urbanites pay their (the farmers') taxes.

However, at least one improvement has been made in tax legislation, or, more
correctly stated, at least one absurdity that is beyond the human mind's
powers of comprehension has been removed. In their greedy desire to place
their bu3rden of taxation upon the "infamous capitalists," the rural members
of a fUA—i legislature had introduced a twofold tax levy upon corporations.
First, the physical property of Joint stock corporations, which was used to
acquire their capital, was taxed, and then also the stock certificates as
so much separate capital. For instance, twenty people furnish $500 /sic7

CO
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I F 3
eaoh, or a total of |100,000, for the purpose of, say, establishing

a lumber mill, or a furniture factory, or a newspaper. The |100,000 was used
to purchase buildings, inachines, raw materials, etc., and each of the twenty
people, idio contributed the necessary money, received evidence of part owner-
ship in the enterprise, in the form of stock certificates. Let us assume that

(85,000 was used to establish the business, and $15,000 to meet operating ex-
penses, that is, to pay salaries, etc., until the first profits were realized;
then |85, 000 would remain in the form of physical property. Our rural tax
**arti8t8** figured thus: Here we have, first, $85,000 in tangible property,
and there we have $100,000 in capital stock~we shall tax that also; so we
have $185,000 of taxable property.

nils system of taxation, showed itself in all its glory when taxes were levied
upon privately owned and corporate businesses of the same nature. In the one
case only tangilbe property was taxed; in the other the tangible property and
the capital stock, or stock certificates which were merely a receipt for money
that was invested in the tangible property. In this way the Chicago Times and

^̂
•j
c:
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the ChioagQ Jottrnal > which are owned each by one person , were taxed ^
only for tangible property; but the Tribune, Interocean , Post , and the three
German dailies, all of which are owned by corporations, had to pay the two-
fold tax.

5^

-X)
^

It is needless to say that this differentiation was felt as a penalty by all ^ i

of those who had pooled their resources to establish stock companies. The ; S
system operated exclusiTsly to the advantage of large corporations and to
the detriment of those who invested their earnings in the stock of small
companies. It was ^killing the goose that laid the golden egg**.

One of the few creditable services rendered by the present legislature was
the removal of this nonsensical system of taxation. Another was the abolish-
ing of the different interest rates which creditors may charge for loans. To
maintain these various rates would mean to drive all capital furnished by
people living in other states, to other parts of the country. It is grati-
fying to know that our infuriated rural legislators did not permit their
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animosity towards "nefarious capital," to cause them to cojunlt such a

suicidal folly. HoweTer, our hopes of being blessed with a thorough improve-

ment of our tax system through the application of common sense methods, must

be defeirred two years hence, when our vulturous Board of Equalization may al-

so be abolished.
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IN THE TSSSBBSfS 07 HJBLIC HBiJ/EH

(Editorial)

AayoiM «li? lias ojres to see aod ears to hear will aot be disturbed by the
report issued by the federal Bureau of Uarkets, statiag that about six
billion oans of preserred foods are aanoally eonsumed by American faoillieSy

ereu thoufl^ the arerage is about fifty cans per person* These figures do
not inelnde milk, fish, and the Tarious kinds of meats that may be bought
in cans and need only to be heated before serving* The official statistics
include only fruits and Tegetables, and the aTerage of fifty cans per person
by no means indicates the great amount of canned food that annually finds
its may into the stomachs of XJhcle Sam*s children*

At the same time this report giTcs us ^'food for thought** when it rereals that
the use of this kind of food has increased from ten to fifty cans per person
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daring the past ttraity-flYe yeasrs. Will the American people finally oon«-

suae only canned goods and permit the noble art of cooking to vanish from
their homes?

The respeotiTe authorities at Washington evidently foresee such a possibility,
for they insist that more laws be enacted for the protection of food and for ^
more s^nr^re punishment of those who manufacture or sell impure foods* S

It is not news that large quantities of food must be seized and destroyed F
because it is spoiled , but that unscrupulous and greedy merchants , nererthe* ^
less 9 try to sell it to gullible customers, althou^ state or govemment o
inspectdrm watch them very closely* iZ

Apparently the maTimum punishment provided for by the present laws is not ^
severe enough to protect the American public from these attacks upon its
health, and the proposals to enact stricter legislation, deserve ample
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oooaideration* This is especially desirable since the films which make
it their object to dispense only wholesotne canned food are the nost ardent
advocates of strict control over their business.

Slnea tlie industxy has sueoeeded in accustoming the public to its canned
foody the deaaDd that this food be of the best kind is only Just. Of course,
that does not mean that they are to offer more competition to the adherents
of **hoBe cooking*, wbleh is still in Togue among the majority of our German
families* r

r
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, Jan. 21, 1934

NEW FOOD ASD SRQG ACT FSOFOSED

(Xditorial)

mh:.

TOA new draft of a law eovernlng the sale of unadulterated foods and drugs is
now before the United States Senate • Ihen a prerious bill was discussed in
comlttee last month, aanufacturers Toiced strenuous objections* Th^
considered its prorisions too strict • Many of the proTisions which were
objected to hare not been embodied in the new bill. In its present form,

'

the proposed law does not give the public the same degree of protection L>

against fraud and adulteration that the former bill offered; nevertheless, ^
it is a great inprorement oyer the present law.

Anybody idio has yisited the aorerximenb Building at the Centuxy of Progress,
and has seen exaigples of adulteration of food and drugs, and has noted the
ingredients of irtiich they actually consist, can readily understand, why the

CJ»
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Tariooa sections of the existing act sbould be thoroughly altered; for the ^
GoTiniBient could not institute proceedings against the manufacturers and ^
rendors of the products which were exhibited, beeause the pertinent paragraphs ^
of the present Food and Drug Act are too laz« At the Fair people were C
especially warned against the use of one of the exhibited products , which at
that tiae was not only openly sold in Chicago, but was also extensirely
adTertised by radio. Apparently the authorities could not interfere, althou^,
in their exhibit, they esgpressly designated the product as hamful.

Unfortunately, the proposed act does not prescribe that the cowgpouBnt parts
of this hii^ily recooBiended product, or medicine, be recorded on the label;
but it does prohibit adTsrtising remedies for about fifty kinds of sicknesses,
which are enumerated, unless these remedies are expressly prescribed by a
physician, since th^ mi^t prove harmful to the health of the patient when
not taken under the superrision of a doctor. That, at least, is a great step
toward progress. tt>reoTe;;an advertisement is to be considered false if it
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iii'cj^nly islaadlng in any respect • According to the original bill, the
SeeXvtary of Agriculture m>uld have authority to set a standas^d of quality
fbr irarlous foods. The present bill asMly grants hin power to establish
a. sdniMua standard of quality.

Of course, those who like decreases of authority are harmful to the purpose
of the law. HowsTer, si—» the act, in its first form, could not haTS passed,
it is desirable that Congress enact it in its present form. A bird in the
hand is worth two in the bash. The provisions of tbB present law are entirely
inadequate. Since there is apparently only a choice of retaining it, or
replacing it Iqr the proposed act, the latter should be enacted.
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ODR nONKINO WAXER

(Sditorial)

WheQerer the sonner heat gets us in its grlp^ our Commissioner of Water
Works complains about the inconsiderate ivaste of water. Thi^ at leasts
is giTsn as an eiplanation for the deficit which crept into the vater
budget lately 9 a deficit idiich needs annual bolstering in the form of
loans. Whether these increased appropriations haTe become second nature
or are merely indulged in to couTince the city of the water work*s capacity,
is something which has not been fully ascertained as yet. Undoubtedly, if
matters continue the way they are, the water department's money-raising
ability will soon exceed its water-lifting efficiency. Bren today the
financial force is greater than the water pressure, which anyone may note
by opening the kitchen faucet. This condition is a regrettable feature
and, it is claimed, it can only he eliminated by installing waternteters ;^-

in all buildihgs. The officials proclaim that the citizenry of our city /^ ^^
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are hopeless squanderers as far as the precious liquid is concerned , and
that if equitable taxation , according to use, is resorted to, a fair measure
of frugality can be attained •

They oay he rie^t at that* It has been claimed for many years that our
Chicago uses more vater than any city on God*s wide, vide norld. Remarkable
thou^y that ve do not notice vhere all the nice liquid dissappears* But
this crime 9 - if it is one, * may be interwoven with extenuating circumstances,
and thus the terrible prospect may not be quite as fearful as it originally
appeared. Now, assuming one could produce statistics proring our Chicago
mothers do wash their youngsters Qftener than New Tork^s, irtiose economy is
giTsn to us as an example, or shdfwittg that Chicago*s sandy subsoil is more;
absorbent than the terra firma of other cities, and that, obTiously, our
sod needs more aqua pure, or, incidentally, that we hare more lawns to
beautify, - then the local sinful tendencies for more water would be forgiTen*

Very likely, prohibition has much to do with the unprecedented use of the
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antidote for uniyersal drjneBB. The baman body is for the most part coioposed

of liquid, and it raquires infiltrating dampness to maintain it« Beert wine,
and iriiiskey haye been abolished and with maoh conniving we enticed mortal man
to mount the monstrous water wagon • He has no alternative but to share the
trough with the peaceful , domesticated quadrupeds. If three million people
on a torrid summer day quench their thirst with our famous (my pen slipped
almost into ^'infamous*') lake water » it is natural that the drain be noticeable
at the pumping stations.

It is actually phenomenal that neighboring states, bordering on Lake Michigan,
have not complained years ago to the War Department that Chicagoans are grad»
ually gttszling up the lake« As a matter of mundane Justice, Chicagoans deserve
commendation for their subservience to the Eighteenth Amendment instead of
punishment in the form of higher taxes for water, furthermore, the abnegation
required to drink our chemically disinfected water, is almost akin to the
martyrdom of legendary saints. At least every imbiber should be given a
Carnegie medal for proved heroism whenever he cools his parched throat with
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tlila 1>0T«m£6« If ohemioally purified and sanitary ivater tastes like our
pipe line drinlcs, then mankind nas bom with a perrerted taste* It is
so realniseent of - no, not chlorine ^ that m)uld be bearable, - muck and
rotten fish, that partaking of It oug^t to be Included In the ordeals of
hei^« If T^talus had been stationed In our nater conduits^ he would hare
had an euTlable position* The eluslVe refreshment would at least have OTaded
him whenerer he sought to gulp It down, and that represents a diminution of
one half of his tortures* He would hare lost all desire for It* Of course,
during that era human appetite still had natural tendencies*

Could that deplorable palatablllty of our water be attributed to Its source,
the lake, with Its gradual contamination by an Increasing population? Hardly*
Most cities depend upon highly polluted rivers for their supply and their
product Is not nearly so miserable* The reason, then, must be sought In our
purifying method; perhaps In the mains* Xlther our Clty^s bacterlal-kllllng
process Is Inadequate, or the conveying fixtures need cleaning*
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That a natropolitan oity like COiioaeo eountananees this ulthout rebellion,
baapeaks of a aerene, angelio patience; a aplendid testimonial to its
inhabitants. Bat there ia no Justification in being proud about it*
CMeago pays stupendous subs for its **underground plumbing** and therefore
should be entitled to obtain an unquestionable thirst quencher. It coxild

haTe it if it ouned a proper filtering plant.

The fact that our inland aea drops taste better in some sections of the
city, leads one to the obTious conclusion that the supply pipes are in
bad condition 9 poaaibly choked with mud. This at least should be attended to.
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A DRSADFDL CHICAGO RUIN
by

The Reverend C. A. I&>enig

In old Burope we have seen many beaut iftil and picturesque ruins* (Ehey are
placed in a rcnantic setting, on the Rhine , or on a high cliff, ^'looking

proudly over the lands," as the poet has so beautifully described it in the
poem^ "The Singers* Curse".

These ruins in Germany and other coiintries are landmarks of olden times.
Once they were castles "proud and defiant," but now they are dilapidated,
destroyed, for the most part, during the everlasting feuds of knighthood
and medieval warfare, in the peasant wars and the Thirty Years* War (1618-
1648).

In Italy, too, we saw ruins dating back to the time of the Romans, in

Terona, Rome, and other regions, and in TXiscany, even some prehistoric ones.
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All tbase ruins were beautiful in a romantic sort of way, covered with ivy
and moss, melancholy and historically interesting, calling to mind the true
saying: *nforld history is world Judgment. **

In Chicago, too, one can view a ruin, right in the center of one of the
most populated neighborhoods of the metropolis. Thousands of people pass
by there erery week« This ruin, howeyer, is not rcnantic and sublimely
beautiful, but is ugly in the truest meaning of the word* It is located
at South Ashland Avenue, on the east side of the street, between 13th Street
and Washburn Avenue, and covers almost an entire block between these last-
name!! streets. This large ruin has existed for over three years.

All the windows in this great two-story building are broken. Refuse of all
sorts has collected around this disgraceful spot. Rats as big as young oats
walk in and out. At the second story, eight balconies, or porches,—or
irtiatever you want to call those old wooden stalls-^hang far over the side-
walk. After a rain, black and brownish drops fall on the hats and clothes
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of passing pedestrians. It is the water that has collected on these filthy
balconies. The sidewalk itself has sunk in several feet, and has been sur-
rounded, for three years, by a patched-up wooden fence, which bears the

'

legend: "Bureau of Streets, City of Chicago**.

This ruin is really worthy of inspection—for thirty-six months it has been
the target of youthful rowdies, a rendezvous par excellence for shady char-
acters, a breeding place of contagious diseases, a daily effrontery aesthet-
ically and a blot on the beautiful city of Chicago.

The other day we asked a question of a servant of the holy brotherhood of
Irishmen, in other words, a policeman, in this poetic manner: **l,^ence will
salvation come unto this citadel?** Whereupon he made the prosaic reply:
**I don't know, sir; probably never, for this citadel belongs to Iv!r. Carter
Harrison.**

Straiigel When, in this year of 1918, the Bureau of Streets called our
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attention to the fact that oar sidewalk showed two sunken spots before our
choroh and parish, we had the sidewalk repaired iinmediately for a cash outi

lay of seren hundred shiny IT. S. dollars.

Carter Harrison? ''Stop, peasant, this is something else again,** we used
to say in oar Swabian home district.

Last week, in the Daily News. Ifr. Carter Harrison described his inrpressions
and eqperienoes in northern Ftence. On this occasion he also described the
ruins of towns and Tillages there, which were the work of the ''Huns*'. At
any rate, OenMn ae well as Allied aerial bcnbs and cannon-^according to
the Inek of war~haTe contributed to the wrecking. We certainly feel sorry
for those poor people who now find their belored homes in ruins. We are in
faror of cowplete reconstruction of these damaged homes.

Just the oimie we found the description of the ruins as given by Mr. Carter
Harrison somewhat curious. How about that dreadful ruin on Ashland Arenue?
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Isn*t our shiirb closer to us than our coat? Maybe the owner of this civill-
znt ion-defying ruin is saying to himself: Why not? Only Jews live therel
Before God, before erery ri^t-thinking petrson, and before the law, a Jew
is Just as good, and Just as good a citizen as a (3iristian, a heathen, or a
Mohammedan. Our politicians of the Tenth Ward, of the city and of the
state Tery much appreciate our **Jewish** Totes at election time.

Besides, Christians also live in the nei^borhbod of this dreadful three-
year-old abomination. In the imnediate vicinity there are two beautiful
Geonnan churches, the Zion Svangelical Church and the (Lutheran) Immanuel
Srangelical Church. There is, furtheimore, the beautiful Ashland Boule-
Tard and the new and widened Twelfth Street. But the whole thing, es-
pecially the well-known Ashland Arenue, with its heavy traffiCyis fear-
fully disgraced by this big, hideous ruin. Again—^Hlhen will salvation
come to this spot of shame?**

If Mr. Carter Harrison has such influence that he can afford to let this

W.PA
6%yJ
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dangerous, large, and ugly building stand for some time to come, then all -

we can do is to •'hide in the bushes'^ for another three or ten years and

exclaim, with Martin Luther: '•Our power is for naught and soon we shall

be lost." /^anslator's note: The last is a quotation from Luther's church

hymn "Ein' Peste Btipg ist Unser Gtott^

But, then, we are equally convinced of the truth in the saying: "There is

something rotten--in the city of Chicago."
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HEALIH iaCAMINATIONS JH THE SCHOOI£

(Editorial)

There are many parents of school children, not only in Chicago but all over
the country, who disapprove of the health examinations given their children
in the schools, though this practice is coming more and more into vogue.

They woxild not object to examinations for diphtheria, measles , and other
contagious diseases, if these examinations were thorough and were made by
competent physicians, and if they were not bothered unnecessarily by in-
correct diagnoses, while, on the other hand, really contagious cases are
often ignored tintil they have progressed so far that damage has already
been done*

These complaints are and will always be Justified as long as politics plays ^

a dominant part in this extremely important function; as long as the ob-
jective seems to be to provide applicants with well-paid positions in the
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Board of Health for which most of them lack the necessaiy qualifications

,

while others, who are qualified, do their work in the superficial way which
is tjrpical of politic&d job holders, who consider their position, obtained
through favors and influence, as a profitable side line. If the condition
of the children's health is to be tested, it should be done thoroughly,
not only for contagious diseases but also for a predisposition to any other
disease. A child of the healthiest parents may have defects of which the
parents are unaware, and which, if recognized in time, can be corrected
by medical science. But where there is evidence of a hereditary disease
of which the parents themselves did not know, this information will serve
to call their attention to their predisposition to an ailment, and they
themselves will undergo a physical examination and, if necessary, resort
to treatment under the direction of a physician.

In the state of New York, Dr. G. M. Retan examined 1450 school children by
order of the School Board of Solvay and found among them fourteen with in-
fected lungs and a tendency to tuberculosis, a fact which the parents of
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these childz*en did not know. In his opinion, such defects in children are
almost without exception curable if discovered early enough.

The amount saved to each community, and thereby to the whole country by the
early recognition and ciire of such diseases, and the prevention of their
spread, cannot be estimated.

Dr. Retan's only regret is that these examinations are conducted in a too
superficial manner in most schools of the country. He says that a stripping
of the upper body was required in only fifteen out of fifty-eight schools.
In sixty-three schools the examination was a farce, consisting merely of the
filling out of a questionnaire. And in case a physician should go to the
trouble of putting his stethoscope on any spot covered by clothes, the
latter might be the cause of all kinds of misleading sounds.

Efforts will have to be made to remove all politics from the boards of health,
which are so important, and to secxire competent practitioners. If this cannot
be done^ expenditures should be limited to a minimum and the burden on the t
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ta^q^ayer should be eased by economy in this field. As the situation is

now, health exeoninations in the schools accoiiQ>lish only a small fraction

of what is expected of them.
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OUR 7/ATi5R SUPPLY

- (Editorial)

Chicagoans were reminded once before of certain inconveniences, one of
ivhich made itself quite noticeable during the recent heat v/ave. However
justified public complaints may have been during the past years, the diffi-
culties are nevertheless not easily dealt with. One of the outstanding
grievances is our water supply, and since it is a menace to public health,
it would behoove our city administration to take more interest toward i.

^

th^ elimination of that evil, Chicago's water is scarcely drinkable during
summer months, and for no plausible reason. Lake Michigan should supply
us with clear, cool v/ater during summer, as well as during the winter, but
from past experiences we know it is not so. .

A thorough investigation of this condition and the solution thereof is a
task for experts. One thing is certain; namely, that officials in charge
of the Chicago water department deserve, indeed, no compliments for the
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quality of water available to Ghicagoans, Of course, there is a counter
argriment whereby the fault is laid to the public who is reckless in its

consumption. Should the decrease of the quality of our water supply be
due to the quantity use(i, the remedy is not difficult, since the install-
ment of new water' meters has been already proposed. But the fault most
probably lies with the administrative system itself , in which case, two
possible factors must be considered: either the crib is too close to the
shore, or the pipes are not adequate. Every one knows that Chicago's
drinking v/ater is eoiything but palatable during the sximmer months, and
other seasons as well. This, however, may originate at the waterworks
where preventatives are used to safeguard sanitation.

Chicago and her many suburbs border for miles on the shores of Lake Michigan,
and diverse polution reaches the Lake directly and indirectly. The general
assumption is that water filters itself within a short distance from the
shore, thereby resuming its purity as if filtered.

This theory may be basically correct, but there is no rule without an
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exception. Our drinking water is so cloudy at times that its use becomes
objectionable. If a storm agitates the water at its intake so much so tliat

the water drawn leaves slimy deposits on the rim of a vessel or a glass, it

appears plausible that this unappetizing waste from the shores reaches the
point of intake. This indicates only one thing; namely, that the crib is
not in the right location, and should be moved further toward the middle
of the Lake. If the opinion of experts remains still unchanged, thus con-
sidering the crib far enough from the shore, then there remains only one
other cause for the periodical distasteful water supply, and that is the
inadequate pipe system. This last mentioned possibility of water poliution
contains less glory than the possibility of the crib being too close to
the shore.

o

y

The annual expenditures of our city administration is enormous. Street
cleaning, safeguarding the health of its citizens, their homes and places
of business, ss nell as physical welfare—through the medium of the Health
Departmant<~are included in this expenditure. . It would be nothing more
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than fair to supply Chicagoans with palatable drinking water. Other cities
have it. 7/hy then should Chicago—one of the largest cities in the world

—

not afford to have good water supply, especially, since we possess in Lake
llichigan—also one of the largest lakes in the world—an inexhaustible
pure water reservoir.
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XNTRdSIVE WORDS.

Physical sxaroises ara an axoallant pravantlYe, of spinal curyatnra. ^
* — «

A splandld artiela on this subJact, writtan by Mr. Hainrich Sudar, physical
diraotor of public schools hara, appaarad in tha April issua of/a magazina
publishad by tha Tumar Society ^hxmony. Tha wording of tha article raads
as follows:

A thorough axamination of aach pupil in ragard to posttira would disclosa an
aBazln|( larga parcantaga of spinal curratura • For instance , aiiiong pupils of
adTancad classaa, fron fifthcgrada upward , ona third or aran mora ara victims
of spinal curratura. In an intarriawy granted me by a principal of a school

,

she TOlunteered the infoxnation that according to tha advice of the physicians
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ithb haTa eonduetad the examinations , sclerosis has already developed in fifty
per cent of children of the lower grades.

If this statement is correct, it definitely shows that the weakened condition
of the spine was already present when the child became of school age. It is
a condition which cannot be cured by sitting in school rooms. Before school
days, a healthy child enjoys out-K>f--door activities. On entering school, he
is compelled to spend several hours each day in close school rooms , with only
ten-minute relaxation periods in the forenoon and in the aftex*noon. However,
the introduction of physical exercises in the lower grades of public schools
signifies progress in the school system, and according to indications, the
physical welfare of our children will still further improve as time goes on.

Hie first signs of bad posture of a child are drooping head, flat chest, and
drawn up shoulders* Warnings of good posture follow then* The child straigh-
tens, only to fall back into an indolent i>osture as soon as it feels free
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to cater to its own inclinations. The child is then forced to accept the
agony of i>osture braces, although this is not the proper procedure in correct-
ing this condition. Nothing but physical exercises taken regularly would
proTe a successful corrective. HbweYer, curratiire of the spine is a heredi-
tary disease, a fact which must not be disregarded* Nevertheless, the most
frequent cause is an indolent posture while at work in school. There is also
another type of curvature, in irtiich the spinal column is twisted to one side,
but which is not easily detected either by i)arents or by teachers. Thla
type is caused in early infancy. Mothers and nursei are unaware of the fact

that they are the responsible parties causing this condition, since they do

not alternate the \ise of the aim ui>on which the infant rests.

Another great mistake is to encourage early walking. If the inf€tnt does not

show any tendency to walk, it signifies that the muscular structure is not

strong enough to balance the body. Every child's ambition is to walk, and

Uj

i
^
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It willy without coaxing 9 in due time. Musele-building exercises are of
course iaEperatlTe^ cuid it must be acbcnrplished before the child becomes of
school age I since a child *s spinal coltmin i» exceedingly flexible up to then*
The so-called school disease commences with school age, denoting itself by
a lop-sided posture.

In most instances, however, the corrective prescription by physicians would
call for physical exercise, except in complicated cases under the direction
of an experienced gymnastic teacher* Athletic instruction in. public schools
promotes good posture, and is also an excellent muscle builder, especially
tmder the direction of an experienced Instructor. But, I repeat, that time
allotted to physical culture in public schools is absolutely insufficient
to prevent or cure spinal curvature ••

^IK
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A GERUAN HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN.

Almost dally we read In newspapers that large sums of money and endowment
funds flow towards the erection of social welfare and charitable insti*
tutions of all kindSf but no benefactors have as yet been found, who are
willing to establish a hospital for children. Such an institution is,

unquestionably of immeasurable value and is an urgent need for such a
large and busy city as Chicago. The child is usually exposed to epidemic
diseases 9 such as diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, etc*, and the
necessary nursing and care is, most likely, very limited, due to the fact

that parents must earn a livelihood for the whole family* Likewise, the
small living quarters usually make the isolation of the sick child im-

possible, and the other children are thus endangered* There is also
the possibility that bad air might metke recovery more difficult

•
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Similar hospitals for children in Germany should serve the purpose of

attracting the attention of noble-minded citizens of Chicago to this
important and urgent need^ namely ^ the founding of an institution to take
care of sick children, for these also must become useful and efficient
citizens*
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SOCIETr FOR NATORAL HEALING

Last Thursday eyening a local unit of the Vereln fuer Naturhellkimde (Soolety
for Natural Healing) was founded at 157 Cornell Street.

This Society intends to teach Its members , by means of instructive lectures

^

the method of natural healing. In this way, the members are able to help
themselyes in the event of an emergency , and are not forced to succumb to the
destructive influences of the patent-medicine humbug.

Mr. Heimann Loewe, well-known pioneer in natural therapy, is at the head of
this enterprise. He was elected president by the twenty-eight j^sent members

In view of the fact that medicines often cause harm instead of effecting
cures, many people, especially workers, have become interested in natural
healing as the cheapest and best way to cure sickness. The society has a
membership in Gexmany of eighteen thousand members.

u%
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GQIOAfiO*S OISGRACS

(mitorial)

A Xaropean would be greatly surprised if he were told that Chicago » harboring
half a Million people, had no bathing facilities, although the city adjoins a
large, beautiful lake; but if some one told him that along the miles of lake
front, as far as the city limits, bathing was prohibited, then he would either
not belleTe it or laugh at the anomaly* And yet this is a fact, to the efrer*

lasting disgrace of Chicago* Of course bathing is permitted' if the bather
wears a proper bathing suit* • But how such a person may put on the suit or
derest himself of his proper apparel without illegal exposure of his body
punidiable by a fine is not explained by the city ordinance, nor can the police
department or the Mayor giTe a satisfactory explanation*

To Aitigate this eril. Alderman Meier of the Sixteenth Ward succeeded in the

session of the city council on March 16 in commissioning the Director of Public
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WorkB to w«ct a six-foot board faaea sorenty-fiTO feet long at Boron Street
and the lake^ irtiere bathere sight find an opportunity to change their clothes
or eren to bathe without uncoafortable bathing suits* Since that tine four i

months haye elapsed , and neither lfr« Waller nor Mayor Harrison has done any**

thing about that fence; they haye forgotten all about it

•

It Is a disgrace to our uniclpallty that the work was not completed long ago,
considering how necessary the installation was^ and that such a board fence
would cost but little* Qiat public bathing places are an absolute necessity
will probably not be denied by the liayor or the Director of Public llbrks* But
if they argue about it, then they can ascertain from the police that hundreds
of people are bathing in the lake between Michigan and Indiana Streets , a ^
stretch of shore line reserred for the purpose because there bathers cannot
be seen by any one except those irtio make it their business to go there ; and
fVirthermore the Mfloror will also find out that the police prerent hundreds of
others from seeking the cool waters of the lake because they go beyond that
narrow stretch of shore* Bathing is not confined merely to boys who want to go

p\:j
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oviaRiiig; one also wieountera youtlis and men whose Qalloused hands and griny
faces give eTidenee that they cone compelled by necessity, to cleanse them-
selTes and to seek the inrlgorating water to gain strength for another day of
toil.

A glance at the daily police records would prove to the Mayor that many a
laborer*s irresistible longing for cleanliness and his ignorance of the law
hare resulted in arrest and a fire-dollar fine* Blood money! Extortion
practiced by a greedy city!

Attention is constantly called to the fact that many diseases are caused by
dirt; yet hundreds of thousands irtio lack such luxuries as a prirate bathroom
or a bathtub and cannot pay twenty-fiTe cents for the use of one because the
money is needed for bread and meat are denied the priYilege of seeking the
immense natural bathing pool Kith, which our city is blessed , so that a few
prudish TeaidMits on the Arenue may not take offense« After all , these
^'ATeBOOdles*' ^^franslator* is Note: Verbatim, a word coined by the edito^ need
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not look in that direction^ and they cannot see much unless they use spy-
glasses*

•

The tolerance of Chicago *s masses is really m>nderful9 but the Commissioner of
Public Works €aid the Mayor may make a fearful blunder if they rely too mnch on
it and neglect eren to build the fence at Huron Street which the city council
ordered ereeted« HoweTer^ this is by ho means sufficient* At least half a
dozen such fMoee should be constructed on the South Side and on the North Side,
and a policeman should be stationed at every one of these locations to prerent
theft and to act as life guard*

COSurely this is not an unreasonable demand, and money for such a purpose mould g
be a thousand times more usefully fpent than if it were put in Ccirter H* ^
Harrlson^s **antl-8crip safe***
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C0NC2RNING TBZ HOG '^USSTION

Dlsoriiiination against American hogs by various European goyernments has been
on the daily order for more than a year. Notwithstanding this fact, Mr, Blaine,
of the Departnent of Foreign Relations, did not undertake to correct this out-
rage. ••• Propaganda against trichina-^flicted hogs raised in this country is

the simplest way to curb the cosrpetition faced by European packers* This is the
opinion of our consuls abroad. FUse impressions hare been made in order to
achioTe that distinction. The Americem hog market has been boycotted because
of trichinosis. Howeyer, it is almost beyond doubt that the diseased animals
are a product of Germany and Fjrance«

Our Oepartment of Foreign Affairs has ordered an investigation of conditions
of hogs and slaughter-houses in the western part of the country, including
Cincinnati, Chicago, St« Louis, and Kansas City. Mr. Michael Scanlan is in
charge of the investigation. The investigation disclosed that the so-called

VJ
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hog cholera, causing so much controversy in Europe, is a condition of a light
nature, found in young pigs only. Furthermore, seven to ten per cent of the
afflicted animals succumb to the disease long before they reach the market
stage. ISr. ScaiU-an reported further that the Chicago slaughter-houses only
accept 100 per cent healthy hogs. Hogs that die as the result of Trichina
are disposed of and only the fat, from which oils and other lubricants are
prepared, Is retained for use. It would bd absurd to intimate that they
could be used for food because the stench alonet would tell the tale. Trichinosis
has been almost conquered in the West, where large quantities of pork are con-
sumed. Statistics show that of the 40,000 deaths v/hich occurred in Chicago
during a period of four years, only two were attributed to eating diseased pork.
This is an official statement made by Mr. Scanlan , whose investigation of the
hog question v;as thorough and tc the satisfaction::of all concerned. It is evident,
however, that VSr. Blaine, in making the results of the investigation known In
Europe, feels that he has performed his duty to the fullest extent. This attitude
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indicates one thing; namely, that he does not attach much significance to the most
imi>ortant branch of industry in this country* His is a plain case of kind-
hearted naivete, to say the least.

The European opponents of the import of American pork do not wish to be conyinced
of the healthy state of our hogs. If they were to accept the statement, it would
open the market for our pork abroad, and thl^ they try to prevent. Thus, it is

in their interest to ignore the findings of our investigators, which were
published b^ order of our Secretary of State. • •

.

Although it may seem strange, nevertheless it is true that Mr. Blaine could have
chosen a more successful course in dealing with this matter. It would have been
much wiser if he had ordered a commission, composed of chemists, make an investi-
gation of French and German adulterated wines detrimental to health. Also an
investigation of yard goods and toys imported from those countries, for the
poisonous substances contained in the dyes used in them, endanger the health o
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and evan the life of the IndiTidual* '^Sueh procedure wo\ild have accomplished
much more in the interest of export of pork, than did the slaughter-house in-
vestigation conducted by Mr. Scanlan. Such a course would have produced the
expected reaction, indicating America is well Equipped to meet its opponents*.
Safeguarding the public health was the pretext from which our hog export
suffered, ^le United States is in a position to fight back and it is determined
to do so.**"•'
It is the only course open to rehabilitate our hog export to IHhirope. Inasmuch
as our State Department prefers to plead with Europe in behalf of the import
of American pork rather than to insist upon justice, the present state of affairs
will probably remain unchanged.
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TBE NORTH WELLS SIREET SCHOOL
Coinmlttee Rei)ort

The eonsaittee which was appointed last Sat\irday to investigate unsanitary
conditions prevailing at the North Wells Street School met at Colonel Louis
Schaffner^s home yesterday evening, and the gentlemen made the following
report:

**To the citizens of the 15th and 16th wards:
ft

ttYotxr committee, chosen to inspect the building on North Wells Street which
has been used as a school for the last eighteen months, herewith submits
its report:

*MYe find the afore-mentioxied building unfit for school purposes, although
we admit that, at the time, it was—and it still is~«xeeedingly difficult

i^j>
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to procure a more saltable plaee.

"Tlio OQHidttoe foubA that the basement eerree in lieu of a plajrgroond during
reeeee* The floor boards are rotten ^ and foul odors emanate from there

,

pexmeating the entire pr«d.ses»

^e found that sereral of the elassxt>oms were orerheated, and that no venti- ^
lating orstem existed, mhieh made it necessary to open the windows and o
e^qpbse the children to direct cold air currents » lAich is Tory deleterious co

to health.
""

^Turthezmore, we found insufficient toilets , and all were in yezy bad
condition*

"Other items: The eayes troui^, which should discharge rain water into
fmr^ leads only to a cesspool in an adjoining lot, south of the school

ro -I
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building, and stirs up the putrid mixture whenever water enters the cesspool,
so that foul tipors rise, which are very injurious to health.

i
*n!fe, therefore, recommend that existing conditions be remedied, and that ^^
the board of education be requested to make the following inprovements: p

1) Remove the floor in the basement and replace it with a concrete g
floor. >^

• . Co

2} Advise the Janitor to perfoxm his duties properly, as to heating, ^
and so forth.

3) Install ventilators in the classrooms.

4) Provide more toilets and, if possible, connect them with the sewers.
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!• believe this can be done by using the annex , a brick building. Oie
toilets should be kept clean at all times.

5) The rain pipe should lead directly into the sewery and the entire
Bmmr ejstem of the building should be cheeked up.

$) Imp the prsBises in good condition at all tlBes^ and watch con-
tigootts proper^ to aske sure that no unsanitary practices prerail.

•In stttaittiag this report » we feel du^ bound to add that Hiss Babcock, _
the principal of the school » gare us all possible infoxnation, and that she ^
readily answered all our questions. We ascertained » in contradiction to the
alamlng report, that only three pupils of the school haTo died of contagious
diseases since Septesiber 1 of this year, instead of twenty-three, as asserted
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at the last naating, and that pupils are excluded if serious sickness prevails ^
at their hontts, and that they are not permitted to attend school again \intil ^
they have a certificate from the board of health. '^

**As a matter of fairness, we declare hereby that Jliss Baboock's report ^
coincides in every detail with the statement made by the board of health. S
Only seven children ranging from six to twelve years have died from scarlet ^
fever, croup and dropsy ^erbatim^ since September 1 in the district between
Eugenia and Division Streets.

"And finally, your committee recommends that you urge the board of education

to provide a new and suitable school building for this part of the city.

"Respectfully,

••Joseph Louis, T. Karls, Jacob Becker, L. Schaffner."
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The above report will be submitted today, at the meeting, 601 North Clark
Street

•

en
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T7ELL5 SCHOOL
Protest Ueeting

About fifty cltisans, ainojig them Aembers of the school board, Vooke, Armstrong,
the contractor Ward, General Lleb, and others, met at Hillinger^s hall, 601
North Wells Street, to formulate protests against unsanitary conditions pre-
Tailing at the Wells school.

Jacob Becker was named chairman, and Robert Lahey, secretary* Both were
elected unanimously.

Colonel Schaffner was asked to address the assembly. He spoke at length about
the misfortune which had befallen so many families recently, of the large num-
ber of children who haye died from scarlet fever and diphtheria because of
alleged unsanitary conditions at the Wells school and In the Tlclnlty. He
asked that Messrs. Vocke, Armstrong, and Ward give their ylews.
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Attorney Wagner made a motion to nominate a committee of five to inyestigate s.

matters, because 300 children have died in this district. ^

A number of those present objected to the motion, and a somewhat heated de- r;

bate ensued* General Lieb suggested that the motion be tabled. Mr. Wagner ^
finally withdrew his motion, after he and Schaffner had become involTed in a o
bitter argument. ^

Colonel Schaffner accepted the chairmanship, after Mr. Becker resigned. cj=i

General Lieb spoke about the unusualness of the situation which made it
necessary to have meetings of this kind in the present age of progress. The
school board was responsible, fbr the deaths of the many children, including
his ^^eb*£7 ^^^ child. It was the school board* s duty to select healthful
localities for building sites and, while he blamed no one in particular, the
fact remained that, though the school board had received all the funds asked
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for, it bad failed to perform its functions properly*

liartin Horn then spoke at length/ and accused the school board and the con-
tractor, who deliberately continued using the present school although cheap
and healthfal buildings were available. Mr. Horn*s own children had died
because of the deplorable environiiient.

»

Robert Lahey criticized the school board most severely for the neglect shown
in this district. He also .considered it very detrimental that the children
had to play in the street luring recess, and said it was about time an indig-
nation meeting was held

Jacob Becker spoke in a similar vein. William Yocke was asked to speak. He
said that he bad read of the proposed meeting in the Illinois Staats-Zeitung .

and had therefore asked his colleague, Armstrong, as well as Mr. Ward, to go

CO
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to the meeting. He ^ooke/ felt that the district should have a schoolhouse
which belonged to the city; but such an arrangement was not possible because
of the city*s financial condition. The city could not buy land for a school.
This was a matter concerniDg the city council, and that body would haye to
decide the issue. 'The point at issue revolTes about the question, whether
the deaths of all the children can be attributed to the school building.**

The school board was accused of murder, of intentionally killing the children,
but upon thinking rationally about the matter, such assertions would be with* ^
drawn. His J^ooIlb^b/ child was suffering from scarlet fever, and had attended ^
the Scammon school, but he did not think that the schoolhouse was at fault.
He would like to hear just in what way the Wells school was at fault, and then
the schoolboard could make changes or improvements. If any faults are pointed
out, the school board will remedy them; that he could promise.

Martin Horn said that twenty-five wagonloads of dirt and manure were removed

CjO
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from the baBement and yard on the previous day, and that the drainage ditches
were eleaned.

Vocke admitted that loanur^^ was piled up in the yard. School board member
Frake was In charge of thfs school, and should have made an investigation*
The sohoolboard would always consider practical suggestions, according to £
Yooke. The old school on Larrabee Street was worse than this school. Neither ^
the exterior nor the interior of the present school shows any defect. The r:^

present occasion should not be used as an excuse for playing politics. He
promised to consider all fair complaints and suggestions for improvement, and
said that he would suppor*^ them in the city council.

53

CP

Martin Horn gave a description (of the school building) which was not very
complimentary. He emphasized that walls were thin, floors were defective, and
drainage was bad.
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General Lieb was very irate, and denied vehemently tbat anyone bad tried to ^
make a political issue of the affair. The life and health of the children ^
were the only concerns of the people hare assambled. Mr. Tocke was a mem- >=^

bar of the school board, and it was his duty to make practical suggestions; p
he, as well as all the other members, were to blame for the deaths of the ^
children. g

Chairman Schaffner admonished the speaker. Itr. Lieb asked pardon for the g
personal remarks he had made, and continued to accuse the school board for cr

its neglect. The schoolrooms, he said, were dark, insufficiently yentilated,
too small, and the children had no playgrounds. This would be sufficient
reason for making changes. After the Chicago Fire, crooks acquired the land
which belonged to the school. He made a motion that a committee be appointed
to explain matters to the mayor.
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Colonel Schaffner relinquished the chairmanship to General Lieb, and said
that the citizens of the North Side had not chosen proper men for the city
council* The city council^ in turn, selected unfit members for the school
board* Bach JBsmber of the school board had to inspect a certain number of
schools, and neither Mr* Yocke nor 7£r. Armstrong had had anything to do with
the Wells school* A committee should be named to conduct an investigation,
and to make recommendations for improvements. Mayor Harrison could not do
anything in the matter*

Mr* Vocke informed the assembly that the Wells school building was rented by
the month, and that, therefore, no difficulty would be encountered in secur-
ing other quarters*

Colonel Schaffner then suggested that the committee which was to be named
shoxild compile statistics and make suggestions to the school board*

CO
ro
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Mr* Horn remarked that twenty-three pupils of that school had died of con-
tagious diseases during the last three weelcs*

Mr. Ward then gave an explanation, and said that Mr. Schoeninger, a member _
of the school board, had told him long ago to look for a suitable building* F=

At that time the school was on La Salle Street* Later, Mr* Ward and school C
board member Hotz drove around, for days until they finally found the present ^
building, which they rented* He then gave a lengthy account involving the S
school building and said that. the board of health had never issued an adverse ^
report concerning the premises • On one occasion he was requested to have the
walls wliitewashed* Nevertheless, the school board would be perfectly willing
to locate the school elsewhere, if the city council would provide another
building*

Diversion was created by Dr* Wagner, a lawyer, who attempted to cross-examine

cr
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Mr. Ward. The attorney, highly proficient in the gentle art of questioning,
had attained a great reputation in the courts of the North Side, and the pro*
cedure promised to be interesting, but the chairman, unfortunately, inter-
vened and ended the controTsrsy*

Mr. Niemann called attention to the fact that the surroundings of the school
were not sanitary, and that this would also be a contributing cause of the
epidemic.

Colonel Schaffner*s motion was finally accepted and the committee was formed;
the following members were appointed: Messrs. Lieb, Earls, Lotz, Lewis,'

Kaeseberg, Becker, and Schaffner.

School board member Armstrong made a yery apt remark about the indifference of
the inhabitants of the district, who had not complained until recently. If
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the city oounoil would agree with the school board, a new school could be ^
provided quickly. J^

Mr. Lahey made a motion to hold another meeting at the same place next ^
Saturday; the motion proTlded that the aldermen of the 15th and 16th wards would gbe asked to attend. The motion, was carried. «-

CO

Adjournment followed.
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SMITAEY COIDITICIS n^ CHICAGO A GRAVE FROBLElvI
J- V

(Editorial)

Anyone who has perused the statistics of the health department must have noticed
that mortality rates 3?ose considerably in Chicago this year* The records show
that we had 7422 deaths in the year 1878. In 1879, up to December 1, a period
of 11 months, deaths reached 8,467; adding thereto /tor Decembe£7 the average
number of deaths during the past eleven months, we find that the year's total
will be about 9,236, or 1,814 iriore than in the previous year.

»

A list showing the constant increase during the various months is appended:

Deaths during 1878 1879 Increase

January,
Februaiy,

572
481

737
584

165
103
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Deaths during

March,
April,
May,
June,
July,
August

,

September,
October,
November,
December,

1878

578
508
486
453
1067
814
663
587
591
622
7422

1879 Increase

730
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that would probably be a high estimate) the increase in mortality amoiints to

fifteen or sixteen per cent (sic).

There is one undeniable fact—instead of becoming cleaner, our city takes on
the aspect of a mud pile. The streets are swept but not cleaned; in other words,
dirt and manure are swept into the gutter, vdiere they remain and rot. As the
city grows, the pollution of the river increases, and now we have an open, stag-
nant sewer. To this must be added the stench of some six million hogs and cat-
tle which are being slaughtered at the yards, a most odoriferous problem with
which we are confronted, even in the northernmost parts of the city, whenever
south winds prevail.

Undoubtedly, the unhealthy conditions now confronting us are attributable to
these causes, since a large number of people are dying from diphtheria. The
present mortality resulting from this sickness is tremendous.

Responsibility rests with our city administration. That our streets are not
properly cleaned is the administration's fault. The manner in which contractors
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are allowed to perform the work is not compatible with intelligence. That the
river developed into a cesspool was also the administration's fault. It was
negligence—pure and simple—which brought about the present deplorable con-
ditions. At least the north branch of the river could have been cleaned. That
the stockyards and lard renderers can overwhelm us with stench may not be en-
tirely the fault of the city officials. Undoubtedly, Dr. De Wolf has the best

.
of Intentions in making our slaughterhouses conform to health rules, but he
lacks sufficient authority. In connection therewith, it becomes necessary
for the public to recognize the danger confronting us, and for strong public
opinion to assert proper pressure in order to support the health commissioner
in his fight.

The question is a matter of life and death for Chicago. At the present rate
of mortality, we face a declining population.
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ssr;ffiR OAS

(:^ditorial)

At the time of the scarlet fever epidemic, tv;o years ago, when so many died in

Chicago, we called attention to the badly constructed sewers, which pormit

seepa^re and escape of sev/er f-as into even our finest hornas* The board of

health has been very active in amelioratinr; conditions by compel! jnf^ property

owners to make the n3ed:d repairs or improvements wherever seTver pas v;as ap-

parent. However, it seems neces'^^nry to ro to the root of the evil.

As the city has authority to enforce bundinr specifications, it is obvious

that certain regulations can be drafted to prevent faulty sev/er construct! on»

ITo pormit for a new bu'ldin,^ should be issued unless a sewer plan is submitted.

A competent official should then make an investip:ation, and inspect the pipes

before they are put into the {ground.

-V3

;o
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Only in this manner will it be possible to avoid a repetition of the awful
experiences we have had.

Pipes which were badly connected caused entire blocks to become fever breeding
plfi^ces and, when basements were dug into, it was found that the soil was con-
taminated—just a filthy mess. Badly constructed sewers cause the gas to seep
into even our finest homes, bringing sickness and death* The old story about
looking the bam after the horse is stolen ought to be a thing of the past.

It is not improper for the authorities to interfere in building construction
in order to prevent sickness or pestilence*

The plumbers to whom the installation of sewer pipes is usually entrusted are
a conniving lot, and whatever labor they perform is usually hidden by the sub-
sequent work of the carpenters or bricklayers; if no thorough inspection is
required, the temptation to be careless is almost irresistible* If sloppy
work merely caused constant repairs and expense, then the l^rdblem could be left

ZP
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to the property owner, but wten the health, and even the life, of the com-
munlty are jeopardized, then It Is just as much of a duty for the city to act
as In the case of unsafe buildings.

Ventilation Is also an Important matter, and should be subject to inspection, ^
It was shown recently that the cold air intake of a residential building was im- ^
properly located, so that, when the fUrnace ;vas In operation, sewer gas clrcu- r-
lated through the building* ^

That the law permits such criminal negligence and falls to protect the public
is an outrage* Heavy fines should be assessed, and the power of the state should
be called upon to prevent recurrences.

The commissioner of the board of health would be delinquent in his duty if he
failed to present the facts to the council, and did not urge that body to pass
an ordincmce on sewers and ventilation which provided for inspection of buildings
during construction*
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UTILIZATION OF SBWAOE

(Bdltorial)

Tbe question lAat to do with our sewerage has been a constant he^idache to
the adalnlstratlon. Most of our sewers empty into the rlTer, while a few
discharge their contents Into the lake. The Chicago RlTer flows Into the
lake or Into the Illinois Canal , the direction of the flow depending on
frtiether hle^ water preTalls In.the Desplalnes River or In the Chicago
River. In either case, the current Is very slow, and thus permits the sedi-
ment to accumulate on the river bed. Everyone knows that at times the water
emits an awful stench. As Chicago Increases In population, more sewerage
win pollute the river. In fact, the residents along the Illinois Central
Canal are already complaining* Plans are being discussed to widen euid deepen
the canal to Increase the flow, but money Is lacking for such a project.

Another method under consideration provides for complete Independence

r"
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of the drainage canal system by utilizing the sewerage for fertilizer. Among
the many projects involYing the latter proposal, one might mention the plan of

L. Or. Hallberg, ciTil engineer, itho proposes to construct two or three large
canals, running north and south, which would gather the discharge of all the
sewers. The canals would conyerge into a huge settling basin, south of the
Stockyards, where suitable chemicals would deodorize the liquid while the
sediment would furnish the fertilizer.

The idea is not new; City Engineer Chesborough advocated something similar
several years ago. Unfortunately the city lacks funds to make such eoctenaiTe

changes in its sewer system. Even if the money were available and it were
possible to separate sufficient solids for fertilizer, we still lack sufficient
demand for the disposal of the product. To the best of our knowledge, owners
of horses and stock feeders must dispose of the manure by loading it onto
bcurges, towing it far out on the lake, and dumping it, or they must pay to
have the dung carted away. The land is still so productive that the farmer
has not recognized the value of adding fertilizer to the soil. It is, of

r
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course, quite possible that a time will come v^en our fanriers will understand
the economic importance of utilizing the waste products of large cities;
and therefore it is well to call attention to the question from time to time,

Vjt. Hallberg circulated a petition among the merchants requesting the City
Council to construct a temporary filtration basin at the end of one of the
larger sewers. A fairly large number of signaturrr; have been obtained, and the
petition will be Dresented to the council v/ithin the near future.

71-
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OPPOSED TO (9JACES

(Editorial)

The Illinois Iqw pertaining to pbyslcians is rather inadequate. However^ the
State Itodlcal Board, a body created by law, has done its utoDSt to suppress
quackery, and it is estiinated that, through the enforcement of the statute,
several hundred of the shady gentry haTs been drlTen out of the State* Of
course, quite a few of the so-called ^doctors'* are still unapprehended*

-a

The hatred of this horde is centered upon Dr. Rauch of Chicago, president of 2
the State Usdical Board. Tb retoove him» his foes have stigmatized him as a '^

whiskey addict, atheist, and associate of dissolute women. A committee of the
State senate disproved the allegations, irtiich are based almost entirely upon the
statements of a Chicago drug store clerk , who asserted that Dr. Bauch drank
twenty glasses of lAilskey in one day at a local apothecary shopi that he cursed
in a M>st abominable manner, and that he flirted with passing disreputable women
under the door. Ibis boob of a drag store clerk must know these women very well.
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to Judge from his own evidence*

Dr« Rauch, aided by reputable witnesses of unimpeachable character , thoroughly
refuted the accusations. It ivas proved that the physician* s conduct was honor-
able at all times 9 although he Is by no mecms a ''water simpleton'', and that, by
virtue of his medical stuUes and experience, he Is Indeed qualified to serve
as a member of the State ^^edlcal Board*

Only one ''crime" was definitely attributed to the doctor; he tore off a sign --t

at the Palmer House. Governor Cullom reappointed the physician to the State o
Medical administration, and the preponderant majority of the Investigating Com- ^
mittee—only two members dissenting—favored confirmation of the Governor*s act. §
Our anti-quack law, unfortunately, cannot serve in prosecuting all charlatins,
because the statute grants immunity to all possessing a diploma issued by a
medical faculty. In Illinois and other states one can find medical institutions
where the student can really become proficient in his chosen profession; but no
assurance is given that a person obtaining such credentials is actually capable.
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Then, too, there are medical schools where it is impossible to acquire know-
ledge, even irtien matriculating with the best of intentions*

Our many medical faculties throughout the United States have unleashed thous&inds

of **recently baked** doctors this Spring, all properly authorized to prey upon
society* Q^ite a few of these medical aspirants will seek other vocations,
because of the tremendous competition within the medical profession. But, even
after such withdrawals occur, the number of men proclaiming themselves doctors
is far too large.

r

Estimates show that, in Germany, one person out of three thousand is a '^genuine'*

doctor; in France the ratio is one to four thousand; in England, one in twenty-
two hundred. In the United States, the ratio is one doctor to every one thousand
persons, on the average, and in several American cities we have one doctor (that
is, a person professing to be a physician) for every one hundred to two hxindred

inhabitants.

Among these medical practitioners are many men, excellent and outstanding, hailing
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from Europe 9 as well as Americans. But In our crowded medical profession we
have an astonishing number of misfits; this is true, first, because even in
the best of American medical colleges the study period is far too short; second,
because our country has a very large number of inferior institutions; and
finally, because diplomas are too easily procurable. Such diplomas are a isabsti*-

tute for the serious, compulsory examinations required in Germany.

o
CO
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H3iU.TH DISriiJaniEriT i:eglig^3T

(Editorial)

GSRL^iN

o
During the past few days the Illinois Staats-Zeitung nas received numerous com-

plaints that the Health Departraent of our city is very negligent about posting
notices on homes where there are cases of smallpox. For instance, the house
(in North Larrabee Street) occupied by the rich American Weed family that has ^
been visited by the terrible disease, bears no yellow sign to warn that it is

dangerous to enter. Several members of the IVeed family have suffered from the
disease for more than six weeks. Still the house has not yet been quarantined;
even the postman who is duty-bound to visit the house nearly every day, knew
nothing about the illness of these people until yesterday when he learned by
accident (and then convinced himself) that a yellow sign is nailed to the rear
door* The same condition is prevalent at 41 Goethe Street and at other places*
In recent times several foreigners have been severely dealt with by the city
authorities for not placing yellov; signs at the place prescribed by law«
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They deservedto be punished. But the v/ealthy should be no exception to the
rule« The Health Department will do v;ell to loo^ into this matter. It will _
do no good whatever to force people to submit to vaccination, if thoughtless p
spreading of the plague is encouraged. A postman could easily transmit the ^^

germs of the disease from home to home. We advise Mr* Weed to immediately ^
attach the yellow sign to the front door of his palatial residence.

And the Reverend Robert Laird Collier who is well informed on the matter, as
we positively know from a very reliable source, and who even voted twice on
November 4, (no doubt for the purpose of giving special expression to his pious
convictions) would do something really humane and Christian, if he raised his
holy voice against such flagrant transgressions of the law*

CO
ro-^
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CHIOiiOO 1IK2DS A SV/IIIDIC SCHOOL AIID A HJHLIC B.^Zi

(Editorial)

The neeting to discuss Chicago *s need for a swirariing school and public bath,
".vhich '/fas to have been held last Saturday in itooia 5 of the Courthouse, had to

be po3ti)oned until next Saturda^r, varch 31, (tomorrov/) , because so fev; people
appeared at Saturday's neeting.

The indifference of the Gen.ian public tovjard useful institutions in general
has becone proverbial, and if we view our social conditions nore closely,
we can readily explain this apathy tovjard a matter which is so Lmportant to

the conforb, health, and progress or our citizens.

With the exception of our Tumhalle, we Clerrians have no other building devoted
to the cultivation of art and science—at least no building of which we need
not be ashaj'.ied—and in this respect sone snail country tovms are far nore
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proG^essive than ours. :.j.lv;aul:ee lias nagnificent school buildings in which
G-eiTiian teachers are ei.iployed; it has tv;o ,;ood theatres, a fine park, a

sv/irmnc school, and splendid hotels—all built and i.iaintained by Gemians.

'..Tiy nust -Jhicaco be without these public institutions which are indispensable
to the residents of a larce cityv

pThere is no lack of noney, nor of a desire to participiate in enterprises v;hich

benefit the ccnriimity; but our people have not the necessary tine to devote
to a successful undertaking. I was lite3?ally "sv/anped" ivith questions con- Ji

ceming the action taken in the ..eetinc v/ith reference to a swininiing school,
and everybody regretted that nothing had been done.

"I thinl: it v/ould be too bad if nothing carae of it, for a swiiariing school is

so pleasant, so convenient, so necessary to health;" and ''I shall be happy to
do ny part,'' were soiree of the reraarks made to me—and yet nobody cane to the
meeting, -.^ter leaving the Courthouse at eiglit o'clock, I visited the
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nearby saloons, rhere I found iieetings galore and an "abundance or time".
I would not have said an^iiinc about building a svarj.iins school; but inany

asked that I eicpress ]:iyself on tiie subject, since Yeiy ±evi persons have
clear and definite ideas on tiie i.iatter and fev;, therefore, have r.iade an
effort to co-operate. 'Jliat is not a valid reason to renain away f roir^ the
neetin^:^, for the purpose of the neetinc v;as to discuss the r.atter, to inforrii,

to exchange ideas. Nov; I do not consider ny opinions to be decisive. I

merely wished to introduce the loatter and to contribute my mite to the success
of the good cause, just ?^3 anyone else v/oiild have done; and I aslc the kind
reader to v;eigh n^^ opiniS^iis in that spirit.

I would build the swimaing school and public bath after the pattern of the
"Diana !J>ath" at Vienna, Austria. This structure is a hall 250 feet long and
150 feet wide. 'The roof is arched, the frai.iework is of steel and the ceiling
is of glass. 'Tlie pool ib about 200 feet long and 100 feet wide; txvo thirds
of the pool is 15 feet deep, one third—used for bathing—is S^j feet deep,
and the pool isi.ia^e of wood. . ../Translator's note: The next sentence of
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this parac^^pi^ is too obscure to be readjj

The water is pumped fi^ia the Da;iube by neans of a stearri engine and floV/s con- ^
stantly, vjhile part of the water in the pool drains constantly. Ample ^
provisions for ventilation have been made; the large v/indoxvs of the wall p
and a part of the roof can be opened. Bathtubs have not been forgotten; "^

and there are sofas, chairs, a reading room, and smolcing rooms. The ground ^
surrounding tiie building has been landscaped, and presents a beautiful viev;
to visitors.

It cannot be denied that institutions like the one described above are a
credit and a benefit to the cities which erect and maintain tiieii. They are
also a source of lucrative financial gain; the incone derived from then is
enormous and t:.c operating cost low. Chicago *s facilities for constructing
and maintaining a swLrjiiing pool and public bath are much better than those
of Vienna; for Chicago has its watenvorlsand can pump the necessary water
to any location at any tiir.e. V/lieri the nev; v;ater tunnel has been finished
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we will alvjays liave v/ater tliat is as clear as crystal, and no doubt our
Git'''' Fathers xvill donate'tl.e v;ater, since it is to bo used for so beneficial
a purpose, uf course it all depends upon v;2io taizes the iiatter in hand. I a:.-:

firrJLy convinced that under such favorable circu:.:stances and under good t

nanagerient the bonds sold to defray the cost of erectinr; a pool and bath v:ould

soon be wortli double tiheir pur value, and v;ould be a ver^'' ::ood investnent.
^iJ.1 persons interested in the enterprise should ::eet very soon, each should
subscribe for a one hundred-dollar bond, and when a sufficient amount has
been raised in this v;ay, a piece of f;round should be purchased. VJlien this
has been done, there neec be no v;or^^^ about the completion of olie project.
It is therefore ver^/ desirable that the meeting tomorrow evening, be well
attended. I v/isli to addHhat tne water that is pumped into the pool could
be kept at an even temperature ''o-j iieatin^;:, the pipe that is connected v;itii

the pool.

.1
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Illinois Sjbaats-Zeltung. Sept* 12, 1863.

LACK OP mTER AND THE STATS
STHEST FIRE

(Editorial)

According to an investigation of Saturday's fire on State Street , lack of
water was tlie cause of the rapid spread and heavy damage of the conflag-
ration. The inquiry revealed a very dangerous condition, which is not
known to many of our readers , and it will cost much money to remove the
hazard. It developed that the main water pipes in State Street are only
four inches in diameter, while the lead pipes to the various buildings are
only three inches in diameter. It requires but little figui^ing to p2x>ve

that the pipes are much too small to fulfill their purpose, and it is almost
incredible that this fact was not considered when the pipes were laid.
Considering that we have eight engines and that the smallest water plugs are
at least two-and-one-half inches in diameter, one can readily see that
eight 2^-inch plugs cannot be adequately fed by one four-inch pipe.
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Illinois Staats-Zeltung , Sept. 12, 1863.

The same condition prevails on all the streets of the South Side, with
the exception of Clark Street, where six-inch pipes have been laid. And
this fact explainsthe complaints of South Siders that there is a lack of
water after every fire. Thtis the efficiency of our able fire department is

greatly reduced and the South Side is exposed to grave danger. Of course,
this state of affairs cannot be tolerated. The situation calls for immediate
attention. It is the duty of the competent municipal authorities to take
action now , even though a large expenditure of money is involved.

During the State Street fire, which raged for three hours and rendered many
families poor and homeless, water was drawn from Clark Street, Wabash Avenue,
lUohigan Avenue, and Third and Foufth Avenues, and still the supply was not
sufficient until hose was laid from the river to the scene of the fire*-a
distance of nearly a mile. Of course, the lake is closer, and it would have
been easier to get the water from the **reservoirs of Michigan**, but the shore
in that vicinity is too steep to permit the setting up of a pun^).
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The small capacity of the water mains is the only reason for the rapid
spread of this flre» nihich destroyed property yalued at $100,000» The
authorities will have to take measures to prevent another such disaster*
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Illinois Staats-Zeituxig , June 16, 1863.

WHOLESOME DRINKING WATER

Yesterday Mr. ^ohn Gjj/ Gindele, president of the Board of Public Works, in-
vited the members of Chicago's daily press to a trip on Lake Michigan for
the purpose of viewing the boring operations which are being carried on to ^
deteimine the practicability of Mr. Gindele* s plan to build a tunnel under ^
the Lake. ^
At two o'clock in the afternoon, the tugboat ••George B. Wood,** which was 23
built last suiomer, left the pier at the Clark Street Bridge iinder command c^

of Captain Bird. The members of the Board of Public Works and quite a n\im- lo

ber of guests were aboard. The leading newspapers of Chiceigo, the Chicago
Tribune , Chicago Post, Chicago Times , Illinois Staats-Zeitung , and gvenlng
Journal , were represented by reporters who were accoispanied by their wives.

After a short journey over Lake Michigan's smooth, clear waters, the boat
arrived at a spot about two miles from shore. Just north of the present water

^5
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Illinois Staats-Zeltxmg . June 16, 1863.

works 9 where two scows were at anchor. The water at this particular place
Is as dear as crystal » emd it was possible to see the 'iron pipe, which
serves to guide and protect the boring apparatus, for a distance of at
least fifteen feet downward • The depth of the lake at this point is thirty ^
feet« Boring operations were going on between the two previously mentioned ^
scows« p:

The drill which is being used is of very simple construction and is about p
one and one-half feat in diameter. It was driven thirty-two feet into the :—

ground, and when^t was pulled up it showed immistakable lumps of blue clay
which contained^no admixture of sand or gravel. This kind of clay is the
most suitable soil for tunnel construction. Hence the Board of Public Works
will have a better constructed drill made, and if the clay extends all the
way to the shore, as is very probably the case, Mr. Gindele*s plan for con-
structing a water duct to the shore of Lake Michigan is not only practicable,
but its execution will not even be expensive; and citizens of Chicago may soon
have the most wholesome drinking water in the world.
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MEAT OF EEAD ANIMALS SOLD IN CITT
r

(Editorial)

Last week v/e made a to\ir of Noirth Kinzle Street • Of coxirse we saw no
large bxisiness establishments, such as one sees on Clark Street or Lake
Street, but we did see a nxunber of butcher shops, and instinctively our
thoughts turned to the sale of human beings in the South* Here we saw
meat the color of which could not be discerned; it was neither red, white,
nor yellow, but had a tinge of black, an indication that the animals were
dead before they were butchered • We accidentally met two experienced
butchers and they confirmed our fears.

Are there no officers in our city who have the authority to put a stop to
this fraud? Why control the bakers but not the butchers v/ho are guilty of
many serious violations of the law, and whose offenses are much more
detrimental to the health of the community than those of the bakers?

-T>
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Illinois Staats-Zeltxmg , Mar. 21, 1861.

There are people who make a regular business of buying dead or half-dead
animals and selling the meat to commission men. We hope that o\ir most
wise city fathers will pass an ordinance similar to the one which Is In
force In the East, making It mandatory that all meat offered for sale ^
must be brought to the public market, which is under the cbntrol of the ^
clty~that Is the express p\irpose of maintaining a public market, but ^
ours is never used, translator's note: The author does not reveal, '^

nor is the writer able to ascertain in what manner the city controlled ^
the quality of goods offered for sale in the public marketj^^ 1?

^o
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ER. BERTHOLD lAUFEE THE VICTIM OF A FaTAL FALL

Dr* Berthold Laufer, curator of the Field Uuseum, and one of the most promi-
nent anthropologists and ethnologists in the country, Jumped or fell, early
this morning, from an upper floor of the Chicago Beach Hotel, 1660 Hyde
Park Bouleyard, and struck the roof of a secondHStory Veranda*

Dr. Laufer^s wife told the police that her husband had been ill for some time,
and had not yet recovered from an operation, which he had had a month before.
She believes that her husband became dizzy on the fire escape of the hotel,
and fell.

Ctr* Laufer was bom in Cologne, and was sixty years old. He studied at the
Universities of Berlin and Leipzig and also completed the seminar for oriental
languages in Berlin. He arrived in the United States in 1898, and ten years
later came to Chicago, to take over a responsible position in the Field Miseum.
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m. K. SCHULTZ DIBS

Well-Known Chemist and co-worker of Sonntagspost Succumbs to a HemozThage
of the Brain.

Dr« Karl Schultz, a well--known chemist and for many years a co-worker of
the Sonntagspost , died unexpectedly at his home 5210 V/ayne Avenue, of a
hemorrhage of the brain. He was 63 years old*

Dr. Schultz came from Pomerania and was lately employed by the Progress
Concrete Oovporation, 2458 Irving Park Boulevard. Not long ago he worked
on a chemical invention from which he expected great results, but his
sudden death prevented him from carrying it through to the end.

His funeral will take place from Westfall*s undertaking establishment.
The deceased leaves, besides many friends and acquaintances in Chicago,
a number of relatives in Hamburg.
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PR0FBS3CE H;iTFinJ)'S 70th BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED IN A
V;ORTHY IIANI'ER

Pounder and Director of the German Department of the
Northwestern University

Professor James Hatfield, foiinder and director of the Cr3rnian Department of the
Northwestern University, was last night a guest of honor at a banquet held at
the Georgian Hotel, J^^anston, to celebrate his 70th birthday.

The profes sol? was presented by the Germfiin Department with a portrait of himself,
which had been painted by the German artist Johannes V/alleer, and which will
later find a lasting abode in the library of the University^

The University librarian, Theo Koch, presided at the banquet. Speeches weire made
by the rector of the University, Dr. Scott, and by Professors Hihhard, Holdate,
and Curme. Professor Curme has been for almost 36 years a co-worker ot Professor
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Hatfield in the faculty of the German Department.

The board of directors of the University presented Professor Hatfield with a

meiaorandun in which his endeavors and merits as a pedagogue are expressed in a

fitting manner. Among those participating in th^^ banquet v/ere Mr* Schueller,

the German Consul; IJr, M. Girten, the Austiran Gonsul-General; Dr. Otto Schmidt;

Frederick Stock, conductor of the Chicago Syraphcny Orchestra; and Professor

Aaron, director of the German Department of the University of Illinois.

Professor Hatfield founded the German Department of the Northwestern University

forty two years ago, and has been its director ever since.
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•

Politically, Siebel appeared this year for the first time becoming candi-

date for alderman of the 46th Tard, but he was defe ted by his chief oppo-

nent, Oscar F. Nelson.
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KARL MARTIN vrrZTHUM. •'•-«>^y6

Among the architects of Chicago, Karl Uartin Vitzthum, ^o was born in

1880 in Tutying near Munichy Genaany, occupies a prominent position*
After finishix^ high school in IVeysing, Bavaria, Vitzthum studied from
1896 to 1899 at the Royal Technical Institute of Munich. As assistant
of the well known German architect Thos« Fischer, he co-operated in the
designing of plans for different municipal buildings of Munich.

In the United States, he worked next in the offices of prominent New York
architects, among them the firm of York and Sawyer. later he worked for
Jarvis and Hunt, Chicago. In 1914,. he started in business for himself,
and designed meuiy prominent buildings, among which is the Steuben Club
Building. He also supervised the building *s erection. Mr. Vitzthum is
a member of the Steuben Club and numerous other associations.

I
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UEDICAL SOCIEIY

The German Uedlcal Society of Chicago held a banquet yesterday eyening

at the Atlantic Hotel

•

The president of the society » Ur. David Lieberthal , the rice president;

Dr. Ernst Pribram and Consul U. F* Girsten each made a speech.

The entertainment was taken care of by Miss Nina Westerschulte , soprano,

Mrs. Carl A« Zell, soprano, and the actor, Richard Ortmann. While

Mrs* Slra Smolk Sprague accompanied them on the piano, they sang songs of

Schumann and other coaQq)osers* Hr« Ortmann, Rudolph Herzog and 'Liliencr3w
gare recitals*
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GERMAN PRESS CLUB
'*•'

- ^
'^'^

The Gernan Press society of Chicago held its twentieth general meeting
yesterday at its Club Rooms in the Bismarck Hotel.

According to an old ciistom, the fonjier officers read their reports of
activities during the past year. These reports gave evidence that
the society has enjoyed a normal year. The membership is about the
same and very little change has occurred in the financial standing
of the Club .since the last meeting.

As customary, a banquet, prepared by the entertainment committee, was
served after the general meeting.
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GERllAN

MA (ILL) PROj. 30276
TECHNOLOGISTS ARRANGE FAMILY EVENING AT GERMANIA CLUB.

A pleasant family evening with music and dancing opened the 43rd annual
meeting of the German-American Union of Technologists) last night in the
club rooms of the Technical Society of Chicago^ at the Germania Club«
A great number of delegates from abroad were present. The evening was
spent in animated conversation with humor and merriment prevailing, so that,
in spite of the bad weather, the opening of the four-day convention turned
out all right.

I
'

A meeting of delegates was held this morning at 10 o'clock at the club
rooms of the society, with a dinner following. Tonight, at 8 o'clock
in the Germania Club, a late summer-night dance will be given.
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The program far Sunday and Uonday is as follows t Sunday ^ 12 o'clock noon,

lund^h at the Sdgewater Beach Hotel; 2 p« m*, picnic in Grlen Oak Acres;

supper in the Lincoln Turner Hall* Monday (Labor Day)t 11 a. m*, Tech*-

nologist Day, lecture by Professor Adolf Carl Moe of the University of

Chicago, on the subject i ••The origin of our technical source of energy •••

Ladies are cordially invited; 2 p. m,, round trip through the park system
of Chicago; 7 P« m«, farewell dinner-dsuice at the Rainbow Gardens, will

close the four-day convention*
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WPAnLL)rRCJ.?^?7r
CLUB OF GERliAN GOVERNESSES.

Last Wednesday, the Gernan Club of Governesses, arranged a successful concert
in the Bethany Home, at 827 Center St. The profits of the performance were
designed to secure a room for the club at the new Bethany Home, a purpose
nAiich was fully accomplished.

The singing perfornances by Hella Reinholz and Louise Fleiner, ^o were
accompanied by Mrs. ISickensen on the piano, were excellent, and all those who
took part in this concert, were greatly applauded. ,

•

After the concert refreshments were served and all participants enjoyed
themselves immensely. Miss A. Kriegseisen who is very active for the club,
announces that a iweting takes place every first l^ednesday of the month, at
3 o* clock in the afternoon, at the new Bethany Home. All German governesses
are cordially invited.
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DR. CARL STRIIH. ^^^-^-vUiC/o

At the chapel at 2701 N. Clark St., the funeral services for Dr. Carl- Struh,
v/ho died Thursday at the age of 65 years, took place yesterday.

Dr. Struh practiced for many years as a Homeopath. He took an active part in
the spiritual endeavors of the German element of Chicago, and enjoyed great
popularity in these circles. Several years ago he settled in McHenry and be-
came there the founder and director of the sanatorium. He leaves behind a
widov and a son.
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6ER1UN PRESS SOCIETY.

The family evening of the German Press Society in the Germania club house^
Joined the previous arraqgeoents of the society in a worthy vay. The enter-*

tainment coinmittee again selected a choice program, )ivhich vas catrried out
in a gay manner and found great approval with the large number of guests*

The evening was ushered in buoyantly with the overture to the opera, '^ICignon,**

by Dr« Christian Balatka, and one of his pupils Miss Fritri Siebach, which
they performed in a perfect manner* Dr. Balatka played later the phantasy
from '^Rigoletto,'* and the Schubert Serenade* Miss Siebach, iriio is a great
credit to her teacher, not only undertook in a cheerful manner to accompany
the two singers of the evening, but also performed several solos, which
found well deserved and lively applause*

Miss Irena Georgienskaja , formerly of the court opera in St* Petersburg, and
Miss Irma Ferencsy, another favorite of the music loving public, and well
known soprano singer, delighted the listeners by the excellent performance
'of a number of songs*

fc\
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A v/elcono variety in th-j -oro-r rn v/ere the recitals of !'r. Jose Danner of tl:e

loc^l Gern-Ji The-trs. P".rtly of a 3:;rious, but pr9:io:.:inantly of a hu:crous
nat'ore, they contributed a rre-.t deal zo the success? of the evenin.r;.

The president of t*^>3 society, ::r. Karl Freita^, v;elcor.ed the ruerjts, and
e::-Dresse I his satisfaction that th'^y :/?.re present in such lar-'o nuibers,
:>. Leopold Saltiel, acquitted hi-s-lf of his o;;ficial po3i:ion as ixesident
of the ariuse.ent coinrnittee, in a spirited iraimer.
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HSNRY UrPAT3L DIES.

A man who was highly respected in all circles of the city, Henry ITtpatel,

passed away at his home, 1141 North Sacramento Ave. yesterday. He died,'

in all probability from the effects of a serious operation, which he
underwent tv/o years ago.

The deceased was born in Chicago in 1870, attended the Gernan Lutheran
school, and acquired in his youth a manifold knov/ledge« Later he studied
law. He practiced law with great success, almost up to his death, play-
ing a prominent part in public affairs. He was four times elected .U.der-

man of the old 15th 'Tard, the first time in 1903, and twice he was hon-

ored by being appointed a master in chancery, the first time by State •s

Attorney Crowe, the second time by Judge Steffens.

Henry Utpatel was a very active member of the Evangelical Lutheran Con-
cordia congregation, was the attorney of the Concordia Ilutual League, be-

longed to the Hamilton Club and was an active member of the Ridgemoor Golf

Club, also several other societies.
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He will be mourned by his widow, and a large circle of friends and ac-
quaintances. The funeral v/ill be held Mondaj^ afternoon at the Con-
cordia cemetery, from the Evangelical Lutheran St. Johnb church, Hoyne
Ave. and V/alton PI.
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IV
GERMAN PRESS ASSOCIXTION*

GERMAN

The German Press Association invited its members and friends to a family
evening, at the Germania elubf yesterday evening. And it vas a family evtti-

ing in the strictest sense of the word» A few pleasant hours were spent in

exeelleiltt company*

The entertainment committee had arranged a splendid program* The new presi*
dent, Ur. Leopold Saltiel, discheurged his office, as a ^^onferencier** excellent

•

ly« After the association's president, Ur* Karl Freitag, welcomed the guests
heartily. Professor Dr« Carl Bauer of the Elnburst Seminary meule a short, well
received speech, in the course of which he pointed to the friendly relations
between the hosts and the residents of the Gernan suburb, Elmhurst, and expressed
hopes, that this friendly relation would be strengthened and developed in the
future*

Pastor Kuhn of Elmhurst spoke of how the members of the press association during
their visit last summer, were so cordially received and feted*

Entertainment was offered by Messrs* C* Baumheier and S* Heller, the former
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proving to be an artist on the cello, and the applause he received after

the performance of several compositions, was well merited, lit. Heller poss-

esses a powerful baritone voice and can well compete with any professional

singer* He also was greatly applauded. The piano acconqpaniment was taken

over by l&r. Karl Thoene in an excellent manner.

That yesterday evening proved such u great success, can mostly be ascribed to
Ur. Kurt Benisch, the well known character comedian, with his perfomance
which he accompanied on a musical ijistrumant. The audience also greatly en-

Joyed lb*. Joseph Fallbacher*s two humorous lectures.
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CAREER OF NICHOLi^ DREHER

The V'ell-Known German Parochial Teacher
Gathered to His Elders at Advanced Old ^ge

Thousands of Chicagoans, especially those of German decent, will receive the
news of Nicholas Dreher*s deinise with sympathy that comes from the heart; the
tired old man closed his eyes in eternal slumber at the Alexian Brothers
Hospital. A life at once active and useful caiae to an end with his passing.

He was bom in 1844 in St. Vv'endel near Oberlinxweiler, a province of the Rhine.
VJhen he was four years old, his parents brought him to Chicago. The faiaily

started their journey on June 29, 1848, and three months later, after much
tedipus traveling, they alighted at the foot of Franklin Street from the
trawler that brought them from Buffalo.

At the corner of Harrison and Jefferson Streets, his parents built a modest
home, and there the boy grew up. He first went to St. Peter's School, at the
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corner of V/ashington and Wells Streets, then to the school of Reverend Weikampf

,

who founded it in 1853 under the name of the School of St. Francis. Later,
he went to the Foster School, at that time in charge of Greorge Spofford, and
then to a more advanced school founded by the Jesuit Fathers. Since 1862 he
has been a teacher in German-Catholic parochial schools. An idealistic outlook
upon life led him to devote himself to this profession. That so many people
strayed fl^om the right path he attributed largely to ignorance and superficial
faith, and so he wanted, so far as his strength permitted, to become a saver of
souls.

He was first put in charge of a parochial school in Blackpartridge , Illinois;
then, in the same year, he was called to the newly founded branch school of
the St. Joseph Parochial School, on Chicago Avenue and Carpenter Street.
Two years later he was called to the St. Joseph main school as soon as it was
built on Chicago Avenue and Cass Street. After a brief interlude of activity
in Collegeville, Minnesota, he was put in charge of St. Peter *s School, corner
of Clark and Polk Streets, whose rector was Vicar-General Fisher. In 1870, he
returned to St. Joseph's School, and, after the great fire, he received the
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assignment to aid in founding a German-Catholic parish and school in Pekin,
Illinois, lie succeeded and came back to 3t. Peter's School. But as the new
school building of the St. Joseph parish, corner 'lill and Franklin Streets,
was ready, he took over the advanced classes for boys. J\nd here he was active
until he celebrated his fiftieth anniversary as a teacher in May 1912. This
gave the occasion to many, as they still remember, to offer him heartfelt
honors. Since then he has enjoyed a quiet old age.

Burial will take place.... at 9:30 A.M.

^ W.P1
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g]i:rm.in press association.

5>imily Evening.

The family evening of the German Press Association, in its locality, the
Chicpgo Lincoln Club, was a very pleasant affair. The program consisted
in a bunco game, for which a number of pretty prizes were donated by the
executive amusement committee, followed by entertainment.

?'r. !.5artin BallrrKinn, president of the amuseinent committee, succeeded in
securing the collaboration of a number of artists. !Iiss Marion \7aterford
and Uiss Ruth Axe Brovm, received great applause for their singing, llr.

Conrad A. Reinhold proved to be a great artist on the violin; Misses Maria
Dreier nd Olive Dryer played the pinno, and L!iss Dell Ilinshaw and Ilr. Leo-
pold Saltiel, one of the association's members, presented some really in-
teresting discourses.
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GERMAN MEDICAL SOCIETY.

In the "Crystal** room of the Hotel Sherman a large number of Aesculapian dis-
ciples (mediceCL students) assembled with their ladies to attend a bajiquet and
ball of the ''Medical Society** of Chocago. The room mels filled with many of the
most prominent German physieiniE of Chicago, and,the ladies in their brilliant
dresses formed a charming contrast with the black tail coats of the serious
minded saviors of suffering humanity. The first part of the festival was ie^
voted to music and the solo numbers were mostly executed by the wives of the
physicians present • A beautiful duet from the opera, **Der Freischutz**, opened
tte program, sung by Mrs. (Dr.) Holinger and Mrs. (Dr.) Strauch, uriio with their
beautiful voices and splendid execution, enthused the audience. They were
accompanied on the piemo in a very effective meuiner by Mrs. (Dr.) Abele. Just
as excellent were the piano recitals, of Miss F. Hamish, lAio played a **Hungar-

ian Etude'* and '*Valse Fantasie**. Mrs. (Dr.) Velcker received also great ap-
plause with the songs: "Sylvia**, slumber song, and ^Ify Ffcuicy'*. She possesses
a strong well trained voice with a forceful delivery.
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PASTOR FEUDINAND DOSDERLBIN.

ATter a long life of blessed aetivltyy Pastor Ferdinand Doederlein died at the
age of eighty one years emd six months. The deceased ^ bom in Bavaria^ descended
from an old acelesiastical family* His great grandfather baptized him eighty
one years ago* After cosqpleting his gymnasium and university studies the
young preacher ccune to America* He devoted his first activity to the Indians^
and took over a congregation in Missouri irtiere ha married Hiss Magdalene
NitschkOy the daughter of the first teacher of languages at the first acadeniy

of the Missouri Synod. Sevemil years afterward he received a call to the
Trinity congregation in Chicago as preacher* Hsiving done a great deal to ben«»

efit the congregation he left this post after eleven years to take over a
congregation in Homevood^ Illinois* Five years ago he suffered a stroke^ and
as the clisate there did not agree with him he resigned , and returned to
Chicago where he became an assistant Pastor of his son in lav, Diatz, in the
Concordia congregation^
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rr ASSOCIATION OF GERMAN TIEACHERS

Before the mem'bers of the German Teachers* Association, director Max:

Grie'bsch gives a lectiire*

The great esteem which Mr* Max Griebsch, director of the Miliraukee

Teachers* Seminar enjoys among the German Teachers of Chicago, was proven
hy the large appearance of the members of the German Teachers' Asso-
ciat4iia in the Bismarck Hotel yesterday afternoon*

lu his extremely essential and appealing lectiire on the influence and
worth of the German language and German pedagogy in the development of
the American public, schoolSt Hr« Griebsch was able to say many nice
things, and the .wish, expressed by Mr* Schmidhofert that this lecture
shooild be printed and placed in the hands of all German teachers, was
shared by all those present* How, under the guidance of immigrated
German pedagogues in the years following the Civ^l War, German private
schools had been developed, to whom many men and women even today owe
their thorough education. ST^eaks hisrhlv of same: furthermore* how the
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churches, with great sacrifices, founded and supported German schools,
the speaker pointed out, but he lamented that, with the initiation of the
German system in the American public schools, the interest of Germsms in
the private schools ceased, till there are only few left of those excellent
institutes* The speaker further mentioned that the almost lost interest
of Americans in the German language has lately reawakened, and that the
study in the high schools brought about the adoption of it in the public
schools, which is mainly due to the better understanding of its value on
the part of the high school teachers*

The literature of the German language is an uninterrupted chain of materied
for every age, from the fable for the child^s mind, to the highest classi-
cclL work that delights the mature*
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Mr* Schmidhofer thanked the speaker in the name of those present for the
enjoyable and instructive lecture, and the member of the school board,
Mr, Aruetgen^ .fished the association progress and success j and assured
the teachers of his great interest and ready assistance

•
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IV GEHvIAl^ lE^iCEERS' ASSOCIATION
IV (Jewish) Kruetgen Makes Address

At the monthly meetine of the Deutscher Lohrerverein /German TeacherU^
Association which was held last night at the Bismarck Hotel, Mr* Ernest
J. Kruetgen, the nev/ly appointed member of the Board of Education, ivas

among those present. • In a brief speech he declared that it was his
intention to give special care to German turn /iyrmastics/ instruction in
the schools of Chicai'o. He also emphasized the necessity of co-operation
among his colleac^es and the advanta^^^es v/hich the individual teacher ivould ^
derive from it. Ee asked the German teachers alimys to remain loyal to their ^
Association and not to pass up an opportunity for further education v/hen

they liad the chance to do so.

Later Dr. ^osephT" Philippson ^^ev/isly^, professor at the University of Chicarp

,

save a lecture, "Pedagogic Meditations on the j'ar". He stressed the point
tliat innorance of Gemiun conditions on the part of iOiericans, including

Co

ho
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I G
IV educated people » and even among his own colleagues yyas appalling.

JV (Jewish) He said that only due to the fact that surprisinglj* few Americans
had a clear picture of Germany's geographical position and history, ^

was it possible for the lying British propaganda press to find a gullible .^
public which could be incited to hatred for Germany. The speaker suggested P
thiLt his listeners arrange their class work so that the pupils could not only ^
learn the German langaage but could also gain some comprehension of the German §
spirit, German history and geography, and the nature and philosophy of the ^
German people. ^

eri

The question of mftiether the Teachers* Association should arrange a performance
in the German theatre was discussed in detail but was finally referred to the
chairman for consideration. Several new members were inducted into the
Association which has about one hundred members altogether.
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German Press Club ofChicago.
Giyes Pleasant Proof Of Continxiins Growth,

Yesterday, at the regular Imsiness meeting of the above Association, the
Committee on theatrical affairs reported, that a Gala performance is being discussedt
which is to be given next fall* If the committee is suwcessful in obtaining the
Auditorium, then Goethe's Faust, will be produced. !Phe Club's spring festival will
be given at Eivervlew Park, in the Banquet -Hall of the Casino, on June 12tht
The German Press Club of Uilwaukee is to be invited, since the Chicago Association
visited them last summer. This reciprocity is to convince all, that the virtue
of friendliness in Chicago is not an idle Jest* The preparations for the festivities
are entrusted to a committee of nimel Smil Hoechster and ei'ght others.

N*-

</;';.:')•«. i: '^ v
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ICC2IVED THE NOBTiX PRIZ3

The lTo"bel Prize for achievements in the realm of physics for the year 1907,

an ajnount of $40,000, has heen awarded to Professor Albert A. I'ichelson,

the manager of the Physics Dep;irtment at the University of Chicago, The

prize winner is^ the inventor of several instruments for the mea.surement

of light waves.' Professor I'ichelson was "born in Strelno, Oernany, fifty-

five years a:^;Ot Ke came as a child to the United States of A-^erica,

He went to school at Sen Fraiicisco. He attended the Federal ITaval

Academy. In the years 1880 to 1881 he studied in Berlin, Heidelherg

and Paris, He had the Professional Chair for Physics in the Case School

at Cleveland, and came as a Professor of Physics to Clark University, Since

1392 he has served the University of Chicago.
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July 22, 1905.

GOOD BESULf

t

The 3^th Convention held at the beginning of the month, hy the National German
laeriean teachers TTnion» has also heen a success in a financial way, as after
all expenses had "been paid^ a net surplus of $2S1«S6 remained in the hands of
the treasurer* According to a resolution of the Committee, this amount has heen
transferred to the funds of' the Vational German Seminary in Milwaukee*

Contributions hare been made to the amount of $1321*00 the banq[uet broa^t $52.
The total receipts were $1373 a^^ the expenses were $1091«13« ^^ Committee
offers its thanks to all, who hare made contributions, also to all institutions
and individuals, who have cooperated for the success of the convention*
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lI«otine of the Oeman Teachers.

Dr. Tick, Preeldent*

The last meetiog of the Oeman teachers conTentlon took place, this nomlngt
>t la the fine Arts Btiildiag, S.Michigan Areli. , where the Chicago ITniTersity rented

the 7^1^ floor and gaire the use of ^ large roon, with seyeral snaller ones. It

was opened by the federal President^ 39 Abrams. The first speech was: "The Posi-
tion of the Oeman Language in the General Elementary Schools" and was given by

I

Seidiiary Director Max Griebsch of Milwaukee. After a short historical deTslop-
uent of the Oersan educational institutions, the speaker coapared the course of
doTelopaent in the iaericon Elementary School, with the ones of Germany. He

came to the conclusion that the American school system was superior, because it
was a general educational institution for all pupils, while the children in Oer-*

many, of the better classes, receired their preparatory instruction in special
classes. The second speaker was Mr.S«0»Schoenrich, Baltimore. His theme was:
'A rmrj much neglected factor of the friaciples of American Teaching and Educa-
tion'* The goal of school education should not only be to proride the children
with a certain amount of knowledge, the right. way to think, and to enable them to
further develop themselTes educationally, after learing school, but the highest
ifoal should be to awaken and deyelop their sense of duty, and conscience, and

kV w.yt, *«. 'i^-\:
1

:
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with tbmm^ all quallfIcatione for the fomation of a solid and>^ra^^fearacter> And
to edoeate tha childran to bacoae Aaericans, worthy of thair sraaT^therland* This
samsa of duty, indicating a highar will, goarantaas the public raspact or law in
state and eoimtry lAiila disobedience in school, and home, leads to disorder and crimes,
to the general diaadTantage of good citisanship. Mr.H.Wildaann Cleveland, read the

^ yearly report of the Committee for the Culture of Oermaa. What common goal should
the German lessons have amongst the different school systemsT The Committee of < Reso-
lutions made the following report: Referring to the teachers seminary and its union
publication "Pedagogical Monthly llagasiae":

1. The Teachers Union holds that the Seminary is an excellent institution to edu-
cate suitable persons for the teaching of the Oerman language in the American
schools, and, considers it as one of their principal duties, to support this
institution with all their means, which includes:

a« ) Procuring money to finance and increase the foundation capital*
b. ) Procuring all necessary school materials.
c. ) Incouragement for those wishing to take examinations.
d.) Propaganda of the seminary to promote the work with good Oerman teachers*

To form agitation committees^ in each town, for the Teachers Union, the
Teachers Seminary and the teachers publications.
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IteiAerthlp f«e is $2*00 psr year, which includss a year nt'^'iiSbscription to

tha publications. Single fees are $1*30 for membership, and|DL«00 for pub-
lications.

Public thanks of the union are giren to the American central organisation
of Pennsylvania for the support of an annual contribution of $25* 00, and, it
is hoped, that this good example will stimulate others*

The Teachers Union resolTed to dedicate the amount of $200.00 to corer a
deficit of last year in the publications.

The union expresses its full confidnece, to the management of the seminary,
and has proposed the following resolutions regarding the publications:

To express its deep regret on the death of members during the past 2 years*
The President and Secretary of the Union shall be natires of the city where
the next couTention is to take place.
The Tice-President, and other officers, should all be nominated at the same
time.
The union shall proTide for its officers, tm^ ilieiiluit required to cover con-
vention esqpenses*



V

The conTention sball be held anntxally^ between the July ^28th and Jtme
2na.
flie treaenrer shall prepare a list of the membership fees receiyed for
the Secretary to publish in the next issue' of the publications.
The executive committee is instructed a. ) to examine the Constitution
and By-Laws for a rsTision. b. ) To publish the revised Constitution two
months before the next conTention» in the publications, e* ) To put a
discussion on the revised Constitution on the program of the next con-
Tention and to place, according to their iinportancet Prof*Br. Otto Seller,
Prof. Oscar Burkhardtt C.X. Baumann, C«0. Schoensick, Trau Smil Bappiieh,
Vrau Lena Reinhardt Howie, Trau Wilhelmine Mayer.
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GEBUiN TEACHER! S DAT

^

Detroit, Jtme 3Q« Only a small delegation from Chici^go arrired for this year's
Teacher's Day. ••

The formal greeting of the gaests took place in the Harmony Hall hy Mr»
Carl !• Schmidt, Ucgror Maylmry and the School Board President Edward Harschner«
Mr. Imil Diq;yprich, President of the Teacher's Leagae opened the Teacher's Day«
On the program were the following speakersi Mr. Phil. Hnher, Superintendent
of German Instlroction in Saginaw, Michigan on the verbal Instruction in the
heginwrs' classes of our public schools. Professor Edward Prokosch of the
UnlTersity of Chicago on "The Giving of the first instruction in German to
Anglo-lmerican pupils* and Mr. W« H. Weick of Cincinnati on *The first
language instruction on an inttiitive hasis«"

\^- •
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ANDREAS BOLTER.

i^ (iiU phuj. ^i,

Death has taken one of Chic8igo*8 foremoot entofflologiste^ Utm Andreas
Bolter 9 at the age of 80 years* Bom May 20 1 1820 in Slgpiaringen, he

showedy already as a young boy^ his unusual intelligence* He was such
a brilliant student t that under the existing laws, he was released from
last yearns compulsory school attendance at the age of thirteen* The
next four years he spent working in bis father's factory. At the age of
seventeen yearsy he decided to see the world and thus made an extensive
tour of Switzerland^ Italy » France and BavGuria* Upon his return home^ he
took over the management of his father's business* On the latter 's

death in 1845 heJVbcame the head of the firm* As such he remained until

1855 f when he den4|^t^ immigrate to America* He took an active part in
the revolution of lo^t&C Although he never got into direct conflict with
the laWf at least not to the extent to incur punishment f nevertheless his
activity in the uprising proved detrimental to his business*
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This fact dscided his future career* Arriving in this country^ New York
was his first choice to settle down^ but after one year's residence in

that city^ he ,decided to go west to ChicagOy which he made his home
until his death* He devoted himself to the study of entomology andy at

the age of thirty-siz yeers, had already gained prominence in that field*
Several types of insects discovered by him, on his extensive trips through
the United States bear his name* This honor was conferred upon him by
such eminent authorities in the field of entomology as Professor Riley,
Or* Le Conte, Professor ^nith. Professor Fernold, Rev* Hulst, Dr* Horn,
Professor Lugger and» many others with iriiom he was in constant cor-
respondence on this scientific subject* He was a member of the Chicago
Academy of Sciences since the day it was founded* He was an active meniber

of the Sntomological Society of Washington and, also corresponding member
for the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and for the Entomological
Society in Hew York*
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CALL TO CrmOiAS TEACHERS . MSN AND WOUM.

Last Wednesday, at the home of Miss Ehllch, no* S9 Evergreen Avenue, a
meeting of ladies, German teachers was in pro|;ress, for the special pur-
pose of founding a Clul) of German teachers. Its object ist The discussion
of school affairs and German social solidarity. Since nearly all English
teachers are memhers of Clu'bs it is ahout time, that the German ladies
create such an institution for members of their T)rofession«
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September 10th, 189S.

A Dual Celebration*

the German-American Dental College at 73^762 North Park Avenue was heautlfolly
decorated yesterday* The institation celebrated the tilTer-wsdding of its dean, Dr.

J. ¥• Hutsmann, and at the same time seven of its dental students were graduated*
The friends of the dental college and the friends of its dean had appealed in
goodly numbers to celebrate the occasion*

Two of the doctors graduated are from Switzerland and the others came from Germany
with the definite purpose to get their dental training at the fiuzmann*s Institute*
Besides the dean of the college there are four more doctors acting as teachers of
dentistry*

Tor the fall term 30 applications of new students have been received*
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Conferene* of Oeman Teachers.

^Wsm AMmMl Comferenee of the OenMoi School teachers of the Overman Iraii^lleal
Bytiad closed jesterdaar« At the final aeetinc Ur. Eoligrat discussed the sobjecl

^liv^Caa We Istablish Iir Our Children A Lore for The Oeraan Langoage And Lojralty
fo The OhnrehT'

• V .J

'^^^S*



Die Abmdpost . April 23, 1898.

/pR. lELIX BSHRENDT PASSES Affi^
^^

at. f%lixi%hrwidLt died in the priae ofhit life, haTlag reaehad the ^th 79ar#
!• raeeoiked to aa attadc of Broaehial catarrh, at his hoao, 612 Orchard StroetV
Ha haa %oaa a hii^tiljr hoaorad phjaiciaa nho fooad traa iaoplratica ia parforaiag
hia datiaa# Hit para character aad haaaroloat daada lAich prorad ouch a ^lasaiag
to aaagr viU alaagra ha radgaiiad hgr hia hoat of patiaata aad friaada iho will
almgra raiiaahar hia with aataaa aad gratitada# fha aawa of hia aaazpactadt
aatiaaljf death created profooad regret ererywherat perhiqpa the anaaroaa eaqpreaaioaa

of coaAalaaee aay coaaole the griered widow aoaawfaat doriag the hoore of a releatleee
fate*

9r« feliz Behreadt waa hora oa hia father^ a large fam at Baaaaaraa ia featera
Froaaiai gradoated ftoa Hii^chool at Veaatadt aad KeaitSt atodiad aadlciae at
Berlia aad paaaed hia azaaiaatioaa at the Vaireraity of Waarshorg ia the year 1886«
fhareafter he catered the Coloaial aarrice of HoUaad, than the aeraaa aad waa
traaaferred to Saluihar.

\

,

i^Al < ^'
- jI"-^;!^
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jkftar eoopletiOA of Us two-jear •errleo as doctor of tho tsperlal Ooman
MariaOt ha/boeaaa aaalataat to Dr. Stalnar at Sreadoiiy for tho porpoao of aeqplriag
furthor axporltaco la tplJlal teaaohoa* Troa thero trarelod to tho ^nitod Statoa,
irtiaro ha aetot for a tlao at aaajLataat to Dr« fefaaaldor of Mllmodtoot and than
oirod to Chloaco* flthlm a Torj short tlBs ha SBOcoodod la aefalrlag an oztaasiTa
ystTata praetieat aa a spaoiallat la all dlsoasos affoctlag tho ros iplratorj orgaast
vhieh laiaeat tha Aloxlaa Brottiars Hospiial to soeara his Talaabla sorrleos*
profitsiUot 'ploaaaat fatarot vaa aacrisioaad for hiSt whoa sria daath snddoaljr

toro his froa tho blossod flold of his actlTltjr* Magr ha root la poaca«
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GEHMAV nJLCBIRS COB VJDIVIOV
8DIIII0VS TO PlBflOIPin AT THB 27th HKTAL MEETIHG OF THX

anua^uoRiCMa tiachibs uhiov^

IA oar nelcliborliig cltytHllvinkee, there will be held from July 3 to 9th
the animal conTention of the "Vatlonal Xducatloxial Aesooiation't with
irtiich a latloiial Oeraaa Teaeher* e day le goini; to he coahlned* On thie
oceaeloat the preeideaiqr of the Oeraaa«J^Mrioan Teaehere Aeeooiationt
leeaed the followlnc appeal, to the aeahere of the Unlont and to all
frieade of Qersaa edaeational aethode In the Ujilted Stateei* In accordance
with the reeolutloa, paeeed at the Teacher*e Conrention in BnffalOt the
27th aamal aeetiac of the national Oenan-Aiierican Teaetere Union will
he held in M^lwoikee on the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th of Jxay^" At the
eaae tiae and at the ease place 'The Vational Xducatiohal Association"
held its aeetinc* 'he heautif^ city on Lake Michigan, will, on the days
eatioaed, heeoae the seeting place for thousands of teachers and friends
of education fron all parts of the cotintxy* Should this circumstance
not he sofficient, to induce every member of the German^American Teacher* s

Union to attend tbe next meeting of the Teachers day? It ought to be
our holy duty, to prore, that in the tree planted 27 yoars ago, there
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Aliendpest^ June l^, 1S9T*

!• %nOQffii sap left to brlag forth splendid fralt^* Mllwankreey will not
denj its good naae as a festiral eltj this year, fhe names of the Ben»
who as representatlres of the Geraan-lBerican citisens of Milwaukee, slgnsd
the iBTltationt is a c^iarantee, that the Tlsitors of the Teachers*, Say
will he offered a hearty hospitality^

To the entire Oeraan-iAseriean Teachers* Society » to all who desire to
cooperate for the aaintenance and disseaination of the German langoage
and a healthy, sensihle edoeation, this appeal is made to he present
at the 27th Teachers* Bay« le town, no school , where German is tan^t^
should fail to he represented on this occasion«

• -,

?
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ATianteoit^ June 28, 1896.

90 (SBlUl^iiaBICiV flACHBBS

.The ftemn-lBerlean Taaebers Union hat Bade the following appeall " On aeeonnt'

;^ of the oonrentlon of the &erii«-lnerlean feachere Union taking place in
Buffalo* • T.f Jvlj SyTtS* The cltisene comlttee* BuffalOt eendt Ite
h(ii|r^|ast Inrltatlon to all Germainteachere« We can aeenre all deliegatee /
itii^ OTery preparation hae heen aade to eolre their Imeineee and social
pftfbleMi* Inealee of Oeroany ^^tate ererynpheret axid Oervea education In
paULte eehoole le rerj mach attacked end criticised* In Ohio, Illlnolet
lew Toxkt In the last and feet, oach secret agitation ocears to bring a
deeitiira knock»oat at the opportane tine. Contlnaons Tlgllsnce and pre-
pavedUiass are necessaxar to oppose, successfdlljt each agitations* Only
a strong orgalsation will be of help# The indlTidoal Is powerless* It
is the teftj of erery Oeraaa-JUserican teacher to help font, snch an organisation,
or to support an existing one*

Our organisation has existed for 20 yearst its rig)it of existence cannot he
doubted; its successful agitation during the past 25 years cannot be deniedt
but^it was not able to prerent during the last year, the abolishing of Ifnssa

' .'^

. l'-'i.«'«V. J*. ,AttJl'j>i!^*^.^..:i^S^fL^i^ ,tfUlltA-j ?:£tikA^3i,t^i^jSM'^.i^jas}t£iijLtiiiijL 1fi^rft']i.im'^rtdK i' .^fi' -r ' rif'^triiii
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education In sone centers^ or llaltatlon of the same. The Indifference of
the Geraan teachers, the disregard of their personal and general interests*
hare paralysed the force of opposition of the organisation.

At the last conrention in Loaisyille, a more solid organisation was es-
tablishedt hj a change in the constitution, as >eside the indlTidnal asBhership,
the fprsMition of district and branch duhs has heen established* The
conrention in Bnffalo will show their actirities and successMa. Oar organisa^I
tion Bakes it possible for every German AiMriean teacher in public schools^
or priTate institutions, to hecoae a aenhert and ererjrbodj, who cares for thf
maintenance of the German language, will find support and friends in our r
Union* We have full confidence in the German-Aiaerican teachers, that thmy
will appear in great nnsfeers at our eonrention, and that they will show
their enthusiasm for the cause* The citisen committee has arranged a splendid
entertainment program* Besides gymnastics giren by pupils of the public
schools, an excursion to Viagara*Falls and Lewiston, has been arranged* The
headquarters are in the German American Hall (Orpheus Hall) comer of Vain
and Hi|^ Streets, lAiere all the meetings will take place* A great number of

..4
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private rooms have "been arranged for those who cannot find accommodations in
a hotel* All aiqplications should he made to Mr* H* Angeirmannt comer of
Gennessee and Washington Streets, Buffalo, K. T«

:M
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Our noted Geraaa doctor and citj bactorloloflBts, Dr. Adolph Oobraaim, it
botjr at present In nakliis a enffielent qoantltjr of Professor BsTrlng* s Seron
against Blphtbetla.

. . > -

A Aow laboratory for oodlcal and ehoalcal otudloo has boon ballt la the Cltj
Hall« to aeeoaodate oar staff of eltj doctors and ehaalsts, who are carrjing
out the ijqportant task of hoarding tbe health of oar pqpolatloa, partieolarl]
of oar ehlldrea. Coatacloas diseases are teeoalng Increasingly a danger
to the velfare of oar growing city pop^ilatlon and therefore desenre ill
posslhle attention >y capahle phyelclans, regardless of expenses and faonan

efforts* ^ .
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THE G£HI.;Ai: TEACHERS « GO^rraNTION.

GERMAN

The National Association of Genna&-American T^^achers sent a circular letter to
all German-American ter=chers of Chicpgo', requesting tnen to come to a meeting
at the Northside TurnerhsJLl, June 17th, 2 P.M.

The purDOse of the meeting is, to develop a detailed travelling schedule in
regards to the German Teachers' concention, which will be June 10th to June
lUth in Newark, N.J.

The described circular letter was si^ed by !.!• Schmishofer, 60I St. Elmo Street.
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September 23rd, IS93.

Verein Deutscher ZsJinaerzte.

GERMAN

The (Jerman D'^ntists of Chicago who met last night at the Schiller "building

decided after a thorough conference to establish an organisation for the purpose
of fostering the Crerman language and to restore mutual understanding among the pro-
fessional colleagues. Besides there shall bp held lectirres raiC ciscussions about
Dentistry. The following officials were elected: President-Dr, P. W. Huxmann;
Prot. Secretary- Dr. H. Schnitker; Corr. Secretary-Dr, William Rosenthal; Treasurer-
Dr. Ernest Pfennig.

.\

\

1
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The Oerman-American Teacher's Day.

In the Ipworth Hotel, corner of 39th Street and Monroe Avenue, the first session
of the 23rd Grerman TeacJieris Day took place. Already in the morning the delegates,
ahout 150, arrived from all parts of the country. The most represented were the
cities; Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Dayton, Springfield, Illinois, Newark, N.Y., New York
and St. Louis. The meeting was opened with a greeting address by Mr. Martin
Schmldthofer, the President of the local conrmlttee. He excused first the local
organization, for the poor preparations for the reception of the visiting teachers,
and pointed then to the importance of these German-American Teacher Days which
proves all the more necessary, as in several cities like St. Paul, Cleveland and righ
here in Chicago the natlvltism current "becomes overwhelming. After Mr. W. H. Welk
of Cincinnati, President of the Teacher's Alliance spoke for a firm co-operation of
the German teachers aM opposition to nativlsm.

An election of officers for the convention was held.
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AbenduQst. July 7th, 1393.

To-day's session started at 9 A..M. with a lecture of Seminary Director B. Dapp-
rich, Milwaukee on the topic: •• Some timely reforms of the public school System in
the U. S«" Assistant Superintendent G. Speer, Indianapolis, delivered a second
lecture* on Rousseau's "Emile" and Jean Paul's "Sevana."

Tomorrow 2 more lectures will he held. Professor &. Bamberger of this City will
sTDeak about Tadism" and Mr. Hahn of Cincinnati on some other themes.

The German teachers of Chicago are invited to attend to-morrow's lecture in
greater number. Yesterday's imrticipation was very poor.

Saturday evening the delegates will visit the German village and there the German
Teachers Day will be closed with a "commers."
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TOLL DONE, SCHOOL COUNCILI 'n^1_>>

Architect August Fiedler has been appointed superintendent of public school
construction. It is an admirable recognition of German ability and expertness»
•••• The veil known architect vas unanimously elected to the superintendency
of the newly created construction board and his salary fixed at $6,000« One
is- justified in congratulating Mr. Fiedler on his appointment and the school
board for its choice*

Business manager Gifford was requested to find suitable office quarters* Mr*
Fiedler was authorized to employ assistants before the next meeting of the
school board, if the necessity arises****



ihandpost . December 3, 1892.

Technical Club "Chicago"

•

Th# taehnleal association "Chicago" held its monthly meeting recently irtxich on
aceomt of the fast growing membership of the associationt was Tsry well attended.

Ingineer Haller as representatiTO of the German OoTemment to the Worlds 7air, has
been mKde a member of the association by acclamation. Mr. Haller also represents
the Qerman lagineer's and Architects Associationt which will risit next year the
Worlds fair by the thousands. After several important matters had been discnssedt
Prof. Dr.T«I»Siebel« member of the technical association "Chicago" was asked by
the president Ur.E.Wallmannt to make his announced speech about"Dr.Mehners chemical
Motor and the Second thermodynamical law".

This chemical motor which has been described by its inTsntor Dr.Mehner the first
time at a meeting of the Franklin institute, effects the transformation of atmos-
phere warmth into work, and is therefore as admitted by the inventor, a contradiction
of the second law of thermodynamics. This, howerer, should be no reason to reject
his invention and he refers to great scientific authorities and the thermodynamic ex-
perts of the Patent office in Washington. Dr.Slebel has made it his business to in-
vestigate the probabilities of the said motor without the acceptance of such a law
and, as it seems, has solved the problem completely. The speaker analysed the trans-
formation of the heat in the various stages of the Hehner's system and proved in an

ingenious and convincing manner, that the physioynomy of the chemical compounds of
sal ammonia and liquid ammonia used in this process are contraxy to the theoretic
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p#ssibllitl«« of the qrstem. The question that if taken for granted, tnSnTthe motor
was Dossible theoretieally, the danger of the formation of chlorine nitrogen would
aiklTtse of the motor impossible was answered by the speaker as follows: Though
this danger of a chemical nature of related substances does not prevail there are
serious difficulties for the practical use of such a qrstem. In a further discussion
it was statedt that the Uehner system should be regarded as a perpetuum mobile and
for this reason alone should be impossible. Dr.Siebel explained that the Uehner motor
is no i>erpetuum mobile in the real sense of the word, that is no mechanism with which
work without power could be prodoced from nothing. The Uehner motor presents a con->

servatiwe system, which though in contispous moTsment does not produce work on the
outside without equivalent on the other side. Such a system also had been declared
by the most eminent scientists as a perpetuum mobile but was deficient to the reso-
lution of the French acadeaiy of science made 100 years ago for rejection. Several
members of the association participated in the discussion as Dr.Bemard, Dr.Wein-
gaertner engineer Wallman, engineer Neuert, engineer Kandeler, Pres^Wallman thamked
Dr.Siebel for the scientific speech and asked the members arise.
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Oermaoi^Amerlcan Technical AsBOclation.

(OiBUAir

On account of the World' e 7alr taking place in 1893 in ChicagOt thousands of
Oerflian speaking technicians, artists, professors and others from all parts of
the world will visit Chicago and other important places of America. The German-
American Technical Association wishing to give these visitors all possible
assistance, offers their locals in the various places in Boston, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Lynnt Newaxk, Hew Tork, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis
and Washington as meeting places and at the disposal of these visitors. The
Chicago Club particulatrly should make all efforts to choose their locality for
1892 with consideration of the large number of scientific guests* As the
greater part of the American technicians is working during the day at their
special trade or business, measures should be tkken that all possible visitors
can also during daytime receive all the information, they are in need of* By
speeches, reports about the progress in the different branches of the Technique,
science and art, the interests of the visitors will be promoted as well as the
social and business ones.
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Abendp08t> August 20th, 1S92.

Descendants of the great Gennan Nation as representatives of science, art,
technique and commerce, are distributes all over the norld. In a country where
all Nations and languages are presented, we shall acquire esteem and honor by
making the German language as the universal tie of science representing visitors
of the Xuropean countries* To make the necessary preparations, It will be <. 1

desirable to have an Idea how many visitors are expected and to know the position
the various local organizations are taking on this plan«
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jji c Abendpostj July 20, 1892. ^
TliE Pl^TrjSTAIIT TSACIIERS ASSCCIATICN.

The Teacher's A^socis-ticn of the Protestejit Syncd cf America holds at present c

a meeting in the German-Prctestant lirinenuel Church, at Dearborn and 4^h c-

Streets. Besides Chicago, a number of School iioards of ot .er American cities

are represented. The Chairman, Ivlr. Parkebusch, of the Chicago St. Petri

Church, held the opening speech. The annual report was then read, end it seemed

very favorable.

The present meriibers^ip is 76. In the afternoon Teacher Baukohl from Quincy,

Illinois, held exi interesting speech, end to-day a rehearsal of a Geriiian per-

formance is planned by Kr. Thomas.
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Al)end'D09t. July Sth, 1892,

Dental Clinic,

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30;:;i)

Several dentists have rented a whole floor in the building of the Schiller
Theatre, they will occupy according to tr.eir own plan» This floor will contain nine
private offices, and a, general reception room. The floor has forty windows so that
each office is well lighted. Several prominent Doctors of Denistry( JDrs, Hermann
Euester, Rudolf Menn, H. Praum, 7. A. Sirken and S. Richardson) will occupy some. of
the offices. Two of the ••dental surgeries" may he obtained by the hour so that
different Doctors will be able to practice there.

sAs the price is^very reasonable, many doctors will avail themselves. Twelve to
fifteen dollars will be asked monthly. I forgot to mention that hot and cold water,
light and heating will be included so you see, the doctors will practice right in
the city which should be very advantageous for them. The offices will be ready
for occuoation Octbber 1st.
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Illinois Staats 2eitung « June 28, l892. „,,,, . ^ nr.o! ^'^T.

THE GEMfiAN TEACHERS.

The German teachers of Chicago had another meeting at the North Side
Turner Rally irtiich fortunately, was very well attended. The chief
topic discussed was the teacher's convention in Milwaukee.

Again the assenibly gave its approval to the idea of organising a German
teachers* club in Chicago. Dr. Zimmerman explained more fully how a
similar club had existed ten years ago, but how it had beenvsry diffi*
cult to keep it going, because of Chicago's vast expansion^ He added,
however, that he would gladly welcome the revived of such a club, -
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Illinoie Staats Zeitung , June 28, 1892

•

that he is deeply convinced of its usefulness, and that the new organi-

zation will find in him a true friend* A committee was appointed to draw

up statutes to be submitted at the next teacher's meeting in September*

/
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Illinois Staats > Z#itmm; Jan. 1, 1892. WPA (ILL) PROJ,3027i>

WnXIAU 0RIE8SER

Wllllau arlo86er Is one of our most prominent and able arohiteots^ In a short
time he has aohleyed a splendid reputation and his fame has spread orer the
entire United States* particularly in breifary oircles* During the past year he
worked in no less than ten states* At present he is in one of the eastern states,
where a most beautiful brewery will be oonstruoted aooording to his plans*

In ChloagOt the Gottfried Brewery t Sohoenhotent Amerloant Chli)agOt Feekert and max^
others testify of his activity and of his ability to combine the beautiful with
the practical*

He also has demonstrated his skill by drawing the plans for the Hoerder aymnasiumt

located at 23rd Street and Blue Island Avenue • His specialities are manufacturing

and industrial establishment*

At present he is working on plans for five breweries in Chicago €md is also active

for establishments West, Bastt North and South* Mr* ariesser established his

business six years ago* His untiring efforts were soon crowned with success t and in

a short time he enjoyed the confidence of the best citizens* Wf are h;appy for his
i-1-<4'_MS>lv-'k.-^^ «t ' ^'•^-•^-^''4ii

I ii i"i iMi Jiif ii'''iitrM liriiiii li' Tr'i^" I'l^^

.
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Chicapo Tribune, ?Tov, 15, 1891.
WFA (ILL) PHOj, 3027

p. 5 - 6 A German society of engineers^ architects, and chemists, knov/n as

the Societe Technique, met at No, 106 Randolph Street last evening and took
steps for establishing a bureau of information for societies r.nd professional
men of the United States and 3urope during the V/orld's Fair. This bureau will
be quartered in the new Gernnn Theatre Building. K. F. V/all2:^*-in is President
of the society, and Charles Otterstedde, Secretarj/".

^^'-.^faA-^ ^ .k^-«*^
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AbendT^ost. Novem'ber 2nd, 1S91.

GERMAN

Association of Technologists "Chicago."

With the beginning of this winter the Association of Technicians will prepare a
program which deserves the interest and the su-oport of all Chicagoans, particularly
of all the "better educated German-Americans.

This program has to do with the coining World's Pair. By means ofadvertisements
in newspapers and by sending circulars to governments. Societies, Cluhs, Unions etc.
the association of technicians intends to invite to the World's Pair all "German-"
speaking technologists, artists, industrialist, business men etc., and besides this,
to invite all Germanf coming to the Pair, to visit the Association of Technicians.

This organization will have an office open during the World's Pair, where all
German" speaking visitors can obtain free information about everything of im-oort-

ance to them. They will give information regarding hotels, boarding houses, private
rooms, transportation facilities, railroad and street car connections, places of
interests, guides for the World's fair, etc. Complaints will be investigated and
causes removed. They will issue warnings regarding those persons and organizations,
which are trying to take undue advantage of visitors.
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Abendpost, Noveml)er 2nd, IS9I.

Another importrnt plan of the association is to hold meetings, twice a week,

and to invite the visitors to report on all progress they have observed along their
particular speciality in technics, arts, etc* Important information shall then
l5e conveyed to other visitors and also published in those German newspapers which
support their program.



I
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Illlnola Staats Zeitiing ^ July 22, 1891.

The topic wslbi "How do you keep your lowest class in arithmetic constantly
enqployed?** A lively debate followed lAich was carried on in iUnglish.

Today and tomorrow two tests of teaching will be demonstrated before the con-
ference , and soTeral educational tasks will be discussed* P, Miller of
Schauoburg will lecture to-night at the Holy Cross uhurch to the teachers of
the conference.
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ABPPPOSf . Jtdy 8th, IS9I.

Vh* 0«rBaa-l|Mriea& Teaeb*r*a SaT'*

-1^1«mA:##9 J11I7 8th9 Mr* Henrj Baabt well^knova torm&r School SiiperlnteiidaBt for
rjfUimoitt lisld lioforo tbo Ooniiwiiirlcan Toaeter's Da9r» an interettlss lactara on
^fhat Shall Be PerfoxBod By Good School XnapoctsrT" The Soalnanr director, Inll
vBanprlA, ChicaiSOt spoko on 'fha (haltlTatloa Of fha Oerwn Laafoaga.' In hia apaach
: fe» dlTldad tha Ijaarlcan citiaa in ao far aa thagr haira a 6onrtUbarakla Oaman popolatioi^
^ into tharaa (ronpa, "fha Honor Oroupt tha So<*So Oronpt and the Moomins Oroop«*

. In tha firat ha conntad Cincinnati , Claraland, llilaaidcaa and Baltinora* Tha Sa-Sa
:&rovp had Chicago and Vaw Toric« To tha Moaminf Oronp incltidad St« Loaia, ?aaria
and Fittahorc* A mnibar of othar praniaing lactoraa ara foraaaan* In aanorj of
tha lata poat, and taachar, Bmaat Anton Snadnt» tha aaaaaibly atood folloaing a
notion nada hj Dr. E« H« Tick: of Cincinnati*
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A Grand Uadertakliig*
*

• • •

.

• -
' •

lh# Biiw Oemaa aedieal high adhool fonndfid by Br.John. Haloik 512 Noble St.pro-
aises to be one of tba most prominent one in the State. Leettiree are given both in
theJbiglieh and Oernan IngdBgB bgr some of the aoet well-known profeesore. ippli-»

eationt have already been receiTed froa 22 etndente. The following doctors have
been engnged to ooeopy the different chairs.

Snrgery - Br. L«I« RogerSt Dr. CLBamhaid, Dr.Dickson, Dr.J*A.SehBidtt I)r«W.S. Ear-
^my^ Br.J«B*Boynton«

-* Br.Ielson, fir.W.A. Smith, Br. J. Ualok.
•

•

'

> - •

<- Br.J.A.Prinby« Br.W.B.Hanna.•'-» ' , • .

^ Br.Chas.r.Bassett, Br.I.O. 7ellows.

.- Br. W.O. Chesseman

i,.-'^^:, ^>#

^> i-K 1

:>r-.^^^^

: / .^J'^'-C'./lX.J.:^..ii ?»»:-''•«« ^..t'^
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HmrwB Dl8#a8#8 - Dr* k. T. Booth

Sealotle « Sr«J.A«Smlth«

Heart aa^ T^DK P1*?fM * Dr. T.O, Pease

Patholojor - Dr« A« S. Butler.

m -» Dr« J.iS.S. Johnson

Br.Lodwlgf Dr«ff* Bal» Dr«A«&« Thome

* Dr«J»A« Schmidt 9 Dr.Wa. W« Barlson.

Chaalstry - Dr.X.C. Soholer

Phroatetle • Dr.H.B•Tenner.

Pharaaeolocr - Dr.D. Duncan

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30275

1

•|
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ToraMie Moai^^nf . O.W.Bassell (ttoni«7)

fiSB&lSlXJr- Or.l. S. B00d. Dr. Leon T.Hale

ftlflftftir - Sr.l. C. TaiDcham

- Dr. f, T. Clary.
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II B 2 g
II B 1 a TliE GERLIAII DEI:TI3TS

In De Berges Hall, 625 N. Clark Street, five ycung Geriuon L'emtists celebrated
the successful terninetion of their examination at the German American Dental
College, An introductory piano selection by Mr. Beseler was followed by Dr.

Brunhoff, one of the docents, who gave a lecture about the developments of
Dentistry whereupon Dr. Georf^e Schaller awarded the diplomas. Dr. Guttm8.nn

of Breslen delivered the farev/ell addretss, in which he gave great credit to
his excellent teachers. Mr. Guttmann leaves cur city soraev/hat reluctantly,
since he iiiade many friends; besides, he is greatful for the education he ob-
tained here.

•

Several, very appropriate speeches, songs and music go.ve added spice to the
dinner which followed. Student jokes, humorous scngs, recitations cf serious
and jovial noture, teriuinated the festive celebration.
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Illinois Staats Zeltung^ February 14, I890

TO THE EDITOR GSRUAN APOTHECARY DIPLOUA IN ILLINOIS

.

Tha Ansriean **Doetor** * title is not recognized in Germany. However, the possessor
of such a diploma is on a par, or rather is classified and has the same rights,
as a medical student who has graduated from a German gymnasium (high school)*
He has the choice of displaying his doctor- diploma in a frame, or leaving it in
his trunk* He may look at it whenever he feels inclined and exclaim: **I am an
U. H. after all.*

Ihat different experiences a prescription clerk of a drug store, duly supplied
with a Geman diploma, finds here! Not only is it entirely ignored, but he is
not permitted to make up a prescription without the supervision of a "^registered
clerk** or the regular druggist!
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minole Staats Zeitung^ February 14, I890

In order to be eligible for registration, he must first serve for a certain period
as apprentice in the state of Illinois, gain his knowledge by washing windows,
bottles, and make himself generally useful by selling patent-medicines* Anyone
who passed his examinations before the Board of Pharmacy, is a registered phar-
macist^ or a senior clerk*

Now then, what does such an examination consist of? It is made up of the trick*
iest questions which the exaaiiners can gather from all conceivable books and
which they, themselves, are not able to answer- without looking into the various
volumes* Questions irtiich are as useful to a drug dispenser as sauerkraut is to a
canary*
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Illinois Staats Zeitung^ February 14, l890, j

Lately, three German pharmacists appeared before the Board of Pharmacy*
All of them are experts in their vocations, recognized, and more capable than
any of their examiners* (The German element is not represented any longer
on the Board)* What was the result? The Germems failed* Why? - Because
they answered the silly questions and showed too much intelligence* A
few examples follows

**What is the difference between odorless (deodorized) and ordinary (simple)

tincture of opiiun?** One of the Germaji gentlemen gave this answer:
"^Deodorized tincture of opium should be free of narcotin, according to
the phfiurmacopoaia but,** he added, ''during the ten years I have been in the
United States, I have not found an opium tincture which is free from
this ingredient*** This was correct but evidently it heaped insult upon the
apothecary gentry*
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Illinois Staats 2eitung » February 14, l890#

Another question: "''^at are the symptoms of poisoning from digitalis and
its derivatives and what smtidotes would you use?** Here we have it!

Men who do not know how and where to find the human pulse-beat, ask toxi-
cological*pathological questions* It is all very good, that a drug-*clerk

or even a layman should know something about toxicology, (science of
poisons), but would he dare treat such a case on his own initiative,
without being a physician?

The next question was about the compounding of a phamaceutical preparation
The answer broke the candidates neck; since, after his reply, he could
not refrain from adding, that a practical drug salesman should always
consult the pharmacopoeia, as cursory memorizing of its general contents,
is not practically applicable and will inevitably lead to constant errors

•

He was absolutely correct, but then, no one asked him for his opinion.
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Illinois Staats Zeitung> February 14,1890

How vail the applicants answered their questions, I know fi^pxa personal in-

vestigation, yet, they failed* Whyt Because the answers they gave, with
their annotations, were scratched and considered as insufficient

•

The examination consisted of 150 questions* If one fills out the quest ionnaiie,
with or without help by looking at one*s cuffs, which have been previously
inscribed with gentle reminders and one is 75 por cent correct, that is, in the
sense of the examiners, then the registration will be certified*

Whether the examinee is capable of preparing a prescription or any preparation,
lege artis, is immaterial* Of what benefit, then, is the German^s diploma?
Well, he may hang it in his shanty to cover up a few dirt spots or hide
a bedbug nest, but to indulge in that introspections **^fter all, I am a
pharmacist,*' that is an untenable consolation*
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IllinoJB Staats ^eitung » February 14, 1890.

The writer knows many Meriean clerks and pharmaceutists who do not know,
that natrium and sodium or csilcium and potassium are the same thing, who
would not accept a prescription written in Latin, because they could not
read "'Dutch,** who looked in a half a dozen books for cuiua fervida and aqua

frigida (hot and cold water) and then sent to a ••German pharmacy" for

some of that •^imported stuff" - since they had sold their available
stock* May science long live!

Kendelhof

•
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GERMAN-AMERICAN EDUCATORS' DAY V?)
^'^'^ .^

The local coaralttee of the 19th Geman-American Educators* Day, proposed
for Jiily 9f held a meeting yeaterday afternoon at the Deutsche Cesellschaft*

During this meeting an appecd was adopted , which will be made known to
all Gexmans in the city by means of circulars and the press* The appeal
reads thus:

**To the Gezman people of Chicago! The 19th annual convention of the
National Gezman-American Educators* Day, will be held in Chicago from
July 9 to July 12» •

Qaestions will be dealt with which are of utmost importance to all Germans

•

The entire nation is showing such a hostility towards German achievements
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Chloagoar Arfaelter Zeitimg , Apr. 26, 1889 •

that we have perfectly Justified grounds for apprehension.

German education has been abolished in the public schools of two important
cities; in other places similar attacks were frustrated, but it can be
expected that new attenipts in this direction will follow*

Therefore, it seems our duty to stand \manimously for the preservation
of our present achievement, and not to relax our defense of what is acknowL
edged as right and good* .

The convention of the German-Americcui Educators* Bund should be formed
into an impressive manifestation of public opinion from this clity, which
boasts of having more students of the German language in the public schools
than any other dity in America*

As this matter is of interest to all, the local committee is asking that
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Chicagoer Aebelter Zeltung ^ Apr. 26, 1889 •

all those who seriously want to support Gennan education in the school
and home to do so with advice, assistance, visits to the meetings for
necessary preparations, and doing their utmost to make this convention
a complete success***
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Chicagoer Arbeiter Zeitung , Apr. 11, 1889.

GEia.J^'l'MLiLIilCJd^ EDUCATOR'S DP.Y

The local coiamittee held a meeting last night in I\iehoff 's Bank to decide
on the plans for the proper celebration of the 19th Gennan^i'inerican

Teacher's Day, on July 9th.

I»ir. Eberhardt, temporary chairman, called the meeting to order and gave
the following explanations:

'ViS knov/n to you all, the 19th German-American Educator's Day had been
scheduled for Indianapolis and not for Chicago. Conditions have made it
desirable to celebrate the North-American Educator's Day here.

\

"The local Germans now have the best local opportvmity openly to state
their views on their mother tongue and on the German customs prevailing
in this country.
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Chicagoer Arbeiter Zeltung , Apr. 11, 1889*

"The Genran language, which exemplifies the value of our old culture,
should be preserved for the benefit of the younger generations of this
country.

"It is, therefore, the duty, not only of every member of this committee,
but also of every intelligent German of this city, to contribute to the
success of this celebration."
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•

THP: 14TH G^i^MAN- A!ERICAN TICACHSR DAY.

In last night •s session of the convention, which was attended by a large audience,
LIr. Raab spoke about The obi ig'it ions of the Gernian-Americans and of the Gerrrnn

teachers towards the public schools.'*

The speaker announced at the beginning, that he holds Bourgeois* views of the land
of the free (Aiosrica) and presupposed a siLiilar attitude on the side of his audience*

He then said: ••,»1ioever sincerely strives for the purging of our public life, whoever
loves genuine popular government and desires the preservation of our freedom, cannot
sit idle and live only for hirnseli, and bury himself in his business or his art#
The corruption in high and low places, in positions of confidence or in private life,
can only be prevented, by the vigilance of us all.**

Then !.!r. Raab named the teachers to master the language of the country, because he
said, '*Lr^ngua.ge is the man".

Regarding German knownothingism the speaker expressed himself as follows:
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**We brought our social yiev/s and customs from the old fatherland, and have "oeen

throvm amongst a people whose history was built on different lines, V/e demand that

they respect our specific Gernnn views before we have taken the trouble to get

acquainted with the viev/points of our native fellow citizen. So v/e have started

the clamour of American knownothin(^:ism, and cuite oftc^n rorfjet, that on our side

exists about an equal amount of German knov/nothingism.

The educated "jnericm acknowled-res v/illin^ly v/liat is great and good and does not

make any distinction from where he receives that v/hich v/ill serve progress, if there

is one clasc amongst them v.dio would exclude the more liberal views of the old

world, you will, without doubt, have observed, how the influence of this element

slov/ly disappe--jrs, cind how the majority is not susceptible to the influence of

the narrov; minded and fanatic •**
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ChicP-go Arbeit er Zeitung , Aug* 2, 1883.

THE g':r::aii-a:.:]rigan T2ACH:i:R'3 day.

Professor 3:xmberger gave an interesting coi.jnittee report yesterday about handi-
craft schools.

T/iO interest in handicreift instruction and Tor working schools of the type of

workingmen's school in New York has in the past year ii^proved immensely.
7/hile a year a;^:o here and there the existence of these efforts v/r^s still being
questioned; todiy, in the very same places one is convinced of the soundness of
the v/orking schools*

The attitude toward this question, however, is certainly quite different. In
France the work schools are accepted exclusively as an excellent ueans to pro-
mote from the cotton trade and industry by educating capable workers. In

Gerraany interest is arounsed mostly because one believes onesaif able to help
the terrible distressed and poverty stricken pooulation ±ii many sections of the
country, by tnr.ining the children early to contribute to the family income.
Also because one thinks that the education of workers by these schools v/ill be
beneficial to the craft as well as to the young craftsman. In Sv/itzerland where
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the v;orkin;j; school is very popular, it appear ii, that one air.is at improving
nature through this school v/ork, just as one v/ould work on the perfection of
a nn chine.

In the afternoon session Liss 'Jiec-nd froin Cievel?^nd read zhe report of the
cO!:jnittee for kiiriderEartens of which Professor liaiLvj^.n of Detroit the well
known protagonist of Jrobel's ide is in Ahierica, is the author.

>

Fin-^.lly, the teachers association vras requested to protest strongly against
ohe intentions of the i:ilv/aukee School Board to elii]iin:\te the Kindergarten
from the plan of education. During the debate Vx. Schuricht said tiiat he
thcurht it advisable to appoint a committee, which should work out an address
oo the school boards in general to protest against the abolition of kinder-
gartens or their being damaged, because he said, he had been informed that
in most cities which adopted kindergartens, forces were at v/ork against them.

Mr» Grossiiian asserted to be sure, that there v/as no intention in i.ilv/aukee
to abolish the Brobel institutes, but the motion of :/r. Schuricht went
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through nevertheless, and IJessrs. Schuricht, Staab and Lliss ./iegand v/ere

appointed to* work out the address. P!r. Sold?tn predicted the efforts of
3t. Louis' authorities apainst Gerinan instruction would soon come to an end.
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Chic-^oer Arbeiter Zeitung , March 26, 1883.

INVITATION FOR PAHTICIPATION IN THE 14th GElIvlAN-AM 'RI CAN \

TEACirSRS' MEETINGA

"At the Grernan-American Teachers' Meeting at BiiffalOt N. Y«,last
year, Chicago was chosen for this year's meeting which will he
held during the summer vacation.

The German citizens of Chicago are welcoming this convention of
German-American pedagogues*
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Illinois Staats-Zeitung , April 5, 1878

SOCIETY OP GER1!A1T PHYSICIAIIS

The physicians of the discontinued Geman American Dispensary held a meeting
on the 20th of If-.st month for the purpose of reorganizing this institute. Dr.
Schaller, ^residing ov.er the meeting, introduced Dr, Uatthei, who ex-plained
how the Dispensary had to be closed for lr.ck of interest on the part of the
German po-oulation. The nev/ly founded Society of German Physicians should have
in every v/ard of the City one of the members of this society installed as
ward physician to take care of needy German patients, recommended by the
German Aid Society. The latter has declared its willingness to provide
free of ch;^.rge any needed quantity of drugs, medical and surgical instruments.
This generous offer of the German Society will made it possible to begin
at once with the formation of the new Society.

Dr. I. Cohn thentook the chair and axmounced that the new Society will have a
meeting every month, for which the date and location would be told in circular
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letters, sent to all members and to the press* A constitution for the new
Society will be resui at the next meeting.
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^OtBtman Women Teachers^

At the cxarririAtion for Germoii Tvomen teachers for the paihlic schools v/hich took

place yesterday, vrere only nine v/onen. Three of then did not understand one

\7ord of English, rjid two others v/ere deficient in other regards. Only two

seened to "be qualified. This is a sad situation and the German conriittee of

the School Board is facing; once more a lack of v/omen teachers of the G-ernan

language. ^



Illinois Staata Zeltung i January 8, 1873

GSUUN LAD7 TEACHERS.

aSRlUN

lh« Board of Iduoation is asking once more for Gamian women teachers*
Since the fire many yacancles have occurred. But the Board of Sducatlon
was unable to fill all the Yaeanclea ^ . . • .Up to yesterday* there were five
Taeanoies during the last fo\ir months • Inquiries were made at St« Louis
and Uilwaukeey but in neither these cities could women teachers be had«

To appoint men teachers* instead* is not possible either* The positions
do not pay a high enough salary to attract good teachers* and poor ones
are not wanted* Besides that* American ideals disapprove the idea of a
teacher going straight from the drawing-room to the school and vice-versa*
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Ve thus wish to attract the attention of parents to the fact that German
women teachers are in demandy and that teaching offers their daughters a
well paid career* Should the Germans be unwilling^ or unable , to furnish
the teachers 9 Americans will become suspicious and wonder why Germans are
asking for German instruction*
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Illinois Staate Zeitung, September 2* 1872*

DAM7 VON DSR HOHL

Ur. Von der Hohl^ local editor of the Illinois Staate Zeitung^ died
yesterday morning* He vas born 38 years ago in Germany » he acquired

there considerable philogical knowledge* After his emmigration he

spent at first sdme time as a merchant in Cuba* At the time of the
rebellion he was in Richmond ^ Va^^ where he was often in danger on
account of his loyalty to the union*

Later he was professor of languages at a school in Baltimore* While
there he also wrote articles for several German papers*
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In the year l867f he decided to devote himself entirely to journalism,
and first took a position with the Telegraph at Indianapolis* From
there he went to the Volksblatt in Pittsburgh. In December l871f
he took the position of local editor with our paper, a position he
hela until his death*

a
He leaves a young widow and/three year old daughter*
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A number of teachers met yesterday in the ••Deutsche Gesellschaft'* in order to
receive the report of the Constitutional Committee of the German-American
Teachers Association* On some paragraphs extensive debates ensued* The
conception of •Oermatt-American'' particularly caused difficulties* Witji one
minor change the Constitution was adopted. The Messrs BMSt Hansen, Schuts,
Eindinger, Henschel and Chronik were elected provlsbry members of the board.
They themselves named Mr. Hansen, President; Mr. Hoos. Vice-President;
Kindinger, Secretary; Schutt, Treasurer; Dr# Chronik. Librarian; and Henschel
Auditor.
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"DEUTSCHER SCHUIVEEEIN VON CHICAGO."

A meeting yesterday at the house of the German Society elected Mr* Schutt ita
chairman; Mr. Roost secretary. Mr. Heilmann, who really bad bro\2ght together
the meeting, made a speech in which he explained by an analysis of the aims
and purposes of the North American Teachers' Association (the speaker was not
a Chicagoan but editor of the paper of this association) what should be the
basis of a teachers* or school society. He pointed particularly to three
points of the program of the Teachers' Association: 1. Cultivation of the
German language, art and literature - 3. Introduction of progressive methods
into the American schools - 3. Safeguarding the interests of the German-
American teachers.

What he said about the German-American teachers was particularly worthy of
note. He said many of them who have taught in German schools in America for
years, are German but not German-American teachers. They are acquainted
neither with the language, nor with the history of this country. The German-
American school is very different from the German school. To point out only
one difference - the relationship to government and religion is quite different
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from Germany, and as it exercises a determining influence on the educational
•ysteflf the teacher who does not know it is hardly ftilly qualified for his
profession* The speaker then turned to the public schools, - the growth and
flourishing of which must he dear to the heart of the German-American teacher,
too* It is especially to he desired that the military discipline in those
schools be completely abolished, and that a purely x*ational ethical doctrine
be introduced*

Of course, the speaker finally said, he could not expect that everybody would
immediately subscribe to these fundamental principles, but one thing could
and should be done - the creation of a society that should work in the direc-
tion of these principles*

Dr* Hansen urged that the society should give itself a broader field to work
on by admitting not only teachers, but friends of the school and of public
education* In this sense, he moved that the new society should take the name
of "German School Society of Chicago*"
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The meeting appointed a committee that will prepare the nomination of permanent
officials and work out a constitution* We repeat that one of the essential con-

ditions of success is the election of good officials, that one should not name
to a committee people who hav^e already done so much dirty work that to do any
clean piece of work has t>ecome to them a rank impossihility* (Footnote: The

Staats Zeitoing here is iindoubtedly pointing to some pet aversion among the

prominent Germans or German teachers)

•

Among those present we saw Dr* Chronik, Julius Rosenthal, Dr* Hansen, Lindau,
Schaffranek, and others*
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Sonntagpost (Sunday edition of Abendpost ) , Dec« 30, 1934.

CNS HONDRBTH BIREHDAT ANNIV}2RSAH5r OF
F0DND3R OF SISBEN^S BREWERT

The one hundreth birthday cumiversaxy of Michael Sieben, the founder of
the breirery which is naif known all over the world, is celebrated these days
by the Chicago Sieben Brewery Company, 1470 Larrabee Street. For the festive
occasion an especially tasteful beer, the Sieben Centennial beer, was put on ^
the market. It was made after a receipt known to the family for seventy ^

years. ^

Michael Sieben was bom on January 3, 1835, in Sbersheim, near Uainz, Germany, ^
and died in Chicago September 5, 1925, at the age of ninety years • He learned 2
the honorable art of beer brewing in Mainz, Germany, and as birewer^s and ^
cooper* s assistant he Journeyed through Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

For two years he worked at I^ons, Man^y, and Dijon until the wanderlust urged him
to go to the unknown land on the other side of the big pond.
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Michael Siehen cane in the year 1860 to iVmerica. During the succeeding five

years, he worked as malster and brewer* s assistant, then as master brewer,

and later as manager in Chicago, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and Boston* In

the year 1865, he returned to Chicago and founded here the Sieben brewery in

the then Griswold Street. In the year 1876, the brewery moved to Larrabee

Street, south of Blaclchawk Street, at which place it is still operating today,

From the marriage of Michael Sieben and his wife Ida, nee Fausch, came seven

children, of whom two sons, William and Bernard, are in charge of the brewery

today.
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HOBBST a. SCHEDUEUANN DIES
^^f-^tone, tuo column-eighth of a page, front view of decease^

Robert Q. Soheunamann died of a heart attack at his home, 3240 Lake Shore
Drive, at the age of fifty-eeTen. His passing means a severe loss to his
famil7i the large number of his friends, and the entire Gennan popiilation

of Chicago. Mr. Scheunemann was bom in Chicago. After acquiring a thor-
ough education, he decided upon a coBmarcial career, and became, in the
course of time, one of the leading personalities in the insurance field.

In the year 1901 he married Bertha Ebhlsaat, daughter of the deceased
John D. Kbhlsaat, whose name is mentioned in Chicago *s history. The very
happy union resulted in the birth of a daigbter, Patricia. From the very
beginning Mr. Schexmemann took an active part in all German-American move-
ments. He was a member of the Germania Club, and also belonged to other
Gexnan-American societies. In the year 1922 he tras elected vice-president
of the Geznan Society.

m.
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His special fayorite was the Deutschamerikanische Altenhelm (Geinian-American
Home for the Aged) in Forest Park. He was the chairman of the executive
committee for ten years. In this capacity he devoted his whole attention
to this model institution of Chicago*s Gezmans. Under his leadership, the
large addition to the building was begun and completed. His interest in the
Home and his extensive business experience deserve the credit for the fact
that the institution survived the depression period without severe reverses.
Because of his graciousness and tact, Mr. Scheimemann was eilways able to
attract efficient co-workers into the management of the Altenheim. Between
him and the different organizations which were active in behalf of the
Altenheim, there was a relationship which was based upon complete confidence
and sincere friendship.

The funeral will take place tomorrow afternoon at one o'clock in the chapel
of Graceland Cemetery.

W.PJ\.
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FDHEKAL services for EUANDEL gall FRIDAY AFTERNOON

anamiel Galli honorary president of the Schwabenverein (Swabian Society)
and of the Gesangrerein Haimonie (Uarmony Singing Society]^ died yesterday
afternoon at the ripe old age of eighty 'years. Fiineral services for the
deceased will take place Friday afternoon at two o'clock in linn's funeral
chapel at 3415 North Clark Street, and the burial in Graceland Cemetery
will follow. The societies mentioned above will furnish the pallbearers,
for in these two societies the deceased took a special interest, although
he did <ake an active part in almost every German movement of the last half
century.

£^nanuel Gall was bom September 19, 1854, in Affalderbach, Wuerttemberg.
After attending school there he entered his father's business as an apprentice,
and learned the stonecutter's trade.

He was not yet twenty years old when he came to America and joined his
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brother in Chicago. His brother at that time had his own biisiness, a
stonecutting shop, in Lake View not far from Graceland cemetery. For
about two years the brothers were partners, until Emanuel Gall took the
business over in 1875. For fifty-three years, the deceased carried on the
business successfxilly, until he retired, about six years ago.

In 1877 he married Louise, who survives him. The marriage was happy, and
there were four children; a son George, and the daughters Kitty, Flora, and
Pauline, who join with the grieving widow, with two sisters who live in
Gennany, and with a large number of other relatives and friends in mourning
the passing of this highly respected man.

Only a few weeks ago Mr. Gall celebrated his eightieth birthday. Unfortunately
the condition of his health at that time was such that the Schwabenverein
and the singers had to forego a public celebration for which they had made .-^^^ X

! -^ ' r •

-'plans.
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BANKER LOEHR DIES

The funeral of the former Tiee-president and manager of the trust depart*
ment of the Continental Illinois Bank and Trust Company, Leon L« Loehr,
will take place tomorrow afternoon In the family home, 415 South Park
Arenue, ndiere he dliA yesterday of a sudden heart attack. He was sixty-
nine years old«

Loehr was bom In Bloomlngton, Illinois, and engaged In ^e practice of law.
In 1900 he became manager of the trust department of the old Merchants Loan
and Trust Coiq^any, and was later taken over In the same capacity by the
Illinois Bank and Trust Coiiq;>any, when this bank, after Its merger with the
Illinois Trust and Sav^lngs Bank, combined with the Illinois Iferchants Trust
Co]q)any to form the largest bank In the lUddle West.

«

In 1931 Ifr. Loehr retired, and after that time went on extensive trips. He
Is sorrlTed by his widow, two sisters, Mrs. George L. Khapp and Mrs. Laban
A. Arnold, and a brother. Earl Loehr, who resides In River Forest.
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KLBCTION OF OFFICERS

A well-attended meeting of the German Matual Fire Insurance Company of North

Chicago was held, January 25, in Prudential Hall.

The following officers were elected to serve during the current year:

President: George Pauli; Vice-president: William KLoempken; Secretary:

Joseph N* Schmitz; Treasxirer: Otto P. Ealvelage; Appraisers: Henry Rose,

Bernard ?• Jung, and Mathias J* Holzmer; Finance Committee: Joseph N. Jung,

Henry P. Grein, Joseph F# Hein, and John J. May.

The company was incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois in 1867,

and received a peacwanent charter in that year. Today it is known as one of

the strongest nitual fire insurance companies of the State of Illinois. Fol-

lowing is a statement of the financial status at the close of DecemDer, 1933:

ro
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Insurance fund partly invested in Chicago Sanitary District and Cook County
bond8~#298,231.28. Value of policies in force~|3,704,005.44. Assessed
liabilities—|68,49S.40»

C3
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LOUIS EAUniAN DSAD
Toxmar President of Eaufinan State Bank Dies from Heart Attack

yaneral serrices will be held tomorrow afternoon in the chapel of Oraceland
Cemetery for Louis EaufiBan^ banker and former president of the Eiauf&ian State
Bank, «bo died yesterday at the age of fifty-nine years* -a

TV
CD

After the closing of the Bank, about two years ago, Mr. Eauftaan was forced to -^

find other employment* He finally obtained a position with the brokers Andersox^
Plotz, and Company, 29 South LaSalle Street* He lived at the Rienzi Hotel* It ^
was there that his body was discovered by his son, GeorgOf assistant business
manager of the Covenant Club*

Shortly before the outbreak of the World War Mr* Eaufiian left Hungary and came
to Chicago* Soon after his arrival he established a private bank and steamship
ticket agency, which was prosperous ri^t from the beginning* Later, in con-
formance with banking laws which had been enacted in the meantime, the business
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was transfoxmed into a state bank, and Louis Eauflnan beeame its president*
liany of bis countryman were among bis clients. Tbe banking crisis Vhicb affected
the whole country , more or less, did not spare this bank, which had to close its
doors in February 9 1932«

o
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TII.IE-:IGNORED oT -KE

v;>

y^l^^

At the 75th birthday celebration of Ilr. Carl Stein, president of Carl

Stein and Sons Co., 1017 7/. Division St., v/hich celebration v;as held

yesterday at the Lincoln Turner Hall, a *'Stein" (Stone), a genuine one,

which had only the name in c irrnion V7ith I'r. Stein, played v. pro.^iinent

role. Carl Stein received fron the old country, from his own estate,

a st^ne, as a birthday present. Tia- stone is 200 years old and bears

the inscription: J. ^. St. 1754.

Kr. Stein is a Swabian, bom in Illigen. He came to America in 1887 and

is nov7 the president of Carl Stein Sc Co., a v/ell Icnovm stonecutter firm.

Naturally, the Sv;abians celebrated their countryman's birthday. The

celebration took t)lace at the Lincoln Turner Hall.

With the stone from Ilaulbroun hangs a tale: Hermann 3tein, son of Carl

Stein, v;as in the old :-.one of his father not long ago. From there he
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brou/^ht this venerable stone/ v/hich originates fron the Llaulbroun
Cloister, where it was used as a cornerstone about 200 years ago. He
brouglit also another stone 7/hich came from the stonecutter plant q:

his ancestors, the latter stone being thus, a real piece of the o?

house. The progenitors of Stein were already for 400 years in the
stone cutting business, as can be seen by the initials engraved on the
stone, J, P. St. (Johann Philipp Stein). These initials are the
nonogram of those of Stein. Mr. Carl Stein's joy, caused by this
occasion, can easily be understood.
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CALLED BY DEATH

With Oeorga R« Stege, who for many years was in the brewery business another
Chicagoan of German descent passed away* After the death of his father Mr« Gr»

Stege, together with his brother Richard and the since deceased E* A, Stege, took
over the E. R. Stege brewery, as president of the firm •

He was a Chicagoan bom in July, "'^^8. His father was active in the brewery
business, but his plant became a tinder of the great Chicago Fire. After a tempor-
ary residence in Blue Island, the parents returned to Chicago where the father of
the deceased started the E. R. Stege brewery, v/hich was later conducted by his sons,
up to the ti^ s when prohibition began* Then Mr* Stege retired into private life*

The deceased was a member of the Medinah Athletic Club, and of the Oak Park and

Pistakee Yacht Club* He was well known, not only among businessmen, but' also in

social circles* He lived at 332 Cuyler Av*, in Oak Park* The fimeral took place
in Forest Home* He is survived by his widow, also by his sons George R. Jr. Earl
Russel, Robert Enmiett, and his daughter, Mrs* Babette Stege Steffens.

>
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FATfER J-IJD SON
Kenry G. Zander Jr. Succe^eds Father as

President of Chicarp's Real-:istate Board ^

For the first time in the history of the Chicago- Real Estate Board, a son -^

has succeeded his father to the presidency. ^ P

The new president, Henry G. Zander, Jr., one of the directors of the g
organization for the last three years, is now in his thirty-sixth year,

having been born here in Chica^^o. ilfter completing school, he went to the

University of V/isconsin. Then he served twenty-tv/o months in the Army D^

during the vrcir. Toeether with his father and brother he has been
conductinr: his real-estate business, Kenry G. Zander & Conpanj^ founded in

1892.

The older Henry G. Zander cane here from (Germany at the tx^e of eleven, in

1880. -vfter occupyinc various positions, he was elected president of the

Chicaco Real Instate Board in Deceiiber, 1923.
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In connection v/ith the ..'orld's Fair, there v/ill be a convention of the >-.

national or^tanization of reril-estate boards of the entire country here P
next year. "^
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OLD II3IDJL3:inG AT TilJ IT/lin' ..1)1LD'3 l^J?.

. Ia;-or 3or:ial: :.'.iC:3s i]>3 3ch of Lvr-i"

of Cornerstone J'.iis ^.ftjrnoon

G ;:i.:ji

•o

At th3 sit3 of tha '.'orldts j-iir thjra took p.\ajo, tl.is ^rtjrnoon, th3
layin;: of t]i3 cornjr stone for tlio Clcl Ilsidalbjr,;; Irni; it v/as attandod by
nany outstanding :>';r3or.';liti3s. It is thj structuro int3nd3d to jontain a
rostaurant v/ith a rr.tli.ikiller 3r3Ct3d by thj brothsrs ::a:c and V.obort Jitol,

;3'ar3 told that this structure is going to be the largest building to sjrve
such purposes at the Jorld^s 7-.ir.

r.obort ;it3l addressed the guents witnssGin;; the layii;; of the corner ntone
Aith sincere ;7ords. Tlut, c ;in^: to cold v/eather, he :::ade it rat^jr brief and
concluded by giving jx^pression to the hope that at the ti:ie the inn is open
for business there v/ill.be a os-jibility to sit in the rentaurant or in the
rathshellor and peacefully enjoy a ;;lass of b^er.
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g::i.:'j:

."u:T>r ::oria:: foUov/ad : 'r. _.it d1 .;ith a brief adclrssG, in v/liicli Lg con-

cratulatsd thoso v;ho undartool: c-rnc; p.'x-nnod tlu ritr.iaturo, cad 3xpr3S33d th-a

hope tliat "Cld T'aidalbar:'' ni.^lit baco.ia a to'.zan of tha rstui-n of tho foliar

da^s of :^erG..n:Al libartr. Tlion ho drxv the -ttontion to ^»Cld Ilaidalb^rs"

and to it3 sojiiinc destiny to occupy a plaoa of honor at the ..^r.ld's l?Vair,

It v/ill also :-.:aintain that placa jast as tha Brothers :it-;l, v;ho in the

year lo93 lade a favorable reputation for the sa-ie fiald at anotajr Jorld's

j^air.

Tho naycr loc]:ed forv/ard to bain^ ona of tha :'ir?.t cuasts of '»Cld llaidalbar-''

at the'opaninc of tha .:orld«s ?air, not only to an/cy raniniscancas of forjiar

days, but f^atafully to raiiunbar tha pleasant dayn ho spent in Germany during

tho past sa-.n.iar nonths.

Besides i.ayor Car-'iah, there v;ara- at the layinc of tha corner stone the follov;-

ins cT^osts of honor: tha Oarrnan consul .^aneral, Dr. ::. 7. 3i;riOn; Jmst J.

Ifruatnan, chaiman of the Gainan c-oup of tha 7orld»s ?air and vice-president
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of the clty*s board of local Improvements; Ernst Buehler, Swiss consul and
member of the city's board of education; Dr. O.L.Schmidt, Ludwig Plate,
A. C. E. Schmidt, Fred Haake, Oscar Mayer, Jr., Edward H. Landsberg, Mrs.
Emma Eitel, Emil Eitel, Paul H. Mueller, editor of the Abendpost and
Sonntagpost , Rufus Dawes, Mr. IVhitfield, and Dr. Moulton.

O
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GOLDEN WEDDING

Today^ surrounded by their relatives, numerous friends, and acquaintances,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Reimer of 6343 South Rockwell Street will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary at the Hotel Graemere*

The celebrant was born seventy-four years ago at Petersdorf in the Province
of Holstein, and came to Chicago at the age of fifteen* Here he served as
an apprentice to a stairbuilder, and he has been active in this trade ever
since* His loyal wife, Mrs* Louise Reimer, was bom here in Chicago in the
year 1862* Her parents came from Mecldenburg*

The happy union was blessed with four children* Two sons-in-law, one the
husband of Mrs* Anna Dvorak and the other the husband of Mrs* Clara Utesch,
had the privilege of sharing in the celebration of the anniversary of their
parents-in-law* Besides these, two grandchildren, Franklin Dvorak and
Lucille Utesch, are included among the celebrants* next of kin* The old
couple continue to enjoy the best of health*
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HEINRICH SCHNEIDER PASSES

The death of Heinrich Schneider, the well-known contractor fron Chicago, has
been reported in dispatches from Miami, Florida. Bonn, on the Rhein, was the
place of his birth. He was born there in 1863, but came to this country as an
immigrant nineteen years later. He selected Baltimore as his home, but
Chicago seemed to call him. Finally, he settled in Nonvood Park, a hamlet,
which was incorporated in Chicago many years later.

Mr. Schneider served this city more than forty years as a builder and contractor.
Many of the city's constructions are a credit to his memory. Numerous buildings
which were an ornamental addition to the World's Fair of 1893, were erected by^
that acknowledged talent Although his health was failing, his death came
unexpectedly.
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JOHK L. SCHiraiER D3AD

John L. Schneller, an old Turner (Gymnast) who died yesterday at his home-^
615 N. 7;ells Street, will be hurried tomorrow. He was 76 years old.
Schneller, who was well known in Turner Circles and always took an active
part in all German activities, is counted as one of the German pioneers.
Born in Germany, he came to Chicago in 1871 where he v/as f^iven employnent
as- a baker, in which trade he was considered an expert. In later years
he conducted the Olympia Hotel, 615 N. :;ells Street, 7/hich was a meeting
place of Germans of the lower North Side#

One son, Melchito, and a daughter, Mrs. Llary Schafer, s\irvive him. In
addition to the Turgerieinde, the deceased belonged to a n\imber of German
societies.

WH.
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Alax L, Teich

Liax L« Teich, at present manager of tne Jefferson Hotel in ot. Louis, i.dssouri,

and co-ov.ner of the well-kiiown Hotel iitlaiitic, the old Kaiserhof, was born in

1875 in the principality of Greiz, *." estern oaxony, in southern Geriaany.

After co-:apleting hit-: primary school education, Teich attended the co ^lercial

school of Dresden, oaiwOny and subse ^uently became a bookkeeper in various

mercantile houses in Dresden, Berlin, and Hamburr.

He came to the United ^.tates in 1892 and settleu in Chicago, Illinois.

^or eleven years he served as assistant ma;iager of tiie Bis.iarck hotel, until

he and Garl Koesslor were i.skec to ta.ie chargie of the Congress iiotel.

In 1902, 'leich ai.c Roessler opened the xvtlantic liotel; their untiring efforts

,"' o
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succeeded in maicing the institution very popular. V.lien their business interests
finally required expansion, Roessler and Teich bought the Jefferson Hotel in St.
Louis, Iklissouri. The org^nal building v^as greatly enlarged and nev.ly appointed,
Teich was put in charge of the flourishing enterprise.

Teich married in 1896 and has tvio children, Fredrick and- Elizabeth. He is an
active member of several clubs, among them the German Club. He is also a
Freemason and is affiliated v;ith the Art Institute and the Chicago Historical
Society.

%
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RSAL ESTATiC
'

A synflicate headed by Nathan Shefner, an attorney, will build a four-
story hotel on 4820-4822 W. Chicago Avenue. Raymond Gregori, architect,
drew the plans for the $160,000 building, which will have 80 rooms, each
with a private bathroom. Wollenberger and Company have financed the
venture. The new hotel has been leased to Jacob Siegel, well-known
hotel owner. The lease is for twenty-five years and calls for $288,000.
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The Truth Espoused By The German Real Estate Firm;
Facts ^Vhich German Investors Should Know

(Advertisement)

The developments in the stock market during the last fevf v/eeks have been
veritable eye openers for many who refused to listen before. The craving
for quick, effortless gain has been the ruination of hundreds of thousands
throughout the land, tens of thousands in cur own city. These people lost
considerable sums, possibly all of their savings, the accumulation of years
of painstaking effort.

Will it be a lesson for the future? In conformity to general predictions
and based on present experiences, a general reversion of public sentiment
is noticeable. The people now favor real estate - "A change of sentiment" -

does not the sense in these few v;ords expose the entire nonsense to which

— \
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I C the general public had subscribed - in as far as their hard-earned money

is concerned?

Investment of capital should not be based on sentiment, tips, luck, or opinion
It must be ruled by science. This knowledge is not obtainable from "good
friends," nor from neighbors or relatives. It is procurable only through ex-
perts and scientific analysis.

Bonds, building and loan mortgages are secured by real estate. Obviously
real estate must be the foundation of all other investments, and, therefore,
the safest. This represents one phase of investment science. Chicago real
estate is the most prolific, profit yielding investment we have today and
it appears at present to be the best on earth for the next decade, llhy -

hov; so? The experts know it and this represents the second factor of invest-
ment science.

Vi/hy is the public uninformed and why do people act only according to their
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I C moods? Or rely on luck - for better or v/orse - following the suggestions

of uninformed advisors or \inscrupulous schemers? Either because no oppor-
tunity exists to ascertain the truth, or many are too indifferent to benefit
from available information.

Chicago faces a rise in real estate values unequalled in its history, thanks
to the impending traction settlement, the opening of the ^^Lakes to the Gulf
waterway," the immense increase in industries and population, and the V/orld*s

Fair preparations scheduled for next spring. The experts are aware of this
and the public ought to knov; it! 7/ill the Germans participate in the greatest
of possibilities that ever presented themselves in this or other American
cities; profits that are realizable v/ithin the Hear future? Or v/ill they
stand aside and look on as others become financially independent in a few
years? They can hear, read about it, and be instructed, aided by capable,
honest, German guidance. This will prepare our German people for the great
city development which is due in the immediate future. The German Real
Estate Company of Chicago, known as The Greater Chicago Investment Company,

/

•-, t
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I C (not incorporated) offers to the Germans every possibility to study and

investigate facts in their true light - without obligation. As a
^'reliable organization'* it believes in exemplory management. As a member of
the Real Estate Board of Chicago, it subscribes to the ethical laws of the
National Real Estate Board of America; as a member of the Chicago Association
of Commerce it enjoys incontestable and true information from the most re-
liable sources - Constant protection is given to its investors by insuring
them in large companies, thereby providing money in case of sickness, accident,
death, and even temporary \inemployment . This guarantees protection to the
investor.

In serving the German public and in view of the impending rise in Chicago
real estate values, the Greater Chicago Investment Company, (not incorporated)
has arranged to give free instruction without obligation to participants.
These lessons are given in German. The course comprises three lectures, one

per week, during evening hours, also free participation in all investigations
and inspection trips which the firm provides. Persons interested in this
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II F
I C coiirse will kindly send their names and addresses, including a few lines,

whereupon detailed information will be mailed. No molestation nor visit-

ing agentsi

Announcement!

The Greater Chicago Investment Company (not incorporated) hereby also informs

the public that its organization has been augmented by an exchange department,

which is always available for interested parties who desire to exchange

properties.

The Greater Chicago Investment Company (not incorporated), "a reliable

organization," R. L. Diesterweg, president. Licensed in Illinois, Wisconsin,

Indiana. Branch offices in Fort V/ayne (Indiana), Milwaukee (V/isconsin)

,

Sheboygan (Wisconsin). Main office: 35 East Wacker Drive. Phone: Franklin

2253, Chicago, Illinois. Member of the Chicago Real Estate Board, Chicago

Association of Commerce, German-American Chamber of Commerce, Chicago;
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C1IARL2S TI. IVAGKiSR AITD TIL^ CHICAGO PLiMT

The Chicago plan may be well regarded as one of the most genial creations
in the field of city planning. Chicago is indebted to it for a rapid ex-
pansion, a grov/th v/hich astounded the world and v/hich insulted in elevating
our "Windy City" to the ranks of the leading cosmopolitan centers.

This plan and the ceaseless energy to bring it to fruition are attributes
of our city xvith v;hich the name of Charles E, ./acker will forever be
associated.

The plan to provide a definite design for our city, the striving metropolis
of the Middle Jest, commenced to shape itself definitely at the time of the
Chicago Vforld»s Fair, in 1893.

The chief engineer of the World's Fair, Daniel 3. Bumham, and his assistant,
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rW E. H. Bennett^ were the original advocates of the plan, according to

Charles H. Wacker. This modesty is one of the typical virtues
of Wacker. Although he has been deeply involved in the plan, vdiich no one
doubts, he shows a certain self-effacement and gives unstinted credit to
others, although he has labored fully as diligently as any other man affiliated
with the venture.

But in providing this plan, only the foundation for Chicago's future was laid.

After all, it was the realization, the execution of the plan that gave us the
deciding factor for the development of the city.

And here, there is only one name, only one man who deserves the credit for the
achievement which required considerable diplomacy, energy, and much patience
in bringing this plan to culmination; and that is Charles H. Wacker*

The History of the Plan
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GERMAN

- The ideas of Bumham, Bennett, and Wacker at the time of the
Chicago World's Eair, in 1893, were often discussed in the Com-

mercial Club of Chicago and also at the Merchants* Club»

In 1906, a committee was api)ointed to consider it. Cheirles D« Morton,
president of the Merchants* Club, nominated its members. A year later
both clubs combined and appealed to Fred Busse, Chicago's mayor at that
time, to appoint a commission to consider the planning of a greater Chicago.

The mayor acquiesced, and within a year the commission was created with
due concurrence by the city council.

Wacker was a member of it from the very beginning.

The members of this commission, so it was agreed, were the elected mayor,
the members of the city council, the department heads of our diverse city
administration, and to this a suitable number of citizens were added. Of
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I C
rv tKe latter, they chose those who were particularly adapted

through their economic and social position to properly represent

the interests of the public*

The first president of the Chicago Plan Commission - that was the name of

the new commission - was Charles D. Norton. He retired from this position

two years later. Charles H. V/acker accepted it, remaining in that post

fully fifteen years. He worked with an enthusiasm and energy which has

seldom been equalled in this country because after all, no emoluments were

attached to this office.

In 1927, however, ill health compelled V/acker to resign from the Commission.

Valuable support was given to Wacker by the administrational director,Walter
S. Moody^and his successor, Eugene S. Taylor.

What is the Chicago Plan?

In Wacker's own words the plan conqprised four definite principles in controlling
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I C
lY Chicago *s future building developments: Unlfoxsolty, orderliness,

conformability, and suitability.

As VJacker described it, it was a definite ideal, something intangible which
we cannot grasp, akin to the sailor who watches the storm-tossed waves of
the ocean, lie follow indications, trends, and finally reach the goal.

The first object of the plan was to provide diagonal arterial highways of
sufficient width to provide unhampered traffic to the main business section
of the city, and this was particularly important in view of the transportation
problems at that time. Next were a sufficient number of connecting links and
enough bridges of modem design to be practical in giving adequate relief to
the ever-increasing traffic and congestion. Furthermore, the architectural
designs were to be of such a natu^^e as to be a fitting ornament to the city,
besides compljring with utility in general.

The public did not always give unanimous approval to the suggestions of the / ?" ^^
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I C
IV planning commission and tliis proved :iostly detrimental to our citizenr:;*.

Here, for instance, one may give a glaring example: the projectedwidening
of Halsted Street.

At the time when the Commission broached this subject, the landoivners and mer-
chants objected on the grounds that the high cost of such inprovemonts would
make it prohibitive. They would not be able to bear the cost.

lialsted Street re.T.ained narrov;, much too narrow for its natural traffic. Many
years Inter the property owners of the street appeared before the Chicago Plan
Commission, requesting that the street be widened. But it was too late then.

The mounting costs, particularly the payments for condemnation, had risen so
much that the project had to be postponed indefinitely.
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I C

IV Similar difficulties confronted the Coiamission in its attempt to widen
Michigan Boulevard. landless lav/ suits ensued and had to be settled

before the city acquired the legal right—whereby the Plan Commission was
finally enabled to proceed in giving the city> a thoroughfare, commensurate
with the traffic demands.

Today the landovmers on this street are more than glad that they lost their
law suits. Not only was the widening of Michigan Boulevard a dire necessity,
but the widening of this thoroughfare greatly increased property values.

Aside from the widening of Michigan Boulevard, the creation of the Outer Drive
and Lake Shore Drive, all instigated by the Chicago Plan Commission under
;i/acker's leadership, one must mention above all the changes of South Water
Street, that historical road, Chicago's oldest street.

Here V/acker would not rest until this neglected street became a double-deck,
modem thoroughfare.

hi
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IV This road now bears the ncLme of its creator, V/acker Drive.

The Future Plans

Among the future plans that are supposed to be realized within the next few
years, and which represent the far-reaching vision of V/acker, is a new depot
to replace the antiquated structure of the Illinois Central Railroad, on
Park Row and Michigan Boulevard. The new depot is to be located south of
the present station. Particular stress is laid on one point, that it shall
conform architecturally to the classical lines of the new Field Museum, and
the new Aquarium. This will decidedly improve the appeareince of the city.

Furthermore, a large connecting bridge between the Southern and Northern
Outer Drive has been contemplated. This will greatly facilitate and speed
up northern and southern traffic.
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I C
IV Thirdly, the eastern part of the Chicago River, between Eighteenth

Street and Folk Street; is slated for changes, in order to lengthen
La Salle Street in a southerly direction* The old river bed will have to
be filled in and a new one will have to be built. Small wonder that such
gigantic plans were often regarded as "dreams*' and were even rewarded with
ridicule*

A new Post Office is to be erected. According to indications, it will cover
six acres and the estimated cost is twelve million dollars^ in ro\ind figures.
Here also the Plan Commission's opinions will be the deciding factors. Their
dictum provides that aside from the standpoint of utility it must also have
architectural value as befits a modem public building.

Also a new Union Depot has been regarded by the Chicago Plan Commission as a
necessary adjimct of the city. Uany other improvements have been listed, too
numerous to be enumerated here.

aJK'
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IV Wacker fought with incomparable energy for the aims of the Chicago

Plan Commission. We do not overrate his efforts by attributing
Chicago's large growth and planned beauty to his efforts.

Did Not Bile - Convinced

According to V/acker*s opinion it would have been useless to inaugurate these
far-reaching plans of the Chicago Plan Commission by resorting to municipal
decrees. He did not intend to rule, he desired, above all, to convince.
He wished to obtain the confidence of the masses by showing the evident
benefits and proving the necessity of the proposed changes and additions.

Propaganda was, and had to be, resorted to. The spoken word, written matter,
and even films did their share. And this publicity even permeated the schools.
I^om here the children brought the news to their elders, and, consequently,
there is not a person litlng in our Chicago who does not know what the Chicago
plan represents and why one or another improvement is a civic necessity.
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IV All Chicago is fully aware today that these diverse labors not

only beautify our city, but that they solve the technical problems
of our complex traffic. More than that the plan anticipates future needs.
In connection with this, one need only point to the hopeless traffic snarls
of outer city streets, the so-called automobile routes, during evening hours.

Here human vision has provided a far-reaching plan, at present premature,
but the only feasible means to give Chicago an opportunity to grow - as
befits a world metropolis; at least, it facilitates matters.

Fully convinced that he was fighting for a worthy cause that benefits the
people and brooks no regression by tiring and lagging efforts, V/acker wrote
the following words in 1927:

'^Finally, permit me to declare: All who are involved in the beautification
of Chicago, draw their inspiration from a historical retrospection of our city.

^.?V
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10
IV I earnestly implore every individual citizen to heed this inner call

—

it is an enthusiasm that leads to the performance of future deeds. As
he looks into the past, he will perceive examples of united labor, united
plans, intertwined by faith and a belief in the future of our city. Before
his inner eye, his subconscious mind, appear dreams leading to reality.
IVhen the spirit of 1871 and 1893 rules our younger generation, then we, the
pioneers, can confidently entrust our burden to our sons»"
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CHi\RLES H. V/ACKSR DISS AT LAKE GtCNEVA

After a life of restless activity dedicated to the beautifying and development
of cosmopolitan Chicago, one of its greatest citizens, Charles H« Wacker,
chairman of the Chicago Flan Commission, departed to the Great Beyond at
the age of seventy-three

•

Although his demise v/as not unexpected, it nevertheless brought a vacancy in
the ranks, and it will be difficult to replace him# Charles E. Wacker*s life
was monumental • He was a man of profound insight, a visionary of rare powers,
a splendid example proving that Americans of German extraction are one of our
most valued civic assets*

In Charles H« Wacker the spiritual development of his progenitors asserted
itself, and to this must be added a thorough education which proved highly
valuable in later years. His father, Friedrich Wacker, starting life as a
common farm-laborer, and later turning to the brewing business, became a
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great industrialist at the age of fifty-four.

Charles E« Wacker was born on August 29, 1856, in Chicago* He studied here,
then attended the Lake Forest Academy, and completed his education at the
xiniversities in Stuttgart and Genf , where he remained for three years.
Extended journeys in Europe, Africa, and America broadened his views* /a
half-tone is shown^

Upon returning to Chicago, he worked in a commission house until 1880^ when
his father made him a partner in his malting firm, then known as F« Wacker and
Son* In 1882 Friedrich Wacker foxinded the V/acker and Birk Brewing and Malting
Company; his son, Charles V/acker, becoming president of the corporation after
his father's death in 1884* Charles V/acker was also president of the McAvoy
Brewing Company for several years and president and director of the Chicago
Heights Land Association, director of the Corn Exchange National Bankf Chicago
Title and Trust Company, South Elevator Company, and other enterprises*

As the youngest member of the Chicago ;Vorld«s Fair directorate, he first con-
ceived the idea of beautifying Chicago on a large scale* Finally, when the
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Chicago Plan Commission became a reality under Mayor Fred Basse's administration,
Wacker realized his goal. His forethought will make the name unforgettable for
generations* The great network of boulevards and parks in the city, the im-
provements on the lake shore, the forest belt, and the first double-deck street
bearing his name represent only a small part of his encompassing plans.

A Life of Labor

What Charles E» 7/acker has done for his native city will never be fully known.
No one is aware just how many days and nights he sacrificed without thought of
remuneration or personal aggrandizement, all for but one cause, the beautifi-
cation of his native environment, and in this quest he labored ceaselessly
until declining health compelled him to resign from the Plan Commission.

He died in his home, at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. He is survived by his wife,
Ella T. Wacker; two sons, Frederick G. and Charles E. Jr., as well as a
daughter, Mrs. Earl Zimmennann. Their bereavement is shared by countless
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acquaintances and intimate friends, his collaborators, and others who
knew him for years, among the latter the members of the Swabian Club, which
is proud of its departed honorary member; the Germania Club, the Chicago
Gymnastic Association, and the bwabian Aid Society. The Chicago Song Club
has lost its honary president, and it v;as here, at the funeral of conductor
Boeppler, when Charles H. Wacker appeared for the last time among Chicago's
Germans

•

Shunning displays, his funeral will be an unostentatious affair.

(a WIO
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GERI^I BUILDS HIS OY.'N PLANE

^^^iraaslator's note. - A half tone of an amphibian plane is shoivn^

J. H. VJendt, former German flier, is busy at his workshop, 56 East 21st

Street, building his amphibian plane which he has christened "Sea Devil."

The ship is said to be large enough to carry fourteen persons safely.

Provisions have been made for two pilots.
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V/HC DOES NOT KNOV/ HIM?
KARL EITEL

/k line work sketch is published, about eight inches on two coliimns.

Translatoj^

The Bismarck Hotel is closely associated with 2itel Brothers, the
leaders of this enterprise. Since the opening of the present hotel
in 1926, the brothers have been its directing force.

Karl Eitel is the younger of the two brothers, and like Emil ^itel/,
who is the senior by six years, was also born in Stuttgart. The
former's birthday being in January, 1871. He graduated from the
SQBmasium of his hometown and continued his studies at the Technikum
technical Highschool / in Reutlingen.
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Karl 2itel*s ambition was a soldiery career, he wanted to be an army

officer, but a throat ailment precluded this.

Following the invitation of his brother, the young man came to America

in 1891, and taking advantage of the fact that the Chicago V/orld's

Fair was in operation, the brothers opened the first Bismarck hotel

on Cottage Grove Avenue and Sixty-Third Street. The success of that

venture is well known, and culminated in the opening of the present

hOt/%1 in 1926. In a moment of joviality, Karl Eitel admitted that

the two remained brothers, neighbors, brotliers*illrlaw, and partners for

many years.

The name of the hotel was the meand of bringing the brothers in contact

with the old empire's chancellor on several occasions. One of Karl

Eitel's most cherished Memories was his visit to Bismarck in April, 1894

m "
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At that time, Mr. Eltel presented the statesman with an illustrated de<

luxe album of the i/orld*s Fair, and one of his treasxired possessions
is a letter from Bismarck wherein he expresses his cordial thanks for
the present*

?
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Smil Sitel.

There is no Gerrr-^.n-Aineric'r^n in Chicago, v/ho is not familiar with the Bismarck

Motel, and with the names, associated v/ith it, of its proprietors, Smil and

Uax Eitel. Both names have been well known in Chicago since the V/orll's Fair

in 1893.

•'i^mil 3itelv;as born in 1865 in Stuttg^irt, Gerrnnny. He was educated in his

home town and attended i business college there v/hich offered a splendid

opportunity to pre;oare himself for his future vocation. After finishing his

military service he should, in compliance with his father's v/ishes, have gone •

to England to further his education, but he preferred to come to America.
He accomplished his purpose in 1890, with the intention of returning to Stutt-
gart after the 'World's Fair.

'.Tith his brother Carl, vAio had follov/ed him to /unerica in 1891, E:a±l Eitel
became the representative of Germf^n and Austrian manufacturers, and the idea
occurred to him to prepare pleasant quarters for these people during their
visit to the Fair. The brothers rented not far from the Fair grounds, several
buildings which were opened after proper equipment h-^.d been installed, under
the name ''The Bisnarck Hotel'*.
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The unexpected success of their hotel business pointed the v/ay to the broth-
ers to devote themselves to it, on a larger scale. They obtained, in the
same year, 1893, the Germania Hotel, on Randolph St., v/hich after the necessary
alterations \7ere completed, opened its doors in April, 1893, as the new Bis-
marck Hotel. Splendid success crowned their efforts. In 1924, they decided
to tear down the old hotel. Tith it, the remembrance of those times went
into oblivion, when the owners were forced to change its name, for the time
being, to the Randolph Hotel. In June, 1926 the new Palace Hotel was opened
which carried the fame '^nd the name of its proprietors far into the country
Find across the ocean.

i.r. Emil Sit el is very much pleased with the idea, of crossing the ocean next
year, to help celebrate with his five brothers and two sisters, the 90th
birthday of his father, from whom Smil, the oldest, inherited his name.
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ATLANTIC HOTEL CELEBRATES ITS 2STH
ANNIVERSARY.

Uemoriae of old times vill rise again, iriben today, in the midst of old friends
cmd guests, Uessrs. Carl Roessler and Iter Teieh will celebrate the 25th
anniyersary of the Hotel Atlantic *s foundation. Tventy-five yeaird is a long
time in a city that is less than a hundred years old.

The hotel is the life work of itwo ambitious Germans, fdio,from small beginnings,
built up their hotel in the course of a quarter of a century. With the rapid
growth of the city, the hotel grew too, from the first first fireproof build-
ing, erected at the time of the World*s F^ir, to a 20 story skyscraper, iriiich

even today dominates South Clark Street

•

Known as '^Kaiserhof*^ since its foundation^ 25 years ago^up to the time iriien

war broke out between the United States and Germany, the hotel, now known as
the Atlantic, has always been a retreat for the city^s Germans; a hospitable
place idiich victoriously survived the storms of the war and postwar times,
as well as the days of prohibition.

Uany undertakings in behalf of the German-Americans originated in the Atlantic
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hotel, and Icurge is the number of thoee^ivfao found there a second home and
pleascmt frianle* Without doubt , there is scarcely anybody in Chicago idio

m>uld not wish the enterprise and its proprietors^ on the occasion of the
silyer Jubilee^ a long and successful continuance^

Max Teich began his activity as a bookkeeper in the old Hotel Bismarck,in
the year 1893, at the time of the great Torld*s ntir* One year later Carl
Roessler came to^ Chicago to accept the position of head waiter in the same
hotel* After years of tireless attention to duty, the two men started inde*
pendently in business, in 1903.
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HAmUAN WBEK
Rapid Growth of the Enterprise Gives Occasion for

Special Celebration

Uartin L« Strauss, President of the Hartman Furnitore and Carpet Company, has
Just returned from a stay in California to personally superrise the fixm^s
special sale which, for the duration of one week, will be unique in its kind«

The sale, to last for seren days, will be designated **National Hartman Week**^

and will take place simultaneously in all seventeen Hartman stores in Chicago
and other cities. The occasion for it, as stated by Mr. Strauss, was in«
duced by the rapid and phenomenal growth of the Hartman business and the in-*

crease of its customers in all parts of the country* This is what Mr. Strauss
has to say of the sale, which is to last from April 10 to 17.

*nVe are dealing here more with a celebration and with an advantage for the
public than with a sale or with the intention of gaining a large profit • A
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National Hartman Week In intervale of six montha will be retained frcn now
on aa a laating feature* In times when manufacturers are loaded with manu-
factured products and are forced to seek disposal of their wares at low
prices, we decided to make enormous purchases by which we are enabled to
sell good merchandise of the latest make to our customers at the lowest
possible prices. Our customers do not have to wait for the usual sale, such
as those announced from time to time by other stores* While the latter sell
old merchandise, we offer our customers only new«

**Speaklng, as I do, in the name of the directors and officials of the Hart«»

man enterprise, I should like to state that the steady growth of the seren-
teen Hartman stores signifies, in a way, the realization of a dream to make
the Hartman serrice so perfect and to extend It to such a degree that our
organization would have the reputation of being far ahead of all business
enterprises of its klnd«

**Be8ldes the twelve«-story store in the city's loop district, on Wabash Avenue
and Adams Street, the firm conducts nine similar stores in various parts of

\

»
. .i
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the city. It also has large stores in Denver, Onaha, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
and St. Joseph, Missouri.**
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The deceased took a great interest in the German element* He promoted all

German efforts and belonged to a number of societies like the Orpheus Uen*s

Chorus, the Suabian club and the Lessing Lodge of the Free Uasons.

The funeral will take place tomorrow afternoon, 2 o'clock, from St. Paul's
church. Orchard St. and Kemper PI. to Graceland cemBtery. Pastor Rudolph
John will preach the funeral sermon.
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III C THOMAS BRISCH DIES.

A well known and highly respected business man^ Thonas Brisch, president of
the Brisch Brick Co., was suddenly called away by the reaper Death, from the
circle of his family and friends. A heart attack made an end to his restless
activity. Mr. Brisch fell to the ground Tirtien he left the building of the
Chicago Title & Trust Company and died in a taxi while on the way to the Iro-
quois Hospital.

The deceased, numbered among the successful business men of the city, played
a prominent part in German circles. Wherever it was necessary to place men
with a devoted heart and open look at the top, he was always among those
chosen.

Brisch was born on the Mosel at Reil, emigrated 35 years ago with his broth-
ers to America, and owing to his activity, his business acumen and his honesty,
he was greatly esteemed and accumulated a great fortune. He established hinK
self with his brother Michael in the building and real estate business and
founded the brick factory, whose president he was until his death.
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He occupied a number of honorary and confidential positions, among others
those of director and treasurer of the German Old Peoples Home, treasurer
of the Silver Leaf Building and Loan Association, director of the Guardian
National Bank, and the Crawford State Bank* He was a member of the Knights
of Columbus, and belonged to the German Club. In addition he was a delegate
of the Catholic Casino to the United Men's choruses, member of the German.

Society, of the Germania Club, and a number of other societies.

He was unnarried emd lived with his sister Catherine at 3441 Douglas Blvd.
Another brother, Andreas, is a contractor in Oak Park. The funeral will
take place Tuesday forenoon, at half past nine o'clock at the Bonifacius
cemetery.
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SALE OP BUILDING BRINGS $90,000

The eighteen flat building on Greenview Avenue and Roscoe Street has
been erroneously reported as having been sold by Pred Bletsinger to
Emil Meyer for |84,000. The price was $90,000.

fUj
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SITSL BROTHERS TO BUILD .LAROii: H0TJ2L AT JAIIA.L AIJD MOrTROE STRSiTTS

Benjamin I.iarshal, 'Valden Shav/, and other property owners, in the tv/o blocks
betv/een the Union and Northwestern depots, announced yesterday that the contract
for the Lumber Merchants Exchange Building which is to be erected at Clinton and
Adams Streets could have been signed today, but the interested parties are willing
to postpone the matter to r,ive tiie Oovornraent an opportunity to acquire the land
for the Post office

It now appears that li3itel Brothers, proprietors of the Bismarck Hotel and the
Marigold Gardens, planned to build a large tv;enty-one story hotel on the north-
west corner of Canal and Monroe Streets at an estimated cost of eight million
dollars. The building is to be connected vath both depots by a subterranean
passage, enabling travelers to arrive in one station, staying over night at
the hotel, and continuing their journey at the next railroad line, without
crossing the street. Robert Eitel said yesterday that his firra is also willing
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to drop the project if the Government wishes to use that area for a post
office* But, of course, the natter must not be postponed indefinitely.
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FIRST MOHTaiO: GOLD BONDS

Our first mortgage gold bonds have at all times proved themselves the most
stable of all investment values^ including IT.S. Government bonds* During
good times and bad^ also during and after the war, our gold bonds persistently
kept their full value and could be sold directly at any time* Our first
mortgage gold bonds are quite secure, they represent a first mortgage on
improved property, land and buildings in selected locations in Chicago* The
income from rents is in all cases quite sufficient to pay the interest on the
principal. This is why our gold bonds are unsurpassed as capital investment*
Because of our conscientious business transactions, we rejoice in the confidence
of thousands of satisfied customers in all parts of America, and even abroad*
Not one of them ever suffered a loss from our first mortgage gold bonds* This
is the best proof, and affords the best assurance of reliability*

We always have an abundant selection of S^ and 7% first mortgage gold bonds
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in denominations of ;;^100, ;^00, and $1,000 on hand. Please turn to us for
detailed description with illustrations^ Please call or write (German or
Snglish).

^e have had thirty-nine years • experience in all branches of the banking
business.

W0LLENBSRG3R & CO.
Bankers

105 South La Salle Street, corner Monroe,
Chicago*
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Mar. 6, 1919.

THE PRESIDENT EXERCISES CLEMENCY

John F« Jelke, wealthy manufacturer of margarine who was sentenced in 1914
to two years imprisonment and fined $10,000^ will have to serve only sixty days;

for, according to a report from Washington, President Wilson mercifully ^
shortened the time of punishment* Jelke had been sentenced because he had .^
taught his dealers how to evade the tax on colored margarine. Fl*ancis Lowry, ^
who had been convicted and sentenced with Jelke, also benefited by the

'^

President's clemency. Lowry's sentence was for one year and was changed to
. ^

thirty days. He was fined $2,500.

The local Federal court will determine at which penal institution the two
men must serve their time. They have Attorney James H. Wilson, who was
attorney for the Government when their case was prosecuted, and other
officials who were connected with the case, to thank for the reduction of
their punishment. The intercessors had asked the President to cancel the
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entire prison sentence, hvt he v;c.s content i/ith saortenln;: it.

i^ccordin^' to the recuest ror nercy, Jelke and Lov/rv had darr.afoa their ovm
case b:" failin* to take tiio witness stand, -ne irosident's atten-:.ion 'was

called to the fact that they tiiemselves die; not secretly color Liarcarine,
but had riorel'^'' encoura'*od "moonshiners'^ to do the *'dirtv ';;ork'*.

3>
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DEATH OF CHARLES KELLEHTjIANN

Unfortunately Mr. Charles Kellermann did not recover from the stroke which
he suffered last Tuesday. T3ie entire right side of his body was paralyzed, ^
he lost his faculties of sight and speech, and his condition steadily be- 5
came worse until death relieved him of his suffering* <r:

I

—

r-

Kellermann, who was fifty-seven years old, was born in Chicago, and lived ^,

here his entire life. His parents were born in Germany, and he was reared ^
in what at that time was a German neighborhood* He faithfully adhered to
German Wdaditions and took an active interest in the work of local German
societies! He was a member of the Liedeftafel Vorwaerts (Progressive Choral
Club), wbi|^h made him an honorary member after he had served the organiza-
tion as its president for many years. The society will render a vocal se-

lection at his funeral.

Kellermann was always a strong advocate of personal freedom. Therefore he

o-^
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was very prominent in the Verbuendete Vereine Fuer Oertiliche Selbstregierung
(Allied Societies For Local Self-Grovermnent) , which elected him to their
presidency several times. He was also a member of their election board for
some time.

The deceased was the proprietor of a foundry. He is survived by his wife,
Anna, nee Schillo, two daughters, Ruth and Annette, one brother, and two
sisters*

5>

1^

The funeral will be held Wednesday afternoon from the late residence of the
deceased, at 3153 Cambridge Avenue, and then at the Chapel of Graceland Cem- \
etery, under the auspices of Welfare Lodge, A, F. & A. M. , at 3:30 P.M. c
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J032F SCHNEIDER IfiCOIiiiS CITIZSIT

Geiman Captain of Industry
Inventor of the Ball Bearing M

Having passed a second examination before Circuit Court Judge Barrett, thirty-^
fouj? Germans and seventeen Oernan-Austrians and Bohemians received their ^^

citizenship papers yesterday. The Austricms v/ere required to abjure alle- g
giance to Jmperor llarl, and the Germans v;ere required to abjure allegiance i—

to lilmperor ./ilhelm. llv. Stephan Schneider v;as one of those who were natur-
^

alized. translator's note: In the heading, Mr. Schneider's Christian
name is given as "Josef *'•/

He resides at 2016 Sedgz-ick Street and is the owner of the Schneider Ball
Bearing Company, on Berteau Avenue. Nine years, ago he emigrated from
Silesia, Gezmany, and founded his company. He furnished Ilngland with war
material .during tbs entire time of the war.

rv3
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^It is lay wish that the United States ^vin every war," he said, "and I would 5
have sent my son, had he not been but seventeen years old. During the war ^
I employed forty-eight men, and now I have forty working for me. All my r-^

interests are centered in this country." -^

o
Later, Mr. Schneider told a representative of the ^^bendnost that he worked ^
many years as a mechanical engineer in Berlin, and became independent after g
having invented the ball bearing. ^

The export of his product to America increased to such an extent that he found

it expedient to emigrate to this country nine years ago. Here he opened his

business with one employee. .4i*ter a short time, he built the three-story

factory at Harrison Street and Clarence Avenue, and founded the United States

Ball Bearing Company. He was president of the organization. A. A. Strom

was vice-president, and Paul Schulte was secretary and treasurer.
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In 1913 he sold his interest in the business, intending to return to Germany,

but before he could oarirj out his plan, war broke out, so he opened a new

factory. In the old factory he employed 1,100 men.

5C
He has obtained eighty patents; one or more in every civilized country of the g
world, and twenty-two in i\merica. In the montl:]|^ magazine published by the ^
Illinois Ilanufacturers* Association, he is pictured as one of the captains g
of industry

* ^
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/THE nBATH OP CEAHLES H. SCHJKAB/

Charles E. Sohwab, a retired official of Selz & Schwab , idiolesale shoe

mantifacturersy died at his home^ 3301 Uichigan Ayenue* He was eighty-

three years old# llr« Schwab was comptroller of Chicago duriiig the

mayoralty of the elder Carter Harrison* He was also a member of the

board of directors of the World's Columbian Exposition* He was bom at
* Muehlhausen (Hulhouse), Alsace, Gexmany, and came to Chicago sixty-four

years ago* His widow, two sons and a daughter mourn his departxire*
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FRITZ VON FRAIITZIUS.

Unexpectedly, the well known business man and lover of art, Fritz von Frantzius,
died in his home, Jan. 8th. Pneumonia and nephritis was the cause of the
altogether too early demise of this exceptionally active man. As a steerage
immigrant, at the age of twenty-three, he came to Hew York where for many years
he was active in small commercial enterprises. Vith infinite patience he

waited for his opportunity to advance.

Letting his daring spirit of enterprise run loose, he finally founded in 1899
the banking firm of Frantzius and Houseman of Chicago, with an investment of
only $200.00. in cash, but with a good deal of cornmc^rcial knowledge and initiat-
ive» Tv/o years later he dissolved his partnership to build up the firm of
Frantzius and Company, with Ben I.53.rcuse as partner, and inside of tv/o years it

had teccMne one of the first banking establishments of Chicago.

During the war, Fritz von Frantzius, as a true German, protested energetically
in word and script against the campaign of lies, through which the Allies tried
to compensate for their deficient military success.
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Von Frantzius is mourned by his tv/o children, Peter von Frantzius and .^ne
Marie von Frantzius*
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/K. W. KKMPIP, a'laSAMSHIP TICKBT AGENTT" "^^ "^

(Mverti sement

)

War Loan Money Orders, |1 leas per $1,0CX) than elseivhere. Steamship tickets,
legacies, power of attorney, and documents of all Icinds. E« W« Keispi; since
1894 in the well-knonn place, 120 N. La Salle Street* Open Sundays fl^om 9
to 12 o* clock*
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(Adv.)

Money-Orders and Govemment Loans have always been and can be procured from
us 9 even today, at the lowest rates. Everyone acts to his best interest by
seeing us before buying elsewhere*

L. Eaufinann Company, Representative of the Viennese Banking Firm Hofmann and
Company, 28 South Fifth Avenue, Staats-Zeitung Bldg., Tel. Main 114.
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the German "Worker's Aid, an organization vvhich endeavors to combine
true American citizenship v;ith German skill and thoroughness in the
peaceful pursuits of labor, unemployed, experienced men, Americans
or those who intend to be citizens, have found jobs in large numbers
where they produce implements of peace.

In order to help such workers, v;ho are temporarily out of work, home
industries have been created and their activities manifest themselves
in ever widening fields. Posters of .Vashington, Lincoln, as v/ell as
of the new Archbishop Ivlundelein, are being prepared, and the manu-
facture of "K-3read" also represents an industry designed to benefit
the working class.

The bread can be bought at the Bureau of the German 'Workers Aid, 154
^7. Randolph .treet, Chicago.
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^Note: The article gives no information v/hether the G-erman V'orkers

Aid is a society, club, or co-operative institution. It only mentions
organization. A reprint appears in the issue of January 24, 1916,
and six additional places where *'K-3read" can be obtained, are listed.
Transl/
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Gj]r:i'iit r'jhc of ciiic:.gc re-sl^ct-d its oeficlxs ;jid dirzictors

*The German Banl:, at North Clark and Division Streets, re-elected
during its annual meat ins yesterday, its officers and directors,

Gustau F. Fischer, president; Harry K. Keyes, vice-president

j

Jacob R. Darmstadt, cashier. Directors: Rudolp S. Blorae,. Harry
C. Briommel, Gustav. F. Fischer, John Geo. Graue, /ilbert F. lladlener,

Louis Llohr, Harry H. Keyes, l/m. F. Juergens, IVilliam H. Rehn, Richard
E. Schmidt, Edv^jard Levy, and Fred Klein.

The German Bank of Chicago, opened for business on Oct. 25 of last
year, and its success, in spite of the fev; months it has been in the
field, is self-evident v^^hen it is considered that the present total
resources amount to .i:512,000, according to yesterday^s statement.
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GERMAN BANK OF CHICAGO
Formal Reception Today and Tomorrow

The recently founded German Bank, chartered under the laws of
this State, and therefore under its supervision, is holding a
formal reception today and tomorrow in its ornate bank building,
corner Clark and Division Streets. It has been a source of
satisfaction to many who already visited the establishment, that
Chicago now also possesses a German bank, similarly to other large
cities in this country, and particularly an institution which prides
itself in conducting its business transactions with typical German
thorouv^hness and conscientiousness. A reporter of the Abendpost
made a personal investigation and finds that the commercial and
savings accounts have grovm coirunendably, regardless of the bank's
recent origin.
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The majority of the merchants in the northern section of Clark
Street and adjacent neighborhoods are Germans who displayed a
particular interest in the organization of this bank, and there-
tore readily entrusted their business to the new corporation.
Not only the commercial element but also employees in divers kinds
of human endeavor, brought their savings trustinrrly to the new
bank, and, as Ldr. Gustav F. Fischer assures us, deposits shov/ a
constant growth

•

In consideration of the present reception days, the interior has
been co.iverted into a veritable garden, since the host of friends
and well-wishers of this venture expressed their greetings by send-
ing flowers. The officials received the numierous visitors in a cordial
manner, showed the bank's interior, and readily gave all desired informa-

tion. The bank has a bonded capital of ^^200, 000 and $20,000 surplus.
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Its motto, which is also prominently displayed on its circulars, is
summarized in these four words - '•Secure, Conservative, and Sound.**

In conformity ta/ith this formula, the following gentlemen have pledged
their service: Gustav F. Fisher, President; Harry H. .leyes, \ ice-
president; Jacob R. Darmstadt, Cashier.

Directorate: Albert F. LSadlener, Gustav F. Fisher, V.illiam F. Juergens,
Fred Klein, 7:illia:a H. Rehm, Louis Mohr, imdolph S. Blome, Edv/ard Levy,
Henry G. Brummel, Richard E. Schmidt, John G. Graue, and Harry H. Keyes.

,*^'
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/
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OPINIONS
Proffllnent Real Estate Firms Speak of

German-Americans as Home Builders and Owners

Vt. :>!cCollan of HoCollan & Kniggel:

^Ab home owners, Gexnans, Poles, Bohemians, and Scandinavians head the list
of nationalities represented in this country* The desire to own a plot of
land and live under their own roof seems to be closely connected with their
concept of a true family life* Our experiences with Gexman-*American customers
have been highly satisfactory* Whenever we advertise new subdivisions, our
German customers carefully appraise their values and chances for future
development, and do not purchase with the idea to double their invested capital
in a few months* They prefer moderate returns from their investments to a
risk in speculation* Obligations which thoy assume are conscientiously
observed and duly discharged***
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Mr. Niles of II. 0. Stone &, Co.:

*»It has been our experience that, in their adopted country, the Germans dis-
play the same enterprising spirit, diligence, and thrift that have gained
for their native land such a prominent place in all phases of commerce,
industry, and finance. Germans arriving here from the old country are
almost without exception well educated and proficient in their vocations,
and therefore capable of earning a good living as merchants, skilled workers,
and artisans within a short time. Th^ consider it a good investment to
purchase real estate and to own their homes. The percentage of German- ^

American real estate buyers far exceeds their percentage of the total
population of the city."

Mr. B* J*. Nichols of L. A. Kinsey k Co.

:

*The German-American makes a thorough investication before selecting any
lots offered for sale, but once he has made up his mind, he'll make his

»>
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property his permanent residence. He not only keeps his home in good re-

pair and the exterior in excellent condition, but adds to the value of his

property by planting gardens and trees around it."

:lr. Bartlett of Bartlett & Co.:

^'Our experience v;ith Grerman-American customers have been higjily satisfactory.

ITot only do they conscientiously fulfil their obligations and keep their

homes spotlessly clean, but, by their civilized and law-abiding behavior,

manage to lend an otherwise poorly regarded neighborhood a character of

respectability and desirability. »

!!r. Jones of 2. Curamings & Co.:

"According to my experience, there is no doubt that the Germanic races

appreciate the value of a home of their own most highly. Geimans and
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ScandlnaYlans are foremost as home owners, with Bohemians and Poles coming
next* There is no more pleasant sight than a Geiman-Ameriean residential
district with its woll-painted houses and front yards in full bloom, while
vegetables and chickens are raised in the back yard. The German home owner
can serve as a shining example for all other nationalities.**

Mr. Hbx. Bond of ltta« Bond & Co.:

^'In my opinion, tiiere is no doubt that the desire for a home of their own
is miioh stronger with the Germans than with any other nationality* In
making a selection, they always keep their financial capacity in mind
because they like to have their propesrty free of mortgages as quickly as
possible. Even a man of moderate means would rather own a modest little
home of his own than pay rent for a swanky apartment. German people give
any neighborhood an air of respectability and substantiality.^

si
" -4
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Mr* Colilns of Collins & Gaiantlett:

^Citizens of Gexman descent have not only taken a prominent place in
various phases of Chicago^s development, but have contributed to the
establishment of residential sections of our city* If we find today
solid rows of pretty dwellings and beautiful garden plots, where once
existed swamp lands axd sandy stretches, we must give credit for the most
part to the German-AnBrican element of our population* The Germans*
concept of a home is inseparably connected with the acquisition of a ^
piece of ground lAich they can call their own, on which they can raise a
lawn and flowers or otherwise make improvements* As purchasers of lots
aoid houses, the Geimans make excellent customers.**

Mr* John Heim:

**The prominent role which the local German assumes as a home owner in the

community is not only characterized by his building activity, but by his

t:

-35
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acquisition of ready-built houses as well* The reason for this is that
building lots are becoming scarce in some sections of the city and that
the erection of wooden structures has been restricted because of present
hi^ building*costs* Brick buildings in good condition are therefore pre-
ferred by many Germans who want to have a home of their own, which sometimes
saves them a lot of money* But there are still many Germans who like to
build a home according to their own specifications and, according to
estimates, their number exceeds that of any nationality as buyers and
builders of homes for personal use***

Mr* Zander of Koester & Zander;

**German neighborhoods always attract other nationalities, Bohemians, Poles,
and Swedes, who prefer their own communities* German orderliness and the
care which they give to the surroundings of their homes is evident, and
is the principal reason why their real estate inc3^ases so quickly in value*

•o

*r-.-3
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The greater portion of 1117 customers is German and nothing speaks more for
their consoientiousnessthan the fact that in the various subdivisions
which I have opened up, most building lots have been sold to Germans, and every
one of them has takeb care of his obligations within the specified time***

Mr* Wii« Zelosky of Zelosky & Co«

:

**Ajnong my customers, the Germans assume the most prominent place. It seems
unnecessary to me to praise their honesty and integrity, since these are
Gezman national characteristics Imown the world over* According to my
experiences, which takes in maxQr years and innumerable cases, the desire
for a home of their own is nowhere so prominent as among the Germans* A
house vdiich they have bought is, to them, not a temporary abode, but a
pexnanent dwelling place which they leave to their children, who in turn
leave it to the next generation* That is why the German characteristics of
of many neighborhoods is perserved for decades, while other nationalities
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come and go« The number of home owners on the North Side should have an
exceedingly high percentags of Geman-Americcms***

Mr. Rueter of ». F. Kaiser & Co.: ^

**Although we American citizens share equal ri^ts anA common interests, it ^
is true nevertheless that the adopted ^iaturalized^ citizen is loath to suppress p
character traits based on tradition, as well as certain inclinations, ivro ^
of the best chcu^^cteristics of the Geiman-Amsricans I can think of, and o
which are worthy examples for his fellow citizens, are his family spirit and ^
his conscientiousness. As soon as he has become acclimated to American conditions, ^
his efforts turn to the acquisition of a home of his own, which provides pro- ^
tectior and shelter for his family after his earning power is gone. Nearly
everyone of our German customers, many of whom had a hard time making the
first down payment on a piece of ground, has fulfilled his obligations so
promptly that he could start building a home at the time planned.
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In this respact the Genoan-Amdrican undoubtedly stands first.*'

Mr« UoCluer of McCluer & Cochran:

f«I am sure that my business colleagues have had so much praise for the
Gexman-Affldrlcan as property ovmer and tenant,** said Mr# McCluer, **that all
I should do, really, is to agree completely. But I do not want our many
hundreds of German customers to gain the impression that I do a lot of
talking only when I want to persuade them to buy, and that I cannot open my
mouth when it comes to give them their Just due as citizens of Chicago.
Without belittling any other nationality, I can truthfully say that the
German is the best home builder of them all. Even if I hadn*t said that,
the official statistics will reveal this fact. But what they don^t tell
you is that sensible economy, together with a healthy enjoyment of life,
loyalty among their family members, and unceasing hard work have enabled
citizens of German descent to become home owners in most cases. On such a
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foundation you can well build, and if Geiman-Axnericans like to avail theai-

selves of the services of my firm, we will be only too glad to accommodate

them#*»

T7
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ADITIOTJlTCSIvr^JT

Due to tiie steady growth of our business established in the year 1855 €uid

out of consideratior for our customers, we have reconstrudted this insti-
tution into a State Bank & Trust Company, to be henceforth known aa the
''Greenebatun Sons Bank & Trust Company." This bank has fully complied with
the legal banking requirements of Illinois. The bank has a capital of
$1,500,000 • The conservative business tactics, for which this firm has
been known, and upon vdiich the development of our transactions were always
based, ;vill remain unchanged, ./e extend a cordial invitation to our
customers to take advantage of the facilities offered by our new bank depart-
ment. They are: The trade department, the trust department, the loan
department, and the investment department. Legitimate business and banking
methods will be pursued in the future as they have been in the, past.

The officials of the bank are:
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Moses E. Greenebaum, president; Henry E. Greenebaum, ^^ice-president; James
E. Greenebaum, vice-president; ./alter J. Greenebaxim, cashier; Milton E. Fal-
ker, assistant cashier; Ul. E. Greenbaiam Jr. secretary; John Greenebaum,
secretary of the investment department; and Edgar N. Greenebaum, secretary-
of the loan department.

The shareholders are:

A. G. Becker, of the banking firm of A. G. Becker; Clarence Buckingham,
capitalist; Josef 11. Eisendrath, president of the Tannery of the same name;
•iilliam N. Eisendrath, president of the I.Ionarch Leather Company; Ernest A.

Hamill, president of the Com Exchange National Bank; Charles L. Hutchinson,
vice-president of the Corn Exchange National Bank; E. C. Kohlsaat, lawyer;
Adolph Kurz, lawyer; Edward Morris ^ president of the Morris Company Stock-
Yard division; Sterling Morton, secretary of the Morton Salt Compciny;

George Pick, general agent for the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company of
New Jersey; Julius Rosenwald, president of Sears, Roebuck Company; Henry L.
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Stern, lawyer; Henry K. Greenebaum, vice-president of Greenebaum Sons Bank
& Company; James £• Greenebaiam, vice-president of the Greenebaum Sons Bank
& Trust Company; and Lloses E. Greenebaum, president of the Greenebaum Sons
Bank & Trust Company, The bank is located at Clark and Randolph Streets

•

V
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CHLJlGim EITO ;. ST-.TiS B.^l^:

The priv- te banking house of Greenebaum & Sons will henceforth be
known as the "Greenbaum Sons & Trust Company Banking Institution,^
under the State charter. The banking house of the nexvly incorporated
firm was built gradually by members of the Greenebaum family since
1855# The management of the bank will rimain in their hands, although,
shareholders will have their representatives on the board of directors
of the institution. The corporation disr>oses of over a capital of
$1,500,000.

The following is the list of the bank's directors and other officials:
U,« £• Greenebaum, president; Henry E. and James E. Greenebaum, vice-
presidents; Walter E. Greenebaum, cashier; Milton E. Falker, assistant
cashier, and Messrs. M. £• and H» E. Greanebaum, A. G. Becker, W. M»
Eisendrath, and L. Stem, Directors: Julius Rosenwald, in all
probablity, will be one of the three directors to be added to the
directorial staff in the near future.
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THE NOHTIT.TiST 3IDE .iSSOGIATIOi: OF C0L'223^CE

Tv7o hundred Chicago businessmen situated on the ITorthvvest Side of the city
met at Gerstens Hall last ni^ht with the purpose of foundine a society for
the protection and furtherance of the interests of the citizens of those
districts. The association v;ill be knovm as "The Corirnercial Association
of the Northwest Side." According to the statutes of this organization, the
society must follow a non-partisan policy and reraain strictly neutral in the
nomination of candidates for any office. It ?ilso provides that no public
official shell become a member of their executive committee. This area has

a population of approximately 446,000, all of whom shall derive benefits

from this association. I'umerous committees with various duties shall be

formed, interested exclusively in the improvement of streets, T)arks, boulevards,

schools, police Department, Jire Department, water and many other v;orthy causes.

Following is the list of the officials of this new orranization: R. J. Terwilliger,

president; Otto Schulz, Edv/arcl .Jilswede, ..oritz Bendheim, vice-presidents; Jens

^JJ
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G, Hansen, treasurer; • net Gecrf-e L. ..laccarron, secretary, Ivichard Jarrol,
John 3. Jildvardo, Iver L. .oiaiss, Thoi.ias j\ Deuther, .^. J, oievers, Joseph
H. IToel, j". A» Ivlaurer, Jharles Lan{3, ^aul Dr37znols]ci , and Charles G. Lreyer
are directors of the society.

o1 ;\

^ W.P.lo H.
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Charles Kaestner

Mr. Charles Kaestner died at his home 510U Sheridan Road at the age of S3 years

The deceased came to Chicago in 1853 from Saxony, ttennany. Four years later he

established on West Madison Street a construction "business. Ahout 6 years later he

started a factory producing machinery for flour mills. Several years later he

started an additional factory on Jefferson Street, where machinery for "breweries

is produced. In all parts of the country Mr. Kaestner fitted out breweries and

cold storages.

He belonged to the Chicago Athletic Club since 1S55 and was one of the oldest

members of the "United Workman. •*
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THE DEPABIUKBT S!R)BI OF W. . WIXBOLDT iBD COUPiUn' HAD
MODEST BEGIBNnrG AIH) DEVELOPS IBTO ONE OF TEE

LABOEST IN THE CITT.

JjBong the large stores which T)rought to Ullwaukee Avenue an unexpected
prosperity, we must mention the W. A. Wieholdt firm's Department store* It
is the largest store outside of State Street and represents an investment of
one and a half million dolleors. It unprecedented success is most note-
worthy, when one considers the rapid stride of the organization*.* Mr.
fleholdt opened a dry goods store in a one story building at 9^ H. Milwaukee
Avenue t this was his heglnnii^ in 18S3* The street was not paved at that time
and the sidewalks were in a deplorable condition. Mr. WiehQldt formed a
partnership with Mr* Carl Hansen and the store continued across the street,
wher^ it was known as the "Lion Store," a title which was copied, by several
small competitors* In 1897 the larga well known store was destroyed by a
fire* Within six months a larger and more dignified structure super-seded
it, covering an area of 100 X 120 feet, four floors; it reached from Milwaukee
to Bauwaus Street and its construction costs were $130.000«00*
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A few weeks ago, cui addition was built which required an investment of

$100,000.00»*«It8 present extent is 250 x 300 feet. ..Modern improvements

such as elevators, electric light, refrigeration for meats, etc. have all

been provided* The secret of this astonishing development from an un-

pretentious dry goods store to one of the largest in the city is attributable

to the policy of its experienced owners, who took cognizance of the

different needs of the various nationalities who lives on the Northwest

side, by givinr the lowest prices and treating customers with exceptional

courtesy.

To realise this and to enable the sales-personel to converse readily with

such a large foreign element, they hired employees who could speak Nor-

wegian, Swedish, Bohemian, Danish and abce all German and especially
the latter, since this contingent contains their greatest number of

customers*
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iaiERICAN METAL WARE CCMPANT

Under the name of Aaerican Metal Ware Company, we are confronted by two

Germans, Adolph Hartmann and Gustavo Stleglitz, who for years have man-

ufactured articles made of ••nickel and brass" bars, and whose brass bed-

steads are gradually displacing the wooden article. Tlie company, ^ich
constantly seeks to improve its products in usefulness and design, is

growing consistently. A number of friends were invited yesterday to see

the new designs* These model brass beds are now available in quantity

production* Their large factory is located at the corner of Huron and

Sedgwick Streets.

It is always gratifying for us to hear that we Chicagoans are ahead of

others in some manufacturing branch, and doubly so if it is a German / ^ \

fixm, where German sense of beauty, combined with American energy, suc-

ceeded in excelling others.

v.; \
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Their pleasing patterns are unequalled on the American market today, in
beauty, ¥K)rIaiian8hip , and solidity, and we feel sure that the firm will
acquire other markets*
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HEINRICH EDSCHUEYER

Through the demise of Heinrich Buschmeyer, who died at his home, 54 Beethoven
Place 9 on Friday^ we have lost another of our oldest citizens in Chicago* He
had reached his 74th year.

Heinrich Buschmeyer was bom in Westfalen, Germany, and came to Chicago in
1854« He was a cabinetmaker and worked at his trade here, eventually founding
a furniture factory which developed very successfully. Since 1886 he lived
in well-deserved retirement. The deceased belonged to various lodges in
former years and was one of the first »*Druids."

Mr. Buschmeyer married Mrs. Elisabeth Schmitz during his fifties. Aside from
his widow, he is survived by a son, Heinrich, who likewise is active in the
same vocation, and by two stepchildren.

The funeral will be held at the home of the deceased, on Monday, at 2 o* clock

v>

^wa-.!
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in the afternoon. Interment at Graceland cemetery.
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John .Zeiss, L' w Tresident of the German
LIutual Fire Insurance Company of Ilorth

Chicago

The annual meeting of the German LIutual Fire Insurance Company of North

Chicago was held at Folz*s hall yesterday evening. Llore than a thousand

members were present. John V/eiss of 232 lilast North Avenue, was elected

president. Lir. .Veiss is v/ell-known throughout the city. He is a. highly

respected business man, and very popular in German club circles

•

The former president, Fritz Becker, v/as a very progressive leader. Under

his management, the association acquired a high financial standing fully

equal to any similar organization in Chicago. Appreciation for his efforts

and sagacious leadership were expres^sed in an unanimous resolution. His

\inmitigated labor not only increased the membership, but also strengthened
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the treasiiry, which assures the perpetuation of the enterprise indefinitely.

A wainmittee v/as appointed on December 24 to draxv up a resolution upon the

demise of Joseph H, Ernst, the fonaor secretary. The appended report
found unanimous acc:;ptance. It read as follov/s: "As the Ruler of life
and death decreed to take from our midst our esteemed secretary, Joseph
H. ^rnst, v/e hereby declare that through his departure the association
has lost a good, capable, and honest official. Chicago is deprived of

an able, respectable and conscientious citizen; while his family mourns
the loss of a faithful husband, a true father; and his acquaitances grieve
over the loss of a staunch friend. To his widow and children, ^ve hereby
express our. sorrow and s:Tapathy."

"Be it further resolved that these resolutions shall ba read to ths assembly
and entered in the records of the orr;anization, and that the widow of the
deceased shall receive a copy thereof.
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V/ith profound compassion, vie remain, your committee: LU Franzen, Aur^ust

Bercher and later :jbertshaeuser." >i risin.^ vote signified its acceptance.

The statement of the Finance committee 7:a3 certified by an audit and

accepted as read. The receipts of the company from July 1, to Docember 30,

1900 amounted to $2,454.60. Expenses: .;ii588.25. Siirplus: $1,766.35.

Capital resources on July 1, 1900: ,.97,197.49. Thus the total capital, up

to the present, is ;i98,963.84.

A committee was appointed, consisting of I.Iessrs. Hauen, Schade, and Gchoen,

which shall collaborate v;ith the directorate in sugp:osting necessary

changes of the by lav/s and submit them at the next general meeting for

acceptance.

Other election results are not available at this time, because the meeting

continued until the early morning hours.
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TIIE '»/BST CHICAGO liril-KhJEPER' 3 SGCIBTY.

p«8 - The annual meeting; cf the West Chicago Inn-Keeper's Society was held

recently at the old Vorwaerts Turner Hall, l^st cf the nembers v;-ere present

and a lively inter-ast wb.s displayed in the discussion of business affairs.

The meetins was opened by president Adolf Na^l, and inuiediately afterwards

the reports were read.

Ac'HJrding to these, the past year was a very successful one for the society.

The accounts show a surplus of $1,000, and the society has been incrensed by

50 new nembers.

Those nei.ibers wro have been aimoyed ond persecuted by temperance ft^natics,

altcf;ether 33 in number, were successfully defended by Mr. ll. R. Harris, the

attorney for the society.

After the society's official business ho.d been tresis lated, the question of

raising the price on beer v/as troucht up. A prolcn{;;ed debate ensued with no
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definite results. It was rightly su^^^ested, that in order tc laake a final
decision, all the innkeepers, whether they were assccisted ivith any cf the
societies or not, should be consulted on this laetter. Likewise, brev.ing
compenies should be considered and included.
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17 VOCEE AM) DO£DERI£IN

Among the German Lutheran population of Chicago and the middle West there is
I)erhapSy not a more popular firm then Tbeke cmd Doederlein*

Both gentlemen deserve the full measure of confidence which is extended to
them. llr« H« Vodce was bom 1 n Baaofiir^\ G3inan7, and educated at the Capital
XJniTersity in Columbus , Ol^o; he studied law and accepted a position as secre-
tary of the German Consulate in this City* Afterwards he became lawyer for
the Gexnan **HiiadiOhAU^ in Chicago and was particularly active in recovering
legacies in Germany for his clientele and in managing legacies and real es-
tate property*

Vr. Vocke succeeded in winning Ur. Doederlein as partner* Mr* Doederlein re-
turned just recently from Leipzig ^ Germany » where he was sent by President
Cleveland as the representative of the United States. He obtained his edu-
cation at Concordia College, and the Theological Stfiinary of St. Louis, Mis-
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III A
IV sourl* During a very critical political period the German Rundschau

naa under his management • It Is, Indeed, regrettable that It Is so

difficult to obtain men of such high degree of culture and ability as repre-
sentatives of our country, such as Mr. Doederlein* We need men of this type
for foreign countries, particularly for Germany, the home of art axKl science.
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A Hew Mereantlle Palace.
Sehlaalagar and Magrer Ire Bnlldiag It<

fba aW?a fIra latenda to erect a aagnlfIcent edifice on its propertyt the 8* 1*
comer of State and Madleon Streete. Louie E. SuLliTaiit the architect 9 hae con-
pieted the plaae* Ae the llltLatratiOA ahowe, thie new creation proaieee to be
one of the noet heantifal additione to the hueineee dietrict. The Imilding will
he ten etoriee hi|^ fhe iriteleton fraae ie to he conatructed entirely of eteel*
eneaeed hgr fireproof aaterial* fhe first two etoriee on the street frosit contain
Imcc plate-^Lass sections » fraaed in hi^^sly omaMntal hronsOt which wirtnallj
fera one 1—snee show window^ The yiapf%T stories are faced with dasslini^iAiite
aarhle* for the window enAosnres (lintels, etc.) artietic emanentf with franee
pde ef aahegaiy are specified* The ease ezpensiTO wood corers the in^terior walls
in panel fonu Twentyfonr eleratore are inclnded in the plan* That all the other
detaile appear nost elegant and nodem, is qnite erident frop the hrief description*
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MIHEX J3:W EXPLOSI^^
W?A (ILL) PRO.^

T;ill S. Dorley and Keriiiann G. Pfeifer, two Chicago youths, succeeded
!

in interesting the Department of the ITavy at iliashington in their in-
j

yentlon, a new explosive checiical, 77hich they called "Mirex". Its I

peculiar advante^e, which makes it highly desirable for marine
battles, consists in the fact, that it can be exploded in the water,
and solely by the pressure of the water, which is exerted on the
material. And especially through the resistance of the elements,
water, the explosive stren£;th destructive resu"* ts are increased.
Darley and Pfeifer ^ent to Washington last month but, becc.use of
"•jieir ^-cuth and being entirely unknovm it was exceedingly difficult
for t} e: , to obtain an audience before the proper departments. Finally,
ho77ever, they succeeded in inducing Commodore O'lTeill, Chief of
Navj—armaments, to send Inspector Cowles with the boat •^Triton"

to Indian Head, 20 miles below Washington. There, on the Potomac,
they shewed what they can do, and now, it is alleged, the Government
has orderod further preparations for experiments, near Fort Sheridan,
where the wonderful "Mirex" will be observed. If expectations ate
realized, then Darley and Pfeifer will not have to worry about food
for the rest of their lives*
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Practical Chemistry. A Taluable Discovery By The Chemists Wahl smd Henius.

Dr. RoTDert Wahl and Dr. Max Henius of the local Brewer* s Academy have o\itained a
pat«nt»for their discovery; the practical utilization of heer-yeast. This may prove
a T^Mtable Klondike for them and it can "be exploited without danger and painful
exertion. Through their process, it is claimed, that the yeast, which heretofore
has always been considered a worthless "by product, can he converted into a food
product similair to "extract of 'beef*^ which it may replPvCe. The heer-yeast, thrown
away hy the Chicago breweries, can produce 50fOOO pounds annually of this new food
product. The yeast, throxighout the entire country, would suffice for one million
po\iJlds of heef-extract substitute^ '

The patent of Wahl and Henius contains extensive claims, so that they are fully
protected against possible infringements and competition*
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ZBOLEN'S COAT OP MAIL APPROVED. ^

At the shooting trial, which took place yesterday evening in Poizes Hall, of the
coat of mail, invented by Mr, Casimir Zeglen, same proved to "be proof against
shots fired from a revolver at a distance of only three paces, which were fired
from Colt's largest calihre. revolvers. The Austrian Lieutenant of Uhlans, von
Kerwin-Oarnacki , who was invited by the Inventor, his friend, to come to the
United States in order to take a hand in the titilization of the patent^, is fally
confident that hd will get a good t)rice for the invention from some Government.

'i •• .•
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The Oerman "Brewing Academy."

WPA (ILL) PROj. 30Z75

r

I-

The German ••Brewing Academy" , which is under the direction and management of
Messrs* Wahl and Henius, is going to enlarge again its establishment "by new space-
additions. Also more implements and int'trumelits have "been "bought for the laboratory.
New machinery will demonstrate how to handle hottle-beer of any style anc des-
cription. The process of making beer has become a popular study of young Chicagoans.

* y
y*,^ '

i fa.'
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^NSLBY'S GERMAN RESTAURAN^

In the presence of many e;.ue$ts and friends, the new "Deutsches Restaurant** \inder

Kinsley* 8 management was opened last night. The really elegant dining rooms show
in architecture and decoration particulat German characteristics.

5ven the ol&time German proverhs on the walls are not missing. The wooden
cross-fheam ceiling, the heavy-set "b^r with carved coats of arms and "big colorful
earthenware steins remind you of the old-time Beer-Halls. The "business manE?ger of
this, remarkable establishment is Mr. Ernest Kitz, assisted by Mr. Henry Menke.
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A German House

Through the complaint is .justified, that the G-ermans allow themselves to he
pushed hack in Political life and that they do not maintain the position they are
worthy of, because their intelligence and number, it must however, he admitted, that
in the business life of our country they take first place. This position has caused
the envy and hate of some citizens not of German descent*

It is not always easy to identify German enterprises, as they are often hidden
by English names. An ample proof of the above is afforded by the great printing
and publishing house, ''The Werner Co," who have their factories in Akron and their
head offices in Chicago. Agood German, Ur. Paul E. Werner who immigrated in 1S6S,
at the age of 18, is the founder and the head of this enterprise, nhich today works
with a capital of more than $U, 000, 000. 00 and is one of the largest printing es-
tablishteats and publishing houses of the world. It is a German house, which has
Americanized the great English ''Encyclopedia Britannica'* and made it accessible
througih cheaper production to the great American public. The sale of this great
woric in all parts of the U. S. A*, Canada, Mexico and South America exceeds for
several years the amount of $2,000,000.00. This great success was Tjossible by the >
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easy mthoda of paymentt, to that eyerybody was in the poeltlon to aeqalre this
wonderful work, as a steady adviser in his hone* in all phases of daily life* The
Werner Coapany also poblishes 'Pictorial Wonderful" , "Olinpses of the World* by John
L. Stoddard and the World* s Pair i>ortfolios« 200»000 copies of the "Olinpses of
the World* hare been sold in the form of books and 9 millions in the form tf copy
books. The millions of books sent yearly td all parts of the worldt are manufactured
in ikrout OhiOt where they possess 9 buildings each of 2 floors together occupying
a space of 12^3 '^^t in length and Uo feet in width. The machinery occupies 50fOOO
squax^e feet. They haTO a photo atelier, a wood cutting department, a drawing and
painting atelier, a large book binding department, large type setting roome and all
necessary departments and offices for printing.

They occupy about 1000 persons and several hundredsare busy in Chicago in the
Rand Mc Vally Building. They have over 30OO agents and salesmen all over the
world* They have branches in London, Paris and Berlin.
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Pater Satoar, a joong Oeman alaetrielan, idio came two years ago to this
eoontrj* aueeaadad In inTantlng a new powerAil electric searchlight* The
latter is 6t the greatest importance for use on warships* 7or this
reason the American gOTemment has reserved itself the rigiht to hny the
patent from Peter Saner, idio is living 3337 Hoyne iTenae.

The young inventor is at present with his lawyer in Washington to complete
the deal with the federal Government*

(

,
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September 12th, 1893.

The Internrtionnl Brewer's Congress.

Und'^r the patronrge of the U. S. Brewmesters' League, the formal opening of

the International Brewers* Congress took r)lece this morning at the Tlorthside Turner
Hall.

The large Hall shimes in festive gala and the stage has been transformed into
a beer-cellar by the Chicago artist-painter, A. D. Steidle.

The first of the lectiires planned will be held tomorrow by the well-known Berlin
professor, Dr. Delbrueck.
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REAL ESTATE • GROSSDALE.

(AdvO

p* 5 * It is not difficult to obtain a beautiful building site in this
splendid suburban locality; very little cash is needed* First of all,
take our special free excursion train and inspect the property. When you
see it 9 you will buy. Lots cost $200 and upwsurd*

Only a small deposit is required. The balance can be paid in monthly
installments, by the time you have paid for it^ it will have doubled in
value* S« E. Gross willlhan finance a loan for building purposes ^ and
what you now pay for rent will be sufficient to cover all the expenses*
The above illustrated homes were built on this plan. Go today! S. E*
Grossy S. E. Comer Randloph and Dearborn Streets. (Ten homes are shown*)
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(Xxpl.s Tho above German firm was Chicago *s biggest real estate corpo-
ration. According to press comments , translated months ago^ I recall
that the compcuiy confined itself to improved property only; it employed
90 or more seilesmen and never foreclosed a mortgage. Ko one dealing
with it ever lost his home. This basic principle was the cornerstone of
its success. Transl.)
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THE OLDEST GERMAN BUSINESS HOUSE

Owners of hotels and' saloons should be acquainted with a concern
which offers not only the largest selection of v;ines, bears and
liquors, but is also able to furnish a coir5)lete equipment for
their business place

•

Such a firm is the old established, reliable house of Chas* Pick & Co.,
located at 199-203 E. Randolph Streets This firm carriea a large
assortment of goods, and is able to furnish comolete equipments
promptly and at low prices*

We recommend the above firm to our esteemed readers. It would indeed
be worth while for those interested to see the large selection of their
products.

^/
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Chas» i:*ick & Co* has the general agency of the world famous stone - jars
from Metlach* ITie selection in these goods is colossal, and many pieces
of art are amongst them*

The above firm also owns the United States Porcelain Works at South Bend,
Indiana* There they manufacture white and colored porcelain dishes for
hotels and private use. Special orders can be pronrptly filled* For the
convenience of their customers, Pick & Co* have organized in their retail
store a department for engraving glass, and also one for painting porcelain*
Customers may have engraved or painted, anything they wish and this is
done promptly and artistically*

J

WPi
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ONE OF CHICAGO'S OLD SETTLERS DIED YESTERDAY

Yesterday morning at three o*oXook» Ur« John B« Schneider died at his home
at 139 Evanston Avenue, Lakeview* He was sixty-eight years old«

Schneider was born at Frlbergt Baden in 1824* He became a business man in
Uunioh, married there, and in I85I he immigrated to the United States* After
living two years in New York, he came to Chicago in 1853 t ^ere he established the
first paper-box factory, which he managed successfully until his death*
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'The German Farmers.

Several American Newspapers lately have stressed the fact, that freed negroes
are spreading all over the Southwest and have become successful farmers, particularly
in Texas.

•

According to the standpoint of these newspapers, the white settler hss lost a lot
of his ancesttrsVpioneering ambition an^l gradually became lazy. *

For the sake oC the good name of our Oerman Farmers , who are living in the
Southwest, we must add a few words concerning their situation, Th^ German Farmers
in Texas are doing their utmost to produce and progress, as they are going along
to develop their farms. Everywhere you can watch them tilling the soil-men and
hoys- while their women and girls are taking care of the garden, chickens and cows.
Thus wliile they are growing crops for the market, they are raising their own food I

for the winter. In all their ways, the German Farmers of the Southwest are
systematical, economical, industrious,-and prosper well.
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Der firtstag (The Tavemkeepers' Day)

The delegates of all (rerman saloon and tavemkeepeH s Organizations of
Chicago had an important meeting last ni^t at the Northside-Tumerhall«
Mr» Budolp Ambach, who presided over the meeting, pointed in his opening
speech to the necessity of a close and dependable cooperation among German
saloons and taverUceepers, in order to fight successfally the steadily grow-
ing opposition against the saldoxwbusiness.

During the following deliberations, a resolution was adopted, to starts

an agitation among all members towards the foundation of a Life-insurance In-
stitute as a branch of the Organization. The price for the charter would he
$3000.00, iriiich could he brought together in shares of $10.00 from interested
members of the Organization.

The following new officers were elected! Philip Castler, President;
R. Xbert, Vice-President; R. Ambach, Secretary; H. Rock, Treasurer, The
meeting then adjourned.
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QEBUm UUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COliPANY OF CHICAGO

The German Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Chioago held their annual meeting
last night in the Polz Hall, Larrabee and North Ave* Of the more than 1,700
members of the old and reliable insurance company which was established in

l867f almost 500 of them attended the meeting*

The financial condition of the company is very excellent* Its officers have
been with the company for many years: U^ Schmitz» President » 16 years;
F* Becker, Vice-President, 7 y^arsi C* Zuber, Treasurert 7 years; J* E* Epnstt
secretary! 19 years*

The insurance policies in force or the liabilities of the company, amounts to

$2f935f800*00| and the assets consist of $62tl38*35 in cash which is nearly
all Invested in city and county bonds, and $220,185 953 which is outstanding
in premium notes*

During the last six months, fk*om July 1, until December 31, I89I, the compax^y

paid only $896*00 for losses by fire*
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The president, secretary and treasurer were re-elected« Mr. J» Sellhelmer

was elected Vioe^Presldent* The president also appointed members to the

Finance-Committee and others to the Election Committee*

The members of the German Mutual Fire Insurance Company are exclusively owners

of real-estate property of the North and Northwest side* Only owners of real-

estate property are accepted as members t and only such buildings are insured

against fire, which are located on such property* The rates are very low

and amount to $1.20 per $100.00 for the firet five year period. For the following

five year periods the rates are reduced to only 70 cents per $100*00 Factories

and storage-houses are not insured by the company* *
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EDWARD KOCH* FINAKCIER

Ifr* Koohf likewise, belongs to those Qerman business men of ChloagOf ivho

have gained the full oonfldenoe of their fellow oitisenSf beeause they have
been Just in their dealings^ using good Judgment* and always aeted aeoording

|

to the proverbs "Foresight is the mother of wisdom* • Uore than a year ago
j

Mr. Koch established his banking business at 158 Dearborn Street* next to the j

First National Bank* For many years h9 was a partner of another German beuik« j

In his new sphere of activity he has had many finanolal successes • His great
experienoe and extensive oonneotions enable him to invest safely and profitably

•

He buys and sells bonds* stocks t and various commercial papers*

i

1
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THE BANK OF UICBAEL SCHIIEI8THAL ft CO.

The Bank of II* Solnrelsthal & Company located at 202 La Salle Street t Is aiBong

the most outstanding and trustworthy German private banks of our oity» Ur*
Sohweisthalt who has recently received the honorable appointment to the eleo^
toral conmittee» has 30 years of experience in the banking business t and his
expertness along these lines are of great advantage for himself and his customers

•

The banking institution under his capable management has had a sound and safe
development during the short period of 2i years* since it «a« organized*
Schweisthal is well known in business and social circles and has proven himself
wortl^ of the people's confidence

•

This bank transacts general banking business t has a savings department t makes
loans on mortgages at low rates of interest and invests money safely and profitably*

It also sells first mortgages*
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A GERltAN SYNDICATE INVESTS $884»000 AS! BLOOM.

During the last few days a series of important transactions have been
completed which involve nearly the entire Township of Bloom. A tract
of 3fOOO acres has been sold to a German syndicate; a number of manu-
facturing corporations have been formed for the development of this land;
important railroad concessions have been secured from the three railroads
centering at Bloom^ end all the preliminary arrangements made for the
removal of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois railroad shops and yards from
Danville to a point within twenty-six miles of Chicago.

James E. UcElroy and Company, have sold the entire holding purchased by
the Bloom syndicate last summer* The contract of sale calls for 3,400
acres at $260 an acre, or at an aggregate price of $884,000

•
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The purchaser is Albert T« Otto of Stuttgart t Geraany* Mr* Otto is a mem-
ber of a Stuttgart banking firm and is well knovn as a Oerman promoter*

He buys in the interest of a syndicate composed of Chicago as veil as

foreign capitalists*.**
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i THE GER11A.N CREDIT BANK.

The undersigned Germans of the North Side have formerly been active in such an
enterprise and have now organized a bank, which is incorporated under the name:
The German Credit-Bank. The b^mk is under strictest state supervision, and
state auditors recheck the bank's financial condition. Besides, it is managed
by an elected directorate. The German Credit Bank believes in, and fosters the-

principle of •^qual rights for all**. One of its provisions stipulates, that
each member cannot own more than one share, which prevents the concentration of
power among a few. Its members share equally in its profits. As participation
bonds are limited to $100.00 in value, and as only one is available to each holder,
every small merchant will be enabled to become a member. The bank will be
opened in a few days at Yondorf*s Hall (facing H listed Street, corner North
Avenue). Subscriptions will be accepted at that address.

Incorporators

Karl liVestrich, 62 Lincoln Ave.
Th. Harbeck, 637 Sedgwick St.
S* H. Schoenwald, 581 Larrabee St.
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E. J. LEHMANN»S ISSNTAL CONDITION

Our recent article, wherein it was asserted that Mr* £• J» Lehmann, the
wealthy owner of the **Fair^ is suffering from a mental inalady, was verified
this morning by his wife, Mrs* Augusts Lehmann, at the Surrogate's Court,
where she filed a petition for the appointment of an executor for the two
and one half million dollar estate and she further petitioned not to have
the matter unnecessarily postponed but to conduct an examination of her
husband's unfortunate mental condition during the May-term of the Court*
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GERMAN IJlffUAL FIRIU INSUR:\NCE COIJPANY.

The German Mirtiial Fire Insurance Co. held its annual meeting, yesterday, at
Foil's Hall, corner North Avenue and Larrabee Street. The majority of its

1,700 members were present. The proceedings were cordial and very pleasant.
The last biannual financial report of Christian Zuber, the treasurer, contains
the following information:

Dec* 3l8t, 1889,
Cook County Bonds, yielding 5^ $3,o00.00
Chicago City ••

'*

4*^ $4,500.00
4^ . $43,500.00

•• 3.65^ $3,000.00
Cash $5,379.98

Total $59,379.98

n It tt ft

tt It It

- VJ
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During the last six months the risk-rate was diminished by accepting insurance
valuations of $700*00; a diminishing of premium notes amounting tc ^2,50, and an

increase through net-receipts that produced $3,082.31.

The financial condition, according to Dec. 31st, figures, shows the following:

Liabilities to cover all accepted insurance policies, $2,980,000.00
Capital, in the possession of the company and covered
by premium payments v 223, 545 #63
Cash fuiids in bonds and money $ 59,378.98

The expenditures of the large company have been very nominal during the preceding
year, only 91,004,00 has been paid for actual damage by fire and a little more
than $1,300.00 for current expenses. The net profit of $3,000.00 will be used
for an initial fund, which is to be used for the erection of its own office
building.

Election resultsi l.fethias Schmitz, President.

The company received a petition, signed by fifty respected Gerioan citiiens from
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the Fullarton to Belmont, and Ashland to the Lake district, requesting the
insurance firm to. open a branch office. A committee of ten vill take the
natter under advisement.
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,
[A BANKROPTCT]

R* Delmely Bros. Bemkirupt

Simon Deinel appeared at the circuit court and applied for receivership
proceedings* His fln&f the largest furniture manufacturing company of
Chicago, If not of the entire nation proved Itself Insolvent upon perusal
of Its books f when Delmel arrived recently from the N«T« branch house*
Judge Collins concurred, appointed Frank A. Hellmer as receiver* Bond
was placed at ^100, 000*

fj3
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THE TO, SPHMIDT BAKING CO.

The Germans can look with justifiabie pride upon one of the greatest business
ventures of its kind, which had a very modest and small beginning in 1874^
when it was brought to life by a very capable GermEui. It standi todayi an as*
tounding monument to the success of an ablOi enterpriaiag^ and progressively
spirited^ business meui* \!e refer to Ur. Wm« Schmidt, or rather as his firm is

now known, to the 7m. Schmidt Baking Co«. In the beginning, about 1870, Mr.

Schmidt functioned as the worker* The daily receipts after i^ts initial open-
ing, were less than one dollar. Within fifteen years his income mounted to
$800.00 or $900.00 per day* To obtain such an expansieu, requires excellent
business sagacity, aji untiring energy, and that rare talent of giving a hajid

when needed* Vx. Schmidt was well worsed in the lore of success | he made his
establishment a model to be emulated* It is an excellently appointed store
with the best and most select merchandise, a comfortable office, gigantic stor-»

age space, immaculately clean baking rooms, packing and machinery hcLLls which
are wonders of the trade, in fact, wherever one glances the beholder is con-
fronted with proofs of constant progress and business energy which elicit
admiration* During the month of March, however, at a time when Mr. Schmidt
was away on an extensive business trip, he suffered a severe misfortune* His
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splendid establishment was completely destroyed by fire, a n.ere remnant of
dust and ashes, but on October 3rd, like the mythological Phoenix, it grew
anew and today the officials of the organization, and Mr. Schmidt in particular,
look upon the past year as a successful one, in spite of the calamity that
confronted them* ISr. Schmidt is a highly esteemed member of many German clubs.
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A« Loab & Bros* Messrs* Adolph and fllllam Loeb . oonduot a very profitable
banking business t exehange and depository 9 besides they have been very
successful In property speculation* It certainly requires exceptional
eapaoliy and business tact to give proper attention to all these branches;

b«t this firm knew how to solve Its problemsf since the success in all its
depflurtaeats has been most surprising^ so much so in fact^ that the new year
Justifies great aspirations*

Few firms invested their money as securely in properties as these gentlemen
have done* The constant increase in land values will bring them ample re*
wards for their investments* The coiq>a9.y*s standing is the surest guarantee
for those 1A0 deal with them^ that all sigreements will be conplied with
pronqptly flmd to the satisfaction of the customer* It is very gratifying
that the Germans of this city are so well represented by such well known
and respected business men as the Messrs* Loeb 9 who give the best evidence
as to the persistent diligence and constant progress of the German immigretnts
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HERMANN SCHAFFNER & COUPANY*

Iha naB« of Haraann Schaffner la probably the best known among the local
bankers • Not because he happens to be the principal of H« Sohaiffner &
Coatpanyt cmd as such represents the largest banking business, but because
his ted^ent for that Yocation faicilitated comnerce considerably by the
adoption and use of commercial papers* Last year, the exchange of mer-
cantile papers amounted to $20,000,000, iriiich, at the end of the fiscal
year in I889, increased to $25f0OO,00O« Mr* Schaffner is considered one
of the most talented (verbatim, • we would say, capable) financiers, hence
the oyer mounting confidence which the inhabitants of this city have in
his ability, is but natural • Vhen he was a cashier of the former German
National Bank, his enq)loyers noted his ability and expressed great hopes
for his future

•
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Ha not only justified tham, he exceeded them, by far* With his partner

,

A*tf#* Becker, he founded the present business in the year 1872, and brought

It to auch heighta, that it is not exceeded by any similar enterprise.

Hla regular banking business and depository brought him a considerable

increase in customers. The leading Germans and representatives of other

nations also belong to his clientele*

i
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1^ S* £• GROSS REAL ESTATE*

Every reader of the Illinois Staats Zeitung and, therefore, every German of
Chicago and vicinity knows the great real estate corporation of S. E, Gross,
and recognizes its admirable, enterprising management and extensive transac-
tions. No other real estate company has had as many Germem customers, or has
brought such happiness to German families as^has this firm because of its policy^

^ to sell real estate on the most liberal terms. In order to fully comprehend
the magnitude and surprising achievements of the firm, one must peruse a few
figures* Last year, the compemy's sales in Grossdale reached the sum of

$572,925*00, in Dauphin Park $444,376*00, in Avondale $250,794*00, on Ashland
Avenue $135,685*00, in Humboldt Park $143,490*00, on Archer Avenue $118,115.00,
on Madison Street $89,025*00, in Gross Park $68,115*00, in Brookdale $36,097»00
and in other subdivisions and towns $701,983*00* In order to take care of such
a huge volume, its main office employs fifteen department superintendents^
thirty fiwe clerks, one hundred and eighty five salesmen and twenty advertise-
ment writers* Particular stress must be laid to the fact, that*the company sells
mainly to Germans and thereby brings a good, tranquil class of people into a
neighborhood; people who take pride in improving their homes from year to year;
and this has resulted in beaut ification of all the city districts vdiich Mr»
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Gross has founded. Mr* Gross is the founder of sixteen towns and localities; he
has plotted more than one hundred subdivisions; sold over thirty thousand
building sites^ and built seven thousand or more. Ullienever he has planned a
division, one finds suitable transportation with adequate connections to the
city, by railroad, cable, or ordinary horse-car. Schools, churches, stores
and other public buildings are also present lAen the first homes of a new dis*
trict are available for occupancy. One factor which has had much to do in
creating the phenominal success of the firm, may be found in the fact, that its
msthods enable anyone to own a home at the easiest conceivable installment
rates, and that Mr. Gross during his entire business career, never has fore-*

closed a mortgage, eilso that he considers.the interest of his customers above
those of other representatives in the real estate field. He satisfies his clients
and, in consideration of the friendly considerate treatment they have received,
they reciprocate by trying to fulfill their part of the agreement.

.
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Ibat Chicago German does not knov/ the name of John Buehler Sr«, the founder of
this firm in ^ich he has been the ruling spirit for more tham a quarter of a
century 9 a man who has shown his ability in public offices ^ and in private
enterprise* He represents k solid banking business as well as a successful
real estate company. His speculations brought him a large share of the profits,
which were derived from the rapid rise of land values of the city. During the
last years Ur« Buehler has obtained additional assistance from two capable and
energetic gentlemen, his son, J* \7* Buehler, and his son*in-law, Ot.to Peuser*
The end of the recent fiscal year shows excellent results, proof of the effect-
iveness of the new combination. It is quite superfluous to relate, that the
business rests on a solid foundation, that it is protected against the etorxna of
adversity, since it has repeatedly withstood the crucial test* In banking cir-
cles hard times have been experienced, reliable firms perished, others were par-
tially shipwrecked, so that the crisis left its noticeable imprint even up to the
present dp"^. But Mr. Buehler 's establishment knew no '*retrogres3ion*% every
year its boundary was enlarged and under its present able leadership,
the new firm faces a still greater futnre. V/e mentioned that Mr. Buehler 's
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activities are not restricted to banking only, that he is interested also in

large land speculations. Aside from this, he advances money, any required

amount, on mortgage security.
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FOREUAN BROS.
I

one of the best known Gernan banking houses of our city^ the firm of

Foreman Bros*^ was founded by Gerhard Foreman, a well known, conscientious
German, who later bequeathed the property to his sons* The year I889
has been one of the most successful periods in the company*s history and
the results are indeed very gratifying. The brothers have shown con-
siderable perspicacity, proper conduct and relentless energy in the
management of their affairs* They continued the business which their
highly respected father had built on such a solid foundation, and they
may be well satisfied with their successful achievement » the reward of
a difficult task, as they practice a little retrospection in regard to
the past yeflir* They maintain a regular banking business, accept deposits
of any amount; buy and sell bonds, mercantile and other valuable papers;
loan large sums of money on mortgages; so their financial connections eind

enterprises are very extensive*
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Thalr Influence and Importance can only be appreciated when one considers
the great popularity which this firm enjoys* Of all nationalities the
OermanSf especially have shown them unlimited confidence^ and none of their
many customers have ever been disi^pointed by this large firm*
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CHICAGO* 3 GERUAN lOLLIONAIRBS*

GERMAN
JEVISH

m (ILL) PRO). J0275

The latest issue of a periodical published a list of citizens of Chicago vho
have the distinction of being millionaires* It stated also that there are at
least one thousand individuals vhose we€U.th is estinated at $500,000 to
$1,000,000.

The folloving Chicago citizens are Gernan-Americans, and are worth from
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000«

S. J. Lehmann, Jacob Rehm,
Conrad Seipp, Conrad Fuerst,
Jacob Rosenberg, Henry A# Cohn,
Otto Young, Uichael Brand,
George Schneider, Peter Schoenhofen.
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[PRICE OF BREAD TO INCREASE]

\bou^ 300 G^r:r\n baVers who om th:ir own businesses, asse::bl6d ^.-estorclay in

Cld uinc^^ ^'9, L-r^ville and R[^ilol^3h S'^reets, in or l?r •':o n^.ise the v-rice of

brer:' on? penny r r lonf bo';'innin^ 'Tednosdriy, i'ost oi' the i^r<^£ biO:eries

"declars I thc:.T;-3lves rjad"' 'oo ^ccerl 'z" is raise.
'

To:;:orro.7 eveninf- tViere 'ill bo a second "p'^s -.leotin' v/hich '.'ill also include
non-Cr jriT'.ns. The^-Ovand th..Tn ve'-t-^rdav' s^ resolution bv the ^err.ian bakers
shall be indorsed r^'-^^. the nev; rjriccs publicize], -^ lo-^ji of the finest bread
\^oul- cost seven and a ol' in r-'s or v/Vien-t bread si", cents.

»

The mayor's promise of a etrict eiiforceiient of t::e bread ordinance was not
nscessan.'. The public knows th'-.t t!.e stock ^^erket ^'ufolers ar:- the ones v;ho

are responsible for the rise of prices and if ohe ba/iers in .end uo stdck to
t];eir forirr profits jhev cinnot. heir) raisinr the r^rices.
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E. J. LSHUANN'S m:^ ACT OF KINDNESS.

I UJ
—

>

W.PJL

Throughout the enormous establishment of '^The Falr*% department store owned by
Ee J^ Lehmann and Compemyy an excellent spring exhibition has dazzled the eyes
of every visitor^ The store was gorgeously decorated with flowers and plsints

of every description^ which were placed on S6j.e9 Wednesday^ at a very much re*-

duced price* The kind hearted, spirited E« J* Lehmann donated the sum derived
from this sale to the **Altenheim*^ (Old People 's'^ome) lay sending to the Treasur-
er, Ur. Buhler^ the identical money obtained for the purchases, the gift amounting
to $426»73« Great appreciation was expressed to Mr* Lshmeum by the Board of
Directors of the '^Alt enhe im** of irtiich E« J. Lehmann is a member* Every German
can be proud of a citizen ever ready to help where charity is needed*
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CHRISTOPH TEaSMBTER IXEIAD

Yesterday, died at the age of 60 years one of the best known and most
honored Oerman citizens of ChicagOt the old settler, Christoph Tegemeyert Sr<

He was horn in Hetuidorf in Hesse and iriien 20 yef^rs old in 1846 came to

Chicago. He was first enqployed in the flour business, later dn he owned
for 18 years a brickyardf and for the last decade he was the proprietor of
a lumber business and a window factory* He was an ardent member of the
Republican Party and one of its best and truest supporters on the Westside.

He was Town Supervisor of West Chicago and Presidential Elector in the last
national electioUf also West Park Commissioner for a year past*

In 1852 he marriedl Miss Christine Meierling, who gave him seven children
and who is his widow* He leaves with all who knew him»and their number -

is large, the memory of a brave man^ a good citizen and a true friend*
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A CHEMICAL MOTOR FOR OPERATING THE STREET CA^^ SYSTEM

The inventive spirit of a G'=rman engineer was praised yesterday by a large
number of our fellow citizens ^7ho during the noon hour saw with astonishment
two Tinknown street - cars travel to the barns of the Chicago Passenger Rail-
way Company on Centre Avenue. The company had imported the two cars from Germany
and wanted to demonstrate them to the public in a few days. On the insistance
of two marine engineers who are here from New York, the officials felt obliged
yesterday to arrange a tes^ ride. This type of car has been used for some time
in the outskirts of 3erlin and have proved very satisfying. The driving power
that causes its locomotion is produced in a kettle filled with caustic soda.
The power is so strong that by a single heating of the kettle, it can drive the
main car, t'nat carries the kettle and which looks like our ordinary cars, and
also, two additional passenger cars over a distance of more than 40 miles. The
new "chemical" car is 11 feet long and 7 feet wide. One of the advantages of
the new motors is that by means of opening a valve the entire car can be filled
with hot air. The brakes are very easy to operate. Only one man (both conductor
and motorman is needed for its operation. The unnecessary noise, caused by
horse drawn and cable cpts is abolished and the cost of operating is extremely
cheap. A new motor cost between $2,000 and $2,600.

The Chicago Passenger Railway Company will within a short time outfit its entire

service system with the new motors.
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THE TAVERNKSSPSRS*

The Chioago "WirtsT^rein" ( Assoolation of Tavernkeepers) held a meeting
yesterday afternoon at Jung's Hall. 106 Randolph Street* The problem of the
day was the license question* The members, Peter Dalp, Philip Dieter,
John Bauser, and Joseph Miohle, were instructed to work out a petition,
which would request the City Council to abolish the beer license -of $150,
and the additional liquor licensee of $500, and legalize instead a uniform
license of a total amount of #500, to comprise the sale of beer and liquor
combined*

This petition will be submitted to the City Council as soon as possible
by the attorney of the Wirtsverein*
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THE LARGEST GERMAN HOTEL IN CHICAGO

The well known snd DO-oular Germanla Haus, 180 E. RpndolT)h Street, has been
"bought "by Mr, Carl Sehnert, who is rebuilding and enlarging the establishment,
which will be the biggest, German Hotel in Chicago.

Two floors were built, whirh will increase the number of gu'^st rooms and also
will add a larger dining room for hotel guests. The restaurant on the 1st
floor is frequently patronized by a lot of business people in the loop.
The cooking is excellent anc^ the i^rices are reasonable. The new management is

doing everything In its Dower, to make the hotel, and the Restaurant service
of the Germania Haus convenient and up to date.
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The Chicago Inn-keepers Society met laet night at Prager's Hall* The function of
President fell to lfr« Berger. The meeting was well attended* After the regular
business routine Mr* Harry Rubens was again appointed attorney for the Society*
Thereafter^ the **high license*' question was brought up for discussion* It was
proposed to Join the Citizens Society, but this did not meet with approval*
Carl Hersog proposed to appoint a committee of five persons whose duty it would be
to agitate for the retention of present license fee* This was accepted and Uessrs*
Joseph liickle, Carl Herzog, John Feldkamp, John Rheinwald and Cornelius Hau appoin-
ted members of the committee* It was suggested that inn-keepers provide their
customers with printed orders for liquors which shall be used in case a minor was
sent for it. Joseph llickle proposed to discuss the increasing price of beer*

Some maintained, and some denied, that it was due to an anti-German feeling on the
part of eome of the brewers* No definite action was decided upon* Mr* Oster
proposed in conclusion not to pay over $8*00 per barrel of beer, which was unani-
mously accepted*
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JOHN HERTING DEAD

John Hertlng died at his residence, 332 North Market Street, yesterday eve-
ning after an Illness of nearly four months* His demise will be greatly
regretted by all who knew him, since there are few Chicago Germans who had
more friends or enjoyed greater i)opiilarlty*

John Hertlng was bom In the Rhenish Palatinate, Germany, In 1818 and came
to Chicago with his family In the year 1348« He was diligent and frugal and
became prosperous within a short time; he always helped others when the need
arose.

O
CO

cr

During the years 1868 cmd 1869 he was a member of the city council, represent-
ing the Fifteenth Ward» In 1871 he was a candidate on the so-called "fireproof
ticket** and was elected county commissioner; he was re-elected two years later*

In the fall of 1876 Mr. Hertlng withdrew from public activities to manage his
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extensive properties.

He was one of the largest stockholders In the German Sayings Bank and one ^
of Henry Greenebaum* s principal supporters In the latter* s financial opera- ^
tlons« "f

At the time of the great fire he was a director of the Home Fire Insurance ^
Company and lost heavily, besides Incurring the destruction of his own pro- 2
perty on the North Slde«

He was one of the oldest members of St« Joseph's parish €Uid prominent In
Catholic circles*

He had been married more than thirty years* His wife died fourteen months
ago 9 and he never fully recovered from the shock* About foxir months ago he
became bedridden, and yesterday death relieved him after months of suffering.

Ca3
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He Is deeply mourned by his son ajcd his three stepsons, the Dleden brothers,

who are all well to do. He left a iTalrly large fortune* ^
John Hertlng's funeral Is scheduled for next Monday at St. Joseph^s Church. -tj

o
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AN ESTABLISHMENT 7/DHTH SEEINB

Newspaper publishers will undoubtedly be interested in John Simons • estab-
lishment, 88 JB'ifth Avenue (Times Building;), where no less than 112 daily
and weekly newspapers are printed, in part. The so-called patent insides ^
of newspapers have been brought to such a high state of perfection by -^

Mr. Simons that he successfully eliminated caapetition and the demand grev/ 1^
to such proportions that he frequently found it necessary to enlarge his U
establishment. Mr. Simons is not only very circumspect in the selection ^
of reading material, but he uses the best of typographical equipment and £
makes prompt deliveries. His two steam-driven Potter printing presses are oj

in operation day eind night and twenty type setters are constantly at work.

Highly experienced editors select articles of news value.

John Simons' success in his chosen field is fully on a par with the greatest

English films and represents one of the German accomplishments in Chicago,

C3
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and his achievement Is particularly gratifying to the Germans since Mr. Simons
has eliminated all competition*

o
V..-.
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A PROSIT!!!

To the National Delegates

Look at the thriving beer industry of the V/est, vdiich provides work and good
profits for thousands of people and furnishes a wholesorie and nourishing :^

beverage fbr millions* 5

To write about beer in Chicago is like carrying coals to Newcastle, and r*

we know it,—here, \Nhere the amber-colored or transparent, brownish fluid, -o

made from noble barley corn, flows and foams in quiet cellars, in fashion- o
able parlors, and on every street corner, viiere the streets are l^ined with i^
gay advertising posters, where the legendary inventor of Bavarian lager §
beer, that great benefactor of the German people and, through the German ^
people, of all humanity. King Gambrinus, is depicted, either reclining on
em exalted throne or sitting astride a huge beer barrel, proffering with
herculean arms and benevolent facial expression an overflowing cup to the
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passers-by; here, \^ere, not only in the extensive refrigerating base-

ments of huge breweries but also among the populace, there are beer camps
and factions that vie with one another in friendly competition as to the
quality of the brew, with everyone praising the advantaf^es of his partic- S
ular brand; here, vBhere the beer guzzler night after night holds long- 3*

winded scientific discussions as to whether it would be better to drink "^

beer with or without bicarbonate of soda, without or with rice, whether to £J
prefer light or dark,, "wrtiere one demands that not only the brewer but also gg
the saloonkeeper, have a refrigeration plant in the basement, built accord- 2
ing to the latest scientific designs; here, ^ere the brewer belongs to the ^
more respectable manbers of the community and is called upon for aid every C3

time a public welfare movonent is launched, and where his name is familiar
to every child who can read, because it is emblazoned on countless beer
wagons; here, where bottled beer is an indispensable requisite at the
dinner table of almost every household. And now to enlighten the local
public about the manufacturing processes, the qualities, the scientific
value and civilizing influences of beer, may seem to many a rather useless

CJ1
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IV
and superfluous undertaking—why talk about something everybody has

been familiar with ever since he was a babe in arms?

During ordinary times the dear reader may be right about that. But we
Chicagoans at present are experiencing an unusual event. The whole country
is represented here. There are seven hundred fifty-six national delegates
and seven hundred fifty-six alternates here in the city. They have come
fran the fertile states of the .Vest, from the distant coast of the Pacific,
from the torrid states of the South, and from the intolerant, bigoted
regions about Plymouth Rock, vdiere even today the v;ar against beer con-
tinues cmd TNhere attempts are made to exterminate it by legal measures,
with the result that booze is being guzzled on the sly and thousands of D!

men, who otherwise would enjoy quenching their thirst with good lager beer
but would remain sober family fathers, are driven toward the road of
drunkenness and mental and physical degradation.

Biousands of people from the most distant parts of the country have

CO
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accompanied these fifteen hundred national delegates, primarily of
course to assist in the nomination of a worthy and eligible candidate for
the Republican party, but also to become acquainted with Chicago, the
great metropolis of the v/est, the young giant among the cities, the geo-
graphical and business center of the country, to learn about the causes for
its greatness, to study its commercial and public enterprises, and to gain
inspiration which they may carry back home.

It would be no waste of time to let these national delegates and fifty
thousand out-of-1owners get a glimpse of the Chicago beer industry. There
can be no doubt but that, taken as a whole, it is the most important and
fascinating German industry of the city, even though German craftsmanship,
German efficiency and German capital is also represented in other branches
of industry, .'flien these strangers realize what a tremendous amount of
beer is brewed and consumed here, v/ith none of the beer drinkers becoming
drunkards; when they see how many thousands of workers are provided with

CO
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jobs, directly and indirectlj'' through the bre;veries; when they look
around and find out how many families, through the distribution and selling
of beer, derive handsome profits that permit savin.^ rrioney, v^ich in turn is

invested in real estate and other commercial enterprises; v/hen they learn
by observation that the beer drinkers make our most peaceful and orderly
citizens and are the most conscientious tax and debt payers; v/hen they
visit our better places of entertainment and observe our best citizens and

prominent businessmen—lawyers and doctors—dedicate a half hour to diges-
tion, ;«toile engaged in intelligent conversation over steins of foaming
lagerj when, upon visiting private homes,. they note the brew^ despised "for
health's seQce** on the table of the American housewife, who at the same time S
is a pious and steady churchgoer, tliey would lack the intelligence they are ^5?

supposed to have as national delegates if all the foregoing did not prove
to them that beer, after all, is a far better stuff than they had imagined
it to be, that it is good to drink smd that to promote its consumption is
still better, because it keeps people healthy and contented, it creates
thriving industries, keeps the dollar rolling, populates cities, and makes

Ca>
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them prosperous,—In short, It makes for all those things v/hlch every
human being, who takes to heart his ovm well-being and that of his country,
80 ardently desires.

To a National Convention one does not usually send crabby theorists, but
people with good, practical experience, people vdio are able to comprehend
intrllifiie values of the things they observe. And they will find it easy,

therefore, when they step into a brewery with its large buildings full of
machinery and equipment, to think of the skilled workers who have erected
these huge structures, the stone masons, the brick manufacturers, the
quarry operators, the wood, cement, and steel manufacturers v\foo have fur-
nished the material, the coppersmiths, whose skilled hands have fashioned
the gleaming kettles, some of which are worth more than a fashionable resi-
dence, the mechanics and machine builders who laboriously have put every-
thing in good running order, the iron moulders, kettlesmiths, and coopers
who have constructed and hanmered together the big mashing vats, fermenting

CO
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tubs, and huge storage barrels; the larce glass factories without vdiich

the beer of the Northwest could never be transported to the far corners of
the earth, not to forget the farmers, on v;hose fields are grown the barley
and hops, from which that nourishing, palatable, savory, and wholesome
beverage is made. And following the big wagons vAiich deliver the beer to
the customers, the visitors and delegates will observe the woiic of the
artisan carpenters, the display poster painters, the glass painters, and
the rim and frame makers, and they cannot help visualizing—v/hile imagining
all these things to be in their own home regions—a picture of flourishing
commercial activity, of fruit-laden fields and rich farm hc38nes, of loaded
railroad trains and huge manufacturing plants, of busy workshops and pros-
perous communities, of contented people, happy in the sweat of their daily
labor. And from this experience, many will get an inspiration for estab-
lishing similar conditions in their own home districts, vdiich, if realized,
would earn the praises of their fellow citizens for those benefactors of
mankind who had brought the industry home, and this would be rightly so.

en
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For this reason and in order to give the national delegates and their
friends a conception of the magnificent brewing establishments, here in the
Northwest, v/e are publishing below a guide to the larger breweries of

Chicago and I.!ilwaukee—the latter city is closely related to Chicago in
this respect, as it is to many others; our purpose in printing this guide
is to show our guests of vdiat great material value the brewing industry
can be to a community, with the hope that they will make use of its advan-
tages. Before, however, v/e go into details, we must point out the fact that
here in the ;/est beer has finally overcome that prejudice which until a few
years ago was still prevalent in native i^merican circles and that now it is

not only consumed by Americans in saloons but has found its way into the ^
American home and has become almost indispensable in many households; not 7jn

only that, but it even has won the reputation of being the best and most
effective antidote for drunkenness and a xjromoter of a gay and happy social
life.

In order not to be accused of being partial to beer—after all, we are a

o^
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German neirspaper—^we are going to reprint an article on this subject
which appeared a few months ago In the local Tribune > the most poromlnent

paper In the Northwest, glrlng a humorous anecdote en the same topic.
Here It ls«»«.«^&anslator*s note: Since the Tribune article Is available
In IngUsh, It has not been translated hevejj^

Chicago

The city of Chicago has now nineteen breweries which employ one thousand men
regularly and at times twice that number, as, for exaotple, during the time
that Ice Is being gathered • During the year ending May 1, 1879, they pro-
duced three hundred seventy-five thousand barrels, and, during the year Di

ending Uay 1, 1880, four hundred fifty thousand barrels of beer. This Is
equivalent to about one barrel per capita. Since a barrel of beer Is sold
for eight dollars on the average. It means a first-hand^ turnover of three
and one-half million dollars, and, after the saloonkeepers have sold It,

thi turnover amounts to seven million dollars •

CO
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The Conrad Seipp Brewing Company

The largest brewery In Chicago 1 s undoubtedly the Conrad Selpp Breirlng

Companjf It was founded In 1856 by the present principal omer and presi-
dent of the ccnpany, Mr* Conrad Selpp^ who asQOciated himself In 1858 with
Mr* F* Lehnann, who reoalned his partner until 18729 when he died In an
accident* Afterward the brewery was organized as a stock ccxapany, with
Mr* Conrad Selpp as president, his son, Mr* W* C* Selpp, who Is also our
present city treasurer, as Tlce-presldenu, and Mr* T. J* Leffdns, his son-
In-law^the elder Selpp^jT^, as secretary and treasurer*

The brewery, oTsn as early as 1877-78, produced the tidy sum of 103,787
barrels. Increasing Its production In 1878-79 to 108,347 barrels and,
during the past year, reaching a production total of 119,753 barrels,--
an achleranent which Is all the more remaricable since the Conrad Selpp

en
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Brewing Company has only local custoners, with the exception of those
v^o buy their bottled beer from Geo* A. //eiss and Co., a fiim lAdiich has
business connections with the former.

The huge building unit of the C. S. Brewing Co. occupies the entire area
between 26th and 27th Streets, Iglehart Place, and the Illinois Central
tracks. The magnificent and imposing main building, four hundred feet
long, contains in its center the glass-domed brewing house, built entirely
of stone and iron, while inside are two shiny brewing kettles with a capa-
city of three hundred fifty barrels each. Adjoining this section to the S
south are the huge malt floors and malt kilns, where almost all the malt ^
the fiiBi uses is in the process of ripening. During the last year the
company used three hundred thirty thousand bushels of malt and two hundred
fifty thousand pounds of hops. Then there are the storage houses for
barl^ and, to the north, part of the refrigerating plants, the greater
number of viiich are located in a special building opposite the court yards.

CO
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To operate them, the brewery uses fifteen to twenty thousand tons of

ice annually. Adjoining Iglehart Place to the west is a large stable which
shelters the eighty horses of the brewery and which is one of the city's
attractions, not only because of its size, but also on account of its ex- ^
cellent equipment and scrupulous cleanliness. Above the stable, there are 5
hay and grain lofts. The brewery keeps nineteen large vjagons constantly 'Ci.

on the go and besides has established two branches, one in Aurora Turner- r"

Hall in the northwestern part of the city and the other at Halsted and no

V/right Streets in the southwest. o

Seipp's Brewery, as it is commonly called, has always produced an excel- S
lent beer, regarding which the company's success gives the best testimony. ^'

Two and a half years ago they introduced a special brand, the Pilsener
Beer, which has found favor with the public and is carried by all the larger
saloons, easily commanding a higher price than the usual product. The
brewery uses only the best material that can be bought and last year used
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malt made from California barley exclusively. In equipping the brew-
ery, only the latest scientific devices and machines have been installed.
The equipment represents p;reat value, is beautiful and efficient, and all
operations are harmoniously co-ordinated. The brewery employs one hundred
to one hundred ten v/orkers steadily and, during the time of ice cutting and
ice gathering, almost twice as many.

The brev/ery takes special care to provide its customers with properly aged
beer. There are at all times forty-five thousand barrels in cold storage
and in vaulted cellars, dating from an earlier period.

The sumptuous and richly appointed office of the brewery is located in a
separate building of handsome design.

Associated v/ith Seipp's Brewery, as mentioned above, there is the bottled-
beer business of Messrs. Geo. A. V.'eiss ^ Co., v/ho bottle Seipp's beer ex-
clusively for distribution all over the v/orld. The establishment is
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excellently equipped and contains the most ingenious devices and
machines for quick and efficient operation. The company maintains branches
in the V/est Indies, Brazil, Japan, China, and Australia, vihere they recently
were awarded first prize for bottled beer during the Jorld iilxposition in
Sidney, an honor which was equally shared by Seipp*s Brewery— Seipp*s beer,

may be found throughout the western states, is shipi)ed even to Singapore,
Shanghai, Natal.

The M. Brand Brewing Co.

One of the largest and best known breweries in Chicago is the M. Brand 3i

Brewing Co., formerly Busch Pc Brand's Brewery. The plant used to be on
Cedar Street but about two years ago vjas moved to SIston Road, while the
old brewery is used only as a nalt house now and probably will also be
moved to Elston Road within a few years.

The new brewery—called Loewenbrauere

i

(Lion's Brewery)—is located a few
?
I

I
i
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blocks north of Fullerton Avenue between Elston Road and the north
arm of the Chicago River and, by being so located, has the advantage of
two lines of traffic, namely Elston Road, vAiich can be used by vehicles
of all kinds, and the navigable river, which enables the brewery to bring
in supplies like coal, malt, hops, and so forth, quickly and cheaply.
The brewery itself is an imposing structure, v;ith its front facing Elston
Road* This fine example of architecture, admirably equipped, may be rated
as among the best of its kind. Throughout the plant, science and exper-
ience have worked together in developing a model establishment* All phases
of production are arranged and co-ordinated to make for greater efficiency.

cu

In constructing the brewery, special care was taken to build good ferment- J^
ing floors and storage basements. There are two fermenting chambers,
eighteen by one hundred thirty feet and sixteen by one hundred eighty
feet floor space, and nine refrigerator cellars of eighteen by one hundred
thirty feet, where beer is kept at constant temperatures even during the
hottest days of summer.
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In order to do that, It was necessary absolutely to guarantee the
supply of a sufficient quantity of ice in every kind of weather. This
was the main reason why the brewery was built in an outlying district.
M. Brand & Co. not only own the necessary reial estate for the brewery
and all the adjoining buildings, but in addition have purchased an area ^
of twenty-one acres, eight of which, situated west of the river and ^
immediately adjoining the factory, have been converted into ponds. These ^
ponds are fed by an artesian well with the clearest water, making for crys- ^
tal clear ice which is cut by machines and transported by rail to the huge 2g
cold storage houses of the brewery. 2

•

CO

It is easy to see that, once these storage places are filled, the ice will E3

last even through the hottest season.

The brewery contains also a large malt bin occupying sixteen floors with a
capacity of twenty-four thousand bushels, and a storage room for hops vftiich

is C(mnected with the icehouses, because it is most important that hops be
kept cool.

CJt
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The U. Brand Brewing Co« manufaetures all Its own salt and has con-
verted Its old brewery on Cedar Street Into a malthouse* Here, too, the
latest scientific Inrentlons have been utilized* While In the splendid
cellars of the brewery, the malting and gexmlnatlng takes place at an even
taqperature, the drjrlng Is done by hot air Instead of over an open fire as
It used to be 9 and the drying rooms are lined with tUes Instead of sheet
metal*

s

ro

Naturally 9 a better and tastier malt Is produced In this manner; and there
can be no doubt but that, although possibly In Europe, certainly not In
America could there be fbund another malthouse to equal Brand & Co*s* In
respect to efficient equipment* Three hundred thousand bushels of barley l^

may be malted here*

The other fhcllltles of the company are on a par with the excellent equliment
of the brewery and the malthouse* The offices are located a short distance
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IV
to the north of the Division Street bridge, at 287-93 Hav/thorne Avenue.

Adjoining the offices, are the spacious stables and liveries which house
the numerous wagons and horses of the brewery. There is also an icehouse
for the temporary storage of beer ready for delivery to the trade and a
dock for the specially built steamer **L!. Brand,** owned by the company, to ^
deliver the beer to the temporary icehouse at the office and take empty JZ
barrels and necessary materials back to the brewery. In the near future, also, ^g
the Northwestern Railroad will probably lay a track to the brewery. 2

CO

The office has downtown telephone connections, as well as to the malthouse; ES

the brewery also will be connected soon, and this is of incalculable value
to customers in other parts of the city, who should suddenly run out of beer.
All one need do in such a case is to go to the nearest telephone station
and give an order.

The entire business, including the brewery and the malthouse, is supervised

cr
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by our well-known fellow citizen llr. I.:ichael Brand, whose energy and

hard work has made the brewery what it is today. L!r. F. J. Dewes is in

charge of the office and is the financial executive of the ca^ipany. L!r.

Rudolph Brand is superintendent of the brewery. S

Messrs. lU Brand L Co. have for years taken the utmost care to use only the ^
best quality raw materials for the production of their beer. For a consid- r^

arable length of time, now, they have used the best California barley and ^
the best California hops exclusively and are still using these. They use o
neither maize nor rice but only the best barley malt and, through careful Lo

supervision and untiring efforts, they have succeeded in producing a beer ^j

-Aich enjoys great popularity with the public because of its pure and wine-

like flavor and stimulating effect.

The company's success can best be illustrated by the followin.^ sales figures:

cr
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May 1, 1877 to April 30, 1878 36,114 barrels
llay 1, 1878 to April 30, 1879 39,089 barrels
May 1, 1879 to April 30, 1880 50,206 barrels ^
lilay 1, 1880 up to date 6,400 barrels. 2

It is probable, therefore, that this year they will top 75,000 barrels and r*

that in the not distant future they willreach the limit of their productive ^
capacity: namely, 100,000 barrels. o

If the National Convention delegates or other strangers should wish to try S
the excellent beer of this brewery, we can recommend the following places ^
which carry it:

/Translator's note: ten names and addresses of taverns give^.
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^SE WIRTSVEBED^

The Wirtsyerein ( Innkeepers* Association) held a meeting yesterday afternoon
in fiaiua^s Payilion, comer Indiana and Cottage Grove Avenue, under the chaixman-
ship of president John Feldkamp. After the minutes of the previous meeting
were read and adopted and several new members admitted , the committee which
was appointed to be present at the Beer Brewers* meeting, ^^ranslator * s note:
See article of May 2/ reported that they had not been admitted to it. It was
learned, however, that the brewers were not in accord regarding the raising of
beer prices. One of them had declared the first aim should be that all brewers
demand and get eight dollars a barrel, which had not been the case so far, since
many allowed a discotint from ten to fifteen per cent.

There was great indigziation among the members about an article published in
Inter^Ocean ivhich stated that a barrel of beer cost the brewers themselves seven
dollars. After a motion, a committee of three was appointed, consisting of
Messrs. Peter Mueller, J^ Miehle and 0. Helser, which was to issue a public reply

« i
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to this article. It was ftirther resolved to hold meetings only evezy first
Friday of the month, in the Hall at 7 South Clark Street.

Then a letter from Kankakee , addressed to President Feldkamp, was read in which
it said that the innkeepers of Kankakee Coimty had organized; some siiggestions

were also made regarding the V/irts* (Innkeeper's) Convention. P

The Justice committee reported in regard to the sale of liquors (mostly poor ^
quality) in drugstores, the proprietors of which naturally did not have licenses; ^
the investigations had fully Justified the complaints made. Then the fact was ^
mentioned that bottled beer was sold in some restaurants without licenses. This o^

matter, also, was referred to the Justice comnittae.

The president was given power to call a special meeting at cuoy time he considered
it necessary. J%l^ meeting adjourned /shortly thereaftej^.
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TBS BEER BREWERS

In Roooi No. 4 of the Grand Pacific Hotel, a meeting of the brewers of
Chicago and vicinity took place the day before yesterday • It was supposed
that a uniform incirease of beer prices here and in Milwaukee was being
discussed, and that resolutions were to be made. But apparently nothing
of the sort took place, according to the statements made to newspaper
reporters by seme of the participants. Nor did a conmiittee of the
WirtsYerein (Innkeepers* Association) which had contacted the brewers,
know anything about it. The discussion was limited to matters pertaining
to the Brewers* Congress, scheduled to convene in Buffalo, New York, in
the near futxire. ^Hiere was also talk about the re-establishment of a
Brauerverein (Brewers* Association) for which the prospects looked
promising. All discussions were entirely informal.

Represented were: The Conrad Seipp Brewing Company, The Downer and Bemis
Brewing Cooqpany, Fortune Brothers; Hoerber, Schmidt and Glade; Peter

•73

i

r
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Schoenhofen and Keeley, all of Chicago; Best, Schlitz and Falk of Milwaukee;
and Porter of Joliet.

In talking to some of the brewers, it was learned that they are very much
inclined to raise the price of beer and the reasons given were: the otie-

.hundred-per-cent increase in the price of ice; the two- to three-h\mdred-
per-cent increase for iron; the twenty-five- to thirty-per-cent increase
in waces; the fifteen-per-cent increase for wood: and the increase in
prices of hops between three and four hundred per cent. They claim that
a barrel of regular beer, including taxes, delivery and other incidental
expenditures, cost them seven dollars and fifty cents, and that better
grade beers like Utah, Filsener, Erlanger, etc., cost them as much as
seven dollars and seventy-five cents. Hius, they claim that twenty-five
or fifty cents profit a barrel was not enoxigh to cover unavoidable losses
incurred in this business , regardless of the care taken.
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TE£E GERMAN SAVINGS BANK

The receitrer of the German Savings Bank last Friday made the following

report on the transactions during the last month: Gash on hand March 1,

^1,122.00; income from rent, estates, bills of exchange, reductions in

taxes, ^,479.00; total |5,001.00. Paymehts for taxes, law costs,

lawyers' fees, general expenses authorized by law v4,984.00; balance April

1, $606.00. Mr. James D. Flower, receiver of the bankrupt German

institution.

•me National Bank started an action yesterday in the Federal District

Court against Slias Rosina, Henry 2. and Moses E. Greenebaum and

Gerehard Foreman, asking payments from the above of $35,378.29 to be

paid into the liquidation fund. Similar action has been taken against

A. vaese. The amount in the case is $8,000.00.

The first claim promises a very interesting case. Mr. iClias Greenebaum

had transferred his interests in the firm. Foreman and Greenebaum,
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amounting to $650,000.00, to kis wife with the exception of ^50,000 in cash
and a personal claim of si^O,000 against Henry and David Greenebaum when
he left the above fiim» The transfer document, dated May 14, 1874, had
been kept a secret and had only been made public after the firm C^reenebaum
and the related firms had gone bankrupt. According to the law of 1874
relating to married women, this transfer is not valid as long as man
and wife lived together, the transfer had officially not been registered.
It must, therefore, be regaxrded as a fraud and is not binding on the
creditors

l

He demands annulment of the transfer and appointment of a receiver.
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Der Wlrths vareln (Tavern-keepers Union) held yesterday afternoon under the

auspices of John Feldkamp in the Vomarts (Forward) Tumhall a large meeting*
'^ Louis Sehurichow proposed that 1200 invitations should be sent out for the

Wirth (Tavern-keepers Union) Convention which will be held here the 21st of

September*

The program for that day will be regarding the Aldermen of the wards and their
attitude towards our business* Remember that Cullerton and Curran from the

6th ward both are rather dangerous men and should not have the support of our
organization*
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DSR ^HTHSViSREIN ^
Prospective Co-operative Brewery .-^

The iifirthsverein ^^vernowners* itHsociationTheld a special meeting yesterday. ^
Charles Maas acted as chairman. Bemhard Baxim functioned as secretary because g ,

Carl Bruder was absent on account of sickness in the latter* s family* ^ i

o \

The committee ?^ich conferred with the brewers on the price question submitted ^
the following report:

**The committee met at Joseph Muehle^s saloon. Mr. Langenhahn was elected chair-
man and Joseph Muehle secretary. Mr. Tiangenhahn explained the puri>ose of the
conference cmd remarked that, at the last general meeting of the Wirthsverein,
it had been decided to nominate a committee of five which should be empowered ^
to take action in accordance with its decisions, that the names of the committee |

members should not be divulged, nor should the decisions, until the committee
deemed it advisable.
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wJoseph Muehle proposed to obtain a charter, if necessary, in order to organize
a co-operative brewery so that the tavernkeepers could procure good "beer at
the lowest possible price. Others declared that the V/irthsverein already had
a charter, on the strength of i/<*iich the association could embark in the brewery
business* After a short debate on the question, .it was decided to ask
Attorney Rubens for advice.

••Mr. Rubens explained to the committee that the present charter was insufficient
and he offered to procure the necessary papers. .Ve submit the document here-
with.

/signeA/' ••Herman Langenhahn,
••Ph. Dieter,
••Joseph Muehle. ••

Ca3

ISie committee *s report was accepted, and the president of the association
remarked that it appeared to him that the committee had deviated somewhat from
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i
Its instructions. No one had mentioned anything approximating the committee's ^^
proposal. P

Joseph Muehle and Langenhahn then declared that the committee had been autho- g
rized to seek the best methods to ccMbat the brewers^ and to act accordingly.

The charter, signed by the Secretary of State, permitted Messrs. Langenhahn,

Maehle, and Wassermann to sell bonds in order to finance a co-operative brewery.

The dociament was submitted with the committee's afore-mentioned report, and was

read to the assembly.

Mr. Enders made a motion to accept the report and to advise the committee to

continue its activities.

Mr. Brann said that he had read about the proposed increase in the price of beer,

scheduled for next spring, but did not think that it would be of serious con-

sequence. ?y that time the price may drop again. He believed the commit^tee had
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exceeded Its instructions. He did not know Just what the committee's inten-
tions were, or whether the committee wanted to start a co-operative brewery
among its own members* The committee should have consulted the association be-
fore embarking on such an expense.

Muehle said, in defense, that the committee had acted in the best interests of
the association. He had obtained evidence, and felt convinced that the brewers
intended to raise the price of beer in the spring, and that, by applying for a
charter for a co-operative brewery, he had chosen the means which would be most
likely to make the brewers come to terms.

Langenhahn sixDke similarly, and Dieter added that an icehouse could be built,
and that beer could be bought anywhere and stored for the benefit of the asso-
ciation; the charter would permit this.

Mr. Georg made a notion that the filing fees ($5.50), should be paid by the
Co-operative Brewing Company, and should not be made payable to the committee,
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otherwise the association might become involved in greater responsibilities

than the members care to assume. 'p

Enders's, and also Georg's, motions were accepted.
ô

Enders wanted to know what the saloonkeepers had to say about the mayor* s pro- i^

posal to issue special licenses permitting saloons to remain open all night, r^

and added that it was strange to advocate extra licenses, when the tavernkeepers ^
were already paying federal, city, and billiard and pool licenses, and finally

aiders expressed his satisfaction that the German aldermen had voted against

the proposed ordinance.

Berger thought that the night license would have been a good thing, and that

the mayor never would issue a permit unless he was certain that the applicant

conducted his business in a proper manner.

Baum wanted to make a test case. In his opinion, the temperance people
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instigated the question and he /Ba}}i^ believed that, if the Federal Gtovernment

gave a permit without any restrictions, then neither the state nor the city-

would have a right to specify at what particular time beer may be sold or con-

sumed*

Joseph Muehle said that it was a serious problem for the tavernkeepers , and he

believed the mayor would revoke the licenses of all saloonkeepers whose places

stayed open beyond midnight, Just as he had threatened to do. As far as Muehle

was concerned, he was willing to close at tv/elve o'clock, but not every saloon-

keeper would be willing to tell respectable customers to leave at midnight.

Baum made a motion to make a test case; the cost of the litigation could be paid

by asking all interested citizens to contribute.

Enders expressed the belief that the matter could be settled only through politi-

cal pressure, by compelling the aldermen to revoke the ordinance.
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Maehle hoped that some prosperous tairernkeeper^s license would be revoked, so
that someone nho had enough money could make a test case of It and fight It
out« He was opposed to pass the collection basket to defray court costs, and
did not belleTe that mere demands to rescind the ordinance ^Idnlght closing
of saloons^ would be successful*

CO
Langenhahn also objected to **passing the hat,** and asked that ^ttorne^ Rubens §
should estimate the costs, and, If not too high, the association should defray
the expense*

•

Bnders said that a test case would not help^ since Rubens had declared, some
time ago, that saloons wer^ not regarded as businesses of legal standing.

Baum replied that this meant only that the city had a right to exercise control.
It would be strange If a business were regarded as Illegal, after the goTernment
recognized tayerns and collected taxes thereon.
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^
TSie chairman remarked that he had heard that Mr# Rubens had found a point '
iriiereby the ordinance could be made inoperative by declaring it unconstitutional, ^
and suggested that the committee on legal matters confer with the attorney about Z
this phase before proceeding further in the matter. The assembly concurred. 1

c

Messrs. Joseph finders and Andreas Bartels were indignant about John Kaber*s o

conduct, because he gave Mayor Harrison $25 to enforce the midnight closing C:

ordinance, and accused Raber of giving candy to little children so that they
^

would buy beer from him.

The assembly then attended to routine matters and adjourned. The next meeting
will be held in two weeks, at Baum's Pavilion.

A reporter of the Illinois Staats-Zeitung interviewed Harry Rubens, and asked
on what grounds the closing ordinance could be declared unconstitutional.
Mr. Rubens said that the city's new charter enabled the city council to pass
an ordinance providing for the closing of saloons at any time, but, in drafting
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•the bill, it became unenforcible because of an oversight. Just what the error r*

,was, Mr« Rubens did not explain, but he hinted that the bill compelled saloon- -r?

keepers to close their places at midnight, but that the dispensing of drinks o
after that hour was not prohibited in the ordinance. However, Mr. Rubens admit- 'a^

ted that little would be gained by declaring the statute void at this time, S
since the city council had the legal authority to enact even more drastic measures.^

"HLit,
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•the bill, it became unenforcible because of an oversight. Just what the error r
^was, ISr. Rubens did not explain, but he hinted that the bill compelled saloon- ^
keepers to close their places at midnight, but that the dispensing of drinks c

after that hour was not prohibited in the ordinance. However, Mr. Rubens admit- l

ted that little would be gained by declaring the statute void at this time, j

since the city council had the legal authority to enact even more drastic measures.^
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7SB BAUER PIANO

The present era Is one of constant pzx^gress* As soon as a definite improvement ^
in some line of liiiman endeavor is annoxinced, we hear that a new invention in ^
the same field supersedes anything created befoire. Hiere are no exceptions, and ^
anyone may convince himself of this by observing onr industrial status in general C
--and this applies particularly to the manufacture of pianos. What a difference 3
between the nairrow sound chambers of the old spinets of the beginning of the £
century and the sonorous pianos of today, or even the attempts of our piemo ^
manufacturers of twonty years agol Vfliat far-reaching improvements, all calculatedCj
to develop a mellow and powerful tone I Itodem piano builders have endeavored ^
to produce more graceful, as well as stronger, instruments, able to resist tem-
perature changes, and capable of meeting €lL1 demands of the musician*

The changes in piano manufacture during the last twenty years represent no devi-
ation from basic principles. Julius Bauer of Chicago, however, had a new idea.
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and today one expresses surprise that others had not thought of the same Idea
before. Mr. Bauer Is an experienced piano memufacturer. He not only has sold %
pleuios., but has had In stock nearly every conceivable musical Instrument, during ^
the last thirty years. He studied the structural details of all pianos and, p
in considering their various faults and advantages, he concluded that a wooden ^
sound board produces the most resonant, powerful sind flexible tone, and so it S
occurred to him, since wood gave all these advantages, to build a sound board i—

based on the principles of a violin. His trieds exceeded his expectations. The o
new Bauer piano has a wooden sound board, with no metal contacts emyivhere, nor j;^

metal supports. In constructing the sound board, the same painstaking care for
detail was given as the vlolinraakers of Cremona gave to their lnotruiaents. The
violin-like resonance chamber developed a sonorous tone of great power, which
proved superior even to a concert grand piano, and the entire method of construction
provided great rigidity.

Ifuslclans were highly Impressed, and, within a short time, the new Bauer piano
became well known here and abroad. The best proof of its far-reaching reputation
is the fact tliat conservatories in London, Paris, Dresden, St. Petersburg, Vienna,
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and Kome ordered Bauer pianos, as did consequently, a number of individuals.

Anyone wishing to be convinced need only go to the company's display rooms

at 182-84 Wabash Avenue. Visitors are welcome all day. An inspection will

show that it has been possible to provide beauty of tone in a small, elegant

bodyt The Bauer upright piano is highly decorative in appearance, and its design

shdws good taste.

Yfe ask the public to see this new creation, which fears no competition,and is

imperturbed by older, medal-bedecked instruments, including the Khabe piano

^^itor's note: I used my mother's Bauer upright piano during my entire musical

education. She still has the piano, after 40 years, and it is as good and rich-

toned as when I first used it/

CD

Ca3

ho
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/csiGAao ununG asd mmm coispant/^ ^
(MTertlsenent

)

2
S

Ghlcago Mining and Mining Company jg
Incorporated T&ider the Laws of Illinois C^

Capital 11,000,000. 10,000 bonds O $100.
John Else, president; Otto Wasmansdorff , seeretaiy;

A. C. Basing, superintendent; C. Weberllng, mining engineer.
f

*

The Culebra Idne, Pxoperty of the
Ghioago MLlling and Mining Gonpany

''The Culebra mine Is In the State of Sonora, Uexlco, about one hundred and
twenty-five miles from the hazbor of Guaynas and not far from the trail

cr
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leading to the city of Soyopa, iriilch la about ten ndlea dlatant. The goyexn«-

ment mint la at Heznoalllo, eighty mllea from the mine; a good road leada to
the city J^eTBOoalllo/.

••The ore la rich and the Teln la large » making the mine one of the greatest in
the State, which la readily proved by the ore thua far extracted* Up to the
pspeaent two ahafta fifty feet and one hundred and fifty feet deep have been aunk,
diadoaing a large » regular Yein, twelve to fifteen feet widOf which increasea
at lower levela. The vein can be traced on the aurface for aeveral mllea.

••The ore la a conglomerate of pyritea, zinc aiilphide, lead aulphide and ailyer.
The two ahafta make about fifty thotiaand tone of omaccesalblei representing a
value of two million dollara.

^'Teata have ahown that the ore can easily be treated by heat, which separatee
the various ingredients and aubsequent melting eliminatea ezpenalve milling.

r\3
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The roasting process consists in dumping one hundred to one hundred and fifty ^
tons of ore on a bed of ivood. Only one or two cords are used. <After the fuel ^
is ignited, thcfore will bum of its oun accord, because of the leurge sulphur ^
content. Through this singple process of roastixig, the ore will disintegrate C
into a powder, so that the eoq^^ensive labor of crashing is ayoided entirely.

ô
**The next step is to gain a concentrated product. The ore is now placed in a ^
puddling furnace. Wood is used for fuel. The daily capacity is about fifteen '^

tons of ore. Ptom five to ten tons of ore give one ton of concentrates, which
are placed in a cupola, irtiere silver and lead are extracted by melting.

**Ck)nditions for melting near the mine are very favorable. Pbrests abound near
the mine, so that wood can be had for two dollars a cord; charcoal for six
cents a bushel. Wages: Laborei^s, fifty to seventy-five cents; miners, etc.,
one dollar to a dollar and a quarter per day.

en
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''Production costs, based on trials, are about as folloTvs:

llining expense and transportation of 25 tons of ore Q $2. .........$ 50.

Treatment of ore in puddling furnaces Q $2 per ton SO.

Treatment of 5 tons concentrate e $12 per ton 60.

Other items 96^
Ttotal ! .f256!

CAPACirr

25 tons O $40 |1,000.

20% loss 200

.
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Net capacity $800. -^

Net income per day $544. -^^

tt^Qie estimate of twenty-five tons of ore as shoim in the aboye figures is -o

bcused on the present capacity. However^ by proTiding more space, more miners o
will be able to work, which of course will increase the income.

^

*nvithin a year it may be possible to increase the output six times aboTe the
present rate, wfai(di means a daily profit of more than two thousand dollcors.

**de advantages of this mine, when compared with other mines having rich but
small veins of ore, are as follows: Mining costs per ton of ore are high
iriien veins are rich but narrow, becaiase of the l€urge amount of rock idiich

must be removed and also because of the fact that the direction of the vein
changes frequently. Very often the vein stops abruptly, giving no indication
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of its continuance. Accurate estimates of income axe impossible under such ^
conditions, and mining becomes a chance. ^

"In connection with the aforescdd, I would like to mention the Eureka Mining -^

and Smelting Coi^pany of Sureka, Nevada, which works on ore worth forty to ^
fifty dollazs per ton. For two years this company paid a monthly dividend 2
of about a hundred and fifty thousand dollcurs; jeteqaosss in Nevada are much '^

higher. Labor costs are four dollars per day, and charcoal (the main essen- C^

tial in smelting) costs thirty-five cents a bushel instead of six cents, as in
Mexico. Smelting costs are therefore three to four times higher in Nevada
than in Mexico. ,

^Ab we have a large amount of ore available, we can confidently expect a good

income for years.

"C» Weberling,

''Mining Engineer.**

cr
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The reports of A« C. Hesing not only substantiate the conservative estimates ^
of C« leberling, but show that the ore is much richer. Work continues at ^
the mine day and night. Qy August 22 » three hundred tons of ore had been C
treated. The success of the Company is now established beyond doubt. ^

Stock, at $25 a share, may be procured from cu

Wasmansdorff and Heinemann,
165 fiandolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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PROGRESS

German industries are making progress. A noteworthy example is the copper and
iron manufacturing concern of Conrad Kattentidt. The factory, built of brick, -^

covers an area of 50 by 100 feet, and there are bams and wagon sheds in addition. ^
The buildings v/ere erected in July emd August under the supervision of the archi- -ri

tect, F. .7. V/olf . The masonry work was done by the contractor i^ed Hausser; F
the woodwork by Andrew Katz. The forge and machinery are in the basement. The ^
office, the assembly room, and the stock room are on the first floor. '- o

A copper boiler of 320-barrel capacity is now under construction, designed by ^:

A. Dehne and Company of St. Louis. The boiler is being built for Anhaeuser's v
brewery in St. Loui^.

The second floor is used as a workshop for lighter wares. The entire building
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is v;ell illirainated and ventilated. ?rom 75 to 100 people are employed.

Conrad Eattentidt learned his trade in the largest factories in Gerx-nany and is

an experienced coppersmith. He built up his trade to such an extent within a ^
dozen years that he eliminated 3astern competition and made all the boilers 5
and copperwork for the breweries in the V/est,—the largest breweries in the ^
United States. £"

LIr. iiattentidt will be pleased to show his factory to prospective customers. c^;

CO

c
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TiiE '..'IHTIi^'V'EBSIN

The Vi'irthsverein (Tavernkeepers* association) held its se;aiannual r.eneral meet-

ing yesterday at the Vorv/aerts Turnlialle. John Feldcarnp, president of the

Association, acted as ch&irnan.

The reports of the various cciirnittees ;.ore accepted. The outints cOifxiittee and
the cormnittee on the brev.ers* conference v.ill submit their re^ocrts next v/eek.

The cOiTimittee on le^al matters >3ave a detailed account of its activities.

Philip Dieder, treasurer, shcv;ed, . • .that there is ^^725. 06 on hand.

CO

I

LIr. Feldcanp then presented his report and expressed thanks, in the name of the
Virthsverein, for the efforts of the aldermen in abolishin^x the poolroom license.
He spoke of certain associations which employ snoopers to make trouble for saloon-
keepers, and showed that these attempts had proved unsuccessful. According to
the report, the brewers are to blame for the existence of hundreds of disreputable
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saloons and dives • If a tayernkeeper*s license is revoked because the place
is regarded as a public nuisance, the brewers are the first to see to it that
that saloon is reopened, so that the brewers can sell more beer. Saloonkeepers
idiose licenses are revoked for good reasons should not be enabled to start
anew. For this reason, the Wirthsverein should appoint a committee to investi-
gate all closed saloons, and a list of all brewers who intercede for such
questionable taverns should be compiled. It was also emphasized in the report
that a distinction must be made between bona fide saloons and dives: ^Only with
the help of reputable saloonkeepers will it be possible to eradicate the evil.

The prejudice shown by the people, and their low regard for saloonkeepers in
general, are Justified in many instances. .Ve must unite and show a proper
front against this type of saloon as well as the brewers.*^

He continued: '•The brewers don't care about the saloonkeepers* interests, as
long as beer is sold; to attain this end, the brewers help any bum to open a
saloon, pay the license and, if the sales are not satisfactory, another bum
is put in charge. The better places—where the brewers receive cash and »no

favors asked*—are given no consideration whatsoever. But the tough joints
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are supported by the brewers to keep up the sale of beer. The brewers should
classify their customers, since there are two varieties: Those who pay promptly
and always patronize the sane brewery, and those from whom it is .difficult to

make collections; these latter are the chaps who make trouble for the brewers.
The old reliable customers should be given preference so far as prices are p
concerned. The honest saloonkeepers should not be made the scapegoat, for the ^
undesirable members of our calling. » 3

Mr. Feldcamp talked also about the problem of barrels—the question of contents— :3

and expressed the gratitude of the Association for Peter Mueller's efforts in c3%

explaining the matter in a letter which appeared in the Illinois Staats-Zeitung ,

entitled, "Saloonkeepers, Know Your Enemies I
»

••It Is absolutely necessary that our local organization expand and cover the
entire state, so that we may hold a regular convention of tavernkeepers, and
that a committee be appointed to work out the details. The financial condition
of the A3sociation is excellent.**
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Filially, appreciation was expressed for the conscientious work of the various

comniittees and officers of the Association, as well as for the strong support

given by the German press.

The finance committee was given a week to prepare its report.

The election of officers proceeded with considerable difficulty, since most of

the nominees declined. The following gentlemen were finally elected:

President: P. Maas.
Vice-president: Herman Langenhahn.
Recording and corresponding secretary: Carl Bruder.

Financial secretary: Adam Uoerl. /

Treasurer; P« Dieder.
Committee on legal matters: North side, Adolph Georg and P. Enders; South

side: Bemhard Baum and Wilhelm Clemens; V/est side: Chas. F. Mueller, Jacob

Gastel, and John Feldcamp.

Trustee for eighteen months: Frank Schroth.
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Tbe assembly thaniced the retiring officials for their work.

The secretary's salary was increased from $2,50 to ^5.00, Adjournment followed.

( iU^
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JOHANN H. MDBHTKE

In the demise of Johann Helnrlch Uuehlke, Chicago loses one of Its oldest
and most active Germans* He was bom In Sachsenhagen, In Kurhessen, Novem-
ber 23, 1826. He emigrated to America In 1842, when he was only sixteen
years old and, after working as clerk In various stores, first at Hamlin, ^
Day and Company, a concern which sold Just about everything needed by people J
living In small towns at that time, and later at H« W« Blgelow and Company's -
dry goods store, 151 Lake Street, he eventually became a partner of the r^

latter firm, which thereafter was known as Blgelow, Muehlke and Company. X
He was highly successful and continued in that capacity until about 1865,
when he dissolved the partnership and dealt in real estate exclusively, a
move inspired by his own large land holdings, and also at the behest of
Mr. Uhllch, who wanted Mr« Muehlke to manage his ^hllch*s7 extensive pro-
perties. Muehlke* s efforts proved so satisfactory that Uhllch bequeathed
a considerable portion of his estate to Muehlke. Shortly before the Fire,
Muehlke was considered one of the wealthiest Chlcagoans. The Great Fire

c
V. -
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and the panic of 1873 resulted in a general drop in real-estate values, and
played havoc with Muehlke*s land holdings, but he managed to pull through.
During the last two years he was confined to his bed, but he left a fair-
sized fortune to his family nevertheless.

The deceased was a member of Hartmann*s x>&rish, and was its secretary for
twenty-five years. He took an active interest in Uhlich's Orphanage and
was president of that institution; he was also connected with the Wittwen ^
Und Waisen-Verein /a. Society organized for the protection of widows and or- C
phan87 of St. Faults parish, as well as with its Sunday sdhool, over v/hich ^7^

he presided for twenty-three years.

Mr. Ifuehlke is survived by his wife, Venna Katharine, nee Knust; eight
children, Mrs. Louise M. Tiedemann, Mrs. Anna Henrici, Henry C. Muehlke, who
holds an important position at J. V. Farwell and Company; G. F. Muehlke,
who was in charge of the real-estate business during the protracted illness

of his father; Joseph H. Muehlke, now a student at the university, and three

c.."-
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yotmger children*

The funeral will be held this afternoon at the home of the deceased, 307
North State Street, from where the procession will proceed to Hartmann^s
church, and then to Graceland Cemetery.
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THE TAVERNKEEEERS* ASSOCIATION

The Tavernkeepers » Association held its regular fortnightly meeting yesterday
at Baum*s Park Place Pavilion, Cottage Grove Avenue and 22nd Street. A fair
sized crowd was present; J. Feldkamp, president of the Association, presided.

After the minutes had been read routine matters had been attended to, the
following gentlemen were accepted as members: H. Pickard, Charles Richter, A.

Wieschendorff , and H. Light* The bond of P. Mueller, trustee, was accepted^

Mr* Engelmann, of the committee on legal matters, announced his resignation,
which was accepted with regret* Selection of another member of the committee
was postponed because the regular election will be held soon*

The special committee which was nominated at the last session to confer with
the brewers on measures and shortages submitted its report* The committee

-3

}

J
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declared that the brewers had arranged a meeting for next Tuesday to settle
the question, and the members added that the reception given them by the
brewers was friendly in every instance. One of the proposals, considered to
be the most reliable means of settling the difficulty, provided for the sell-
ing of beer according to weight* This would give assurance to the tavern-
keepers, as well as protect the brewers against confiscation of barrels, because
the government confiscates all barrels which are oversize, in order to enforce ^
the revenue laws* ^

?• Mueller remarloed that the contents of a quarter-barrel should weigh sixty- C
eight pounds and, according to present prices, a pound of beer would cost three
cents*

A general discussion followed, and nearly everyone present was in favor of
selling beer by weight instead of by the barrel*

Mr. Baum wcuited to go even further to make the tavernkeepers independent of
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the brewers, and suggested a co-operative brewery with tavernkeepers as sole

stock owners. All speculators should be excluded from the corporation and
only bona fide saloonkeepers should be connected with the enterprise*

Mr. Cortes had doubts, and believed that a venture of the kind would very
likely be doomed to failure, as was a Philadelphia brewery which was financed
by a stock issue*

Mr. Baum, however, was very positive in his opinion, and declared that, if
si)eculators were excluded and the brewery sold to its own investors, success
would be assured from the very beginning*

It was decided, however, to await the brewers* conference before proceeding in
the matter.

President Feldkamp then said that he had heard that the mayor desired an
opinion from the tavernkeepers on the question of prohibiting music in saloons
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after 10:30 or U o» clock at night.

Mr. Baum was definitely opposed to consideration of the mayor's plan. What the
mayor wants can only be a measure to control disreputable places—and that has
nothing to do with legitimate tavemkeepers. It is the mayor* s duty to close
all dives, but he cannot expect respectable saloonkeepers to do this work by
resorting to a curtailment of their own rights in order to make the noisy
places less conspicuous. If the mayor really wants to clean up the saloons,
why does he not close all places which are but entrances to dives and use bad
music merely to attract customers? But instead of that he ^he imyor/ plays
politics and has permitted King and Jerry Monroe to operate their saloons
again, after bragging that he had closed thej^ in the interests of public decency.
About the only thing the Tavernkeepers • Association can dp in giving an answer
to the mayor would be to pass a resolution condemning his policy of permitting J^

saloons to reopen after their licenses have been revoked, v/herever such re-
vocation was based upon misconduct.

>
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The Association finally decided not to express an opinion On the mayor*

s

question, since Association members never v/ill consent to be put into the
same category with keepers of common dives.

Before adjournment, the assembly decided to arrange an outing, within the
near future, to visit Cortes' saloon, and a committee (P. l^Iueller, chairman),
was appointed to take care of the details.

»

The next session will be held in three weeks at the Vorwaerts Turnhalle.
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THE GREENEBAUU BANKS

The report of ^Imer ^"'eshburnt hank examiner, as the result of nis careful in-

vestigation of the affairs of the German National Bank, leaves little rooT. to

doubt that the institution was run mainly to sustain a little ring of banks ant^

certain real estate operations* ^'

€^

Personal consideration for J^r# Henry Greenebaum and those associated with him ^^
in the active management of the German National, does not justify any conceal-

ment or extenuation of the irregularities and abuses that have been revealed.

In point of fact, a literal interpretation and strict enforcement of the TTnited

States banking law would subject the responsible officers of more than one of the

collapsed banks to prosecution; and the violation of the law in the case of the
Gerracoi National, should not be permitted to escape proper official notice.

//hetner the affair be judged by the embarrassiaent wnich depositors suffered, or

by the actual lossej sustained by the stockholders, tnere is a demand for such
action as will be calculated to prevent similar manipulation of bank funds in
the future by those who are managing bajiks under the natioial law.

The indebtedness of the Greenebaum fajnily to the German National !!ank figured
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lip to nearly $187f000. It was divided between Henry Greenebaum, on his individ-
ual account; Henry Greenebaura & Co» ; Greenebaura Bros* & <^o. ; H. and D» S, Gr'5ene-

baum; Isaac Greenebaum and Saredi Greenebaum; in addition to collateral indebted-
ness from relations not bearing the neuie of Greenebaum. §

A savings baiik, a private banking and brokerage business here and another in IJey^^

Yorkf seem to have been practically run by these funds. Of the entire sum of ^^

$187t000, only $62,000 has been actually paid back. Nearly $59fOOO has been -S

scratched off under prdfit and loss by the terms of composition. The amount ^'

still due is $65t946f which Mr. Washburn estimates to be actually worth about <r^

$5f7255 and it is safe to say that this is all that will be realized from the ,^
notes euid collaterals on hand# A part of this indebtedness represents an opera-
tion only three weeks before the failure of the bank, whereby a good loan was
transferred so as to make room for Henry Greenebaum's personal note and worthless
collaterals.
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GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

V/ashlngton, D. C. - The report rrado by bank-examiner '.Vashburn cf Ciiicago, ^i^- -^
ln£ the results of his examination of the German National Bank of that city, r-

which reached the cc^.^ptroiler of the currency the middle of last '^ay, is now ^
accessible, and is in substance as follows: o

fl

CO
The report covers the time from Dec* 6, 1877t when the bank suspended, to Dec. g
24, 1878, when the received' took charge. All the assets have either teen

.
v^

traced into the hands of the receiver, or the jouriial entries i:ave been found,

which showed where they were charged to profit and loss, or u^ed to discnarge
liabilities. IJany cf these entries, however, were so obscure tnwt it could not
be determined to what particular bill or asset the entry belonged, except
through the assistance of some one connected with the bank who knev/ about the
transactions.

In relation to the amount due the bank from its late presJdentf Kenry Greenebaura,

lir. V/ashburn says that he reports merely moro in detail than before; as the

present examination develops nothing to change the character or amount of that

indebtedness. He then proceeds to specify in detail the amount due fron: the

president and the various private banking bouses in which he v;as a partner. At
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the time the "bank suspended, Henry Greenebaum individually cv/ed $62,32jt of v;nich

$l|.OtCOO v/as in bills receivable, one being a note for $25fC00, and tne other ^
for $15fOOO. But for Mr, Greenebaum's explanation, the consideration for v/hich ->

the larger note was given, could not have been determined* '7ith his as5:istance,'p^

however, the facts in this and other transactions were fully traced, r^

"OX)

After the suspension of the bank, Grsenebaura was charged with an indorsement of o
Sarah Greenebaum's note for $7t800. He has paid since suspension, by real f^s- .!:->

tate, compositions and sale of collaterals, $22t4C0, leaving his indebtedness |^
Dec, 2Z|, 1878, $47,700, The balance due fron him was secured by collateral^i - '^
stock of the Gerrnai: National Bank, Chicago Cutlery Co., and Staats-Zeitung , s^'nce

sold by the receiver for $3f200 in cash.

The firm of Henry Greenebaura <!i Co., which was composed of Honry, Zllas and David
S. Greenebaum, owed the bank at the date of suspension $29,000. The way in

v/hich Henry Greenebaum 5c Co. became responsible to the German IJational .'or the

sum of $20f00C charged to them on Jan. 4t and Mar. 7$ 1878, needs explanation.

In relation to this transaction, Albert I^. Day, second vice-president and an

active manager in the affairs of this bank, says that on Nov. 30. 1877i Henry
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Greenebaum represented to hiia that Henry Greenebauin c<: Co, had deposited in the
Conanercial National Ban^c of Chi -ago to the credit of the German National Bank a I

draft on New York for $20,000, and that Henry Greenebaum & Co. desired a corre- n

spending credit on the books of the German National Bank, which credit was ac- '^-

cordingly madet and Henry Greenebaum k Co. checked it cut the same day. The in- ^j

dividual ledger of the GermaJi National Bank shows that Henry Greenebaum & Co# j^

were both debited and credited with an item of $20,000 on this day, Nov. jO, ^
1877» but nothing to show what the ite'i was. ;ji

llr. Lay further states that he had no reason to suppose that the Gernan Naticn^il

Bank was in any way responsible for the payment cf the $20,000 draft Joposited
in the Commercial National until after the suspension of his own hank, when he

checked on the Commercial National for his balance, $5tOOC, and vvus told that

they had indorsed it on the $20,000 draft. Although Wr. Day knew in the jiean-

time that the draft in question had been returned unpaid, he further states that

he learned then for the first time that the draft was drawn in favcr of Tienry

Greoneba'om, president, and so indorsed.

Mr. Day does not wish to bo understood as saying that !.!r. Greenebaum made these

representations for any special purpose. The Co.rmercial National Bank held the

German National Bank for the amount of the draft, ajid the German National paid

^

/
s
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the sane and charged it to Kenry C-reenebaun. <fc Co., as obovo laeiitioned. on jan, 4»

and Liar. 7t 1878.

CD

*^
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MEETING OF THE WIROHSTEREIN

The Wirthsverein ( Tavemkeepers Association) held Its regular monthly meeting
at the Northslde Turnhalle yesterday afternoon. Louis Schwuchow was chairman.
After the minutes of the preceeding meeting had been read and accepted, the
assembly proceeded with the agenda. A report on current business submitted
by the Comalttee on Legal Problems was adopted.

Since a meeting of all the committees to examine the books of the last fiscal
year proved someirtiat .unsuccessful because not all the members appeared, it

was decided that Morltz Wassermann and the secretetry, Mr. Moehrlein, should
check the books jointly.

Paul Mueller urged all members to attend a meeting scheduled for last evening,
and to prevent passage of any resolutions ^Aiich would be harmful to Judge
Kaufmann. ^[Translator* s note: The reference is to the opposition to the
appointment of Eauftaiann as Justice of the Peace^

-a

y
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Three new members were accepted at yesterday* s meeting.

Peter Mueller proposed that the members hold an anti-temperance convention in
the State of Illinois. Mr. V/assermann said that he did not believe the Chicago
tavemkeepers would consider such a proposal until they had their backs to the
wall. And the saloonkeepers from the country districts would hardly appear at ^
a convention to be held here. Mr. Miehle called attention to the fact that the ^
country saloonkeepers shewed no interest in the Springfield meeting, and that T
the Wirthsverein and the brewers had to bear all the expense. The matter was
put on the agenda for the next session.

A motion to nominate a committee of five to consider ?Aiether an excursion is

to be held was defeated.

TtB next meeting will take place at the Vorwaerts Turnhalle on the second
Friday of next month, because the first Friday will be July Fourth.

r

c
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A motion to request the Committee on Legal Problems to confer with the proper

committee of the City Council regarding a recall of the city ordinance re-

quiring licensing of horse troughs was accepted.

The financial secretary reported receipts of |65.75; expenses were $12.50.

The meeting then adjourned. ^—
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THE LARGEST PLMJO HOUSE IN THE VEST

' i

f
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TOien a firm like the Bauer Piano Company has been in business for a quarter cen-
tury, when it ranks high in the commercial world and is well known not only in
the West but throughout the country, then such a concern needs no further recom-
mendation, and so we intend to give our readers new facts only. 7/ithin the last
few years, many improvements and inventions have been made in all fields, in- ^
eluding the^^ield of piano construction. Julius Bauer Company, in particular,
has endeavored to imp]?ove its well-known product.

The Julius Bauer Company will move to its new quarters, 182 Wabash Avenue, some
time this year. The beautiful six-story, marble front building will contain the
largest assortment of pianos, organs, and other musical instruments ever gathered
under one roof

.
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TKS CHIG^.GO 'VIP/i11SV:;^EIN

The Chicago V/irthsverein (Tavernkeepers* Association) held its regular session %
yesterday afternoon at Bauin's Garden at 22nd Street and Cottage Grove Avenue. ^
Mr. Feldkamp presided. r=

The security bond of the treasurer, signed by i»iessrs. Jharles \7. Reese and 3
Jacob Gastel, was submitted and then referred to the eoimnittee on legal affairs. 2
The financial secretary did not present his bond.

ĥo

Mr. Miehle of the finance committee reported that it had investigated the
accounting of the present as well as of the former secretary, laichael 'Vasser-
mann, from September up to the time of his resignation, and found a3J. state-
ments correct. Mr. iiiehle further declared that the parties who had been
critical of the secretarial v;ork without knowing anything about it deserved
reprimand, according to the views of the committee.

Although Adolph George submitted a written report, it was decided, on P. L!ueller*s

motion, that the nev; and retiring finance committees, as well as their secre-

taries, should make a joint investigation, a second audit of the books, and give
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v/ritten reports at the next meeting.

Hr. L:iehle said that it was about time for the members to decide whether a '. -d

picnic should be <5iven this year. .-^

Peter Mueller declared tiiat the time had arrived when it was necessaiy to proceed ^^

against the "drys** in a more forceful manner than heretofore. Some of our g
aldermen who were so hypocritical prior to the election, professing to have ^~

liberal views, voted for a Simday closing ordinance on May 19, he declared. He o
read the report about the debate at the council meeting and the result of the ^
vote as published in the Illinois Staats^Zeitung. The nineteen aldermen who
voted for that compulsory measure should be remembered, he said; also, the
School Board members who had refused to lease real estate belonging to schools
to saloonkeepers. THie biographies of these gentlemen should be made available
to club members, he asserted.

Mr. Feldcamp made a few remarks about Alderman Cullerton's deceitfulness and
received general acclaim.
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Ur« Hanry Rubens said tbat the snoopers Soott and La Berge had made consider-
able trouble 9 and that La Berge was In Jail according to the newspapers* ^These %
men are the troublemakers^'* he asserted* ^
Mr« Feldkamp gave his reasons why tavemkeepers should be called upon to work ^
and vote for Judge UcAllister* The only matter concerning which McAllister S
could be criticized^ he said, was his conduct in the Sullivan trial. Aside 2
from that he had always proved himself to be an impartial ^ independent Judge* ^

^^

The president declared that the poolroom license question was nearing a solution
^ich would probably be satisfactorily concluded at the nerb session of the City
Council. Mr* Rubens and he ^^eldkang^, he said, had appeared before the committee

on legal affairs*

Then followed in lengthy discussion concerning a motion for a picnic. The mo-
tion was rejected.

At the conclusion of routine business the meeting was adjourned.

The next session will be held at the North Side Tuxnhalle, on June 21*
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ONLY LAGER BEER!
Conrad Seipp's Brewery Ships Genuine Lager Beer Only

(Advertisement

)

Lager beer is the demand of the day! Ihere was a time when the public pre- ^
ferred fresh beer^ and brewers conformed to the fashion. Ibere were also o
other factors involved: TSie tremendous increase in beer consumption and 7>

inadequate storage facilities which prevented an accumulation of what ;^

brewers considered an ^'adequately seasoned supply**. The public eventually '^

became aware that fresh beer was not a particularly healthful beverage and
thus public opinion clamored again for genuine Lager Beer.

Mong those brewers who always have a large stock of well-seasoned beer on
hand and need not substitute a hurried, artificially aged produce, is the
Conrad Seipp Brewing Compcmy* There has hardly been a period in the Company* s
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history when such a large supply for summer consumption has been available*
According to official figures of the revenue collector, Seipp's Brev/ery sold -tj

108,000 barrels of beer between May 1, 1878 and April 30, 1879* Aside from ^
this colossal amount the government report shows that a tremendous quantity :::^

was stored in the Brewery^s recently enlarged cellars—41,671 large barrels* ^

Diese figures are not mere estimates or exaggerations. They are accurate
and core taken from official statements—showing the amount registered by the
Revenue Department, and, quite aside from the fact that the Seipp Brewing
Company has no intention of cheating the government, a falsification of these
reports is not an easy matter, and if the Company claims to have a larger
stock in storage than is actually available, then the Brewery would be faced
with the problem of paying large additional sums for taxes#

The public ean therefore rest assured that the Seipp Brewery had the above-
mentioned quantity of beer in stock on May 1, this yecur, that is: 41,671 full

•••5
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barrels 9 and it is therefore quite evident that this large qucuxtity was not
brewed in a day or two; it required almost five months* Obyiously^ cmyone
seeing the sign **Seipp*s Beer** displayed by a saloon will be convinced that
genuine 9 healthful Lager Beer is on tap» ^
That such a large concern as the Conrad Seipp Brewing Company makes special ^
efforts to provide its customers with genuine Lager Beer augurs well euad ^2

proves that even in this endeavor time-tried products will reassert themselves
]

and make short shrift of **quick production processes*** l,<

Ere long other breweries must emulate the good example—if they have not al-
ready done so—and the public can then drink confidently the usual morning,
noon, or evening quota without harmful after effects resulting from a
hurriedly mixed , artificially fermented concoction; a wholesome , slowly €Uid

properly seasoned brew is now available*
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iTH LOE^TICiJBRJlDEllijlI

I.I. Brand and Company's Imposing 3rev/ery

The new brev/ery of II. Brand and Company, successors to the Busch and Brand
Brewing Company. .. .is now completed—and, it is hoped, the scientific methods
and improvements vhich have been incorporated in the new stiTUCture v/ill produce
an even better beer than the Company produced heretofore.

The Loewenbrauerei (Lion Brev/ery) is situated a few blocks north of -Fullerton
Avenue, between Elston Road and the North Branch of the Chicago River, xvhich

provides excellent transportation facilities, and the Company intends to take
full advantage of these opportunities, including the ;vater route. Elston I^oad

is in good condition for traffic of all kinds, and the river is navigable as
far as the brewery, so that raw materials such as coal, malt, hops, and so
forth, can be delivered cheaply and ouickly.

#
,

The exterior of the brewery is imposing; the frontage is on Elston Road.

CO

en
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ilrchitecturally, the stmcture shov;s harmonious lines, and as far as the
interior is concerned, the brev/ery may be regarded as one of the most
excellent and exemplary establishments of its kind. Everywhere it is

apparent that science and experience were the decidinc factors in the
construction; this manifests itself particularly in the relative locations
of the mash vr^.ts, boilers, coolinp; tanks, ferjaontine chambers, ice cellars,
etc., ?s well as in the general arrangement. Tlie mash vats arc equipped
v/ith excellent machinery, and have a capacity of 400 bushels of malt. The
tv;o larce boilers have a capacity of 300 and' 150 barrels each; the
Kuelilschiffe are of large diraensions: one of them is 100 by ?.0 feet in
sizd; the other, now near completion, measures 240 by 30 feet. Power is

suri^^lied by a 68 !!. P. engine and transmitted to various machines. Facilities
for filling and bottling are excellent.

In planning the brev;ery, particular attention was given to fermenting chambers

and storage cellars. There are tv;o fermenting chambers, each 130 by 18 feet.

The ice cellar is divided as follov/s: One compartment, 180 by 16 feet; nine

O
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compartments, each 130 by 18 feet; the ceilings are 18 and 22 feet high.

The arrancomont is of such a natiire that beer can be stored at a constant

temperature, regardless of season.

To attain this, it v;as necessary to obtain ice in sufficie^it ^'.uantities

rerardless of unfavorable v/eather conditions, and this constituted the

chief reason v:hy the brev;ery v;as erected in such a far outlyinr> district.

I... Brand and Company, by selecting that location, v;ere enabled to obtain

ample space for their buildings and, in addition to the site of the buildincs,

bou.'T.ht an additional plot of t-.;enty-one acres contiguous to their present

holdings. On this site, viest of the river, ponds v;ere constructed v;hich

cover eight acres. 'Jater for the ponds is obtained from an artesian v;ell

which the Company has had drilled; in this manner, crystal-clear ice can be

produced during cold v/eather; machinery is used for cutting and conveying.

Aside from the storage chambers, 16 feet high, above the ice cellars, the

con-iany has a separate building, 264 by 24 feet and 26 feet high, v/hich

holds 1 reserve supply.

o
CD
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It is therefore -uite apparent that, if that storace space is filled (and

that vms readily accomplished durinc a favorable v/inter last season, v/hen %
not less than 37,000 tons of ice v/ere harvested), ice v/ill never be lacking ^
durinc anj'- suTjner, or even tv;o sur;iiners« p

The brev/ery also has a lar^e malt house (sixteen floors, 34,000 bushel to

capacity) and a storapie space for hops connected v/ith their coolinc chambers; ^
a very desirable arrangement because hops v;ill keep better and v/ill not turn

rosinous if exposed to a lov; temperature.

Ca3

i:. Brand and Company make their ovm malt; hence their old brev/ery on Cedar

Street has been converted into a malt house. Here, also, the most scientific

methods have been adopted

V/hile the highly suitable cellars of the brev/ery serve in maintaining an even

temperature for malting and sprouting, the drying of the malt is noxv accomplished

by circulating hot air, and not by an open fire as formerly; also, sheet metal
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trays have been dispensed v/ith, and slabs are nov; used in the kiln drying
process. Obviously, this procedure produces a better nalt and, no doubt,
only European malt houses can be compared v/ith this installation.

The equipment in general shoves the same high standards. The office is

located a short distance north of the Division Street bridge, at 287-
293 Hav.'thorne Avenue. Large barns Tor the Company's teams, and v/agon sheds,
are near the office. Here also is located an ice house for the temporary ^
storage of beer before it is delivered. A v;harf on the river serves as a
convenient loading place for the Company's ovm, specially built steam boat,
the *1I. Brand," v/hich is used to deliver beer to the ice house near the
office, and to transport empty barrels as v;ell as all raw materials used
at the brev/ery. Telephone connecitions v/ith all parts of the City prove of
inestimable value.... .The hrevrery, in all its phases, including business
management, is under the supervision of our well-knov/n fellov; citizen,
IJichael 2rand, v;hose activity and diligence v/ere the chief factors in the
rapid grov/th of the establishment. F. C. Dev/es is in charge of the office
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and financial natters, and Rudolph Brand is the superintendent of the
browory*

California nalt and hops onl:.'' are used, thus producinc the clearest,
best beer available in the './est. . . . .Itie Company nov; has available 40,000
barrels of lager beer, and therefore need not brev; much during the summer
months. This explains ./hy the Company built such larc© storage cellars
and ice houses; it x'/as desired to produce a properly seasoned beer throuch-
out the year.

Tomorrov/, I lay 1, it v;ill market its bock boer; v;ithin a fev; days the Company's
famous Utah La^er Beer is scheduled to make its appearance—^undoubtedly to
the credit of the bre;7ery and the ci'^tification of the discerninc consumer.

CO
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THE WIRTHSVEREIN

The Wirthsverein (Tavernkeeper^s ilssociation) held its regular meeting yester-

day afternoon at the North Side Turnhalle, Mr. Feldkamp presiding. After the
reading of the minutes.. ..and the induction of new members, the report of the
Committee on Legal Problems was submitted. It appears that the negotiations
in Springfield are progressing favorably.

An important question at issue is the license fee for pool tables. Shall the '^

saloonkeepers pay the present tax before the new bill on pool tables, nov/ be- S
fore the City Council, becomes an ordinance? After a rather long debate, it <^

was decided to send a committee to the incumbent as well as the next mayor^
requesting that collection of the fee be deferred until the matter is set-
tled by the Coxincil.

In regard to the security bonds which the Association officials must post,
the trustees were requested to prepare the papers and have them ready at the
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next meeting.

Mr* Banm gave an accounting of funds collected for the Springfield negotiations; ^
he reported that he still has $127.50 with which to pay bills. ^

A lively debate ensued on the regulation of beer barrel measures, a matter p
brought to the fore even before the election but not acted upon at the time. It :^

was explained that the administration protects itself by discarding all barrels g
which are over size. However, no attention is paid to the small barrels, al-
though the officials are very observant and see to it that the tavernkeeper •

s

quart measure is properly stamped. Since idiisky, oil, and other fluid measures ^
are definitely regulated, why not also the small beer barrels, which should
have a cai)acity exactly one quarter that of a large barrel?

Attorney Rubens remarked it would be preferable to ask the cori)oration counsel
for an opinion, since the question is being asked in various quarters whether
a small beer barrel is a measure or a container.

CO
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A motion by Peter Mueller that a committee be sent to the next brewers' con-
vention to ascertain to yfHiat extent the brewers are willing to comply with the ^
Just demands of the tavernkeepers was rejected. But the following resolution fo

was passed: The Committee on Legal Problems should confer with the attorney ZT

and the latter should then see the City Council in an effort to secure a c:

revision of the procedure in inspecting small barrels, either through the "^

appointment of a special official, or by authorizing the oil inspector to act g
in the matter. After settling this matter, Adolph Mueller's resignation wis
read and accepted.

The financial secretary complained that, regardless of his continued efforts,
the bill for his revision of the books has not yet been ordered paid. His
request was referred to the Finance Committee. After accepting and authoriz-
ing payment of several small bills, the meeting adjourned.
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THE OIEMAHIA.IKSUEAHCE • WPA (ILl) PHu. . UZ;b

William Yocka

The publieitj glran a few aonthe ago to the affaire of the dead Germaala Fire-In-
eoranee Coapaajr hae had the effect of etirring up some of the credltore* and as a
result the following notice was serred yesterday on lfr« yocke» the former Asslgaer:

William Teclce» Isq«f Assignee in Banknqptcy of the Oermania Insiiranee Ooqpany.

Take notice that we shall* on tomorrow morning* <i^rll 19* A«D« 1879* at 10 A*1I« or
as soon thereafter as counsel can he heard before his Honor Judge Henry H. Bledgett*
Judge of the United States District Court for the Horthem District of Illinois* more
the Court to set aside the order heretofore entered bgr the Judge, ordering your dis-
charge as Assignee in Baakrqptcy of the said Germania Insurance Company* and for a
rule on yeu for a further aeceunting as Assignee of the amount of money and assets
which came to your hands as Assignee, and to show cause idiy yeu should not pay Imte
the Court* for the use and benefit of the creditors of the said Insurance Company

t

the amount of money which may be found due the creditors, the said creditors claim-
ing that yeu hanre not accounted for all the moneys that came into your hands as such

4
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Assignee* at which time and place you aay appear to see fIt*

Attorney for petitioning creditors,

John Tan Araan
Zlllot Anthony

Mr* Tocke accepts senrlce* and the matter will doubtless come up this morning*
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^^^HE CHICAGO MINING AND MILLING COI^AN^

(Advertisement)

The Chicago Mining and Milling Company
of

Globe District 9 Pinal County, Arizona
Incorporated under the laws of Illinois

^

December 30 , 1878
•

*

John Hise, president Otto Wasmansdorff , secretary

A limited number of shares , par value $100, fully paid and nonassessable, may ^
be procured at #25 ^er share/^ from the undersigned, in order to obtain the
necessary working capital.

The Company owns twenty-two silver mines in the Globe District, Arizona, the
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richest silver district in the world. Mr. A. C. Hesing personally investigated
the mines and convinced himself of their value. He will be pleased to give any
information that is desired.

The contracts for the ore-crusher and smelting works, as well as all neces- ^
scary machinery » were given to Traser and Chalmers of Chicago. ^

The equipment is being built under the personal supervision of the Compemy^s ^
engineer, Mr. Weberling, and will be sent to Globe City as soon as it is com- 2
pleted. A large quantity of rich ore has already been mined and is ready for ^
the smelting works. The reports from the mines show beyond doubt that the
stock will pay large dividends within a short time, and will reach the par-
value level. Information and a prospectus may be obtained from Wasmansdorff
and Heinemann, 165 East Randolph Street.

Mr. A. C. Hesing has ore samples of all the mines at his office, Room 33,
Staats-Zeitung Building, and the display may be inspected at any time.

r\3
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DILiaSNTLY AT WORK

The factory of Fraser and Chalmers, of Chicago, which produces chiefly heavy
machinery for mines, is now manufacturing the equipment for the Chicago Mining
and Milling Company* The work is about half completed. The boiler is still
under construction* The machinery is now being assembled; sixty horse-power
are required to drive the ore crusher, etc* An inspection of the plans which
wex*e made according to the specification, and under the supervision of
Karl Weberling^ the mining company's engineer, indicate that the installation
has been especially designed to save labor*

The ore, as it is being hauled from the mines, is dumped into a ELake stone
crusher* Here /In the crusherT^ the ore is reduced, whereupon it is dried to
evaporate whatever wat*^r is present* After the drying operation, the now
partly crushed ore drops into large drums made of wrought iron, where the

particles are pulverized with the aid of large balls* 3y automatic means the
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ore now reaches a conveyor and Is dropped Into a perforated drum; the material
thus sifted enters a funnel and drops into cars, and the material then reaches
the roasting cylinders* ^e coarser material remaining in the perforated drum
is returned, because it is not ground fine enough for roasting*

In the roasting cylinders the ore is mixed with salt, heated, and /the metal/
liberated* The material so treated Jrops again into cars and is dumped on an
Inclined plane, and stored to await che amalgamation process* The following
procedure is now resorted to: ^le ore is placed in pans and mixed with mercu-
ry and subsequently pressed* The remaining amalgam is put into a retort where
the mercury is evaporated /sic/ and the remaining silver is melted in a furnace
and cast into bars*

TJie machinery will be completed in a short time, ready for shipment to Arizona.

Mr* Weberling will leave for that State prior to the delivery of the machinery,

to superintend the erection of buildings.

k /

"i^
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Anyone interested may see the plans, which were drawn by Mr« Unzicker, a

German draftsman, who will be pleased to give the necessary explanations at

the factory, 139-145 Pulton Street*
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THE WIRIHSVEREIM
Wright, HaxTison, or Dr. Sobmldt Squally

Desirable as Mayor of C3iicago

The Wlrthsverein (Tavern Keepers* Association) net yesterday afternoon and was
finally called to order at 2:45 ?• U. by Mr. Feldkamp, the chaiimane The minutes
of the last session were read«

Ur. Wassermann objected to the acceptance of the report of the last session ^ ^
because it is stated therein that he still has ^7«47 which has not been paid to ^
the treasurer• For this reason Wassermann asks for another inspection of the ^
books* Mr* Wassermann *s motion was approved and the report was accepted as
read, with the exception of the aforementioned item.

Several gentlemen became members of the Association*....

Ca>
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lix. Schmidt was requested to t\irn in his collections but he declared that ^
he lost the book and was not able to obtain a single cent. -2

l^. V/assermann said the proper business procedure would be to suteiit the tT
natter to the coimittee on legal affairs for an investigation aM made a -^

motion acoordingay. Adolph Uueller dissented. I^. V/asseimann's motion 2
was almost unanimously accepted. ^'

The committee on legal affairs was then asked to give its report and the
following statement was made: The bill for abolition of pool licenses
was presented to the City Council by Alderman Jonas and referred to the
committee on licenses; I.!r. /mrv^ Rubens ^^he association^^ attornej^
drafted the bills about pool playing involving minors, two different
measures, and brought them to the attention of the City Council^s legal
board.

r\>
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Peter Mueller favored energetic proceedings against the pool license ordinance ^
and moved that the tavern keepers not pay license fees tmtil further action jg
has been taken* ^
Mr. Baum moved that such a resolution be published in the Germfiui and English t^
language papers. A. Mueller was opposed to it. Peter Mueller's motion g
was accepted.

Mr. Feldkamp then addressed the assembly. He said that it was regrettable
that the Association's attorney spoke against the nomination of Judge
Kaufmann as Justice of the peace.

P. Mueller: "Judge Kaufmann always proved a supporter of our interests and
therefore it appears incredible that Mr. Hubens should have expressed
himself so thoughtlessly and in a manner contrary to the intentions of the
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Associatlonl'*

Mr» Langenhagen moved that the committee on legal matters be Instructed to
look Into the affair* The motion was accepted and the president requested
the committee to take prompt action*

The Repott of the Election Committee

The first session of the conmilttee was held at 247 V/est Randolph Street* 5*

A delegation of three gentlemen, Messrs* B* Ba\mi, L* Schwuchow, and John

ftoldkanp, was nominated to Intervlev/ the three mayoral candidates and ask

the following questions:

1) If you are elected mayor of Chicago, would you revoke a saloonkeeper's

license, if the latter is accused of having transgressed the law in regard
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to the sale of Intoxicants to minors and It Is disclosed subsequently that
such a defendant has not intentionally disregarded the legal provisions?

2) Would you allow the Sunday ordinance to passv
r

3) Would you favor the twelve o'clock closing provision?

Besides, it was decided to nominate three comniittees to interview all the
aldermen*

Messrs. Baum and Joe Mlehle were selected for the First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth wards,

Messrs. Feldkamp and Schwuchow will see the aldermen of the Seventh, Eighth,
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Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth wards.

For the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and
Eighteenth wards Messrs. A. Mueller and A. Engelhairdt were chosen.

The report further stated that the respective committees had performed
their labors properly, obtained statements from V/rlght and Harrison, as
well as the various aldermanlc candidates, and the Association may now
decide whether a complete report of the various candidate^* answers Is
now In order. The question was asked why the conmilttee did not seek to
ascertain the views of Dr. Ernst Schmidt, the Socialist candidate for
mayor. The committee replied that It considered such an Interview su-
perfluous, as Dr. Sclimldt, Is ••all right** In so far as the aforesaid
problems and human values ore concerned*

Ihe next step was to decide whom the Association should recommend as

cr
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mayoral candidate*

Peter Mueller declared himself In favor of Dr. E* Schmidt, even before It
was decided whether the replies of the various candidates should be given
to the assembly.

%

ro
Kr« Bruder, the secretary, declared previously, however, that a complete ^
report of the Interviews should not be expected, because the meetings proved
to be very voluble affairs and he v/as not able to record all that v/as said,
but Harrison gave ample answers, and, while Bright gave candid, satisfying
replies, he refused to commit himself In writing*

Mr. V/assermann*s motion, supported by Schwuchow, advocated that the report
of the mayoral candidates should be accepted without being read, and that
every member should. vote according to his own discretion. LIr. Cortes
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Objected; he wanted to know what the candidates had to say* ^
Mr* Wassemann's motion was voted on and was accepted by a large majority^ c^
chiefly because it Justified the assertion that it would be an endless p
affair if the various members were to give their personal views about each ^
candidate. o

CO
The chairman, however, did not refrain from expressing his regrets, as it ^
appeared to him that the Association does not care to have a lucid under- D^

standing in such an important matter*

A rather lively scene ensued when Mr* Schwuchow raised a point of order

ani told the president that no debate can be tolerated after a motion is

accepted, and that the Association, not the chairman, ddcidea the issues*
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Mr. Engelhardt moved that the report about the aldermen ^l^ldermanic opinions^

shoiild also be accepted without discussion*

llT. Vfessennann objected strenuously and declared that everything possible

shovild be done to eliminate all aldermanic candidates who are inimical to

the interests of the Wirthsverein, It is the duty of the Association to

preserve its interests, he said, and therefore he offered an amendment to

the motion, that •'we shall declare our opposition unequivocally^ to all

candidates who are shown by the committee's report to be unsatisfactory.

Dixon's candidacy~for alderman of the First Ward—^met with serious op-

position, and P. Mueller's suggestion to put the name on the black list

was approved.

Mr. Baum spoke against Ballard, candidate in the Second Ward, and the name

CO
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•

was stricken.
i

No objections were raised against the aldermanic candidates in the Third ^
and Fourth wards. 5

In the Fifth and Sixth wards all candidates seem satisfactory, while Gardner ^
is objected to by the ^Virthsverein. (Lir* Gardner withdrew, and Ur. Schmelz -n

was nominated instead.) o
CO

The Eighth and llinth wards gave no cause for disapproval. §
The Temperance advocate, Lorenz of the Tenth Ward, is not to be given aid.

The candidates in the Eleventh and Twelfth wards deserve the support of the
Association.

Ihompson of the Thirteenth Ward was relegated to the black list, while the
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candidates of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth wards met with ths approval of ^
the Wirthsverein# 5

Schweisthal of the Sixteenth 7/ard and Barrett of the Seventeenth Ward must F
be fought • The Eighteenth Ward nominated good candidates.

ŝoo
Ivlr. Wassermann moved that the saloonkeepers hold a meeting, prior to the ^
election, in all wards having undesirable candidates, to determine ways S
and means of combating them. c^

Itlr. Philipp Kaas suggested that an appeal incorporating the aforesaid idea
be published in the newspapers.

A. Mueller in a fervent speech elaborated on the scheme and advocated the
printing of posters, circulars and so forth; that the money earmarked for
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election purposes should be used to defray the expense.

Mr. Vfassennann^s motion did not pass. ^
A. Mueller's motion to publicize in the Tribune , Times

>

and the German papers ^
the names of all candidates on the black list, was accepted. r^

A. Mueller made a motion, which was accepted, that a publicity committee o
of seven members be appointed. The old election committee was chosen for .^

the purpose.

Another motion specified that the money (#200) still in the possession of

L^. Baum, be transferred to the publicity committee. A prolonged argument

ensued, but finally the meas\ire was adopted.
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The newspaper question became an issue once more and it was definitely 5
decided that the committee was to proceed according to its own discretion, ^
and write the announcements, includinc the black list* t^

Peter llueller made a short address favoring the Socialist candidate for 3
corporation counsel, Harry Rubens, and declared that the gentleman deserved -^

the support of the Association. C3

After it had considered several other matters, of minor importance, the

meeting was adjourned.
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FRMXL ISALIBER^S BREWERT

A new business has been founded In the midst of one of our most populous
wards, and Is bound to give an iispetus to trade In that locality* We
refer to Tranz Walther^s brewery, which started operations recently. Ihe ss

establishment Is situated at the comer of Fatillna and Axigusta Streets, In S
close proximity to the 14th ward^s great business artery, Milwaukee Avenue. ^
Die inhabitants of that district may Indeed be proud of that attainment. £J
Mr. Walther*s product is comparable with the best outimt of any brewery. ^
Mr. Walther has ample experience; he was a brewmaster in some of our o
largest local breweries for years, and this experience enables him to
create the finest product which can be concocted from the highest grade of
malt and barley. That he does Just that is shown by the great popularity ^
which his beer already enjoys wherever it is on tap. Go, for instance, to
J. Geneser^s, comer Chicago and Milwaukee Avenues, or to G. Mueller^ s on
Canal Street, near Madison Street, where the beer is available--always
fresh, and served at the proper temperature—and convince yourself.
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HhB brewery has the most modem equipment, and while it is not as large as

some of the other establishments in our city, Mr. Walther has proved that

he is a master in his profession and, considering the auspicious beginning

of his new venture, he will soon be forced to expand his plant.

TJ
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• DER ;iIREHSV5aJEIN

The Tflirthsverein (Tayem Eeepers* Association) held its regular meeting yester-
day. After reading the minutes , Peter Miller quoted figures from the financial ^
report of the Association, giving details since its founding on I&rch 7, 1879. ^
The following items appear: initiation fees and dues, $1,421.25; collections,
$836.40; receipts from picnic, $185.53; total, $2,443.30 (sic). Expenditures
were $1,712.55 leaving a balance of $730.53 (sic). The report was accepted.

i-^

07

The Committee on Legal Affairs read the report of its meeting held the previous ^^

day. Adolf Mueller spoke in behalf of Mr. Freyer, an expelled member, and made
a motion for a thorough investigation. It was decided, however, that, as the
assembly had already passed the resolution, it would not be desirable to re-
consider the case.

Peter L!ueller made a motion that the saloonkeepers should not be obliged to pay
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a poolroom license In compliance with the existing ordinances, and that such a
declaration be published In the newspapers.

An unsavory debate then took place on the question of the presence or absence of
the Association's attorney, Mr. Rubens, and It ended with the sensible assertion
that the lawyer will be present during meetings if necessary, but that he may
also attend to other business. No definite conclusion was reached on this matter.

Medir made a motion that Mr. Baum, treasurer of the Collection Committee, should
submit a report at the next session.

L. Schwuchow's motion to grant a donation to the flood sufferers in Hxingary
resulted in a lively discussion. Several of those present asserted that the
money is more urgently needed to fight the f€uiatics of the temperance movement.

When this discxission ended, A. Mueller made a motion that Mr. Baum give to the
Association all the money the latter still has in his possession. Thereupon the
president replied that Ur. Baum will make his rei>ort to the proper committee, and
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that this report will be submitted to the Association.

After a tiresome debate on the subject of paying the attorney, Peter Mueller in-
dxilged in a Justified tirade about the **honorable^ Paxton, **e^uestrian afoot," and ^
made a motion to nominate a vigilance committee of vvhich he ^^ellej^ was .^
willing to be the leader. ^

A motion was then made by LIr. Len that a photograph of that honorable gentleman,
Parbon, be bought, since he appears to be unknown to so many taYemkeepers , and
that the picture be hung up in every saloon. Even this provoked an argument, a e
rather animated one, in fact.

Co
c

The proi)Osition to have Fazton photographed was finally withdrawn, because too
many members objected to ornamenting their taverns with the visage of a scoundrel.

Mr. Baum then made a motion, in the interests of the Association, to abolish
treating before and after meetings. Mr. Schwuchow supported the motion, but
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Adolf Mueller objected to it in general. Mr. Miehle was also opposed to the

motion....The president favored Baim^s suggestion for the reason that he ^he
president^ believed quite a few people refrained fron coming to the meetings

because they object to treating. Baum's motion eventually peussed, and this

caused such enthusiasm in the proponent of the measure that he invited the

entire assembly to have a drink.

The next meeting, in conformance to the chairman's suggestion, will be held at

the Vorwaerts Tumhalle.
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,^THE CHICAGO MININC5 AND MILLING COMPAN^

(Advertisanent)

The Chicago Mining and Milling Company f:

Incorpoxrated Under the Laws of the State of Illinois ;;;

December 30, 1878 jT:

John Hise, president Otto /Taamansdorff , secretary -

Messrs. Praser and Chalmers are building in Chicago the ore-crushing machin-

ery for the reduction works \i*iich are to be installed in the Company^s

property, which consists of twenty-two of the richest silver mines in the

Gloie district, Pinal County, Arizona.

A large supply of rich ore has already been mined, and is available for

treatment as soon as the mill is completed, thus assuring an immediate

income to the Company.
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A limited number of nonassessable bonds, par yalue $100, are for sale at

$25 by
Wasmansdorff and Heinaosann,

165 East Randolph Street,

who will be pleased to give any desired information, verbally or in writing*
r ~

I

Co..
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THE TAVERNKEEPERS • ASSOCIATION

The Wirthsuerein (Tavernkeepers* Association) held its general meeting at the
Tumhalle on the North Side yesterday, at half-past two in the afternoon. ^
Mr. Feldcamp was the chairman. ^

After reading the minutes of the previous meeting, Peter Mueller, chairman of ^
the Committee on Legal Affairs, submitted a report of the Collection Committee. ^
Thus far, |440 has been collected* The recommendations of this Committee will S
be discussed at the next meeting. '^

Fhilipp Dieter, treasurer, declared that the Association's fund amounts to $668.

rv3

en
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THE GERMAN SAVINGS BANK

The report of Mr. 0. H. Horton. receiver of the German Savings Bank....
covers the account to the day of his appointment in 1877 and we herewith aiDpend
the figures:

Cash $ 612 P
Real estate 26,500 "^

Accounts receivable And bills of exchange. .... ^9,901 g
Collateral loans . 13,6U4
V/est Park bonds 63,706
Equipment 506 cr
R^Jat 5,^52
Interest 802
Miscellaneous I7
Total $161,045 (sic)

CO
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ExDendittires

j
To Woodbridge. Blcoike and V/oodbridge, lawyers ... $ 3OO
Kirkland 200
Appraiser • 2^0
Taxes and tax certificates • • ^331
(rerman National Bank, for rent • . . . 54I
Ground rent, etc •••..•...•• 1»250
Insurance •••••• 378
Court costs 777
Abstracts # g06
Sight draft • 5,000 ^
Attorney fees •••••• ». It 973
Drafts and accounts payable kS^kSO
Deposits . 81,933
Receiver's expenditures 2,731

no

CO
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Acknowledgements * ••• $ 25
/total7 $1^9,015 (sic)

Cash on hand $ 12*030

The assetst at the time the receiver was appointed, were listed as follows; ^

Cash $ 1.532 ^
Heal estate • • . 283.020 X,
Accounts receivable and bills of exchange • • • • 231f206 ^-

Collateral loans 21,599
West Park bonds • 63,000
Equipment •••••••• • 5f266
Total • $605,625 (sic)

Of the above total, $161,0^5 has been collected. *

IV
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The original liabilities were:

Ssvings deposits . . $339,888
Deposit slips ...•..•. U,052
Accounts payable 50»000
Sight drafts 5,000
German National Bank ••• 6,27U
Total $405»216 (sic)

The expenditures were as follows:

Receiver *s expenses •••• .• $2»731
Court costs • . • . 777
Attorney fees 1,993
Abstracts . . • 806
J^raiser 250
Total 35^,559 (sic)

2
r-

r-
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' *

The ejqDenditures represent a'bout four per cent of the collections.

Mr. Horton believes, however, that the a'bstracts and cotirt costs in mortgage
litigation shoiild not "be listed against the receiver's receiotst as these
expenses would have existed, even though the "bank had continued in business.
If these amooints are subtracted from the total expenditures, then only
$4,974.71 (sic), or only 3 per cent, remains.

Besides, one must consider that $6,172.77 (sic) has been received, represent-
I

ing rent, interest, and miscellaneous items, a sum which almost covers the c

^

entire expense of administration. f^
"^ •«

K _.
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/raS CHICAGO MINING AND I'TLLING CaiPAIJY/

(Advertisement)

Tlie Chicago Mining and Milling Copipanj

of
Globe District, Pinal County, Arizona
Incorporated under the laws of Illinois,

December 30, 1878.
John Hise, president Otto Wasmansdorff , secretary-

its rich mines are to be built forthwith. News from the mines, where work has
been resumed, is excellent—exceeding all expectations.

The Company's bonds, par value i^lOO, are still available at $25, and we recom-
mend them highly as a safe and profitable investment. A detailed prospectus,
as well as any desired information, is obtainable from the Company's fiscal

3>

I

—

The ore reduction works which the Company intends to erect in the vicinity of t:,]
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agents,

Wasmansdorff and Heinemann,
165 Sast Randolph Street.

Mr. A. C. Hesing will be pleased to give any details about the enterprise.
His address is: Room 33, Staats-Zeitung Building. 2

<

c
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ARIZONA.

The Chicago Mining and Milling Company, An Explanation

Many Inquiries of late convince me that the public In general Is not
Infoxmed about the agreements I made with the owners of mines In the Globe
District, and vdilch I designated as property of the Chicago Mining and
Milling Conpany; and therefore I consider It expedient to make the follow-
ing explanation.

ZX3

cn

V^ agreement with Messrs. Buck and Hayse, discoverers and owners of the
twenty-one silver mines described In the Trospectus of the Chicago Mining co

and Milling Company,** Is officially recorded In Florence, Pinal County, §
Arizona • The contract specifies that title to the aforesaid mines.
Including all isqprovements , buildings, ores, tools, etc., as of Novem-
ber 14, last year, shall be transferred by warranty deed to the Chicago
Mining and Milling Company, as soon as a ten-tmlt ore crusher and
reduction plant has been erected In or near Globe City by the Chicago
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Mining and Milling Conrpany, wherexipon the entire mining and milling
property will become the property of the Coorpany*

Messrs. Buck and Hayse own one half of the Ccoipany*s bonds • The mines
ax*e already regarded by Messrs. Buck and Hayse as Ccorpany property, and
all ore mined belongs to the Ccxnpany, which Intends to e:g;>lolt this natural
wealth for the benefit of the bondholders as soon as the reduction plant Is
established*

I hope this explanation will dispel all doubts about the true ownership of
the mines entmerated In the Trospectus of the Chicago Mining and Milling ^
Cosspany,'* and that hereby It Is definitely proved that the Chicago Mining
and Milling Company Is the true owner.

A. C. Heslng

Chicago, Feb. 15, 1879.

en
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GERUAN

J%!E CHICAGO mNIIO AND MILLING COUPAN^

The Chicago Uining and Hilling Company of Final Coiinty, Arizona
Incorporated under the Laws of Illinois

December 30, 1878
John Hise, president Otto Ifeismansdorff , secretary

The adTcuice sale of the Company* s bonds prored so satisfactory that the Company
decided that Ur. Weberling of San Francisco, the corporation's mining engineer, ^
should come to Chicago, to superintend the construction of ore-crushing machin- ^
ery for the Comi>any*s reduction plant /in Arizona/* iZ

Ur. Hayse, one of the discoverers of the Coiapany*s mines, was givan instructions ?^

to resume work at the mines and increase the output as much as possible* ^~

Company bonds, at twenty-five dollars, par value, one huadsred dollars, are still
procurable from us, cmd we recommend them as a safe and profitable investment*

A detailed prospectus, and any other Infozination desired, can be secured from

CO
CD
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the fiscal agents of the Company,

^ Wasmansdorff and Helnemann,

165 East Randolph Street

Mr. A. C^ Heslng will also be pleased to give Information about the enterprise
His address Is: Room 33> Staats-Zeltung Building.

:̂:^:j
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Per Westen (Sunday Edition of Illinois Staats^^Zeltung)
Jan. 26, 1879*

THE CHICAGO MINING AND MILLING COMPANY
What the English Press Says of A. C. Hesing's Enterprise

The Tlaee, January 25, 1879
The Tribune

>

January 25, 1879
The IntmT^noman

^ January 25, 1879

Z&anslator^s note: Since the above papers are printed in English, no trans-
\latlon is given. The Chicago Mining and Milling Company, incorporated under

the lam of Illinois, is a Chicago concern, founded by A. C. Hesing. The
obejct of the company is to erect an ore crusher in a promising district
of Arizona^

ho

cr
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2 CHICAGO MINING AND MILLING COMPANY

GSHUDT

As there still appear to be some people who believe that the Chicago Mining ^
and Milling Company Is a California corporation, regardless of statements to ^
the contrary, we append the following explanation: ^
Mr» /a. qJ Heslng originally intended to incorporate the company in Call- ^
fomla and steps were taken toward this end* g

Consultation with Chicago friends, however, induced Mr. Heslng to give up the ^
plan, but in the meantime, permission had been granted to incorporate /the D=!

compan^^ in California and newspapers reported it*

«

The company, however, was never incorporated In California and instead the
Chicago Mining and Milling Company was ineorporated under the laws of Illinois
on December 30, 1878* All the directors and stockholders live in Chicago or

within its Immediate vicinity* ^^anslator^s note: In an earlier article.
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January 2, 1879, Illinois Staats^Zeitung , this statement appears: **Carl Soyer,
• who is a resident of that district lAxlzon^l and had studied metallurgy in

Germany, gave ^r. Hesing two thouscuid dollars as an investment in the new enter-
prlse.Jy ?

Incidentally, the sale of bonds proceeds very satisfactorily and the organl- [

zation^s future appears to be assured. ^
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THE CHICAGO MINING AND MILLING COMPANY
What the English Press Says about the Enterprise

Tte Evening Journal contains the following account of A. C. Hesing's corpora-
tion /Translator* s note: Please see Evening Journal of the previous day,
January 15, 1879. Since the article is available in English, it has not been
translated^

The Inter-Ocean of Tuesday gives a lengthy account and states ^Sranslator's
note: Please see the Inter-Ocean of Tuesday, January 14, 1879^
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CHICAGO MINING AND MILLING COMPANY

(Advertisement)

/Translator's note: Reprint of article. This is a Chicago German firm
founded by A. C. Hesing. Article previously translated. Please see Illinois
Staats-Zeitung . January 3 and January 13, 1879. The advertisement appears
again on January 15 and January 16, 1879^ CO

CD
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•

CHICAGO MINI1K> AND MILLim COMPANT

(Mvertisement

)

j/&an8lator*s note: A reprint of an article in the Illinois Staats-Zeitnng of
January 3, 1879* The above article, or more accurately, advertisement, has been
previously translated. Please see the January 3, 1879, edition of the Illinois
Staats^Zeitung

.

The ccxapany is a German*American concern founded by A. C.
Hesine;^/

"*"

CO
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KKv'J CHICAGO EMT3HPHIS5S

Yesterday's Tribune published an article on the Chicago Mining and Milling
Cc»npany, a newly organized venture • We quote from their columns: 1

••Among the most recent enterprises, we must add the one of our fellow citizen, p
H» C. Hesing^ Our readers will undoubtedly remember his interesting letters ^*^

from Arizona which were published in the Illinois Staats-Zeitung and reprinted
in the Tribune,"
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/CHICAGO ..inONG .\I<T) LULLING Ca,I>AlJY7

(Advertisement)

The Chicago Miniiig and Milling Company
Organized Under the Lav/s of the Jtate of Illinois <

Capital ipl, 000,000 10,000 Bonds w ^^^lOO ti

John Hise, president Otto Wasmansdorff , secretary-treasurer '^,

The Chicago I.Iining and Llilling Company was founded to erect and operate ore
crushers in the Globe District, central part of Arizona, as v/ell as to ex-
ploit twenty Liines, all of which give indications of great value. The Globe
District was discovered only recently—two years ago. ;;ithin the confines
of that territory /plobe DistricJbZ there are the Silver Era, the Cox and Cope-
lln,the Ifoxican, the lie Morris, and the Stonewall Jackson mines, the richness

;»
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of whose ore is already recognized in San l^rancisco. The property of the

Chicago Mining and I.Iilling Company is in close proximity to these mines and
promises, in some parts, even bettor results. For example, the Julius Mine
produced a higher grade ore than any of the mines mentioned above and, ac-
cording to indications, the veins of the Julius Mine are fully as rich as anj''

other in ilrizona. This part of the state lacks neither wood nor xvater and
is accessible by good roads throughout the year. After May 1, when the
Southern Pacific r.ailroad, now being built, reaches this part of the country, ^
the mines will be within fifty .'^liles of a railroad. cr

The discoverers of these mines in the Globe District are poor, plain people,
suspicious of speculators, and are averse to yieldin^^ their hard-oarned
acquisitions to others without adequate remuneration. As they had no capi-
tal, they were not able to install ore crushers to convert their rich treas-
ures into money, so, in order to suT)ply this equipment, the Chicago Mining
and Hilling Company was organized. The projected reducing works will be

CO
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busy day and ni^t as soon as we are able to treat the ore from the many
mines in this vicinity; tiiereforo, as soon as operations commence, the Com-
v^my will have an income of about ^^200 per day, (The mill v/ill have a capac-
ity of 15 tons per day and the profit per ton amounts to .^15. ) The Chicago
IJining and Milling Company intends to erect its stamping machinery before
digging ore, so that the corporation will be ablo to defray its mining costs
from its income /e.g. , from reducing the ore of other mines c ^15 per to^.

Of the 10,000 bonds of the Company, 4,000 v/ill be sold at .;25 each; the
entire proceeds derived therefrom v;ill be used for construction of the mill
and to provide capital for its operation.

translator's note: The information in the paragraphs omitted here, is con-
tained in the January 2 issue of Illinois Staats-Zeitung.7 These bonds may
be procured through the bankers ./asmansdorff and Heinemann, 165 ^ast Itandolph
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Street. A prospectus and any other desired inforiiation may also be obtained
there.

Je consider the bonds of the Chicago Llining and Milling Conpany an excellent
investment and recommend them to our business associates and the public in
general. In investigating the enterprise v;e convinced ourselves of its re-
liability as well as honesty of purpose and, as evidence of its local esteem,
we may add tliat the first ei^ty bonds were subscribed to by a LIr. Carl 3oyek,
a resident of the Globe District for two years and a practical r.iiner and
metallurgist who studied in Germany. .Ve also desire to call your attention
to the fact that the Company, in compliance with the laws of Illinois, leaves
its contracts in the custody of its bondholders.
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INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN 1HE CHICAGO

!CCNING AND MILLING COMPANY

In Invitixig the public—and partictilarly my compatriots, the Germans—to become
stockholders in the Chicago Mining and Milling Company which I hav^e organized,
I consider it appropriate to publish the following information:

The Chicago Mining and Milling Company is not a mining venture in the usually
accepted sense of the term, since this corporation has as solid a foundation
as any business enterprise (sic)«

The main object of the Company is to build reduction worics ^re mills/ in one
of the richest mining districts of Arizona. This part of the country has al-
ways lacked sufficient equipment, and there is sufficient ore available from
mines already established nearby to keep the projected ore-crusher busy night and

^*

*^ -
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day* If^ therefore, human calculations are at all reliable^ capital Invested In
this enterprise will begin to earn returns Immediately

•

In lay travels through Arizona, I found that the reports of earlier prospectors
about this rich silver country were not only substantiated, but also that In
many cases they underestimated Its wealth* And I also noticed that the lack
of capital made the exploitation of these natural treasures exceedingly difficult*

The local prospectors are poor, plain people, suspicious of speculators, averse
to letting their discoveries fall Into the hands of others mthout adequate re-*

numeration—which Is natural enough, since the finding of these deposits entailed
considerable hardship and privation* I found this ^ttltud^ particularly in
the forested and well-watered Globe district, an area which my investigation
and travels have shown to be the richest part of Southern Arizona* I saw an
opportunity here for a profitable enterprise requiring comparatively little
money, and I decided to Induce my friends in the East translator* s note: He
means Chlcago*^^ to become associated with me in the erection of ore-reduction
works*

-^

r
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The discoverers and owners of the Julius Mine (one of the richest mines In
the district. It has already produced fifteen thousand dollars worth of ore
at an assayed value of $100 to 120,000 per ton, and there are Indications that r-

the veins are extensive and deep) heard of my Intentions to build ore-processing ^'

works. These men were so convinced of the Importance and the potential proflta- c:.

bleness of the venture, that they offered to subscribe to one half of the shares p
If I organized a company to erect and operate an ore mill. In payment of these ^
shares, the mine owners offered to transfer to the company title to their prop- o
erty The mining property Includes twenty mines , among them the Julius, the ^^

Chloride, the Red Rover, and others whose values I have Investigated. The prop- S
erty also Includes twenty thousand dollars' worth of ore, already mined. Si

This offer seemed so encouraging that I resolved to modify my original plan. In
order to base the enterprise on this proposition*

The agreement Involving the mines was barely consummated when Carl Soyer, who
had resided In this district for two years and had studied practical metallurgy
In Germany, gave me $2,000 as an Investment.
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I then .organized the Chicago Mining and Milling Company under the laws of the
State of Illinois. The Company is capitalized at $1,000,000. The par value
of a share of stock is 9IOO, and sflO,000 shares v/ill be issued. Of this nxiinber,

4,000 are to be sold at $25 each for the purpose of raising money for the erec-
tion of a reduction works and to provide the necessary Starting/ capitals

After the purchase price for these shares has been paid they involve no further
liability. Assessraents which in other mining ventures prove such a disaster for
small investors-- and provide an excellent method for unscrupulous directors to
acquire entire companies—are absolutely excluded from the plan of organization
of this company.

The owners of the 4,000 shares now offered for sale will actually control the
company and elect the presiding officers. The provisional directorate will re-
sign as soon as a sufficient number of shares have been subscribed for.

For myself, I do not ask a penny from the sale of these 4,000 shares. When the
money has been raised for the construction of the nill, I intend to function

CD
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only as one of the directors and as manager of operations. I intend to return
to Arizona in the interests of the corporation and to superintend the building
of the reduction works and its operation.

There is little risk for bondholders of the Chicago Milling Company. The inves-
tors do not assume any other liability; through the election of their own ex-
eoutiyes, they retain control over their money. as well as over the income de-
rived therefrom and cannot be cheated out of their shares by ''assess lents" and -^

other tricks.

r—
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Their money, also, will not be dissipated in the ground and made subject to
luck, as is the case in prospecting, because the funds are to be used for con- dn

structing a mill in a district where valuable ore has been and is being brought
to the surface daily, ready to be converted into cash.

I am so fully convinced that the enterprise will be successful that I intend
to dedicate all of my time to it. Within a short period, I hope to make the .
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Chicago Mining and Milling Company one of the most reliable and profitable stock
ventures in the land.

^rther information about the Comi>any»s mines is contained in our prospectus,
but I shall be glad to give additional explanations to all who are interested
in these matters. I extend a cordial invitatioA to the public to inspect the
ore samples that we now have on display. This rare, high-grade ore has astound-
ed all experienced observers.

You may see me at any time Room 33, Staatszeitungs Building. There is elevator
service in the building.

Messrs. Wasmannsdorf and Heinemann, 165 East Randolph Street, are the financial
agents of the Company, and they will accept subscriptions to shares at their
offices. Any information desired, and the prospectus as well, may be secured
at this address.

A. C. Hesing

'O
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THE GERMAN SAVINGS BAI^

^lA . - i^fV.-' ^.rs-^yi

After the bank was notified yesterday morning, that the Superior Court
received the request of appointment of a court receiver for the

institution, the Greenebaum Bank found it necessary to close its
doors, at 11 A*M* The bank founded in 1869, enjoyed an excellent
reputation and patronage until in 1873, when difficulties arose which
it met in an admirable manner. The panic hardly touched it, but the
failure of the State Savings Bank, and the excitement created by that*
placed the Greenebaum Bank once more in grave demger* It emerged
again victorious until the Central and Third National Banks, through
their failures, created new fear and distrust, which reached a
climax when the German National Bank closed its doors* •• The creditors
will be paid is certaiu and that the confident promise of officials
and share-holders, is a pledge*
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TEE GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

The suspension of the German National Bank, which was foreshadowed in

yesterday's Tribune , created scarcely a ripple in financial circles.
There was not the slightest indication of a flurrj^ no rushing around to

learn the news, no sacrificing of exchange to strengthen currency re-
serves* In fact, the suspension was long ago discounted. The condition
of the institution had heen thoroughly analysed and understood in "bank-

ing and commercial circles, though among small tradespeople the news of
the failure was decidedly unexpected, as they had labored under the im-
pression that, as the hank had weathered the gale so far, it could not
fail to make a port in safety.

-J
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i
• THE BAHKS

.

^ ^^^^*> Pi^Oj, .>,

Qiuite a crowd of depositors Jiad gathered around the German Savings Bank yesterday
morning waiting for the institution. They had learned that the Oerman National
Bank had been forced to succumb to the enexorable demands of its creditors, and
associating the fact that its president occupied the same relation to the savings
bank, became clamorous for their money. They believed that Mr. Greenebaum aroused
the three banking institutions which for so many years have existed \inder one roof,
and that the fall of one would necessarily be followed by the collapse of the others.
It was in vain that cashier Wise assured the depositors that the institutions were
separate and distinctt and that the suspension of one did not necessarily entail
the collapse of the others. They would have none of his explantions. They demanded
their moneyt and were then informed that they must give the required thirty days'
notice. Soiiitwo hundred availed themselves of this provision of the charter. Their
aggregate deposits amount to about $38,000. No currency was paid out over the counter.
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The tank insisted on a rigid enforcement of the rule. Mr* Greenehaum says its
assets are sufficient to pay its depositors in full and leave a handsome surplus
for the stockholders. The liabilities are reported to he about $350*

Henry Greenebaom & Company*

The private banking house of Henry Grreenebaum and Company was open as usual,
though the volume of business was light, and confined mainly to the issue of
drafts on New York and European cities in small amotmts* Shortly before the
close of the banking hours it became known that the New York branch, doing
business as the house of Oreenebaum Brothers and Company had suspended, and
some rumors were current to the effect that it had made an assignment*-*^-

Henry Greenebaum filed a trust-deed yesterday conveying to H* Schaffner, in
trust, five blocks in the vicinity of Humboldt Pai^k as security for a note of

t|50,000 to run three years, payable to the order of himself, at eight per cent
interest*
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A Receiver Suggested. *
^^^ (^^'^> PROJ.Si.

Representative Aldrich today received telegraas from George Schneider, President
of the National Bank of Illinois, and from louis and Christian Wahl, recommending
the appointment of George E. Guenther Receiver of the German National Bank.
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THE GESl'IAN NATIONAL BAITK REQUESTS TIME
FOR PAYllENT.

The Illinois Staats-Zeitung , had the iinpleasfjit ta^ of publishing the following
item:

The directors of the German National Bank, herewith report to their creditors,
that on July 1st, 1877, the deiDosits of the bankanounted to $1,115,700. Since
that time the deposits have gradually dwindled to $183,000. Without the
creditors* indul.^ence the bank cannot continue to operate. This institution
is in a position to nay the depositors in full, and still could show a r^rofit

for itself, but the directors ask for time necessary' for transaction of
business. Therefore, we request all depositors to refrain from drawing from
their accounts, until we shall be in a position to pay them, without endangering
a normal outcome of the present situation, while nothing would be gained by
their forcing us into receivership.

This we promise in good faith, confident that we can and will live up to it.
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Directors

Henry Greenebaum )

August Beck
L. Eliel
Henry Leopold
S. P. Leopold
Albert M. Day

Hermann Schaffner, Cashier
Chicago, December 5th, 1877.

This report can hardly be considered as anything else but a declaration of

insolvency, and regardless of the fact that a promise was given to keep the

bank operating, it depends entirely on the creditors, who will have to decide

whether they entrust the process of liquidation to the present officials, or

prefer a receivership. Considering that the bank paid five-sixths of the

deposits, in a period of four months, which is an excellent record, there would

be no reason why the present officials should not be entrusted with the liqui-

dation of the bsuik's assets*
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In an interview granted to our reporter, Mr, Greenebaum declared that the

"bank will in all probability be able to pay every dollar it owes within the

next two weeks, and of the shares amounting to $500,000 the shareholders will

at least receive $400,000. TJhat influence will the closing of the National Bank
have on the house of Henry Greenebaum & Company, and on the savings bank under
his management? Mr. Greenebaum' s reply was th-^.t he hopes to be able to save
that institution, .• .It would be m.ost regrettable, if the Greenebaum Bank, which
was known for its honesty during the twenty-three years of its existence, should
as a. consequence of the National Bank's inability to meet its oblip:ations,

become insolvent also^

This bank was established in 1871. The founders were Henry Greenebaum, Michael
Greenebaum, David S. Greenebaum, Isaak Greenebaum, Beck and Wirth, John Herting,
Leopold, K\ih & Co., Seipp and Lehmann, and other well-to-do German merchants.
The bank enjoyed an excellent reputation and disposed of $2,000,000 in deposits
in 1873.
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Ch ica-0 Tribune, Sep. 30, 1877.
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The reader v/ill find in another coluim the quarterly statement of the German
Savings Bank, The Fidelity, %r.te^ and !:. F. d: 1.1. jiave rone, but it remains,

A nev/ featux^^e which will be most reassuring to depositors is the certificate
of the Directors, including such men as Thorras Hoyne, ^lias Greenebaun,
Henry Greenebaum, etc., that they have examined the securities and satis-
fied themselves that everything is as it is represented to be. The state-
ment shov/s that the liabilities are $700,000, and cash on hand and bonds

$190,000, v/hile the mortgages totalling $300,000 are stated to be selling
easily at a preniuin.

The remainder of the assets are stated to be equally good. The bank is

paying 4^-^ on deposits while others pay 4^, It can do this because it does
not have to pay the Grwernment tax of ir or 1% due from banks which do not
allow over 4^ interest

•
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BUEHLER^S BANK

The mishap to the downtown savings banics, or rather the run induced by their
failure, has caused the suspension by a VIest Side institution, net of payment

hov/evert but of the savings business.

The bank, owned by John Buehler, corner of Chicago and Milv/aukee avenue, has
decided to shut down that department and hereafter devote their attention to
the commercial business only*

Mr. Buehler was formerly a stockholder In the Union Trust Co., but in l^ay,

1873f he sold out and established a commercial and savings bank on his own ac-

count. In November last, the savings deposits amounted to $125,000; but since

then, tnere has been a steady decline, although more or less money v/as receiv-

ed every day. The St. Louis smash-ups made a big hole in the deposits, and it

was increased by the collapse of the Eee-IIlve establishment, so that yesterday

the sum was only $30,000. There Is no longer any money in the department. The

depositors now number between two and three hundred, and will be paid in full.

It Is possible, when the present flurry subsides, that savings will be accept-

ed again and at a lower rate of interest than six per cent^
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•

THE BiNKEDPT STATE SAVINGS BASE

fr

One of the co-founders of the Bankrupt State Savings Institution Is Oeorg
Schneider, nhose name alone was sufficient to give the Germans faith in
this hank, even after Mr. Schneider withdrew his own capital ($9^,000«00)
from the haxdc^ seven years ago*

People with small savings were hit very hard. This hank was in difficulties
several years ago and it was the Illinois Staats Zeitung which gave the
warning then, hut other hanks came to its rescue and thus it was able to
continue, and anybody who would question its solvency was considered an
evll«-doer» It was Georg Schneider and the newspaper, which depends oh
his reports on hanks, lAio knew the truth about it. But he kept silent
and the people kept faith in the bank*

'^,

i
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' TIIE PROTSCTIOi; LIFE

German Pclicy-Holders Demand An Invostigaticn.

Tho Gerr.an policy-liolders of the l^otection Lifo Insuranr^e "^o. r -^Id a meeting
yesterday afternoont at the hall of the £v;iss Ijaennerchor, 45 N- Clark St., to
take some action for the protection of tho.lr interests.

The raeetingt which was largely attended, was called to order by Sebastian Engert

He said that he had no ill-feeling towards the protection Life Insurance Co.,

but had called the meeting for the purpose of talcing some meecjrcs to protect

the interests of the policy-holders and save them from serious lors*
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Per Westeri t Mar* 4, l877. K^^ ^
THE ENDERIS BOOK STORK.

An event has taken place recently which is of great importance for the
development of the German language here in Chicago, namely the enlargement
of a German bookstore*

11^. H« Enderis, knovn for several years to our teachers as a German book
dealer, has enlarged his store at 130 Lake Street to almost twice its

former size* A visit to the friendly store proves that not only enlarge-
ment of room but of business as well has taken place* Mr* Enderis deserves
credit for having built up a store which satisfies the most exacting
bibliophile. Mr. Enderis has a contract with ^Ic*7 York importers which
enables him to receive the latest books. It is unnecessary to mention
that he has also a great number of periodicals on hand. One must not

underestimate the difficulties with which a Germsui book dealer has to
contend here* He must not only buy everything he receives from Europe,
but he must also pay import taxes* He does not receive commissions as do

the other book dealers in Europe.
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Per Westen , Mar* 4, l877»

It is to b6 noticed that the guiding principle of Ur« is^nderis was to make
of his store not only a business but also an entertainment place for his
visitors* There can be no greater entertainment for friends of literature
of all nations than to browse through this rich collection of books*

As is well-known, Mr. Snderis is also consul for Switzerlsmd. He may
well be proud of his store , which started from such small beginnings
l8 years ago.
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A BIG BANKRUPTCY

The important firm, of the Bros* Sohonfeldt declared itself yesterday insolvent

•

This will be much of a surprise to the northsiders as they have witnessed just

a few weeks ago the opening of this exquisite store which moved from its old lo-

cation on Indiana Street to its beautiful new place in Brand's Hall. The firm

was supposed to be in financial difficulties ever since the big fire* Messrs*

Jacob and Benjamin S* Sohonfeldt are the victims of that great tragedy* With a

capital of only CSfOOO they began anewt and with a good credit extended to themt

they transacted a business of about $300t000 to $400,000 annually*

. *.
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Illinois Staata Zeitung, Dec. 23, 1875.

THE T0L3D0.
^

All those, vdio used to visit the old Toledo on 'iZashington St« will be glad
to learn that the brothers Kaltenbach have opened a new Restaurant which also
bears the name Toledo,

The new place is at 135*141 East Madison St« Its arrangement is moat modern
and elegant. An excellent musical program will be offered by the German
Ladies Band under the direction of the famous az*tist Miss Bertha Neubers.

«

The well known orchestrion, the greatest musical mechanical wonder of the
world, ¥dll also play some new concert compositions.

Thus the Toledo, which opens its doors tonight, will be a first class eating
and entertainment place.
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THE NaV BRUNSWICK AND BALLc. BILLIARD FACTORS
A Triumph of Geman Diligence and Enterprise

If a visitor crosses Hush Street bridge from the south, he will see a
colossal bricxc building, six stories high and 120 feet square, v/hich houses
the new Brunswick and Balke Billiard factory. Nearly three hundred ex-
perienced German workers, skilled in various trades, find continuous em-
ployment here at fair wages which are promptly paid*

To praise the products of the company would be like carrying coals to Newcastle,
since they have not only a local, but a world reputation, and are unequaled.
The readers should therefore not consider it an exaggeration when the assertion
is made that this billiard factory is the largest and most up-to-date
establishment of its kind in existence.

In order to give the reader, of the Illinois Staats-^^fj timg ^ as well as those
who are interested in Gerzaan industries, some impression of this extensive
establishment, we shall ask you to go with us on a tour of inspection*

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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Per V/esten (Sunday Mition of Illinois Staats-Zeitung ) , Dec. 12, 1875,

In the basement are steam boilers and engines which supply heat and ^ower
for the machinery throughout the building* Here also are the joiners*
benches of latest construction, two big saws, and a large supply of lumber.
Without going into details about machinery—since such descriptions would
not be intelligible to the great majority—-we shall only mentidH that the
latest improvements and inventions have been incorporated into their wonder-
ful machinery. If individuals are particularly interested, the firm will
gladly provide them with an opportunity to see the plant.

On the first floor are the hall and office, also mills for boring the slate
slabs in the billiard tables; v/ood-turning equipment for the itonufacture of
bowling pins and bowling balls, and a large supply of lumber.

The second floor contains the veneer-cutting machines ^veneer saws/ including
six fret saws with blades of the finest hairspring steel. ...which cut.

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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Per V/esten (Sunday Edition of Illinois Staats-Zeitun^ ) , Dec. 12, 1875,

with uncanny accuracy, the thousands of wooden ornaments used. •..on billiard
tables—work which would be both laborious and very expensive if performed
by hand, ilere also the preliminary v;ork on pockets and cushions is performed.

On the third floor the billiard tables are asserabled ana the fitting of the
slate slabs (beds) is taken care of.

On the fourth floor the cushions and sides are completed, the inlays are
fitted into the veneer, etc. Of particular interest is the great supply of
various veneers, representing the costliest v/oods of various nations and climates.
V/e shall mention only a few: rosewood, wood from the tulip tree, ualifornian
laurel, and Hungarian ash.

On the fifth floor the heavy corner parts from the billiard tables are made;
here also the pool tables are assembled. The.... most popular brands are
'•The -American'^, ''Jenny Lind,'' "Virginius,'* "Parepa," etc.

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30276
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Per Westen (Sunday Edition of Illinois Staats-Zeitiing) , Dec. 12, 1875.

Finally, on the sixth floor, extensive space is provided for painting, stain-
ing,varnishing; here, also, are the essential drying rooms. If we climb a
few fiiore steps-^to the roof--we perceive a most imposing view, a panorama
of Chicago and a huge expanse of Lake Michigan.

In spite of the great size of the buildii:^;, and in spite of the fact that
hundreds of people are employed by the Company, one notes exceptional
quietness, order, and even cleanliness.

Bvery worker has window space, his own tools, and workbench, and hence does
not come into contact with his co-workers. Thus quarrels are prevented.

The desire of the owners constantly to improve their merchandise, as well as
the demands of customers, make it apparent that oxiLy the best and most
skillful workers can be employed. Since a larger number of such qualified
artisans are available in Chicago than in any other city, the owners decided
to manufacture here also the various items for their Cincinnati and

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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Per Westen (Sunday Edition of Illinois Staats-Zeitung ) , Dec, 12, 1875.

St« Louis biranches.

After the reader has read our account of this unique factory, he will naturally
wish to know something about the present owners of the establishment • We
shall touch upon this subject briefly*

J« U. Brunswick founded the factory in Cincinnati, in 1845; shortly thereafter
he established a branch here which enjoyed a steady growth until the great
fire, October 9, 1871« When Mr* Brunswick was elected to the legislature
of his home state, Ohio, he withdrew from business activity and dedicated
himself entirely to his official duties*

At this time, shortly after Chicago's great fire, a partnership was formed
with Julius Balke who owned a billiard factory in Cixinnati* Balke*s factory
was founded in Cincinnati in 1851 and enjoyed a great reputation* The great

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
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Per Westen (Sunday Edition of Illinois Staats-Zeitung ) , Dec. 12, 1875.

demand for billiard tables induced Mr. Balke to open a branch in St« Louis
in 1854« Later 1864, he opened an additional establishment in Chicago.

Mr« Balke has many friends among the Germans here* He is at present in
Chicago and has been spending the last few weeks directing installations at
the new factory* His experience and technical knowledte are used to
practical advantage at the new plant; he receives zealous ai^sistance from
his younger partner, Moses Besinger (son-in-law of J. M. Brunswick).
Messrs. Leo Schmidt and Anton Iroescher are also members of the firm*

iie hope that this short description is sufficient. We desire, however, to
emphasize one fact: The Company* s business is huge; its products are used
throughout the United States, South America, Canada, India, etc., and
the name of the corporation is known wherever billiards are played.

V/e extend our best wishes to this deserving enterprise and hope that it will
be successful*

WPA (ILL.) PROJ. 30275
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TKS PROTEST OF THE CHICAGO BHSV.^RS

On Sunday, August 29, we reported that the local revenue collector requested
the brewers not to use more than two and one-half bushels of malt for each
barrel of beer. He demands a tax of one dollar for every two and one-hal^
bushels In excess of this quota. Let us assume that a brewery produced 1^000
barrels of beer and paid the revenue tax thereon, but instead of 2,500 bushels
of malt, found it necessary to use 3,000 or 3,500 bushels. In that case the
revenue collector wants an additional two hundred, or four hundred dollars.

The brewers held a meeting and formulated the following protest:

To General J. D. Webster,
Revenue Collector, Chicago, Illinois:

**The undersigned brewers of Chicago have been informed that you have received
instructions from Washington to tax the quantity of malt used whenever it is
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in excess of two and one-half bushels per barrel of beer, *'Je wish to pro-
test against this regulation. Our objections are based on the following
reasons:

1) This tax is illegal; Congress has passed no law which covers this
subject*

2) Such a tax is unfair and unreasonable, as it would destroy the brew-
ing industry.

^In regard to the first reason above we would like to submit the following:

^Ve hear that the Revenue Department in Washington based this tax on the com-

munication of Commissioner D. V/. Douglas, dated July 15, 1874, and published
in the Revenue Record on August 10, 1874. This communication is as follows:

•••Mr. M. Simpson,
Collector of the Eighth District,
Lafayette, Indiana*
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•••In reply to your letter regarding taxation of brewers. In which you ask
how much material may be used for the manufacture of one barrel of beer, you
are informed that, according to circular 18, if the books of a brewer show that
two and one-half bushels of malt, or its equivalent in making beer, does not
equal the above proportion ^. e. , two and one-half bushels of malt per barrel
of beery^, then, according to circular 23, said brewer shall be reported for
taxation. You will then give all details on your blank, circular 23, and this
office will decide whether the tax is to be collected or not. Series number
6 Is still in force. Respectfully,

J. W. Douglass.
Commissioner.*

**You will see by this that the former commissioner does not propose to collect
a tax but merely desires Infoimatlon, and his office will decide whether a
tax should or should not be collected.

••The fact that such a tax was collected only once during the period when
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former Commissioner Douglas was in office appears to be sufficient proof that
he realized that this tax would not be upheld by the courts.

''The federal rerenue law requires that a brewer report how much beer he has
brewed 9 the amount sold and how much material has been used; and requires that
he pay a tax of one dollar for eyery barrel which contains thirty-one gallons
of beer*

''Whether the brewer produces lager beer, ale, porter, or some other fermented
bererage (see paragraph 3339 , roTised statutes ), the tax rate r^oains unchanged-
one dollar per barrel. The alcoholic content of the beer—the percentage of
alcohol~does not affect the tax rate* Whether more malt is required to pro-
duce ale or porter , or less malt is needed to brew lighter beers , is imma-
tericJ.9 since the tax in either case is the same.

"Congress nerer intended to tax beer according to its percentage of alcohol;
otherwise Congress would hare passed a law similar to the liquor laws.
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••In regard to whisky, Congress empowered the tax commissioner to tax the dis-
tilleries in all cases where the commissioner is convinced that the percentage
of distilled products, as reported by the distiller, falls below eighty per
cent of the distillery's capacity.

^'In regard to fermented liquids, no such powers have been given to the com-
missioner. He has authority to collect the tax imposed by Congress but can-
not add or collect additional taxes on his own accord.

•*For this reason we believe that this questionable tax can be recommended only
on the ground that we cheated, and brewed additional beer in direct ratio to
the amount of malt consumed, and that we sold beer without paying a revenue
tax.

••If such an accusation is contemplated, then we hereby record our emphatic
denial, as we consider such an accusation unjustified and unfounded, and we

y
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demand a thorough invest if::ation; in fact, we promise to give the officials of
the Internal Revenue Department every possible assistance.

^In regard to the second point, that the tax is unfair and unreasonable, etc.,
we respectfully submit the following facts:

1) To stipulate by law that only two and one-half bushels of malt may
be used for one barrel of beer, is tantamount to demanding that the
brewer make besr of only a certain strength, irrespective of whether
the consumers will be satisfied. Furthermore, such a law would en-
tirely ignore the fact that malt is not always of the s^me quality.
A certain kind of malt will often produce twenty-five per cent more
beer than other varieties of malt. Malt costs from $1.00 to $1.75.
At least three and one-half bushels of malt are needed for one barrel
of beer, if the one-dollar malt in used, whereas,with the Mgher-
priced malt two and one-half bushels will be enough.
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Should the brewer who uses the cheaper grade of malt—because he be-
lieves In buying cheaper supplies and using an Inferior article—pay
a higher tax? Would that be sensible and just? Or can the Government
dictate the quality of the malt as well as the quantity?

2) The brewers of Chicago and the entire West use barley almost exclu-
sively , whereas In the Bast substitutes are used for malt, such as
grape sugar, Indian com, and rice. As It Is very difficult to say
what quantities of such substitutes are equivalent to one bushel of
barley malt the brewers In the East find It very simple to limit
their malt to two and one-half bushels per barrel of beer»

3) The brewers of Chicago and other Western cities make a ^onslderablj^
stronger and better beer than the 3astei*n breweries, because the con-
sumers demand lt» To satisfy their customers, the Chicago brewers
must produce a malt which—according to the saccharlmeter—measures

1^
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twenty-four pounds per barrel, and to obtain such a specific gravity
from Western barley it is necessary to use more than two and one-
half bushels of malt per barrel of beer.

The Western brewers can readily make a better and stronger beer than
Eastern brewers, because malt made of Western barlev can be obtained
at a lower cost and, secondly, because beer in the West sells stead-
ily at ten dollars per barrel, iwhereas in the Eastern states the price
is often lower.

4) If the Government insists that not more than two and one-half bushels
of malt shall be used for one barrel of beer, and that the quality
of malt is not to be considered, such a measure would be a sort of
temperance law^because a lighter grade of beer would result.

This would be an indirect usurpation of state rights, and the states
have belabored the brewers often enough. Such a Government law, as
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has been said, wnuld not only be detrimental to the brewers, but it
would also restrict revenues considerably.

If this principle is to be enforced, then ale and porter should not
be taxed at the gallon rate, but according to the strength of the
beer.

5) The beer of Chicago brewers is of almost uniform strength, and the
difference in the amount of malt used is due to the use of various
kinds of malt. A beer of Chicago strength can be made with less
malt by using the best grade o ' Western barley, but more malt will
be required if the brewer buys barley of grade 2 or 3. And, when
making mash of i?ood Californle or the best Canadian barley, the
ratio of malt to one barrel of beer is decreased still further.

6) There is another reason why no brewer can predict the actual amount
of raw material needed: No brewer knows what his percentage of loss
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will he. Usually the loss is twenty per cent from the time the beer
is brewed to the time when it is ready for sale. Accidents, mis-
takes , or inexpert workers may cause a decidedly greater loss.

'•In submitting these incontestable facts and the deductions drawn from them,
we believe that we have offered irrefutable proof that the threatened tax is
tinjustified,

^Me know, of course, that the Revenue Department, though it does not have legal
power to enforce such a tax, does, nevertheless, have authority to assess and
collect the tax. An injunction against the Department's action cannot be ob-
tained. We can be compelled to pay the tax under protest, though we may then
seek a refund from the commissioner. This involves a waiting period of six
months to a year before his decision is made known. In case he refuses to re-
fund the money paid, our only recourse vlll be to the courts. This, in turn,
means one year of waiting before the case is even accepted.
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^Ve desire to avoid such unpleasantness and we doubt that the Administration
will compel us, in view of the evidence which we have submitted, to pay a tax
which is neither due nor le/^al.

^\'Je also do not believe that it would be pood statesmanship on the part of any
administration to fill the Government treasury with large sums which may have
to be returned at the behest of a petit jury.

''We have confidence in the justice of our cause and expect that the question-
able tax will not be assessed.

Bartholomae and Roesing
Peter Schoenhofen
Schmidt and Glade
F. 3inz
Bartholomae and Leicht
Downer and Bemis Brewing Company
Matthaeus Gottfried
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Busch and Brand Brewing Company
Conrad Seipp

Edmund Juessen, attorney.''
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fk GERMAN BOOKSTORhT'
A good Geri.an bookstore with a sufficient capital to secure a good number of
the most recent publications to enable the German reading public to keep abreast
with the trends of modern German literature, has been a need long felt here in
Chicago. The bookstore of Floto and Melninger seems to be on the vyay to fill
this nebd. Good Geruan bookstores are essential to the development of the German
population in this city. We v/ish the best success to the enterprise of Floto
and I^eininger.
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CHICAGCi'S BREVyERIES

Statistical Items about The Most Outsteinding Breweries

Sran the strictest temperance papers can no longer deny the genuine merit of beer
and its definite effect in causing moderation* They all are beginning to see that

beer is the only means by v^hich the general use of whisky can be combated in the
United States, and the temperance papers are, therefore, in favor of anything
which results in good, cheep beer*

Beer has a beneficial effect upon the himan body and that effect has been recog-
nized* Particularly the importance of carbonic acid, the volatile hop oil, hop
bitters, and all products included under the name of malt extracts, must not be
underestimated, because malt extract furnishes nutriment, carbonic acid produces
refreshment, and hop oil, in combination with hop bitters, provides the invig-
orating element in beer* The custom, foui'd in some districts, of calling this
beverage '•liquid bread**, is therefore quite justified*
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The invention of beer preceded that of v/ine and, aside from its ascription to the
mythical king, Gambrinus, it has been ascribed to the ancient Egyptians; first,
on the strength of statements by writers of the past and, second, because of the
immense productivity of old Egypt v;ith its surplus of grain, v/hich provided a
powerful inducement for discovering various ways for using it.

In the course of time the brewery trade, in common v;ith every branch of industry,
experienced various—and often astounding--improvements and perfections. Steam
power and intricate machinery rule today in the newer breweries, just as mechan-
ical innovations have been made in all our larger branches of production, jfk

short description of the making of beer follows^

Chicago, Cincinnati, and New York are pre-eminent in the production of beer through-
out the United States. Detailed descriptions of the best-knovm local breweries
follow.

Conrad Seipp

The casual visitor at ^onrad/ Seipp 's Lagerbier Brewery on Twenty-Seventh Street
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will find it difficult to find his bearings • Inooming and outbound traffic is
heavy; wagons use every inch of the road« The restless activity which prevails
in all i)arts of the factory is the siurest indication that the enterprise enjoys
ever-growing prosperity* Here stand team after team, and the employees find but
little time to converse*

Seipp*s Brewery makes no pretense of external splendor* Having been built up
gradually, it coxLfoxms to its requirements* The establishment reminds the writer
of the large Krupp Works /in German^/ which also started as a modest, unassiuaing

factory which labored onward and upward to imposing greatness; it, too, fails to

seem a fafifcinating entity, to the beholder, because construction was contingent
upon incoming orders*

Seipp*s Brewery covers three and one-half acres* The southern side faces Twenty-

Seventh Street, the eastern part is bounded by the Illinois Central Railroad*

The separate buildings are solidly built of brick*
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A fair idea of the establishment's exceptional development within the last few
jeora may be conveyed by the fact that its steam power proved insufficient****
necessitating installation of four additional boilers in a separate building^
including a new smokestack , five feet in interior diameter and one hundred and
fifty feet high, the hi^est in Chicago* This work was done under the supervision
of Robert Schmid, the architect* Moreover, Seipp's Brewery probably has the
largest boiling vats in the United States*

The establishment is worthy of a detailed description, which we shall try to give
in systematic order*

The purchases of barley and hops are made, in such a way as to obtain the best pro-
ducts at fairly reasonable prices* Lately barley has been procured from California.
It fills the various storage rooms of the malthouses and a special storage house
so full that the Joists groan under the pressure*

A special track, the property of Seipp, connects the brewery with the Illinoisf^
^'.P.|i
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•

Central Railroad. •••facilitating unloading* Barley is handled by special con-
yeyers, is cleaned and then delivered to the upper floors where it is available
for malting^ beipp*s Brewery uses 360,000 bushels of barley annually • Hops are
usually procured frcaa the East*

The Breweiy has two malthouses, the second of which was built in the fall of 1874#
The drying kilns are of the latest construction and are in constant use^

The brewery building is in the center of the establishments The boilers are made
partly of iron and copper. The wooden containers for wort are of immense pro-
portions* Cooking is done with steam* Two iron cooling vessels provide cooling
in the winter, and two copper coolers are used in the summer* There are 170
fermenting vats* All are used throughout the v/inter, and most of them in the
s\]mmer«

The cellars of Seipp^s Brewery seem a labyrinth of tremenduous proportions to the
casual observer* The tcehouses and cellars are excellently equipped; the latter
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never contain less than thirty thousand barrels of beer. Here tv;o elevators are
used to brine the filled barrels up into the daylight, whence they are loaded
onto wagons and delivered to all parts of the city.

Regardless of the season, one finds uninterrupted activity*

Two steam engines, old faithful servants of the establishment, one of fifty horse
power, the other smaller, never come to a standstill. A third engine, rated at
forty horse power, will be added. The eleven pumps for wort, water, beer, or

lifting weights are all driven by steam. An artesian v;ell supplies water for the
cleaning room, v/hich is sixteen feet high and of colossal dimensions, but laire

water is used for brewing.

3eipp*s Brewery has its own jblack-smith and carpentry shop, also a cooperage vAere

a large part of its barrels are manufactured and repaired. As in all prosperous
factories, the proprietor has items manufactured elsewhere only when absolutelj^

necessary; barrels, for instance.
'*" m.
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Ice* •••was secured last virinter through a contractor^ At that time Tvventy-Seventh
Street and Cottage Grove Avenue were practically blocked; loaded wagons, closely
parked, were heaped with large ice cakes for the moiintains of ice already housed

in the brewery, and at present there are about five thousand cords /a cord is 128
cubic feet/ available.

The extraordinary popularity v.hich Seipp's beer enjoys at present becoines most
apparent v/hen ^he reader considers that it is on tap even in the city's most
remote districts^ The beer excels particularly in its large content of carbonic
acid and the use of the best ingredients in its preparation*

Mr. George Bartholomae, whose theoretical and practical knov/ledge is recognized
by the trade, serves as foreman; while V<. Seipp gives valuable assistance to his

father in all business matters. City business is managed by Messrs. August
Kewhaus translator's note: possibly Nexihaiis/, Conrad V/eber, and Conrad Seipp,
a relative of the proprietor.
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The Brewery has customers within a radius of eighteen miles, at Riverside, Dolden,
\iashington Heights, Calumet, Earlem, Nickersonville, at the City boundary, at

Lake View, and beyond

•

Seipp^s Brewery produces one hundred and twenty thousand barrels of beer annually,
an output hardly exceeded by any other brewery in the United States. A supply of
thirty thousand barrels of lager beer is always on hand. For delivery sixteen
large wagons are used both morning and night. The brewery also has seven extra
wagons. Sixty-six horses are available.

On April 1 of this year, Mr. Seipp opened a branch office at 298 Milwaukee Avenue
to give better service to his customers 04* the Northwest Side. Tiiis branch office

is managed by C. Kuttruff . It is of great benefit to saloonkeepers of the North-
west Side, because beer sent there is kept on ice in a, special icehouse located at
this branch, resulting in colder beer than would be possible if it were hauled^

from the Brewery.
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i^ong the newest improvements of the Brewery one must mention fire extinguishing
equipment, a special pvuiip, piping, iron ladders, fixtures to raise fire hose on

the outsidd of the brewery building, etc*..*.

A new office building, completed two days ago,,.«fuces Tiventy-Seventh Street. •••

Mr. Conrad Seipp has been in the brev/ery business for about twenty-two years. At
first Mr. Seipp had no partner. Later he was associated with Mr. Lehmann and
after the latter's death in October 1873, Mr. Seipp bought Mr. Lehmann's share
and thereby gained control of the entire establishment.

Downer and Bemis Brewery Company

translator's note: Not a Chicago German concern. Description is therefore
omitted, except German items^

nritz Hieronimus is the foreman of this brewery and all employeeBare Germans. Ui Vk
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Mr. Hieronimus has worked in breweries all his life and has been employed in the
largest breweries in Germany, such as Anton Dreher's in KLeinschwechat, at the**#*
Lichtenstein Brewery in Lichtenthal, eto.....The Dovmer and Bemis Brewing Company
employs fifty-seven men at present, and living quarters in the brewery are pro-
vided for twenty men.

About two-thirds of the customers of the Downer and Bemis Brewing Company are
Germans.

«

Bartholomae and Leicht's Eagle Brewery

From the technical standpoint this brewery deserves particular mention, as experts
have regarded it as a most exemplary brewery, with probably the most practical con-
struction of any brewery in the United States. The equipment of the Brewery is such
that the highest output can be obtained with the least labor. The Eagle Brewery
is on the North Side, at th^comer of Sedgev/ick and Sophia Streets. The plot of

ground is 318 feet by 218 feet. The buildings as a whole are impressive and give
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the appearance of a single unit*..*
1 V

V/hen Huck's Brewery was destroyed by Chicago's great fire in October, 1871,
Messrs. Bartholcsmae and /a. Ej/Leiclit made immediate arrangements—aided by the
well-knovai architect, R. Schmidt ^Iso spelled 3chmid7--to constmict nev/ build-
ings • And within a remarkably short period, ••••six months after the laying of the
cornerstone, mash was being cooked.• • • •

Although practical use is made of every bit of space, all parts of the Eagle Brew-
ery are well ventilated and have ample light. All buildings are grouped and con-
nected in a practical way. For example ,.... every load must pass the office build-
ing and all loading space is covered by a roof.

The barrels are washed. •••under a skylight. V/ashing of barrels is done by machin-
ery.. •• In the middle of the cooling vessel a four-bladed paddle wheel is motmted
to aerate the mixture. •••The cooling vessel has a capacity of one hundred and
fifty barrels

•
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The».« •product of the Eagle Brewery is of excellent quality and the demand for
this beer increased so much that the malthouse proved too small. A new malthouse
is now being built; it will be five stories high, 68 feet wide and 120 feet long.
It will be equipped with the latest devices. ...The three kilns are twenty-five by
thirty feet and three stories high, constructed in accordance with Architect
/Friedrich V/jj7 Wolf's patent....R. Schmid's patented method for firing will be
used....

A steam engine of thirty-five horsepower is in continuous operation, day and
night, and transmission of power to all parts of the establishment is accom-
plished in a most efficient manner.

In regard to elevators, icehouses, cellars, etc., one can only say that they con-
form to the standards which are maintained throughout the establishment.

Bartholomae and Leicht own their' own ice ponds at Nickersonville. The ponds cover
an area of three acres. The fiim of Beurbholomae and Leicht employs its own me]
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during the ice-cutting season. The Eagle Brewery saves considerable money by
controlling its own ice supply and this becoraes particularly noticeable if the
winter permits three cuttings, because then the firm is enabled to sell two-thirds
of the entire harvest fpt ice/ and consequently the ice used for the Brewery costs
nothing* The Brewery's present supply, that is, its ice in storage, is estimated
at six thousand tons*

W. Seib, an experienced, conscientious man who has been active in the brewery
trade for fifteen years, is the foreman of the Brewery

Bartholomae and Leicht's Brewery brews forty thousand barrels of beer annually,

which require one hundred lind twenty thousand bushels of malt. The beer of this
firm is very popular, as shown by the fact that the company cannot always fill
its orders, and by its frequent inability to accept the orders of new customers.
This is one reason why Bartholomae and Leicht are not interested in securing the

trade of outlying districts
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The company owns eight large beer wagons. •••five of v/hich are in constant use

At the south side of the establishment are the bams.. ..granaries, etc. Ventil-
ation, •••is hardly excelled in similar bams in Chicago.

The fire-fighting equipment is very efficient....'within a few minutes every floor
can be flooded. As the single men sleep at the Brewery, where a large, airy room
is provided for them, fires can be extinguished quickly.

Not only brewers and men familiar with the trade, but even the public in general
find this breweiy a very interesting establishment, as it is one of the most recent
and modem breweries. Its high efficiency is probably due to the fact that it was
created as a unit, conforming to a single plan; in other words, its construction
was not dragged out for many years.

---=»- Peter Schoenhofen

Mr. ^eter7 Schoenhofen • s brewery proves again that ambition, character, and per-
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severance are bound to prove successful....

The Schoenhofen brewery is located at Seward Street, between Sirteentli and
Eighteenth Streets, and a block from Canal Street • On the east side of this
street it has a frontage of five hundred feet, and' on the west side of Seward
Street Mr. Schoenhofen owns three hundred feet*

In the year 1860 Peter Schoenhofen and his part^er, j^athexjiB/' Gtottfried, founded
a brewery at the corner of Twelfth Street and Jefferson Street. V/ithin a year
the brewery* 3 equipment was moved to Seward Street. In the year 1863 the brewery
was built of brick and in the year 1873, after the fire, the brewery v/as enlarged.

....\Vhile Mr. Schoenhofen's brewery, with its three-story building and adjacent
structures, ••••proves interesting, the effect will be more imposing when the five-
story malthouse, at the comer of Seward Street and Canalport Avenue, is completed.
The dimensions of this new malthouse will be 100 by 125 feet, and it will be fur-
nished with modem equipment throughout. It is expected that the roof of this new
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malthouse will be completed by July 1, and. •••in September the firpt batch of
malt is to be prepared* •••The new malthouse is being built according to the plans

of Robert Schmid, the architect. The kilns aro constructed in accordance with
Schmidts patent ••••a method lA^iich provides^^^^more air.

The new building on Canalport Avenue and Sev/ard Street will have a tower^ ••.which
will form the entrance to the new offices....A second tower will also be added.
This is to be sunaoxinted by a suitable statue^.^.and will be a part of the ven-
tilating system.

In the need to erect new buildings v/e have the best indication of a company •s

success and.. ..proof that the products are popular. This evidence is furnished
by Schoenhofen's brewery. An unpretentious wooden building was replaced by a

large and imposing stone structure. Although these various buildings and improve-
ments were added gradooally, it all gives a symmetrical appearance, because exist-
ing construction was always considered whenever an addition was planned.
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One of the features Which surprise the visitor is the exceptional cleanliness.

Order prevails everywhere.

The new copper boiler has a capacity of two hundred barrels. The forty horse-
power steam engine... .was built by 5*razer, Charmers and Company. The engine is

separately housed in an especially partitioned-off part of the building. The
transmission of the engine's power is very practically and ingeniously accomplished.
Malt and hops are stored on the upper floors of the brewery. The cleaning house
is to the north; then follows a four-story warehouse. The upper floor of the ware-

house is used for cooling....All buildings, including icehouses, are connected.
Everything is in perfect condition. Tov/ards the v/est....are....the yard for....
repairing of barrels and the bams. Mr. Schoenhofen * s home is also located on the
brewery grounds*

The cellars of the brewery are light and high,.... and the temperature is maintained

at three degrees Reaumur.
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The brev/ery is in operation throughout the year. Mr. Gehringer is the able fore-
man. •••The brewery uses only the best malt. The hope vAiich are used are from
California and the East^ At present the brewery produces thirty-five thousand
barrels of beer per year. \Vhen the new improvements are completed production will
reach forty thousand barrels of beer per year. About tv/elve thousand barrels of

beer are always on hand. Ice in storage is estimated at six thousand cords. From
105,000 to 110,000 bushels of malt are used every year. Schoenhofen's beer enjoys
great popularity; it is strong and has a pleasant taste.

Most of the brewery *s customers are in Chicago, particularly on the V^est dide.
Aside from its Chicago clientele, Schoenhofen • s brewery also ships beer, by way
of the Illinois Central Railroad and the Michigan Southern Railroad, to outlying
districts such as Monee, Clifton, Crate, Homewood, Malta, wliiting, etc.

Whoever enters the cellars of this brewery and looks at the.. ..long rows of barrels
...•will be convinced that there will be no scarcity of lager beer this summer.
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The Schoenhofen brewery has five large beer wagons and powerful teams....

Schmidt and Glade

• •••The brewery of Schmidt and Glade is located at 9—-35 Grant Place, near Lincoln
Avenue* It was established in 1860 by R. G. Schmidt, formerly an alderman of this
city and County Commissioner at present. Schmidt *s brev^rery, like many other.....
successful enterprises, was destroyed by the Chicago fire on October 11, 187i.

V/ith unusual and commendable energy, Mr. Schmidt started again.... and on January
24, 1872, ..••the first batch was brewed.

Later Mr. Glade formed a partnership with Mr. Schmidt.

Schmidt and Glade *s brewery covers seventeen lots. Like Bartholomae and Leicht*s

brewery, the Schmidt and Glade brewery has been equipped with the latest machinery.
It was designed by Robert Schmid....All buildings are of brick....The office is
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near the entrance to the main building.

There are txvo malthouses, one of which is four stories high and covers an area
of 110 feet by 50 feet; the second is 40 feet by 50 feet. Both malthouses are
connected with kilns... .The kettle used for boiling the beer has a capacity of
one hundred barrels, nd the iron cooling vessel holds a like amount. i\nother

cooling vessel is to be added and v/ill be mounted parallel to the present one.

The Schmidt and Glade brev;ery is in operation throughout the year. The cooling
apparatus which is used during the summer is one of the best in the city. There
are four large cellars, and the three icehouses are brimful. The company stored
more than thirty-five hundred tons of ice last year. Messrs. Schmidt and Glade

buy only the best materials for their beer. Hops come from the East and from

California. The grain used is from California and the V^iest.

•

About thirty people are constantly employed by the brewery. Charles Schmidt is

the present foreman. He has fxinctioned in that capacity for three years and was

m.
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)
formerly employed in large breweries in Chicago and St. Louis, Missouri • ^

The tv/enty-five horsepower steam engine is mounted near the entrance. There are
five pximps..,.

Schmidt and Glade *s brewery produces about thirty-three thousand barrels of beer,

requiring nearly one hundred thousand bushels of malt. To supply its customers
throughout the city, five large beer wagons are in constant use. Most of the
brewery's customers are on the North Side. Schmidt and Glade's beer has also
proved very popular in the country districts, particularly in Freeport, Sycamore,
etc. Schmidt and Glade always have about nine thousand barrels of beer on hand.

The brewery has a large yard where it repairs its own barrels. The company owns
its bams and wagon sheds*

The enterprise is growing constantly.
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Franz Binz

Franz Binz's brewery is on Cottage Grove Avenue, at the foot of TV/enty-Sighth Street,
a short distance south of Seipp's brewery. The building site covers three quarters
of an acre, and is just east of the Illinois Central Hailroad tracks. The brewery
was founded in 1865. A fev/ years later it was destroyed by fire.. ..Rebuilding was
started at once and in the late fall of 1867 the plant v;as in operation again.

All buildings are made of brick, v:hich permits close grouping and facilitates
supervision... '.LIr. Benz's son, F. Bens, Jr., is the foreman.

The malthouse and four ice cellars are connected v;ith the brewery, etc. /lLI equip-
ment is excellent and of the latest design.

Ivlr. Benz uses barley from California and the V/est and hops from the East^

Binz's beer is well liked on the South Side and in the western and northwesterly

Ik 1
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parts of the city. Binz's beer is strong, heavy in body, and of pleasant taste.

Delivery in the city is accomplished by four large beer wagons and several spare
vehicles.

The brewery is in operation throughout the year. Annual production reaches about
eighteen thousand barrels, and sixty-five thousand bushels of malt are required.

J. L. Hoerber

J. L. Hoerber is one of our oldest German citizens.. ..He foxinded a brewery on the
South Side. ...in 1858» He sold this brewery later and established himself at his
present location, 220—222 V/est Twelfth Street. Evidently this was a very fortun-
ate choice, because property values....have increased rapidly in that neighbor-
hood.

Mr. Hoerber has had ample opportimity and means to enlarge his establishment, but
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he prefers to brew only as much beer as he requires in his ovm beer hall, and

possibly enough to supply three or four of his old customers

•

Hoerbers's brewery and beer hall is one of the most imposing brick buildings on
West Twelfth Street. The frontage, including the cigar business of the younger
Hoerber, is seventy-five feet. Since the house on the east, at 218 V/est Twelfth
Street, also belongs to LIr. Hoerber, the total frontage on Tv;elfth Street reaches
one hundred feet • • •

•

The ground floor of the main building is used for the beer hall* It is a popular
meeting place for all who like a good glass of beer.

The upper floor contains a hall, a dining room, ••• .etc. , and is used for lodge
meetings by the Freemasons at present.

J. L. Hoerber brews only in winter, and his guests may rest assured that they will
always receive genuine lager beer in the s\immer, since he serves only his ami/^

m. f
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product

•

The buslness««««ls stable and well managed. Mr. Hoerber is superintendent....
He stored one hundred and fifty cords of ice....

As we pass the main building, walking towards Dussold Street, we notice the

following arrangement: The beer hall faces Twelfth Street; at the back is the
adjoining icehouse and the brewery. The yard along Dussold Street would make an
excellent beer garden.

Stephan and Company /of Toledo, Ohio/

/Translator's note: Only Chicago German items have been translated^*/

.....This company produces from forty thousand to fifty thousand barrels of beer
annually; Kaltenbach Brothers introduced it in Chicago. This Toledo beer proved
very popular here in Chicago and enabled Kaltenbach Brothers to equip a special
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hall in which to dispense it. Kaltenbach's hall, the Toledo, is unique. •••in

Chicago* Ite largest orchestrion thus far built has been installed, giving the
exact effect of. •••a large orchestra^...The establishment of Kaltenbach Brothers
employs more than sixty persons....Kaltenbach* s Hall was the former Brunswick. ••

Hall. .

'

There are twelve saloons in Chicago which sell Stephan and Company •s beer, in-
cluding the Little Toledo at 55 North Clark Street, which is also owned by
Baltenbach Brothers

•

In spite of the greater freighting cost, the Toledo beer is sold in Chicago at
the same price as local beer.

Stephan and Company's beer can also be bought in bottles from Kaltenbach*

s

Agency.• • •

.

m.
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A CHICAGO INDUSTRY

Among the various bxranches of industry and commerce which have made our
city into the thriving metropolis of the Northwest, the manufacture of
furniture has by no means taken a subordinate rank. Our furniture manu-
facturers have commercial connections with the entire United States, not
only with the comparatively poor South, which lacks industrial enter-
prises, or with the distant West, but even with the East, so that furnitiire

made in Chicago is generously represented on the New York market.

Certain branches—the sewing-machine industry, for instance—procure most
of their supply of wood furniture frcni Chicago*

It is, therefore, quite evident that this branch of industry is of tremen-
dous importance to Chicago's commerce. Not only is it a considerable item
for our lumber trade in so far as the more valuable woods are concerned,
but it also -provides profitable and constant employment, a claim which O

a .
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most other industries cannot make.

It is gratifying to note that our German compatriots again play a prominent
part, as in most industrial branches* llieir achievements are due to dili-
gence, intelligent saying, thoroughness, and business ability » qualities
which have brought them to the fore in commerce in all Americcm cities*

A feir details about the most prominent establishments in the furniture in-
dustry might be of interest to our readers*

Louis Schultze

Mr* j^jcfaia/' Schnitzels furniture factory, at 274 and 276 Milivaukee Avenue,
is one of the most flourishing and continuously operating establishments
in the city* He would be Justified in feeling proud of his success and
ability in bringing this establishment to its present position—quite aside
from his other excellent qualities as a man and citizen, by reason of Kdiich

Vk
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he is regarded as one of the most outstanding Germans of the West Side and,
in fact, the city. Even if his rise depended in great measure upon the
faithful and responsible performance of their duties by co-workers whom
he secured—such as 'Urn. Meatens, his foreman, for instance, and his book-
keeper and business manager, August Gruetter—nevertheless the chief credit
belongs to Mr. Schultze, because of his energy, vision, thorough business
experience, and capable leadership. To go into further details of the large
factory is hardly necessary, as it is so well known among Germans.

The factory proper and the storage space in the buildings on Milwaukee
Avenue are commensurate with the size of the business. The machinery is

driven by a twenty-five horsepower steam engine. The factory provides
constant employment for seventy-five people throughout the year.

In the course of time the wholesale business reached huge dimensions, but
it must not be forgotten that Mr. Schultze also gives careful attention to
retail sales. All varieties of furniture for home use are available at
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Schultz6*s retail dlTlsion* The designs pxroYlde beauty and comfort, as
well as solid construction, at most reasonable prices. We highly recommend
this firm to Germcm families.

John Monzel

John Monzel, 264 and 266 State Street ^^anslator^s note: Whether North or
South State Street is not indicated/^ enjoys a reputation among the local
public for making fine and luxurious parlor, bedroom, and dining room
fttmiture, as ivell as furniture for libraries. He was the first of our
Chicago manufacturers to make this type of furniture , which had prsTlously
been secured in the East.

Being e^erienced in the practical phases of the wor]^ he personally
superrises all stages of the manufacture, and thus is able to give pur-
chasers adequate guarantees of the quality of the products. John Ifonzel
provides us with a splendid example of a self-made man, the type vdilch

UJ m.
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only America can produce.

Mr. Monzel^s financial resources are such that he can buy for cash, which '

in turn insures reasonable selling prices^ He is a director of a local
bank, which enables him to command sufficient funds for a business of
such magnitude*

Spiegel and Cahn

The fiirniture house of Spiegel and Cahn located at 222 Wabash Avenue, with
its rapid turnover represents' the type of store which can only be found in
Chicago. In its mighty four-story building it displays a splendid selection
of the finest parlor, home, and kitchen furnishings to satisfy every taste.
Good, solid merchandise at reasonable prices,, in keeping with present con-
ditions, built up a large clientele, so that today this comparatively new
establishment is considered one of the first in its line. Among the firm*s
specialties are ornamental, decorative articles, such as small fancy tables

,
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chairs, easels, bookcases 6uid music cases, vase stands, etc*, which are
available In such profusion In no other city except New York.

Mr. Spiegel has had years of practical and technical experience In this
type of business. He supervises buying and selling while Mr. Cahn*s
entire attention Is centered on routine business and clerical matters.

All who have patronized the store even once are unanimous In proclaim-
ing their complete satisfaction.

H. and M. Neubexger

This old flim has been In the furniture business here for the last twenty
years, and has thus had ample opportunlty-<»more than any other furniture
concern—to learn all about the various btanches of the business. Since
last Uarch, H. and H. Neuberger have occupied the five-story stone front
building at 167 Bast Randolph Street. Since the establishment burned

o •A /
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down for the second time duiring the last great fire, on July 14, 1874, it
is now supplied with an entirely new assortment of modern furniture, which
provides the greatest choice of parlor, bedroom, and dining room furniture
as well as the usual home and office furnishings, at prices which range
from the most reasonable to the highest lerels* We suggest , therefore,
that anyone who is in need of furniture or upholstery should visit this
firm. !Ehe prices are the most reasonable in the city and the giiality is

guairanteed; this oue^t to conyince anyone that the articles conform to the
representations made by the company.

A. J. Neuberger and Brother

!I9iis firm, located at 78-80 Randolph Street, was founded in 1865 and has
one of the largest and most varied assortments of furniture in Chicago*
It carries a complete line, tram the most elegant parlor, dining room,
bedroom, and library furnishings to the common everyday variety of house-
hold furniture. Such a large assortment is available that even the most
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fastidious tastes can be fully satisfied. All the furniture is manufactured
by the firm under the special supervision of Mr, /k. J^T" Neuberger, thus
the firm is able to provide its customers with goods of sufficient quality
and at reasonable enough prices to satisfy anyone. It is one of those firms
which deserve full confidence, as every buyer may be certain that he is ob-
taining good merchandise at a canmensurate price*

Colby and Wirts, 217-219 State Street

Colby and Wirts not only manage a large furniture house with a wide variety
of beds, upholstered furniture, and other merchandise of this sort, but also
employ more than seventy people in their upholstering department,' where cus-
tom orders of every description are taken care of.

J. F. Rapp, 744 ^out^ State Street

All of the older inhabitants will surely remember this firm, as our esteemed
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friend is one of the oldest—if not the oldest—German furniture dealers
in the city. He has always maintained a reputation for great reliability
and reasonable prices* Forced to le^ve Lake Street because of the great
fire, he established himself in the southern part of the city and, since
that time, has had a flourishing business*

A. P. Johnson and Company, 233-251 North Green Street

The film A. P. Johnson and Company, consisting of A, P. Johnson, Alderman
Borgmeier, and N. Johnson, is highly rated among our local furniture manu-
facturers, although the concern has been in existence only a short time,
since 1868* This rise within such a short period is in itself proof of
capable management « Johnson and Company* s chief products are chairs,
dressers, and washstands. Its output reaches 2500 to 3000 chairs, 250
dressers, and 350 washstahds per week. TSie demand for the company*

s

products may best be indicated by the fact that its business connections
extend far beyond the boundaries of our state, into Iowa, Nebraska, and
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Minnesota, and even Into California and the Territory of Washington. For
the convenience of Its customers the company xnibllshes an Illustrated
yearly catalogue*

The firm Is very careful to use properly seasoned lumber. Hence it always
keeps a supply of lumber on hand—from one million to one and one-half
million feet.

UcDonough, Price and Company

^/^ranslator * s note: Since the firm does not have a Geman name, the
description is condensed. Items of German Interest only are given^
This film located at 290-294 South Canal Street, ....ships to many
states.... About seventy-five people are steadily employed, including
many Germans. German artisans are well represented, particularly in
the upholstery departaaent, since their thoroughness is everywhere
appreciated. •• .It. ... is quite commendable.. ..that the fiim... .succeeded UJ m.
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in securing German patronage. The German is a prudent, careful buyer, fre-
quenting those places where he obtains good, substantial merchandise at
reasonable rates. Consequently, a large German clientele is an excellent
recommendation for any firm....

Fatzack and Schulz

The aboTe fizm specializes in sewing-machine furniture, that is, the
modem elegant wooden mountings and parts connected with sewing machines.
This shows how huge enterprises may develop from very modest beginnings,
if proper diligence is applied to the task. The business is owned by
the partners Patzack and Schulz; it was founded in 1868. For a year
the small, modest factory was located in rented quarters on West Erie
Street, but the space soon proved inadequate and the company moved to
its present location, 193 and 201 West Superior Street, where it occupies
three two-story buildings covering a piece of land 96 feet wide by 100
feet long, which is owned by the company. The venture proved prosperous.
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and the company was able to retain its full force of sixty-five men through-
out the winter, in spite of the depression. Messrs. Patzack and Schulz can
well be proud of their accomplishment. During the most dismal times they
were able to pay their man promptly and in cash, an achievement which other
manufacturers—even though they had the best intentions as far as their
workers • welfare was concerned—did not always find possible.

On the lower floor of the factory are the cutting departments and workshops
proper; on the upper floor, the finishing and storage rooms, as well as
special rooms for oiling, polishing, etc. The factory is also equipped
with a steam and drying house where l\imber, from 10,000 to 12,000 feet per
week, is subjected to a drying process. Adjacent to the factory is a ware-
house for seasoned lumber; at this writing Messrs. Patzack and Schulz have
a larger supply of block and walnut lumber than any other factory in Chicago.
The most trivial details are undeir the personal supervision of the owners*
As far as this specialty is concerned, the company* s sales are not surpassed
by those of any other company in the West.
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Bduard Wamecke, 46-54 Huron Street

This firm also specializes in sewing-machine fximiture. The factory is

one of the largest, if not the largest, of its kind in the city; it was
founded in 1864 and proved s\xjh a successful enterjirise that Mr. /MMord/
WarneckB^s partner, Mr. Haller, was able to retire a few years ago and
return to Grormany, where he now lives in affluence. Mr. V/arnecke, who
continues in the business with ever increasing success, is a cabinetmaker
by trade, of the thorough, German type, and therefore has the proper
qualifications for a superintendent vflio takes a personal interest in his
extensive factory.

Aside from this, he is an old resident of our city, honored and respected
as a businessman. He has secured such an excellent reputation for his
products that many of the leading sewing-machine manufacturers have all
their wooden parts made by him. T5ie building—Warnecke^s factory—is quite
indicative of the extensive business it serves, covering an area of
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75 by 80 feet. About ten thousand to twelve thousand feet of cabinet

wood are used every week* The excellent quality of the factory's output

is due, in great measure, to the care which Mr, V/arnecke exercises in the

selection of his ei!5)loyees. No one finds permanent employment there un-

less he meets the exacting demands of Mr* Wamecke, who, as an experienced

cabinetmaker, is fully able to judge the ability of his men.

Mr* Wamecke is not only concerned in producing good merchandise, but he

endeavors also to sell it at a reasonable price. Consequently no one will

begrudge him his success.
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ILLINOIS 3T.UTS-ZEITU1TO JOB PRUNING GCMPMn

(Adv.)

Illinois Staats-Zeitung Job Printing Company, Staats-l^eitung Building, North-
east comer kVashington Street and Fifth Avenue.

The business office of the Job Printing Company is on the first floor, the
first door to the left of the main ent/rance on Fifth Avenue.

Franz Gindele, superintendent.

To our friends, customers, and to the public in general, we hereby announce
that our book and job printing establishment is now so well equipped that we
are able to fulfill all orders in a prompt, reliable manner as well as at the
most reasonable rates.

.Ve have an ample number of steam cylinders and job presses of all sizes, as
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•

well as the newest styles of type, ornaments, etc., to print anjrthing from the
smallest card to the largest poster in any modern language,

V/e give particular attention to book printing and pamphlets. All work for
businessmen, railroads, banks, insurance companies Eind business in general,
such as clubs, lodges, societies, theaters, etc., will be done in excellent
taste, promptly, and at a reasonable price.

Out-of-town orders will be promptly delivered and should be addressed:
Staats-Zoitung Job Printing Company, comer V/ashington Street and Fifth
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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J^SE SALONKEBFERS* MBETIN^

The Chicago Trib\ine published, yesterdayt an article full of irony about the
meeting of the saloon keepers, last Saturday, and claims that the Germaui

newspapers will have no report on it, because no reporters were there. The
readers of the Westen have read all about the meeting* We are also happy
that our trick has been so successful. The reporters of the Chicago Tribune
do not understand any language except English, and a very poor English at
that. At^ German meetings they are accustomed to annoy the Cerman reporters
by endless questions and thus prevents them from working. To avoid those
pests, the German reporters seated themselves in the middle of the audience
instead of at the reporters* table. If the Tribune wishes to give correct
reports regarding German doings, it should hire some German reporters. It
will have to be done sometimes.
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THE CBERUUI SAVINGS BANK PATS ALL ITS CLAIMS.

The run on the GerBian Savings Bank continued yesterday and all the claims
vere paid promptly* The run on the German bank was different from the
run which has taken place from time to time on other bsuiks, in so far, as
the people did not betray any anxiety* The business people never believed
the rumors circulated concerning the bank and continued their finemcial
transactions with the bank as usual* A Serman, Geo* Uentzel, withdrew
yesterday his money from the National Ccxmaercial Bank to deposit it with
the German Savings Bank* Also, yesterday, the clerk for the newly opened
accounts had more to do than the one who was paying the claims*

The origin of the rumor is still a nqrstery*
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A RUN ON THE 6BR1IAN SAVING BANK«

Like wild fire the news spread that Greenebaum*s bank was bankrupt* From
10 a« m. until 3 P* ^» the nin wcls pretty brisk* Around 2 p« m*, not less
than 200^ people were standing In line in order to take out their money* Upon
the Oeman Rational Bank the run had rery little Influenoe*

The directors of the ^savings bank were all at their post as soon as the
rumor was sprecul* There cure indications that the rumor was originated
maliciously* At any rate the savings bank is fully able to face the run*
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The building will be almost 100 ft* high* All rooms are to be steam-
heated* A lifting machine (elevator) likewise worked by steam, will
make intercourse with the upper stories as pleasant as possible*

The cost of the building is estimated at $100,000* The lot cost $80yOOO(
The Bullock press, that will be put into the basement, cost $21,000*
This and other new paraphernalia of the printing press, stereotyping,
book-*binding, etc*, added together will raise the total capital invest-
ment to about a quarter of a million dollars*
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/the HUWBOLDT park RSSIDEtlTIAL DISTRICj^

GERMAN

The surroundings of Humboldt Park, the biggest park of the city which oro-
mises to become also the most beautiful, are on the v/ay to transform into
a magnificent residential district

•

That it can take only a short time till this so splendidly planned park
will be densely surrounded by houses, no one who has witnessed the fast
development of American cities and especially of Ghicsgo, will doubt*

Already there are beautiful houses around the ravishing little V/icker Park
which lies between Robey Street and Llilwaukee Avenue, like that of Alderman
Buhler and others* Already the land between V/estem and California Avenue,
between Blackhawk Street and Northern Avenue, is oarcelled out and sold,
and all other real estate in the neighbourhood of the Park is in the msu'ket,
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Part of this real estate belongs to the Humboldt Park Residential Associat
ion, a company to which we regard it our duty to call the attention of the
German public* At its head stands Kr. Franz Arnold as, president; Carl
Proebsting as secretary; ajid Heinrich Greenebaum as trustee, all three are
men who enjoy the fullest confidence of the German public* This compsmy
offers the land which it owns according to a plan that is new for America,
but h6LS been found very successful in Europe* \le regard the enter-
prise as very timely and useful for the public, and believe that no one
can better use his savings than by becoming a shareholder of this company*
'^e are not surprised that, yesterday, in the four first hours, 260 shares
of the company were sold*
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^HS T3UT0NIC LIFE INSURANCE COLIP^^NY/ ' ^^^^ ^^^"^^^

The whole content of the fireproof safes and vaults of the Teutonic Life
Insurance Company^ 160 La Salle Streett has heen preserved and the company
will he able to continue business without interruption.

The following telegram was sent yesterday by Henry Greenebaum and Company to

London: Union Bank of London - Everything is back in business-like order*
Our booksafes have resisted the fire» All our moneys, securities, books,
and papers have been saved. Make this known through the Rentiers Office, or,
if this impractical, please publish for us our business cards in the main
papers of England and the Continent.

Henry Greenebaum and Company.
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^HB QRE4T KH^
Hanry Greenbaum, chief of the well-known German bank» arrived yesterday from
New Torkt and has immediately started the organization of a bank on the West
Side* The firm hopes in a few days to be in full activity*

The rumor that the sisters Lammlein, whose piano playing has been praised by
the Illinois Staats Zeitung » had come to harm in the fire has fortunately
proved to be \infounded* They escaped (losing all their Jewelry and fxxmish-*

ings) out of their burning apartment in Ontario Street and fled into that part
of the 12th Ward that was formerly known as Holstein* At present they are the
guests of Mr* H« Greenbaum, at Hubbard and Wood Street*
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/TBE NEff GERIIAJI SAVINGS BAI^
A year ago the German Savings Bank was born, and so vigorous has it proved
to be that it has grown like no other savings bank either here or elsewhere.
It has left its New York namesakes - that is to say - in their first stages
of development far behind it, both in niamber of depositors and in the suift-

total of deposits.

The deposits amounted to:

$141,005 on November 1, 1870
274,231 " February 1, 1871
346,702 " May 1, 1871
504,537 w Axigust 1, 1871 - that is to say, to more than

half a million, and what is no less important, they were contributed by 2,780
depositors* The German Savings Bank in New York had after nine months of its
existence only 1,900 depositors, and $232,000 deposited.

Such a success proves that the enterprise is built on names that inspire
unusiaal confidence, and also proves the extraordinary business experience
of Mr. Henry Greenebaxam, who has been able to win as shareholders and
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.directors men who know how to gain recognition for the new "bank in the widest
circles*
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A GERMAN NATIOl^AL BANK FOR CHICAGO

(Editorial)

An act of the last Congress authorizes the Controller of Currency to organize
several new national banks and permits the circulation of about a million dol-

lars in paper money in the state of Illinois. The Honorable H. R. Hullburdt,
Controller of Currency , deserves the gratitude of Chicago's Geimans^ because
he appropriated one fourth of this million for the establishment of a German
national bank in this city, providing , at the same tliae, that this bank may
increase its capital to $1,000,000.

o

c^

The Controller of Currency has entrusted the firm of Heniy Greenbaum and Com-
pany with the task of orgeuiizing the Germcm National Bank. The choice is very
fortunate. It is hardly necessary to point out that this banking house enjoys
an enviable reputation, not only among Chicago businessmen, but also in the com-
mercial circles of the entire country, it is a well-established fact that the
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American public has great confidence in Mr. Greenbauia's institution. And the
fact that the list of stockholders of the new institution contains the names
of many prominent local Germans is directly attributable to the confidence
which the commercial world has in the Greenbaum Bank, and especially in the ^
firm's president, Ur. Henry Greenbaum. ^
The following Geiman business houses are among the stockholders of the German C
National Bank of Chicago: Henry Greenbaum and Company, bankers; Beck and 5
Wirth, wholesale tobaccors; J. and ^. Jaeger, glass and porcelain ware; Bergho, w
Subling and Company, toys; Theodor '.ieber, boots and shoes; Peter ^chuttler, ^
wagon man\ifacturer; Leoi)old and Austrian, commission and cartage; Andrew ^
Schall, re€d.-estate brokers; Hart brothers, manufacturers; Leopold Kuh and
Company; Edmund Juessen, revenue collector; John Hertling, distiller'; Joseph
Liebenstein, wholesaler; Charles Hietz and Brothers, lumber; Louis Suess,
liquors; Simon Floersheim, secretaiy of Gerraania Fire Insurance Company; and
Adolph Loeb, real estate.
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The native Ar.ierican element was represented by the following prominent men
and finiis: IJarshal Field, of ?ield, Leiter and Company; Charles F. Grey,

leather goods; and David A, Gage, City Treasurer.

Next Saturday a board of directors v;ill be elected at the Geman Savings Bank,

as nay be seen from the announcement that appears in our advertising columns
today.

As soon as the necessary preparations have been made, the Gerr:ian National Bank
of Chicago will enter upon its business career. The Greenbaum Bank will seine
as a basis for the new institution and v;ill be absorbed by it. Truly that will
be a firm foundation for the ne\i bank.

o

Through careful managei-ient the fim of Greenbaum and Company, especially the
trust department has built up a much larger clientele than any other private
banks of Chicago can boast of, and this fact, together with the favorable pros-
pects previously alluded to, cannot fail to result in an expansion and a
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rating that will malce the German I.'ational Bank of Chicago the pride of all
local Germans.

In connection with this matter y;e cannot help but acknov;ledge the success of ,5

I^. Greenbaum's past activity. It was but a short tine ago that he organized --ir^

the German Savings Bank, which already enjoys great popularity, and now he F-

is busily engaged in the establishiaent of another useful Genaan institution. ^^

Thus he is erecting a luonuiiient that will lon^ bear witness to the f-ict that,
although he is an ^inericeui citizen in the full sense of the v;ord, he always
has a warm heart and an open hand, whenever it is a matter of promoting
Gemian interests and Geniian honor.
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FOR TP^Di^S^uui^, L::jCILJNiIC5, ^CD .u{TI3T:i

**The Patent Law of the Unitea States,'* and tlie ^Scientific ^jnericaiis'^ are ':s

two of the best illustrated periodicals for luechanics. :i>

Eduard Buehler, 3
Book Store and Rental Library, rj

111 *:onroe Street • :2
CD

translator's note: This advertisement v/as translated because of tne Lo

reference to a rental library. From all appearances tiiis v/as one of the ^
first rental libraries in the city of Chicago, if not the first, i^ter ^
having exhausted all sources of research available at Newberry Library,

I find no inforraation that a rental library existed nera prior to the year
1B67, Probably Ivlr. Buehler nad booxs on mechanics v/nicii were not to be had
on tne local market, but v/iiicii were in great demand at the time, and founa

it more profitable to rent them for a consideration than to sell them^/
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C. SCffAiSIZSR Mm COIJPAIJY

The Largest Business of Its Kind in Chicago Founded in 1847

Last Tuesday the toy, novelty, and fancy goods business of J. D* Weber, 184
Lake Street, was sold to C, Schweizer and Company. For years, this great
enterprise has been favorably knovm to the public of Chicago and also to the
farm population of Cook and Du Page counties, since the firm always has carried
a large and varied stock of goods, has given its custoners ideal service, and
has sold its goods at very reasonable prices.

The new owners have known the business for many years* 1^. Schweizer is an old
employe of Weber's and has had extensive experience under other proprietors of
similar stores; he is thus well qualified to carry on the business.

The new proprietors will continue both branches, the wholesale as well as the
retail, and one of the partners will soon make a trip to Europe to purchase the
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most modem goods availabla on the market there.

The firm is located at 184 Lake Street in a three-story building, where it

displays a greater variety of merchandise than any other Chicago store dealing
in the same line of merchandise.
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A. ia.r.3L-a»3 0I/.3T- Ku^I^CVLIIJIIT

Everyone who is faaTiiliar v;ith the history of piano rianuracfcuriu^: k.^ov/s that S
nore than fifty years the JuroT san jnnufacturerG iatroduce-I the clasx") as an
iinprove/.ic.-'it upon the generally used brid^'O. Tlie clasp Gu;r'K..rt3 the strinr: ^
just opposite the stroke of the b-ainnier, v;hilo the brid/'e pin supports the '-^

string froM the side only. I^us the use of the brid;-:e pin ]:nade it impossible ^
to obtain the required ri.t.idity and stability for clearnex^ • and fullness of
liiusical tone. Only a fev; local rxinufacturers have introduced theclasr). Cne
of theu claiMs he applied the device in 183.6; another says lie attached it to
the iron-franed piano, '.-jhile another clai}ns he used it in connection v/ith the
strings of a violin. It cannot be denied that the introduction of the iron
frarie has ;,rQ^^'i-7 iinproved tlie i^dern piano; but tlie systen, nov; in vo:-:?ae, of
placin.: the entira v;ei^:lit upon the irc-n frar.ie by attachinc the clasps to the
iron frane with screv;s is advanta.::eous only to a certain extent. It vrill be
readily understood that the iron frame, thou^^li it malces for stability, hami5ers

the production of cloi.r nusical tones. Cnly v;ood can develop and support the

CO
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vibrations of the strinn^^, as experience teacliai.:, and v/h:* should v;e not
benetio by v/hat sound rear^on has taujht us for ixiiii^ vears? 'Ihe solution of
th^ problen vms to attacli the clas})s in such a v:ay that contact v/ith iron :7as

avoided. Iliis urooleLi has not been solved.

llr. Kraushaar, of ICrausliaar and Company, 19 IJorth Huston street, has done
everytjiing that C£m be done in this respect. He has devised a nefiv systen
of attacMAi; the clasps, and his sy^^ten avoids the above mentioned faults.

3y his systera the vibration of the strin^^s is supported and reinforced, ^ill

tones are full, clour, and pleasinc to the sensitive riusical ear, and \ve do

not doubt that the benefits of the excellent instrument v;hich Kraushaar and
Gompan3'' have jnade during the, tine they have been in business in Chicaso v/ill

,r:ain for them a host of ne:7 adr.iirer3 and satisfied customers.
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vox POPULI

/v^aminr, to "Jorkers/

To the Editor of the Illinois Staats^-^eitung l iin advertisement in your 5
nev/spaper stated that the Chica -o Zniplo:.Tient Association, v;hich has an 3
office at 118 3outh Clark Street, v;anted tv/o hundred carpenters, and ^
promised to secure employnent for then at a v;age of five dollars a day. :^

I and tivo other carpenters v;ent to the office of the .^sociation, and after 2
paying a fee of tv;o dollars, vie v.'ore sent to the C. II, Pool Company, in lo

Hemphis, Tennessee, xransportation cost us tv/elve dollars each. \Je traveled :::3

to Cairo via the Illinois Central I^ilroad (second class), thence to Llemphis ^
by stearaer (second deck). Upon our, arrival, v;e immediately went to the office
of the C. H. Pool Company and were told that it neither needed nor had ordered
any carpenters, 'xhus ^ve were obliged to return to Chicago, ue spent the
money for our fares and paid the freii^ht charges for transporting our tools,
but did not attain our object. I therefore warn all workers against having
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any dealings with the Chicago Emploj'Tiient Association.
Hespectfully

,

Hermann lianas.

-o

o

•S3
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VIE STATE SAVINGS IMSTITDTION ^

(Editorial) ^
O

In yesterday's Evening Journal , the following notice appeared under the
above heading:

•'The undersigned merchants and businessmen of Chicago do hereby unite in con-
demning the course pursued hy the Illinois Staats-Zeitung in creating a panic
and causing a 'run* on the above-named institution. We have every reason to
believe that the bank is sound--that it is able and willing to pay all its

obligations on demand—and that it has a large surplus of assets (readily con-
vertible into cash) in excess of all liabilities. Depositors ;rtio have any
doubts concerning the solvency of the bank, and who have any fears for their
money, can verify the sound condition of the bank and its ability to pay by
calling upon any merchant or banker in Chicago."
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Since the Illinois Staats^-Zeltiing Is published in the German language, and ^
since none of the signers of the above notice is, to our kxiowledge, suffi- pi

clently conversouit with that tongue, we should like to ask, with all due ^
respect, whether the gentlemen yiio have united in condemning the course of g
the Illinois Staats-Zeitung have any positive knowledge of the course which •'~

they are so prompt in condemning? nrom l^e essurance given in the above notice ^
that the bank is sound, we have every reason to believe, indeed we are finnly ^
convinced, that our self-appointed judges were incorrectly led to the opinion
that we had attacked the solvency or soundness of the State Savings Institution*
Anybody idio is able to read the Illinola-Staats-Zeitung can see that such was
not the ease, and that nobody would regret the inability of this bank to pay
its liabilities more than we, inasmuch as all the creditors of said institu-
tion are our own countrymen*

The signers of the above notice are, of course aware, that the Illinois Savings
Institution has for the last four years used the advertising columns of the
Illinois Staats«»Zeitung to recommend its services, and that the Illinois
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Staats-Zeltung often commented very favorably upon the safety of the charter
of said financial institution* This advertisement was not changed after ^
August 1, 1863, when the Illinois Savings Institution began to operate under
a new charter. In January, 1864, the accounts of the depositors were trans-
ferred from the Illinois Savings Institution to the State Savings Institution
without any notice whatever to the depositors* In fact, none of the deposi-
tors were aware that the Institution had been changed from a savings bank to
a discount bank* The advertisement of the Illinois Savings Institution was
not withdrawn or altered in our columns, and depositors who could not read
English were led, under the circumstances, to believe from the advertisements
still appearing in our columns that they had invested in the Illinois Savings
Institution, whereas in reality their funds had been transferred to the State
Savings Institution*

v;e would have justly been considered guilty of gross negligence in the per-
formance of our duties as public journalists if, by v/ithholding notice of this
transfer from our readers, we had assisted in persuading our countrymen to

ife
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believe tbat they still bad tbelr money In a savings bank wben In reality It

was deposited in a discount bank*

We hope tbe signers of the above notice have exercised greater care In tbelr ^
*Investigation of tbe affairs of tbe State Savings Institution, before vouching £
for its solvency and soundness, tban in tbelr determination of tbe course ^
taken bv the Illinolfl Staats-Zeitung before uniting to condemn that course*

Would not the gentlemen who have appointed themselves Judges of our procedure

do better to unite in condemning the course of the managers of the State
Savings Institution? ^

r>0

en
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GEEiMAN INDDBTRY AND IIS RESULTS
A Visit to the Brewery of lir. John A. Huck

On the shore of Lake Michigan, not far from the Catholic cemetery, on the
North Side of Chicago, you will find the brewery of John A# Huck which is ^
one of the largest and best equipped plants of its kind that we have ever 5
seen* -^z^

Mr. Huck did not inherit this brewery from his forefathers, nor did he have ^
the necessary money to erect the magnificent buildings \iiftien he came here from o
Europe.

£̂=^

No, Jfiien he left his home in the beautiful valley of the Rhine, he possessed ^
no wealth whatsoever; but he did have resources which are of much more value
than money in a country YitLeve industry has free course ; he had an alert
mind and an abimdance of energy and determination.
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The great buildings lAilch so proudly shine forth in their splendor on Lake
Michigan* s shore and harbor and which hold an abundance of that tasty,
fdiolesome I amber fluid in their cellars , are monuments of the successful
application of diligence, energy, and perseverance* It was but a few years
ago that John A« Huck came to this city. At that time Chicago was only an ^
unimportant village, and Ur. Huck established a small business proportionate ^
to the size of the city and the size of his pocketbook. His enterprise was ^^

successful; his business grew rapidly in size and importance, and today the p
John A. Huck Brewery is favorably known for its fine product throughout the ^
entire northwestern part of the United States. g

However, the business of this industrious citizen has not yet reached the g
peak of its expansion. On our visit we were informed that plans are being D?

made to add a third story to the two-story brick brewery this summer and to
transfer the enormous cooling vats to the new addition. Height and distcuice

are of no significance in Huck*s Brewery; for a forty horsepower steam engine
is used to perform all the heavy work in the mash vat as well as in the
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malt building and in the cellar.

Mr* Huck has done something which formerly vnas regarded as imi)Ossible; he
has constructed beer cellars in sandy soil—the first and only cellars of
their Icind in Chicago. Above these cellars, and extending over their entire
length and width, are three adjoining icehouses, the walls of which are sur-
rounded by a double wooden wall filled with tanner's bark; the barrels of
beer lie between thick rows of ice. The temperature is always very low, even
during the hottest days of summer.

The new malt house is a three-story brick structure in which there are two
cross-arched malt cellars 150 feet long, ^t each end of this building are
two enormous ovens in Kdilch 1500 bushels of malt can be roasted at one time.

From this brief description the reader can get some idea of the extent of
Mr. Huck*s business and of the great progress the brewing Industry has made
in the Northwest during the past few years.
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However, it is not the size of the plant, nor its modem equipment, but the
quality of the product which is the chief element of Mr. Huck*s success,
^^l^anslator* s note: The author is not consistent, for he has previously
attributed Mr. Huck*s success to his industry and determinatiouj;/

John Anton Huck was born May 15, 1819, at Ottenhofen, Grand Duchy of Baden,
Germany. After graduating from an elementaiy school, he received extensive
theoretical and practical instruction in brewing.

He emigrated from Germany in the year 1845, and spent one year in the employ
of a brewery located in Kingston, Canada. Late in 1846 he came to Chicago
where he met Johann Schneider, and the two men became partners in a brewing ]g
business. Th^y rented the block bounded by Chicago Avenue, Rush Street, c^

Superior Street, and Cass Street, and erected a small brewery on the site.
Much of the vacant part of the plot was used as a picnic ground vdiere many
of the German clubs and societies of that day gathered for their annual
outings. In 1850 Mr. Schneider contracted the ''gold fever** and went to

Co
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California, after selling his share of the business to Mr. Huck*

Mr. Huek was very successful in his business venture. In 1854 he built a
brick brewery at State and Schiller Streets, and in 1854 he erected an
addition. By 1871 he owned the largest and best equipped brewery in the
West. It was considered to be a model plant by the leading brewers of the ^
day. ^

xu
On October 10, 1871, Mr. Huck*s brewery was destroyed by fire, and he devoted
the rest of his life to small deals in real estate, doing much towards re- ^
building Chicago.

^

He was a member of the Chicago City Council for two years and held membership
in the Masonic Order and other societies.

He married Josephine Eckerly in Germany on August 12, 1840. Their union was
blessed with nine children. He died January 28, 1878.

CO

id
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II B 2 f
II A 2 Madame Ludwig's Dsmcing School were excellent, especially the

Shawl Dance, by Miss Betty Jane Gray, and the Carioca.

All in all, there was reason to be satisfied with the evening; it was a
gratifying introduction into the winter season.

-a
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TYPES OF CHICAGO ARTISTS
Henry Hantke

Henry Hantke was bom in Chicago. During his childhood he moved to Germany
with his parents^ and was reared in Hannover. He was still in his twenties
when he returned to America. This makes him a real German-American who is
familiar with both countries. Despite his youth he reveals a philosophical
attitude—a resigned manner which may have been brought about through the fact

that although his feet are in America^ his heart is in Germany.
ĈO

Hantke is opposed to the art of the academic school. He attended the Art ^
Institute for two semesters before he freed himself from all academic learning.

^
This does not mean that he scorns theory* On the contrary » he is avid for
information in theory, and does a great deal of reading on the literature of
art« But he cannot be persuaded into malpractice. This he regcurds as his
primary possession, he gueurds it carefully, as a rare gift* As much he has
seen of the paintings of others, and as many pictures as may have thrilled
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him or provoked him to criticism, not one particle of the work of others has
been included in his ovm, regardless of the period to which they may have
belonged* Just as it waB his inner drive which prompted him to express his
thoughts and emotions in pictures—no one ever persuaded him to become a
painter~his form of expression is his own property*

Hantke is a landscape artist* Whenever he receives an impression he elaborates
on it, slowly, gradually, working it into a picture* His landscapes look very
little like true landscapes* They are more like dream landscapes—sroups of
houses, trees, streets, hills, etc*, shaped into form by a basic idea* It is
not surprising therefore, that here and there the houses seem askew, and the ^
thoroughfares crooked* It is thus that the painter wants it to be, it is oi

thus that the lines borrowed from reality subordinate themselves to the picture
and its meaning* In this manner Hantke *s pictures are endowed with a touch
of the metaphysical* They are not. images of earthly originals, but purely
ideal creations of a painter who seeks to grasp and solve in his pictures the
higher meaning of cdl nature* Hantke is still young, but he takes his art

CO
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seriously* He is a sincere seekert one who is determined to travel a road of
his own, one irtio is never satisfied with himself* If his kind of artist were
ever to stop seeking all art creation would lose its proper value and be re- ^
duced to the level of the woik of artisans* ^

The question of technique in painting is explained by Hantke in few words: <^
It is unessential; every painter acquires the technique that suits him best* ^
He did the same, and in doing so he did not even become linked with any of the 2
more traditional methods of paintings; he changed and will continue changing* ^

Color in his pictures is very important to him* Lines, for him, are of second-
ary v6LLue only* The combination of colors dominates the picture; it provides
support, while the lines and the drawing are merely necessary mechanics* In
keeping with the painter's resigned attitude, as mentioned previously, his
pictures are obscure but serious^ at times they even impress us as tragic*
This, however 9 may be mitigated with the passing of time*

ho»^
en
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Hantke Ixas often been represented in Chicago exhibitions at the Art Institute;

likewise in the exhibitions of the No-Jury Society* This Spring he held an
exhibition at the Little Gallery* There are also pictures of his at laorease
Robinson I in Springfieldi and were also shown in Michigan » As member of the

Chicago Society of Artists he was represented at the annual exhibition of that

society at the Ehoedler Gallery* It will be of interest to every friend of art

to follow the future development of this young artist* y
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TOR ART CONNOISSEURS

Der Oesterreichische I7erkbund (Made In Austria Alliance), vdth v^ich most
Austrian artists and artisans of diverse vocations are affiliated, have
again arranged an exposition through the intercession of Chicago friends
of the association.

Eroch*s Bookstore on Lake and Michigan Avenue and the Art Institute are
featuring two exhibitions which show exceptional artistic creations and
exquisite taste in the selection of these articles. The articles are
tempting, especially if one is endowed with a sense of beauty.

Particularly so are the patterns in silver snd brass, enhanced with colored
enamels and mother of pearl, which are enchanting to the visitor. Cigarette
cases, ash-trays, brushes, looking-glasses, candleholders , and other items
have been converted into works of art and are exceptionally well suited for
presents. Painted silk, plastic objects in glazed stoneware, as well as

W.PA
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phantastically shaped animals in brass, complete the exhibit, ilnyone

professing interest in Austrian art should see it.
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THE HEART OF CHICA&O.

WPA (ILL) PROJ, 3027;

The Ahendpost succeeded in acquiring posseBsion of a wonderful paintingt
idilch represents the loop-lmsiness district of Chicago. The artist had
to take at first photographic pictures froii ei^t different angles and
finally accomplisJi^ed his task by painting the conMnation-Tlew on the roof
of the Uonadnodc Building.

'

The painting, made hy a Gennan artist is giring an impressive picture of
the "Wonder City."

There have heen made 1100 copies of the original* These copies can he
bou^t at 25^ per copy in the office of the Ahendpost>
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THE WORLD^S FAIR
The Speckbardt Clock in the German House

A Most Remarkable Work of Art at the Fair

Daily from 11 A*M» until 4 F«M« hundreds of people assemble at the Southern
side Chapel of the German House, to Yiew one of the greatest art productions
that the World^s Fair contains* This is the clock build by Mr* Gustav
Speckhardt, the court clock-maker of Prince Alfons of Bavaria, that is here
since the opening of the fair, but suffered so much during transportation,
that only until a week ago it was possible to make it work* Two things are
to be admired on this clock: the case and the mechanism* The first is a

wonderful structure, a masterpiece of the wood earring art* It is hard for
the onlooker to believe that this is a creation of a newer date; one is more
inclined to suppose that this wonderful structure, kept in the old Gothic
sytyle, comes from the fourteenth century*

The substructure stands on a low pedestal and is carried by snails and turtles,
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the heads of the latter actually move* Around the pedestal is a gallery
decorated in the center by an eagle, fixed in Bapp*s way* The eagle with
Fatrona Maria on its chest sjnabolizes the State of Bavaria and its
patron-saint* Further, we see at the gallery the escutcheons of Bararia
and of the Utaited States of North America, also at the right and left
coats of arms with the colors of Nuremberg and Mount Eofel, near Ober-
ammergau* Into this pedestal are also inlaid two beautifully etched
tablets, containing the wonderful song of S* Ton Destouches, **The Salute
of the Cross,** which refers to the escutcheon with Mount Kofel and is
lettered in «lxcellent old Grothic characters* In the interior of the pedes-

tal are the works of an organ* On the middle structure we see the old
testament represented by Moses and the Jewish prophets* A gallery-like
embrace is drawn orer these figures, lAose Gothic designs carry various
forms*

But the chief points of interest for the visitor develop themselves above
this gallery* In a stage*like niche is shown to us the entire history of
Christ*s passion, in the form of the Oberammergau passion play, so divided

--r)

>
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into groups that after every hour a new group appears in the niche, start-
ing at the **entry of Christ into Jerusalem** to the ^Resurrection*** The
figures of all these groups move and the organ plays a hymn relating to
the soene# All of the figures of the passion play were made by so-called
**Herrgott Schnitzers** (Lord God Carvers) and therefore represent an

originality on the clock*

To the left and right we see the exhibition of two oriental street views
in splendid sculpture of Heinrich Blab which were glazed by the i>ainter

Wilhelm Ritter* The perspective effect is masterly* Below the street
pictures we read in tba Latin language: ^'If thou hast only perceived on
this thine day, what serves thee to thy peace t** On pillars stand the
apostles Peter, Paul, James and John as representatives of the new
testament. Tower-like rises the clock house over the center niche* Here
is the dial face with the sun in the center; on the hands are the moon
and the stars* Below the dial we see on a fluttering ribbon the year
numbers 1492 and 1892* In the left comer we notice a part of the globe,
on which is etched the word **Amerika**; at the right, Columbus, standing
in a little boat* A handsome, striking clock is contained in a separate
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littla toirar* It carries the words, on the side of the death which strikes

the quarter hours, ^As the thief in the night •** (Added: So comes the
hour of death:) On the side of the angel which strikes the full hours,
we read: **E8tote Parati** (Be ready). At the top of the little tower is

the cock, announcing the morning and evening by loud crowing* As a

crowning feature of the work, there rises 15 feet high, the ^Last Judge-

ment" represented by three angels playing trumpets* Instead of the hand
indicating the seconds is used the "Egg of Columbus" which grows out of
a flower* It is represented by a regular chicken's egg and makes one
full turn every minute* The case contains fourteen clock works, from
the big tower clock-work to the small watch-work, and the creation as a
whole is designed and executed in all its details by the above-mentioned
Ur* Speckhardt* The architecture for it was created by Mr* Clemens
Kessler, and the sculptural works were modeled and carved by the scu).ptor,

Ur* Blatot The work of the carpenter is excellent, and so is the painting*

The entire work is an outstanding work of art and is continuously beseiged

by visitors* In order to give everybody a chance to see the wonderful
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mechanism function, the work is wDund up at intervals of one hour*
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ANTON BUSCHER

Anton Buscher, the wood carver, died after a long illness at his home on
May Street • The deceased was born in Gamburg, Grand Dutchy of Baden, in
1825« He showed great talent for wood carving during his early youth and %
eventually this craft became his life's work. Coming to America, twenty- ^
four years ago, he stayed in New York three years and then settled in fZ
Chicago, where he lived for the last twenty-one years. V/ithin a short time ^
he became well known as an expert wood carver and builder of altars, and 3
there is hardly a Catholic church in the country which cannot show some of i—

his work. His most imposing production is the main altar of the Jesuit o
Church of Chicago. Mr. Buscher* s life was dedicated to his art. He associated

jj^

with few people but was highly esteemed by those who knew him.

He is survived by his widov/ and four children; the oldest, a son, is studying
at the Academy of Art, in Miinich, Germany.

The funeral will be held at St. Francis Chui'ch, tomoirrow, at nine o» clock
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•

in the rooming.

His personal friend of long standing, Reverend Caluelage, will officiate
at the services.
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A PBRIOiaiAIlCS LIKE THOSB OF lEE GOOD OLD DAYS OF THS IHEATBR
by

P. H. 0.

The German Old People *s Home bas again shown its great popularity among Chi-*

cagoans of German descent. The benefit performance giren for this model in-
stitution last evening at the CiTic Opera House isas well attended in spite
of the inclement weather* It was a performance which brought back memories
of the golden age of the German Theater in Chicago* An operetta of the good
old days was giTtt, Karl Zeller*s ^HTogelhaendler** (Fowler). Everyone is

familiar with it, and yet enjoys listening to it again and again*

The performance was well rehearsed , for which Curt Benisch, the stage direc-
tor, and Otto Bandsbxirger , the ccmductor, deserve full credit* 13ie orchestra
was brilliant, and had sufficient volinae to fill the hall frtiich was meant
primarily for grand opera* Hie chorus was considerably larger than is usual
in performances of this sort and, although it was made up for the most part
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of amateurs
I sang surprisingly wall* TSie scenery and costumes were rich

and in good taste.

All this made up an effectiTe setting for the pOLayers of the more important
roles. The players fitted their parts. In the title role Georg Trabert again
made his appearance before the Chicago public. This artist well knows how
to use his strong and beautiful voice; he had a good role^ and he completely
exhausted its possibilities. His leading lady, Use Uarvenga, sang brilliantly
as Briefchristl , and revealed a sparkling temperament , repeatedly introducing
a rather lively tempo into the action.

Lucie Westen played the pcarb of the Princess. Upon her first appearance she
was greeted by the audience as an old favorite. Her magnificent voice showed
to good advantage^ and in her acting she combined much humor with a touch of
royal dignity. Angelo Lippich must also have enjoyed the welcome with which
his always loyal public greeted his return. He gave a grotesque version of
the Eindermann role and extemporized ffeely, giving the text a charming
freshness.
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In the same manner Anna Mueller-Eaeuff1 played the role of the Baroness
Adelaide 9 and it ms those scenes vdiieh she i>la7ed with the merriest humor
that Here rewarded with repeated outbursts of laughter and applause. Max
Bratt, a seasoned artist who can always carry the audience with him, played
and sang tbe role of the eternally broke Stanislaus with taste and under-
standing. His duet with Ilse HarTeoga was one of the high points of the
evening. Raymond Koch and Erich Neumann, as the two professors, followed
the old tradition and played the parts as straight comedy• They receiTed
enthusiastic applause. Curt Benisch was very effective as the village ty-
rant. He played the part with full-bodied humor*

The second and third acts opened with ballets, which were danced brilliantly
by Uadame Ludwig*s artists. Toni Gadetz, who played for a clog dance of the
7erein Gemsgebirg showed himself to be a master of the zither/ Time was
made for these insertions by leaving out some of the play topard the end
of the third act. Mr. William Klein, wlo was business manager of the per-
formance, thanked the audience in the name of the Old People's Home for
attending the i>erformance in such numbers.
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Our old hojie has jiven 'luite a ninber of v:ell ::nov7n r.iuoicians ' o :^ur

ado^Dted country, a : n.; t.'ier.i, the nusical liroctor Joseph Koestner, v/ho

to :riany friends of r- dio iiusic has not been a stranger. Ilaybe not
quite as ..ell kno\m as V/clt r DaMrosoh, v;hon even the schoolchildren of
f.ils country ]:nov/ v;ell oy !:is nai.ie and his lan.niaje, because they >ioard
hill rmny tiiTies v/hen he :.:ade his ^.leasont 3i3al exnlauatiDns during; the
children's ':our. They also hnov; '\iy\ by his pi'-tures. A picture of ^\in
shovm sittin:^ at the piano, appeared lately in this paper.

Today another nusic rnast-r ..../aid :>e rerv^nbored: Joseph Koestner, iT'IO

as a very s::iall bo3r liked to ti.::le on his f-ther»s oiano.

T"-is Tiano stood in Vmiersdorf , rjhere little Joseph v/as born and received
his first riusical eduction. His v/as ^- :-aisical fanily: fnther iloestner
v;as a nusic seacher and or;^jiist; the : -other a virtuoso on the zither, and
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the uncle n*^ less than Felix I.Iottle v;-ion everybody knev; in Lunich, if
he. ever passed the State Opera house.

At the Rr;e of four years little Joseph received his first instructions
on the piano fron his father, at the a.^e of six, he v/as the proud possessor
of his first violin. Then cane tv/elve years of serious studies at the
Leipsic Conservatory, a hard tine for the yoiins artist, because after the
death of his father, he had to help support his family. Later he became
acquainted vrith Otto Lohse, Thi-: brought to hin v/elcome opportunity to
get a loiowledge of the operatic department. ler he became acquainted
v/ith our Frederic Stock, throurih v:hon Koestner, v/ho in the 3neantine had
become a v/ell-'cnovm virtuoso, ::;ot in touch v/ith Claire Dix, that 7;orld

renovmed singer, v/ho engaged bin to be her oiano a^coinpanist on her
concert tours. Still later he was .n>2;a':ed as -^^ncert master for the
Balaban 8c Katz theatres. Soon he became the National Broadcasting Company
Orchestra* s musical director. He is one of those on v/hom the Germans can
look with pride as on a man vjho has made a name for limself in the musical
world.
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LITTLE SYUEHONT ORCHESTRA

This afternoon at 3:15 and 4:30 P* M« the quintet under the direction of Geo.
Daseh, which is best known by the naiod "^Little Symphony Orchestra,** will pre-
sent its two usual Sunday afternoon concerts at the .irt Institute. As usual,
the price of admissi6n will be twenty-five cents*

TO
Ur« Dasch has announced that on the following two Sundays, on Christinas and'

on New Yearns day, the concerts will not be given, so that the next concert cx>

will not take place until January 6. At that concert the harpist Margaret ^
Sweeney will give a solo performance. ^

Today* s two concerts will consist of Scandinavian works performed by the Ice-
landic Singers and the tenor soloist, Gudmundur Kristjansson.

Today* s orchestral numbers will offer a quartet by Grieg and a quintet by
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Sinding* The program for this afternoon is as follows:

1. Selections from the 'Q^uartet in M minor, Opus 27^... •Grieg

a. ''Romanza**

b. 'Saltarello*'

Two violins, viola, violoncello.

2. Songs
a. '^Den flickan som jag alskai" (The Girl I Loved)..,. Swedish folksong

b. ^o Brune Oine" (Two Hazel ii^es

)

Grieg o
c. TIeimir" (A Wandering Minstrel). Text from an old Icelandic

saga Kaldalous

d. ^Goda veislu gjora skal** (Now V/e Shall Afeasting Go), Icelandic

folksong G. Kristjansson

ro

cr?

#
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3. Selections from the "Quintet in E minor, Opus 5'V Sinding

a« "Andante"
b. "Intermezzo"
Piano, two violins, viola, violoncello. ^

4, Songs ^
a. "'Aedstur drottkun" (A Prayer) Unblad p
b. "Buldi vid brestur" (The Burning of Kjall). Text from an old t^

icelandic saga • • Helgason ^
c. "IM sumardag" (A Summer Day) Abt ^
d. "Tav og fjor" (We Have Courage and Vigor Still in Our Land).. c-;

.,,, i Swedish folksong . \

e. "0, gud vers lands." (Icelandic national hymn .. Sveinbjomsson
The Icelandic Singers

/iiditor^s note: The English translations of the titles above were supplied
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GREAT CONCERT IN THE AUDITORIUM

The old Auditorium^ which has played a prominent role in Chicago* s musical his-
tory, was awakened last Wednesday from its slumbers* To relieve the sufferings
of unemployed musicians, the Chicago Bohemians J^ society/, aided by some prom^-

Inent representatives of the loisioal world and of Chicago society, made ar-
rangements for a concert in the newly decorated Auditorium* The Cliicago

Symphony Orchestra, the Chicago Women* s Orchestra, members of the orchestra of
the erstwhile Civic Opera, and members of the Chicago businessmen's Orchestra
under their director, Frederick Stock, all offered their services for the good
cause* The concert was opened with the beautiful prelude to ''Die Heistersinger***
The orchestra, considerably strengthened as it was, produced a powerful effect*
The solemn mood thus introduced lasted during the entire concert* Mr* Stock
remarked afterwards that the program was so complete that it would have been
more than sufficient for two concerts. Three prominent soloists, the highly
dramatic Miss Else Alsen, the baritone, Mr* Charles niomas, and the celebrated
pianist, Josef Hofmann, offered their services in a most heartening manner* With

J
J)

r >

r . ;
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their highly artistic performances, they came a long way to give us their rich
gifts.

Hiss Alsen sang "Dich Teure Halle Gruess* Ich Wieder** from '^Tannhaeuser,*' and
the ^'Liebestod** from **Tristan und Isolde,** putting into it her artistic ex-
pression and feeling* She also sang the "Ho-jo-to-ho** call from **Die Walkuere,** ^
in which she particularly excelled. Mr. Thomas put on a fascinating act with
his beautiful and noble baritone voice. He sang **Bison FUgitiye" from Massenet*

s

opera, *^erodiade , ** and the overture to *'Fagliacci**. For an encore he selected
an aria from Massenet* s opera, "Le Roi de Lahore,** and an Italian number which,
we regret to say, did not fit into the artistic frame of the concert. In ac-
cordance with the schedule, we were supposed to be given German, French, Italian,
Russian, and Hungarian comi>ositions , and so an English song would have been quite
welcome in place of the Italian street-organ song.

Mr. Hofmann, the master pianist, played Rubinstein* s '*Concerto No. 4 in D-Minor**.

As a student of Rubinstein, Mr. Hofmann never fails to play this number at
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apeolal nusloal festivals, because it is so brimful of technical difficulties*
It is a known fact that in accomplishments of technique and rendition no one
can be put on a lerel with him. In spite of thunderous applause, the public
could not force him to render an encore^ and so the inmense impression of his
accomplishment remained unmarred* As tf by command, the musicians and the pub*
lie rose from their seats, thus honoring the titan of the piamo.

Beside the prelude to **Die Ueistersinger,'' the following orchestrations were
added: Scherzo and Itomanza by Oohnanyi *'Liebestraum** by Liszt-Stock, **Adagio

Pathetique** by Gk)dard, the ^'WSalkuerenritt'* by Wagner, and the*mi2 Overture**

by Tchaikovsky. All of these numbers were duly applauded* Imposing and over-
whelming was the effect produced by the **W€LLkuerenritt**.

Mr. Budolph Ganz, president of the Bohemians, gave a terse speech in which he
thanked all i>arbicipants for their readiness to serve the good cause, and edso
those who helped to assure the conceirt^s financial success. The next speaker
was lCr« Hammill, who pleaded in the name of the newly founded society, Chicago's

r >

fi
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Tsrlends of Ifusio^ for finanolal baoking for a ousio building in the ooming ex-
position. llr« stoek nent one step further than the speaker preceding him by
Voicing the intention to make the music pavilion a permanent institution for
music festiTGLLSy popular concerts , etc., during the summer months # But he ^
m>uld like to hare the sum of a dollar annually for five years from sTezy one ^
of the one hundred thousand Chicagoans» Let us hope that lfr« Stock will meet .::.

mith more success than lfr« Stalin and his Five-Year Plan« P
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A BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
Barber of Seville*^ Qiven At Saint
Alphonsus Athenaexm Well Attended

For the benefit of the opera singer Mr. William Rogerson, now in financial
distress resxilting from prolonged illness, the Festival Opera Company,
Incorporated brought to the stage of Saint Alphonsus Athenaeum Theater
Rossini^s "Barber of Seville, •• a comic opera in two acts. Through the
well-!-attended performance the chief purpose was attained.

Considerable time has elapsed since Rossini's humorous masterpiece was
last given in Chicago. This work, sparkling with humor and beautiful
melodies, was a well-chosen selection for times like the present.

The •'Barber of Seville** still retains the original charm of a musical
comedy, and it produced that jovial spirit among the audience for which
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the opera is famous • In view of the fact that the proceeds of last night's
perfozmance were intended to benefit a sick member of the organization,
the expense of the production was reduced to the minimiim* This explains
why the organ and the piano were substituted for an orchestra* Of course

,

the general effect was somewhat impaired » and no amount of good singing
could have compensated for the missing orchestra*

Mark Oster was brilliant in the role of ••Figaro'*; and the role of ••Rosina,"

Sling by Lucie Westen, was in the hands of an excellent artist • • • • •
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SUCCESSFUL CONCERTS PRESENTED BY TvYO SOCIETIES

Yesterday the Nord-Chicago lilaennerchor prepared a program to be held in the
Social Turner Hall* This chorus, led by its conductor, Mr* Tanner, will par-
ticipate in the program along with other choral groups* This custom is very
praiseworthy, for it provides variety for the concert* This variety was
noticeably lacking on yestei*day*s program, for no orchestral numbers were
included*

The Nord-Chicago Maennerchor presented a number of gay songs, and they received
rich applause from the audience* The upper Aastrian folk songs seemed to please
especially well* But even the l!aennerchor' s very first number 'The Hermit in
the Night** was well shaded and splendidly performed* As guests, the Damenchor
Deutsch Unterstuetzungs-Bund sang, and displayed their excellent Tanner school-
ing* The concluding number of the concert was performed by Nord-Chicago Itoen-

nerchor singing in unison with the Excelsior, the Damenchor D« U» B«, and the
Swiss Men*s chorus* The selection was 'The Spring on the Rhine and the

CO
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blended voices rang through the Hall^ and at the conclusion of the number the
audience responded with deafening applause*

The conductor showed his ability in his selection of soloists* A young singer, ^
George Sckardt sang **Songs to the Lute*^; Wc. and Mrs* Swald Latkow provoked r=

stozios of laughter with their Musical Marriage^; Felix Glasneck, a member of ^^

the Excelsior I^!aennerchor, displayed a wonderful voice* The ^Two Hearts in ^
Three-Quarter Time'^ is a welcome selection on any program* The accompaniment 2
to most of the solo numbers was performed by Mr. Tanner* ^
The stage of the Social Turner Hall provided a pretty picture; a make-believe
forest provided a background for the society* s president, Frederic Gehen, dur-
ing his welcoming address*

The following persons served on the reception committee: Henry w* Thomas,
Georg Hecht, August Barth, Fred Dickmann, Paul Sonnemann, Erich Gustafel,
and several others*

CJTP
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The evening was concluded with a ball for which Tanner* s orchestra provided
the inviting dance imisic* Both old and young accepted the orchestra's
invitation*

-T3

O
CO
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HSRHT MARCHSTTI DIES
The Tyrolean Men's Chorus Loses Its

Foimder and Conductor

After a long illness, Mr. Henry Marchetti died yesterday e^enl^^^1 Ws home,

2146 Irving Park Blvd. V/ith him passes away one of the best known
German-Americans of Chicago*

I4r. Marchetti v/aTs bom in 1878 in Schar-.Yitz, Tyrol. His inborn musical
talent drew him to the peasant theatre, with several troupes of which
he traveled throughout Germany.

In the year 1910 he came to America with a peasant group from Oberammergau.
This group, which visited most of the large. cities in the country, is
still no doubt in the memory of the oldest German-Americans. Its performances
were greeted everywhere with great enthusiasm and applause. After two years
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with the group, Mr. Liarchetti and Ferdl Nagel took over its direction.

The Cberammergau actors traveled all over the co\intry. Twice they
went as far as the Pacific coast, and in 1915 the Coni^cuiy played under
Marchetti's direction at the exposition in 3cm Francisco. Later the
group, reorganized under his jTiana^ement , traveled through the South,
Texas, and Hew England. It even visited ?;ith success the Ilortheastern:

part of Canada.

Finally, getting tired of wandering, he longed for a home and a fireplace.
After living in New York for a while, he settled in Chicago, where he was
engaged as a Zither player at a place on Ilorth Avenue. \FhBn the place
was closed on account of the prohibition, I.Ir. Marchetti took over the
position of conductor at the Vienna Hall Room, and in lator years played
in Marie Eillebrand's **Munchener Kindl." He v;as also co-founder and for
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many years a conductor of the Tyrolean Mens Chorus, the rapid and success-
ful developnent or which must be placed tr his credit.

His passing av/ay is mourned by his widow, Llartha I^archetti, and a son byMs first wife, Christoph Marchetti.
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GEBUAN

AT THB CaSQIM TEIEATRS

Leo Fall's operetta *»The Jolly Peasant •» proved to be a great success*

••The Jolly Peasant, •• music by Leo Fall and libretto by 7ictor Leon, was
presented yesterday, afternoon and evening. This piece is too well known
for anything to be said about it. However, the music, under the direction
of Waldemar Christoph, was well executed.
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The Tsutonic _ Iciyers of xj.ierica, 33:iu th-^ follo'-:in'j infornauion t: -'\e Gc'itor

of t':e .:.be2idpo3t : -Tor tao b";nefit of the C^eriian Societies of Chica30, v/iio vrar?

severely affected b- tlie \-.u3inos:;. clopression and tlirou^li iinenplo:/:iont , tv;o

perfor.iaixCes of Johann otrauss' '*fhe ^>.t,*^ •;il.l be jiven at the C:iica7;o Civic
Cpera house, Junday Cct. oth.

Cn thin • ^a::ion the Qzztvei.iel^' "^jor^ular and -oroninent opera sin;':3r Lvr Pe^^er, irill

appear as guest artist, in tlie. role of -'Itosalinde, •' the -7ell !:no:.Ti *^I.3inhardt'^

ar-ran^enent , :lll be perforvied.

rmhe cast for tr^e re:iainin- r les v:ill be announced later
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CHICAGO BACH CHORUS
Concert in Orchestra Hall; Four Works Never Before Heard in Chicago

It will be hard for the Bach Chorus, under the baton of Dr. Sigfried Prager,
to surpass the excellent performance it gave yesterday*

This celebrated chorus sang with a degree of perfection it never had reached
before. The program consisted of four cantatas which never before had been
heard in Chicago* The chorus, strengthened by a boys' choir of sixty-four
voices^ sang with such a precision and above all, with such a devotion, as to
animate the already extraordinary performance.
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But the soloists also kept themselves at the height of the chorus* By
this is meant that although they sang in German, their diction was free
from a disturbing accent.

The soprano Else Qarthan Amdt deserves first rank this time* She sang
••Aria of the Christmas Cantata,** •*Sweet Comfort,** and *lJiy Jesus Comes.**

Her renditions at the piano turned out to be a great success.

The tenor Erwin Kemp sang as he had never sung before in a Bach concert, and
the basso, Mark Love will remain for a long time in the memory of many
for his performance in the aria of the Lenten Cantata, which was accompanied
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at the oboe obligato. Then Dr* Prager^ as pianist as well as conductor,

play^ the Brandenburg Concert # 5 in D major. It was more than an

enjoyment, just as if Bach, amidst serious times, wanted also to have

his carnival, but of his own style. The trio made up by the pianist,

Dr. Prager, the flutist A. Liegl, and the violionist, Mr. J. Creicher, with

the orchestra, was singularly beautiful. The orchestra, which consisted

of members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, played with its well known

perfection, accompanied on the organ by Tlanley Seder and on the piano by

Philipp 7Jamer.
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The concert was well attended and the artists received hearty applause

•
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CONDUCTOR KARL VON V/OUSKEEL WAS TAKEN BY DEATH

The Well-Khoim Veteran of German Songa Dies in Bridgman*

Ur« Karl von V/olfskeel, veteran of German songs in America, an able musician
and well-knoim society leader , died after a long and severe illliass at his
coxintry estate in Bridgman, Michigan, at the age of 63 years* Although the
news of the death of this popular and esteemed conductor did not come as a
surprise, it nevertheless affected the Ohicago singers, among whom he had
been a prominent figure for more than a quarter of a century. Karl von
Wolfskeel was born in Munich, Germany, where he attended school and started
on a military career, lAdiich he later gave up to devote himself entirely to
music. After finishing his musical studies, he came to America and settled
in Chicago, where, after becoming a music teacher, he was active as a leader
of singing societies.

He twirled the baton at the Ariou Men*s Chorus. for 28 years, until his illness
compelled him to retire. He was also the leader of the following singing

societies: Mozart Men^s Chorus, Concordia Liedertafel, The Bakers Singing
o

s^<y

"•#
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Society, Harlem Men's Chorus of Forest Park, Singing section of the German
War veterans Society of Chicago; conductor of the women choir Lyra, Edelweiss
Northside, Pollymnia, and the Harlem '.Vomen Choir of Forest Park. At the
Northwest and North-American Singers union he was similarly well known
and popular, not only for his musical talent but also for his personality,
not to mention his manly intervention in behalf of German singing, which
won him many friends*

His widow and a son survive him. Karl von V/olfskeel had also many friends
in Masonic circles, being a member of the circle himself.

o
o "•> -ft. J?
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GEKviAN THEATER
•'Commarided by the Empress,^

Operetta of the Gtood Old Times,
a Great Success

The operetta, •^Commanded by the Empress," libretto by Leopold
Jacobsohn, music by Bmino Granichstaedten, is a play that reverts
to the old days when despite the fact that empresses enjoyed un-
restricted autocratical powers and no inhibitions prevented them
from exercising them over their subjects, they usually remembered
that others, too, were endowed with a yearning for love and
happiness.

In this play a young empress is exceedingly jealous of her handsome,
vivacious husband, and suspects him of being the clandestine lover,
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of an embroideress. The latter, however, has a sweetheart, an officer
of the royal gxxard, and towards the end of the third act everything
is Ainravelled satisfactorily and everybody is overwhelmed with joy.

The music, in a large measure, is very imposing, almost too intrinsic
for an operetta, but florid melodies with a tendency to impress have
also bean provided in copious quantities. The orchestra under
Christoph's leadership met all demands unfailingly.

Lya Beyer, in the title role, sang and played to perfection; she
could not have been better. Towering above others, first rank and honor
in German light opera are definitely assured for the new singer. She
is blessed with a fascinating voice and exceptional gifts befitting an
actress.
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Rudi Hille, spick and span, lovelorn guard officer sang excellently
as usual and was highly successful in his part.

Heine Holstein, who played the role of the embroideress, gave us a
typical affectionate girl of Vienna. Hans Muenz was a genuine Don
Juan on the imperial throne. This character appeared exceptionally
advantageous to him.

4

Ernst Robert, in the role of the fabulous sausage manufacturer! the man
who was not only a **somebody'* but had the '•wherewithal*' to back this
claim, came out successfully.

•

Angelo Lippich, as the slightly silly son of the sausage magnate, jrho

was obsessed by an all-consuming ardor for anything on the stage and
behind the scenes, gave an excellent comical rendition. Ktart Kupfer,
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as a gucordicm of morals, displayed this ludicrous dignitary in a
splendid manner. Hela Lindelof was an entrancing princess whose
tendencies one is inclined to forgive; after adl, she is a beautiful
woman. Then we had Helene Lofink, the charming needleworker. Neither
shall we forget the two children Boby Follmann and Jeannette Devries.

Both performances were well attended* Acclaim was generous and
deserved

•

K. H. K.
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BALUIAK1\^ C0NC3RT

The second concert of Martin Ballmann took place yesterday at the
North Side Turner Hall. The attendance was fair in spite of the
fact that the v/eather induced many a staunch supporter of these
popular afternoon concerts to seek the open spaces.

The musicians played v/ell and earned considerable applause with
their selections from "Faust. ^ Ballmann knows his public, and by
playing a number of popular songs, he encoura^jed the audience to
sing. As only one verse was played, Lhe audience managed somehow
to get along.

During the concert Ballmann introduced the violinist I»Iax Kreuz,
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an excellent artist and exceptional virtuoso recently arrived from
GeiBiany.

Selma Gtogg, who is no stranger among Chicagoans, and whose renditions
are always welcome and call for an encore, took part in the concert
also.

Ernst Heinen, humorist, in spite of the fact that it was his first
appearance, proved good and the public asked for more. Having an in-
exhaustible repertoire of humorous songs at his command, the announce-
ment that he was going to sing again on November 3 was received en-
thusiastically by the public.

The contract with the management of the Turner Hall enables Llr.
Balljaann to continue his regular Sunday afternoon concerts, with the
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exception of November 17, until further notice

•

GSKiAN
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DELiaHTFQL CONCERTS OF THREE GERliAN SONG CLUBS

The Liberty Sotig Club gaTB a concert Saturday afternoon at De Paul Auditorium, in
conformance to a yearly custom* Director Karl Reckzeh provided an excellent
program. As usual, the orchestra consisted of twenty members of the Chicago
Symphony orchestra. The soloists were Minnie Starr and Micha Liushutz.

Prolonged applause assured the leader, Carl Resszeh ( sic ) that the public was
grateful for the treat.

Excelsior Male Chorus

The Excelsior Male Chorus celebrated its thirtieth anniversary at the Lincoln
Turnhalle. (Gymnastic hall) The attendance was .exceptionally large. The
public was in a very receptive, animated mood, due to highly pleasing accom-
plishments of the performers, under the leadership of Ernest Taram.

V - ! .1..;.
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The Excelsior Uale Chorus comprising about seventy singers, is well supplied
with first tenors; excellent voices. It must be added that about one half
of the active members are young men«

The program also provided two nufld>ers for mixed chorus. A laudable arrangement
of the Excelsior Club provides variety and also enriches its program by adding
mixed choral selections, with the collaboration of the Polyhymnia Ladies Chorus.
The last peurb of the program, '^Singer^s Joy,*' a splendid march by Kern, was
given in \inison with the Excelsior Club, the Song section D. U. B. , the Swiss
Uale Chorus, North Chicago Male Chorus, the Concordia Song Club, and orchestra.

Beyond question, the apex of the presentation was the first Chicago offering,
an **Ode to the German Melody,** with orchestral accompaniment . Miss Mathilde
Reiners and Ludwig Schappey, members of the Excelsior Club, taking the solo
parts. Both singers are endowed with ingratiating voices, seasoned by experience*
The ode, in its overpowering, all pervading splendor, aroused the thought df
listening to an oratorio*

j.A o
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Louis GoetZy president of the Club and host, greeted the assembly with
a short address idierein he stressed the value of German songs, pointing also
to the satisfaction which the Germans abroad derive from the efforts of the
German Singing societies in preparing an American home for German melodies
and the German language • He also expressed his pleasure in being able to
give a testimonial, a diploma, concrete dociimentary evidence to Albert
Schulz, in commemoration of having been an active member and singer for
twenty-five years. In connection therewith he also mentioned several
gentlemen, members of long standing: Gustav Zindler, thirty years; Rudolph
Balzer, twenty-eight years; and L* Ratzki, twenty-six years*

Mr* Goetz then presented Doctor Kbbalter, Allied president of the Associated
Clubs, and of the German Day Celebration Committee, liho offered congratulations
in the name of the societies he represents, as well as Christ Paschen* The
latter is Chicago's building commissioner. He was invited as an honorary guest,
but could not appear.

\

1 I'l
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A ball and orchestral music brought the excellently attended festlTal
to an end*

Schiller Song Club

The concert of the Schiller Song Club imist indeed give complete satisfaction
to its members* No vacant seats were available at Wicker Park Hall*

The choral selections, both a capella, and with orchestral acooiBpanifflent,

showed that the members have good vocal qualifications and were given proper
schooling by their leader, Reinhold Walter* Naturally, the public did not
stint with well deserved applause* * * * • Miss Duhr, with a selection of
solo numbers, earned great acclaim, and a beautiful bouquet was presented
to her* • * * •

J-

/

At the conclusion of the concert, a dance was arranged, the same orchestra {'•'.
v..

providing the music. * * * * Aside from the efforts of Director Wcdter, the \ O '

V

N

y
..''
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conceit *s success is attributable to the labors of the various committee
members and these officials are: Ez-officio president Henry Kaeding,
president Paul Wagner. • • •Altogether sixteen names are listed* Trans-
latoi7

"^.

/

.- •O (

/
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Chicago's iiusic oe.:;son opened yesterday v;ith Lucie ..'esten^s concert.
The artist is vjell-Icnov/n to our ublic, but oven so v:o vjere c^stonished
a.^aih by her accor.i ^lishirionts. ...bove ail, oxie has to acriiro her ver-
satility. ~Si\Q san,t; selections fro:.i I.Ioi;art )peias and Lorncold, old
Italian, French, and modern •..leric^in sonars, tv;o ballads, the {.Tev;so:.ie,

intensely dramatic "Firo rddor/* by llu^^.o '.."olf , and tLe chamin,:;:, delic:..te

"lillfin 3oi.':," by the saiac conyosor. She ]:nev; by intuition how to adapt
her voice to the text, giving a uni^uo s^A rtistic touch to her songs.

She has a splendid \^oice and can sine, but this is not all; the seCT'et

of her success soens to be in the way she co;ibines t3xt, lusic, ^ind

expression. It is here v;here she attains truly artistic creations.

In yesterday's concert I-iss V/esten lived up to tho expectations oT the
most exacting critics. Far froii air. n.^ at virtuosity through the im-
posing] great masters, she ^ives us gondne artistic, refinea selec-
tions, -art.

m.

\
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"kTL*. A. ROTKii, LiiAiJER Of CiiCllESTRA

DlkiS SUDD£»LY.

GEHMAN

The well known musician died this mornint^ after a prolonged illness.
.Yillia.ii Rothe/ well known orchestra leader of Chicago, died this morning
at the u^e of sixty-four years. His death means a heavy loss to Grerman-

.^mericuns. The deceased was for more than thirty years active in the
affairs of Geriiian-Aiuaricanlsm* V/m. Rothe^ was widely known and highly
esteemed among Ger.ian-Americans of ChicagOf and his summer concerts in the
parks of the city, at tlie German day^ and at many other festivals, were
immensely enjoyed by the public* V/m. Rothe always was and remained a good
Geriiian. For yoars hu contributed and forwarded to his home town provisions
and money - the net proceeds from his concerts*

His lust great wish was net fulfilled. He had planned the reintroduotion
of the formerly popular Sunday afternoon concerts, and together with is

colleague, Martin Ballmann, arranged a concert for February the ITthf bat
death took the conductor's baton from his hands.
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\tm. Rothe was born on the 23rd of Lky, 1863 in Goslar, Ger«nany, and was

a son Ox the musical oondactor Alvin Rothe. He was the oldest scr ^ f a

widely rttffiified family of musicians. He attended Highsohool in hlfl home-
town and establis'ned an orchestra of pupils. After finishing school he
went to Holland where he joined the Holland League in Dutch-India and was
a soldier for four years. After hie return from the tropics he fulfilled
his military obli(^utlons at Celle, Gerntany with an artillery regiment.

In ld8y he ir^ini^rated to ^i.ierica. V/m. Rothe married in Brooklyn and then
went to Philadelphia. He v/as active in the Spanish-American war as an
artillerist in tha Astor Division, New York. He fought in the battles
around Havana and was selected as the trumpeter when the Amerioar. Flag was
hoisted on Uorro Castle. He returned with the 2nd Illinois regin^jnt and
settled in 18^8 in Chicago where he organized his own orchestra* In I908
he founded the Lincoln Conservatory of Music, which he conducted until his
death.
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DR. KDKPZB DIES* iT- '^

Dr« Tilliam Kimtse, director of tha Italrersity of Chicago school of musiCy
died yesterday at the age of 65 yearsi at hie home^ 924 Golf lane, i;iheaton«

Dr« Kunbse was born in Berlin. Jt the age of seven he began his musical
career under the leadership of prominezxt Gexnan nnisicians* On his concert
tours he cams to Amsrica in 1894» He obtained the degree of Doctor of Ibisic at
the Conservatory of New York, in 1902^ whereupon he assumed his present position
in iriiich he was active as a teacher, director and composer, until his death*

He is survived by his wife, Mary Ubrrison Kuntxe, a brother, Sugeas, of San
Antonio, Texas, and a sister, Martha, of Berlin, Germany*
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OALl CONCERT OF HISna VOI fIBBR-SPIRCO

ffh# Jubil«« oome^rt Tttttardaj lA Ktaball Hall bj tha Taaaratad art!at and
taaehar lira# iron fabar-»8parco» Ia ealabratlaa of bar fifty yaara aa a plaiao

taa6har» aad caMMaaratlaa of bar flrat p«A>lie appaaraaea alx^ yaara agOt
bron^^t tba artlat aad bar collaboratora aa aatboaiaatie aekaowladsaaaat tj a
larga art lavlag Oaraaa andlaaea.

Mri* fioai Wabar^tparco ia a diract daaeandaat of tba graat ooqpoaar« Carl Maria
iroa Wabart ahaaa faaoua ooapoaitioay *Za:¥itatioa to tba Daaca" aaa plajrad tgr

lira* ?aa labar-Sparco oa tba occaaioa of bar firat qspaaraaca aixtgr yaara a^^
aad aa tba firat aiuibar of yaatardagr'a eoaoart*

piaaiatf abo at 73 yaara plagra Cbopia aad Liast ao brilliaatljt witb aucb
praelaioa aad fiaaaaa of toucb» aad vitb aaeb aoaoroaa dtorda, aastt ia apita
of tba abiaias ailTarj wraatb lAicb baa baaa aoTaa oa bar baad bj yaarat ba
ooaaidarad yoai^* Ibaa tba artiat bad to offar to tba pablie oaljr tba raaaaata
of a tadbaifoa - aeoordiag to lfra# Taa ffabar-8parco*a aaa aorda « wa tbaak tba
fataot ia tba iataraat of art aad eoltarat for aodi aULll aa a abiaiag azaapla
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to hmr pupils daring fifty years of effort

#

ffhio is ealtaral work in the strictest sense of the word; the constanpjr and
inflexiMli^ of tme Oersan cnltore iriiieh carries purpose and renard in itself

»

and in spite of hardship giTOs and giTos to the world* since tiae ivaeaorial *

because it lies in the Geraan diaracter to giTe» iaoag Mrs* Ton Weber-Sperco *

s

collaborators *«as Miss Lilly Rehbergt a hig^y talented and sens!tire cellistt
who played Saint Saens and Popper with excellent teehniqoe and beoatiful tinbre.
Miss Olga Mean offered a prograa of songs* • • • •
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A whole chapter in the history of music mi.'-:ht be devoted to the history of

discovery of the ^^e-jt tenors,' Fro::: Panrigno to Caruso, Troi.: laurel to Jean
de Reszke, extremely interesting stories could be told, which v/ould sound

fictitious. And if German tenors are concerned in the matter, v/ho, in com-

parison vdth the cTolden throar^d It.lians, re almost as scarce as white
ravens, this story should therefore be so much more interesting,

Wh' tever we r-ad of "'ogl, of '..'achtl, Uvary an:l Burgstaller is as much an
inalienable p^.rt of the history of music, as Spohr, Schumann and Bruckner.
Yesterday, v/e had m opportunity to become acquainted with a voice, which,
with its deli.^htful beauty and gre-t volume, can be well compared with the
best. It had been heard here before, three years ago, when Albert 3eibert
v/ith the other singers of the v/onderful P'.romer Troup, caused a ^reat sensa-
tion, especially in German circles. But nevertheless, his voice has not been
discovered yet, otherwise, the world at large would have taken notice of
yesterday's performance.

Albert Seibert possesses a voice the e^ual of v;hich is seldom heard. It
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probably does not possess that soft ch"rn v;hich eir^zzljs at the beginning,
but \7ith which one is easily bored because it is felt to be too soft and
feminine, an error of most of the tenors. !!o, here is a full, ntinly organ
\/ith a soft baritone timbre, v^hich powerfully climbs to its height; it is

a through-and-throup-h dramatic voice, a genuine heroic tenor and yet also
in the lyric parts, full of deep feeling.

At yesterd-^y's performp.nce, Seibert appeared mostly as ballad-singer in
Schubert, Brahms -vn^ Strauss, three epochs of German songs, which he handles
in an excellent manner. It was a foiir-sided Schubert to whom we listened-
the plain ^'nd hearty in the "Love Message", the deep dejected of the •^Winter

Journey" in 'Spring Dream", the yearning and stormy in "Pining in Spring",
and finally, the dnmatic in "The Double". The last named, as interpreted
by the singer had a deep effect, proving wh::t the only-too-soon-deceased
maestro would h^ve given the v/orld, if fate had bestowed upon him a longer
life.

In all these songs, wonderful diction was displayed, making every word dis-
tinct, so that we could get intoxicated by the glorious German mother tongue,
for which we are probably envied in our songs by the "English and French.
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Only the Italian lav]r;aa,r;;6, wiiich is algo rich in vocals, c"n compare v/ith

ours, Beciuse of this superiority of the Gernrn sonr;;s, it v/as obvious v/hy

the j^nrlish off-^rin^s, alt' ou^^h just as beautifully sun'^, did not have the
sr^me effect. However, the artist \7as in his true element, in the tv/o opera
excerpts, the one from **Oi^.conda'*, and the errant scene from the '•Freischutz'*.

The latter presented the resignation (^'fhrourh the ./oods, through the meadows'^)

and despair ("Dark pov/^^rs are pursuing me") of Kax, in a charming manner.

he final chapter is less ple'^sant* ?^.70 weeks ago v/hen Paderewski played at
the auditorium, his fellor; countrymen of Chicago welnoraed him v/ith drums and
trumpets, . and filled che enormous concert auditorium to its capacity. Of
the 600^000 Germans of CV ica o , 599,950 did not appear yesterday, some prob-
ably attended the footb''ll ^••^-Q> ^nd, including writer, there were only the
proverbial seven Sv/abians, v;ho greeted their countryrran, althour;;h the concert
had been '. ell advertised.

It is a path of thorns, \/hlch German artists must v/alk on account of the in-
difference of their countrj'-men, I.'ost of them become famous only after their
death. The disgraceful "Lohengrin" performance, which the Civic Opera offered
the German people last winter, is still remembered. '.7ith a Seibert as
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••Lohengrin'*, the s'^ne \70uld }iave been brilliant, even if the others had
f-^^iled.

Here is -in opportunity and a duty of honor as well, for the Crernnn people of
Ghica|TO.
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An appe^.rance of 7ritz Kreisler is always one of the events of the season.
This is proven by the fact that he dares to give his concert in the Audi-
torium, where others have to be satisfied v/ith small halls and are glad if
they are filled. Only Paderewski can attract such a tremendous audience*

In what lies Kreisler 's almost unprecendented popularity? It is not this
certainly highly-eminent virtuosity alone. In ovr era we have large numbers
of great violinists produced by Leopold Auer in the last decade, \7ith Kreis-
ler it is something additional. Every G^rnnn heart is beating for him, for
his wonderfully generous labor of love during the v/ar, in whose services he
placed his great art. For this reason his Austriin compatriots love "our
Fritz*' and none of them v/ill miss a concert \ihen he comes.

And it is the same v/ith the other Germans. But only half of his listeners
are German, the other half consisting of real Americans. Because nothing
causes them to respect him more than the manly courage, which he displayed
when he was surrounded by a howling, abusing, foaming crowd, he, an imperial
Austrian officer, firmly drew his bow across his violin. For all these
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reasons, love and respects, re his rewards. Besides, he is a great artist.

He appears more nature today. This is proven by hig program - all classical
compositions includins the Vieuxtemps concerto which does not offer many
opportunities for glamour. But cheap virtuoso pieces are not Kreisler's
affair. Beautiful, serious holy art I How manly sounds his Beethoven (C
Minor Sonata), how full and rich his Bach (E Minor partita); "LaFolia'*
by Corelli, pleased me best.

The enthusiasm of the listeners v/^is tremendous. They did not want to loave
until he played some additional pieces. In conclusion we want to mention the
excellent piano-accompaniment by Carl Lamson.
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CHICAGO BACH SOCIETY.

Chicago now has a Bach society. Llusic director Wilhelm Boeppler will con-
duct the choir

•

From 160 to 170 singers registered, after 18* months of hard preparatory-
work. The Chicago Bach Society was founded on Sep. 15. The executive com-
mittee consists of the following prominent personalities:

President: Wilh. SchLake, president of the Illinois Brick Co.
Vice President: Theo. Fashauer, President of '^The Theo. Fashauer
Lumber Co.
Cashier: Wilh. Schulze, President of the Calumet Trust 4 Savings Bank.
Paul Schulze, Pres. of the Paul Schulae Biscuit Co.

Dr. Fr. Ofotenhauer, Pres. of the Lutheran Missouri Synod.
Prof. John Hattstaedt, Pres. of the American conservatory of Music.
Gustavo Fleischer, Editor of the Concordia monthly periodical.

The following Bach enthusiasts belong to the committee: Dr. Theo. Poderlein,
Professors M. Lochuer and Paul Boster of the River Forest Normal college;
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Mr. R* List, Pastor Paul, Mrs. Arthur Bauermeister, Mrs. Albert Seidel,
Miss E. Hanning, Pastor P. Sauer.

The task of the Bach society is to present to the Chicago public all the
unknown Cantatas of Bach. Of Bach*s 295 Cantatas, only 215 can be found.
Until the present time, no choir has ever performed even half of these un-

surpassable works of art, with the exception of the ThomEui Society of Laip*
zig, Germany. In all countries of Europe Bach Societies, can now be found^
but up to the present time, only one in America, the Bethlehem Bach Chor,
with Mr. Schwab as president. The newly organized Chicago Bach Society is
the second in America , but the only one which will sing the Bach Cantatas
in the German language. .

Director Boeppler has selected a few excellent Cantatas ;to be presented at
Orchestra Hall next spring.
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YOUNG SINGER IN SONG RECITAL.

Miss Marion -J/aterfall, who has appeared here publicly before, yesterday
afternoon gave a concert in the Banner Blue Temple on the South Side, and
introduced herself to the large nudience* She is a brilliant songstress,
a real artist, who possesses a powerful, beautifully sounding voice, which
was demonstrated already in her first number, ••Venetian Folk Songs**.

She was on the program with fourteen songs, nmong them Rachmaninoff's '*In

the. Quiet of the Night**, one song by Gretschaninow, and three songs by her
teacher. Miss Marie E. Dreier. With these last numbers she was most suc-
cessful, especially with '•Chinese Cradle Song**, ^Ify Garden" and ••Autumn Song**»

They are .three charming compositions, distinguished by originality and mel-
ody richness. Mr. Harry Grimes, elocutionist, delighted the audience with
some humorous pieces.
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NORTH SIDiS TURNJR HALL COMCERT. ^'^'f' (Hi t t--,,, _

Yesterday's concert in the North Side Turner Hall jas again to the general
taste, with the exception of McDowell's piano concerto in D Minor. The or-
chestra played splendidlyi and the audience responded to every perforneince

with loud applause. The attendance was very large | because the members of
the German Club were present in great nunbers, therefore the big hall was
filled to capacity, even the gallery showing few empty seats.

The orchestra reproduced TThe Ileister Singers of Nurnberg" preludium, and
the Rienzi-Overture by Richard Wagner in a perfect manner. The part itur
of the latter one, is meant for a large orchestra, but even a smaller one
like the Philharmonic could do it Justice, if it is conducted with such
circumspection as was the case with Renk, who selected first class efficient
musicians. A potpourri from Victor Herbert's "Fortune Teller", featured a
xylophone solo by G. Schink.

On the program were Fritz Renk, 7/illiam Schwartz and J/dss Lillian Magnuson
as soloists. Renk is so well known as an artist on the violin^ that it

should be unnecessary to dwell on his mastery any more. Miss Hagnuson is
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a very talented pianist, iwho may look forward to a brilliant career. Renk
played the ••Ronanza'* by V/ieniawski, arid "Liebisleid** by Kreisler, and evoked

stormy applause. Polesney, the ordhestra's concertaaster took over the

baton and proved that besides masterly handling of the violin, he also is

capable of directing an orchestra. Miss Magnuson's performance was eagerly
awaited, because she faced a hard task.

Both of McDowell's pi^^no concertos are modern in every respect; the piano
parts are very difficult, and like the orchestra part, complicated. She
played only the first part but displayed such a virtuosity, that it caused
surprise. Her dexterity, which never forsook her, either in the octaves nor
in the trills for both hands, made the public forget, that the composition
did not possess great musical value. The difficult orchestra part, was
splendidly performed under the direction of Mr. Schwickerat, so that the
ensemble from beginning to end, fitted well together. William Schwartz was
again on the program with several songs and arias. Especially successful
were his Schubert serenade and an aria from Verdi's •TPraviata"

.
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LjIO BRAVERli.W CONCilRT.

Leo Braverraan gave a violin concert yesterday evening in Kimball Hall. The
not so very easy program of same gave him an excellent opportunity to prove
his wonderful schooling and technique. Bravura pieces, like 3azzini*s
••Round of the Goblins", were played with great skill, but he seems less con-
ooncerned with those compositions, which require a personal note of the art-
ist, to obtain their full effects. With the '•Hymn to the Sun** by Rimsky-
Korsakow, he approached this ideal most. To the rich applause of a fairly
large audience, he responded »idbh additional numbers*

A pillow, covered with gold decorations and electrically lighted, on the
left of the stage, proved quite distracting and irritating to the sensitive
listener. The eye is too closely related to the ear, not to be considered
on such occasions*
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MISS REHB3RG*S CONCERT.

Young Cello Airtist Captivates Her Listeners.
«

Miss Lillian Rehberg, the daughter of the well known choir director, H. A» Reh-
berg, played yesterday before a large crowd of music lovers in Kimball Hall and
earned great laurels* She played as a perfect artist, with a brilliant technique,
and with a full understanding for the difficult music of the casters whose works
filled yesterday's program, Yfe cannot count her today among the youthful, who
T/ill become somebody some day, because she is already an artist, whose name must
be mentioned among the great ones*

The evening started with the Allegro Non Tropp of Saint Saens •'Concerto in A Min-
or**. Here it was noticeable, that Miss Rehberg displayed a certain melancholy .

in her playing iR*iich was advantageous and touching* Also in the lively Allegro-
nolto and Allegretto con moto there was a certain depth, i4iich caused the listen*
ers to express their gratitude to the artist through warm acclamation* •T^elody**

by Gluck and the •TJeunett in G^ by Beethoven, received an ovation from the au-
dience, and the yonng artist had to play additional pieces* The ••German Folk r

Song**, after Abt*s nielodies arranged by Miss Rehberg was pretty and produced
through its simplicity a great effect* Schubert's •Tlie Bee** gave Miss Rehberg
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the opportunity to prove her cleverness with easy teasing play. In the ••Con-'
certb in B Minor** by Dvorak she let her instrument sing once more. 'The Hun-
garian Rhapsody** by Popper, brought the evening to a close and Miss Rehberg can
look with pride upon it. It means for her a further climbing on the rungs of
the ladder of well earned success.
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NORTH SIDE TURNER HALL CONCERT.

Yesterday's concert of the Philharmonic orchestra in the North Side Turner
Hall, under the aegis of the Chicago Turner Society, was well attended. Be-
sides the predominating German audience, many Anglo-Americans and representa-
tives of other nationalities were present, which serves as the best proof
that the popular Sunday afternoon concerts receive well deserved appreciation
in wider circles all the time.

The program contained a tasty selection of light, pleasant melodious music,
which received general acclamation. After a stirring opening March of Sousa,
'•Semper Fidelis*^^, V/eber*s romantic ever youthful •^uryanthe Overture •• was
played, positively the most musically valuable of the 12 numbers. Unanimous
applause was given for cleverly arranged tunes from a number of modem oper-
ettas by Roberts, the rousing march '^spana'* by Waldteufel and a hunting
scene by Bucalosi. Mr. Howard Preston, as soloist sang four arias and ballads.
Preston is not a newcomer, but an experienced concert singer, who not only en-
joys an enviable reputation in Chicago, but also is known in the prominent
circles of Europe.
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A striking proof of his understanding was given with the difficult aria

•Vision Pair** from Masseuet's ••Heriodode'*. During the latter part of the

concert 9 he sang three beautiful songs, "^All Saints^^i by Strauss, Kann^s

•Tlie Victor** and Giblert's ••Pirate Song**. The conductor Fritz Renk, in

coiijuction with Franz Poletney performed Lange's often heard ••grandmother"

for two violins. The melodious, but otherwise not very outstanding com-*

position of the well known composer met with great applause. Flayed by two
artists on the violin, the piece sounded as if it had been clad in a new
dress«

^̂
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WJhSiiZER TRIO

The l^uewzer trio, Hans Muewzer, violin, Hans Koelbel cello, and Rudolf Wagner,

piano, opened yesterday in the Kimball Hall, its 1924- ?5 season, before a fairly

large audience. The artistic success was again extraordinarily large. Not

only were the laymen among the audience enthused, but also the numerous professional

musicians, music-critics, etc., were highly satisfied.

The program contained only ttiree numbers, but to overcome these three, was a

giants task. Tv/o still living composers were heard, Bossi and Graener, of whom

the former is not very well known here, the latter is fully unknown, and last

Cesar Frank. The concert was opened with Boesi's Trio Sinfonioo, a serious work,

a miniature symphony of great volume*
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ALMA OLUCK.

Mrs. Alma Gluck appeared yesterday after an absence of several years, in a con-
cert at the Auditorium. The artist is acknowledged to be one of the greatest
contemporary sopranos and proved again her power of attraction by filling the
large hall of the Auditorium, although this is no easy task on such a beautiful
fall afternoon.

Ume. Gluck has become, since her last appearance in this city, the wife of the
Russian Violin-virtuoso Zinibaligt, which fact fully explains part of her program,
being of a Russian character, including enaong others, compositions by Rachmaninoff
and Rimsky-Korsakoff . The rest of the program must be considered quite conserv-
ative. Haydn was represented with three ;\ria9 from •'The Great ion**, Mozart with
••Admonition'', Beethoven with a little-known song •The Kiss**, also Schubert, Brahms,
and Loewe were represented. The latter part was devoted to newer compositions.
The audience was carried away by the rendering of Schubert's ••The ZJail**, and
Lowe's "Canzonetta**.

Mme. Gluck* s voice is distinguished through its sweetness, which makes a great
impression upon the listeners, who understand the difference between ordinary and
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artistic singings The artist was accompanied in a very delicate manner on the
piano, by Samuel Chotzinoff. The violin cello artist, Marie Rosanoff rendered a '

few numbers, among them 'Tlie Fountain** by Davidoff and a Hungarian Rhapsody by
Liszt, transcribed by Popper

•

i
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TOOTHFUL ARTISTS*

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275

A real enjoyment will be offered to Chioago^e Busic loving public on IfBirch Tth^

by two etill youthful artiste of Gernen deaeent* Both certainly deeenre a hearty
welcoJM on the oToniog lAich is eurranged in their honor* Rudolph Reiners is a
descendent of a well known Oerinan-American fcu&ily of musiciane* He was already
highly gdLfted as a child* He receiTod the best instructions ayailable in Chicago}
later he was sent to Germaxqr to cooiplete his education* He returned to Chicago
sereral months ago after he had made many successful Chicago trips*

Gertrude 6ahl has celebrated numerous triumphs here in Chicago already 9 and like
Reiners 9 enjoys great popularity*
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'"' Luotck':j. L.iss Luot eke

A ncx i.co l-ar^e :^n:l -irtintic lly ...iidoj public •/

iilie Lincoln "rurnhrille" -or t}:e conco'/t oT

possesses nov only i voice Vio cletir r^s - bell :^nd cap^abl? o± .nodul-rtion, but she •

'^Iso is r, V7311 tr*" inol pi-inist, ''.er porrGr:.nnces yesterday recuivod -^reat applause,
cr iihe soii^ nui:d)ers ./e ':r-mt to ;uenoi^jn ohe aria frOi.. ''Tannhauser'* -aid the aria rrorii

'•"av llorii husticana", because they lurnished the best ^DrooT of ohe soron^rth ox

her vocal orr:ans, and oh: -irtistic j?^olin.i> The fifteen year old col-i-ist, 'J. C.
'./illiaris, surprised throurjh his perfect axecjtion, and uas allowaa i.o play soi^a

encores, for \;]iich he, as .;^11 as I'iss Luetke, received ;j;reat applause. The •

youthful d-'i'icer, ^'iss hv.rriet haile, cz '^l^^o ..eil received.

<

.
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ARTHUR VOtf IWETKt THE WELL KNOWN
SINSSR9 NOW A CHICAGO CITIZSN*

The music loving public of Chicago 9 will roceive the news with pleasure, that a
ery prominent sixiger, who achieved great fame in Europe as well as in Ameriea, has
chosen for his permanent home, our city Chicago. It is Ur* Arthur Van Eweyk, who
because, of his extraordinary soft and hormonious bass baritone voice, so often has
created enthusiasm among his audience*

•

Von Sweyk was bom in Uilwaukee, Wisconsini and studied music here, but later went
to Berlin, where he continued his studies, and soon belonged to the most prominent
representatives of his profession. He sang in almost every country in Europe and
came repeatedly for a visit to America, where he always was celebrated in a worthy
meuiner.

Later he was active as teacher in various prominent music schools of Germany, as
the Stem* s conservatory in Berlin, it was there that he achieved his greatest
success. But as the conditions in Germsuiy grew worse, he decided to return to the
country of his birth. Since then he has been heard repeatedly. For instance.
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when he sang as soloist In the reproduction of Judas ysiccabeusy an outstanding fea*
ture of the Chicago Slngvereln, his beautiful yolce as well as his excellent per-
fornance attracted general attention*

Itr. Von Bweyk is a member of the teachers faculty of the Sherwood Uusic school^ but
he reserved the rights^ to spend a day each week in his home town Mlwaukee, i^ere
he instructs at the Wisconsin Conservatory*
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STOCK DIRECTS AGAIN

Frederick A. Stock, who has led the Chicago Sj^iiphony Orchestra since the
death of Theodore Thomas (1905), will resume his work in that capacity a
week from tomorrow, February 28. As is known, Mr, Stock was forced to
resign as conductor of the famous organization because he was not an i^meri-

can citizen. Meanwhile he has taken the steps necessary to acquire citi-
zenship. His substitute, Mr. Eric Delamater will continue to serve as
assistant director of the Orchestira and as organist.

>
.

•

<^J
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CITIZEN FREDERICK STOCK

Frederick Stock , foxner conductor of the Chicago Sjrntphony Orchestra, will
be an American citizen in ninety days. Testerday he made his application
for citizenship in the presenee of Ur« Frederick J« Wessel and Mr. Henry G.

Tbegeliy Easiness managers of -che Orchestra.

Mr. Stock, who was bom in Juelich, in the Rhineland, Germany, temporarily
relinquished the leadership of the Orchestra last fall to avoid misunderstand^
ing and friction. But soon he will again fill the relinquished position, and
he will resun» the post, Mr. Wessel eTogHalneSi yesterday, at the general re->

quest of concert patrons. Hsamrtiile Eric De Lamarter has been leading the
Orchestra.
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V/.\LTER R. KIIUPFZR.

The Geriiiaii jiano pedac^ogue, V^-lter T.. lOiupfor, aiiaoances the openinfj: of a nev/

school of music* IJiT. Knupfer belonged for tv/enty years to the teachers staff and tlB

Board, of Directors of the Chicaro - usic 1 Colier:^.

Nuiiierous . pupils and teachers from all pirbs oi' the United States have received thedr
musical education froiii hiu. The new i.iusic^l college v/ill be established under tlie

nano, Knupfer' 3 .studio, and v/ill be located in t lie 7ino Arts 3uiidinf^.

"The faculty v;ill consist of distin,-*uished represe.-tatives of iiheir profession.
The follo\7in^; \;ell >:nov/n musicians coinpose io: IdoliiiTruno , who is acknov/iedged
as tl'^e hi.r}iest autliori^y of unerica and Europe, in the splieres of counterpoint and
harmony; Larry ..'eisbach, the concert master of the "unerican Gyniphony Orchestra;
Herman Beyer-IIane, solo cellist of the :;rand Opera orchestra, Isaic van Grove,
eminent pianist; and a nuir.ber of a^^proved youn^ier teachers in the different special
branches of piano instructions, as Lrs, Anita Alv-irez Knupfer, John ./iederhira, I'iss

i:.pi.r'.n, i^s Loretta Ghoridan, Miss Celia illlbaj;;en, ..iss Dorothy j^ichenlaub.
•4 «

t ':

r.iss A:-;^nes ^-lafka. 13S Louise Bridges *\nd 'iss Zerlina LIuhlman.

department of sinj-ing will be arranged later.
<-;
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OUT OF THE REIGN OF LiUSICAL SPHERES •
' *^--» -v!^/^

The last of the three Jubilee concerts of Bruno Steindl in celebration of his
twenty five years of membership in the •^Chicago Symphony Orchestra", took place
in Orchestra Hall.

The artist, assisted by his wife and Mssrs. Harry Weisbach, Franz Weisbach,
Franz Esser and Otto Roehrborer, played the •Quintette in F**, by Cesar Frank,
and ••IiB-Dur, Op# 49'', by Schumann.
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GHIliT ZITIIflR aCKC:j'T BY TILl CKICAGC ZITHS
CLUB .iHD GAI'.TBIiJLL jJ^IAlJDCLIN AlH) GUITiiR CUJB

f

The public response to the rlimball Hall concert last night v;as such
that admission had to be denied many. The Chicago Zither Club and
Campbell Ilandclin and Guitar Club participated. The Zither Club is

under Carl Baier, famous zither virtuoso, and the Campbell Club
xinder S. A. Campbell. The opening number given by the combined
clubs was a waltz by Strauss, "Roses from the South," and it was
played 90 magnificently that success v/as assured from the very
beginning. Tds selection v/as followed iiamediately xvith a mandolin
and f^uitar duet played by the artists Campbell and Gardie. A group
of impressive offerin.'^s came next, amon^ them "Pictures of Hungary,"
a zither solo by yx. Baier, and a mandolin solo b3^ I.Ir. Campbell, as
well as a duet for "bovred and struck*'zither hj Baier and Mueller,
which deserve particular emphasis.

Uj
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A splendid accompli sh.;ient likeivise vias the repetition of ^Little
Serenade'* (Spiegelberg), and "V/hispering Fl cavers'* {Plohberp;or), on
four zithers, by 3aier, Boschat, rlayes and ICirchner. Another equally
pleasing rendition by thf; Campbell L'andolin and Guitar Club v/as the
excerpts from the operettas "Adele," and "Berceuse De Jocelyn," in
-';hich Ifx. Campbell played a raando-cello solo,

'^oth clubs also excelled as separate units.
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HONORING AN CHCHHSTHi CONDUCTOR

The atnostphere at the Bismarck Garden was charged with gaiety and un-
restrained frolic last night, indulged in by the multitude of friends
and admirers of that beloved orchestra leader, Mr. Ballmann. It was
his benefit evening and to show their high esteem of him, more than
2, COO persons gathered to help make the evening an outstanding success.
And in this they did not fail. This very capable musician and amiable
personality received many tokens of friendship as well as high honors;
besides the fact that the financial success of the evening was ex-
cellent. Itr. V/iliiam Arens, of the Germania Lodge of the Itee Masons,
surrounded by a large group of members of the society, took the
opportunity afforded him by the usual intermission, to step on the plat-
foim and present Mr. Ballmann in the name of the society, of irfiich

he is a member, with the mark of distinction, representing a delicate
piece of work of art executed in gold. The presentation was accompanied
by a most appropriate address. Mr. ^il Hoechster was selected for
the pleasant task of being the spokesman for the management of the
Bismarck Garden. He was also chosen to represent one of the largest
music shops ^ this city, in whose name he presented I»!r. BeiLlmann v/ith
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a valuable diamond ring. Thus, this concern wished to imply^ sym-
bolically, their appreciation for the repeated presentations of
performances from the *^Ring of the Nibelungem.** There were also
numerous gifts of floral pieces.

The progr-m consisted of popular numbers, and encore after encore was
played to comply with the reouests of the audience.



t
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and many other vocalists and instrumentalists of world fame.

Another very popular orchestra bears the name of Mr. Martin Ballmann, the
former distinguished flutist of the Thomas orchestra. This organization has
endeared itself to the Oexmans as well as the American population of the city,
which frequents the Sirnday afternoon concerts. It is arranged by the Chicago
Turn Community and presented at the North Side Turner Hall.

Numerous famed artists, among mhoni are pianists, violinists, vocalists, and
others, are heard frequently in concert or recital halls, carrying away with
them the plaudits of their audiences, and the rich remuneration of their con-
tracts. The higher type of choral singing is cultivated by the Mendelssohn
and the Apollo Musical Societies, also by the recently founded Chicago Singing
Society The operatic attempts up to last year were rather modest. In

one or two weeks of guest performances by the New York Opera Company the ad-

mission prices were enormously high. Neither were the presentations always

up to one*s expectation. These were the principal factors leading to the

W.P.A.
\ ]
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creation of Chicago* s own opera ccApany, which opened its first season

in the Auditorium Theatre last winter. The wide interest and the excellent
success have proven that Chicagoans appreciate the opera » and are willing to
support its own opera during a ten week winter season* The management of
the company is entrusted to Vir. Andreas Dippel, while its musical director
is Mr« Cleofonte Campanini« Soloists, orchestra , choir , and scenery, are
above any criticism. The repertoire of the past season consisted of works
by French and Italian composers, but none by the German, much to the conster-
nation of the large German population of our city. However, Mr. Dippel indi-
cated that German composers will be included in the repertoire of the coming
season. Chamber music is well represented by the Beethoven Trio, and other
superior organizations of this city.

Musical colleges are numerous in Chicago, the best known, however, is the
Chicago Musical College, founded by Doctor Florenz Ziegfeld inore than forty
years ago. This institution has gained a national reputation. There is

also the equally reputable American Conservatory of Muaic^ directed by
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Doctor Hattstaedt, the Cosmopolitan School of Music, and the Institute
for Dramatic Art, each one equipped with an excellent staff of instructors*

Most prominent in musical circles are, of course, the Geiman people. That
nation is well represented by artists in concert halls, in theatres, ani as
teachers of music • The cultivation and perpetuation of the German song is
the pleasant duty of our singing societies

•

The founding of the Chicago Singing Society in the autumn of 1909 was the
most import€Lnt event in the history of Geiman choir societies. And it was
greatly appreciated by the public of our city. The two hundred members of
this organization are singers with excellently trained voices. They can^

therefore, arrange programs of musical masterpieces, because the usual dif-
ficulties encountered are no longer a barrier to them. Highly praise-worthy
is also the humanitarian side of this association, upon which principle the
organization has been built, namely; the furtherance of German charitable and

benevolent institutions. ThS proceeds derived from concerts are turned over

b/>
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to these types of institutions, and thus far, the German Old People •s

Home, and the German Hospital have been mentioned as beneficiaries««..«No
better conductor could have been selected for this fine organization than Mr«
W« Boeppler; he is the right man in the right place* ••••

The German drcuna however, does not have the expected response and cooperation
from the public, a fact for which manifold explanations are offered. How-
ever, one thing is certain, namely; the various managements of that institu-
tion have committed error after error, quite void of the ability to eliminate
the cause* The history of the German drama in Chicago began in the year 1850

^

or thereabouts, when the German Male Chorus produced a play occasionally*.*.*
The German drama was finally permanently established in a theatre at Clyboum
Avenue, near Division Street* Having been destroyed by the fire of 1871, it
re-opened at the Vorwaerts Turn Hall in 1872* Performances were also given
at the Globe Theatre, under the direction of Alexander Wurster and Gustav
Ostermann* The first mentioned management gave elegant presentations in all
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I)arts of the city, but collapsed in the attempt to install performances

every day of the week.

A new ccxapany headed by iinil Hoechster v;as successfully oparating at the LIc-

Ticker Theatre all through the 1880-81 season. During the ensuing period
1882-87, managers have changed quite frequently* V/urster v/as the first at
its hela, succeeded by Georg Isenstein and Julius ColLiier, and again alter-
nately b3'' Isenstein and Isenstein L 3elig, with no marked success, either
financially or Tron the artistic standpoint. To redeem the German drama,
Director Selig combined with the .management of the Pabst Theatre of Milwaukee,
and thus became dependable to a certain extent upon the German Theatre of
that city. Sunday performances v/ere then given by the V/achsner company in
Chicago, from September to April, inclusivel3'-. And all v/ent smoothly and
serene during the life-timo of LIr. V/achsner. Superior presentations with
superb artists v/ere offered, and the classical, as v;ell as the modern works,
composed a very interesting repertoire However, upon the sudden death of
V/achsner, the Germans of Chicago again lost interest in the drama until the
plan for continuance had to be abandoned The company, deserving highest luj

WIJl.
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praise, gave its farewell performance April last. Their excellent v;ork

will remain a pleasant memory for years to come. •••The fact that the German
element of Chicago is not sufficiently interested in the maintenance of their
own theatre., is, of course, a blot not oasily removed in the promotion of art^

But another eager promoter of drama has come for.vard, leasing the Criterion
Theater for his future presentations. He is Director Max Hanisch, who has

tho best wishes of everv^ theater-goer tov/ard his undertaking. . . . •
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HiOnW»S "CREATION."

Friends of classical music were once again taken back into the
period of classical music of Gexman origin when an appreciative
audience listened spellboimd to the performance of Haydn* s ''Creation**

at the Orchestra Hall, last night#««« Although this ccmposition is
indicative of times long past, Haydn did not indulge in chaotic music*
According to the Bible, chaos reigned supreme, but serenity was the
outstanding point in his interpretation of the ''CRBATION'*. Soft and
melodious times beccming increased to a mezzo forte, when he painted
the musical picture of the raging elements* We listened to the in-
terpretation of the development of nature, flowers, trees, and the
sweet msmnur of the brooks; to the creation of animals and finally, of
man* Thus Haydn revealed to us his stmny disposition and deep religioiis

sentiment*

If Haydn could have witnessed yesterday* s perfoxmance, there is no doubt
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he m)u]:d haye olasped the hand of Mr« Boeppler, and of every member
of the orchestra 9 In grateful appreciation for the elegant and master-
ly performance of his great work. But, the Chicago Singing Society
accomplished still more; namely, it drew a capacity audience, which is
one of the rarest things on such occasions* **The Creation** has been
performed in Chicago previously, but years have elapsed since it was
presented in German, For this reason, and because the Chicago Singing
Society enjoys an excellent reputation, it draws a capacity audience
to Orchestra Hall which follows its performances with intense interest.
If this society continues its splendid work, offering classical master-
pieces of German musical literature, it will earn the gratitude of all
Geinan music lovers of Chicago.

The choir was at its best, Mr, Boeppler must have derived pleasure
indeed, directing singers whose vocal qualities and musical under-
standing turn performances of that type into a musical feat. On the
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other hand, v.ithout !^ ::vir3Ctor oi' the tyyO of .t. IJooppler, a

•riasterl"' error] :^.. :cg liho "osterd::."' g •'Crocition'^ could not have
been cchioved. 'Jho 3oloir;t3 vero: \xcy. hanna]! 3utl3r, and hes^^rc.

John h.. hj.l.lor, and ..Ihort horoff, proT^ssional concert Ginpora, all
of vhoii are Chic:.'-oan.:.
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ADOLF Mr:Jiii.:A:H aogj:??^ o?F2R

Negotiations bet'.'een Lioctor j. ' iepfeld, president of the Chicap-o

I.:usical College and Adolf Lluerilmann, the v/orld famous opera sin^^er,

caiie to a close .he.i the latter sifm?d a five year contract to

join the institutiv.n as director, and function also as Tnanejprer of

the ochool of Ooera.

^^iH'; o)

Mr. !!uehlmann wa? born in aicsia in 1866, -'he-'e he nre^^ered for the

ministry. Ilov/evor, he nas an ardent admirer of the art of music,

for v;hich he finally desertid his above mentioned study ^vhen eighteen

years of age. Tie arrived in Vienna penniless. This v;as the city

of his destination. There he tor-k up the study of music und^r most

r. (5verse conditions. Leprivation v/as his steady companion for the
ensuing three years. At the end of this oeriod, he g^ive his first
conce-.^t in r^otterdam. Ti*;o y^'.'rs later, he responded to an invitation
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fro.:i Breslau, v.inniriv^ tae hearts of the public and the rc^cognition

of the critics and reLiained there six years. iTior to iiis triiLTiphs

in 3t. ^^etersbur.:,;, he v;as invited to fill an engagement at the

i^letropolitan Cpera nouse in i:ev; Yorl^, and also at the Royal Opera

in Oovent Garden, London, lie rejiained a nember of these tv;o in-

stitutions for twelve years, at tae end of v.iiich he retired only to take

up teaching ausic in Berlin.

'v;
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A FLUIO R^GIT^JL

Hiss Pauline lleyer, a native of Chicago, c.SiVO her first public

recital as pianist at the Ilusic Iiall yesterday. She studied

under Koellinc and .volfsohn here, and under Godovw-ski and Luetschg
abroad. Her technique is astonishing, and her qualifications to

do justice to musical masterpieces are also some of her assets.

Eer performance of the rarely heard sonata in C-Dur, Opus 24, by
v/eber, \ms exact in every detail. That her teclinique is above

the average, she demonstrated best when playing the Scherzo and
Rondo of Beethoven's D-Dur sonata. L'iss Lleyer has a thorough

:cnov;ledce of music, also the distinctive characteristics of the

indispensable artistic temperament. V^lien playinr- Chopin, it

became evident that she has much intensive study before her in

order to rake her success on the concert stap:e certain.

^ m. 1.
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Northside Tumhall Concert

•

GERUAN

Mrs* Margarethe von Scheben, the well known soprano* and the baritone Thomas
Lewis will sing the solo parts with Ballmann*s Orchestra, this coming Sunday after-
noon* The following selections have been listed!- Coronation March from "The
Qiae^n of Sheba* by Gounod; Todtentanz (Dance of the Departed) by Saint-Sftens;

Overture from "The Black Domino by Aubert; Cavatine from Barber of Seville by Ross-
ini » Mr/ Thomas Lewis: Parts from Boheme by Fuggini;Sbng without words, Tshaikowsky;
nitras Dance from "Peer Gynt" ny Grieg; Bhapsodie Nr 2, by Lissft; Cantabilp from
"Simson and Delila" by Saint-Saens; Habanera from Carmen by Bizet, Mrs. Marg« von
Scheben; Yinale of the Ist act from Lohengrin, by Wagner. Elephant and Fly, for
piccolo and tr mbone by Kling*

«

Mr« Wiesenbach and Al. X. Clark, jr.

The Chinese(Military) Watch by Lee
The Jovial Coppersmith by Parlow.
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^MR. yjDWia BECKER RESIGNS FROM THOMAS'S ORCHESTR^
^

UusiCt Ludwlg Becker, as successor to Leo-oold Kramer, concert master with
Thomas's Orchestra, will not renew his contract, which terminates in the spring,
instead he expects to function as assistant director and principal of the vi6lin de-
partment at the "Columhia So ool of Music." Mr. Becker said yesterday, that the only
reason for his resignation from the orchestra is his wish to increase his financial
emoluments. For lU yearsj Mr, Becker has "been second and finally first concert-
master of the orchestra.

According to reports, Leopold Kramer is to "be concertmaster of the Chicago Opera
Orchestra, next fall.
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The Light Opera Company.

^ Xnil Berla and the Vienna Operetta Company will move into the Glohe Theater
on Wabash Avenue and Hubbard Court. To*day will be the last matinee and evening
performances, *The Cellar Master" at the Ziegfeld Theater. To«morrow the
first matinee cmd evening show at the Globe Theater, where the Jovial Viennese
will sing their happy melodies. The ''Cellar Master** with its splendid artistSy
Luise Barthel, Morena, and others, its lovely girls from Vienna, will surely
show us, how delight;ed they are in their new surroundings.

The beautiful costumes, scenery and the sentimental living pictures can all
appear to great advantage there. The public may see an excellent operetta, for
a reasonable admission charge, since the highest price is only .75^« Other
seats .25^*50^»
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Next Sunday afternoon, Ballmann's Orchestra will play another request pro-
gram, at the Northside Turnhall. It will "be the fourth of this season. Lotta
Chatroop, singer and the "blind pianist Richard Boehler, will he soloists. The
following selections show, that the coneert will he a treat , indeed.

Overture from "Martha", hy Flotow; Artist-Life, waltz, hy Straus; Melodies
from Carmen "by Bizet; Slumher-arie from Preischaetz hy Weber, Miss Lotta Chat-
roop; Overture from Pique Dame by Suppe; Polish National dance by Scharwenka;
Menuett by Paderewskl; Polonaise in A op. 53 ^7 Chopin; Mr. Richard Boehler,
Awakening of the Lion by Kontski; Overture from Poet and Peasant by Suppe; Song
from "The Rat-catcher" Neuendorf; Military Ton^picture by Bendix.

A great event, the benefit performance for Mr. Ballmann ha& been announced
for Sunday, January 30th^ Special program. Turner Male Chorus directed by Mr.
W. Boeppler, Concert master Guy Woodard, the cellist Pranz Wagner and the tenor
P. Wallace will participate.
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Die Abendpoet , December 15, 1909

TBI Hlff QRCHBSTHA HALL. ITS
DXDICATXOI RISULTIED IN A TRIUMPH
TOR THSODORX THOUAS

The opening concert at the new hone of the Chicago Orchestra Hall was glren
yesterday before 2,200 people, who will long remember the profound Impression
which the simple but appropriate dedication created. At 8:30 Theodore Thomas
appeared on the stage and he was greeted with tuoultnous acclaim* As usual^
he bowed twice, and Immediately gare the signal for the commencement. "Again
I greet thee, beloyed hall* was sung by the mixed chorus, composed of members
from the Appollo and Mendelssohn Clubs* Its sentimental rendition made a great
Impression* Mr* George X« Adams, former president of the orchestra association
gave a short address, wherein he gare special emphasis to the fact, that the
building costs which amounted to $750,000 haTCjfbeen obtained by roluntary con-
tributions, from 8,000 persons* Thus the middle class as well as the wealthier
contingent have provided for It^ The speaker then thanked the courageous
leader and his musicians for the great service they rendered In elevating
musical understanding and appreciation In Chicago and throu^out the entire
nation*
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All seats were sold and, since even the three organs were installed, the
acoustic qualities of the hall could be adequately Judged* Although a trial
in regard to this was held several days ago and considered satisfactory, several
disturbing factors manifested themselves yesterday, but these may be eliminated by
a different distribution of the various instrumental groups or perhaps by
the use of sound deflectors*
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WILLIAU WIESEBMCH, PIOHSER DIES.

Wlllian Wlesenbach was one of the founders of the Sanday afternoon concerts
in the North Side Tamer Hall* forty-four years ago, he Joined with other
sRisidans for the purpose of cultivating imisic in the growing town* They
played in partnership, and even if sometimes only thirty-^five or forty cents
were the share of each artist for his work, he did not become discouraged*

f

Christ Bomanus, who is now eighty^five years old, was the first conductor of
the orchestra* William Wiesenbach also played under the deceased Theodore
Thomas, under Voss, Balatka, Bosenbacker, filing, Heinse, Bunge and Baomann*

One year ago, the still vigorous seventy->four year old man, laid down his
clarinet, upon advice of his physician* He retired, but, once in a while in
his house, he practiced on his beloved instrument* He served as musician in
the SUth Illinois Infantry Begiment, through the Civil War* Here he fo\ind his
surviving wife, and the couple celebrated his silver anniversary and two years
ago, his golden wedding*
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Oentan Havy Baadl

The Oeraan Vavy Bandt which at present plays at the Collsseom Oardene has proved
It Tery great attraction* The special prograns shosiag the naaysidedaess of the

^andt enjoy the special favors of the pal>lie« for a change toni^^t a ragtiae
concert will take place* The success of the Band effectively proveSt that Geraaa
asic and Oenan Ifusicians are mch appreciated.
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Die Abendpost. December 8, 1904# Wl'A (JLL; r'hO

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES .\P:] TRIED.

Orchestra Hall, which is to be the eventual home of Thomas' Orchestra,
will soon be completed* Theodore Thomas tested its acoustic qualities
yesterday, and the trials have shovm excellent results • It is to be ho^jd
that auspicious prognostications vrill not change, after the hall is filled
with an audience*
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Per Westen. Jan. 13, 1901.

"KIMBALL MARCH**

The composer of the **Kiiiiball March** is Miss Clara Schleiffarth, the daughter
of the highly productive composer George Schleiffarth. Mr. Schleiffarth has
been employed by the Kimball Company for many years.

^j^e piano score is published in its entirety, nearly a whole page of the
newspaper being devoted to it. The introduction is in the key of F, start-
ing and ending on F; hence, only one flat should be affixed at the beginning
of the staff. The publication, however, shows two flats. The I«2arch is in
the key of B flat, the trio in E flat; 6/8 time throughout. TranSjj7

m.
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Last night's performance of *'Lohencrin" did not cott^g up to our
expectation. v;ith the exception of Hiss Lleisslin^er's "Ortrud,"
and perhaps Ilr. Prin£:le's impersonation of the king, the perfoiT.iance

v;as far from satisfactory. IJiss LIeisslinger*s conception of the
role v/as excellent; she liad the ability to brin out v/ith draiaatic

fervor the denonic nature of ''Ortru^^." Snotionally, she v:as the
only convincing member of the cast-. Her every gesture v/as in perfect
harmony with the particular situation. In Addition, nature endov:ed

her 7/ith a queenly appearance, and thus she dominates the stage
v;henever her presence is required. She '.vac superb in the scene before
the church. It v.-as she who S'jved last ni.^ht^s presentation of

"Lohengrin.'*
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Mr, rringle's interpretation of the king v/as iilso appreciated.

The selection of Miss Strakosh for the role of ^'31sa" v/as an
unfortunate one, dramatically as v/ell as vocally. Her voice lacked
varmth and she over-estimated her artistic pov/ers in the creation of
"Elsa"...Ecstasy is an unknov/n thin^: to her, although not much
artificial persuasion is required for the beautiful aria, "Lied an
die Lufte." She is quite incapable or producing a tender note in her
voice.

Llr. Brozel, as "Lohengrin," chilled the audience to the sane degree as
did Hiss Strakosh. ..Inste d of exhibiting deep affection for each other,



the lovers chilled the audience through v/ith their indifference.
They acted a5^ tv/o parties xjho entered into a marriage contr-ict for
the pake of convenience, v;hich chilled the audience to the very
marrow. That "Telrarnund," impersonated by T.Ir. Homer Lind, did not
come to his death until rathor late in the opera, was regrettable
in this instance. He had insufficient vocal training, his voice
?='nffering from inflexibilitj''. VJagner's demands on a singer are
heavy; therefore only a higly trained artist should be selected as
a character for his com-oositions.

Illinois Staats-Zeitung^ . Dec. 29, 1900. ^"'tHo ,• '
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Illinois 3taats-Z.eitunp: , Doc. 25, 1900.

Tiu l::Cthopolit.jt b?^:i^ dt c:.icago

ITeither the adverse v;eather conditions nor the customary Christiias
eve gift presentation interfered with the splendid attendance at
last night's opening of a cycle of opera performances at the
Auditorium Theatre.

The presentation was Verdi's "Aida.'' it demonstrated again its power
to attract lovers of opera, and the performance justified to a certain
extent the good reputation heralded in advance of the comr)any's arrival.

/
^

\_
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The laurels fcr last ni-^-ht's success ro to the soloists of the
evening. The title role 'vas inporsciioted by IJiss Strakosch v7hose

voice locks STjeetness rhen striking the middle or lov/er re>^ister«

But L!iss Strakosch corripensated us richly -./ith her great dramatic
talent conbined vjith a vivacious tenperaiient. Llother nature has
enclo'^'ed her v;ith an "Aida^' personality, I'^no. '/Jhen she combined the
be-uty of her voice vith the three forer^oing factors, as in the

rendition of the greet aria ^0 ratria :.:ia," she scored a genuine
triumph.

Displ'Ving equally as much drariatic emo.ion v;as I.liss Louise lueisslinger,

the possessor of a clear and voluminous voice, I v/ish I xjould have
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Illinois Staats-Zeitung > Dec. 25, 1900.
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bestcrved upon her the honor of being nentined first, but due to

the secondary role - that of "Amneris" - this v;as impossible. She

arose to coloss^al heights in the scene exhibiting jealous frenzy,

and then again in the opening scene of act IV v;ith "Hadarr.es."

Judginr; Hiss I.eisslinr^or by hsr last night's interpretation, great

thiniTS nirht be expected of her in the role of "Ortrud."

Of Philipp Brozel, the "Iladai-ies" of the evening, better singing and

protrayal of the role v;as expected. At tines hov;ever, he surprised us

nost pleasantly.
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The Ethiopian king Aaonasro found a splendid exponent in the person ^^
of Mr* Paull* Somewhat civilized, nevertheless, he displayed a
sufficient degree of barbarism to be convincing* He possesses a well-
trained voice, as well as dramatic talent#

Mr. Whitehill was excellent in the lole of^Hamfls*** His wonderful
voice added much to the performances. Relative to Mr. Carr, he v/as an
acceptable king.

The chorus, did not meet our approval. Frequent dissonances aiKl
negligible indifference vieve exhibited throughout the performance^
The male chorus was very unsatisfactory, in the singing of '^Spiro del
Nume.*' To be lenient, we will, at this time, refrain from criticism
of the ballet.

The orchestra was equal to its task.
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TEIB C0NC2RT BY THE CHICAGO ORCHESTRA

The outstanding composition , rendered at last Saturday's concert by
the Chicago Orchestra, was the "Rcib Roy" overtixre by Hector Berlioz,
composed in 1831. It was in 1833 that this work was first introduced
to the Paris audiences.

The composition was unfavorably received by the famous musical authority
and critic, Mr. Fetis, who later became director of the Imperial Con-
servatory of Brussels. Berlioz, deeply hurt, withdrew his composition,
indicating that he hiagelf had destroyed the manuscript. But years
after his death, the manuscript was found among his compositions, which
when he died, had been placed in the archives of the Paris Conservatory.
There it lay hidden for years. Some time ago, Charles Ualherbe and
Felix Weingartner revised the score.

In this new foxm, the overture of ••Rob Roy" was played last year in the
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Illinois Staats^Zeltung ^ Nov* 5, 1900#

Crystal Palace in Londoif^ and another performance followed iimaediatelyy

in Berlin*

It was impossible for us, who heard the rendition of the composition
Saturday night , to determine what prompted Fetis to criticize this
work so severely• As a matter of fact, the overture was received by
our concert audience with great enthusiasm. The rendition of it by
the Chicago Orchestra was perfect in every detail. There are no words
which could properly describe the brilliant playing of the English
horn, by that great artist, Mr« Hesselbach« Saint Saens* A-moll con-
certo for violon-cello was the second number on the program. Regrettable
is the fact that the concert audiences do not often get the opportunity
to hear the soloist, Mr. Brueckner. He is an exquisite artist €Lnd a
member of the orchestra; an accomplished master, he expresses musical
understanding excellently through the medium of the strings, rendering
the most difficult passages beautifully. Mr. Brueckner was rewarded
by thunderoxis applause. He next offered •TCol Nidre," by Max Bruch, a
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request number. Following this was Glazunow^s "Sixth Symphony^ Opus 58"
played for the first time here. This is a composition of great beauty,.

The Genoveva overture by Schumann and scenes from Orpheus by Gluck^ did
not find and especially appreciative audience. The concert came to a
close with the playing of the prelude to the "Meistersinger."
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Vhan, in 185^ the *^Fteia Sangerbund"* vas foimded, Sehnert became its loanager*

With the proceeds of a benefit concert, given in his honor in Uarch, 1855,

Sehnert laid the foundation for his real estate speculations. In 1869 he
forsook art and his musical career to devote his time to real estate opera-
tions* Sehnert «as also a member of the *^reat Western Band,^ with which he
Joined Recker^s regiment, in the revolutionary war against the rebel forces*

He was especially proud of one episode in his life* It warn in the year
1855, during the regime of Mayor Boone, nhen the I&iow<»Nothings felt hi^^ly
iflQK)rtant* To annoy and vex the Oerman element was their daily program* One
day, those one hundred percent Americans arranged for a parade, and hired
Sehnert *s orchestra for that oocasion* Little they thought of the predica-»
ment they thua brought upon themselves*

When Sehnert found out who it was that had engaged the services of his or*
chestra, he emphatically refused his assistance* Grateful and joyous over
that patriotic exhibition, the German people hailed him,and he was carried
away on the shoulders of a group of enthusiasts*
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Illinois Staats Zeitung ^ Apr, 17, 1900. \\V.

NO GRAMD OPEFL\ FOR CHICAGO.

The impresario, I/iaurice Grau, announced the other day that Chicago opera lov-
ers will not. be given a chance to shine by their absence next season. Chicago
will not be included in the guest performances of his opera company's coast to
coast tour# Chicago, he contends, does not appreciate grand opera. This was
shown plainly enough, by the terrible deficit during his company's engagement
there.

Once before, v/e were in 9. position to advise Mr. Grau and point out certain
shortcomings in the presentation of these performances. And we still insist
that as long as I.!r. Grau pays unreasonably high salaries to a dozen stars of
his company and continues to underpay the members of the chorus, the finan-
cial success of the company will always be a doubtful one.... The i/npresario

thought to produce a certain jealousy nroong Chicago music lovers, when an-
nouncing the other day the names of the stars engaged by him for the next win-
ter season. If credence could be given to the statement that his company will
include such stars as Ltoies. Melbn, Nordica, Baumeister, Adams, Strong, Homer,
Bridewell, Gadski and Olitzka, and Messrs. Prindle, the de Reszke brothers,
Flangon, Deppel, Lluhlraann, Campanary, Scotti, etc., the company will in our
opinion be forced to dissolve long before the coast to coast tour is ended.
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Chicago will manage to get along without opera for one season. It will try-

to satisfy its want for good music by attending those ezquisite Thomas con-
certs and other musical productions scheduled to take place here during the
next winter season. Chicago is blameless, for not liking to pay exhorbitant
admission prices to hear the special characters impersonated by the greatest
of operatic stars, while the chorus and scenery are of even less than mediocre
quality. Gra.nd opera requires also a ballet, but Vx-. Grau's opera performances
were not produced so elaborately. The scenery in the "Wp.lkure" for instance,
was beyond any criticism.

Llr. Grau does not know Chicago people well enough, when resorting to such meas-
ures, to obtain a guarantee, against future deficits. Chicago is willing to
make sacrifices, but then, it does expect to get the best which music can offer.
And this is the reason why Theodore Thomas and his splendid orchestra was ac-
quired for Chicago - an orchestra which is second to none in the United States.
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THE ZEISLER CONCERT.

The eminent pianist and musician Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler is celebrating her

25th anniversary as a musical celebrity. On this occasion the artist is giving

a concert at the Central Music Hall tonight, for idiich she has selected the

following programs

Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 13 —•—•— Schiimann

Andante, F Major ~——— Beethoven
••Hark, HarkI The Lark** —•——--Schubert-Liszt
The Erl King •*

Berceuse, Op. 57 ~ Chopin
Valse, Op. 64, No. 1 ••

Etude, Op. 25, No. 3
••

Etude, Op. 25, No. 9
••

Etude, Op. 10, No. 4 •*

Polonaise, Op. 53 ——— •

Impatience, Op. 57 No. 1 ———.-- Moszkowsky
Barcarole, Op. 30, No. 1 -- Rubinstein
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Prelude, Op. 52, No. 3 —— Sairrt-Saens
Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12——-—• Liszt

It is quite appropriate to mention here, that Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler, played
the F Major Andante by Beethoven, at her first concert appearance, February
26th, 1875.
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EDWARD RUEHLCW;

A highly talented artist, died yesterday at his home here# He was born
September 29thtl830 at Naugard in Pommern. He became a lithographer, and
immigrated to America in 1866 coming directly to Chicago nfhich he called
his second home. Hardly any time elapsed before he established one of the

largest lithographic firms of its type in the West under the name of
Ruehlov^ and Essroger* The great Chicago fire left him almost pminllesa but
his spirit ros^i again and in a comparatively short time he rebuilt his
business on a Liuch larger scale, from which he retired ten years ago to
devote his time to his favored occupation, painting* Among his collection of
paintings there are several of Lincoln Fark« One of his works is of more
than usual interest, for it represents the christening of the present German
Kaiser, in which Bismarck and Uoltke are also visible* The copy of this
painting, made by the artist himself, was brought to Chicago, but was destroyed
during the great conflagration* The original Is in the possession of the royal

family*
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Skandlnaven (Daily Edition), Sept. 24, 1899^

The German Opera House Company was foreclosed today. The Company owned the

Schiller Theatre Building which vail also be lost. This is very unfortunate,

because it breaks up an organization that has done much to promote German

culture.

The Opera Company, connected v/ith the German Opera House Company, has produced

a great number of operas with great success. The Schoenhofen and the Schlitz

Brewing Companies were the holders of the mortgage on the property.
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Chicago Ifasic, In the East.

This yearns concert totur of Thomas* a orchestra in the Eastern States has been
more successful than all the fomsr art-Jonm^jrs of this association of excellent
artists. . The performances in Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Toxk, Brook-
ly, Rochester, Boston, Proridence, Worcester and Akron were crowded, and the critics
of the aboTe cities gave unstinted praise to the artists of the ox^anization. The
great riolinist Tsaye, who functioned as soloist in New York and Boston, took his
place amongst the first violinists by his own volition and in Washington he Toliin-

teered as "concert-master* during the repetition of the Tannhaeuser Overture* In
Philadelphia, New York and Boston, Joseph Hofmann, the young piano virtuoso acted
as soloist; besides, at the New York concerts Nordica, and the bass singer Plancon
appeared. During the homeward trip the orchestra almost came to grief. On' the
Nickel-Plate Road, near Buffalo, they experienced an accident, a collision of their
special with a regular passenger train. Fortunately no one was injured,, but the
baggage car was badly damaged, several very valuable instruments, among them Bruno
Steindl*s Cello were splintered*
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Success of A Chicago Musician*

|laB7 roadera will be intereatad to learn that our young Chicaco coapoaer OuataT
GrubOt aho went to Oemanj to continue there hia atudy of auaiCt haa been aucceaafnl
in Berlin* Moat of hia cpiqpqaitiona were finally accepted bjy amaic puMiaher,
and aone of hia ayBphoay-^coaqpoaitiona are played at preaent hy the Concert«»houae-
Oreheatra under ita leader, Mr« Murder. We are rejoicing with Mr* OruVe fer hia
reaaricable aucceaa, and hope he alwaya will renenber hia old honetown, Chicago.

13
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The Oeman Opera*

Since a^Oenuoi Theater Coapanj took poesestlon of the Inditoriw, Oeraan Opera and .

ae^raaa elaeeleal ansle are rapidly eoaq[iierlBC Chicago* The AndltorluB le crowded
eyerjr Alght and the etonngr applanee for the deraan actore le a proof of the ea*
tfaaelaetle aood of the Chicago pnVLlc^ veil arranged prograB for the whole eeaeon
le offering to the Chicago aele^lorere the %est inrodactlone of Oeman naeter-*

coapoeeret particularly Tagaer* The actore and elsgeret filling the aala-caete,
are at their heat and will centrlhnte conalderabljr to the fane 6f Oeman opera^anal^*
Particular j^ralae nuat he given to the following Oeman Opera Slx^erai 1# Omening*
T« flilcher, Loalae Ifulder* Marie llanrer» 0# Behrena* B. Mertenat P* AlTary and
S« Deneter* for their flrat claee achlerenenta*
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Airdi scHOW nr CHICAGO. ^ .^-•w- ..l^ 27^

Brand's Hall was filled last nl^t by a large andlenee of art lorlng OeraaBS,
who had the pleasure of hearing the great Oerman tenor » Anton Sehott* His
phenomenal TOiee still has the same strength and fine qnality* which hare
conquered t^e world for him» He sang the following songsl Kommt wir wandeln
susammen ( Come, let us wander together) ^ Tom, der Rhymer ( Tom, the Bhymer),
Die belden &renadiere ( The Two Orenadiers) and others*

A wild applause rewarded Mr. Schott^s recitals* The listeners of the
evening went home Vlth the knowledge, to hare heard one of the best German
singers of the century.
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Chicago March. .

''"
'
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Mr. Hugo Beyk, a meTnter of Zlehrer* s Orchestra in Old Vienna, has composed a
march which he has called the "Chicago March" end dedicated it to Mayor Harrison.

Mr,' Beyk is a very a'ble composer and his creations are an honor to e.?,ch concert
program.
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xl Triuiiph for I.'j:. Rosenbecker and Mis Orchestra K ^

The Sunday afternoon concert season started yeiterday at the Northside Tiornhall,

xinder the leadership of llr. A. Rosenbecker. The first concert v/as indeed a
triiL^ph for that excellent orchestra and our ovvn capable conductor, Adolph
Rosenbecker. During his long years of constant activity he has been able to
maintain the orchsstra's high standard, in spite of recurring changes which
have been inevitable because of mombers leavin.^ the organization

In conformance v/ith a long established custom, a lively, graceful march, Hugo
Frey's '*Swiss Boy," vras selected as the opening number. IText came the overture
"Raymond," by A. Thomas, v;hich is a more intricate selection, but the orchestra
performed it in a faultless manner

The first part of the program T,vas of a lighter character, a preparation for the
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subsequent heavier overture, Rossini •s, "V/illiain Tell." The fundamental V'

power of this colossal creation would noi: ^rov; trite even if one heard this ^
-

masterpiece a hundred times, and as we become fa:ailiar with every bar, its

effectiveness mounts in ever-increasin? measure.....

The audience v;as aroused to staggering heif^hts of boundless emotion j..,.

glistening eyes gave nute evidence of its intrinsic appeal, and the musicians

were rewarded for their efforts with an ovation.....

• • • •,.Arthur Laser...., of the former Thomas Orchestra, shov;ed his great artistry

b: his delicacy and depth of tone.... the melodious qualities he attained; his

.... gradations The true conception, genuine feeling, particular shading

which this xvork required, v;ore given in a masterly manner

The great ^^hantasy from Meyerbeer's ^^Prouhet" completed the second portion.
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The third and last part of the program vias dedicated again to lighter nusical
selections

Popular airs and the profound, sublime classics were thus combined to remove
us from the everyday depths of humdrum life
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Per Westell , Oct. 1, 1893.

7URNHALL CONCERTS

The New Season Begins This Evening

Vvith the advent of cool weather, the demand for inspiring entertainmeit
in comfortable halls again becomes evident. Therefore, all friends of
good music will welcome the good news that the Chicago Turngemeinde
will repeat its regular 3\mday afternoon concerts, vAiich have been so
popular for many years. The North Side Tumhall will open its orchestral
season with Prof. A. Rosenbecker as conductor and Eugene Boegner as
concertmaster. The follovrtng interesting program has been decided upon
for this afternoon:

1.
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Per Westen. Oct. 1, 1893.

4« Selection, ••Poor Jonathan," by Mllloceker*

II

5. Overture,
6. Cello Solo,

7 • Phantasy

,

••William Tell," by Rossini.
"Kol Nidrei^ (Hebrew melody)

by Bruch, .

played by \'x. Arthur Laser

•

"Prophet," by Meyerbeer.

Ill

8. Potpouri,

9 • Gavotte

,

10. Polka,

"Dur and Moll" (major and minor)
by Schreiner.

"Young Hearts," by Rosenbecker.
"Par Force" (French melody),

by Strauss.

/

iM

'. n

\

•J
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Illinois Staats-Zeitung t Aug. 5$ l893»

VORLD SXPOSinON CONCERTS.

p* 6 • The Symphony concert at the Torld^s Fair Uuslc Hall featured the
compoBitions of home talent* Our natlTO sons were given prominence for
the first time* ilmeriean compositions which met with the approTflil of the
committee were produced* The Overture "^Witlchls" by Hc^rgaret Rathven
Langt the **8uite Creole** by John A* Brockhoveny and the1»oncert Overture*

by Hermann Vetzler were on yesterday aftemoon^s program* It is grati*
fying to report that Chicago visitors had turned out in large nunibers

and that they displayed great interest in Wetxler^s work* The latter is

a Chicago product* He obtained his musical education in the old fatherland
and graduated with honors} his reputation as a youthful, aspiring composer
iriio had achieved triumphs abroad^ preceded him* He can now gain new
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laurtls in his homeland* His work in the main is permeated by a broad
and passionate obaraoter, imposing in conception and fascinating; its
effects are by no means of a superficial nature as the powerful themes
blended with a remarkable variety of tone color are the results of splendid
instrumentation* He was rewarded with a most enthusiastic reception which
no doubt will be an efficient stimulus to the gifted artist ••••

J
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THQUAS I2AVES! BUREAU OF UUSIC LOSES ITS LEADER.

p. 5 * The conjectures which have circulated so freely for some timet
haTO become a reality* Theodore Thomasy the director of the Uusic
Bureau is leaTing* He sent in his resignation to Uanager Daris yester**

day afternoon*

In his lottery Ur. Thomas mentions the exposition's sad financial plight
and further declares that economy is a necessity* He says that the
engagements of foreign and American artists were dropped from the
program and that his original plans had been altered so much as to become
non-existent* For the remainder of the season^ music must be considered
as a pleasure instead of an surt{ the scarcity of money requires it*

He offered to help the directorate in an advisory capacity, gratuitously*
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Th« directors regret losing such a capable man; but financially his
departure is a gain. His monthly salau^y was $lt666» His administrative
expenses^ including the cost of the hall^ amounted to ^TOO^OOOy and
if he had remained another three months » there would have been an ad-
ditional expense of ^4009000« These expenditures, obviously, are too
great, as the income up to the present time has only been $100,000»



t
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TOO MUCH! WE HAVS GOOD MUSIC, BUT TOO MUCH OF IT.

(Editorial.)

p. 4.. The musical department of our Columbian (World^s Fair) Exposition has
much to contend with • first, the instruments which are used, then the programs
and finally, the epxenses. In the beginning the attacks were motivated by
business rivalry and plain Jealousy.

The music of the exposition is expensive; and if a commensurate educational
benefit is not derived therefrom, then it is too costly. To give such a
proof, however, is an exceedingly difficult task. If it is true, that the
sjrmphony concerts cost $1,200 per day, and that the daily receipts average
only $300, then the question arises iriiether the exposition is here to regale
a few with music or if the stockholders should be expected to keep their
promises and to continue spending lavishly for delectable music which barely
interests one^third of all the visitors.

The adodnistration closed the grounds again on Sunday, because there was not
enough profit to pay for the amount of labor involved; but it was never said,

^ -
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nor will it ever be proven, that open Siindays produce a definite Iqb s«
However, the symphony is daily from $900 to $1,000 in the red and there is a
justification for discontinuing the concerts*.

Obviously, it is not necessary to discontinue them altogether* Vftiy not appro-
priate $1,200 once a week and give a free concert? It would mean an increased
patronage for the ••Pair,'* improve the musical appreciation of the masses and
incidentally, save $6,000 per week. As a matter of fact, there has been too
much classical music at the ejq)osition. Let us try the weekly plan*

The managers of the concerts may have been prompted by the most idealistic
considerations, but experience teaches that the class which enjoys classical
music is a smEill minority - everywhere.
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TTT H Per Werten, ( ill, Staats Zeitung^ Sun. Ed. ) July 30, 1893. '^ V^p h. ^
A CHICAGO GERMAN OPERA SINGER,

Julius Cordes* Career.

p« 8.. Our capable Chicago singer ndio achieved many a triumph on the renovned
stages of the old fatherland, returnsd a few weeks ago to his Chicago home.

He is still the same modest, unassuming and yet vivacious and contented man
he has always been.

liuqr gaudy colored Chinese paper lanterns gave a festive appearance to his
mother«-in-law*s ^urden, where many friends of the famous singer congregated
to bid him farewell and wish him God speed for his impending European trip...»
Mr. Coith, Vice-president of the Germania Uale Chorus, and its musical direc-^

tor, Itr. Schoenefeld, fflttiqr Germans and well known singers, intoned the sentimaU'
tal melody, **0, That We Uust Part."*

As always, Cordes proved again his genuine, inborn artistic temperament,
which precludes any vestige of conceit. Tenors are often vietiM of vanity,
the too frequent result of intense admiration. Cordes will enjoy his sue-*

cesses, and his future victories, but once he has reached the apex of his
glory, his gratitude for those who prepared his path will always remain
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Per ::e3ten (111, 3taats Zeitun,-;, Sun. ::d,) July 30, 1893. ^<o/-^'^'>

unchanged. To fully apprsciate thiat , one should have heard hira yesterday,

as he TDaid such a plowin^^ tribute to his first teachers.

3io3raphy.

About nine years a^^o, when Mr. Cordes v/as a member of the Sinai-Gemeinde,

Mr. Kbelling who v/as the organist at that time, recognized his talents. He
induced !!rs. Koellin^r^, v*io had studied with such eminent 3uropean masters,
as J. Stockhausen, and Lamperti, and who later became a renowned teacher in
Hambur,^, to take an interest in the young inan. She .'^ave him instructions for
three years, and treated him almost as a son.

Urs. Koellinr^ and her friend Ilr. Noak predicted a :^reat future for him and
aroused the interest of the community in his behalf. The Germania also be-
c: me interested in him, whereupon Cordes continued his 'operatic studies in
Germany.

Julius Cordes, who is 31 years old, was born in Hamburg and came to the
United States at the age of fifteen. He remained in New York for tv;o years
and then went to Chicago, v^iere he remained imtil he started his European
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journey, five yeirs ago. In Frankfurt, A. L'. he became a student of ITock^s

conservatory, where Or. Franz Kruekl irnmedlntely recognized a tenor in the

former barvtone.

Dr. GuGtave Gunz av/akened his doriiiant dramatic talents and thus the concert
singer becane a rnember of the opera. He :iade his first appearance at the
city theater in Rostock. luncoura^ed by hin 'success, he appeared duriiig a
\;int3r season at the Ilunicipal Theater in liainz at a modest salary. The
summers he spent at Frankfurt where he continued his studies.

During the last two winter seasons he v/as the leading tenor at the City*s
Theater of Strassburg, v*ich may be regarded as the beginning of his reputa-
tion. This resulted in an engagement at the Koeln (Cologne) Municipal
Tlieater for three years..... (Other artists, not connected with Cordes, are
now mentioned but omitted here. Translator) Cordes has studied and sang
more than 100 tenor parts, Ravoul (llugenotten) Arnold (Tell).... etc. In
regard to the V'agner Operas, he now masters the part of Stclzing in the
•^TTeister-Singer**; at present he is studj^-ing '^Lohengrin,'* which he may sing
durin,'^ the next season at Koeln.
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•

Ur, Cordes has a. host of Chicar:o friends and throu'-'h his fanily he is

intiiriAtelv connected v/ith our citv. ITis v/iio, Dorothea, is a dau3;hter of
Mr, oievert, an old Ch-ica[;;o settler. Since his ..larria^^e • in 1885, she has

always fostered his ambitions and encouraf^ed his artistic proclivities. •••
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6ERUAN CORRESPONDENT AND UUSICAL
CKICAGO,

p. 4.. A critic of the Frankfurter Zeitung, (Newspaper of Frankfiirt, Ger-
lOEUijO Tisited our World's Fair and in his article about one music program
at the Festival Hall, given in honor of Infanta E^ilalia (of Spain) expressed
himself as follows* "Dm orchestra of 140 members, under the direction of
Theodore Thomas, played so superbly, that one forgot the Atlantic Ocean vhieh
separates us from the good music of our fatherland."

•

The sflone authority gives the following encomiuffls about a concert at the music
hall of the Expositiont **The Thomas orchestra played Schumann selections*
The high light vas the A-ULnor Concerto for piano and orchestra* The re-
nowned and honored pianist, Ifrs. Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler of Chicago played
her score with artistic perfection and such emotion that the public responded
with tempestuous approval, though the earns composition was heard only a few
weeks ago, when Paderewski played it«

mrhat an agreeable surprise to discover our musical Chicago at the World^s
Fair!
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CONCERT BY GERMANIA 'MANNl^RCHOR.

A concert was given "by the Germania Mannerchor at Germania Hall, Germania
Place and North Clark Street last night. The feature of the evening was the

appearance of Mrs. Wertke Burckard, prima donna of the Grand Opera at Cologne,
who is making a six month tour of America. She arrived in Chicago yesterday.

An elaborate program was rendered. There were many pleasant features, hut
the chief surprise came in an announcement during an intermission. Following
the execution of a symphony composed hy Prof. Henry Schoenefeld, director
of the Mannerchor Orchestra, S. IVittemeyer stepped to the front of the stage
and announced that their director had been most signally honored. In response
to a request from Mrs. J.M. Thurber, the leading promoter of a prize com-
petition of compositions by musicians of American birth before the National
Conservatory of Music, Prof. Schoenefled tad gone to New York and directed
the execution of a sjnnphony he had submitted. Mr. Ii7ittemeyer' s announcement
that Prof. Schoenefdld had been awarded, the first prize of $500 for his
symphony was greeted by a storm of applause.
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Many leading musicians and patrons of music were in attendance. The con-
cert was followed \>y a full dress bell under the direction of S. Wittemeyer
and Max PetereV Conunittee of Arrangements. Bronson Howard, it is \inderstood,

has said that he will prosecute William Horace Brown for defamation of char-
acter for the charge that he got his ideas for "Aristocracy" from Brown's
"Coins and Coronets."
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lrtfPA(ILL)PR0J.302/f

A CONCERT IN KRSTSCHIiAR^S HALL.

W. Schlueter gave a concert yesterday in the beautiful large hall of the
Kretschraar building to introduce himself to the public. The concert was
unique, inasmuch as the public became acquainted with two other young art--

ists, besides Mr. Schluter. They will undoubtedly, soon attain splendid
reputations here.

The first number was played by the violinist, E. Schmidt, and his brilliant
performance was enthusiastically applauded. According to the statements of
his friends, the artiist was a student of the great Joachim for three years.
He will certainly become famous with his art...

The audience also became acquainted with E. Harford, a great singer, who
recently finished her studies in Leipzig, Germany. Her alto voice is ex-
ceedingly rich' and well modiUated and she masters it completely. She sings
with deep emotion, and therefore, affects the hearers overwhelmingly.

Mr. Schlueter played from Gounod *s Faust, and compositions from Schubert and
Chopin. The performances of the Fidelia Quartets enriched the program, and
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received well deserved applause... ""f'''* ('11.) P/\0;.>0?7«
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A Zither Concerts

In Hecklnge? Hall, 33? ClylDOurne Avenue, friends of the no"ble Zithersport had
a very enjoya"ble afternoon. The pupils of the u^-oer classes of the Rahn* s Zither
Academy, gave a concprt, consisting of the best works of the most prominent com-
posers for the Zither, and they performed them with great success. A »ui|ber of
gold medals were distributed for the best TDupils of the institutlcnt Some of the
best compositions were "Bellfounder (Glorkenwalzer) ,•• Memories of Salzburg" by
Hanser, played by I^iss Anna Hannr>n, An evening on the Alm(Mountainside) by Parlasia,
played by Miss Hedwig Redlin c.n& several ensembles in which took part. Miss
Hothkopf , Miss Selma Redlin, Miss Rahn, Krs. Wrust end others.

The Raiin Zeither Academy is one of the best schools of this tyne in the
country. About 200 puioils of both sexes are t^iking lessons.
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A successful concert.

QSBUMS

That the well known Ifusic Director John Uelnken knows how to sustain the
puUle's faror, has heen proren in yesterday's Concert and the large nonber of
people present at Walsh's Hallf were fully conyinced that Ur* Meinken was not
only a tall, hut also a great musician* He arranged a splendid program » which
was hrilliantly executed hy the orchestrat consisting of JO pieces* The
Tortures to "1illiaa Tell" and "Treischuts" (The Poacher) also the "Wedding

Uarch" l>y Uendelson, were the climax of the program.

The greatest applause was given to the artists when they produced the
grand military "Potpourri" , Germany* s memories of the War years 1870«71*
After the concert, several hours were spent, dancing*
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?i .3'' c? TH% ti'-N!=:r hall ccixsrts

The first of ihe popular series of Sunday ctfternoon concerts, under the
auspices of the Chica.j^o Turnremeince, N3.s :;iven nt the North Side Turner
Hall by Rosenbecker' s orchestral yesterday. Despite the heat, thero //as

a laFrje auaience ^nJ the .TiUsic vas »/ell received. The orchestra was at

its best, and there were frequent calls for encores, .-jnon;^ the selections
which receiyed the most applause were ?r. Kucken's ••Der Pratendent", and
a f»i.ntasie fror "The Pro::het** of Meyerbeer.
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DEUTSCHE OPERETTA (GBERMAN COMIC OPERA)

**lIaBQii** belongs to the best known and most popular comic operas. It always
will be a great attraction, particularly, if tbe casts of the play are filled
by outstanding actors like those in Anberg^s troupe of performers* The last
night* 8 performance was indeed a masterpiece of good acting*

Paula Lowe as Uanen gave her best achieTemsnt and Mr* Friese Jr* as MarsiUac
was a marrelous character representation* Mr* Rotter as Abbe, Mr* friese, Sr*,
as klx^, and Miss Kufan as page deserve particular praise* Mr* Phillip as
Marquis d^Aubigue was rery good, but still showed siftns of a cold.
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Oeman Op^ra.

WPA (ILL) PROj;302?5

Thm Aab^rg Th^attr Conpany of H«w Jork g&7% lest night its first guest
parforaance with ths Oparttta *D#r Zigttuisr Baron" (The Gypsy Baron) » nhich
prored to be a renarkable success* There were no seats left* and many late
coaers had to leaTe again because of lack of room.

Th<» play itself showed the superior quality of the actors in wegards to
acting and singing* While Mr. Amberg himself is a caT>able sol^^^singer; every
other aember of his troupe is an artist with indiyidually well developed
talent and characteristics. The largest part of the applause falls on Ur*
Streitmann, Mr. Friese and Kiss Seebold. Mr. Streitmann is one of the best
tenors* we have heard for a long time. Ur. Friese is a marvelous actor. Miss
Seebold is combining a good singing voice with improved acting. Also Miss
Bohner, Miss Inglander, and Miss Koenig have to bementioned for their good
singing. The applause became a hearty oration towards the end of the
performance*
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THE GXRUAN OPERA HOUSX

V

The lease by the Gemaa Opera^House eonpany of the eighty-foot lot on Ban**

dolph street, adJoii4ag the Borden Blockt has been fomally closed* The
property is owned by the Bartlett estate and is leased to Franz Amberg, the

President of the Opera^House company* The lease is for ninety-nine years,
at an annual rental of $17,500« As there is plenty of capital ready to take
ninety-nine year leased property on a 5 per cent basis, this may be said to
satfely place a valuation of #350,000 on the property* This is at the rate of
$4,375 a foot for the Randolph street frontage* The property is 180 feet deep*
Williaa A* aalbraith sold it in 1885 to Francis Bartlett for $175,000, Just
half its i^resent fi^l^^tion* A building twelve stories high, of steel and stone
to cost some $450^000, will be erected*
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Orm'M OPE^'A AT THE AUDITOHIUlil

A three week season is announced. The inh.?hitr:nts of our city, but the

Germans es^)' cif>lly have t)rosr)ects of a rpre artistic treat. The German OD^-ra

ComiDany of the II. Y, Metror^olitan O^erc? House, which is counted among the most

• famous of the world, will ^ive r^erform^nces for severrl weeks which r)romise to

l)e an artistic as well as finrncirl success. The excellent t)ronuctions of the

comnany eliminated Itr»lir?n Or>er? in New Y-rk, pr)(] mnrle the Gern- n worics

fDShiokable, Julius Perotti, Tenor, .^nd the Bcritone Theodore Reichmann are

two of their most hrilliont strrs, enjoying world fame; our ->uolic will hear

them for the first time. The chorus is strong, well drilled, the ^alletcoms
^

bo&sts of excellent d?ncers, 60 mueicir^ns, tne "best in the land comr>rise the

orchestrr. Box seats, sinfrle $20,00; sin.^le ser-^ts for the reasonable nrice of

$2oO-SP.OO-S1.50-#1.00 ?nd .75^. Available at the hox office now.

Re-oertoire of the 1st wepk: Mondpy evening, W-^gner* s (3 act 0T)pra)

Tpimhaeuser with Mrs. Lillie Kalisch-Lehnr.nn as Eliza"beth, Theodore Reichmann p.s

Wolfram, Paul Kalisch as Tc-^nnsaeuser. Tuesd.ny evening, Rosini's ( ^ act OT^era)
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Wilhelm Tell; Wednesc??y eTrening, Wafer's Meistersirirer; Thursday evening,
Halevy' s Jewess; ?riclay evening, Wngner's romantic ot)era Lohengrin; Saturday
afternoon re-oetition of Mondc^y' s nerfomance.
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FOUNDING OF A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

^o IK

m^^^^^-^"^^'

The Carl iMTolfsohn evening at the sniall hall of the Auditorium was indeed rich
in 8\irpri8es« It vas the last of jl series of Trio-perfornances of this season*
Mr* Volfsohn gave an exeluaive Beethoven program* His waxxy friends, who give
fxm recognition to his uxrbiring efforts to make classical music popular in
Chicago, and who know his predilection for the profoundest of the Gersian com-
posersi prepared a surprise for him by presenting to him a splendid picture of
Beethoven drawn with chalk by Berthold Ueyer* Mr« 7olfsohn appeared highly
gratified, but he also did something unexpected and unusual* He had barely
finished the A flat Brlajor Sonata when he was recalled with applause* He replied
with a lengthy address in irtiich he expressed his heartfelt enthusiasm for
Beethoven. He also related, how Germany endeavors to honor the great master*
The house he lived in at Bonn has been bought, and constant efforts are made to
perpetuate his memory. He then divulged a plan, whereby Beethoven shall also
be honored in America. This should be done, in his opinion, by raising funds
for a suitable monument in Lincoln Park. But this does not suffice! One should
also collect enough money ' o maintain a good orchestra, which can render his,
and other great composers works in a proper, dignified, and capable manner.
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According to his estimate, $100,000#00 would be enough for this purpose, teia- .

'

i

porarily, at least, and he begged the assembly to give this thought a cordial ^

reception and to work for the realization of this plan* Subscription lists
should be mailed everywhere and, at the same time, he asked permission to be
the first to make a contribution. He offered $1,000.00 to the cause* His
speech, was greeted with tumultuous applause. Surely, some committee or society
will be organized which will bring Mr« 'i7olfsohn*s plan into existence.

I

\

The concert in itself was most enjoyable* The two Trios were played by Messrs*
Vfolfsohn, Uarum and Hep in their customary artistic fashion, and Mr* Wolfsoh^, as
soloist^ gave the well known A flat Uajor Sonata. Charles Knorr sang Adelaide
with true musical sentiment* We will revert to this concert later.
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OERUAN OFERA»

Our fellow eitlsens do not seem to be over-enthusiastle about the music in

the Chicago Graxid Opera House; at least one of our reporters vfao heard the

**Da«n of the Gods*^ last night , stated that the audience was sfflGJ.1 and the

listeners looked bored.

Aside from two or three ^^stars^** the productions of the present guest-conqpaxqr

are indeed anything else but excellent # We have heard most of Richard Wiagner's

operas in the Hanbiirger llunieipal Theatre and must state that the local per*
fomances Tsry weakly resemble the magnificence of those.

Considering that the prices of seats are tremendously high • the best seat is

three dollars^ and a half way decent one cunounts to one and a half dollars, -

we do not find it strange when the house usually shows a certain emptiness*
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RICHiiED V;AGNER

Guest Performance of the German Grand Opera

The German Grand Opera Company has been appearing in the Chicago Opera House

for the last eight days. The cast is composed of such well-known artists as

the following: S, Fischer, iladlinger, Alvary, Mrs. Kelisch-Lehmann, Miss -i^

Straubman, and a score of others.
Î

—

The performances have been confined exclusively to the compositions of 7/agner» -a
i

Society has been certainly right in calling this event a really big one. o ^

One does not have to be a Wagnerian in order to pay tribute to that genial oo

comi)oser. Vifagner has gained immortal merits in the sphere of operatic music. S

Regarding operas, up to the present time the mistcdce has always been made that

the music was degraded to the purpose and the drama itself to the medium.

Wagner reformed all this, and elevated music again to the language of the soul

by his careful selection of jxjetic material. Out of all this, music was

-o

!*

CD
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supplanted by shallow composers.

Furthermore, he discovered that all scenic effects must be existing In, and
conditional upon the opera, and that the foxmal rounding of fractions of
music should only be achieved by dramatic connections.

In this way, and by stressing the Importance of the orchestra, he provided a
dignified position for opera.

Wagner*s stage creations display a highly artistic seriousness. His composi-
tions possess musical character. The melodies in Lohengrin, Tannhauser^ Rienzl,
etc*, have all the qualities to please and charm the people, auLthough ob-
jections are being raised by antl-Wagnerlans , that his music , for the greater
part, can only be understood by musicians.

Even Wagner himself is not entirely free from one-sided and eccentric ideas.
But his fame as a conrposer mi^t scarcely become clouded by that*

V

'

" I
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It is the task of theatire and concert managements to make Wagner *s music
attainable to the widest circles, and in this way refine and cultivate the
taste of the public.

It is regrettable that the directors . of the Chicago Opera House have forgotten
this consideration completely. The price of admission is so expensive that
it is impossible for any worker to obtain a true enjoyment of art without
great sacrifices.

Seats in the last row of the back gallery cost fifty cents; better ones cost
from $1.00 to $1.50.

V

Ihese prices are, of course, too high for working people, because the fathers
of many families only earn about $8«00 a week.

Socialism has learned to appreciate the wholesome and beneficial influence of
true art, and it demcuids the same chance for all people to enjoy art and science.

"7 »
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Whether this is always the case with capitalists is a question we will have

to leave unanswered.

In some cases music has become a fashionable disease and many persons have

become affected by the genial Richard Wagner.

Our admiration of the great and ideal of Wagner's music has nothing in com-

mon with this Wagner disease. ^CO
en
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A JUBILBE CONCERT^

Twenty five years have passed since that day on which a number of musicians f

here in Chicago, made the first attempt, to arrange concerts on Sunday after*
noons during the winter months, and to arouse the interest of the public in
them* Whenever an enterprise, calculated to benefit the Germetn population
of the city, needed support and practicatl assistance, the '^Tumgemeinde'^
norer failed to demonstrate its intense zeal. Those twelve musicians under
the direction of Christoph Romemus, pioneers in the field of Sunday concerts,
recognized the **Turners*^ as willing and loyal allies.

The members of the orchestra, the musicajL educators of audiences listening
to their perforaances, nearly despaired on different occasions, of these
listeners because of their indifference towards the concert&• Justifiable
doubts arose in the minds of the musicians as to Aether or not the influ-
ence of musical creations of the great masters was sufficiently effective
upon the visitors to these public concerts to guarantee their continuity^

Whoever has attended t)ie concerts of the "^Tumhalle** during recent years,
and observed the steadily increasing interest towards the artistic value and
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superb achlsTements of the orchestra ^ is ncide aveure of the part that the
instigators of these well liked Sunday perforxDEuices have achieved their aim^
in spite of many obstacles and difficulties^ and they have a just claim on
the gratitude of friends of music*

The iinselfish musician^ however^ who assisted in the noble cause of educa-
ting concert audiences to a better understanding of musiCf will find his
supreme reward in being aware that he has rendered his fellow beings a great
favor, and that he contributed his share to the refining of their musical
approciation

•

The following is a brief outline of the Sunday concerts during the last twenty
five years*

After the band of the First Hecker regiment^the **Great Western Band**, retumad
from the war In 1863, the TTumhalle** on North Clark Street was dedicated on
New Yearns night of 1863, the mentioned band participating^ On January 27,
1864, the first Sunday concert took place at the North Side *n?iirnhalle^ under
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the bandmaster Christoph Ronanus. The orchestic mas composed of twelve men and
the tickets were ten cents each*

The beginning was vexy promising. On one of the first Sundays 29OOO tickets
were sold. The '^Tiirngemeinde'* put forth great efforts. Out of its midst
cashiers 9 waiters, and bartenders were engaged, iriio rendered their services
free of charge*

During the first few years while the performances were still inferior, and
the Bnglish and Irish Americans who mingled with the concert audiences had
not yet learned from the Germans how to behave in concert halls, dii^urbances
were by no means rare* The appointed committee for order succeeded, however^
in putting reason and respect into the noisy dullards* later, as the perfor«»

mances of the orchestra reached a higher level, and as a better understanding
of good music gradually developed in the public, greater devotion and atten«»

tion . resulted

•

The last Sunday concert in the old hall took place on October 8, 1871. The
devastating fire already had started and a part of the audience left before
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the close to see the ever increasing conflagration^ suspecting, of course^ no

such great calamity*

After the fire the Sunday concerts came into their own again in January, 1873.

They were again held under the auspices of the **Tumgemeinde*^, and, the or*
chestra, consisting of thirty men, was directed by F« Hoffmann. The larger
the audiences grew, the more efforts were loade to carefully select composi-'
tions, and give better perfornances by the orchestra.

H. Balatka became the director of music after the resignation of F« Hoffinann*

Perhaps due to Balatka *8 too great preference for classical sysqphonies , etc«,
the concerts were not as successful financially as was desired*

During the next season J. Clauder directed the orchestra, and the interest of
the public increased, again, in the concerts* Even greater success was
achieved during 1876 and 1878 imder the leadership of Vtr. Loesch.
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In 1879 Professor A. Rosenbecker conducted the concerts. He understood how
to meet the different tastes of music lovers and was able to put the under*
taking upon a safe and solid basi6.

Ill
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"C-rl olf3ohn'3 I'hird. 7rio Cone ?rf

V

v/*as on.ioved 07 a Ivin-re audience \jYiif:\\ Is 01*001', uli: i. oii^ desire ^'or ;'ood iUoiGic is

ste' lily i.'icreo.oin;^;, .'r« ..'olx'sohn also shov/sd t'xlent in the salecuion oi coi-ipo-

sitions i'or thoso concertii •..iiich 1 .scinTte his aiidieiices, and the Glav^r arrrin-^e-

rnent of t'ne irot-^r- m kee^s ':li»:.' lisi:e::6rs keenly intereste; ii-i uhe oi-i'ioriii^^nce

throu.'ho\'.t the eveni'-i.T;, ^..r. oli'solni ./.j supp^-rteJ rz last ni;-ht's conc-^rb by
t'.vo Chic-.^.gO'n.ns, well knov/n ".r-ii'v'cs, Messr:. ]] ru::i -ind Hess, in -;hos3 praise \ie

c.'in ?i*-vrdly add •mythin,';. "he ooenin- nuinber olayed by the trio y/us thcit loftv
co:nr)ositir^vi in "'

b',' \olkfa-. nn, ond ^'ollovyiii. ./?'d tiio ciio i.;i 7 by dodMrd, lo^h
cOi:vjosi>vioiiS \/e:'e okayed v/ich ohj hi "host skill, hr, .olTsohn, as uhe Tirst
soloist of the evcvning, ol .*yod four coiiv^osi .ions by ochuininn, "Pcorncinze", 'Mrcibeske",
"Trau.r.erei'* and **'.Iov':;lGt •;.e'*. fhis rendi*..ion :ms undoubtedly the most brilliant
:
eri'or:a.nce of tho ev^:inin,> L'he artist understood how oo em*ich these coi.iposi-

oions ./i.li 30 rnucli poetic beauty, it was not easy i/O idenoify thaia, or ;/e should
s'ly r?.ther, thax for once v/e were able lo identify them a,;;'in, after they have
been pl'-'yed by every student of music everyv/here. Fred hess ;^ave us also an
exquisite e;;hibition of his art v/hen he pl?<.yed the "Adagio" oy B-^rgiel, Last
evenin.'-'s vocalise vvas hiss h'lena V-irnesi, a p:ifted singer disr;la^rinr a well
trained voice

•
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Liist ni.'ht's chai:^ber concert 'io e=:er'i3 i..ucic K- -.1, played by the expert nusi-
ci'inB .\u^U3t 3r)anu"':h, .Violnh Ilosenbecker --nd Fred Hess '^/as a*::- in one of rare art
and beauty. The three artists played oous 52 by Rubinstein, \j±zh masterly

iss l^eckle who hr^ s a loyel^^ voice found ' n appreciative audience.
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WJSIC IN CHICAGO*

HANS BAIATKA'S LECTURE DELIVERED AT THE MUSIC TEACHERS' CONVENTION.

The Music Teachers* Convention was resumed^ yesterday^ with many speakers
on the program**.. ••••Hans Balatka delivered a very interesting lecture
at the afternoon session, ont **19hat is the Outlook for the Organizing of a
Permanent Orchestra for Chicago?** Mr. Balatka*s creative work in the field
of music is known throughout America and he is one of the leading musicians
of this country. He saids **In contrast to the speakers preceding me who
spoke of singing lessons , technique in piano playing, and philosophy of
the fine arts, I wish to speak of musical local history, and of the creations
of our musical pioneers. The first move for an orchestra in Chicago was
made in l853"l854-> when Julius Dyrhenfurth brought with him twelve
men from New York, giving Chicago a regular concert season during that winter*
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Through lack of interest shown by the Chicago public » the company was
forced to dissolve at the end of the season* Shortly afterwards^ some of

our music enthusiasts invited C« Bergmann, former conductor of the recently
dissolved Germania Orchestra of Bostoni to come to Chicago putting great
hopes in his ability to form a society of musicieuis* But this project
failed to be realized* It was in I885 when under H* Ahner^ a former member
of the Germania Orchestra, the first orchestra concerts were given in
Chicago* They continued this work through several seasons when they also
were forced to dissolve for lack of financial support* This was the
indirect cause of Ur* Ahner*s death ...In i860 I was requested to
direct Mozart's Requiem at the Holy Name Cathedral which performance was
repeated at Bryan Hall* This great success inspired a large number of music
lovers to fotm a Philharmonic Society which then worked for several years
with a marked success*
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The new Crosby's opera house and the Italian operas performed there dealt
again a death blow to our orchestra concerts and the Philharmonic Society*
Not discouraged by these adverse conditions I decided to become the
leader of my own orchestra^ when, in the middle of the third season I

found that I had sacrificed $2^000 of my own money^ thus becoming convinced
that Chicago was not interested in the concerts • The ••Great Fire** and
the business depression of 1873 ~l876 added only to the indifference towards
symphonic music* Another attempt was made in l879 to reorganize the
Philharmonic Society, but in vain* One reason why all attempts to give
Chicago orchestra music failed is because there is a lack of appreciation*
The second reason is the inefficacy of conductors and their friends*

What I meGin to say is, that the conductor of a singing society is not a
fit person to conduct the performance of difficult compositions* Con*-

trary to the belief of Europeans we have here exceedingly well trained
musicians, who are well qualified to be members of any orchestra*
How is it possible, then, that Chicago in spite of the high class pro«-

fessional musicians can not call a permanent orchestra its own?
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The answer is simplet ••Because an orchestra is not wanted.** There are

rumors that Chicago will have symphony concerts during the winter season.

Let them come here, they will find numerous tombstones under which the

ashes of many ambitious undertakingBrepose and if this does not scare them,

then we say, '•Come along, you gentlemen* In this little musical cemetery

is always room for one more, just as it is in aji omnibus; always room for

one more passenger. *•
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GEm(AN I!USIC AND THE GERMANS IN AMERICA AS ITS CULTIVATORS

The respect and the influence that the German nationality enjoys in •America
is not perhaps derived from its niimerous representatives, or from the steady
growth of its elements* Other Europeaui nations send every year large numbers
of their children to the United States and yet there is little or nothing to

cause them to feel that they have imprinted anything of their national pe-
culiarities on the population as a whole.

The reason that just the German nationality bestows on the American population
more Germanistic coloring of character lies in ^he circamstsince that the
German brings from his homeland the highmindedness for idealism, the deep
inward and sacredly held faith in all that is good, beautiful and noble.
He believes in his poets, he admires his thinkers, and he loves his musicians.
And he has a sacred right, to be proud of them. It is also hard to bring to

a full understanding of other nationalities the treasure made of German tender-
hearted poetry in its purity and opulence, because each translation into a
foreign language seems to loosen the pollen of the flower. Tet German music
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has long held its victorious procession through all coxintries, and has been
adopted everywhere. No one, who has ears to hear, can ward off the magic
power that is sptin around his soul by German tunes that seem to be born of
the inmost heart* Involuntarily he will feel that in this music something
n^stical is hidden that comes forth out of an abimdant source of intellect,
that neither can be imitated nor acquired. The bubbling cheerfulness of
the music in its whole youthful vigor sotinds towards the listener, then he is

led into the land of dreams, then he is lifted up by the heavenly music about
himself, then he drops down to earth mourning in deep melancholy, as if
the tunes called him with the words of Paust:'*And to see, that we can
know nothing, this will almost b\irn out my heartl"

There is nothing that the Germans like better than to plxime themselves
among other nationalities on their music. With unfeigned and earnestly
meant pleasure they point to the concert programs, in which German names
always outweigh others! But Just as the immortal works of our Schiller
remain standing \intouched in their gold adorned, beautiful bindings in
the book cases, so also the zeal of the Germaji seems to grow lame when
it comes to proving by deed how highly he thinks of his own music!

\

Ji!

i
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Especially so in a coiintry into which all nationalities flow and minglet
the German should watch his nationality with anxious care, and protect
and cultivate with love and devotion his ideal possessions* He should
show to the other nationalities how conscious he is of his national in-
heritance and how he is German not only by name but also by heart.

Presently we have within our walls the ^erman Opera Company that already
has given a number of excellent performances and that will, present more
in the comin.^ week!
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THE GERU&N OPERA.
^^^ii^Qmiso;^

Mr» Davis, manager of the Coltimbla Theatre, is advising us that all performances,
as scheduled by the original season plan, will not he interrupted or interfered
with hy the sudden death of Leopold Damrosch. Ur. Walter Damrosch , son of the

late orchestra leader, will keep up the work of his father and carry out all

details of the program^ as laid out hy the dead leader for the Opera Company*

Tickets can he bought in advance, as advertised in special announcements of the
Staats-Zeitting,
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Leopold Damrosch iVPA Oil./ - R(.: .^C",-.

Hardly arrived at the height of his marvelous, artistic career, Leopold
Damrosch has been taken away from his family and from all Germans in Merica
by a sudden death. The sad news, flashed to all parts of the United States,
struck everywhere like a thucderbolt*

The grief, caused by his death, can be lessened only by the comfort to know
that his last days and weeks on earth have been filled with friendly im-*

pressions of life, - and that these Impressions were not disturbed by any
presentiments of fate*

The report of his death came like a crushing blow to those, who not alone
know him as a talented artist but also as a friendly, tender-feeling, broad-
minded, sympathetic character.

Will the deceased be survived by his great work - which has been to build a
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home for tterman music on American soil?? Will he have a successor, who,

hy a combination of a profound musical knowledge and an amiable, noble
character, can hold together the great enterprise?? For the moment, the
program, worked out by Leopold Damrosch, is safeguarded in all its details
and arrangements* The continuance of anything, created by Leopold Damrosch,
would be the most expressive monument to the memory of his genius.
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SUCCESS OP A YOUNG CHICAGO ARTIST

Ui88 Pannie Bltunenfeldt born and reared in Chicago, received her musical

education in o\ir city. While still going to school she was recognized

as a genius as a pianist* She soon stcurted to travel^ and was
applauded everywhere for her perfect playing. At present » she is
appearing with a Symphony Concert Troupe conducted by A. Gericke, at
Boston (Uass.)

According to the newspaperst which we are receiving regularly from
the Bast, Hiss BlTiinenfeld has developed into one of the most proficient
pianists in this country*
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DAMROSCH'S DEUTSCHE OPERA (GERMAN OPERA) ' I'^W rivOJ - «. J V

The German Opera Companv, whioh has played all throu^ this winter in
Nevr York under Damrosoh's directing genius with great suooesSf will steurt

its Chicago performanoes» February 23» at the Haverly Theater.

Hie program for the whole season will consist of the following operas:

Tannhftuser , Lohengrint Fidelio» Per FreisehutZ t Hugenotten, The Prophets

Dan Juan t \7ilhelm Tell » Rigoletoo t Faustt and others • Special separate
announcements will be made in this newspaper about every evening's per-
formance •
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«A TRIP TO AFRICA**

The Nenendorff Opera Company acquired as the new Tiiradillo," Mr, Ph. Brons^,
an excellent actor and singer# He has a wonderfully strong voice. In his
first appearance, the young artist was honored with enthusiastic encores.

Mr. Wolkenstein, whom many Chicagoans remember from the German Theatre, took
ever, for the first time the role of the •Pascha.*' It was not a faultless
debut, still a very promising one. Mr. Wolkenstein, or, as he calls himself
now, Mr. Stone, is very amxising and hopes soon to excell his predecessor.
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GRAND OPERA HOUSE, IDSNEBDORFF'S OPERA COMPANY, A ••TRIP TO AFRICA. •»

If the beautiful Georglna Januschoffslcy cast a glance at tbe throng idiich fill-
ed ail the chairs and benches of the Grand, she must have told herself: **See,

these Chicago Germans are better people • Give the children nhat they are
crying for^** comic operettas, and they will not fail to be on the spot*** The
aT:dience last night consisted of at least one-half Germans and they laughed
till the tears ran down their cheeks, and they applauded as if they had been
paid for it (although the privilege cost them $1«50 each«)

But it was for a good purpose, and according to the proverb, "Tbe croioi to
the meritorious*** The **Trip to Afiriea** is a piquant opera, and that is what
all the papers, both German and English, write about it; and we do not hesi-
tate to endorse their opinion, in spite of the fact that we were only able
to see the first act« The first act jUitroduces the main character actors to
advantage and is, as we are told, the leading act, because its basic musical
ideas are continued and developed in the other parts of tbe operetta*

r
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Miss Yon Jaziuschoffsky sings and plays ttae role of ''Titania^ with chaxm and
grace; she haS| as is well ]aiown» a delightful stage appearance (figure) and
understands how to increase the effect through elegant costumes* She is a
piquant actress, who quite often rises to the heists of artistic productions*
She is the best*singiog soubrette who has erer appeared on the American stage*
The charming role of the **Titania** could not find a better representatiye than
Hiss Janu8Choffsk7« W* H* Vsssenden was liked as "^UaradiUo,** George W. Trav-
ner (Prince Antarfid) was an excellent baritone, Miss LiUie West shone more
as a dancer than as a singer*

We reserre the exercise of a more detailed criticism* The choir of the troupe-**

45 people with as many excellent voices—is well trained and sings with pre-
cision* The orchestra, conducted by Adolph Nenendorf personally, has done very
well* The scenery, supplied Iqr the Grand Opera House, was beautiful and evoked
rtpeated plaudits* The star and the perfoxnance were received by the audience
with gfeat cheering* The **Trip to Africa** will be repeated tod^y, and every
following evening, also Wednesday and Saturday afternoon*
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THE MAT KBSTIVAL

About 7000 persoxuiy wrapped in Sealskin coats, ulsters and Fbrgloves attended
yesterday* 8 brilliant opening of the musie-FestlTal. The Thomas Orchestra
played Mozarts tuneful G. Moll Symphony with their well known mastership. It
is the largest orchestra Thomas erer conducted, and it follows his **batoQ**

with admirable trustiness and delicacy*

The first and second part of Haydn *s Creation was also on the program* The
choir did its full duty* It proved to be well drilled, strong and very ef-
fective* Of the faulty combination in regard to the pitch of the voices,

which an finglish paper criticized yesterday, we did not notice anything*
Only the tenor did not seem to be strong enough* Madame Nilsson sang with
her wonderfully catching voice, so clear, so full, so beautiful, which was
seldom before heai^ in Chicago* It is impossible to express with words
what we heard* Long applause rewarded the artist for the delight she be-
stowed on the thousands present*

CO

cT
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MP* Remmers sang with good effect, Mr. Toedts* voice was not sufficiently

strong for the big hall* Those sitting close to the stage were pleased with

his voice* Hiss Juch labored also under the sane iiapediment* She has a

clear, pretty and well trained voice, which only lacks strength in the mid-

dle notes*

To-night's program contains Beethovens Eroica Symphony, and a selection from

Wagner's Tannhauser* The soloists are: Mrs. Amalia Pri edrich-Matema , Miss

Emaa Juch, Mr* Toedt, Mr. Henunertz, Mr* Heinrich, Mr* Emil Scaria and Mr*

Hermann Winkelmann*

To-norrow afternoon: Big Wagner-Matinee* Soloists: Mrs. Nilsson, Mrs. Ma-

tema, Mr* Scaria and Mr. Winkelmann*
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[THE MAY MUSIC FESTIVAL]

The May Music Festival begins next Tuesday, and we will have the opportunity
to hear the following solista: Mrs. Anelia Friedrick, Matema, Miss Emma
Juch and Mrs. Christine Nilsson, Sopranos, Miss Emily Winant, alto; Messrs.
Hermann Winlcelroan and Theo Toedt, tenors; Messrs. Frantz Reunnertz and Max
Reunnertz and Max Heinrich, baritones and Mr. Emil Scaria, Basso.

Mr. Theodore Thomas conducting.

-TV
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(THE DRAMA)

Atout the last guest appearance of f.Iagda Irschick, in the dramatic piece,
which will "be given to-night in Mc Vickers, the following has heen written:
From the emotional life of Gustav Wasa, 3. Scholz, the author, has only
written a small Inxt deeply felt episode, and with the hand of a real poet,
transformed it into the dramatic play: "Mask for Ivlask" •

Ke chooses a time, when Gustav Tasa, liberated almost the whole of Sweden
from the Danes. Only Stockholm withstood the seige. Besides the nobility
of Westgothland, which greatly sympathized with the Danes, the work of
liberation has been greatly retarded. Therefore Gustav Wasa decided, un
known by them, to appear personally among these stubborn nobles with the
intention of not only feeling their tooth, but also to draw them himself.
He selects for this purpose, the Castle Grip. Its master Nils Gyllensterna
and his pretty sisters, Anna and Friederike, are secretly sympathetic with
the Swedes, but afraid to show it to the powerful and treacherous nobles,
therefore they wear the Danish Ifesk. Into this family comes Gustave TTasa,
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in the "mask of a Danish Officer and now "begins between them a peculiar

act of mutual sounding and personal temptation. The more open TJasa dares

to "be, the more cautiously is he answered, with Danish sentiments, and soon

it comes tc an open rupture with the Lord of the Ivlanor, to whom this Danish

spy has long "become a "burden. Anna with whom Wasa has fallen in love, dares

to pretend, under the mask of a fable, to relate the life story and "bravery

of Gustav 77asa. This scene is the pearl of the play, and saturated with

such deep poesic and grace, that modern dramatic literature can show very

few similar acts.
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[CONCERT AT THE TURNER HALL]

Carl Koellings **Concert Variations for Plcuio** were produced for the first
time in the Turnhalle afternoon Concert yesterday. It was a very promising
debut*

Every passage of the tuneftil work was enthusiastically acclaimed. Mr* Emil
Liebllng played brilliantly and the well trained Orchestra, xinder the baton
of the Composer, assisted in a remarkable way* Mr* K. may well be proud of
this new success*
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(TEE OPESA)

The Repertoixeof the Patti— Gerster Opera for the following week will

he as follows:-

Monday - "I Puritani" Madame Serster,

Tuesday - "Borneo a Criuletto" Madame Patti,

T^ednesday - "Rigoletto" Madame Nordica,

Thursday - "Faust" Ivladame Gerster,

Italian & German Opera
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A MUSIC P.3CITAL

On Friday evening in Weber's Music Hall there will "be given a piano forte
recital offered by Otto Kretschmar Krause, accompained by the Haydn String

Quartette.

Mr. Oscar Cohn, first violinist, Mr, Henry Schoenfeld, second violinist,
Mairtin Frank, viola, and Mr. A. Zotzmann, violincello.
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DIE FLEDEHMAUS' AT THE MC VICKERS THEATRE

"Mc Vlckers 'Die Fledermaus' (The Bat), The question who is going to sing

•Adele' in the famous operetta has \)een happily solved. Alwiner Reynold,

one of the test soul)rettes who ever put her dainty feet on American soil

and only lately ran away from the Qates Opera Company in order to be true

to her German people, is going to appear in that wonderful role. Miss

lH^assuran sings in the role of Rosalinde, Miss Hagedorn plan's Prince Orlo-

fsky, Mr. Eslhach plays' Bonaholder Sisenhach' , Mr. Kohler-Schreinzer,

the prison warden. Prank, Mr. Kammerer, the vocal teacher Alfred, Mr.

Heineman acts as stage manager and his role as a prison servant was one

of his best."

'Ti

C

<

\.
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G3EMAN

GERMAN THSATHS IK MC VICKEES' ^

Greorg Isenstein -Director. P
S\inday, January 6, 1884- Upon popoilar "Margarethl und Faust ling'* ^
Burlesque operetta in five scenes "by I. Sixtus; Music "by Conductor. ^
I. Hopp.

Dozen ticket "books are sold "by Phillip Henrici, 177 Madison Street,

^m Henrici, 117 Eandolph Street, 3mil Greifenhagen, Cigar Store, 153

Randolph Street and ty Messrs. L. Wurlich, 39 N. Clark Streets; Seats

inay "be reserved from Thursday 10 Ali. on to Sunday from 1 PM. and evenings

from 6;30 PM.

Begins 8:30 •

CO
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MUSIC

An audience of more than 3000 persons listened with ^reat interest
to yesterday's concert of the exquisite Thomas Orchestra at the Pair
Buildin^^. The request for compositions "by Uagner, Beethoven and Liszt
deserve specisJ. mention. But we are inclined to believe, that it was
not the majority of this audience, who appreci^.ted such classical
music, but a comparatively few who have the necessary musical education
and understanding. The public at large still enjoys compositions by
Offenbach, Souppe, etc» raost^ The program numbers were: The Trilogie
from the Flying Dutchman, (The Spinning Song) and the Chorus of the
Mariners, the Tannhauser Overture, the introduction and finale from
Tristan and Isolde and the Ride of the Valkyrie s« This rich Wagnerian
music was followed by Beethoven's Leonore No. 3, and then in contrast
to this heavy said somber music, the orchestra turned to the
beautlfiol Weber composition: Invitation to the Dance, after which
we hoard the exquisite Liszt Pr&ludium. Next we heard the Lenoren
symphony by Haff , Handels Largo with a violin obligate by Hermann
Brand, Beethoven's Eight Symphony and Liszt* s Hungarian Rhapsody No» 2y
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* VitA (ILL./ irivui. .lu^/!;

It i8 almost needless to say, that this concert like all the rest,

was executed with utmost precision.
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IflJSIC ( Chicago's Opera-Society)

1-
:'-^^=i£

Orwrnxs

/

A. large number of music lovers gathered yesterday afternoon at, Weber's Saloon,
to listen to Ur. Will Davis anr^ Prof* Liesegang*s proposals, in connection with
%he establishment, of an amateur opera school for Chicago^

.

' • - .

JL committee of the following persons has been appointedt Fred Root, W. H» Clark, E.

7. Starbuck, Samuel Eayser, Joseph U. Goodwillie, John He Wade and Adolph
Liesegang*

'•
. . ^

*

This committee's- duty consists of drafting a plan for statutes and instructions*

/
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There Is Music In the Air*

WPA (ILL) ?m.302?i

The renowned Thoaas orchestra Is glTlng a concert, OTery eiienlng, at the Fair
Building, It le meeting with the well deeerred support of the music lorlng public.
Last night's concert » consisted of classical^ hut easily understandable, music, for
which the excellent orchestra was enthusiastically applauded. The numbers; "Inrl-
tatIon to the Dance" by Weber; the "Wllhelm Tell Orerture"; and the orerture to
*The ICerry Wives of Windsor" deserre speclltl mention. This evening, the first of
the flQnipliomlc concertos will be played, with the following program: Beethoven's
symphpiqr ffo.l In C, 1. Adagio molte allegrot 2. Andante cantlblle con moto, 3#
Minuetto, allegro, molto c vivace, Schumann's overture "Oenoveva" and the third act
of Wagner's "Die Kielstersinger von Ihimberg",

Professor T.COlllmore of the Women's Music University, Milwaukee, gave an In-
teresting lecture, yesterday afternoon, at the Music Teacher's Congress, He spoke
on the classical and the romantic in music. The meetings are attended by the fol--

lowing singing Society quartets: Harmonla, St, Cecilia, The Chicago Women's Quart-
et, Chlckering and the Chicago Quartet, as well as by a large number of singers^
pianists, and organists.
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The Ifuslc Teacher* 8 Congress.

The Vatlonal Congress of Music TeacherSt set at 9 A«li#t at Hershej*s Halle»
under the Chalmanshlp of Arthot Mees of Cincinnati* Mr* Mees opened the Congress
with an address » aftier nhich the "Wonen* s Quartet of Chicago* gave a song re-
cital* lAlch was followed Iqr a speech Iqr Dr* Thoiias« The sdbject of the Afternoon
session will he* "Moiewi^hnrch Hasic

The discussions are oi^ an entirely religious character*

t'l
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CHICAflClR JEBBinR ttllDIft. lofrwftT 21«t. 1881.

At Brand* • Hdl«.

!• hftardt yesterday aftemooa la the large andltorltui an ezeelleat oeaeert i^Tea
*bj ?ref • Lleeengaiic^ • ' Oreheetra of e^ert flRuilelaae# fbe prosraa Included eeapoeltloaij
earefoilar ieleetedf to eatiefy erery listener*

Among the coaposerf» aliose work sere presented* were Wacner, Offoa'baeh* SiqnpSt

and 8traas« The soloists were Messrs* Berth (comet) ^ and Carl Bedcer, (TlolliO
who were greatlj aedalaed hy lorers of good aaslc*

These concerts hare greatly contrlteted to tho education of the arerage person
In anslc appreciation* Frof • Lles<^gang» for the good woxfc he has donot Is entitled
to both the tecognltlon and the support of our coaannlty*

'$

^j ic4vML. •
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IV
THE MOZART CLUB

The extraordinary success of the last song festival brought good results. Not ^
only was an opportunity provided to hear the singing societies of the larger 5
cities, but the performances proved to be a stimulus to the Americans. The ^
great festival orchestra was purposely restricted to men of western cities in r;

order to prove that a local orchestra could excel even without the aid of -o

talent from remote places, and that Chicago's orchestra could be absolutely o
independent if a little support were received. Api)arently this intention was L^
realized. Hie splendid orchestral performances as well as the great impres- S
sion made by the choral groups prompted a number of music lovers to see Mr. ^
^Bnsf Balatka ^German orchestra leadei7 and organize a musical society. And

as a result of the conference the Mozart Club was born.

The Club, at present, consists of an American chorus of sixty to eighty select

voices. For concerts a full symphony orchestra will be engaged. The Mozart

Club is already incorporated, and at yesterday's session John V. LeMoyne was
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r7
elected president for one year, and Hans Balatka director.

H. B.

^/Translator's note: In all eight names of officers are listedj|7

CO
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MUSICAL PERFORMANCES IN CHICASO.

The gala concert , performed yesterday at the Turner Halle by two excellent
orchestras^ was indeed a musical treat. The two amalgamated orchestras,
formerly known as the Rosenbecker and Liesegang respectively, competed
against each other all during the past season but demonstrated at
yesterday's concert that each member was an accomplished musician* The
audience on the other hand, demonstrated its appreciation of an afternoon
concert, played by accomolished musicians* Regardless of the oppressive
atmospheric conditions, the hall was filled to capacity* The first part of
the concert wsts directed by Mr* Liesegang, who was enthusiastically greeted
upon his appearance on the stage*

The opening number on the program was the*^iser March^* by .7agner* This
difficult composition could be referred to as the stepping stone of
every musician, nevertheless, the orchestra delivered it with utmost exact-
ness, proving thereby its unquestionable ability of perfect reading*
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The allegro and the amdante from the "^Unfinished Symphony,** by
Schubert, was simply a brilliant execution of that composition for which,
both the conductor, as well as the orchestra, deserves high praise*
The acme of the evening was reached by the rendition of Beethoven^s
violin concerto* The performing artist was LIr« Rosenbecker* Although,
technically a most difficult composition, Mr« Rosenbecker, surpassed
himself yesterday* The prolonged acclaim was spontaneous* The concluding
number of the first part of the program was the ••Leonora Overture No* 3>**

by Beethoven* It is obvious however, that Ur* Liesegang was unaware of the
acoustical shortcomings of the hall, therefore, some of the most beautiful
music of that masterpiece was lost to the audience in consequence by taking
the pianissimo too softly*

The first number of the second half of the program, directed by LIr*

Rosenbecker, was the well known overture **Roman Carnival,'* introducing
the second act of the opera **Benvenuto Cellini** by Berlioz* In this
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extremely genial tone-picture, the composer depicts the rustle and bustle
of a Roman carnival* It is in every sense an instrumental masterpiece

9

demanding of the artist utmost exactness* For the excellent reading of the
composition, the conductor and the orchestra alike, are to be commended*
The concert continued with the ''Serenade*' by Volkmann, followed by the char-
acteristic piece "Nordic Folk Songs** by Soedermann* The originality and the
changing color of this composition gave another opportunity for a brilliant
exhibition by the highly talented Mr* Rosenbecker, and his musicians*
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THE SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS.

The proverb t ""Compat it ion is the soul of business^** can be very well
applied to professional musicians also. Chicago's music lovers have become
aware of their good fortune in the person of Ur» Liesegang that splendid
orchestra leader whose perseverance has created greater understanding and
enthusiasm for better music among the concert going public* The capacity
audiences attending the concerts at Bramd Halle are a splendid testimony
that the task has been accomplished* Testerday's concert was 6Ui outstand-
ing one of the present season; a distinguished audience acknowledged
a distinguished conductor and his orchestra* Vith the exception of Liszt *s

Rhapsody No* 2t it was an all Vagner program* *•• At the conclusion of the
concert the applause was so persistent that the orchestra was compelled
to give an encore*
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Syi.KICIIY CCNC1]RT3

riot many years ago a synphony concert on Sunda:^ afternoons v/ould have seemed

quite impossible, although the price of admission may have been within the

reach of almost everybody. Compositions of the li^^htest nature made up our

Sunday afternoon concerts until recently. It is also true that orchestra

leaders had no confidence in the musical appreciation of their audiences.

XXowever, the Thomas Concerts given in the 7air building during the summer of

1877 are accredited v;ith av/alcenin^^ the public's desire for finer music. . .

Several attempts were made thereafter to establish regular sjiiphony concerts

but these proved futile. Th: musical offerinc-s by such renoivned musicians

and orchestra leaders as /idolph Liesegang, Rosenbeckor, and S. G-. Pratt were

appreciated, nevertheless none of thes3 orchestras v/as given the necessar3'^

financial support. Consequently, the organizations v/ere forced to disband.

Ur. Liesegang v/as persistent hov/ever, and formulated plans to give Chicago

^ W.P. o
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symphony concerts at a moderate admission price, hoping to create a genercd
interest for the higher type of music. In the rendition of the second series
of concerts yesterday, he and his musicians deserve the highest praise and
encouragement*

The first number on the program was Uendelssohn*s symphony in A major, better
knovm as the Italian symphony* This work enjoys the distinction of being the
most melodious and pleasing among symphonic compositions* It may be stated
that this performance could be favorably compared with the presentation of the
work of Thomas's orchestra* We shall not indulge in criticism of the somewhat
faulty technique, because we were more than comi>ensated by the enthusiasm of
the musicians* Beethoven's brilliant "Septet," opus 20, was undoubtedly the
most impressive number on the program, as was attested by the applause of
the appreciative audience* "The March of the Riders" by Schubert was the
least satisfying rendition of the evening* The rhythmic beauty of this
composition was lost by insufficient force of expression* In contrast to
this, Weber's "Invitation to the Dance" was in every detail delightfully
shaded* The inspiring overture to "Figaro" concluded the concert*

^ . i>>^

o — . «
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THE GERMAlN THBATRE

Last night's performance of Suppers 'Vatlnltza** was produced by the
Collner-Isensteln Theatre company at the He Vlcker Theatre • It was a
rare occurrence indeed , that eyery seat in the house was occupied* It
was unanimously agreed that this was the best Fatinitza production ever
brought before the Chicago public* And if this includes the erponent of
the principal role also, then we Join heartily in the praise* Hiss Pagay
was simply adorable as *Tatinitza.** There were unquestionably better
singers heard before in the title ro^e, but for her dramatic talent » Hiss
Pagay cannot be surpassed* She was exquisite throughout the play^ but the
climax was reached in the third act when she appeared in the smart imiform
of a Bissar offiQdr*. A thunderous applause Interruiyted the performance*

The character of"Lydla^was laPereonated by Miss Wassmann, and the least we

c.
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can say about her is that she was one a^nong the best Interpreters of the
role oTer heard in Chicago so far*

Hr« Waldorf y as "Greneral Kantschukoff ,** could have done more Justice to
his role« The war correspondent played by Mr. Wasseriiiann, known as that
ardent and devoted exponent of dramatic art, surprised us very pleasantly.
Never before had Chicagoans the opportunity to see that part characterized
80 splendidly.

Mr. Heinemann as Tascha" was rather disappointing. Because this is the
most piquant of all the male characters of the opera, much more was expected
of him, and rightly so« What he did offer was mediocre indeed!
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GEEMAK OPEEA

Seldom has such a crowd tiirned out to witness a German performance as that

which filled McVicker' s Theater last evening. Long before the curtain rose,

standing room was at a premium, and many were oinahle to gain admission.

The magnet that wielded this powerful attraction was the first performance

in this city of Johann Strauss' celebrated operetta, "Die Fledermaus" (The

Eat). The fact alone that Johann Strauss, the unrivaled composer of the

"Blue Danube" and other matchless dance pieces, composed the music to this

operetta, is sufficient guarantee that it is a fine musical production. It

is a gem in every sense of the word, and his enchanting waltz melodies per-

meate the entire\ork. The text is from the French of Keilhac and Halery,

and is very witty and full of sparkling fun.

This operetta, taking everything into consideration, is far above the

average of operettas and opera-bouffes performed in this country, and it is

surprising that it Ibs never yet been attempted on the English stage. If

it was, it would certainly take better than "Pinafore" and "Patinitza."

r
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But much of the success of the operetta depends upon the performers. It

not only needs good signers, "but first-class actors, the latter more than
the former. Those upon whose shoulders rested the burden of last evening's
performance, can not te said to te great singers, with the exception of one
or two; hut they were all first-class actors. In fact, the acting was so
good that the shortcoming in singing could well he overlooked.

The orchestra and chorus did well, considering that they lahored under the
disadvantages of a first night. Prof. Rosenhecker deserves credit for his
good handling of the baton.

/^
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•Topwarte Tumhalle*

This yearns season will "be Inaagarated today with a large concert of the
Chicago Orchestra* under the exceLlent leadership of Its conductor. Professor
Rosen'becker* Gymnastic and tableaux will he presented and at the close a dance
will take place* A very good lunch will he served and everything will he done
to make the Festival a success.

Herewith follows the complete programs
Zst part.

\. Uarch Bocacdo— Suppe; 2. Overture, Eol D TVetot--Adam; 3. Walts, Oceana
Rewz~*Chaubly; U. Selection, FatmltB£b~Suppe; 3* Gymnastic on the parallel
3ars--«Suppe; executed hy the 1st section of the "Tumvereln Vorwarts"#

Ilnd Part,
6« Overture, lllgnon-~!rhomas; 7« Somet quartet (Messrs* Schans, Muller, Braun,
Glass)-^-Schans; 8« Turkish Patrol (By req[uest)-^lchaells; 9* Phantasle,
Sicilian 7esper*~Terdl; 10« Song hy ^'Oesangvereln Harmonle«"

IllrdPart.
11. Potpourri, Schauka,*Schuhert; 12. Gavotte, Circus Rewz^-Fllege; 13* Tahleaux
(Knight Templars*)
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" Llesegang' sEannar-^oiicert"
(Liesegazig* s Chasiber- Concert)

The first of the season' s chamber concerts arranged hy Ur* Adolf Llesegang,
had heen played last Monday evening, hefore a select and appreclatlTs aadlence.
In the dining room of Brand's Halle* lfr« Llesegang has entirely reorganised his
string quartet* Replacing Mr* Rosenhecker, iiho played the first violin last year.
Is Ur« Carl Becker, who was a pupil of Joachim. Mr. Qustav Prlngnltz Is playing
the second violin, idilch was In the hands of Mr* Kurth, Jr. last year* The viola
Is played hy Mr* Allen, as last year, and Mr* Llesegang of coarse, plays the cello*
In our opinion, the new artists, who compose the string quartet now are not
surpassing the work, of the artists of last year* Ho doubt that Mr* Becker Is a
far better violinist than Mr. Roienbecker, but his Porte lies In his solo and not
in the quartet'playt The singing quality of the tunes, lets us detect in him
his teacher^ Joachim, but it stands out in harsh contrast to the tune-quality of
the artists, and naturally Interferes with the playing of the quartet to such an
extent that either he, or the rest of the artlstSt have to make an attempt for
better understanding, for only then|i the rendition of the musical nombers can be
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lfr« Priognltz can produce a lovely, tune through expert handling of the how,
but it seeme to remain inferior to lir. Becker* s playing, thus It has not heen
possible to produce a harmosy of the quartet* Mr. Allen is an expert with the
iola, for which he is well known, but he does not produce the sweetness of tunes,
and furthermore, is not master of his bow sufficiently, to keep in step with the
singing violin* Mr. Liesegang as cellist, performs always correctly, but his
rendition in contrast to the first violin, was rather harsh and therefore, the
tune rhythm could not be obtained* The program has been such, as to test the
artist's proficiency*

The melodious Gkr-Dur, quartet by Mozart, with its delightful simplicity,
demands more rhythm than any woxic of its kind, although the correct rendition,
could not cover the lack of rhythm in tune quality* This &— Dur Q^artet is

a part of Mozart and Vienna life, full of tranq[uility and ].ightpheartedness,
of which these are only a few*
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fe could not say, that the rendition of this Jewel of compositions' was
satisfjring. The second number on the program, presented Mr. Becker as soloist,
and it was the most enjoyable one of the evening. He was able to demonstrate
even to experts, that he is a musician of high accomplishments. Then came,
"Orfeide^s* noTsleties, sentimental and charming. Schumann's q[uartet opus ^7
demanded a great deal of all the participants*

v
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CONCERT IN TES "VCir.V:=lTS" TUHTHALL3 •

Big concert at the "Vorwarts" Turnhalle will take

evening) executed "by the complete Orchestra under
Rosenbecker. The splendidly chosen program is as
1. March
2. Overture
3. Selection
4. Walz
5. Overture
o

7. Fantasy
8. Potpourri
9.

10.

•Vorwarts"
'Opheus"

'Pinafore"

'On the Beautiful Rhein"
'Wilhelm Tell"
'Cornet Solo"
'Sicilianische Vesper"
'Vox Populi"
'Gavotte"
'SturmpGalopp

place tomorrow (Sunday
the direction of A.

follows:-
Rosenheckcr
Offenbach
Sullivan
Kelar Bela
Rossini
Levy
Balatka
Conradi
Offenbach
Bach
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Gjorg Loesch*s concert, arranged by his friends and ^^iven at the ITorth Side
Turnhalle last evening:, v;as a decided success, rect-rdloss of its mixed ob-
stacles. Sji o:q;>lanation :nay be in order: 3one or the nusicians v/ho api)eared

at the final rehearsal did not shav up for the perfomance; (iiuch better than
not to have boen at the final rehearsal and appearing for the perfonmnce)
and then, tiiere .vaG difficulty in securing the /J3T club, because a large
nuiiber of the club's iieabers ^^eloii^, to church choirs and sang at religious
services tliat evening IllMnds,^^ v/hile t f ev; objected to slacking on a ounda:;-

in such a "Godless*^ place as the Ilorth Side Turnhalle. ^
ro

T:iis e::plains v;hy the opening; -vas so long delayed and vjhy the orchestra c5f

consisted of only tv/erty-eight r.ien, instead of forty as aimounced; it also
accounts for the snail nur-ib -r of sin.^ers present.

v.lioeYer laiyht have objected to the late beginning v;as fully rev/arded, Iioivever,

o
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by the truly brilliant 03rformancc of the orchestra. ^lion one considers
that the rausicians of Loesch's orchestra in tho nain are not of the highest
t:.n^e, and that onl3r a fev/ skilled and talented individuals .;ere present, the
orchestra's porfornance v/as astounding, and cave proof of v/hat our nusicians
can acconplish under excellent leadership. If one speaks higrily of Thonas' ^
orchestra, particularly of the '^reat control which that conductor has attained,
then '.'r. "oosch deserves oven more credit, b:cause Fionas* orchestra is con-
posed of the best musicians available—::iany deserve to be called artists.

:p»

That tho orchestra was not as lar^^e as ori,'_-inally announced did not prove
too cletridental, as it .vas nore than sufficiently powerful to fill the hall. '^l

It is to be re-trotted tliat the audience \'/as not as largo as it rai^ht have ;^^

been.

Tiie first nur.iber, Meyer Beer^s "Facketanz in D flat", arranged for nilitar3r
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band by ::r. Loesch, sliov/ed in a .;;ill trained orchestra and only in a fov;

passafres did one note an insufficiency of string instra^ents. 'fhe presen-

tation showed exceptional exactness, and it aliiost a];p3ared as if '.r. Loesch
desired to sho.v (by his abrupt endings and sudden starts) ho\v .veil he could
control his rausicians^

The next naaber was a double quartet, -'Jin Frisches Lied Ln V/alde^', sun^^; b

r.ioabers oi: the .J^^i! club. .JLthougli the club*s best sin,;ers v/ere not present,

the rendition v;as excellent, and the ^^^ntlenen v;ere jiven deserved applause

Mr. Loesch deserves public ,7,ratitude; he has or;ranized an excellent liiilitarv

r
—'.'eber^s ''Jubel Cuverture'' :iade a jreat ir-iprjssion; in its rendition the con-

poser's ideas ..dre v;ell interpreted. Mendelssohn's L'octurno ,
^' ho.vevjr, C

lacked softness, and the Musicians shov;ed less confidence than in other naii- r?

bers played, 2
• o
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band. •• .v/iiich. •• .will do much for tlie furtherance of iiusic in Gliica -o.

A..
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Gsaoi/iN

fk CONCERT AT THB TDKNHAIl/

The Sunday af^ening Concert, whicli is to take place next Sunday at tlie

North Side Turnhall promises to be a great entertainment*

The axay orchestra, consisting of 50 excellent musicians and the i>artici-
pation of the Abt Society, for the benefit of their conductor, Mr. George
Loach has chosen a program which will satisfy every music lover, and amongst
the numbers to be played will be several which were arranged by Mr« Losch
for the orcli0Btra by the composers Mendelsohn and Wagner, a walz-Phantasy
by Bllse, the Jubilee overture by Lindpainter, etc«

The Abt Song Society will sing besides the Abt and ICreutzer choruses,
the Pilgrim chorus song from **Tannhauser,** with orchestral accompaniment.
It is expected that music lovers will not fail to be present at this great
concerts

"^^^ ^i^^^>.
-•"4;,r
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BliIIEFIT CONCSRT FCR R033Il,"ExiiC]rCLiR

A large, select audience attended yesterday's benefit concert for Professor
Rosenbecker of the Chicago orchestra, at the Northside Tumhalle. Much was :?

pronised for the occasion, and it is gratifying to report that all pledges 2P»

were fulfilled* A pretentious program was announced, a credit to the audience ^
as well as the musicians; to the latter, because the selections given required C
solving of considerable difficulties and, in so far as the public is concerned,?!
a proper understanding of the offerings necessitated considerable knowledge
of music. The presentation was exemplary, and the beneficiary in particular
deserves praise for the extensive rehearsals given under his direction, and for
the many new numbers which, due to his efforts, were presented in such a highly
satisfying manner.

Of course, one might criticize considerably in so far as llr. Rosenbecker*

s

conception of several passages is concerned, but one must recognize his
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couraga in presenting his own interpretations, whicli elicited admiration
even from those who did not favor the orchestra leader* s rendition*

For the opening nuiaber, the Overture to the "Flying Dutchman", one of Richcu^d

./agner^s earlier works, vias selected. The composition is almost equal to the
"Taiinhaeuser" Overture

The conductor and musicians cooperated exceptionally well, and the performance
therefore was one of the best presentations ever given by a Chicago orchestra.

•

After the Overture, ''Rondo with Variations", by ivieniawski, was offered, and
Mr. Lewis played the violin part in the true manner of a virtuoso. As an en-
core, the artist selected a Liazurka by Chopin. Both numbers have been played
here by ./ilhelia and Remenyi,.tlius a comparison of these masters with Mr. Lewis
is therefore quite possible. As far as technique is concerned, Mr. Lewis,

••T
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of local fame, need not feel any apprehensions, but his tone lacks the lofti-
ness—that dignity of expression and unerring pitch—^which Wllhelny attains
on his magic instrument.

The next number was the "Andante" from Haydn's »TCaiser Quartet". The entire
orchestra's group of violinists and cellists, sixteen members, played the
composition in a very acceptable manner. Evenness of tone and gradation may
have been lacking at times, but these shortcomings were insufficient to de-
tract seriously from the general impression created by the rendition.

After a short intermission, the Overture to the "Roman Carnival", by .Berlioz,
was given—an entirely new number to Chicago. In this composition the genial
Frenchman gives proof of his master^'- in instruTientation as well as rythm,
providing thereby a true characterization of the jovial carnival spirit of
Rome. •..Under Mr. Rosenbecker's leadership, the orchestra played the effective
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overture in an excellent ifianner, as was shown b^'- the highly attentive and

animated attitude of the audience. The orchestra, in this instance, deserves
especial recognition; there are few compositions requiring greater attention
on the part of the conductor and the individual musicians than this work.

Beethoven's classic simplicity, as exemplified in the Adagio movement of the
'Tix)metheus Ballet," gave a fitting contrast to the previous number, proving
especially interesting, because the daring construction of the French com-
poser's work is actually a development of the musical perceptions which ani- :a5

mated the gigantic Beethoven in his characterization of the mythological ^
Prometheus. In the exoellent presentation of that even, splendid Adagio,
Kr. Slchheiiai deserves particular commendation; he played the cello part in a
manner fully befitting the serenity of the melody.

Then followed V/agner's colorful ^'Walkueren-Ritt." The orchestra lacked poiver

-T3

CO

C7V
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to do justice to this titanic tone-picture, but maybe it ;vas fortunate that
volume was not available; it might have proved catastrophic if the k/alkuren-

Hitt had been played with genuine V^agnorian intensity. Jarring, not to say
hair-raising, are the attributes one must resort to in describing the harmonies
—if a succession of dissonances can be called that—which V/agner applies in
this instance. But regardless, one may perceive beauties therein, after listen-
ing to it often enough, so that one may feel inclined to do homage to the great
V/agner eventually, only the good Lord created but few humans with sufficiently
resistant ears and adequate nerves to listen to Wagner's music often ehoagih

to understand this Babylonian tonal confusion.

The closing number of the highly successful concert—or, impressive up to this
point—^was Beethoven's so-called "Battle Symphony", .Vere it not definitely
established as a creation of Beethoven, it would have been forgotten long
ago, but it shows that even a great man can produce inferior work. The or-
chestra tried its utmost to save the composer's reputation, and the only

-I

.1
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reproach one can express involves the mistake in having made such an unfor-
tunate selection in an otherwise excellent concert.

A ball was given after the concert The proceeds of the behefit concert
were fairly large, and the recipient donated the entire amount to the library
fund of the orchestra. The results, due to this gift, will become apparent
next //inter.

-a

*

CJ7
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/j5iAI.S2R LUSIG CCNCICRT7

The first concert given by the teachers of the new conservatory at the athenaeum
Hall was excellent; chamber music was featured. A large and select audience
attended.

The opening number was a delightful trio by Llozart, the melodies of which were
beautifully effective and served to create a pleasant mood.

Mrs. Koeiling then sang an aria from "The Creation'* by Haydn. Her excellent
training showed to particular advantap:e in this aria; despite the announcement
that she had a bad cold, her indisposition seemed hardly noticeable. S

O
Co

Beethoven's ''Trio in D liajor" which followed, gave us a profound Iteight into the

character of the great composer; it unfolded an episode in his life, amd revealed
the virile power with which he combated fate. The adagio movement is amwical
drama. The gentlemen, Puchs, Lewis, and Eichheim, were so thoroughly imbuea'w4i||Ji

en
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'O

the seriousness of their performance that one forgot the musicians and listened
unreservedly to the themes of the noble composition,

A charming aria by Handel , with flute (Mr. Oesterle) and cello (Mr. Eichheim)

,

condluded the delightful concert. The voice in this selection competes with the ^
flute in trills and presto passages. r;

We hope that these concerts will answer a popular need in so far as our artisti- o
cally inclined public is concerned, and we hope that these musiCGtL treats will
continue.

The program announces a second concert on Friday, at noon (admission is only twenty-
five cents), idien Mrs, Ebelling will sing the great aria from ^'The Qiaeen of the
Night,** as well as songs by Brahms and Lohmann,

Messrs, Koelling, Lewis ^ and Eichheim will present trios by Kiet and Haydn.
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:7ILHjIi.II

Yestord-;y aftsmoon, Januar:^ 6, V/ilheLni cave his last Chicago concert for

tho season. Let us hope th:t he v;ill return v/ithin tho neir future. It v;as

a splendid idea to induce tho sre^it 'artist to arrange a ounday prof^r ini at the -^

ITorth Side Tumhalle as it v;a3 thus possible for many people v;ho do not fre- 5
quent concert halls to onjoy the nui^ic strains of his violin. c^

Lon.s bofore tho bo^innins of tho concert the entrance hall and stair-.vay v/ere ^
crowded. Ilore than 2,500 people v;ere present, soiio of v;hon '^ore forced to stand, o
and it is not likely that tho Tumlialle h.'S ev^r housed a creator multitude. ^

L!ost of the audience vjas G-orman, but the .imorican elite was also .veil repre- cjt

sented. Llany a fashionably dressed lady r.imearod v;ho, on any othjr 3unda3''

afternoon, .vould h.-ve scorned tho idea of beinc seen in the Turnhalle, or per-

haps any;7here except in her homo or at chur:Jh.
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•

Snokin;:^ ^ncl drinkin^j v/ero not pjmdttev; l-:st niv:jlit—tha U3u-il convivial
chnrvtctor of the Tumlialle concerts h'-id to undor^^^o certain transformations
in order tii-.it the pro;;r--.n nij7iit Lttr:iCt -s lar;3a un audience us possible.

The concert be;T::,n shortly aftjr 3 r.l.I. 'The Cnicar^o Orchestr-i, imaor the
direction of .1. l^osenbecker, plavud the "Overture from .iLL;ddin,**by Horneiruinn.
The orchestra r^avo a better rendition of this number than ever before and
thereby v;on the complete approvtl of the larcest audience of their experience.
Deafening ...ppluuse then ^joted the nppeurance of ./ilhelmi. The orche-tra
played the stirring introduction to the "Concerto Cirosso" hy Pa.eianini, and
when the mi:LSter dre.v his bov; across the strings of his violin, deep silonce
rei.'pied, broken only at the conclusion of e<iCh component part by tremendous '^

applause. The cantabile pass-iges v;ere especially enchanting. In response to
the thunderous aT)plause an encore v/'is played

..fter a brief intemiisGion, during '.iiich the public strolled, socialized, and

: o

Uf»
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tried in v;;riouo othjr w^ys to rrv'k^ thaoiselves coMifort'able in tlie cold hall,

the Crchestra presented the second pi.rt of the proe^riim, the 'Iphi.senia'' Over-

ture.

V/ilheLni. .. .played -gain and was again enthusiastically acclaimed. .. .lie chose

the '^Hungarian Songs" by Jmst....The enthusiasn was silenced only oy the

simultaneous appearance o2 the artist nd .inil Dietzsch.

Ur. Dietzsch turned toward .lliieLmi ana said, "'Lly dear Llr. .alhelmi, it is not

without a purpose that you are herel
o

-n

"Certainly, anyone as capable as you in influencing hunan emotions, in stim- co

ulating mankind to noble thought nd deeds, hiS a genuine claim to univjrsal r:^

friendship, irrespective of creed or nationality; in t.iis sense I greet you as

a friend.

"You are standii^gon historic ground. For years Chicago Germans have congregated

here whenever it has become necessary to represent ;nd defend their intere^^ts.
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llahy a mova^.cnt v/as plaiuiod and brought to life here. In this hall ive foster
not only the convivial spirit of the Oanr^ans, but also Geman art, and there-
fore we feel highly indebted to you because you have done so nuoh to enhance
our casual Sunday diversions At the behest of the Chicago Orchestra I pre-
sent to you this laurel v/reath as a token of their reverence and esteeml V/hen

you have returned to your boloved native land across the sea, tell our counti^''

inen that here, also, far fro:.i the storied fatherl^ind, one finds Gerians enrap-
tured by art."

^
,

»

r-

'

r— »

The artist accepted the gift v;ith evident surprise. lie did not respond in v/ords,r^
but in Handel's "Largo" he expressed his gratitude. His violin sang with jubila-^^
tion, and throughout the auditorium there v/ere manifestations of jojj^ and exalta- S
tion.....The numbor had to b3 ropeated.... before the applause would subside. ^

Tliis marked the end of VJilhelmi's participation in the concert, but the interest
of the audience did not Tvavor. Cnlr a fev/ persons left the unconfortabl^r cold
hall. I'ore than four fifths of the audience vmitod until the "I.Iarch from
Tannhauser" heralded the ond of the program.....
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Yesterday's concert undoubtedlv Gucceeded in creating a liost of friends for the

Chicago Orchestra.

V/ilhelmi's repeated public appearances must be ascribed not only to his enter- ^
prising nanagenent but also to his exceptionally brilliant performances v^ich 5
al'.vays pave the v/ay for future concerts.

•̂

—

•

Today /ilheLai is scheduled to appear in a concert in Llilwauliee; toiaorrow he X
intends to return to Chicaco whore he v;ill stay until Friday, and v/here, ac- g
cording to his oivn v;ords, he v;as accorded the nost cordial reception in jlmerica.

CjO
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THE ILL-FATED SYMPHONY CONCERTS.
'

^^

Any friend of good music must feel deeply sorry that Mr* A. Liesegang
has been unable to put his idea into execution of giving^ this winter,
a series of symphony concerts. Although we do not wish to taJce sides in
the dispute between him and the musicians, we cannot help helieving that
the basic cause is professional jealousy. It is possible that it was
only instinctive, but the fact is, that the musicians, instead of giving
Mr. Liesegang a helping hand, piled up difficulties in his path. A
few musicians admit that the newly created musicians* association was
found solely for that purpose.

This is a regrettable situation, not only because the public has thus
been deprived of the performance of musical masterpieces but also for
the sake of the musicians themselves.
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Per Vfestent ILar. l8, 1877.

Since Balatka*8 departttrot no conductor has been found as yet, able and
willing to train an orehestra for that purpose* Ur« Wolfsohn is spending
his activity in another direction and Mr* Clander has not had the
courage as yety to tackle the performance of sjnnphonies* Mr» Liesegang
comesy is willing to undertsike it and at once jealousy sprouts forth in

the hearts of German musicians and the undertaking ends in a fiasco*
It seems to us^ that it is more pleasant and honorable for an able 1

musician to play to a select and musically trained audience than to have
the melodies of his instrument accompanied by the clatter of dishes and
the tinkling of glasses* It seems to us that if a talented musician
is forced to play in a beer garden in order to make a living, there is
something wrong somewhere* It would have been to the best interest of
the musicians themselves to support the undertaking of Mr« Liesegsmg*
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[SUNDAY CONCERT]

T n

The Sunday concert in the North Side Turner Hall attracted a great crowd
yesterday. The better class of Germans was well represented and paid a
friendly tribute to the efforts of Mr. Clauder. But the audience was not
only composed of Germans , as many Americans could also be found there*
Seldom has an audience been so captivated by music, when eating and
drinking was supposed to be the main entertainment. The potpourri
from Weber *s Freischutz held the people spellbound. Sven an admirer of
?/agner must have been forced to revise his opinion, that there was no
German music previous to him, when he noticed the silence of this big
crowd. There was not the least sound nor the slightest disturbance. The
facial expressions betrayed the deep emotion with which people listened
to the magic melodies of the German composer^ £ven the waiters whose
steps otherwise were often so disturbing, were leaning motionless against

x
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the columns until the last notes had died away. So spellbound was the
audience, that almost a full minute elapsed before the applause rang out

Music talks to the German heart and even when he hears it for the first
time on distant shores he comes under the spell ox the melodies from his

old fatherland.
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/sumxr ca;c..RT3 m turnkr haii/

Tht Sunday concerts In the North Side Turner Hall are continuously gaining

in popularity. Yesterday* s conqert was very well attended* The band played

in a masterful manner* A remarkable accomplishment was Lunbye*s ''Traumbilder/

thm ^BXid proved its good schooling and Ur. Clauder his great ability in

the performance of the "Tell Overture**" The public did not spare its

applause* The attention was frequently so intense that the tinkling of

glasses and conversation stopped completely*
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[FIRST CONCERT OF THE SEaSOK]

6SR1IAN

There ie a music loring public among the 2O9OOD Germans of the Southwest
Side 9 a public numerous enough to support a number of good concerts through*
out the winter* The well-known music teacher ^ Mr* £mil Zott, will give
the first concert tonight in the Vorwarts Turner Hall* Admission tickets
will be sold at the entrance* The program is as follows

t

Part I*

1^.

2.

4*
5.

Orerture to the opera ""Uartha***

"^Der Blumen Rache," - V* Nessler*
Aria from ^La FaTorita**
**Die Stille Wasserrose^** - Abt*
Bridal Choir from ''Lohengrin.*'
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Fart II.

6. ''When Night Involres the Skies," - Uendelssohn.

7* "The Wanderer •** - Fesea

8. "Uorgen Wandering." - Hauptnann

9* Quartette for four horns, arranged by HoffmEuui.

Part III,
«

10* **Sehn6egloekehen»*' Alexeuider Dom*
11 • ^'LlebsQhen lot da«** - August Horn.

12* •"Standchen.- - Aby^

13. Potponrri from '•II Trovatord,** - Verdi.
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/saWJ^ CONCERT IN TURNER EALL/

Y«8t«rday*8 Sunday eoneert in the Turner Hall was well attended
public listened with pleasure to the performance of the band under
direction of lfr» Jos* Clauder* As long as Ur« Clauder offers a selection
of pieces similar to the one he chose yesterday he may rely on an attentive
audience* The attempt to play classical or heavy concert music would
be courting failure, to Judge by the type of audience* Even Thomas found
it difficult to lift his concerts in Central Park, New York, above the
level of ordinary entertainment music* Mr* Clauder seems to be following
the example of Thomas* Vhat he produces is popular easily understood
music*

To be mentioned especially from yesterday's performance, is the overture
to **Stradella*** The audience otherwise always so noisy and restless
kept perfectly quiet while it was played*
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ABOUT THE SUNDAY CONCERTS.

(Mailed In)

To the Editor of the Illinois Staats^Zeitungt

The remarks made recently by a *'mu8ic and fstmily friend** could only
have been inspired by malieoy or he would not have attacked the recently
resumed concerts* Had his intention been to correct improprieties he could
have spoken to those in chsurge* But noy he speaks instead of rival concerts,

to which the better class Germans would go. Who belongs to this better
class of Germane I if 9 like our "music friend,** it looks down with such
contempt on the visitors to the Turner Hall concerts* It is not the
intention of the Tumgemeinde to give drawing room concerts but popular
concerts as is clearly indicated by the low 10 cents admission fee* The
amoking is done by the better class of Germans, who stayed away from con*
certs as long as smoking was forbidden. The Tumgemeinde will always in-
sist on decency in its members and will try to preserve the good name of
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ABOUT THB SUNDAY CONCERTS.

(Uailed In)

To the Editor of the Illinois Staftts-Zeitungt

The terrible tobacco smoke which filled the Turner Hall from A to Z9

was sufficient to so permeate our clothes that even today they still
smell* Such a smoke drives any lady and any gentleman away from the
concert • Is it not possible for the Germans to abstain a few hours from
smoking for the sake of the ladies? No wonder so few ladies attend
these concerts* ^

The German public does not only want good music but also a decent re-
creation place • a recreation pleice where one listens to good musio more
en famille than en canaille, where one gladly brings one^s wife and
daughter* As the concerts ^ars conducted now, they certainly will not
laist»

A Huaic and ramily Friend*
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CONCERT IN THE NORTH SIDE TURNER HALL«

flhen a few months agOy Hans Balatka gavs his last concert in the North

Side Turner Hall, he expressed hope for a beautiful future for music

in Chicago* Formerly concerts were neglected because of circumstances

and of an inconprehensible indifference of the public # Only after they
hflul stoppedy did people realise what they had lost and express the desire
to have them organised anew* Their wish was put into execution* Ifr«

Claudery a musician of talent » assembled the old members again atnd thus
once more Sundays will be enlivened* The Turner Hall has thus once more
become the center of attraction on the North Side*

Yesterday*s concert was well attended* The most pleasing nuniber was Bilse*8
**Victoria Walts*"^ Ifr* Clauder is anxious to furnish always somethizig

new and good* He needs » of course* the support of the public and it is

to b e hoped that it will not fail him*

f
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THE GrilRIiAN OPERA.

Yesterday's presentation of the Gernan Opera Company must have satisfied the

most severe critics and must be considered as the climax of this year's musical

season. The choice of the opera park mis a happy one, because it gave Mrs*

liappenheim an opportunity to reveal not only her talent as a singer but her

dramatic abilities as well. Her voice can hardly be surpassed and we believe

that the majority of the public considers her to be superior to Lucca.

Her main triumph was as Leonore, where she was magnificent as a singer and as a
dramatic artist as well.

The attendance was rather small and did not do justice to the artistic represen-*
tation.
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GERMAI^I OPiiSU.

The second act of \/eber(8 ••Freischutz'* will be given tonight in hooley*s Opera
House, with Mrs. Pappenheim as Ag^the. She will also appear as Leonore in the

second and fourth acts of ••Troubadour". The sale of tickets was very good yes-

terday. This proves, that the public although still resentful due to the lack

of consideration shown last Friday, does not wish nevertheless to miss the won-

derful singing of Mrs. Pappenheim. Today's representation promises to be a very

excellent one indeed.
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THE PAPPENHEIIi CONCERT.

To call the treatment to ^ich the public was subjected last night in McCor-
mick*8 Hall inconsiderate or to speak of Ura. Pappenheim^s conduct as artistic
tempercunent, would put it very mildly. The manner in which she expressed her
disapproval because her name and recent success did not draw a full house is so

revolting that we are unable to find the right word to define such conduct.

The attendance was probably so small on account of the terrific heat. Only 162
seats were occupied v/tien the concert was supposed to begin. The few persons
present had to suffer from the lack of ventilation and used their programs as
fans. After the audience had waited and perspired for over 40 minutes, Mr.
Balatka, the orchestra leader appoiired to notify the public that lirs. Pappen-
heim was not well and was thus unable to sing.

The idea of wanting to deceive the public with such an excuse is absurd. Of
course, Mrs. Pappenheim was not ill at all. She was completely dressed up and
when she realized after 20 minutes that the auditorium would not be filled, she
lost her temper. The management is not entirely responsible for this event.
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PAPPSNHEm IN MC CORMICK'S HALL.

ytra. Eugenie Pappenheim will appear tonight in a great concert in McCormick's
Hall with the members of the Grand Opei:a Con5)any. The unusually flattering
reception granted to the German prima donna by the Chicago public, is a proof that
the artist has made a great impression. Mrs* Pappenheim is superior to all the
other prima donnas and is surpassed only by Lucia and even not by her in all the
roles.

Hans Balatks will conduct the orchestra* The low prices will enable the poorer
classes to attend the concert

•
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MUSIC.

The recent Von Bulow season of concerts has left a bitter taste in the
mouths of many of the German musicians of this city^ and^ as a conse-
quence ^ the whole German world is in a fret and fume •••when even the phleg*

matic and philosophical **?• B^** gets on the rampage, it may be taken as

an indication that Germany is disturbed* He writes as follows

t

To the Editom of the Chicago Tribune

t

Von Bulow not satisfied with the laurels he has legitimately won as a
great player, longed for still another distinction, so he made a speech,

in which he stated that his countrymen, the '^Dutch**, demanded of him
that he should play ''Home Sweet Home**, **Yankee Doodle**, etc*
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Since the Gernans here pronounce this statement an unmitigated falsehood.
Von Billow should. In justice to himself, give the source whence he derived
that information* It seems as if the only kind of criticism which agrees
with the Doctor is unbounded admiration euid adoration, !*exquisite, beauti-
ful, masterly, perfect"*, and so on« To himself his reading and inter-
pretation are infallible • Those who admire indiscriminately are the
connoisseurs, and those who dare to differ, the ignoramuses. If he settles
among us, he will find the leveling process of our democracy slightly
different from that which he pretends to discover in 5ismarck*s Empire*
The charm of novelty will soon pass, and then he will be judged like an
ordinary mortal* He is a magnifleant player and yet the rhapsodical
style of Liszt and the modems is his proper sphere* Mr* "^P* B*^
speaks of the abuse which Von Bulow has lavished upon his countrymen,
which leads us to inquire what was the motive? Siaply thist
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SirV\ CLU ^^iO; 3ti:;.^

Von Bulow discharged his orchestral conductor in Boston because the
latter guzzled so much beer as to be unfit for his dutiesf which Von
Bulow was wise in doing, and took occasion in his aggressive way to
animadvent severely upon the use of beer as an element of musical success

»

which, perhaps, was injudicious* The German press of this city, with one
exception, assailed him in the severest manner, long before he came here,
and the clique was formed against him when he arrived*

What the cliques are, **?• B«** himself knows in his long experience*
Hans Balatka, Otto Lob, Dr» Fuehs, and other numerous German leaders in
this city could unfold a very interesting tale of what cliques have done
for them« They know that cliques are the bane of German musical effort*

can only regret finding so old and accomplished a musician as ** P* B***

entering the lists against an artist who has reflected so much credit upon
German art* An artist so modest that he has not even played any of his
own compositions* \.
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"
^^lANS YON BOSLOW TO GIVE C0N(II13?TS7'

<b

The concerts of the famous piano artist^ Hans Von Bulow, will begin next
Monday in McCormick*s Hall. The program of the first concert will be
compositions by Bach^ Beethoveni Uendelssohn^ Spohr, Rubinstein, Gomez,
and Llsxt« The singer, L'iss Cronyn, who will appeeur at the concerts, is an
elgfateen*year old lady from Buffalo, the daughter of a physician. She
heis a pleasant voice and is an able artist*
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LINCOLN PARK CONCERTS
To Our German Fellow Citizens

(Hldltorlal)

We are Informed that the North Side Railroad Company and various others
have refused to contribute money for the Lincoln Park concerts, If any of
these perfoimances are given on Sunday. Consequently many have followed this
precedent and have also refused /to make contributions/.

While we cannot argue with private citizens about the Sunday question as long
as thoy do not Interfere with other people's Sunday diversions, we might wish,
nevertheless, that they delve Into their surplus funds and help... .others
eixjoy this day. But we face a different situation with the North Side Hall-
road Company. This corporation operates Its trains on Sunday, makes a profit
thereby, and cannot, therefore, attribute Its refusal to piety. Its conduct
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appears rather incomprehensible, particularly v/hen one considers that a sin-

gle Sunday concert, combined with fair weather, will bring the company an

income three and four times its contribution.

But we do not manage the North Side Railroad Company's business, and it must

know what furthers its interests.

However, it would be regrettable if the Sunday concerts failed to materialize

because of the actions of this cami)any and of others.

In order to prevent any conflict because of divergent views, Hhe Lincoln Park

Commission has decided to accept special contributions for Sunday and Satur-

day concerts. .

Now it depends only upon a liberal-minded public, the Geruan and American

groups which enjoy Sabbath-day music, to realize Sunday concerts—to prove
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to the other side that its money is not needed.

Summer is a brief period and not more than twelve concerts can be ^iven. One

concert costs one hundred and ten dollars, and thirteen to fourteen hundred

dollars would defray the total cost.

If all our prosperous Germans take an interest—and we entertain no doubts on

that score—if the owners of summer gardens translator •s note: Summer

gardens: by this term the German understands picnic grounds, beer gardens,

etCjj7 a^d refreshment places in the upper part of the city who derive consid-

erable profit from the park concerts do their fair share, it v;ould be a simple

matter to raise the required sum. He believe that even the less prosperous

will give contributions commensurate with their income.

Let the Germans show that they desire these public concerts and that a small

sacrifice does not matter to them when their views about Sunday amusements

are involved.
o

.r.n. J.
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GERMAN

As a start, the Illinois Staats-Zeltung pledges twenty-five dollars.

Who will follow our lead?

\
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, Illinois Staats^Zeit\iDg« Jxine 1, 1875.

THE GBRU&N MUSICIANS
Benefit Progiram for Carl Sir

As previously reported, last Sunday's benefit concert for Carl Sir, which
was given by our local German musicians at the North Side Turner Hall,

proved highly successful, both financially and artistically. TSie Committee
on Arremgements is fully convinced that the net proceeds will exceed five

hundred dollars and perhaps even reach six hundred dollars.

In connection with this matter IvJr. Sir asked us to publish the following:

»»To the Editor and Staff.

•Dear Sirs: The friendly and energetic support which the local German
press gave ray benefit concert greatly contributed to its eventual success,

I hope that you will also find space in your valued publication for this
expression of gratitude.

O
c
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^'Because of an accident I am compelled henceforth to give up my vocation
as a musician. I feel eternally grateful to my esteemed and beloved
colleagues for their highly successftil efforts in my behalf* I therefore
express in this manner my thanks to the Arrangements Committee , Messrs.
H. Braun, H. ScHultz, ?/• Schumacher and Charles Sehnert; to the music
directors, Messrs. ]&ns Balatka, Loesch, Francis A. Hoffmann, and
C. Nietschke; as well as to my colleagues, and I assure them that I
shall never forget their genuine friendship.

*^To the German public goes zmich of the credit for the success of the evening^
however, for they responded generously and attended the performance in large
numbers* Ibis evidence of interest has inspired me with hopes that I may be
successf\2l in a new vocation.

'•Tlianking you sincerely for your kind intercession, I remain very respectfully,

"Carl Sir."

CO
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CONCERTS ni LINCOIN PARK

(Editorial)

The first conceirt of the season will be given tomorrow at Lincoln Park. It

will be an important event in the histoiy of music in the United States, for
it will be the firi^t free concert to be held in a public park. All attempts
to arrange similar concerts in New Yoi4c have failed.

Chicago may congratulate itself upon having introduced a custom which neigh-
boring communities will soon follow, and which will later be general through-
out the country. It is certain to have very beneficial results. However,

tOBorrov^s concert, and the ones to follow coxild not be presented if it were
not for the Germans of Oiicago who on November 4 defended their right to ar-
range such entertainments on Simday, successfully opposing the advocates of
temperance who sought to have legislation enacted that would make it an of-
fense to provide or listen to any but sacred music on Sxmday.

v.-

pe-
er

C'.-

r::
r ..
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Our working men, especially those who are not financially able to attend
concerts during the week, have looked forward to these Sunday concerts
with great pleasure, and perhaps with much patience also. This fozm of
recreation is of much greater importcmce to a diligent laborer forced to
work six days a week to shelter, clothe, and feed himself and his family,
lihan an Italian opera to a wealthy person. And the rich are duty-boimd
to do what they can to maintain this source of pleasure and education for

• the benefit of the working class. It is their duty to contribute the money
necessary to make these concerts a success* Sufficient funds are on hand ^
to pay the expenses connected with a number of concerts, but more money is o^

needed; and it must be contributed by our Germans. This is an enterprise
of the Germans of this city, and the cost must be met by them. Americans
as a group are opposed to Sunday concerts and will not contribute for them.
13i«y collect funds for their Saturday concerts cmd give more than is needed
for that purpose. Now it is up to the Germans to do their share. The
Illinois Staats-Zeitung will gladly accept contributions and acknowledge
their receipt in the newspaper columns at regular interveils.

:30

c^-
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/a MhT'/ T^ACHFlPw FOR THE ZDSCaraLD C0NG2R7ATORT^

Mr. Florenz Ziegfield has -partly attained the aim of his .iourney to Gern^any ^y
hiring a sinking teacher for his conservatory.

wIVe read in the Leipziger Tr^^ehlatt of June U:- "Just as England has found
through the Leipzig Conservatory a great number of able iDerformers snd teachers,
so the fame of the School is also more and more penetrating America. •• At the
newly opened, grandstyle Conservatory in Chicago the sinp^er recently graduated
from Leipzig, Mr. James Gill, from Paisley near G-lasgow, Scotland, has "been

engaged to teach singing. This talented and well-trained artist should all the
"better "be able to collaborate fruitfully mth Mr. Ziegfield, as Mr. Ziegfield,
too, is a former student of the Leipzig Music Academy.

li
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^OMAS» ORCHESTRAT"

T«st«rdagr^8 fourth concert of tha Thonas Orchestra in farwell Hall wae like all foraar
ones attended hy an elegant and appreciatiTO pidblic* Hiss Mehlig got special applanse

:

The orchestra toilbers were again executed with that precision and Tenre which haTe
Bade llr« Thonas fasoas*

4*. :?i^-.L^»i.^»»*:jr-^:-.-. . ;:^„«i.»i . ,'fc.-,^*ji .'.f .»^iV£i'-.-Sk.ic'.j. _ _ :_ '>4i-.*:i» «.;.:**.*•.* «.. • s^;ji'.> i';^_<r' ^.-t''\ .—.i. .s-Xfeji^-'x:-/.' .-_ _«i .%»»..'> .v j. i
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Article On The German Opera*

The Prisa Donnat Fran Llchtoay eurpasses eren lladaae Parpa Rosa. Ur. Bemhard, Is

a Tlgoroue Oeman tenor/ ho cohennptlTe little tenor(Tenorchen) after American
fat&lon* Beyond all doubt the German Opera Is the heet Opera that eter ylelted
Chlcago#-and yet It Is again only the poorer German pohllc that faithfully, fills
the gallery t irtille the fashionable German nould come perhaps If tickets were
selling for $U.OO as they did for Vilsson* iTerytime something great and beantiful
has eome(from Germany) Boston, PhiladdLphia and St. Louis have paid due homagOf
oxily Chicago coldly refuses to do its part. Just because the other Americans keep
avay the Germans should make it a point of honor to attend* There is no lack of
money, because one does not miss other entertainments* If it is lack of interest
in artt if it is indifference for ererything that does not also fill the stomach,
why don< t they confess so openly*

^-
r •

I

(On the same page-a long and enthusiastic review of the opera "The ffewess")

^-
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/JPHE GERMAN OPERA,/

QXBUAS

irtlelat« (*BiaBarek and lloltka ara to ba blamad for it") Dafandlng tha German Opera
a«tlnat /bad raviawa In Trllmna and Iranlng Poat » "Shall tha aplaen againet tha
Garaan aaeeaaaaa In tha political field he rented on tha German opera?" It almoat
aaama . ao« • #Don Juan haa haen given hare aeyeral timea and haa been a horrid failure,
hut tha preae gare it faTorabla reviewa* How cornea tha German Opera it girea it
far hatter, than it vaa Arar given here before* Tha Trihuae and Ivaning Poat
haisa only to acold, not a word of recognition. One givea Tanat-it ie the aame story.
The Italian and In^iah Operas which have heen here hafora never tackled such
immaaaa Joha aa Tanahanaar, Tidalio, Die Zauher Plote(The magic Tlute) •• •Before
even a mamher arrived in Chicago, tha opera was heiag harmed. Feregoine Pickle
said in his aaathatie survay laat Sunday: we are looking forward toward this opera
because it is said to bring good German music and because we can enjoy it without
kid gloves and silk gowns, becauae the German Opera demands no "style." That ma)i

have been meant well, but it hurt«thousands of Americans who only go to the Opera
on account of tha"kid glovea and the ailk frocks remained away«"

rs-
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GSRiAN ART HOKOKSD AT THE ART ECSTITUTE
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The Gezman Day at the Art Institute, which was celebrated yesterday with an
impressive ceremony in the Fullerton Gallery, fully achieved its purpose, to 9^

honor Geman art. As the Geiman Consul General, Dr. R. L. Jaeger, remarked in rj

his Bhort speech, German art was not adequately represented in the great ^
exhibition at the Art Institute, where pictures from all countries of the
world were assembled, although the management of the exhibition bad tried to
obtain a larger collection of German pictures. The situation in the Reich ^
was not favorable for the assembling of a representative collection of German ^
pictures and sculptures for the Worlds Fair; hence only a fraction of German
art came to Chicago. Consul General Jaeger expressed the hope that perhaps,
at a later time, a more extensive exhibition of German art of all periods might
be shown in America, and especially in Chicago. He thanked the Art Institute
for the pains it had taken in bringing together the German collection. The
secretary of the Art Institute, Carl Buckholder, had already welcomed the
guests.



The Art Institute had suggested the festival, but the arrangements were put
into the hands of the Deutsche Kunstgesellscihaft (Oerman Art Society) by
Consul General Jaeger. This society deserves the credit for the success of
the German Day at the Art Institute*

I
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IV
The principal speaker of the occasion v/as Professor George L. Scherger, ^

who with the help of photographs, gave a clear survey of Geriaan art from its ^
first beginnings up to the present. For his excellent i)erformance, vAiich ^
surely will make for a better understanding of German art, the speaker was ^
rewarded with hearty applause. The rausic of Harry Koenigsmann and the splen- ^
did dances of Erika Thimey also met with the lively approval of the sophisti-
cated audience.

c^

CO
CD

en
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ANIMAL PAINTER SUCCUMBS TO CANCER IN COUNTY HOSPITAL

At the age of 77 years, the once highly esteemed animal painter Harry
Lyman died in the County hospital as a result of Cancer* )

Twenty-five years ago Lyman immortalized many famous race horses in his
pictiires. Prior to his death he lived with friends at 1859 V/ashington
Boulevard in order to be close to Nate Louis, the matchmaker of the Stadium*
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Dec. 18, 1932

oCCE'TY CF G:i]R!L\N ..i^ISTS

A society of Geririan artintv^ has been forced in GhiC'i:':o uith the Din of
offerin^-^ vOorrnan art and Gkirrian -irtiMts the r>lL\ce to which they are
entitled hy reason of their importance in public life. The societ3'' takes
it upon itself to brincr to li^bt the best that '^ieiMan artists have produced.
TTiis will be accomplished by arrancinc annual and semiannual exhibitions
and by participatin;: in r)ublic displays of Ciernan v/orks.

-it the he^d of the or;::anization otands a superintenlia^ board consisting
of the follov/in;:: f^entlerien: John nordin:Ter, H. Bartsch, Otto R. lliebulir,

Dr. Ivarl Bun.'-e, and iCarl Vitztlnm. The actinc secretary is Utto R. Iliebuyir,

812 Barry ..venue.

-T3

o
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TYPiiS OF CHICAGO AOTI3T3
Paul Kelne

by
K. H. K. ;

Paul Kelpe v/as bom in Minden, and was educated in Hanover. He received his
artistic training at the Academy of Arts in Hanover, l^motionally he is of the
pensive type, impassive and unhurried in spite of his youth. To him, art is

something apart from everyday life. To him the creation of art is comparable _
to floating through a higher sphere where the inspiration is more profound than U*
any found on the earth below; it is a kind of ecstasy that grips him when he §
paints. The feeling which enables him to conceive of a picture in its vague ^
outlines is to him a primary'' motive force. Ooly v/hilo making the first sketch
does he apply his mind to arranging and analyzing details.

Kelpe was originally destined for a technical career, but this field could not
hold his interest. The urge for art, and the desire to work toward its accom-
plishment was stronger. :\nd yet, his technical training shows its effects on
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all his pictures, even today. One would think on first sight that his pictures
had been made on a drawing; board, so geometrical are his forms and their combi-
nations. And yet this is not true of his work. His pictures are merely the
expression of an artist whose emotions are replete with tension. The colors -r^

aid in intensifying the expression. p

Kelpe frees himself from all traditions of art when he stands before his ^
easel. He does not wish to limit his forms of expression by objective appear- ^,
ances. He regards form and color, not as the means to an end, but as the ^:
representation of things in nature. It is not simplification, which is in his c};

mind, but rather the escape from naturalism.

It is not so easy for the lover of art to familiarize himself with this absolut-
ism in painting, which has its chief representative in Kandinski. If there are
any possible interpretations left in abstract painting, these are completely miss-
ing in absolute painting. There are no lines of approach which lead from nature
or the impression of a natural phenomenon to an absolute picture which will make
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the latter understandable. Just as in many instances symphonic music is the
rendition of the vibrations of an artist's agitated soul and does not have any
relation to anything real or tangible, so also absolute art strives to be abso-
lute expression (sic).

In his earlier pictures Kelpe restricts himself almost exclusively to two dimen- ^
sions. Only in his later wo lies does he introduce the third dimension—a change -o

which greatly improves his paintings. The figures seem plastic, and the picture o
as a whole avoids the appearance of crowding. l^

lie is also skilled in other types of painting. Some heads he is exhibiting in- ^^

dicate that as an expressionist he possesses an extraordinary gift of character-
ization. A number of quick pencil sketches give proof that Kelpe does not al-
ways have to lean toward absolutism in painting. He is a good expressionist as
well, and he is capable of respectable achievements in this field, any time he
decides to cultivate this form of painting.

Kelpe came to America in his early twenties and spent the first years in New
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Jersey • Sarly this year he settled in Chicago. At the creat si:crin(5 exhibi-
tion of the Chicago artists at the Art Institute, he was represented with one
picture; this was also the case at the No Jury exhibition. In February of
this year he had a special exhibition at the Little Gallery. In former years
he belonged to the Society of Independent ilrtists in New Jersey, and regularly
contributed to their exhibitions* Also, his pictures have been shown in exhi-
bitions in Philadelphia and Nev; Orleans. He is one of the members of the Gal-
lery on 59th Street where a selection of his pictures is continually on display. 2
It is expected that he will soon come before the public with a new one-man shov/. ^

Kelpe is serious and honest in his art, and h<3 also possesses much ability. As
long as he applies the necessary will power to his v/ork, he does not have to
worry over the future. ..
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CHICAGO TYPES OF ARTISTS

Rudolph Welsenborn was bom in Chicago, the son of German parents, and com-
pleted his art studies in Denver, Colorado* After five years of painting
under Henry Reed and two more under Gene Hanheim, he returned to Chicago in
1913, where he became known for his ideas and founded the No-Jury Society,
of which he was the president for five years* Even to this day he is repre-
sented regularly at the No-Jury Society exhibitions* His paintings can also
be found during exhibitions at the Art Institute*

In 1928, at the great American Art show, he exhibited an abstract painting
which was supposed to represent the Metropolis of Chicago. This painting
does not follow any form' or line, but is absolutely abstract in its execution^
At that time it caused considerable sensation and Weisenbom was honorably
mentioned by the No-Jury*

His first exhibition was held several years ago, at Marshall Field^s; the
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second two years ago^ at Chester Johnson* 8«

In his teaching at the Academy of Fine Arts, he does not strive to create
new Weisenboms; on the contrary, he does his best to develop the individual
talents of his pupils and admonishes them to go their own way as early as
|)ossible« He himself has been studying all his life, as he smilingly remark-
ed, meaning that he works unceasingly to improve himself • At the present
time he spends much time over the several paintings which will represent the
expression of the spirit of the ages. This is all he is willing to talk
about, as he does not want to commit himself until the idea for the new work
is completely ripe. Then brush and pallet will do the rest by themselves.
That is the Rudolph Weisenborn way, a way free of €lL1 obligations in regard
to art creations.
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ARTIST DIZS

According to information from her relatives, Vixs. Amalia Kussner Condert
died in Montreux, where she has lived diiring the past fsv/ years • Llrs.

GoQdert achieved great feme as a miniature painter during the Nineties.
Bom in Greencastle, Indiana, as the daughter of the prominent German
musician Lorenz Kussner, she moved with her family to Chicago, where they
lived on Cedar Street until the death of her father.

The deceased received her education at the St. l!ary of the '7oods Academy*

LIrs. J. pgden Armour, a society leader, was the first to pose for her in
a portrait. She was followed by other leaders of society in the East, as
well as by the Czarina of Russia, in 1899. Others to pose for ^^s. Condert
were Cecil Rhodes and King George VII, at that time the Prince of VJales.
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In 1960 the artist married Colonel Charles Du Pont Condeirb, son of a prominent

attorney in the firm of Condert Brothers of New York, and a veteran of the

Spanish-American War.
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FIRST GCxMAN --HT-nailBITICI] I!^ C:iRICA

The first German art exnibition, since the xvar, v;as recently opened in
Boston. The exhibition y;as arranp;ed by the Harvard Society for Contemr)orary
Art. Oil paintings, etchings, lithographic drawings and sculptural works
of modern artists for the most part are being exhibited.
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THREE OEIIMAN PAINTERS' SXHIBIT AT THE
MIDLAMD CLUB

The German painters Otto Reimer Niebuhr, Fritz Becker, and Karl V/agner will
arrange an exhibition of their work at the Ilidland Club on April 21, which
will last for two weeks.

All three artists have made themselves a good name already in Chicago. Niebiihr,

who appeared before the public with an exhibition at the Kroch*s Bookstore about
a year ago, has great teuLent, especially in the field of landscape painting.
His self portrait, which is also exhibited at the I^Iidland Club, is considered a
v/ork of extraordinary value.

Fritz Becker *s principle strength lies in portrait painting. He is more of a
temperate realist, who sees objects in the way they are. He knows how to |[ive

his pbrtraits life; he knows how to mix colors, so that his portraits appear as
reality itself.
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Becker also exhibited an excellent self portrait. Other portraits represent a
number of prominent German-Americans of Chicago; namely, 3mest Kruetgen,Vfelter
W#L. Meyer, Mrs. Bertha Ott, etc.

Earl Wagner of Munich, the third in the union, appears as a universalist. He
paints portraits, landscapes, still-life, and others, which place him in the
ranks of the best*

Several excellent portraits of women will be exhibited, as well as several land-
scapes and an extraordinarily modernistic pastel of a violinist, and a number of *

excellent still-lives and several drawings.

Wagner, who went through the best of schools in Munich, changes his style, and
Just for that reason is an excellent artist, because no matter how many pictures
will be seen side by side, the impression will never prevail as is the case with
other painters, that his paintings are too much alike.
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Wagner's main strength lies tindoubtedly in the detached copy of the real model*

His compositions are real works of art, not evenly painted through all over,

but entirely penetrating with a thorough iiikpression.

The exhibition, which is beginning Easter Monday, can be looked forward to v/ith

the greatest of interest.
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Tiie ^roup of Oerrrian artists of Chicaso v/ould not he complete, v^. t-' •

"^ Curt
Drev/s, v;ho throur-h his character and his creations re:;iinds vcu Ox the "oatrician

of the old kanseatic city of Hamburg

•

Drev/j v;as born in Hamburg, Germany, and bec:an liis studies there, continuin^^ then
in Llunich and Duesseldorf

»

Several exhibitions, -.vhich he ai-ran'-ed in his native to\;Tx and in the Rhineland,
vjere very successful and he v:as reco:;:nizod as a creative ar-tist by the Gternan

Dublic.

He carie to Arnerica for the first tine in 1927, and v:ent to Madison, 'Wisconsin.
There, besides portraits, he painted a church as v/ell as the Union 'lemorial

Building, uvhich painting nov; belon::s to the State University. His creations

received the highest recoroiition.
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About a year a^o he once nore cans to ^imerica intending to remain in this

country permanently. 7ov the last six months he has lived in Chicago and

does not intend to leave the city, at least not at present. A sariple of

his skill in fresco-r)aintins is the "Coffee Dan in the Loop.-' He had to

execute it -'ithin ten days, a period actually too short for the v/ork to be

done. But Drev;s by accomplishing it acquired nany admirers.

Drev7S specializes in portrait-painting. His portraits have dignity and a

patrician character. The Ladies portrait, '.jhich is his contribution to the

present exliibition at the .Irt Institute, breathes charm and dignity. Orders

for portraits from prominent German-.'unericans of Chicago, v;ill keep the

artist busy here for a long time.

Drews besides being a painter is also a sculptor. Several of his smaller
moldings shov- that he is also outstanding in this field. It is interesting
to knov/, that he has ::orked out a plan for a Hart in Luther I.Ionument; a

monument, '.;hich Chicago surprisingly does not posses.: as yet.
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Drev/s is a representative of Oeman art, v/hose further v/orks na^' be looked
for'.vard to, v.'ith the .2;;rer.t33t interest.

s

'fa
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GhRLiAII ARTIST E^iIBITS HIS PICTURES AT iCRCXJH'S

The young German artist, Otto Reimer NiohuhTj vAio exhibits a collection of pencil
sketches, pastels, and oils at Kroch's Book Store is greatly admired by friends
of fine arts.

Nicbuhr was born in Hamburg and acquired his artistioal education in his heme
town and Munich. He has been in America for the last two years. He has become
well known after his extensive travels In America and Mexico. His main productions
is landscape paintings. He is not very original, but very true to life in the
details of his subjects. The pastel drawing of the chapel of the Oraceland
Cemetary, an extra-ordinarlly impressive picture, has already found a buyer. The
drawing of the Navy Pier is also one of his best pictures and both are exhibited
at Kroch*s. Here he did as well with the colors as the reproduction of the
whole picture, an extremely fortunate grasp, it appears to be so realistic that
one can imagine of actually standing on the pier while looking at this extra-
ordinary picture. More pictures are those of the Tribune Tower, Sunrise In

Cr.icago, Sunset on Crooked Lake, and max^ more«

All pictures and sketches reveal a strong talent, which arouses the greatest
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BXHIBITION BY TTO GERMAN-AMERICAN PAINTERS •

In the Art Institutay there hastaBen an exhibit of 26 paint ings, by two
Chicago artistey for the last three weekey - the brothers Martin and George
Baler* The Baer brothers are descended from a German-American family and
finished their studies five years ago in Chicago* For further perfection,
in the high school of European art, th-^y stayed in Munich for one year,
where they gained a great knowledge of technique and the views of
impressionism, which exercised a great influence upon their development*

From Munich they went to Paris, where at that time a group of art revolutionaries,
under the leadership of the talented young Italian Modigliani, dominated*
But, as always in the life of the artist, there came an epoch for the
two young painters, when the impulse of self-expression, took a sudden ,

categoric form*
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The BMr brothers decided upon a peculiar solution of this problem.
Far from all culture, far from all pell-mell of the influences of the
artistic and social world citiesf they settled in a distant Arab Tillage
in the south of Algiers. In this Tillage, named Laghonat, the brotherjs

liTed in a primitiTe hut for one year, their whole time doToted to work,
and the study of the peculiar nature of the people* After ssTeral
months the natiTes began to haTe confidence in them, and consented to being
used as models and later as studies of posing.

Now these 26 paintings are the fruit of one yeoir^s work, under such
peculiar conditions. They were first exhibited in the Gallery Durand *

Ruel in Paris, and there created a great sensation and gf»neral enthusi-
astic praise of the critics. From Paris the exhibit was brought to Chicago,
the natiTe city of the artists, and it is safe to say, that the ripe
knowledge of the two painters, will also find recognition and understand-
ing In large circles*
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From the paintings cflm be seeny that the influence of German impressionist

direction, was deeper with the two artists, than they themselves were

conscious of • Especially strong is the influence of the methods of one

of the most modem of the impressionists, the painter Kokaschka, who came

from the Vienna school amd direction, and now dominates even Munich*

But these impressions are far from hindering the German-'American artists,

and make them change their course* The works are the results of a willful

strong knowledge, and an expression of self-conscious artistry*
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GERIf/VN ARTISTS ARE HONORED.

The thousands 9 who walked through the spacious halls of the new addition of the
Art Institutei can mention with pride their participation and special enjoyment*

The exhibition of painting and sculpture, are speaking evidences of the fact,
that art in America is represented in a dignified manner, and that the public
demonstrates exj^raordinary interest in the achievements of their artistic fellow
citizen* As the city of Chicago has a paramount right to be proud of her rising
artists so the Germans, with identical right, can be proud to participate in the
pleasure of their fellow country^men in the obtained prices for their objects
of art*

'"*si!

R. Zettler received for his figure '•Job", the Potter Palmer Gold medal,
and also a cash prize of $1,000*00«

The Norman Wait Harris-Silber medal with the addition of $500.00 cash price, was
awarded to Frederic C. Frieseke for the picture '•The Hammodk'** . .

The Jiartin B* Cahn prize of $100.00 cash, was awarded to Walter Ufer for his
'•The Solemn Pledge, Taos Indianes'^.

.^^
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Honorable mention was given \7illiam H. Singer Jr., and Pauline Palmer.
V.

It is not meant to be inferred, that the objects of art of other artists, es-

pecially those of Chicago, are not worthy of admiration. On the contrary, not

only are there among the pictures and sculpture, beautiful objects to be found,

but especially among the sculpture, which has quite a number of charming works,

brought with considerable expense to this exhibition. The Institute placed them
in a highly artistic and superb illumination, to the delight of the visitors.
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The Trench art is so well represented in the ITnited States of America that
ohe'alpoet can Bake hetter studies here than in Trance, Professor Kra^r
said last night at the heginning of his speeeht he made in the Germania
Clilbhoase about the present German art of paintings* It is regrettable
that we cannot say the same of the German art and eren the es^osition opened
yesterday in the institution of art of the works of living German artists
can not claim perfection and completion* It must he considered that the
promoter notwithstanding his German name Knots is a real AmericaUt who
>cannot speak German and can only deal with the German artists by the use
of an interpetert ibich makes matters very difficult, so that sereral of
the artists had to leare him* Howerer the exposition mast be coi|sidered
as a deserrlng ezperimentt a good beginniygt as a first drixdc from the
fountain, which may lead to further encouragement* Prof. Krager told his
listeners that he will meet them next Triday OTening at 8 o'clock in the
art institute and conduct them throo^ the exhibition* Aa^ybody who
wishes to see the eidiihition under his gui4ance is welcome* Prof« Krager

'**
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represented some lantern slides of the best Geman artists and their works;
among then pictures of members of the Worpsweder Artists Associatloxit mostly
sceneries of Hackensen* lloderson, ?oglert OTerbedc^ etc* Vollowing were some
animal sketches. of the best llTlng animal painter In Oermanjr, Zuegel*
fhe modem painting In the nude was represented by the worlcs of Lndwlg Ton
Hoffmann and a number of paintings by TJhde, the modenit religions painter.
The exhibition in the Art Institute consists of 93 paintings and is shown
till the 2Uth of March*

All works are for sale and 71 hsLre been already sold*
r

^
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The Lecture Course of Dr. Heinrleh Eraeger*
In the Club Hoote of the Geroania Uaennerehor the series \of lectures about
Ceman art of today was opened yesterday by Professor I)r«\H. Kraeger of the
Duesseedorf AeadeaQT of Art.

Dr. Werer^ the German Consul « opened the neeting with a short address in
which he escplldaed the reasons « that caused his to suggest this lecture
tour« In Americlk there is too little known about nodem Oeman art* Xren
in the ijBerican UniTersities there is a deplorahle lade of knowledge about \

this territory^ and therefore it is not only in the interest of Oenan Art* \
but also of the Aaericans and especially the OerBan^eleaents aaong thest
that here assistance is giren. Kraeger' s lectures will he TjOLued as a
weleone prepcuration for the trarelling ezhihition of Oeman Art works

»

that will cose to the United States dui^ing the winter ani thfit is pre-^

pared at present by Mr. Kurts, the director of the Art Gallery in Buffalo*
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Haino Isermann Died* An excellent Gerinan artist, a man who obtained a great

repoitation, an individual endowed with a profound love for cripative art, died

last nigjit at his home, 18 Starr. Street. Whilst the seventy year old sculptor sat

at the tahle, drinking tea, death came suddenly, in the form of heart failure*

For nearly a quarter century, the decea.sed has heen intimately connected with
art affairs, where he always acted as a leader.

The sculptures of the City Hall and County Building, Board of Trade, and

Central ^!usic Hall are his works; there are many others. During his long
artistic career in Chicago, he created numerous statues in marhle, "bronze and
granite.

Mr. Isermann was horn in the former kingdom of Hanover; he emigrated to the

United States, settling in Baltimore. He fought in the Civil War, and after
his discharge from the army, moved to Chicago where he not only dedicated
himself to the pursuit of his art but also obtained renown as a scientist
and excellent lecturer. Three children remain to mourn his demise, Alida,
Leon, and Mrs. C. H, Hitt, all of them residents of Chicago.
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PAIKTIH6S. IXHIBIT

In the rear rooms of ffhe new Art store of Haerst Brothers^ 55^ N. Clark Street,
an exhil)itlon of Suropean and American masters has heen opened some time

ago which enjoys a steady increasine stream of Tisitors. As especially
interesting for the German pahlic of this conntry may prove the paintings
of Hermann Michalowski and Bohert Schade» Both artists helong to the
Milwankee Artists colony.

The cheif attraction consists of a large collection of Agnarelles of the
famoas German painter Peter Woltse* His pictures are inspected daily 'by

muieroas American ladies and STerybody enjoys the piquant and pleasing
suhJeetSy iriiich are mostly taken of the Rococco period*

The brilliant technique and the hlgjhly dereloped sense for beauty of the

artist appear in these pictures at their toll Tslue* t -
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THE '.TORK OF ART OF A GEmCAH

R. '//• Bock's Library Group

One of the German artists of Chicago, Mr. Richard Vv. Bock, has been honojred

by the acceptance of his group-design by the new library in Indianapolis.
This beautiful work of art, skillfully executed, is now ready to be cast,
and stands in the workshop of the sculptor, at 3240 N. Park Ave. The group
consists of three figures which represent Science, Art, and Literature. It
is distinguished by its symmetry and proportions, by the intelligent ex-
pression of the faces, and by the artistically beautiful arrangment of the
allegorical figures. The figure in the middle has the form of a young man,
about tlen feet tall, standing on a stair. The head is well shaped, and the
flash of the eyes reveals energy and independence. The uplifted right hand
holds a torch and the left hand, a palm-leaf. The garment hangs loosely
over the shoulders and is fastened with a belt around the hips. At the
feet araaglobe, a manuscript, and a laurel-wreath.

At the right and on the left of the young man, literature and the Arts are
allegorically represented as two seated women. The first stretches out her

'K:/;
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right hand, holding c pen over a bust of Longfellov;, and the left hand
holds a fevj sheets of paper. The gaiment is laid in artistic folds over
her head, and reaches to her feet, leaving the It.rgest part of the body
uncovered. The Arts are symbolized on the left side of Science in a
similar manner, though in a different position than literature. The left
hand holds a drav/ing board on the knee, and right hand, holds the stylus
ready. In the backgroiind of the whole group is an owl v.ith outstretched
wings — The symbol of v;isdom.

Eminent American sculptors, as, for instance, Mr. McMonnies, have terired

this group a rare piece of art. It will undoubtedly, elicit the admira-

^Ibn of all lovers of art, when once completed. The artist, I^. Bock, is
not a stranger to our readers. He is the creator of the splendid sculp-
toral relief, v;hich adorns the arch of the Schiller Building. He also
furnished the design of a frieze for the Palace of Slectricity, and another
design for the Science of Mining Building at the World's Fair.
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Mr. Arthur Feudel-bas received a coBmission to paint two large panels
for the new German Theater. The subjects « are to be the **lfeeting of ^

Uarie Stuart* and Elisabeth** according to Schiller^ and a scene from
Shakespear's'^lfidsummer 'Night's Dream* ** A composition for the latter
was seen in the artist's studio* It is cleverly composed and in a
pleating schemes of color and shows Titania and Bottom sleeping in the
forest surrounded by fairlest following closely the text in the fourth
act. Ur* ?eudel*s artistic ability and experience in decoratiwe p€tintlng
warrant the assertion that it would be difficult to have ebas«m hn artist
more fit to execute the work*

Mr. Feudel is a native* of Oermany* in which country he acq[uired his art
education* hut has for some time identified himself with the art interests
of Chicago* It is prohahle that he will have the assistance of Mr. C* 7.

Tan Saltzaln the painting of the large canvass*
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A new picture, the wonderful, "brilliant Cycloram^# "The Pire of Chicago** can
he seen in the Panorajna Building between Madison and Uonroe Street on Michigan
Avenue.

Those who have not been in Chicago during October, 1S71, can vlstualize the iin^

aensity of the Pire Drama, by pondering over this descriptive masterpiece of Paul
Wlehablm, Duesseldorf (Germany).

The total cost of the valuable paint tableau is $250,000 and belongs to an art
Association. The center point of the picture is the place, where Port
Dearborn used to stand. All around the flaming fury can be seen, devouring and
spreading. The Southern part of the city is already in ruins, while a sea of fire is

rolling towards the North side.

As we know, that fire catastrophe destroyed about 20,000 houses and made about
1,000,000 persons homeless.
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A work of art which has been ordered by a well known citizen for the grave of
a beloved relative is now nearing completion at the sculptural establishment of
Ur« Franz Engelmann« It is a statue of St* Elizabethf larger than life-»size*

The clay model which has Just been finished^ shows the Saint as the regent t a
splendid figure of aristocratic bearing* holding a loaf of bread in one hand and
with the other gathering the folds of her dress which contains a profusion of
roses«« The expression of the lovely face and the mild pious eyes is indeed devinet
the figure and the enshrouding drapery with its folds t the work of a master* Mr*

Xngelmann will become well-known as a result of this achievement, which will be
executed in white Uassachusetts granited by Mr* I* Burkhardt* It is to be
mounted on a nine foot substructure t hewn from grey granite* Beyond doubt, it
will be the most beautiful anr artistic monument that ever graced a grave in
Chicago^ Of course, the artis^ is not a novice, he is a pupil of the well-known
Grerman Sculptor, Prof* Karl Kauer, and of Prof* Volz of Kkrlsruhe* Mr* Engelmann
was awarded the first Student prize, in recognition for his plans and sketches of
mausoleum for a family at Uannheim* He came to America l-l* years ago, and modelled
the statue i*The Emigrant" for a Kew York building, then the **&oddess of Liberty",

a 14 ft* Figure for the .Capitol of Texas* He is now located in Chicago* ••• his
studio and workshop are at the S« W« Comer of State and Monroe Streets*


